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PREFACE

TO VOLUME VI. OF

THE STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF BENGAL.

THIS volume treats of the South-Eastern Division of Bengal,

stretching from the sea-board eastwards to the mountains

which separate the British Possessions from Independent

Burmah, and northwards to the Lushai watershed which

feeds the rivers of the Sylhet and Cachar Valleys. The

Chittagong sea-board has a deep historical interest as the

principal scene of Portuguese enterprise on the Bay of

Bengal, and as almost the only place in Eastern India where

Christianity became the hereditary faith of any important

section of the people. Noakhalf District, formed out of the

silt which the united river systems of Bengal deposit at

their mouths, was alternately the haunt of Muhammadan and

Christian pirates, whose galleys swept the bay, and harried

the country for a hundred miles up the main channels.

Proceeding inland, the next District, Tipperah, affords an

instance of an ancient Hindu kingdom transformed, with

a due respect for pre-existing rights, into British territory.

Two mountainous regions, or Hill Tracts, form a back
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wall to the three maritime Districts ; in one of them

the Raja of Tipperah still governs as a semi-independent

prince,' in the other (the Chittagong Hill Tracts) a British

officer rules over a collection of but lately belligerent tribes.

Every type of nationality, language, and creed, from the

Arab and Afghan to the Brahman and the Burmese bor

derer, is to be found within the Division. The nomadic

husbandry of the hill-men survives side by side with the

trim tea-gardens of the English capitalist.

The five Districts dealt with in this volume, namely, the

Chittagong Hill Tracts,1 Chittagong, Noakhali, Tipperah,

and Hill Tipperah,1 contain a population of 3,512,563 souls ;

and cover an area, as estimated for the Census of 1872, of

17,459 square miles.

W. W. H.

1876.

1 No regular Census has ever been taken in Hill Tipperah; and the area

included above, both for that State and for the Chittagong 1 1 ill Tracts, is merely

an approximate estimate.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

THE local weights and measures are given in detail at pp. 77, 164,

301, 399, and 504. Conversions from native money, and from

native weights and measures, may be effected with sufficient accuracy

in accordance with the following tables :—

MONEY.

i pie (j% of an anna) = J farthing.

i pice (^ of an annd) = ij farthings,

i anna (T^ of a rupee) = i| pence.

The rupee is worth, according to the rate of exchange, from is. 8d.

to as. ; but for conventional purposes it is taken at 23.

WEIGHTS.

The unit of weight is the ser (seer), which varies in different Dis

tricts from about i| Ibs. to 2-205 IDS- Tnis latter is the standard

ser as fixed by Government, and corresponds to the metrical

kilogramme. For local calculations in Lower Bengal, the recognised

ser may be taken at 2 Ibs. The conversion of Indian into English

weights would then be as follows :—

i chatdk (^ of a ser) — 2 oz.

i ser (^ of a maund) = 2 Ibs.

i man or maund (say) = 82 Ibs.

LAND MEASURE.

The unit of land measure is the bighd, which varies from \ of

an acre to almost i acre. The Government standard bigha is

1 4,400 square feet, or say ^ of an acre ; and this bigha has been

uniformly adopted throughout the following volume.



ERRATUM.

Page 37, line 8, for possess read profess.

I shall be grateful for any corrections or suggestions

which occur to the reader. They may be addressed to me,

care of the Secretary to the Bengal Government, Calcutta.



STATISTICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE

CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS.1

THE DISTRICT OF THE CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS, situated

between 21° 13' and 23° 47' north latitude, and 91° 46' and

92° 49' east longitude, contains an area, as returned by the Boundary

Commissioner in March 1875, of 6,882 square miles, and a total

population, as ascertained by the census of 1872, of 63,054 souls.

The population here given is taken from the District Census Com

pilation, and differs from that given in the Census Report by the

exclusion of the Lushdi field force, which was in the District at the

time the census was taken.

BOUNDARIES.—The District is bounded, according to a statement

of the Deputy Commissioner dated August 1875, on the north by

the State of Hill Tipperah, on the south by the District of Akya"b,

and on the west by the Regulation District of Chittagong. The

eastern boundary is formed by a line running from the south-eastern

1 The Statistical Account of the Chittagong Hill Tracts has been chiefly compiled

from the following sources :—(i) Five series of Returns specially prepared for the

Statistical Account by Major Graham, Officiating Deputy Commissioner"; (2) The

Hill Tracts of Chittagong and the Dwellers therein, by Capt. T. H. Lewin, 1869 ;

(3) Report on the Bengal Census, 1872, by Mr H. Beverley, C.S., with subsequent

District Compilation ; (4) The Annual Reports of the Superintendent of Hill Tribes,

and of the Deputy Commissioner ; (5) The Annual Reports of the Director-General

of Telegraphs in India, the Inspector-General of Police, the Director of Public In

struction, the Conservator of Forests, and the Meteorological Reporter to the Govern

ment of Bengal ; (6) Records, reports, and correspondence in the office of the Deputy-

Commissioner of the Chittagong Hill Tracts ; (7) MS. Records of the Board of Revenue

of Bengal.

VOL. VI. A
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corner of Hill Tipperah along the course of the Tiiilenptii or Sajjuk

river to its junction with the Karnaphuli ; thence along the course of

the Tiiichang, across the Uipiim range to the west, and along the

. Thegd Khal to its head waters ; thence westward along the water

shed of the Weybong-tang, until it meets the southern hill station of

Keokradong on the Ardkdn frontier.

HISTORY.—The history of the Chittagong Hill Tracts is mainly

the history of the various tribes inhabiting it, and of these a de

scription is given on pages 39-66 of this Statistical Account The

earliest record of our dealings with the people of the Hill Tracts

is a letter from the Chief of Chittagong to Warren Hastings, the

Governor-General, dated loth April 1777, in which he states that

' a mountaineer named Rdmu KMn, who pays the Company a small

revenue on their cotton farm, has, since my being here, either through

ill usage from the revenue farmer, or from a disposition to revolt,

for some months past committed great violence on the Company's

landholders, by exacting various taxes, and imposing several claims

on them, with no grounds of authority or legal demand.' A second

report states that Ramu Khan has called to his aid ' large bodies of

Kuki men, who live far in the interior parts of the hills, who have not

the use offirearms, and who go unclothed.' This rising was met by not

allowing the hill people to have access to the bdzdrs or markets in the

neighbouring British District of Chittagong ; but the Kukis still con

tinued troublesome, and in November 1777 the Chief of Chittagong

ordered Captain Ellesker, commanding the 22d battalion of Sepoys, to

send some men 'for the protection ofthe inhabitants against theKukis.'

In 1784, Government desired the Chief of Chittagong to report

whether the hill men could not be induced by lenient measures to

become peaceful subjects and cultivators on the low lands ; but no

practical result seems to have followed the suggestion. The hill

tribes living within the country which now forms the Chittagong

Hill Tracts, had constantly been subject to raids from the independ

ent tribes living further eastward ; and in consequence of an attack

on a fort situated on the Kdptdi Khal, the Commissioner, in 1859,

recommended the removal of the Hill Tracts from the Regulation

District, and the appointment of a Superintendent over the hill

tribes. Both of these recommendations were adopted, and by Act

XXII. of 1860, which came into operation on the ist August of that

year, the Hill Tracts were separated from the Regulation District ;

and in July of the same year an officer, with the title of ' Superin
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tendent of Hill Tribes,' was appointed. In January 1860 a mur

derous raid was made by Kukis (for an account of the Lushiis or

Kukis see pages 59-65) on the District of Tipperah, and 186 British

subjects were murdered, and nearly 100 taken prisoners. The

guilt of this outrage was clearly brought home to the tribes living to

the north-east of the Hill Tracts; and in January 1861 a military

force was assembled at Barkal to punish the offenders. T.he village

of the chief, Rattan Puiya, was situated about eighteen miles to the

north-east of Barkal, and ' on the 2 7th of January a select force of

230 Sepoys, in light marching order, with 450 coolies, who carried pro

visions, left Barkal under the command ofCaptain (now Major) Raban.

The village is difficult of access; and the troops, after marching for six

days over a succession of hills, low spurs, and streams, reached it on

the ist February. The Kukis, having removed all valuable pro

perty, set fire to the village and retired, preferring ambuscades and

surprises to regular open fighting. The grain destroyed, about 1,500

maunds of rice, was the only retributive injury inflicted on the enemy.

The expedition having accomplished all that was practicable re

turned to Barkal.'1 Negotiations followed for the pacification of

the country, and in October 1861 Rattan Puiya tendered his

submission. During the two following years (1862 and 1863) there

was peace in the Hill Tracts ; but on the isth and igth January

1864 a band of Shendus (for an account of the Shendus see pages

65-66) attacked two villages, killed five persons, and carried away

twenty-three men, women, and children into slavery. In the month

of April of the same year, a band of the same tribe attacked a body

of twenty-six Bengali wood-cutters, shot five of them, and captured

nine others. They then attacked a Khyoungthd (Magh 2) village,

and out of fifty-six inhabitants killed six, and took thirty prisoners.

In the year 1865-66 the Shendus again made two raids on the Hill

Tracts ; on the first occasion they took six captives, and on the

second more than twenty persons were carried off. In the year

1 866 a more serious outrage was committed by the Haulong clan

of Lushlis. The raid occurred on the 6th July, when they at

tacked and cut up three villages of the Banjogi tribe, or, as they

are commonly called, the Bohmong's Kukis, in the Sangu Valley to

1 Annual Report of Mr J. H. O'Doncl, Revenue Surveyor for the year 1862-63.

* The word Magh, although a misnomer when applied to the Khyoungtha, has been

constantly used both in official correspondence and by the Bengalis of the plains ; it

has therefore, for the sake of clearness, been retained in a parenthesis in this Statistical

Account in explanation of the more correct term Khyoungthd.
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the south of the Hill Tracts. A detachment of the same party also

penetrated into our territory as far as the Kaptdi stream, a tribu

tary of the Karnaphuli river, and there destroyed a Khyoungthd

(Magh) village. Eighty persons were carried away as captives, and

four were killed. This raid is remarkable as having taken place

during the rains, when the Kukfs are generally busily engaged in

agricultural pursuits, and when the unhealthiness of the season and

the difficulties of travelling offer almost insuperable obstacles to an

expedition. On the i2th January 1867 the Haulong clan again

violated the Bohmong's territory. The villages attacked were Khy-

oungtM (Magh) villages ; eleven persons were killed and thirty-five

carried into slavery. No raid took place during the year 1868; but

in January 1869 an attack was made on the police post of Chimd

on the Sangu river ; the guard, consisting of ten men, was defeated,

and the post destroyed. Seven men were killed, and the women

and children of the whole guard carried off into captivity. A second

but less serious raid was made on a Mining village in the following

month. On the morning of the igth July 1870, a Khyoungthd

(Magh) village, situated within half an hour's walk of the police

post of Chimi, which had been rebuilt since its destruction the

previous year, was attacked by a body of from forty to fifty men,

and four men and six children were carried off. Another raid

was committed in December of the same year on a village on

the Sangu, about half-way between Chimd and Pyndu. Two men

were killed and one taken captive. During the year 1871 no raid

occurred; but in January 1872 a party of Shendus surprised the

frontier post at Pyndu. The enterprise was vigorously undertaken,

and some few of the raiders effected an entrance into the stockade,

but they were soon driven out and put to flight with considerable

loss. In 1870-71 a series of raids of an unusually aggravated char

acter was perpetrated in Cachar by the Haulong tribe of Lushdis, in

which the lives of several Europeans were sacrificed, and the daughter

of a planter, together with several native British subjects, carried

away captive by the raiders. The occurrence of these outrages de

termined the Government to undertake effective reprisals, and two

columns of attack entered the Lushdi country simultaneously, one

from Cachar under General Boucher, the other from the Chittagong

Hill Tracts under command of General Brownlow, C.B. The ope

rations of these columns, extending over a period of five months,

were entirely successful ; the captives were recovered, and the offend-
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ing tribes tendered their submission, and were mulcted in a heavy

fine for their lawless and unprovoked attacks.1 From that time to

the present date (June 1875) no disturbance has taken place : one

attempt was made by the Shendus shortly before the commencement

of the rains of 1875 ; but as they believed, though on incorrect infor

mation, that the village they were about to attack was prepared to

receive them, they beat a hasty retreat. It is principally to the Shen

dus and the other tribes occupying the high lands facing the southern

half of our frontier line, and immediately abutting on the Hill Tracts

of Ardkan, that the raids committed both in the Ardkan Hills and

the southern Chittagong Hills are traceable ; and these tribes have

not yet been taught the lesson which the Sylus and Haulong clans

received from the Lushdi expedition.

Jurisdiction.—During the first few years after the cession of

Chittagong to the British Government in 1760, the attention of

the executive authorities appears to have been mainly directed

to the administration of that portion of the ceded territory which

now forms the Regulation District. The head-men of the hill

tribes were allowed to retain their authority, and our jurisdiction

practically extended only to the collection of revenue from the

hills in the shape of a tax on cotton. Even this revenue or tri

bute was not collected from the hill tribes by Government officers,

but was farmed out to a third party, who was neither the ruler

of the tribe he represented nor had any control over its members.

'On the 6th May 1784, Government wrote to Mr Irwin, the

Chief of Chittagong, desiring to have his opinion fully, whether, by

lenient measures, the inhabitants of the hills might not be induced

to become peaceable subjects and cultivators of the low lands.' 2 No

practical result followed this inquiry; and in 1829, Mr Halhed the

Commissioner stated that the hill tribes were not British subjects,

but merely tributaries, and that he recognised no right on our part to

interfere with their internal arrangements. 'The near neighbour

hood of a powerful and stable Government naturally brought the

chiefs by degrees under our influence, and by the end of the 18th

century every leading chief paid to the Chittagong Collector a cer

tain tribute or yearly gift, to purchase the privilege of free-trade

1 For the general aspects of the expedition, see my Life of the Earl of Mayo, i. 238-

243. (Ed. 1875.)

a The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, and the Dwellers therein, by Captain T. H. Lewin,

p. 22.
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between the inhabitants of the hills and the men of the plains. These

sums were at first fluctuating in amount, but gradually were brought

to specified and fixed limits, eventually taking the shape, not of

tribute, but of revenue paid to the State.' l The British Government

did not, however, interfere directly with the internal economy of the

Hill Tracts until the year i860, when, by Act XXII. of that year, the

hilly and forest tracts to the east of the Chittagong District were

removed from the jurisdiction of the civil, criminal, and revenue

courts and offices of the Regulation District. The hilly tracts were

then placed under the control of an officer, with the title of Superin

tendent of Hill Tribes. The primary object of the appointment of a

Hill Superintendent was the supervision of the independent tribes,

and the protection of the dependent tribes within his jurisdiction.

The hills in his charge were henceforth known by the name of the

Hill Tracts of Chittagong. In 1867 the official designation of the

officer in charge was changed from Superintendent of the Hill

Tribes to Deputy Commissioner of the Hill Tracts ; and his powers,

which had previously been directed mainly to the preservation of the

peace of the frontier, were extended so as to give him full control

over all the matters pertaining to revenue and justice throughout

the District. From his decisions an appeal lies to the Commissioner

of the Division.

There is no difference between the limits of the revenue, magis

terial and civil jurisdictions requiring notice.

The administrative headquarters of the District were at Chan-

draguna until November 1868, when they were transferred to Ran-

gamati. The chief town in the District is Bandarban, in the Sangu

Subdivision.

General Aspects of the Country.—The District is divided into

four valleys, formed by the Pheni, Karnaphuli, Sangu, and Matamurf

rivers and their tributaries, and marked out by chains of hills running

from the south in a north-westerly direction. The Sangu and Milta-

muri rivers, until they enter the plains, run parallel to the ranges, and

form two river-valleys ; the Karnaphuli and Pheni run transversely

across the main line of the hills, and the valleys here are formed by

large tributaries of the Karnaphuli entering the river at right angles

to its course. ,The general aspect of the District, as described by the

Deputy Commissioner, is ' that of a tangled mass of hill, ravine, and

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong. and the Dwellers therein, by Captain T. H. Lewin,

p. 22.
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cliff, covered with dense tree, bush, and creeper jungle. The inter

vals between the smaller hill-ranges are filled up with a mass of

jungle, low hills, small water-courses, and swamps of all sizes and

description, and so erratic in their configuration as to render any

uniform description impossible. ... Of wild barren scenery the

District possesses little or none ; but from the summits of the main

ranges the view of the apparently boundless sea of forest is grand in

the extreme. Viewed from these points, the lower jungle almost as

sumes the appearance of a level green plain, while in reality it is one

of the most difficult countries to pass through that can be imagined.'

Along the valleys and courses of the chief rivers the scenery is of

a different character, and Captain Lewin, in his work on the Hill

Tracts of Chittagong, describes it in the following terms :—' The

scenery along the course of the Karnaphuli and its tributaries is for

the most part dull and uninteresting, the river flowing between high

banks of earth, covered either with tall elephant-grass or dense

jungle, which effectually prevents any view being obtained of the

surrounding country. At one place only on the Karnaphuli, shortly

after reaching the small police station of Ringamiti, the character of

the scenery changes from its usual dull monotony of reaches of still

water and walls of dark-green verdure, to a scene of marvellous

beauty, resembling somewhat the view on the Rhine near the Lurlei-

berg. Dark cliffs of a brown vitreous rock, patched and mottled with

lichens and mosses of various colours, tower up on either hand ;

while occasionally, on the right or left, shoots back a dark gorge of

impenetrable jungle. At this place the river runs with great rapidity

through a rocky defile, and at some seasons of the year it is difficult

for boats to make head against the strength of the current.' There

are also some exquisite bits of scenery along some of the affluents of

the Mdtamuri river. Captain Lewin thus describes the scenery on

the Twine Khyoung, a tributary of this river:—'The stream ran

briskly in a narrow pebbly bed between banks that rose nearly per

pendicularly, and so high that the sun only came down to us by

glints here and there. Enormous tree-ferns hung over our heads

some fifty feet up, while the straight stems of the garjan tree shot up

without a branch like white pillars in a temple ; plantains, with their

broad drooping fronds of transparent emerald, broke at intervals the

dark-green wall of jungle that towered up in the background ; and

from some gnarled old forest giant here and there, the long curving

creepers threw across the stream a bridge of nature's own making.
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Sometimes we came upon a recess in the bank of verdure which rose

on either hand ; and there the tinkling of a cascade would be heard

behind the veil, its entry into the stream being marked by a great

grey heap of rounded rocks and boulders, tossed about in a way that

showed with what a sweep the water comes down in the rains.

Scarlet dragon-flies and butterflies of purple, gold, and azure, flitted

like jewels across our path; while silvery fish, streaked with dark-

blue bands, flew up the stream before us like flashes of light, as we

poled along.' Captain Lewin states that the soil of the District is

composed for the most part of a rich loam, and that the lower ranges

of hills also are generally composed of sand or rich loam, though in

many parts they consist of soft sandstone, which falls to pieces easily

on force being applied. ' The dark-brown rocks of which the higher

ranges are composed are,' says Captain Lewin, 'undoubtedly of

igneous origin; indeed subterranean volcanic force must at some

remote period have caused the strange billowy upheaval of the face

of the country, which gives it its present distinctive character.'

Mountains.—' So far as is known concerning the mountains of

the District, they rise in tapering masses, and, as a rule, will not be

found to be more than sixty yards across at the ridge—in most cases,

indeed, not so much. The elongated summits of the ranges fall

away at the two extremities, and it is only here and there along the

ranges that there is any material difference in height."1 The principal

ranges, and the names, latitude, and longitude of the highest peaks

in each, are returned by the Deputy Commissioner as follows :—

The ranges are ten in number: (i) Basi Tang2 or Toung range—

principal peak, Basitang ; latitude, 210 31', longitude, 920 25' ; height,

2,181 feet: (2) Mrdngd. range—principal peak, Mranga Tang; lat.

2 1° 40', long. 920 1 7'; height, 1,650 feet : (3) Tyambang range,—prin

cipal peaks (a) Ring-rang-dang—lat. 210 41', long. 92° 29'; height,

2,789 feet; (b) LurainTang—lat. 210 51', long. 920 23'; height, 2,355

feet; (c) Bati Tang—lat. 22° 7', long. 920 17'; height, 1,725 feet:

(4) Bildisari range—principal peak, Bildisari Tang; lat. 22" 31', long.

920 35'; height, 1,858 feet: (5) Sachchel range—principal peak,

Sdchchel Tang ; lat. 22° 32', long. 920 40'; height, 1,467 feet: (6)

Bhdngd-murd—lat. 230 2', long. 92° ; height, 1,375 feet : (7) Bid-

main range—principal peak, Bdti-main Tang ; lat. 22° 48', long. 92°

1 Report by Major Graham, Deputy Commissioner.

a Throughout, the word Tang (hill) might be rendered Toung, which 1 am told is

the proper Burmese form.
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1'; height, 1,834 feet: (8) Phatikchari range—principal peak, Mara"

Tang; lat. 22° 38', long. 91° 59'; height, 370 feet: (9) Sitd-pahdr

range—principal peak, Sitd-pahdr Tang; lat. 22° 29', long. 92° 12';

height 1,138 feet: (10) Barkal range—principal peak, Barkal Tang;

lat. 220 45', long. 920 22'; height, 1,879 feet- 'As a rule, the hills

can only be ascended slowly and painfully by men, along known

zigzag paths, or by cutting similar tracts through the jungle. No

beasts of burden are at present used in the hills ; the ascents are

extremely abrupt, and are covered with trees, bamboos, &c. Wild

elephants, however, climb the hills to their summits; and if proper

paths were made, laden animals could do the same.'

Rivers.—The principal rivers in the District are the Karnaphuli,

the Pheni, the Sangu, and Mdtdmurf. (1) The Karnaphuli, or Kynsa

Khyoung, as it is called by the hill people, rises in a lofty range of

hills to the north-east, and after flowing by a most tortuous course

through the Hill Tracts, enters the Regulation District of Chittagong

at the village of Chandragund. Above this village, and as far up as

Kdsdlang, a distance of about a hundred miles from its mouth, it is

navigable throughout the year by boats of four tons burden. Beyond

Kdsdlang, for a distance of twenty miles, the river is still navigable by

smaller craft ; but above this point navigation is practically stopped by

a succession of low falls and long rocky slopes about a mile in length,

known as the Barkal rapids. Beyond Barkal, the stream narrows

considerably as it enters the higher ranges of hills. Its course then

continues generally north for some distance, and then sweeps to the

east till the Demdgiri falls are reached, some three days' journey from

Barkal. Above this, the river becomes an insignificant stream in a

rocky bed, only navigable by the smallest canoes. The chief tribu

taries of the Karnaphuli are the Kdsdlang, Chingri, Kdptdi, and

Rankheong rivers, of which the two first are navigable by boats for

about three days' journey above Barkal. Below the Barkal falls,

the Karnaphuli flows in a bed composed of mud and sand ; and

its banks, covered with jungle, rise to a height of sixty feet. At

one place it flows for about a mile between lofty cliffs, which

tower above the water to a height of some hundred feet. There

are also low cliffs at other points along the river. As far as Kdsd

lang, or about a hundred miles from its mouth, it is subject to the

tide, and, except during the rains, when the current is very rapid,

its flow is sluggish. The average depth of the river is from eight to

thirty feet. (2) The Sangu is the next river in importance. It takes
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its rise in the range of hills which divides Arakan from the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts, in or near the hill of Kudang, and after a

course, generally northerly, of about a hundred and twenty-five

miles over a rocky bed, reaches the town of Bandarban, the re

sidence of the Bohmong Raja ; from which point, till it reaches

the sea, it is affected by the tide, and runs principally in a sandy

bed. Though shallow in ordinary times, in the rains it is deep,

dangerous, and rapid. In the upper portion of its course the Sangu

is called by the hill-men the Rigray Khyoung ; mid-way, before

entering the plains, it is known as the Sabuk Khyoung. (3) The

Mahamuri, or Mat&nurf, called by the hill-men Mori Khyoung, has its

rise at no great distance from the Sangu, and flows parallel to it for

about sixty-seven miles on the other side ofa range of hills. (4) The

Pheni river, which forms the northern boundary of the Hill Tracts,

leaves the District at R&nghar, and during its course through the

hills is of little importance for purposes of navigation. Its banks are

abrupt, and covered with heavy grass and bamboo jungle. Although

all these rivers are of great depth during the rains, the rapidity and

violence of the currents, their sharp turns and whirling eddies, render

them, practically speaking, unavailable for native craft of large size

within the District, and present considerable dangers to small boats.

Besides possessing the above-mentioned rivers, the District is inter

sected with a perfect network of hill streams, which, although navi

gated in many instances by canoes for some distance, are in no way

fit to be classed as navigable rivers. The loss of life from drowning

is not known, but is reported to be very small.

LAKES, ARTIFICIAL WATER-COURSES.—A mountain lake of great

beauty has recently been discovered by Lieutenant Gordon, now

(1875) Assistant Commissioner in charge of the Sangu Subdivision.

This lake is situated on the east side of the Ramakri Tang, about six

miles south-east of Politye. It is about one mile long, and a quar

ter of a mile broad, and is fed by two small streams at the west

end. The water is carried off from the lake by a large stream at the

east end. The lake, Lieutenant Gordon states, appears to be a

favourite resort of the elephants living in the neighbouring forests,

for ' in their leisurely strolls round its edge they have trampled out

everything except the large trees, and so have converted a dense

jungle into a cool open glade.' The hill-men have a superstitious

dread of venturing on this lake, and Lieutenant Gordon had great

difficulty in inducing them to build a raft and accompany him across
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the water. ' They told me all sorts of dreadful legends of how some

foolhardy adventurer had tried to cross, and on reaching the centre

had suddenly disappeared, and how a like fate befell those who went

to search for their lost friends.' The lake is well stocked with fish,

and the water is said to be clear and good.

There are no canals or artificial water-courses in the Chittagong

Hill Tracts.

River Traffic.—No villages in the District are altogether sup

ported by river traffic, but considerable traffic is carried on at Kasilang,

Rdngdmdtf, and Chandragund, on the Kamaphuli, and at Banddrban

on the Sangu river. The hill-men bring down for sale to these mar

kets, timber, either in the rough or hewn into boats, cotton, bamboos,

rattans, thatching grass, sesamum (til), mustard, india-rubber, and oc

casionally small quantities of ivory and wax. In return for these pro

ducts, they buy rice, salt, spices, dried fish, pigs, cattle, piece goods,

tobacco, trinkets, &c, imported from the neighbouring District

of Chittagong. During 1862 and 1863-64 the tolls on river-bome

articles were levied directly by the District authorities. The power

of collecting was then made over to the hill chiefs, who paid in two

cases a fixed amount for the year, and in the third case the lessee re

ceived a percentage on the collections. The tolls levied on produce

coming down the Kamaphuli, were farmed for the years 1870-71

to Bdbu Harish Chandra Rdi, the present head of the Chakmds,

(now Rdjd Harish Chandra), grandson of the Kalindi Ranf, at a

rental of £756, 12s. The value of the forest produce said to have

paid toll on the Kamaphuli during the year was .£22,530, 14s. 7d.

The tolls on the rivers to the south were leased to the Bohmong,

and produced to Government in 1870-71 the sum of ,£231, is. 7d.

The tolls on the rivers to the north were collected by the Mong

Rdjd, and £25, 4s. 3d, being two-thirds of the collections, was paid

to Government for the year 1870-71. On the 1st April 1871 the

collection of all tolls on the rivers of the Hill Tracts was transferred to

the Forest Department, much to the discontent of the three principal

chiefs of the Hill Tribes, who were heavy losers by .the change. The

result, however, has been a large increase to the Government revenue.

During the year 1874-75, £11,161, 16s. 8d. was levied as duty at the

toll stations on the various rivers which pass through the Hill Tracts.

The chief rivers by which goods are exported from and imported to

the Hill Tracts are the Kamaphulf, the Pheni, the Drung, the Ichhd-

mati, the Sulak, the Sangu, the Matdmuri, and the Bdghkhdli. During
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the year 1874-75 there were exported by these eight rivers, 2,015 tons

of cotton, 228 tons mustard, 23 tons 5 cwt. india-rubber, 127 tonsgar-

jan oil, and 166 tons sesamum (til); and by the same eight rivers

there were imported, 439 tons of unhusked rice, 643 tons husked rice,

96 tons tobacco, 378 tons salt, and 182 tons dried fish. Statistics

showing the total amount of timber, &c., carried by river in the

years 1871-72 and 1873-74 are given under the head of 'Forest

Produce,' page 31 of this Statistical Account. The rivers of the

Hill Tracts are nowhere applied as a motive power for turning

machinery, and excepting at a few places situated at long distances

from the sea, they could not be so utilised. River-water is not used

for purposes of irrigation, and the people rely solely on the rainfall

for the success of their crops.

FISHERIES.—There are no fishing towns or villages in the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts, and none of the people live solely by fishing. The

rivers of the District, however, contain an abundance of fish, and

large numbers of Bengalis from the plains resort in the cold weather

to the rivers Sangu, Mdtdmuri, and Bdghkhdli for the purpose of fish

ing. The fisheries yield only a very slight revenue to Government.

The Deputy Commissioner reported in 1870 that the chief one, ex

tending along 80 miles of the Karnaphuli, paid a rental of only £<)

a-year, and was let on lease for five years. The fisheries yielded

;£i8, 35. in the year 1874-75. Fish-curing is not carried on in the

District.

MARSH CULTIVATION.—No marshes or rivers have been embanked

with a view to cultivation ; but in 1870 an attempt was made to cul

tivate a large marsh by allowing the jungle on it to rot in deep

water, and afterwards draining it. The experiment was completely

successful : after the water had been drained off, rice-seed was sown

broadcast, and the yield is said to have been enormous. Marshes

are not utilised as cane or reed producing grounds, although there is

little doubt of their being fit for such a purpose. There is, however,

no demand for more canes and reeds than the jungles yield. Long-

stemmed rice is not grown in the marshes. The population subsists

principally by rice and cotton cultivation, to which the sale of jungle

produce ofvarious kinds is added ; but the people do not, the Deputy

Commissioner reports, confine themselves exclusively to either of the

above means of livelihood.

LINES OF DRAINAGE.—The drainage of the Chittagong Hill Tracts

is abrupt, and consists entirely of rivers and streams, all having a
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westerly direction towards the sea. There are no lines of jhils or

marshes by means of which the surface-water finds its way through,

or out of, the District.

Minerals.—Both lignite and coal have been found in the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts, and specimens have been analysed in the office of

the Superintendent of Geological Survey of India. The proportion

of ash is, however, too large to hold out any prospect of profit. A

specimen of brown coal gave on analysis 36-5 per cent, carbon, 38

per cent, volatile matter, and 25-5 per cent. ash. One specimen of

lignite analysed, yielded 25*9 per cent, carbon, 35-8 per cent, volatile

matter, and 38 "3 per cent. ash. The streams where lignite have been

found are the Sangu and Mitamuri in the Sangu Subdivision, and

the Pheni and Chingri in the headquarters Subdivision. Lime

stone has been found in two places in the Hill Tracts, but on account

of its inferior description its manufacture into lime has proved un

profitable. Sandstone exists in abundance, as also an exceedingly

hard description of blue rock ; but the Deputy Commissioner states

that it is not known whether either description is fitted for building

purposes. ' Salt-licks are found at many places in the hills ; the best

known are those at Bha'ngamura' in the north, and Mawdang Klang

in the east part of the District.'1 At lat. 230 28' and lat. 23° 17',

from the Liingshem (Lushdi for ' red-stone ') range, two salt springs

flow, both cold ; and about lat, 230 37', just under the true Sorphuel,

I am told there is a third. The Kukis utilise them as sources of the

local salt-supply, by boiling down the water in conical earthen pots,

arranged in rows over a low flat fireplace. The salt has a dull grey

colour.2 No metals are known to exist in the District.

Forest Produce.—Through almost the entire area of the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts valuable forest-trees are found. Forests of one or

two particular kinds of trees do not exist, but timber-trees of different

kinds are scattered here and there.

Under notification in the Calcutta Gazette of 1st February 187 1,

nearly the whole of the District of the Chittagong Hill Tracts was

declared to be Government Forest, in accordance with the provisions

of section 2 of Act VII. of 1865. The area of the Government forests

included in this notification, aggregated 5,670 square miles out of the

entire District area of 6,882 square miles. On the 1st April 187 1,

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong and the Dwellers therein, p. 6.

a Report by Capt. W. F. Badgley, officiating Deputy Superintendent. Topographi

cal Survey Party.
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the collection of all the Hill Tracts revenue tolls which had pre

viously been leased to the hill chiefs, was transferred to the Forest

Department. The amount realised by Government in the year

1870-71 by leasing out the right to levy tolls on forest produce, was

.£1,013, 7s. iod. ; the amount realised by the Forest Department at

its nineteen toll stations in 1874-75, was ,£11,161, 16s. 8d., and the

expenditure incurred during the year was only £1,439, 19s. iod.,

giving a profit on the year's transactions of .£9,721, 16s. iod. It

was found, however, that the toll stations did not suffice to realise

revenue on all forest produce. There are many large tracts near

which there is no river, and of which the produce must be borne

overland. Of some of these forest lands, leases have been from time

to time granted, and the rent paid for them should be included in

the yield of the forests of the District ; from lands of this class

.£510, 4s. was realised in 1870-71, and £200, 16s. in 1874-75.

The system of cultivation pursued by the people of the hills, and

described on pages 72-74 of this Statistical Account, involves the

burning every year of large tracts of jungle, and the destruction of all

seedlings, and of a large number of valuable timber-trees, while the

smaller trees are cut down before the jungle is fired. During recent

years, attempts have been made to induce the hill people to abandon

this system of jum cultivation, and to adopt the mode of cultivation

practised in the plains of Bengal ; but it was not till the year 1874-75

that any portion of the Hill Tracts was reserved by Government, for

the purpose of preserving the timber growing on it. During that

year 580^ square miles, or 371,520 acres of forest land, were

selected and reserved ; and since then, additional tracts have been

similarly appropriated. Attempts are being made to introduce the

teak-tree into the Chittagong Hill Tracts, and at Halingamani and

Sitd-pahar, on the Karnaphuli, there are teak plantations with an

area of 93 and 48 acres respectively; the plants of 1871-72 were, on

the 31st March 1874, from twenty to twenty-five feet high. The cost

of the two plantations up to the 31st March 1874 was £540, is. ;

the cost for the year 1874-75 was .£305, 4s.

Of the timber-trees found in the Chittagong forests, the most

valuable are the the jdrul, shuruzdbdd (called tun in Bengal), gdmdr,

kaundcb, telsur, chapldis, pitrdj, ckakrdd, garjan, Idli, kumkoi, bdilsdr,

and bddi. The jdrul, telsur, chapldis, and gdmdr are used in the

hills for making kundd boats (dug-outs) of the first quality. The

bdilsdr and two other woods, the urjang and kaundtb, are used for
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boats of the second quality ; and boats of inferior quality are made

from the gar/an, chiidhul, tula, and pitrdj. The practice of scoop

ing out trees and making them into dug-outs, causes great waste of

timber; for not only would the timber employed in making one

dug-out suffice to build several planked boats, but all trees in the

least decayed are useless for the purpose of making dug-outs. The

Assistant Conservator of Forests states that it constantly happens

that large trees are felled, and then set aside and allowed to rot,

because some flaw in the wood is discovered.

Jdrul wood, besides being used for dug-outs, is also largely used

in shipbuilding at the port of Chittagong, and a hundred planks

sell there at from £80 to ^100. Logs sell at from is. 4d. to 25. for

every foot in length and six feet in girth. The tree increases in

height and girth till its sixtieth year, and it grows to a height of about

ninety feet.

Persons who go from the plains to the hills for the purpose of

cutting timber, for their own use or for sale, are required to take a

pass, but there is no such restriction on the operations of the hill

men. The amount of timber brought down the rivers of the Hill

Tracts during the years 1871-72 and 1873-74 is given in the follow

ing table :—

Ye ar.

Description.

1871-72. 1873-74.

Timber in logs.

,, boats

3d i

1*5*8 2,759

The Assistant Conservator states that the principal supplies of

logs are derived from the Kdsdlang, Chingri, Subdlang, and Ran-

kheong streams ; that boats are built from the Kdsdlang, Chingri,

Subdlang, Rankheong, and Kdptdi streams, and that sawn timber

is procured from the Mydni and Chingri valleys. According to the

above figures, it appears, as the Conservator of Forests observes,

that the out-turn for 1873-74 was only at the rate of one ton for

every two square miles, or at the rate of one cubic foot for twenty
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five acres of forest land. In comparison with the destruction of

timber and seedlings caused yearly by the pirn cultivators, the

amount of timber exported is wholly insignificant. The garjan tree

not only yields valuable timber, but the oil extracted from it is an

important article of forest produce; 127 tons were exported by

river in the year 1874-75, and the Deputy Commissioner states that

this shows only a small fraction of the trade in this article, as in

consequence of the tax levied on passing a river toll-station, nearly

all the oil is carried by land. The oil from the garjan tree is ex

tracted by means of a hole made in the stem. The oil collects in

this hole and is taken out with a cocoa-nut shell formed as a spoon ;

it is in great demand, and sells at from 18s. to jQi, 6s. 8d. a hun

dredweight. The caoutchouc-tree grows beyond the frontier post

of Demagiri, and a trade in india-rubber has sprung up since 1873.

The india-rubber is not the produce of the forests in the Hill Tracts,

but is brought in by the Kukis. The progress in the trade is noted

on a subsequent page of this Statistical Account. Of bamboos there

are eleven varieties in the Hill Tracts, and canes are found in

abundance. Besides these the jungle products include chdulmugrd

oil-seed, a little wax and ivory. The following description of certain

products of the hill jungles which are used for food, is taken from

Captain Lewin's ' Hill Tracts of Chittagong : '—' In the wilder parts

of the District, the forest-trees are festooned with numerous ligne

ous creepers hanging in a labyrinth of coils from every tree ; some

are as thick as a man's arm. On cutting these, water is obtained ;

and as they grow on the loftiest hill, where water is often not

obtainable, this property is most useful. The most curious thing is,

that should the coil be cut in one place only, so as to have two

pendent ends, no water issues. It is necessary to cut a piece clean

out of the creeper with two quick consecutive strokes, before water is

obtained. If with an unskilled hand three or four hacks are made

before severing it, the only result is a dry stick. Two speedy cuts,

however, and from the piece of creeper trickles out about half-a-

tumblerful of clear cool water. The hill-men explain this by

saying that when the stem is cut the %vater tries to run away up

wards—the real explanation being, of course, that the outflow of

liquid is prevented by atmospheric pressure.

' There is also a tree in the jungle called chaur by the Bengalis,

and sdmul in the Tipperah tongue. The young shoots of this tree

are delicious eating, being white and tender, with a filbert flavour.
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Between the outer husk and the trunk of this tree is a soft layer of

substance that makes an excellent tinder.

' In shady spots is also found another edible plant, something like

asparagus ; the Bengalis call it tara. It is cultivated in the plains

as a vegetable ; but the wild variety growing in the virgin soil of

undisturbed forests is far superior. The tender shoots of the cane

and bamboo, just as the young plant emerges from the earth, are

very good eating. On the hills, also, the wild yam is found plenti

fully, so that no man able to search for food in the jungles could

starve in these hills.' The hill people make two or three dyes from

the roots and leaves of plants, and Captain Lewin says that ' they

also use a certain creeper in catching fish ; this plant, when steeped

in a stream and the water confined by a dam, has the property of

intoxicating and stupefying the fish, which come floating, belly up

wards, to the surface of the water, and are then easily caught.'

Trading in jungle products is carried on more or less by the whole

people as an auxiliary means of livelihood to that afforded by culti

vation. None of the inhabitants of the Chittagong Hill Tracts live

entirely by pasturing cattle in the forests ; but the villagers on the

border between these Tracts and the Regulation District of Chitta

gong possess considerable herds, from whose produce they supple

ment their ordinary means of subsistence derived from nomadic

agriculture (jiim).

FER>E NATUR/E.—Elephants exist in great numbers, and a con

siderable portion of the Government supply of these animals is

derived from the forests of this District. During the years 1 866-68,

the officers of the elephant-£/«v/<£ department took away no less than

two hundred elephants captured in the Hill Tracts. The Assam

rhinoceros is also common. Tigers exist in the hills in considerable

numbers, and rewards up to .£5 per head are given for their destruc

tion. The leopard, the Malay black bear, the jungle-cat, the gaydl

(gavaeus gaurus and gavaaus frontalis—the latter species is frequently

domesticated), the wild buffalo, the barking deer (muntjdk), the

sdmbar (cervus Aristotelis seu hippelaphus), the lemur, the gibbon

monkey, the fisher monkey, the small common monkey, the long-

tailed whiskered monkey (langur), are all met with—as are also the

pangolin (manis aurita), the hare, the badger, the mongoose, the

large dark-brown squirrel, the red squirrel, the yellow-bellied squirrel,

the field-rat, the musk-rat, the bamboo-rat, the porcupine, the flying

fox (pteropus Edwardsii), the horse-shoe bat, and the house bat.

VOL. VI. B
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The crocodile and several species of lizards are common. No re

cords exist showing the deaths from wild beasts or snakes, but the

number of such deaths is very small. Snakes are eaten by the hill

people, and are eagerly sought after ; numerous varieties are found

in the Hill Tracts. The boa-constrictor is common, and is often of

enormous size.

There is no trade in wild-beast skins, nor is any revenue derived

from theferce naturce of the District.

Birds.—The birds met with in the Chittagong Hill Tracts are

very numerous. Captain Lewin mentions the bhimrdj, shrikes,

the bulbul, warblers, the water-wagtail, the hoopoe, the koel, the

carrion crow, the mdind, the hornbill, green parroquets, the king

fisher, the nightjar, the barbet, the peacock, the polyplectron phea

sant, the maturd or Ardkan pheasant, the button-quail, the jungle

fowl, the green pigeon, the large wood-pigeon, the ringdove, kites,

fish-eagles, the partridge (rare), and a few wild duck and snipe.

Fishes.—The following list of fishes found in the Chittagong

Hill Tracts has been furnished by the Deputy Commissioner :—

I. River fish, large species—(i) kdtld, (2) rui, (3) mirgdl, (4) gdgat,

(5) bodld, (6) bdchd, (7) mdhdl (mahsir), (8) kalbaus, (9) bdghi, (10)

ghanid, (n) chitdl, (12) koral or b/ukti, (1 3) pangds ; small species

—(1) bdngdsh, (2) selds, (3) bdild, (4) punthi, (5) guldia, (6) phdshiyd,

(7) pdpla, (8) popd, (9) bogori, (10) langadti, (11) nardi, (12) shdlang,

(13) ndbdlang, (14) pi'iinya, (15) kiichia, (16) phdndd, (17) bdshpdtia,

(18) harpota, (19) kdtdbdchd, (20) chingri, (21) r&mddrika, (22) biir-

gani, (23) Mr/a, (24) kdkila, (25) chirung, (26) shdmuj, (27) rdkhdl,

(28) koinchdlang, (29) harinkopdlia, (30) bdgiir, (31) tengdbogri. II.

Marsh and lake fish—(1) gajal, (2) s/idil, (3) mdgtir, (4) singi, (5)

kai, (6) tdgi, (7) malia or murala, (8) cheng, (9) phalui, (10) khaiya.

Population.—In his annual report for 1862, the Superintendent

of the Hill Tribes gave the following statement of the number of

villages, houses, and population under each of the three chiefs in the

Chittagong Hill Tracts :—
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Name of chief to whom subject.

P 9 d i
3

O

V

1> X

Poang Raja (the Bohmong), .

Kalindi Rani (Head of the Chakma

521 12,050 10,906 9,499

7,681

15,668 36,073

28,345

2,360

Keojd Sen Chaudhar! (the Mong

Raja),

271 3.216

436

8,078 12,586

26 507 539 >,3'4

Total, 818 15,702 19,491 "7,7'9 29,568 66,778

Besides this population of 66,778 under the three chiefs, the

Superintendent of Hill Tribes estimated that there were 25,980

Kukis within his jurisdiction, making a total population of 92,758.

The Deputy Commissioner estimated the population in 1870 at

100,000 inhabitants. The census of 1872 was taken in the Hill

Tracts by the three chiefs—the Bohmong, the Kalindi Rani, and the

Mong Rdji, assisted by the diwdns or sub-chiefs, and by the ro&jds

or headmen of villages. The chiefs, with their subordinates, each

took the census of his own clan or dependents, and the rest of the

population—i.e., the dwellers in the khds mahdl, &c.—were enu

merated by persons deputed by the Deputy Commissioner. Of

the census returns furnished by the chiefs, the Deputy Commis

sioner, in his annual report for 1871-72, says :—' They are not reli

able, and in one instance when tested were found notably incorrect.

This is not to be wondered at. The chiefs' principal source of

revenue is a capitation tax, out of which they pay to Government a

certain proportion as tribute. They undoubtedly possess the infor

mation necessary to the compilation of a most accurate return of the

population ; but regarding our motives in requiring such a statement

from them to be simply to obtain data whereon hereafter we shall

build a claim for more tribute, they systematically endeavour to

make the numbers of their people, and consequently their own

incomes, appear less than is actually the case.' According to the

Census of 1872, the Chittagong Hill Tracts contain a population of

63,054 souls, inhabiting 13,181 houses. The average density of the

population is 9*16 per square mile, and the average number of houses

1 "9 1 per square mile.

The following table shows the distribution of the people,
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according as they are subject to one of the three hill chiefs, or

dwell in the Government khds mah&l, and pay revenue directly to

Government :—

DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION IN THE DISTRICT OF THE

CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS.

[This table differs from that given in the Census Report by the exclusion

of the Lushai field-force.]

Number of

houses in the

Division.

Total

population.

Average

number of

persons per

house.

Name of Division.

I. Kalindi Rani's Territory, . 5,488 29,250 5'33

2. Bohmong's Territory, S,3°0 21,410 4-04

3. Mong Rija's Territory, >,594 7,712 4-84

4. Khis Mahal 799 4,682 5-86

Total, 13,181 63.054 478

POPULATION CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SEX, RELIGION, AND

AGE.1—The total population of Chittagong Hill Tracts consists,

according to the census taken in 1872, of 63,054 souls—viz., 34,330

males and 28,724 females. The proportion of males in the total

population is 54^44 per cent. Classified according to sex, religion,

and age, the census gives the following results :—Hindus, under

twelve years of age, nil. Above twelve years of age—males, 142 ;

females, nil: total of Hindus, 142, or -22 per cent, of the District

population. Muhammadans, under twelve years of age—males, 43 ;

and females, 41 : total, 84. Above twelve years—males, 205 ; and

females, 92 : total, 297. Total of Muhammadans, 381, or '60 per

cent, of the District population. Christians, under twelve years of

age, nil. Above twelve years—males, 4 ; females, nil : total of

Christians, 4. Other denominations, consisting of races and tribes

subsequently described, under twelve years of age—males, 1 2,846 ;

and females, 10,895 : total, 23,741. Above twelve years—males,

21,090; and females, 17,696 : total, 38,786. "Others" of all ages

—males, 33,936; and females, 28,591 : grand total, 62,527, or 99'i6

per cent, of the District population. Population of all religions,

under twelve years of age—males, 12,889; and females, 10,936:

total, 23,825. Above twelve years—males, 21,441 ; and females,

1 The figures here given differ from those in the Census Report by the exclusion of

the Lushai field-force.
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17,788 : total, 39,229. Total population of all ages—males, 34,330 ;

and females, 28,728 : grand total, 63,054. Proportion of males in

total District population, 54*44 per cent.

I omit the details of population according to occupation, as they

do not stand the test of statistical criticism.

ETHNICAL DIVISION OF THE PEOPLE.—By far the majority of

the population of the Chittagong Hill Tracts are either Chakmis or

Maghs (more correctly Khyoungthd), both of which races possess the

Buddhist religion. The Chakmas (all of whom were subject to the

late Kalindi Rani, and are now subject to her successor) number,

according to the census, 28,097 souls, and form 44^56 per cent of

the District population. The Maghs (Khyoungthd), nearly three-

fourths of whom are subject to the Poang Rajl (the Bohmong),

number 22,060, or 34-98 per cent, of the population. These two

great Buddhist races in the Hill Tracts amount together to 50,157,

or 79-55 per cent, of the total population. The remaining 20-45

per cent, of the population consist, according to the census returns,

of 1 1, 800 belonging to various non-Hindu aboriginal tribes, 570

Gurkhas, 381 Muhammadans, 142 Hindus, 3 Europeans, and i native

Christian. The following table shows the distribution of the dif

ferent races, tribes, and castes under the several chiefs in the Hill

Tracts :—

RETURN OF NATIONALITIES, RACES, TRIBES, AND CASTES, IN EACH

DIVISION OF THE CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS.

NAMES OF RACES. TOTAL.

Chakmi

Chiefs

Territory.

Mong

Rijd's

Territory.

Poang

Raid's

Territory.

KhAs

Mahal.

I.—NON-ASIATICS.

European.

English, ....

Irish, ....

2

I

2

I

TOTAL, .

II.—MIXED RACES.

3 3

None, ....

III.—ASIATICS.

A.—Other than natives ofIndia

and British Burmah.

Gurkhas 570 570
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Return of Nationalities, etc.—continued.

Names of Races. Total.

Chakma Mong Poang
KhAs

Mahal.
Chiers RSja's RAji's

B.—Natives of India and B

tish Burmah.

I.—Aboriginal Tribes.

Banjogi,

Chakma,

Khyeng, .

Kumi,

Mros,

Pankho,

Tipperah or Mrung, .

n-

Territory Territory. 1 Territory

3°5

28,097 28,097

3°5

306 306

534

2,378

534

177

8,100

46

159

2,378

»3'

5,001 2,094 846

Total, 39.897 28,302 5,001 5.617
977

2.—Semi-HinduiscdAborigine

None,

Is.

3.—Hindus,

(a.) Enumerated by Caste.

Brahman
3 3

10

27

Baidya, . . . .

Kayasth, .

10

27

Total, . 40 40

(b. ) Enumerated by Nationality

only.

Assamis, .

Manipuris, .
55

47

55

47

Total, . 102 102

Grand Total of Hindus
. '42 ... ... 142

4-—Persons ofHindu origin nat

recognising Caste.

Native Christian,
I 1

S •—Muhammadiins.

Sayyid,

Shaikh,

Others, ■ . . .

2 2

375

■ 4

247
37 9i

4

Total, .
38i 247

37 97

6.—Burmese.

Maghs, ....
22,060 70I 2,673 1

'5,793 2,893

4,109

Total of Natives of India
62,481 29,250 7,712 21,410

Total of Asiatics
°3.°5> 29,250 7,712 21,410 4,679

Grand Total 63.054 29,250 7,712 21,410 4,682

NoTE.-This differs from the Census Report by the exclusion of the I.ushai held-force
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Hill Tribes.— The following account of the principal races

inhabiting the Chittagong Hill Tracts is taken from 'The Hill

Tracts of Chittagong and the Dwellers therein,' by Captain T. H.

Lewin, Deputy Commissioner. Part of the account has been

quoted verbatim from Captain Lewin's work ; but where this has not

been done, it has, except when the contrary is stated, been con

densed from the same work.

The tribes inhabiting the District are divided into two classes :

(1) the Khyoungthd, or Children of the River, who are of Ardkdnese

origin, speak the ancient Ardkdn dialect, and follow the Buddhist

religion and customs ; and (2) the Toungthd, or Children of the Hills,

who are either aborigines or of mixed origin, speak different dialects,

and are more purely savages than the Khyoungthd.

The KhyoungthA (Children of the River), or Jtimid Maghs, as

they are also called, ' are subdivided into fifteen different clans or

communities, mostly taking the name of the various streams on

which they live:—(1) Rigrai-tsd, (2) Palaing-tsd, (3) Palaing-gri-tsd,

(4) Kaukdin-tsd, (5) Wyeyn-tsd, (6) Sarung-tsd, (7) Phrangroa-tsd,

(8) Kyaukpid-tsd, (9) Chereyng-tsd, (ro) Maro-tsd, (11) Sabok-tsd,

(12) Krongkhyoung-tsd, (13) Taing-tchyt, (14) Kyaukmd-tsd, and

(15) Ma-hlaing-tsd. They all dwell in village communities, having

a rodjd, or village head, through whom they pay revenue. The

villages to the south of the Karnaphuli river are subject to a chief

called the Bohmong, who lives at Banddrban, on the Sangu river ;

while those to the north of the Karnaphuli acknowledge the supre

macy of the Mong Rajd. The tribute paid to these chiefs is from

four to eight rupees (eight to sixteen shillings) yearly for each family.

Unmarried men, priests, widows, widowers, and men who live solely

by the chase, are exempted from paying tribute. In addition to the

money payment, each adult is liable to work for three days in each

year without pay at the chief's bidding. An offering of the first-

fruits of rice and cotton of every man's field is also made to the

chief. The position of rodjd, or village head, is more an honourable

than a profitable one. He is chosen by the villagers, and appointed

by the chief, to whom he must present a nazar (conciliatory gift) on

his nomination being ratified. The rodjd decides all petty cases

and disputes in the village, and for so doing receives certain fees

from both parties. In some instances he receives from the chief a

percentage on the yearly revenue collections.' 1 Although now Bud

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lewin, pp. 36, 37.
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dhists, before their conversion the Khyoungtha (or Jumid Maghs)

probably performed ' the same simple natural religious rites which

we see to this day among the wilder hill tribes—that is, the offering

of rice, fruits, and flowers to the spirits of hill and stream. This

custom, indeed, though very unorthodox, is followed by most of the

Khyoungthds at the present time.' * The ceremonies of their Bud

dhist worship are few and simple. ' The presence of a priest is not

indispensably necessary ; prayers are made, and offerings of flowers,

food, &c, are placed before the shrine of their great apostle Gau

tama by the people themselves. ... In each village is seen

the khiong, or house of religion. It is a bamboo structure raised

some six feet from the ground, generally built under the shade of

some trees, with a clear space in front, where the young men disport

themselves in the evening. Inside, on a small raised platform of

bamboo, stands an image of Gautima, made either of wood gilt over

or of alabaster. . . . Before it are placed offerings of flowers and

rice, which are brought fresh every morning by the girls of the vil

lage, who at the same time bring in covered trays the daily food of

any priest or wayfarer who may be resting there. Around the walls

of the khiong are hung the black-boards on which the village

youngsters learn to read and write. By the side of the image gen

erally hangs a small stand of bells ; and morning and evening the

villagers, in twos and threes, will ascend the small log of wood cut

into steps, by which the khiong is approached, remove their tur

bans, and on hands and knees reverently salute the semblance of their

revered teacher, first ringing the bells to let him know that they are

there. Each one prays for himself, save that now and again a father

may be seen leading his young son by the hand, and teaching him how

to pray. . . . Every year at the khiong, just before the com

mencement of the juming- season, the ceremony of shiang pruhpo

occurs. The young boys of the village, on attaining the age of eight

or nine years, are clothed in the yellow garments of the priesthood,

have their heads shaved, and at the khiong, go through a ceremony

which seems to be on their part a kind of assumption of religious

duties. They sit all in a circle before the priest ; before each one is

an offering, according to the means of his parents, of rice or cloth,

and before each burns a little lamp, which is kept trimmed and

bright during the ceremony by the sponsor or nearest male relative

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittngong, by Capt. Lewin, p. 38.

5 Jiimi/if; is the hill mode of cultivation.
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of each, who sits behind ; each ofthe acolytesreverently joins his hands,

bows his head, and makes the responses after the presiding priest.

After the ceremony they remain in the khiong, dressing and living as

priests for seven days, during which they must eat simply, and indulge

in no sports or vain pastimes. Women do not participate in this

rite ; but it is common for a man to perform it two or three times

during his life. Is any one dear to him sick, or has he escaped

from any danger, he performs the shiang as a kind of acknowledg

ment of God's mercy, or a supplication for forbearance. In the Hill

Tracts, besides the small khiongs — temporary structures built of

bamboo—which are found in every village, there are two temples

sacred to Buddha, to which the people resort in large numbers

at the time of their festival in May. One temple is situated at Ban-

d&rban, the residence of the Bohmong Rijd, and the other in the

Chittagong District in thdnd Riojan, close to the border of the Hill

Tracts.' 1

' The dress of the KhyoungtM is simple. The men wear a dkoyak,

or cloth of soft home-spun cotton, reaching from the hips to below

the knee. In persons of rank the dhoyak is longer, reaching almost

to the ground, and is generally made of silk or fine muslin. To this

is added a ranji, or short jacket with sleeves, tying or buttoning at

the throat. All males wear the goungboung, or turban, which, how

ever, is wound round the head in a manner different from that of the

natives of Hindustan . As a rule, no shoes are worn. The women

generally do not wear a turban ; but on feast or festival days they

bind a bright-coloured kerchief loosely round the hair. Around the

bosom is wound a cloth about a span wide, the arms and neck

being exposed. They wear also a tabwin, or petticoat of cotton or

silk. . . . Of ornaments, both sexes alike wear pendent ear-rings

and bracelets of silver or gold. The women wear, in addition, large

truncated hollow cones of silver stuck through the lobe of the ear,

which are used as flower-holders. Beads of coral for the neck are

also much prized as a female ornament.' 2

' The marriage ceremony of the Khyoungthd is distinctive and

uncommon. On a young man attaining a marriageable age—that is,

about seventeen or eighteen—his parents look about for some young

girl who would be a good wife for him, unless, as is more often the

case, he has fixed upon a partner for himself. Having determined

upon a suitable match, a male relative of the family is sent off to the

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lewin, pp. 38-40. ' Id. pp. 45, 46.
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girl's parents to arrange matters.' 1 If everything is satisfactory, a

meeting takes place between the parents on both sides, and omens

of the happiness or reverse of the union are anxiously looked for.

On going away, the boy's parents present their intended daughter

with a new petticoat and a silver ring. A favourable day and hour

for the completion of the ceremony is then determined by consulting

the stars, and casting the nativity of the parties. ' Meantime the

parents on both sides prepare pigs and spirits, rice and spices un

limited, for the marriage feast. They also send round to all their kith

and kin a fowl and a letter giving notice of the intended marriage ;

in some places a pice or copper coin is substituted for the fowl. On

the auspicious day, and at the hour appointed, the bridegroom and

all his relatives set out for the bride's house dressed in the gayest

colours, both men and women, with drums beating before them. In

the village, a number of bamboo booths have been erected, adorned

with flowers and green bamboos, and filled with materials for feasting.

... A separate and especially beautified booth has been erected for the

young lover and his parents ; and here they sit in state, and receive

visits from all the village.'2 Towards nightfall the bridegroom ascends

to his bride's house, where the ceremony is performed. ' The bride

is brought forth from an inner chamber in the arms of the women.

On the floor of the house are placed water in jars, rice, and mango-

leaves. Round these a new-spun cotton thread is wound and carried

again round the two contracting parties as they stand opposite to

each other. The priest now comes forward ; he recites some prayers

in a language that is not understood even by himself (probably Pali),

and then, taking cooked rice, a handful in each hand, he crosses

and recrosses his arms, giving seven alternate mouthfuls to the bride

and bridegroom ; after this he takes their hands, and crooks the

little finger of the bridegroom's right hand into the little finger of

the bride's left. The ceremony is then concluded by more unintel

ligible mutterings,' 3 and is followed by a grand feast.

The Khyoungthi burn their dead. On the death of one of the

tribe, his relatives assemble ; some one of them sits down and com

mences to beat the funeral-roll on the drum ; the women weep and

cry; and the men busy themselves in preparing for the cremation,

which generally takes place about twenty-four hours after death. If

the deceased be a man of wealth or influence, the body may be borne

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Ixwin, p. 49.

a Id. p. 50. » Id. pp. 50, 51.
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to the burning-ground on a wheeled car : all women also have this

privilege ; men of the lower classes are simply carried to the funeral

pile on the shoulders of their relatives. The funeral procession con

sists first of the priests, if there should happen to be any in the vi

cinity. The priests are attended by their disciples ; and next come

relatives ofthe deceased, two and two, with food, clothes, &c, offered

as alms to the priest on behalf of the deceased. The corpse comes

next, and then follow other male relatives. The procession is closed

by the women of the village, all clad in their best. The funeral pile

is composed of four layers of wood for a woman, three for a man.

The nearest blood relative, male or female, of the deceased fires the

pile ; and when everything is consumed, the ashes are scrupulously

collected together and buried. A small mound of earth is heaped

up, and a long bamboo with a flag is erected over the grave. After

the lapse of seven days the priests reassemble at the house of the

deceased to read prayers for the dead.

The language spoken by the Khyoungthd is a provincial dialect of

the Arakanese language ; the written character is the same as the

Burmese. ' Their mode of salutation is strange ; instead of pressing

lip to lip, they apply the mouth and nose to the cheek and give a

strong inhalation. They do not say " give me a kiss," but " smell

me." ' x Another curious custom is, that in each village commu

nity, besides the rodjd, or regular village head, there is also a head

boy appointed to control the boys of the village, with the title of

goung.

The ChakmAs.—The Chakmas form, according to the census of

1872, the numerically largest tribe in the Hill Tracts, numbering

28,097 souls, while the Khyoungthd or JumidMaghs are only 22,060

in number. Although the majority of the Chakmd clan do not

speak the Ardkdnese dialect, Captain Lewin classes them with the

Khyoungthd on account of their similarity of habit in the location of

their villages on the banks of streams, in contradistinction to the other

tribes who live on hills in preference to the low lands. ' The name

of Chakmd is given to this tribe in general by the inhabitants of the

Chittagong District, and the largest and dominant section of the tribe

recognises this as its rightful appellation. It is also sometimes spelt

Tsakmd or Tsak, or, as it is called in Burmese, Thek. A smaller

section of the same tribe is called Doignak. There is a third

division or clan called Toungjynyds.' 2 Mr Hodgson, in the Jour

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lcwin, p. 46. s Id. p. 62.
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nal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. i of 1853, states his

opinion that these people are of aboriginal descent ; and the

writer of a Review on Captain Lewin's book, which appeared in the

Calcutta Review of October 1869, also inclines to the same view.

The majority of the tribe, however, hold that they are descended

from a Hindu family of good caste, and that they came originally

from a country called Chainpango or Chdmpdnagar. ' The story

they tell is as follows :—The reigning King of Chdmpanagar had two

sons, and the elder of these went forth with a picked body of men to

attack the King of Magadha. In the contest he was victorious ; but

on turning his face homewards, news reached him that his old father

had died, and his younger brother had usurped the throne, and was

prepared to resist his return. On this, the elder brother determined

to remain in the country he had newly conquered, and accordingly

settled in these hills. His followers took wives from among the

country people, who were Buddhists ; and to this it is attributable that

they forsook the religion of their forefathers, and have altered also

somewhat in complexion and appearance.' ' One particularly notice

able point about this people is the fact that they bear Hindu and

Muhammadan names indiscriminately. Thus in the list of the rulers

who are known to have reigned over the tribe, are the names of

Jamaul Khdn, Sukdeb Rdi, and Dharm-Baksh Khdn, the first name

being Muhammadan, the second Hindu, and the third a compound

of both.

The Chakmds are divided into forty gozas or clans. These gozas

are given by Captain Lewin as follows, the last seven belonging to

the Toungjynya division :—(1) Molima Goza, (2) Wangzd Goza, (3)

Dawyn Goza, (4) Toynya Goza, (5) Phaksa Goza, (6) Larma Goza,

(7) Kura Goytia, (8) Phey-dang-sirri Goza, (9) Loskra Goza, (10)

Khambey Goza, (11) Borseygey Goza, (12) Seygey Goza, (13) Bung

Goza, (14) Boga Goza, (15) Darjea Goza, (16) Poa Goza, (17) Barbora

Goza, (18) RanyinGoza, (19) Bungza Goza, (20) Sadonga Goza, (21)

Amu.Goza, (22) Khiongjey Goza, (23) Uksurry Goza, (24) Molima

Seygey, (25) Pheyma Goza, (26) Theya Goza, (27) Poma Goza, (28)

Katua Goza, (29) SekowaGoza, (30) Leyba Goza, (31) DurjidGoza,

(32) Pheydungsa Goza, (33) Barua Goza, (34) Mo-u Goza, (35) Dunya

Goza, (36) Lambacha Goza, (37) Kama Goza, (38) Mongla Goza,

(39) Ongyo Goza, (40) Millong Goza. The late chief of the Chak

mds, Rdjd Dharm Baksh Khdn, belonged to the Molima Goza. His

1 The Hill Tracts of Chiltagong, by Copt. Lewin, p. 63.
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wife, the Kdlindi Rdnf, who succeeded him, was of the Kura Goytia

clan. ' Over each goza there is a diwdn or head-man, who repre

sents the head of the family from which the clan originally sprang.

Among the Toungjynyas this hereditary head is called the dhun.

He collects the poll-tax, and retaining a certain fixed proportion

thereof, pays the remainder to the chief of the tribe, together with

a yearly offering of first fruits. He has the privilege of deciding dis

putes, and for so doing receives certain fees, the amount of which is

prescribed by custom. The diwdn also receives as a right a portion

of any wild animal fit for food that may be killed by any of his people.

When the goza, or clan, is a large one, the diwdn appoints several

subordinates under him to assist him in the administration ; these

officers are called khejds. They are exempt from the payment of

revenue, and from the corvee, or unpaid labour, to which the rest of

the tribe are liable ; but every year they are bound to present to

their diwdn, an offering of one measure of rice, one bamboo tube of

spirits, and one fowl.' 1

The religion professed by the Chakmds is Buddhism ; but from

their constant contact with the Bengalis, they have now added to

their own rites much of Hindu superstition. Although they have

not as yet any prejudices as to caste, they are gradually evincing a

tendency towards Hinduism. They now speak a Bengali dialect,

consult Hindu astrologers, and celebrate the Durgd and Lakshmi

Pujds, both purely Hindu festivals. They observe eight festivals

of their own during the year, called (i) Bishu, (2) Tummungtong,

(3) Hoid, (4) Nowarno, (5) Magiri, (6) Kheyrey, (7) Tsumulang, and

(8) Shongbasa. These religious feasts are observed both by the

Khyoungthd and Chakmis. The principal is the Bishu festival,

which occurs in the month of April, when all classes, men and women

alike, resort to the Mahdmuni temple to make offerings at the shrine

of Gautdma, and for general rejoicing. ' In the month of July the

Sadhang begins. This is a time of fasting, when persons who wish

to do meritorious actions, give alms, and bind themselves by a vow

to abstain from some particular pleasure. . . . The fast continues

for three months, and for that period the priests are bound to remain

stationary at whatever place they may be, and continuously to recite

the law, and chant the praises of Gautdma. The Tummungtong is

a feast at the close of this fast. Magiri is a time of festival when the

rice begins to ripen, and when prayers are offered up that no harm

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lcwin, p. 67.
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may befall the crop. The Hoiil and Nowarno occur in November.

This is a season of much feasting, corresponding to our harvest

home. . . . The Kheyrey and Tsumulang are festivals of minor

importance, and of no fixed date. The Shongbasa is the worship of

the nats, or deities of wood and stream. The priests have nothing to

do with this, and it has been condemned as an unorthodox practice.

The sacrifice is either offered by the votary himself in person, or an

ojhd or exorcist is called in to perform the necessary ceremonies.' »

On the birth of a child, the mother is considered impure for a

month. On the birth of a son, guns are fired and a feast is given,

but not so when a daughter is born. No particular ceremonies are

followed in naming a child ; it is generally called by a name that has

been borne by some ancestor. Chakmd mothers generally suckle

their children for a long time, and it is no uncommon thing to see a

boy of three years old sharing his mother's milk with a young infant.

The sign of manhood among the Chakmds is when a lad is sent out

to cut his first jum, and the parents are bound in honour to give a

feast to all their relatives on the occasion.

Child-marriages among the Chakmas, or indeed among any of the

hill people, are unknown. There is no fixed time for getting mar

ried, and some young men indeed do not marry until they attain the

age of 24 or 25, although after that age it is rare to see an unmarried

man. Marriage is in this fashion: the boy and his parents first

select a bride ; and the parents, not accompanied by their son, go to

the girl's house with a bottle of spirits, and in a series of artfully put

questions, ascertain whether the proposed union is looked upon

favourably by the other side. Omens are carefully observed, and

many a match has been put a stop to by unfavourable auguries. By

the time a second visit is due, the relatives on both sides have been

consulted ; and if all progresses satisfactorily at the second visit, a

day is fixed for the marriage ceremony, and a betrothal ring is given

to the bride. The Chakmds have a custom, which does not prevail

among any of the other tribes in the Hill Tracts, of buying their wives,

the ordinary price being from £10 to .£15. ' On the marriage day

a large stock of provisions is laid in by both houses. A procession

of men and women start from the bridegroom's village with drums

and music to fetch home the bride. The parents of the bridegroom

present their intended daughter with her marriage dress. No cere

mony, however, is performed ; and the bride, after a short interval,

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lcwin, p. 68.
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is taken away, accompanied by all her relatives, to her new home.

On arriving, all enter the house, and the bride and bridegroom sit

down together at a small table. On the table are eggs, sweetmeats,

rice, and plantains, all laid out on leaf platters. The best man

(sowala) sits behind the bridegroom, and the bride has a representa

tive bridesmaid (sowali) behind her. These two then bind around

the couple a muslin scarf, asking, " Are all willing, and shall this thing

be accomplished ? " Then all cry out, " Bind them, bind them ; " so

they are bound. The married pair have now to eat together, the wife

feeding the husband and the husband the wife. . . . After they

have thus eaten and drunken, an elder of the village sprinkles them

with river-water, pronounces them man and wife, and says a charm

used for fruitfulness.' 1 This concludes the ceremony, and. a night of

feasting follows. ' The next day, at the morning meal, the newly-

married couple come hand-in-hand and salute the elders of their

families. The father of the bride generally improves this occasion

by addressing a short lecture to his son-in-law on the subject of

marital duties. " Take her," he says ; " I have given her to you ;

but she is young, and not acquainted with her household duties.

If, therefore, at any time you come back from the jum and find the

rice burnt, or anything else wrong, teach her—do not beat her : but

at the end of three years, if she still continues ignorant, then beat

her, but do not take her life—for if you do, I shall demand the price

of blood at your hands ; but for beating her I shall not hold you

responsible, or interfere." ' 2 It sometimes happens that a lad and

lass fall in love with each other, but that the parents will not hear of

the match. In such a case, should the lovers elope together, the

girl's parents have the right to demand their daughter back, and take

her home. If, notwithstanding this opposition, the lovers' intentions

remain unaltered and they elope a second time, no one has a right to

interfere with them. The abduction of a girl against her will is pun

ished by a fine of £6, and the offender also receives a good beating

from the lads of the village to which the girl belongs. If a man runs

away with another man's wife, he has to repay to the injured husband

all the former expenses of marriage, and is in addition fined from £4

to £6. Divorce is not difficult of attainment, and is awarded by a

jury of village elders, the party adjudged to be in fault being fined

heavily. Divorces are not common, however, and the women gene

rally make good and faithful wives. ' Among the Toungjynya and

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lewin, pp. 70-71. • Id. p. 71.
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Doignak sections of the tribe, the unmarried lads are all assembled

at night in one house under the charge of an elder lad, in the same

way as in Khyoungthi villages. This, however, is not the custom

with the Chakmis proper.' J

The Chakmis burn their dead. ' In the case of a man, the body

is burnt with its face to the east, and five layers of wood are used ;

while a woman is burnt face westward, and seven layers of wood are

consumed in the funeral pile. ... On the death of a diwdn (village

head), or of a priest, a curious sport is customary at the funeral. The

corpse is conveyed to the place of cremation on a car ; to this car

ropes are attached, and the persons attending the ceremony are

divided into two equal bodies, and set to work to pull in opposite

directions. One side represents the good spirits, the other the

powers of evil. The contest is so arranged that the former are

victorious. ... If possible, at the close of a funeral there is a

display of fireworks, and guns are discharged. ... A post, pole, or

some other portion of the dead man's house, is usually burned with

him. The ashes of the pile are thrown into the river by the side of

which the cremation takes place. . . . Seven days after death the

priests assemble to read prayers for the dead, and the relatives give

alms.' 2

Crime is rare among these primitive people ; the most frequent

misdemeanours are those connected with women, and for offences

of this description a regular scale of fines is fixed. These fines

are divided between the chief of the tribe and the village head.

Theft is almost unknown, and all civil disputes were formerly settled

among themselves. Latterly, however, a spirit of litigation has

sprung up among them, and they now resort to our courts more than

any other hill tribe. In serious cases among themselves they are

fond of trial by ordeal. 'A scr (two lbs.) of rice is put into a pot

and left all night before the shrine of Gautama at one of the temples ;

in the morning the elders assemble, and the supposed culprit is

called upon to chew some of this rice. If he is innocent, he finds

no difficulty in doing so; but if justly accused, he is not only

unable to masticate the rice, but blood is believed to issue from his

mouth ! In a case like this a very heavy fine is exacted. In default

of payment, the culprit ought, according to old custom, to become

a slave for such time as will enable him to work off the penalty.' 3

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lewin, p. 73.

s Id. p. 74. s Id. p. 75.
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With slight modifications, this form of ordeal prevails in many parts

of India.

It is a universal custom among the Chakmas to place a village in

quarantine in case of sickness. ' The average duration of life, they

say, does not run beyond sixty years, but formerly disease was much

less common among them, and it was not unusual to find men and

women attain the age of ninety or even a hundred years. They

instance, in proof of this, three diseases which have appeared among

them within the last two generations. First, a sickness called tsdnd

pird. This disease appears first in the form of a low intermittent

fever ; but the attacks increase in frequency until the type changes

to remittent, the tongue and throat become ulcerated, delirium sets

in, and is followed by death. The second, tidyd-bls, or the new

poison. This is simply a strong remitttent fever. Both these diseases

are said to have been unknown until within the last sixty years, and

the wilder tribes further east still enjoy immunity from these attacks.

The third disease, which has only lately made its appearance among

them, is syphilis. They are well acquainted with herbs and simples,

and possess a rough pharmacy of their own, but they have no

medicine-men.' 1

In one point in particular, the Chakmas differ from all the other

hill tribes—viz., that they are averse to changing the sites of their

villages. From generation to generation, the village is kept at one

place, although the people do not aim at any permanency of struc

ture in their dwellings, the houses being built of bamboo only, and

thatched with leaves. The dress of the Chakmas is similar to that

of the Khyoungthd, except that the petticoat of the women is of

coarse blue and red homespun cloth, and that it is worn rather

shorter. Their jewellery is also of somewhat different shape.

The ToungthA Tribes, or 'Children of the Hills.'—The

second division of the hill tribes consists, according to Captain Lewin's

classification, ofthe Tipperahs, the Mrungs, the Kumis, the Mros, and

the Khyengs, tributary to us, and entirely under British control ; the

Bangis and Pankhos, who, although paying no revenue, are subject

to our influence ; and the Lushdis or Kukis, and Shendus, who are

entirely independent. These tribes are in every respect wilder than

the Khyoungthd : they are more purely savages, and unamenable

to civilisation. They are distinguished from the Khyoungthd in

many ways. Their villages are generally situated on lofty hills, and

1 Tlie Hill Tracls of Chittaeong, by Captain Lenin, p. 73.
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are difficult of access. The men wear scarcely any clothing, and the

petticoat of the women is scanty, reaching only to the knee. Both

men and women are given to dancing together. The women do not

hold such a high position as among the Khyoungthil, and upon them

falls the greater part of the labour of life. ' Their religion is simple :

it is the religion of nature. They worship the terrene elements, and

have vague and undefined ideas of some divine power which over

shadows all. They were born and they die, for ends to them as

incomputable as the path of a cannon-shot fired into the darkness.

They are cruel, and attach but little value to life. Reverence or

respect are emotions unknown to them; they salute neither their

chiefs nor their elders ; no form of greeting exists in their many

tongues, neither have they any expression conveying thanks

They attach importance to an oath : it is with them a rude test or

touchstone in matters pertaining to crime, and by which they ratify

engagements. The oath is made upon the things on which their very

existence may be said to depend—namely, water, cotton, rice, and the

ddo, or hill knife. They are monogamists, and as a rule are faithful

husbands and good fathers after marriage. Great licence is allowed

before marriage to the youth of both sexes, between whom intercourse

is entirely unchecked.1 . . . Divorce, if applied for by one of the

parties only, cannot be obtained, save by payment of an almost pro

hibitive fine. Adultery among the wilder tribes is punished by death.' *

Slavery is common, but the bond people are universally treated well.

The Toungthd pay no revenue to their chief; but he is entitled

to receive from each house yearly one basket of rice and a jar of

fermented liquor. His share also of the spoils of war is the largest.

Each village forms a state by itself, owning allegiance to no one but

its special head. A man may transfer himself from one chief to

another, and it thus frequently happens that the power of the differ

ent chiefs varies considerably from time to time according to their

success or popularity. As a rule, the tribes enjoy comparative im

munity from the diseases which afflict the people of the plains, and

whenever small-pox or cholera has appeared, the disease has been

brought by Bengalis from the plains. In cases of epidemic, the

custom of placing the infected village in quarantine is universal.

1 As a matter of fact, however, Captain Lewin assures me that such intercourse is

confined to individual couples who practically are faithful to each other, and in event

of the girl becoming pregnant, the pair are held to have become man and wife.—

W. W. H.

* The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, pp. 76, 77.
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' A sacrifice is offered, and the village is encircled with a fresh-spun

white thread. The blood of the animal sacrificed is then sprinkled

about the village, and a general sweeping and cleansing takes place.

. . . They attach great importance to the quarantine being kept

unbroken. It generally lasts three days, during which time no one

is allowed to enter or leave the village.' *

The Tipperahs residing within the Chittagong Hill Tracts con

sist of four clans, the Puran, Nawdttid, Osuie, and Riang. They have

all immigrated from the neighbouring state of Hill Tipperah. For

the most part they live in the country to the north of the Karna-

phuli river. The hills bordering on Hill Tipperah are principally

inhabited by the Puran and Ndwdttid clans. The Riangs are the

wildest clan of all, and it is only of late years that they have settled

down peaceably within British territory. Formerly they resided far

in the interior of the Lushai country, and took part with the inde

pendent tribes in their raids upon British territory. Since a stable

executive authority has been established in the Hill Tracts, their

villages have one by one moved within our frontier. The Osuie are

a comparatively small and scattered clan ; some of their villages are

situated near the Pheni river, some on the hills near the Karna-

phuli, while two have gone southwards into the Bohmong Rdjd's

country and have settled on the DolUkyoung, a tributary of the

Sangu. The number of Tipperahs within the Chittagong Hills in

1869 was estimated by Captain Lewin at 15,000 souls ; the number

according to the census of 1872 is only 8,100. Like all the other

hill tribes, the leading characteristic of their social polity is the

village community governed by a head-man. They are a restless

people, and their villages do not long remain in one place. The

dress of the people is of the simplest description. The men wear

a thick turban, and a narrow piece of homespun cloth passed once

round the waist and between the legs, with a fringed end hanging

down in front and rear. In the cold season, they wear in addition a

rudely-sewn jacket. The ornaments of the men consist of crescent-

shaped silver ear-rings. The women wear a short red-and-white

striped petticoat, reaching a little below the knee. In married

women, this petticoat forms the whole clothing ; but the unmarried

girls cover the breast with a coloured cloth. The women wear ear

rings similar to the men. Both sexes have long abundant hair,

which is worn in a knot at the back of the head. False hair is also

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lcwin, p. 78.
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common, especially among the women ; this is woven among the

back hair to make the knot look larger.

At a marriage, a pig is killed as a sacrifice to the deities of the

woods and streams ; the girl's mother pours out a glass of liquor and

gives it to her daughter, who sits on her lover's knee, drinks half,

and gives him the other half; they then crook together their little

fingers. This concludes the ceremony ; but a good deal of feasting,

drinking, and dancing follows. If a match be made with the consent

of the parents, the young man has to serve three years in his father-

in-law's house before he is formally married. During this period of

probation, his sweetheart is, however, to all intents and purposes

a wife to him. Divorces are obtained only on an adjudication of

the village elders. Captain Lewin instances one case which he wit

nessed himself, in which a divorce was sued for by the wife on the

ground of habitual cruelty. The jury deliberated and found that the

cruelty was proved, and that the divorce should be granted. Some

check, however, they determined must be put upon the woman, or

otherwise every wife would complain if her husband raised his

finger at her. Accordingly they gave sentence that the divorce

was granted; but that as the woman was wrong to insist upon

abandoning her lawful husband, she should give up all her silver

ornaments to him, pay a fine of ^3, and provide a pig, with a suffi

cient supply of spirits, to be discussed by the jury.

' When a Tipperah dies, his body is immediately removed from

within the house to the open air ; a fowl is killed and placed with

some rice at the dead man's feet. The body is burned at the

water - side. At the spot where the body was first laid out, the

deceased's relatives kill a cock every morning for seven days,

and leave it there with some rice as an offering to the manes

of the dead. A month after death, a like offering is made at

the place of cremation, and this is occasionally repeated for a year.

The ashes are deposited on a hill in a small hut built for the purpose,

in which are also placed the dead man's weapons—a spear, d&os of

two sorts, arrow-heads, his metal-stemmed pipe, ear-rings and orna

ments.' l In all ceremonies of a religious nature, an ojM, or exor

cist, who is supposed to have power over spirits, is in great request ;

this office depends upon having a knowledge of charms, and it is

therefore handed down from father to son. A curious trait, charac

teristic of the tribe, was noticed by Captain Lewin, who, when once

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, p. 85.
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travelling through the jungle, came to a small streamlet across which

a white thread was stretched. On inquiring the reason of this, it

appeared that a man had died away from his home, and that his

friends had performed his funeral obsequies at this spot, after which

it was supposed that the dead man's spirit would return to his for

mer abode. Without assistance, however, spirits are unable to cross

running water, and the stream had therefore been bridged in this

manner.

In disputes among the Tipperahs, where one man asserts a thing

and another denies it, the matter is frequently decided at the request

of both parties by the hill oath on the ddo, rice, cotton, and river-

water. One instance is given by Captain Lewin ' in which two men

disputed as to the ownership of a cow, both parties claiming the

animal. At last the man who wished to get possession of the beast

said, " Well, if he will swear by the ddo that the cow has always

been in his possession, and is his 'property, I will abandon all claim."

The other man agreed to this and took the required oath ; after

which both parties retired quite satisfied, the man at whose

instance the oath was taken remarking that the result was now in the

hands of the deities.' The Tipperahs, however, are addicted to

lying, and are said to be the only hill tribe in which this vice is

met with.

Their customs are much affected by the locality of their villages, and

they are very apt to approximate to the habits of other races and

tribes with whom they are brought in contact. Thus the Ridngs

differ very little from the Lushdis or Kukis. The Ndwdttid clan are

brought in close contact with the Bengalis of the plains, and are

consequently addicted to Hindu superstitions and observances.

Again, the Osuies are, as a rule, able to talk the Ardkdn dialect, and

their ideas are similar to those of the Khyoungthd. The Tipperahs

have a separate and distinct language of their own, but no written

character.

The Kum( or Khweymi Tribe, in the Chittagong Hills, is a

branch of the same tribe in Ardkdn. According to Captain Lewin,

it contained within the District in 1869 about two thousand mem

bers. The returns of the census of 1872, however, in which

the numbers were given by the chiefs, show only 534 Kumis as

living in the Hill Tracts.1 The number fluctuates, as year by year

1 I ought to clearly point out that the returns furnished by the chiefs for the census

were likely to understate rather than to overstate the facts, as the tribute payable by
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some families either go to or return from their relatives on the Kola-

dyne river in Ardkdn. The journey takes but two days, and is made

by a well-known pass across the hills from the Sangu river over

Madhu Toung. The Kumis living within the Hill Tracts acknow

ledge the Bohmong Rajd as their ruler, and pay him an annual

tax of six shillings per house. As with all other hill tribes, each

Kumi village has its recognised head, who has certain definite rights

and privileges pertaining to his position, but receives no money

tribute.

Owing to their proximity to the independent and predatory

tribes, the Kumis are more warlike than the majority of the hill

people within our boundary. Their villages are generally situated

on the top of a lofty hill, and are regularly stockaded and fortified.

The village has generally but one door, and this is defended by

a winding passage trebly stockaded. The door itself is of solid

timber, studded from top to bottom with thickset bamboo spikes.

Outside the village are lofty look-out stations placed at intervals,

where a watch is kept day and night ; the steep slopes of the hill

are rendered difficult of ascent by c/ievatix de frise of bamboo,

while the ravines below are strewn with caltrops. In one village

Captain Lewin noticed a most extraordinary stronghold in a tree.

It was a small house built of shot-proof logs of timber, and elevated

about a hundred feet from the ground in the branches of an enor

mous tree that grew in the village. The hut was capable of hold

ing about twenty persons ; it was loopholed all round and in the

floor, and was reached by a ladder which could be drawn up when

necessary.

The Kumi houses are all built of bamboo, with a thatch of palm-

shaped leaves found in the jungle, and are elevated eight or ten feet

from the ground. There is a platform in front of the dwelling, where

the plates and dishes are washed, and where the bamboo tubes in

which the women fetch water are kept The house itself consists of

one large hall about fifty feet long by twenty broad, with an enclosed

platform at the back. The hall contains two large fireplaces, one at

each end ; the walls are double, and of bamboo matting, with about

eighteen inches between the inner and the outer wall. Outside,

them to the British Government is proportionate to the number of men subject to their

authority. Captain Lewin's independent estimates must therefore, in all cases, be care

fully remembered in any practical calculations based on the supposed population of

these Tracts.—W. W. H.
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above the door, is a line of skulls of deer, tusked boars, wild cows,

and bears, all smoked brown. Inside, towards the centre of the hall,

if the owner is a great hunter, will be seen another trophy of skins,

buffalo-horns, and weapons.

The religion of the Kumis is the same as that of the other Toung-

thd tribes, and they offer sacrifices to the spirits of the hills and

rivers. At one time, Captain Lewin had occasion to swear an

oath of friendship with certain of their chiefs, and he describes the

sacrifice which was then offered up, as follows :—' A goat was tied

by the neck, the cord being held by me ; another rope was fastened

to the animal's hind legs, and held by the five chiefs with whom

I was concerned. The ropes were kept taut, so that the animal

was thrown into an extended position. The head chief, bearing a

fighting ddo, stood over the goat ; and taking a mouthful of liquor

from a cup which was handed to him, he blew it first over me, then

over the chiefs, and a third mouthful upon the goat. He then raised

the ddo over his head, and addressed a loud invocation to the nat,

or spirit of the river, at the same time plucking some hairs from the

goat and scattering them to the wind. Then, with one stroke of the

ddo, he severed the animal's head from its body. The warm blood

from his weapon was afterwards smeared upon the feet and foreheads

of all who took part in the ceremony, with a muttered formula

indicating that any one who was false or acted contrary to the object

for the attainment of which the sacrifice was offered, could be slain

without fault by his coadjutors. A grand feast on the goat's flesh

concluded the ceremony.' 1

A marriage among the Kumis is simply a festive occasion, and does

not appear to entail any particular ceremonies. A child is named on

the falling off of the navel-string, and is generally called by a name

that has been borne by some ancestor. The women have no rights

of inheritance, the eldest son being recognised as his father's sole

heir and representative. They burn their dead, the ashes being

afterwards placed in a small hut put near the place of cremation,

together with the clothes, eating utensils, and sleeping-mat of the

deceased. Slavery is a recognised institution among the Kumis.

There are no salutations or form of greeting among them, and their

language contains no written character. The dress of the Kumis

is a very scanty cloth, so adjusted that a long end hangs down

behind in the manner of a tail ; hence the name given them by the

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, p. 91,
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Burmese of Khwey-mi—i.e., dog men. ' They wear their hair bound

in a knot over their foreheads. Their ear-rings are flat discs of

silver with the centre cut out. Among the women, the lobe of the

ear is distended to a large size with a roll of cloth or a flattened

cylinder of wood.' 1

The Mros are a tribe which formerly dwelt in the Ardkin hills ;

they now live principally to the west of the river Sangu, and along the

Mitimuri river within the Chittagong Hill Tracts. They assert

that they were driven from Arakan by the Kumis, and some few

years ago a bloody feud existed between them, and affrays often took

place. The spread of British influence among these tribes has now

put a stop to such encounters. The Mros are tributary to the

Bohmong Rdjd. In 1869, Captain Lewin estimated their number at

fifteen hundred souls; according to the census of 1872, there are

2,378 Mros within the Chittagong Hill Tracts. In physique, they

are tall powerful men, dark complexioned, with no Mongolian type

in their features. They are a peaceable, timid people, and in a dis

pute among themselves do not fight, but call in an exorcist, who

tells them the decision of the spirits in the matter.

They have three gods,—viz., Turii, the Great Father; Sang-hing,

the hill spirit ; and Oreng, the deity of the rivers. In taking a jour

ney, on starting in the morning each man takes a young green shoot

of san grass, and the leading man, going ankle-deep into the stream,

offers up a prayer to the water-god, the others standing meanwhile

reverently on the margin ; the shoots are then planted in the sand

along the edge of the stream. Also, on crossing a hill, each man on

reaching the crest plucks a fresh shoot of grass, and places it on a

pile of the withered offerings of former travellers. They have no

regular ideas as to a future state. Their ordinary oath is by gun,

dao, and the tiger. On solemn occasions they swear by one of their

gods, to whom at the same time a sacrifice must be offered. The

breaking of an oath of this description they believe will be certainly

punished by disease, ill-luck, and death. A young man has to serve

three years for his wife in his father-in-law's house ; or if wealthy,

this preliminary can be dispensed with by paying £20 or ^30 down.

The principal marriage ceremony consists of feasting and drinking.

Before marriage the sexes have unrestrained intercourse. A child

is named the day after its birth. In cases of divorce, the husband is

repaid all that he gave for his wife, and she has to leave all her

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lcwin, p. 92.
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ornaments behind her. A second marriage among women is un

usual. Lut a widow may remarry. On a man dying and leaving a

yr ,Pg family, his eldest and nearest adult male relative takes the

family and the deceased's wife to live with him. The Mros bury

their dead. If a man has sons and daughters, and they marry, he

lives with his youngest child, who inherits all property on the death

of the father. Two sorts of slavery are recognised—captives taken

in war, and debtor slaves ; but both are treated alike.

They fix the site of their villages by the dreaming of dreams. If in

a dream they see fish, it is good, and they will get money ; if a river,

it is also fortunate, as betokening a plentiful crop ; but if they dream

of a dog or a snake, the site is an unlucky one, and the village must

not be built there. They weave their own clothes from cotton grown

by themselves. The men wear only a strip of cloth round the

waist which is passed between the legs, and the women nothing be

yond a -short petticoat. They seem to think that the tribe is dying

out They say that'in their fathers' time men used to live to the

age of a hundred years, but that now the average duration of life

does not extend beyond fifty or sixty years.

' THE KHYENGS are very few in number in this District ; they

chiefly inhabit the spurs of the great hill-range separating the Hill

Tracts from Ardkdn. They are an offshoot of a large and powerful

hill tribe in Burmah, who are as yet said to be independent.' l In

religion and customs they differ in no material particular from the

Mro tribe already described.

THE BANJOGI AND PANKHO TRIBES claim to be of common origin,

sprang from two brothers, and in language, customs, and habits they

exhibit a great similarity. These tribes are not numerically strong,

and numbered, in 1869, according to Captain Lewin's estimate,

about seven hundred houses, or three thousand souls. According

to the census of 1872, there are only 305 Banjogis and 177 Pankhos

living within the Chittagong Hill Tracts. There are three villages

of Pankhos and one of Banjogis on the borders of the Karnaphuli,

but the majority reside in the Bohmong's country to the east of the

Sangu river. Their language strongly resembles that of the Lushdis

or Kukis, and from their appearance they would be supposed, Cap

tain Lewin states, to be an offshoot of that tribe. They, however,

affirm that they are sprung from the great Shdn nation of Burmah,

and some of their customs differ materially from those of the Lushais

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, p. 94.
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or Kukfs. The great distinction between the two tribes is in the

mode of wearing the hair. The Pankhos bind their hair in a knot

at the back of their head, but the Banjogis tie up their hair in a knot

over the forehead.

Their account of the creation and their own origin is curious, and

was told to Captain Lewin as follows :—' Formerly our ancestors

came out of a cave in the earth, and we had one great chief named

Tlandrok-pah. He it was who first domesticated the gaydl (cow) ;

he was so powerful that he married God's daughter. There were great

festivities at the marriage, and Tlandrok-pah made God a present of

a famous gun that he had. You can still hear the gun ; the thunder

is the sound of it. At the marriage, our chief called all the animals

to help to cut a road through the jungle to God's house, and they all

gladly gave assistance to bring home the bride—all save the sloth

(the huluk monkey is his grandson) and the earthworm j and on this

account they were cursed, and cannot look on the sun without dying.

The cave whence man first came out, is in the Lushdi country, close

to Vanhuilen's village, of the Burdaiya tribe ; it can be seen to this

day, but no one can enter. If one listens outside, the deep notes of

the gong and the sound of men's voices can still be heard. Some

time after Tlandrok-pah's marriage, all the country became on fire,

and God's daughter told us to come down to the sea where it is cool ;

that was how we first came into this country. At that time mankind

and the birds and beasts all spoke one language. Then God's

daughter complained to her father that her tribe were unable to kill

the animals for food, as they talked and begged for life with pitiful

words, making the hearts of men soft so that they could not slay

them. On this, God took from the beasts and birds the power of

speech, and food became plentiful among us. We eat every living

thing that cannot speak. At that time also, when the great fire

broke from the earth, the world became all dark, and men broke up

and scattered into clans and tribes. Their languages also became

different. We have two gods : Patyen—he is the greatest ; it was he

made the world. He lives in the west, and takes charge of the sun

at night Our other god is named Khozing ; he is the patron of our

tribe, and we are specially loved by him. The tiger is Khozing's

house-dog, and he will not hurt us, because we are the children of

his master.' 1

'Although admitting the supremacy of one great god, the Pankhos

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, p. 95.
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and Banjogis offer no worship to him ; all their reverence and sacri

ficial rites are directed towards Khozing, the patron deity of their

nation. In some villages are men said to be marked out as a medium

of intercourse between Khozing and his children. Such a possessed

person is called Koa-vang. He becomes filled with, and possessed

by, the divine afflatus. During these moments of inspiration he is

said to possess the gift of tongues, and to be invulnerable. Koa-vang

receives no payment or other consideration, saving the honour ac

cruing to him by his position as interpreter of the wishes and com

mands of Khozing. The god Khozing is said to have a village

somewhere in the hills where he lives, but no mortal can enter it' l

In former times the rite of human sacrifice was common among

these tribes ; but although they still consider the practice very benefi

cial, and that great plenty would ensue from it, they are now prevented

by fear of the Government. Their great oath is by ddo, spear, gun,

and blood, and it is taken by the side of a river; it is a solemn under

taking, and one only to be performed on great occasions. Should a

person disregard this oath, he and his family will certainly die a

violent death. On ordinary occasions, such as when anything is

stolen from a village, an oath is taken on the chiefs spear. The

spear is struck into the ground at the gate of the village, and every

one who passes has to take hold of it and swear that he knows

nothing of the matter in question. Whoever will not thus swear, has

to account for whatever may have been stolen.

They have no festivals in the year, save one at the sprouting of

the young rice, when the supreme god, Patyen, is implored to grant

them a plentiful harvest The Banjogis bury their dead ; a chief

being interred in a sitting posture. In the time of one of the Rajas,

Ngungjungnung, the Pankhos and Banjogis assert that they were

the dominant and most numerous of all the tribes in this part of the

world. They attribute the decline of their power to the dying out

of the old stock of chiefs, to whom divine descent was attributed.

THE LusnAis OR Kuids are a powerful and independent people,

split up into different clans. They touch upon the borders of the

Chittagong Hill Tracts, and ' extend in numberless hordes, north and

south-east, until they reach Cachar on the one hand, and the frontiers

of Burmah on the other. They cannot be considered as a nation,

for they have no coherence of government or polity ; but, with slight

differences, they speak one language and follow the same customs.

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, pp. 96, 97.
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. . . Our knowledge of the clans is, of course, confined to the tribes

on our immediate frontier with whom we have been brought in con

tact They are three in number—viz., the Haulong, Sylu, and the

Rattan-Puiya clans. Their numbers were estimated as follows by

Captain Graham in 1861:—Haulong, 12,600; Sylu, 10,800; Rattan-

Puiya, 2,580. . . . Besides the three large clans, there exist many

others known to us by hearsay, as the Dhrin, Phuntey, Phiin,

Lenty, Tsawtey, Paitey Pauktu, Jongtey, Hraltey, Rangtsal, and

Burdaiya; and there are doubtless many more. The village

system among the Kukis is best described as a series of petty

states, each under a Dictator or President.'1 All that the village

contains belongs to the Dictator or chief (called Idl), and he can

call upon his people to furnish him with everything that he

requires. A chief's son, on attaining manhood, does not generally

remain with his father, but sets up a separate village of his own.

The men of one chief are able to transfer their allegiance to another

at will, and it hence happens that a village becomes large or small

according as the chief is successful in war or the reverse. The

chiefs all come from a certain clan called Aidey, from which all

the tribes are said to have originally sprung. Only the son of a

chief can set up a village for himself. It is held that all chiefs

are blood relatives, and it is consequently forbidden to kill a chief

save in the heat of battle. ' The house of a Idl (or chief) is a

harbour of refuge. A criminal or fugitive taking shelter there cannot

be harmed, but he becomes a slave to the chief under whose pro

tection he has placed himself. Each man is bound to labour three

days yearly for his chief, and each house in the village furnishes its

share of any expense incurred in feeding or entertaining the lal's

guests. The chiefs house, also, is built for him by the voluntary

labour of his people. The residence of a powerful chief is generally

surrounded by the houses of his slaves, who marry and cultivate

lands, enjoying undisturbed the fruits of their labour. On the death

of a slave, however, his wife and children and all his property go to

the chief. The messages and errands of a Idl are done by his

favourite slaves. They are his ambassadors in war. To collect his

people, or, in fact, to authenticate any order, the chiefs spear is

sent by a messenger from village to village. Should the message

be a hostile one, the messenger carries a fighting ddo (hill knife), to

which a piece of red cloth is attached.' 2

1 The Hill Tracts of Cliiuogong, by Capt, Lcwin, pp. 99, 100. : Id. p. 100.
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Women have no rights of inheritance ; property is divided among

the sons, the youngest getting the largest portion, and the rest sharing

equally. Widow marriage is allowed, but women do not often avail

themselves of the privilege, as a widowed mother is paramount in her

son's house. Lushiis have no distinctions of caste ; all eat together,

and each man is on an equality with the others. Marriage is a civil

contract, that may be dissolved at the will of both parties, and is cele

brated only by feasting and dancing. Adultery is very uncommon,

and is punished by the death of both parties ; their only shelter is in

the chiefs house, and by a lifelong slavery. Women are held in some

sort of consideration ; their advice is taken, and they have much in

fluence. The wife becomes the head of the family upon the death

of her husband. The whole burden of daily life, however, falls upon

the women, who fetch water, hew wood, cultivate and help to reap

the crops, besides spinning and cooking. The men chiefly employ

themselves in making forays upon weaker tribes, or in hunting ; the

only home-work they do is to build the house, to clear the land for

cultivation, and to help to gather the harvest. A curious custom

among them is, that when a man, through cowardice or bodily inca

pacity, is unable to do man's work, he is dressed in women's clothes,

and consorts and works with the women.

' On the death of the father of a family, notice is sent to all his

friends and relatives. The corpse is then dressed in its finest clothes,

and seated in the centre of the house. At the right hand are laid

the dead man's gun and weapons ; on the left sits the wife, weeping.

All the friends assemble, and there is a big feast. Food is placed

before the dead man, who sits upright and silent among them ; and

they address him, saying, "You are going on a long journey; eat."

They also fill his pipe with tobacco, and place it between his lips.

These ceremonies occupy twenty-four hours, and on the second day

after death they bury the corpse. Among the Dhun and Phiin clans

the body is placed in a coffin made of a hollow tree-trunk, with holes

in the bottom. This is placed on a lofty platform, and left to dry

in the sun. The dried body is afterwards rammed into an earthen

vase and buried ; the head is cut off and preserved. Another clan

sheathe their dead in pith ; the corpse is then placed on a platform,

under which a slow fire is kept up until the body is dried. The

corpse is then kept for six months, to allow relatives and friends of

every degree to come from a distance and take farewell of the de

ceased ; it is then buried. The Haulong clan hang the body up to
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the house-beams for seven days, during which time the dead man's

wife has to sit underneath spinning.' *

Their religion and traditions as to origin are similar to those of

the Pankhos already described. At the gathering of the harvest

they have a festival called among them chukchdi. The chief

goes solemnly into the forest with his people and cuts down a large

tre«, which is carried to the village and set up in the midst Sacri

fice is then offered, and spirits and rice-grains are poured over the

tree. A feast, and a dance by the unmarried men and girls, conclude

the ceremony.

Crime is of rare occurrence. Theft in a man's own village is un

known ; but they will sometimes steal from other clans. On such a

theft being discovered, the chief in whose village it has been com

mitted, makes a formal complaint to the chief under whom the thief

is living. The goods stolen are given up if discovered, and the

offender heavily fined. A life is exacted for a life. A murderer

does not escape even by taking refuge in the chiefs house, for the

relatives will cut him down even there. If, however, the chiefs wife

should adopt him as a son, he escapes unharmed. They reverence

their parents, and honour old age. When past work, the father and

mother are supported by their children.

The only clothing worn by the men is one long homespun sheet

or mantle of cotton cloth. This mantle is sometimes of very good

manufacture, the best descriptions being dyed blue, and interwoven

with crimson and yellow stripes. They are fond of wearing in the

ear a small bunch of brilliant feathers. Their hair is bound into a

knot at the nape of the neck. The women wear a strip of thick

blue cloth round the loins about eighteen inches in breadth, and as

an ornament they distend the lobes of the ear to an enormous extent

with circular discs of wood or ivory. Both men and women are well

made, and wonderfully muscular, but of a sulky and forbidding cast

of countenance. The average height of the males is about 5 feet 8

inches, and of females, 5 feet 4 inches.

A Lushdi or Kuki village is always situated on the top of a high

hill, and in time of war is fortified by a stockade of timber logs. The

time that a village stays in one place depends upon the facilities

afforded for cultivation in the neighbourhood. When all the land

within easy reach is exhausted, the village is removed to a new site,

the ordinary time of remaining in one place being from four to five

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Capt. Lewin, p. 109.
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years. The houses are built, not of bamboos, as is usual in the hills,

but of logs, and they are thatched with leaves. The only difference

between the house of a chief and that of any ordinary man of the tribe,

is that it is larger. The principal domesticated animals of a Lush.li

village are the hill cow {gaydl) and the hill goat. Nearly every house

has its gaydl tethered near the door : these animals are not fed in the

village, but simply receive salt, of which they are immoderately fond,

at their owner's hand. Early in the morning they troop out of the

village to pasture, untended, and return at night of their own accord.

They are not milked, and are kept only for slaughter at feasts and

sacrifices. The goats are pure white, with long shaggy hair, which

in the males almost sweeps the ground. Of these goats' skins some

of the clans make a pouch, which is worn like a Highland sporran.

In almost every house there is a pet pig, which is allowed to run

loose, and is generally enormously fat. Near the villages they set

their traps for game. ' They have three kinds of traps : two for

deer and pigs, in which the mainspring is a bent-down sapling or a

strong bamboo, which either transfixes the game with an arrow,

or jerks it high and pendent in the air ; the other, generally used

for tigers, bears, and suchlike game, is a rough cage of logs open at

two ends, and placed in the run of the animals whose destruction it

is wished to effect. The top of the cage is composed of two or three

enormous tree-trunks, so arranged as to fall on and kill any animal

attempting to pass through the trap. The Lushdis are great eaters

of flesh, and domestic animals not being very plentiful among them,

their supplies depend a good deal upon their success in the chase.

They make large hunting-parties, and their favourite game is the wild

elephant, which abounds throughout the hills. As, however, they

are very careless in the management of their guns and ammunition,

a large hunting-party seldom returns without one or more of its mem

bers having been accidentally shot. It is only within the last ten

or twenty years [this was written in 1869] that the LusMis have

learnt the use of firearms ; but muskets mostly of English make, and

Tower-marked, are now common enough among them, and render

what was formerly a horde of simple savages a band of very dangerous

marauders.

'They are constantly warring among themselves. . . . On

starting for a raid, the old men and women of the village accompany

the party an hour's journey on their way, carrying the provisions,

and leave them with loud wishes for their success. " May you be un
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hurt, and bring home many heads," is the formula. . . . They will

march four and five days, traversing enormous distances to the village

they intend to attack, and burst upon their prey about an hour before

dawn.' 1 They never advance cipenly to attack an enemy, but send

forward spies to make sure of taking their foe unawares. Should

their object be discovered, they at once abandon the attack and

retreat

Several raids by these Kuki tribes have been made on our Chitta-

gong frontier. In i860, what is known as the Kuki invasion of

Tipperah took place: fifteen villages were burnt, 185 British sub

jects murdered, and about 100 carried off as slaves. A retributary

expedition took place the following year under Major Raban. The

special steps taken since i860 for the protection of our subjects in

the hills are stated to be as follows :—' (1) We have made a yearly

allowance to certain hill chiefs on condition of their preserving the

peace on our frontier. It appears, however, that they care so little about

our money that on some occasions they have not taken the trouble

of sending for it. (2) We have entered into amicable agreements

with Rattan-Puiya, as well as with the Sylus and Haulongs. The

promises, however, of this last tribe have not been kept. (3) It has

been attempted to hold a yearly meeting of hill chiefs at Kdsdlang,

but the principal chiefs have seldom attended. (4) A bazar has

been established at Kdsdlang, and one at Rdngdmdti, as well as a

stockade at the former place. (5) Police outposts have been estab

lished at different points along the frontier within the last two or

three years. (6) A vigorous effort has been made to prevent the

exportation into the hills of guns and ammunition. (7) Besides

this, different officers have visited Rattan-Puiya's village ; but with

this exception, and that of the unsuccessful attempt at yearly meet

ings, nothing has been done, or, as far as we know, could have been

done, in the way of personal intercourse with the Kuki chiefs.'2

Notwithstanding all our endeavours, no less than twelve separate

raids were committed on the Chittagong frontier between 1861 and

1 869, principally for the purpose of carrying off slaves. Since the

Lushdi Expedition in 1871, which was organised to punish the in

cursions of the Lushdis on the Cachar and Sylhet frontiers, no raids

have been made by the Lushdis on the Chittagong Hill Tracts. An

account of the principal raids on the District since 1859, both by

1 Tlio Hill Tracts of Cl'ittnpong, by Capt. I-cwin, pp. 105, 106.

- Calcutta Review, Oct. 1869.
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Lushiis and other tribes, is given on pages 18-21 of this Statistical

Account.

The Lushdi tribes cultivate their land by juming in the man

ner common to all hill races. They work in iron, and a rough forge

is found in every village. They have been taught by their Ben

gali captives to repair a gun-lock, and also to make spear-heads

and fish-hooks ; they cannot, however, make a gun-barrel. They

are ignorant of the art of pottery, their plates and bottles being

simply leaves and gourds ; but they use brass and earthen vessels

when they can obtain them either by war, or by barter at the fron

tier bdzdrs. They have no money among themselves, but are aware

of its use, and employ it in purchasing articles in our village mar

kets. With the exception of remittent fever, boils, and inflamma

tion of the bowels, they appear to have been formerly unacquainted

with disease. In one of their raids into British territory, however,

they took back cholera with them, and this disease excited their

terrors to such an extent that numbers of the tribe committed sui

cide on the first symptoms declaring themselves. They called it

' the foreign sickness.'

The Shendus are the last hill people to be mentioned here. They

inhabit the country to the north-east and east of the Blue Mountains,

and have been guilty of numerous raids upon the Chittagong Hill

Tracts. (See pp. 19-21.) Their dress is more ample than that of the

other independent hill tribes. The women wear a short chemise

of white cotton covering the bosom, and a long petticoat of dark-

blue cotton stuff reaching below the knee. When out of doors, they

wear over the shoulders and head a fine cotton robe or cloth, for the

manufacture of which they are distinguished ; the cloth is black, with

brilliant red and yellow stripes. The men wear a cloth round the

waist, and a mantle of cotton cloth over their shoulders. Both sexes

are above the ordinary height of most hill people, and of a fairer

complexion. They make salt from brine-springs, and also manufac

ture their own gunpowder; the sulphur they obtain from Burmah,

and an inferior sort of saltpetre is collected from heaps of earth

strongly impregnated with urine. Their guns do not appear to be of

European manufacture ; their stocks are painted red, black, and yel

low, and are highly varnished. Cow-horns form their powder-flasks ;

they are polished, and beautifully inlaid with silver and ivory. The

men smoke a pipe made of bamboo and lined with copper, and

the women a small copper hookah with a clay bowl. The tobacco-

VOL. VI. D
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water which collects in the bottom of the hookahs is held in high esti

mation among them as a preservative of the teeth and gums. They

do not appear to be aware of the value of money, or to use it : the

value of a slave is reckoned at eight muskets, or two cows. Both

the Shendu and Lushdi tribes in this part of the country are ignorant

of swimming, or how to manage a boat, as their dwellings are situ

ated in the higher ranges of hills, where the streams are swift, shal

low, and broken by rapids. They are said to worship four spirits or

deities—namely, Surpar, Patyen, Khozing, and Wanchang. They be

lieve that after death they will live again in another country where

the trees bear food, clothes, and everything necessary for life. In

addition to the above four deities, they make sacrifices to the spirits

of earth and water at the commencement of the cultivating season.

The sacrifice to the water-god is a fowl killed and thrown into the

river ; for the earth-god, meat and rice are left exposed on the ground.

Each man performs his own sacrifice ; and they have no priests.

Marriage is merely a matter of mutual consent, and is celebrated by

feasting and dancing. The Shendus bury their dead in a grave lined

with stone.

The foregoing account of the Hill Tribes in the District has, except

where the contrary has been stated, been either quoted verbatim or

condensed from ' The Hill Tracts of Chittagong and the Dwellers

therein,' by Capt. T. H. Lewin, Deputy Commissioner.

Immigration.—It has already been stated (p. 51) that all the

Tipperahs in the Chittagong Hill Tracts have immigrated from Hill

Tipperah. Emigration still goes on yearly from the territory of

the Rajd of Hill Tipperah; and in the year 1872-73 upwards of

2,500 Tipperahs of the Ridng clan fled from their own country and

took up land on the Myani river in the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

The movement was encouraged by the Deputy Commissioner, as in

addition to the advantage presented by an increase in the number

of cultivators, it was hoped that if the Mydnf valley were peopled

there would be communication and increased friendliness with the

Kuki tribes, who occupy the country immediately to the east. The

Riang Tipperah immigrants arrived in the Hill Tracts almost in a

state of destitution. They at first subsisted principally on roots and

other wild products of the forest; but the Deputy Commissioner

reported, in 1873, tnat tne colony was then thriving. The main

body of the immigrants settled on the banks of the Kdsdlang river,

a little above the old guard-post of Khaghorid, and the remainder
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established themselves at the mouth of the Shishak, an affluent of

the Kdsdlang.

During the year 1872-73, a colony of seventy-eight Gurkha's was

established at Khaghorid, close to the Tipperah immigrants above

mentioned. These Gurkha's were collected and brought down from

the borders of Nepdl, with the object of getting some of the jungle

cleared through their means. The Deputy Commissioner was autho

rised to advance 100 rupees (£10) to each family so as to enable

the immigrants to subsist until they could raise a crop, as well as to

assist them in the purchase of cattle and ploughs. In the same year

another Gurkhd settlement was established at Rdngdmdti, consisting

almost entirely of Gurkha1 soldiers who had been discharged from the

frontier force as physically unfit for military employ. The Gurkha1

settlers at Khaghorid were unable to endure the deadly climate of

that place, and in the year following their immigration they amal

gamated with the settlers at Rdngdmdti, and formed with them one

colony.

Owing to restrictions being placed on juming (the hill mode of

cultivation) in the Regulation District of Chittagong, there was a

considerable emigration of hill men from Chittagong to the Hill

Tracts and to Ardkdn, during the three years previous to 1873.

In his Annual Report for 1874-75, tne Deputy Commissioner stated

that during that year somejumids had left the Subdivision of Cox's

Bdzdr in the Regulation District of Chittagong and settled in the

Hills ; but the attractions of Ardkdn are, the Deputy Commissioner

says, far greater than those of the Hill Tracts ; the people have there

' better juming lands, a light family tax, no exacting head of a tribe,

and no forest tolls to pay.'

Every year a considerable number of Bengali merchants and traders

come from the plains and from the neighbouring District of Chitta

gong, and remain in the Hill Tracts for about six months of the

year during the dry and cold seasons. They return to the plains as

soon as the rains set in.

EMIGRATION.—Until the year 1873 there had been a steady flow

of emigrants from the Sangu Subdivision in the Hill Tracts to the

Koladyne and to the Regulation District of Chittagong. The De

puty Commissioner attributed this emigration partly to the raids

committed on the people of the Chittagong Hill Tracts by the

Lushdis, and partly to the comparatively light family tax in the

Ardkdn Hill Tracts, and the absence of any family tax at all in the
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Regulation District of Chittagong. Emigration from the Chittagong

Hill Tracts to Anlkan and to Chittagong almost ceased in the year

I873-74-

During the year 1871-72 a large number of villagers in the Hill

Tracts migrated across the Pheni into the territory of the Raja of

Hill Tipperah, in order to escape their obligations, and to avoid

giving labour to Government during the Lushai expedition. Some

of these, the Deputy Commissioner reported in 1875, have subse

quently returned. In 1872, 400 of the Chakma tribe left the Hill

Tracts and went to Hill Tipperah, probably, according to the

opinion of the Deputy Commissioner, on account of the pressure put

on them for labour during the Lushai expedition, and then subse

quently, for the survey parties.

During the year 1874-75 there was a large emigration of jumids

from Balukya Palang and the valley of the Riju, in the Cox's

Bazar Hill Tracts Subdivision. From 150 to 200 families are said

to have emigrated during the year. Two causes are assigned for

the emigration : 1st, the defective out-turn of the jiims in the neigh

bourhood, the ground having several times undergone the operation

ofjtiming; 2dly, the establishment during the year of a toll station

on the Riju river, and the imposition of a heavy tax on forest pro

duce passing down. The jumids who emigrated used to make and

sell boats ; but the tax is, the Assistant Commissioner states, as

much as the price formerly obtained for the boat.

Castes.—The hill people have no distinctions of caste ; and even

the Chakmds, who have adopted a corrupt form of the Bengali lan

guage, and observe some of the Hindu festivals, have not yet ac

quired any prejudice as to caste.

Religious Divisions of the People.—According to the census

of 1872 the population of the Hill Tracts is 63,054 souls, of whom

61,957 are the hill people properly so called. Of these, 50,157 are

Buddhists, and 11,800 are aboriginal tribes, who 'worship the

terrene elements, and have vague and undefined ideas of some

divine power which overshadows all' 1 The remaining 1,097 are

not strictly the people of the Chittagong Hills, and consist of 381

Muhammadans, 142 Hindus, 570 Gurkhas (who are by religion

Hindus, but in the census are classified only according to nation

ality), and 4 Christians.

Places of Historical Interest.—On the banks of the Myani

1 The lliil Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, p. 76.
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river, an affluent of the Ka'sdlang, are found tanks, fruit-trees, and

the ruins of masonry building. ' Tradition,' Captain Lewin says,

' attributes these ruins to a former Rajd. of Hill Tipperah, who, it

is said, was driven from that part of the country by hordes of hill

men coming from the south. There are no towns of any importance

in the District. The largest village is Banddrban, the residence of

the Bohmong, which has a population of about 3,000. Apart from

the military police force, other Government servants, and a few Ben

gali shopkeepers, the whole population of the District is agricultural.

MATERIAL CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE.—With the exception of

the chiefs and a few head-men, the people are generally poor. They

cultivate their patches of jungle until the soil within easy reach of

their village is exhausted, and then they move away to a fresh spot.

In the case of a bad harvest they borrow from Bengali traders and

money-lenders, trusting to good crops in the future to enable them

to repay the loan. Repayment is also made by supplying boats,

timber, or bamboos. The hill-men, and more especially the Khy-

oungthd (Maghs) and Tipperahs, are excessively fond of spirituous

liquor. The Deputy Commissioner stated, in 1870, that from care

ful inquiries he had made, he was convinced that at least half of a

hill-man's income goes in liquor.

DRESS.—The dress of the Bengali shopkeepers living in the Hill

Tracts consists of a waist-cloth (dhuti) and a cotton shawl (fhddar).

The costume of the hill people has been already described in treat

ing of the several tribes.—[For the dress of the KhyoungtM (Jumid

Maghs), see page 41 ; for that of the Chakmds, page 49 ; of the

Tipperahs, page 51 ; of the Kumis, page 55 ; of the Mros, page

57 ; of the Kukfs, page 62.

DWELLINGS : FURNITURE, &c.—' Our own tributary hill tribes all

build their houses of bamboo, raised from the ground about 10 feet,

on bamboo supports, with numerous smaller bamboo props support

ing the floor, the roof, and the walls, in every conceivable direction.

The floor and walls are made of bamboos split and flattened out ;

the numerous crevices give free access to every breeze, and render a

hill-house one of the coolest and most pleasant of habitations. The

roof is also of bamboo cross-pieces, thatched with palmyra. This

forms an impervious and lasting roof, which need only be renewed

once in three years, whereas the ordinary grass-thatched roof has to

be repaired every year. A hill-house perched in an exposed posi

tion on the ridge or spur of a lofty eminence, looks the frailest
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structure in the world ; its strength, however, is surprising, and in

spite of the fearful tempests that sometimes sweep over the hills, I

never heard of a house having fallen or being injured by the wind.' l

The dwellings of each of the tribes have certain peculiarities more

or less marked which distinguish them from the houses of other

tribes.—[For a description of the Kumi houses, see page 54 of this

Statistical Account.] The khiongs or houses of religion are, like the

dwelling-houses, built of bamboo, but they are generally raised only

some six feet from the ground. The furniture of an ordinary hill-

house consists of a few stools, mats, baskets, and drinking -cups

made of bamboo.

Food.—The ordinary food of the people of the Chittagong Hill

Tracts consists of rice, fish, oil, salt, and chillies. Pan and betel are

also universally eaten by the Khyoungtha. The intoxicating liquors

of the Toungthd are of three kinds—viz. : ' khoung, a sweet fermented

liquor made from rice ; sipdh,a. fermented liquor made from birni grain ;

and drak (that is alcohol), distilled from rice. Opium, gdnjd, bhang,

and other stimulants, are as yet unknown to them.' 2 The Deputy

Commissioner, Major Graham, gave, in 1870, the following estimate of

the monthly expenditure on food of a shopkeeper in the Hill Tracts :

—Rice, 60 lb., 4s. 6d. ; vegetables and dried fish, is. ; chillies, salt,

onions, &c, 6d. ; oil, 3d.—total 6s. 3d. per month. The following

estimate was given by the same officer for the monthly expenditure

on food of a hill cultivator:—Rice, 78 lb., 6s. ; dried fish, 4 lb., is.;

salt, 2 lb., 3j^d. ; chillies, 1 lb., ij^d. ; rice for making liquor, 20

lb., is. 8J^d.—total, 9s. lj^d. per month.

Captain Lewin gives the following estimate of what the total

annual expenses of a hill man and woman would be, supposing that

they had to pay for everything they use or consume, and grew no

portion of their own food :—Rice, ,£3 ; fish, 8s. ; oil, 2s. ; salt,

chillies, &c, 12s. ; betel-nut and tobacco, £1 ; clothing, jQi, 4s. ;

expenditure for purposes of religion, 16s. : festival expenses, 12s. ;

medical attendance and medicines, 14s. ; silver ornaments and mar

riage expenses, 30s. ; wear of agricultural implements, 5s. ; seeds,

9s.—Total annual expenditure, .£10, 12s., or an average monthly

expenditure of 17s. 8d.

Amusements.—A game called konyon by the Jiimid Maghs, and

gildkdrd by the Chakmas, is played by all the hill tribes. The

konyon is the seed of a creeper, in colour and smoothness like the

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, byCnpt. Lewin, p. 15. 8 Id. p. 78.
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English horse-chestnut. One side of the seed is flat, so that it can

be made to stand up. The game is to nick the opponent's seed and

knock it over. The side gaining most nicks wins.

At the festivals of the Khyoungtha (Jiimia Maghs) the travelling

operatic company is an important feature. The company visits in

the cold season the larger and more wealthy villages, and is engaged

by the chiefs and others on the occasion of marriages and other

festive occasions.

The Chakmd boys play a game resembling the English game of

' touch,' and the peg-top is also one of their common amusements.

The Tipperahs are very fond of dancing ; but they have, Captain

Lewin states, only one musical instrument, which in sound is some

thing between an organ and a bagpipe. It is made from a gourd,

into which are inserted long reed-pipes of different lengths, having

each one hole stop. The Kumfs have drums of various sizes, and

also a sort of guitar made out of a solid piece of wood, with wooden

frets tied down the stem.

AGRICULTURE—CEREALS.—The cereals grown in the Hill Tracts

are rice and Indian corn (makkd or bhuttd). Rice forms the staple

crop of the District. The following eight kinds of rice are sown

about the middle of April: — (i) melt, (2) nabadu, (3) rangi,

(4) gelang, (5) kabarak, (6) kdngani (these six are reaped in

August), (7) churi, (8) amdi churi (these two are reaped in

September). The following six kinds are sown in May, and reaped

in September and October:—(i) kamrang, (2) badhoia, (3) turki,

(4) tarklio, (5) paltiki, (6) bini or birni. The above are the

principal descriptions of grain, but most of these kinds consist of

several varieties, differing more or less from one another in the

colour and size of the grain and husk. Of Indian corn there are

several varieties grown in the Hill Tracts ; it is sown in April, and

reaped in July and August.

GREEN CROPS, FIBRES, MISCELLANEOUS CROPS.—The principal

green crops grown in the Hill Tracts are two kinds of //'/ (sesamum).

The seed is sown in May, and the crop reaped in September. It is

nearly all sold to Bengali traders, and the hill-men seldom extract

the oil themselves. The only fibre grown in the Hill Tracts is

cotton (kdpds). It is sown in April, and reaped from October to

December. It is put in thejtim together with rice, Indian corn, and

a variety of vegetables and fruits. The miscellaneous crops, are tea

(see page 87), tobacco, potatoes, melons, pumpkins, britijdis, and
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cucumbers. Limes, plantains, and numerous other fruits, are found

wild in the jungles.

THE METHOD OF CULTIVATION in vogue among the hill-men is

that known as the jum system, thus described by Captain Lewin :

—'The mode of cultivation pursued in the hills is common to

all the tribes; indeed, wherever hill tribes are found throughout

India, this special mode of cultivating the earth seems to prevail.

It is known as toung-yd in Burmah and Ardkan, as dhai-ya in the

Central Provinces, while here the method is usually called jum,

and the hill-men pursuing it jumids. The modus operandi is as

follows : In the month of April a convenient piece of forest land is

fixed upon, generally on a hillside; the luxuriant undergrowth of

shrubs and creepers has to be cleared away, and the smaller trees

felled. The trees of larger growth are usually denuded of their lower

branches and left standing. If possible, however, the jitmid fixes

upon a slope thickly covered with a bamboo jungle of the species

called dollu; this, compared with a dense tree-jungle, is easy to

cut, and its ashes, after burning, are of greater fertilising power. Al

though the clearing of a patch of dense jungle is no doubt very

severe labour, yet the surroundings of the labourer render his work

pleasurable in comparison with the toilsome and dirty task of the

cultivators of the plains. ... By his comparatively pleasurable

toil the hill-man can gain two rupees for one which the wretched

rayat of the plains can painfully earn ; and it is not to be wondered at

that the hill people have a passion for this mode of life, and regard

with absolute contempt any proposal to settle down to the tame and

monotonous cultivation of the dwellers in the lowlands.

'The_/«/w land once cleared, the fallen jungle is left to dry in the

sun, and in the month of May it is fired ; this completes the clearing.

The firing of the jiims is sometimes a source of danger, as at that

season of the year the whole of the surrounding jungle is as dry as

tinder, and easily catches fire. In this way sometimes whole villages

are destroyed, and people have lost their lives. I [Captain Lewin]

have myself seen a whole mountain-side on fire for four days and

four nights, having been ignited by /^///-firing. It was a magnificent

sight, but such a fire must cause incalculable injury to the forest;

young trees especially would be utterly destroyed. Generally, how

ever, by choosing a calm day, and keeping down the fire at the edges

of the jum by beating with boughs, the hill people manage to keep

the firing within certain prescribed limits. A general conflagration
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is of quite exceptional occurrence. If the felled jungle has been

thoroughly dried, and no rain has fallen since the jum was cut, this

firing will reduce all save the larger forest-trees to ashes, and burn

the soil to the depth of an inch or two. The charred trees and logs

previously cut down remain lying about the ground ; these have to

be dragged off ihejum and piled up all round, and with the addition

of some brushwood, form a species of fence to keep out wild animals.

' Work is now at a standstill, till the gathering of the heavy clouds

and the grumbling of thunder denote the approach of the rains.

These signs at once bring the village into a state of activity ; men

and women, boys and girls, each bind on the left hip a small basket

filled with the mixed seeds of cotton, rice, melons, pumpkins, yams,

and a little Indian com ; each takes a ddo (hill knife) in hand, and

in a short time every hillside will echo to the hold or hill-call, as

party answers party from the paths winding up each hillside to their

respective patches of cultivation. Arrived at the jum, the family

form a line, and steadily work their way across the field. A dig with

the blunt square end of the ddo makes a narrow hole about three

inches deep ; into this is put a small handful of the mixed seeds, and

the sowing is completed. If shortly afterwards the rain falls, they

are fortunate, and have judged the time well ; or (unparalleled luck)

if they get wet through with the ram as they are sowing, great will

be the jollification on the return home, this being an omen that a

bumper season may be expected. The village now is abandoned

by every one, and the men set to work to build a house, each in his

own jum, for the crop must be carefully watched to preserve it from

the wild pig and deer, which would otherwise play havoc among the

young shoots of the rice. The jums of the whole village are gen-

rally situated in propinquity : a solitary jum is very rare. During

the rains mutual help and assistance in weeding the crop is given ;

each one takes his turn to help in his neighbour's jum. No hoeing

is done : the crop has merely to be kept clear from weeds by hand

labour, and an ample return is obtained. If the rain be excessive,

however, the cotton crop is liable to be spoilt, as the young plants

die from too much water. The first thing to ripen is Indian corn,

about the end of July ; next come the melons, of which there are two

or three sorts grown in the jums ; afterwards vegetables of all sorts

become fit for gathering; and finally, in September, the rice and

other grain ripens. At this time the monkeys and jungle-fowl are

the chief enemies of the crop. In the month of October the cotton
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crop is gathered last of all, and this concludes the harvest. The

rice having been cut, is beaten from the ear in the jum : it is after

wards rolled up in rough straw-covered bales, and carried to the

granary in the village. . . . Besides grain and cotton, the hill

tribes grow tobacco, planted principally in small valleys on the banks

of the hill streams.' 1 During the last few years several attempts

have been made to introduce plough -cultivation among the hill

people ; but, up to the present date (1875), a detailed description of

these attempts, their results, and their probable future, is given on

pp. 78-80. Near the villages of some of the chiefs there are small

patches of plough-cultivation, but these are tilled by Bengali ser

vants, and not by hill-men. There are also several Bengali plough-

cultivators settled in the District, especially along the border adja

cent to the Regulation District of Chittagong.

No improvement has taken place of late years in the quality of the

rice grown. The following are the names of the rice-plant in its

various stages :—When the seed germinates it is called gcj; when the

ear appears, thor ; when ripe, paknd. Two descriptions of liquor are

made from rice by the hill people, called mad and jhdgrA. The for

mer is sold at about a shilling a quart ; but the latter description is

only made for home consumption.

Area of District, Out-turn, and Value of Crop, &c.—The

total area of the District, as returned by the Boundary Commissioner

in March 1875, 's 6,882 square miles, or 4,404,480 acres, of which

almost the whole is fit for jum cultivation, although in the degree

of fitness one piece of land differs greatly from another. Captain

Lewin, in 1869, estimated the value of the out-turn of a jum culti

vated by a man and his wife to be as follows :—Paddy, 33 hundred

weights, £$, 12s.; cotton, 9 hundredweights, at eight shillings a hun

dredweight, £3, 12s.; Indian corn and vegetables, 8s.; total out-turn

j£j, 1 2s. per annum. The size of this jum would be about four

acres. In addition to the out-turn of his jum, a man earns about

^3 per annum by wood-cutting, making boats, or selling bamboos,

making a total income of about £10, 12s. per annum. The actual

outlay for this cultivation is stated by Captain Lewin to be as

follows :—Price of seed, 9s. ; duos and other necessary implements,

5s. ; mats, baskets, &c, 16s. ; total, jQi, 10s. As has been already

mentioned, the hill -men sow the seeds and reap their crops of

rice, cotton, Indian corn, &c, from the same piece of land. No

estimate can therefore be given of the comparative acreage under the

1 The Hill Tracts of CliitUiKong, by Captain Lewin. pp. 10-13.
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principal crops, but of every hundred parts by weight of seed sown,

66 parts are paddy, 33 parts cotton, and one part consists of Indian

corn, til (sesamum), cucumber, and other vegetables.

CONDITION OF THE CULTIVATORS.—The-hill men each cultivate

from four to fourteen acres of land in any part of the District they

please. A man cultivating five acres of land would be as well off as

an ordinary retail shopkeeper, and could live much more comfortably

on the produce than he could on a money wage of i6s. a-month.

The cultivators, however, are generally in debt. They pay no rent

for their land, but they are extremely improvident, and spend large

sums on intoxicating liquors, as well as on a marriage or other festive

occasion. On the failure of their crops, they are therefore forced

to borrow. With the exception of a few plough-cultivators in the

Hill Tracts, all the people jum in the jungle without any landholder

above them, or any sub-holder or labourer of any sort under them.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.—The domestic animals of the District are

cows, buffaloes, pigs, goats, fowls, cats, and dogs. A cow is worth

about £i, 155. ; a pair of oxen from ^3 to ^4 ; a pair of buffaloes

from about £,1 to ^8. The hill people who cultivate by junting

do not use oxen or buffaloes for agricultural purposes ; they are only

made use of by the few plough-cultivators in the District.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—The only implements used in agri

culture by the hill-men are the ddo and the axe. ' The ddo is the

hill knife, used universally throughout the country. It has a blade

about 1 8 inches long, narrow at the haft, and square and broad at

the tip ; pointless, and sharpened on one side only. The blade is

set in a handle of wood ; a bamboo root is considered the best . . .

The ddo to a hill-man is a possession of great price. It is literally

the bread-winner; with this he cuts his jum and builds his houses ;

without its aid the most ordinary operations ofhill life could not be per

formed. It is with the ddo that he fashions the women's weaving tools;

with the ddo he fines off his boat ; with the ddo he notches a stair in

the steep hillside leading to his jum ; and to the ddo he frequently

owes his life in defending himself from the attacks of wild animals.' *

WAGES AND PRICES.—The conditions regulating the supply of

labour and the rate of wages in the Chittagong Hill Tracts are pecu

liar and exceptional. The hill people have few wants and no

luxuries, except spirituous liquor ; and except in a very bad year

they obtain from their jiims enough for their support They have

also a great distaste for drudgery, and it is only by the following

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewiu, p. iav
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means that they have been induced to work as day-labourers during

the cold weather. Formerly, when a hill-man required money to cele

brate a wedding, a birth, or some other event, he was forced to borrow

from some Bengali money-lender at an exorbitant rate of interest

Strict registration rules, and a limitation to the amount ofinterest that

could be lawfully exacted from the hill-men, have, however, thrown

obstacles in the way of money-lending transactions; and Government

therefore sanctioned, as a substitute, advances being made to the

hill-men without interest, the amount of these advances not to exceed

the money to be expended on local works during the next season.

These advances are repaid by labour, and tinder this system the

price of the labour of the hill-men during November, December,

and January, may be stated at 7}^d. a-day. During the cultivation

season, local labour is not obtainable even at the rate of 23. a-day,

and coolies from the Chittagong District have to be engaged : their

average daily wages are 6^d. each. Among the Bengalis in the

Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision of the Hill Tracts, labour can be obtained

at the rate of IDS. per month. There are no skilled labourers among

the hill people.

The price of rice in 1870 was 6s. 3d. per hundredweight for the

best, and 45. i^d. per hundredweight for the common description.

Paddy sold at is. gd. per hundredweight for the best, and is. 4d.

a hundredweight for the coarser quality. The highest price of rice

during 1866 was 8s. 8d. a hundredweight. The following table

gives the prices at Ra'ngdma'tf of paddy, rice, salt, cotton, sugar, and

tobacco in the years i36i and 1870, and also the average of prices

during the ten years 1861-70. The prices, however, vary much in

different parts of the District.

PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE, &c., PER HUNDREDWEIGHT AT

RANcAmATf IN THE YEARS l86l AND 1870, AND FOR THE

AVERAGE OF THE TEN YEARS 1861-70.

1861. 1870.
Average of

Ten Yean.

£ '. d. £ '. d. £ •. d.

Paddy, . o 4 l# 019 o 3 'K

Common rice (husked), 056 o 4 >K o 5 S%

Best rice (husked), 077^ 063 074/2

Salt, o 15 «# o 15 \yi o 16 6

Cleaned cotton, 240 240 2 II 9

Sugar (raw), I 2 O 290

Sugar (refined), 240 2 15 O 3 5 6

Tobacco, . o 19 3 i 7 6 i 7 5
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Weights and Measures.—There is no measure of length known

to the hill people, and the distance between two places is only de

fined by the time occupied in walking from the one place to the

other. A day's journey or an hour's journey are the forms of expres

sion used. Land is measured by the amount of paddy required to

sow it Grain is measured by the hill-men in baskets of different

sizes. The smallest basket used for this purpose is called a chain-

krang ; sixteen chainkrangs make one tang, and three tangs of rice

when weighed make one maund. The tang is the same measure as

the dri used in the Regulation District of Chittagong. The hill

people have also three-tang wains (the wain is a basket) and four-

tang wains, by which they measure large quantities of grain.

Landless Day-Labourers—Spare Land.—There is no class of

landless day-labourers in the District, and except in the cold weather,

all labourers have to be brought from the Chittagong District.

Those hill-men who have taken advances from Government, with

the condition of repaying them by labour, work as day-labourers

during the cold season ; but the whole hill population lives by

cultivation. Women and children work in the jums together with

the men.

Nearly the whole of the land in the District may be regarded

as spare land, for only a very small portion has been settled with

plough-cultivators, or leased out, or reserved for the sake of its

forest produce. The spare land is all covered with dense jungle,

which begins to spring up again immediately after it has been

cleared. No special inducements are offered to promote the sale of

the spare land in the District ; but great advantages are held out to

persons willing to clear land and hold it on lease for the purpose of

plough-cultivation.

Land - Tenures.—The mode of cultivation prevalent in the

Chittagong Hill Tracts is fully described on pages 7 2-74 of this Statis

tical Account. In order that it may be successful, the cultivator

must move every year to a fresh piece of jungle land and abandon

the ground from which he reaped his last year's crops. Land-tenures,

according to the accurate meaning of the word, are therefore incon

sistent with the hill mode of cultivation, and only exist among the

hill people in those cases where the British authorities have suc

ceeded in inducing them to abandon the indigenous system of culti

vation.

Land-tenures and under-tenures of a varied and complicated char

acter are indeed found within the boundaries of the District of the
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Chittagong Hill Tracts ; but with two exceptions l these tenures are

all mere extensions of those in the Regulation District, and differ

from them in no particular but this, that they lie now beyond the

limits of the Collector's jurisdiction. The only land-tenures with

which the hill people are now concerned, or which are likely to be of

much importance in their future history, are those which have arisen

from the plough-cultivation movement.

In many parts of the District there are large tracts of low and

level land well suited for plough-cultivation ; but the hill-man has so

strong an aversion to the irksome labour of the plough-cultivator, and

so great a love for his own free and wandering life, that when once

some years ago in the country adjacent to the Pheni the attempt was

made to introduce the plough, it met with complete failure. ' Owing

to their fear of the independent tribes, the people of that part of the

country were unable to move to fresh jiim land further eastward, and

their own country was thoroughly exhausted from over-cultivation ;

but they steadfastly held aloof from the plough, preferring to earn a

precarious subsistence by the cutting and selling of bamboos and the

hewing out of boats. Some few of them who had, or could borrow,

a small amount of capital, took up the profession of itinerant traders ;

while others earned, or added to, their means of livelihood by rearing

and herding cattle, for which the country afforded ample pasturage.' "2

The plough-cultivation movement now going on arose, in the

opinion of the Deputy Commissioner, ' in consequence of the intro

duction of the Forest Conservancy rules into the District, by which

jiiming operations were hampered and circumscribed;'3 but it was

mainly in those cases where the hill-man was also discontented with

his chief, that he took to plough-cultivation as a remedy both for the

restrictions on his jiiming operations and for the exactions and

oppressions of his chief. It had long been the wish of the local

officers that the people might be induced to give up their nomadic

form of cultivation and adopt a more settled life ; and as soon as

applications were made by hill-men for leases of land, for the estab

lishment of villages, and for plough-cultivation, sanction was obtained

to leases being granted on very favourable terms, and Government

further sanctioned an advance of ^3 to each family, the advances

to be repaid within five years with interest at 5 per cent, per annum.

These terms were not, however, regarded as sufficiently favourable

1 Forest-land settlements and grass kholds. See p. 80.

* The Hill Tracts of Chitlagong, by Captain Lcwin, p. 14.

;l Annual Report of Deputy Commissioner for 1871-72.
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to induce very large numbers of hill-men to abandon their jtims and

settle in villages ; and accordingly, by an order dated the 26th June

1872, Government sanctioned an advance of £8 without interest for

each hill family. The following are the conditions on which plough-

cultivation settlements are now (1875) made:—(i) The advances must

not exceed £8 for any one hill family ; (2) the advances must be re

paid without interest in five years ; (3) only one crop must be put

into the ground at one time; (4) the grant of land is not to be more

than ten acres for each family ; (5) no rent is payable for the first

five years, for the sixth and seventh the rent is 2^d. per acre, for

the eighth and ninth years it is 4j^d. per acre, for the tenth and

eleventh years 6j£d. per acre, and for the remaining nineteen years

gd. per acre ; (6) all plough-cultivators are exempted from paying

capitation tax to the hill chief; (7) each family must cultivate at

least two-thirds of an acre the first year, and two-thirds of an acre

more each year until the land is brought under cultivation ; (8)

leases are to be for thirty years ; (9) the lease-holders are allowed

to jam in the neighbouring hills for the first year.

The following table shows the progress of the plough-cultivation

movement among the hill people during the first five years after it

was set on foot :—

1868-69. 1869-70. 1870-71. 1871-77. 1872-73.

Number of applications for

settlement, 6 2 2 20 78

Leases granted, . 2 4 25

Amount cultivated in acres, 23 Si 35 294

Notwithstanding the very liberal terms offered to those who adopt

cultivation by the plough, the success of the movement has not been

in accordance either with the expectations of those who set it on foot,

or with the number of applications made during the first five years.

Up to the present date (June 1875) only twenty-six settlements have

been made for the purpose of plough-cultivation ; these have been

made with head-men and others on behalf of 460 families of cultiva

tors ; the total amount of land leased is 4,256 acres, and the advances

given for the purchase of cattle and agricultural implements amount

to y£3>274- Qf the twenty-six settlements that have been made,

twenty-five were granted in 1872, and one in 1873. Since then
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there has been a great falling-off in the plough-cultivation movement,

and many even of those who have received advances wish to give

up the plough and live again byjuming. Those who took advances

and settlements with honest intentions and with an earnest wish to

try cultivation by the plough are, the Deputy Commissioner reports,

' doing very well considering the numerous drawbacks they have to

contend with. Chief among these is the havoc committed by tigers

on their cattle, and by other wild beasts and by birds on their crops.

So heavy is the jungle that it takes several seasons to clear sufficient

land for the support of a family. Bengalis, too, have to be imported

and retained as servants on high wages to teach this novel system of

cultivation to their employers.' * Besides these obstacles in the way

of the cultivator, all the interests of the chiefs are opposed to the

change, for not only do they lose the capitation tax payable by the

hill cultivator, but they lose also in position : every hill-man who

forsakes his jum, transfers the allegiance of himself and his family

from the chief to the Deputy Commissioner. If, then, the plough-

cultivation movement has not as yet been a success, neither can it

be regarded as a failure. It remains to be seen how those who have

honestly taken to the plough will succeed ; and if they do well, it can

not be doubted that others in large numbers will follow their example.

A few years ago there were a considerable number of forest-land

settlements in the Hill Tracts. It was found that the toll stations

formerly in existence did not suffice to realise revenue on all forest

produce ; and large tracts through which no river passed, and of

which the produce was not water-borne, were therefore let on lease.

These settlements are not now renewed as they fall due, and nearly

all of them have already expired. Till recently there were also some

grass-land settlements or kholds, covering nominally an area of i o, 2 1 3

acres of land, but in reality about thirteen times as much. Grass-land

is not grazing land or open turf, but consists of large stretches of land,

often a hundred acres or more, covered with .swz-grass. This grass

grows to from ten to twelve feet high, and appears on land that has

been exhausted by jum cultivation ; where it grows nothing else can

live, and it prepares the land for plough-cultivation by preventing

the growth of jungle. If it is left untouched for three years it dies,

and is followed by a short turf called dAul>-gra.ss. It is the custom,

however, each year to fire all the jaw-grass that is not cut, and it

then acquires fresh strength. San-grass is used in large quantities

1 Annual Report of Deputy Commissioner for 1874-75.
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in Chittagong and the neighbouring Districts for thatching, and a

large profit was made by those who held leases of grass Molds. The

settlements were all granted by the Chittagong Collector before the

Hill Tracts were constituted a separate District, and they have never

been cancelled. Of bona fide paddy cultivation with the plough in

the heart of the Hill Tracts, and not mere extensions of Bengali

border cultivation, there are only two instances in the District, ex

cluding land brought under cultivation by jumids, who have joined

the plough-cultivation movement; these are at Rdngdmdtf and at

Boradom. The origin of these two cases is described by the Deputy

Commissioner as follows :—' The first arose from Rdjd Dharm

Baksh Khan, chief of the Chakmd tribe, having imported, about sixty

years ago, a number of Bengalis, and settled them on the Rdngdmdtf

Ml, for which he obtained a nodbdd settlement in 1818, which has

been extended from time to time. The quantity of land now under

cultivation amounts to about 303 acres. The second, at Boradom,

is the residence of one of the chief head-men of the Chakmds. In

1874, 226 bighds (75 acres) were found under cultivation. It was

originally a grass Mold—i.e., a tract covered with jaw-grass. Nil

Chandra, the head-man, cultivates most of the land himself, but also

permits his feudal vassals to cultivate a part if they wish ; though

he charges them no rent, and even lends them his own buffaloes to

plough with, they prefer their ancestral mode oijiiming'

The most conspicuous examples of the extension of the Chitta

gong nodbdd tenures into the Hill Tracts are in the Subdivision

of Cox's Bazar. Nodbdd means ' newly cultivated ' ; but the

technical meaning of the word is land brought into cultivation

since the measurement of 1764, when all the cultivated lands

in the Chittagong District were accurately measured and their

position and extent recorded. The nodbdd lands were afterwards

temporarily settled with their occupants, and although an offer

was made to the holders to turn their temporary tenure into a

permanent one, nearly all declined to avail themselves of it ; and

even in the Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision of the Hill Tracts, where the

extension of the Chittagong nodbdd settlements has been greater

than in the rest of the District, there is not, the Assistant Commis

sioner states, one case in which the settlement has been made per

manent. Under the holders of nodbdd settlements, there are often

several classes of subordinate tenures found in the Chittagong Hill

Tracts. Those known in the Cox's Bdzdr Hill Tracts Subdivision

VOL. VI. E
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are ihtimdms, dar-ihtimdms, and the tenures of jamd rayals and

jotddri rayats. An iktimdm is properly a transferable holding,

which may be sub-let at a fixed rent either for a term of years or in

perpetuity; but the power of sub-letting in perpetuity does, of course,

not exist where neither the ihtimdmddr nor the holder of the nodbad

settlement has a permanent tenure. The dar-ihtimdmddr holds

under the ihtimdmddr a tenure similar to the one held by the ihti

mdmddr. The tenures of jamd rayats are non-transferable, and arc

held at a rent liable to enhancement; but the rayat has a right to thi

tenure so long as his rent is paid : jamd rayats can hold directly from

the settlement-holder, the ihtimdmddr or the dar-ihtimdmddr. Jet

ddri rayats are simply tenants-at-wilL

RATES OF RENTS.—No rent whatever is paid by the hill peopk

who cultivate by juming. Those also who have settled down t<>

plough-cultivation, and taken leases for thirty years, pay no rent for

their land for the first five years ; for the sixth and seventh years

their rent is fixed at 2 i^d. per acre ; for the eighth and ninth yean

the rent is 4j4d. per acre ; for the tenth and eleventh years, 6*(d

per acre, and for the next nineteen years gd. per acre.

Before the Hill Tracts were constituted a separate District, nume

rous grass settlements were granted by the Chittagong Collector.

The total rental of these settlements in the year 1871-72 was 464

rupees (^46, 8s.), and they covered nominally 10,213 acres of land

The average rental was therefore in 1871-72 slightly over one pennr

per acre. These settlements were subsequently cancelled. Settle-

ments of forest produce have also been made, giving the lessee the

right to the oil of the garjan-tree and all other forest produce, except

timber, within the area covered by his lease. The rent of these

garjan-oil settlements was fixed at 2s. per acre.

MANURE, IRRIGATION.—The only manure used by the hill people

consists of the ashes of the jungle and small trees, burnt on the lands

before commencing cultivation. No irrigation is practised in the Dis

trict, and the principle of the rotation of crops is unknown. Law!

that has been once jumed is allowed to lie fallow for eight or ten

years, as the soil is utterly exhausted by the hill mode of cultivation,

and it takes several years before the jungle grows again sufficiently

high to furnish the required amount of ashes for manure and for the

soil to regain its strength.

NATURAL CALAMITIES.—Pigs, deer, monkeys, and birds are ven

destructive to the crops, which require to be watched day and nigh:

Armies of rats occasionally overrun the District, and commit greii
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havoc ; they eat both the standing corn and the grain in the houses of

the hill people, and disappear from the District as suddenly as they

came. The rainfall in the Hill Tracts is very considerable ; but the hilly

nature of the country cultivated byjuming is such as to preclude the

possibility of a general loss of crops from the floods : the cotton crop

is, however, often injured by a too heavy rainfall, especially when

this occurs at the beginning of the rains. There is no demand in

the District for irrigation works.

Foreign and Absentee Landholders. — There are four tea

estates in the Chittagong Hill Tracts owned and managed by Euro

peans (see Tea Industry, page 87); but the land has been pur

chased as waste land, and the owners are not therefore upon the

rent-roll of the District. There are also a considerable number of

Muhammadan landholders in the District.

Roads and Means of Communication. — The only means of

communication are by river and by road. The roads are merely

footpaths, and even where they have been made of considerable

width, there is so little traffic over them that the jungle has again

sprung up and left only enough clear space to enable persons to walk

along in Indian file. The following are the most important roads in

the Hill Tracts:—(1) A footpath from Rdngdmdti towards Chittagong.

It forms part of the Dak road; length, 21 miles. (2) A footpath

from Demagiri to Sirthai Tang, used by the police ; length, 6 miles.

(3) A footpath from Demagiri to Kdsdlang, open only during the

dry season, and then used by the Kukis; length, 25 miles. (4) A

footpath from Rdngdmdti to Ruma, the headquarters of the Sangu

Subdivision, via Banddrban; length, 104 miles. (5) A footpath from

Mdnikcharf to Kdnchanpur in the Chittagong District; length, 8 miles.

(6) A footpath from Mdnikchari to Rdmghar on the bank of the river

Phenf ; length, 20 miles. All the roads in the District are under the

local authorities. The broken and hilly nature of the country renders

the construction of good roads a work of the greatest difficulty.

Manufactures.—Kundd boats (dug-outs) are made in large num

bers by the hill people, and sold by them for use in the districts of

Nodkhdli, Tipperah, and Chittagong. A list of the timber-trees from

which these boats are cut is given on page 30. A large kundd boat

made of the best wood is worth from ^20 to ^30. Besides boat-

making there are no manufactures of any kind known to the people

of the Hill Tracts. The iron of their ddos (hill knives) and axes

they procure from Bengalis, and it is only the handles that they them

selves can make. The women weave cloth for their own use.
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Trade.—The import trade of the Chittagong Hill Tracts consists

of rice (husked and unhusked), salt, tobacco, cattle, goats, fowls,

dried fish, betel-nuts, cloth, ddos, pottery, and cheap pedlars' wares.

The export trade consists of cotton, kundd boats (dug-outs), timber,

bamboos, canes, thatching-grass, leaves for making umbrellas, garjan-

oil, ///-seed (sesamum), mustard, and india-rubber.

The most important imports of the District are rice and salt.

During the year 1874-75, 439 tons °f unhusked rice, 643 tons of

husked rice, and 378 tons of salt, were imported. Of the exports,

the most valuable is raw cotton ; 2,015 tons 0I" cotton were exported

from the District in the year 1874-75. Most of the cotton grown in

the District is sold to Bengali traders, and floated down to Chitta

gong on bamboo rafts. Owing to the opening of a bdzdr at Dema-

girf, a trade in india-rubber has since 1872 been carried on with the

independent tribes to the east of the British frontier. In the year

1872-73, india-rubber to the amount of 2 tons 18 cwt was purchased

from these tribes; and in the year 1873-74 a gross amount of 2534!

tons was purchased, and then exported from the Hill Tracts. The

Deputy Commissioner, in his annual report for 1873-74, reported that

india-rubber was brought by Kukis to the Demagiri bdzdr even from

a distance of nine days' journey. At the close of the year 1874-75,

caoutchouc was coming into the bdzdr in considerable quantities from

the Haulong country, and during the year, a total amount of 68 tons

6 cwt. was purchased from the hill tribes ; of this amount only a small

portion (2 tons 6 cwt.) was exported, and the balance remained in

store in the District

The chief markets for the sale of the produce of the Hill Tracts

are at Kasalang, Ringamdtf, Chandraguna, Bandarban, and Manik-

chari. The Deputy Commissioner stated in 1870, that the value of

the articles exported by the hill people themselves was probably

about the same as the value of the articles imported. If this is

the case, the total value of the District exports must considerably

exceed that of the imports, for large quantities of timber, bamboos,

canes, and thatching-grass are every year taken away by men from

the plains, who enter the hills solely for the purpose of obtaining

these articles of forest produce.

The following table shows, as nearly as can be ascertained, the

amount of cotton, mustard, india-rubber, garjan-o\\, and ///-seed ex

ported from the District, and the amount of rice, tobacco, salt, and

dried fish imported during the year 1874-75 :—
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Before toll-stations were established on all the principal rivers pass

ing through the District, the trade returns were necessarily very un

satisfactory, and even the above return for 1874-75 does not show

accurately the whole trade of the District in the specified articles :

there is no means of ascertaining the amount of traffic by land, and

by small rivers on which there are no toll-stations. The Deputy

Commissioner states that ' the quantity thus omitted is not likely to

be considerable, except in the case of garjan-oil, which has practi

cally ceased to be exported by river, on account of its being subjected

to a tax when brought past a river toll-station, while it is exported

free when shoulder-borne.'

CAPITAL AND INTEREST.—Before the Chittagong Hill Tracts were

placed under the direct management of a British officer, it had been

customary for the hill-men to borrow money when they required it

from their chief, or from some other hill-man who was better off

than themselves. No interest was paid for the money thus bor

rowed; but instead of interest, the borrower bound himself, his

wife, or one or more of his children, to serve the lender until the

debt should be paid. These debtor-slaves were well treated ; they

could not be sold or given away by their master, and when they

were subsequently released by the order of the British authorities,

many of them returned to their masters, according to their original

agreement. As a necessary result of the prohibition of this system

of debtor-slavery, the chiefs and other rich hill-men refused to lend

money to those in want, and the hill-man, when he wished to borrow,

was forced to resort to the Bengali money-lender ; and through his

ignorance and freedom from suspicion, he assented to any conditions

the money-lender thought fit to impose. The hill-man generally

failed to fulfil the obligations he had carelessly and in ignorance

incurred, and he frequently became more truly a slave to the money

lender than he would ever have been to his chief under the old

system of debtor-service. The evils that arose from allowing the

hill-men to fall into the power of Bengali money-lenders were so

great, that it was deemed desirable to limit the rate of interest that

could be legally claimed from a hill-man to twelve per cent per

annum. The officers of the Hill Tracts report, that the effect of this

measure, coupled with the strict enforcement of the registration of

bonds, has been most satisfactory, and that the difficulty in now

obtaining loans makes the hill-man more thrifty and more prudent

than he was formerly. It has, however, another effect ; for the
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money-lender will certainly not lend at twelve per cent, to a hill-man,

who has no fixed residence, and can move at any moment to beyond

the British jurisdiction. The borrower and lender must therefore

either agree to evade the restriction on the rate of interest, or else

the hill-man must have resort to Government in his difficulties. The

former alternative, no doubt, occasionally takes place ; and it would

probably have been of far more frequent occurrence had not Govern

ment sanctioned advances being made to hill-men without inter

est, repayable in labour on local works at the rate of one day's

labour for each eightpence advanced. During the year 1869-70,

^1,094 was thus advanced by Government, in order to lighten the

distress caused by a partial failure of crops.

The Tea Industry.—There are four tea estates in the Chittagong

Hill Tracts ; and of these by far the largest is the Haldd valley

estate, consisting of three grants in fee-simple, and containing an

area of 6,200 acres. The labour employed on this estate in 1874

consisted, according to the manager's report to the Deputy Commis

sioner, of 270 imported coolies, and an average of about 120 local

labourers. The total area of the other three estates is 1,192 acres.

At the end of the year 1872 there were 400 acres of land planted

with tea in the District, and since then there has been a consider

able increase. Of those estates, of which statistics were furnished

by the managers to the Deputy Commissioner, the average out-turn

in 1872 was 304 lbs. per acre of mature plants. On the only estate

of which statistics for the year 1874 are available, the average out

turn per acre of mature plants was 402 lbs. Great difficulty is expe

rienced in obtaining local labour, as the hill people have the very

greatest aversion to work as coolies, and are, as a rule, sufficiently

well off to avoid the necessity of labour which they dislike. One

tea-planter, who imports his coolies from the Regulation District of

Chittagong, says that it is the question of labour alone which pre

vents planters from settling in the Hill Tracts. He has to pay his

coolies twelve shillings a-month for men, and ten shillings a-month

for women, and they only stay a short time, and leave as soon as

they fall ill. An advance of twelve shillings has also to be given to

each coolie before he will go from Chittagong, and then he often

absconds before he has worked out half the advance. Coolies

imported by sea from the other side of the Bay of Bengal are said to

maintain fair health.

The planters in the District are of opinion that the soil of the Hill
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Tracts is better suited for tea than that of Chittagong, and the Hill

Tracts have a further advantage in the heavy mists which prevail

during nearly all the cold weather, and keep the ground cool and

moist The Deputy Commissioner reports, that ' the obstacles to

the development of tea-cultivation are two : (i) the dryness of the

climate from December to May inclusive; (2) the want of local

labour, and the difficulty of keeping up the supply of imported labour.

The former obstacle decreases and the latter increases according as

the tea-gardens advance deeper and deeper into the hills.'

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY.—It has already been stated (see Juris

diction, page 21) that by the end of the eighteenth century the leading

chiefs in the Hill Tracts so far acknowleged the supremacy of the

British Government, as to pay tribute to the Chittagong Collector;

but it was not until the year 1860, when a Superintendent of Hill

Tribes was appointed, that we began to interfere with the adminis

tration of the Hill Tracts. Before 1860, and to a less extent since

then, the internal government of the country which now forms the

Chittagong Hill Tracts, was in the hands of three hill .chiefs, assisted

by a number of subordinate village officials. These chiefs were, and

are still, independent of each other. The Chakma tribe and their

villages are all under the control of one chief, while the Khyoungthd,

or Jumid Maghs, are subject to two chiefs—those whose villages are

south of the Karnaphuli river being under the control of the Poang

Rajd (the Bohmong), and those north of the river under the control

of the Mong Rajd. The Kumis also acknowledge the supremacy

of the Bohmong, and pay him tribute. The Tipperahs recognise

the supremacy of the local Khyoungthd chiefs, and pay to them

the Government tribute. Originally the chiefs collected their

revenue from families of their own clan only, irrespective of

the place where they might reside ; gradually, however, as their

power increased, they collected from other weaker tribes, until,

as the Deputy Commissioner reported in 1872, 'the extent of their

authority is well represented by easily definable natural bounds.'

Government sanction was given in 1873 to a proposal to define the

boundaries within which each chief may collect his revenue; but

up to the present date (June 1875) those boundaries have not

been fixed. The revenue of the hill chiefs was, and is still, a

house-tax, varying in amount, but levied only from the head of

each household or family who cultivates byjum in the hills. ' No

widower or widow, no unmarried man or maiden, is charged any-
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thing, though they may, by inheritance or industry, be the richest

persons in their villages, and may cultivate the most land ; but as

rich men are never content till they have married, and women stay

unmarried no longer than they can help, and the children leave

their fathers' houses, marry, and make new households, the families

are generally pretty much of the same number and strength, and

little substantial injustice is done.' Before the British Govern

ment interfered with the administration of the chiefs, the obliga

tion to pay tribute was, there is no doubt, a personal obligation

attaching to the heads of certain families, and there was no means

of avoiding the fulfilment of their obligations, except by escaping

beyond the reach of the chief and his subordinates. Formerly

this was a matter of very slight difficulty; and the hill-man had

in flight a safe and easy remedy against oppression or excessive

exactions on the part of his chief; but since the British authorities

have acted in concert with the hill chiefs, escape has become almost

impossible. The question has accordingly arisen as to how far the

Government should aid the chiefs in the collection of their revenue,

or capitation tax (as it is called), from those hill-men who have fled

from the Hill Tracts into the Regulation District. Claims have been

made on behalf of the chiefs, that these deserters from the hills

should be sent back, or if not sent back, that they should be com

pelled to pay the tax ; and that in any case, exemption from the tax

should not be given to those hill-men who have left the Hill Tracts

merely iojum on Government or private land within the Regulation

District. The claims made on behalf of the chiefs have been refused ;

and in this and in other ways the tendency of our administration has

been to localise their authority. Although the amount of the capi

tation tax levied by the chiefs is not fixed, still the Government

officers and courts, on the question coming before them, recognise

eight shillings per annum as the proper tax for each household.

The agency for collecting the capitation tax among the Chakmas

consists, in each clan, of the diwdn or head-man (called dhun by the

Toungjynyds), and in the case of large clans, of additional officers

subordinate to the diwdn, and called Miejds. The diwdn retains a

fixed proportion of the tax he has collected, and pays the remainder

to the chief, together with a yearly offering of first-fruits ; he is en

titled (according to the customs of his clan) to presents on mar

riages and certain festivals, to part of all fines inflicted for breach of

village customs, and to three or four days' free labour from the head
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of every family in his jurisdiction, and to part of every eatable animal

killed in the chase. The k/tejds are exempt from the payment of rev

enue, and from giving unpaid labour to the diwdn ; but every year

they have to give him a fowl and a fixed amount of rice and spirits.

Among the Khyoungthd or Jumid Maghs, the collecting agent is

the rodjd or village head, and in some cases, but not always, he

receives from the chief a percentage on the yearly revenue collec

tions. In addition to the payment of the capitation tax, each adult

is liable to work for the chief for three days in each year without

pay, and an offering of the first-fruits of rice and cotton is made to

the chief by each cultivator.

The head-men of the Chakmd clans (diwdns), and of the Khy

oungthd villages (rodjds), have many administrative duties to fulfil

besides the mere collection of revenue ; they also decide petty cases

and disputes among their own people.

Subordinate to the rodjd, ' there are other village officials called

phaingsi, dcbaing, and rxtpsd. The last is below the other two ; they

exercise the same power as the rodjd in his absence. They assist

Government as required ; in some cases the p/iaingsis and dcbaings

are also made arbitrators, even if the rodjd be present. All these

do the work of chaukiddrs in collecting the people or the rent, but

they do not perform any watch or ward duties.' 1

Under the rule of- the hill chiefs, the headship of a clan among the

Chakmds, or of a village among the Khyoungthd, was an office of

great importance, and care was taken that no man unfit for the post

should be appointed. There was no absolute hereditary right to

the office ; and among the Khyoungthd, on the death of a rodjd, the

villagers would nominate a successor (usually the son of the late

rodjd); but the appointment was in the hands of the chief. Among

the Chakmds, the son, if fit, succeeded his father as head-man, but

mental or bodily incapacity disqualified him. Of several sons, the

most fit was chosen, and no woman could be appointed to the head

ship of a clan. On the death of the head of the Chakmd tribe about

the year 1830, a woman (Kdlindi Rdnf) was appointed his successor,

and since then a marked degradation has taken place in the office

of head-man among the Chakmds. The safeguards against the ap

pointment of an unfit officer have been neglected, and ' we have

gradually admitted the principle that the headship is hereditary pro-

1 Report by ex officio Assistant Commissioner, Cox's Bazar, to Deputy Commis

sioner.
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perty, and an inalienable right The headship has come to repre

sent merely the right to collect revenue, carrying with it no corre

sponding administrative duties and obligations. In the parlance of

our courts it is called a tdluk, and is liable to be sold in execution

of a decree for debt, and bought by Bengali mahdjans (money

lenders). It can be sued for and obtained by women as heirs ; it

is in many cases split up and subdivided among shareholders, who

hold it as a speculation. In power and authority over his fellows,

inability to aid Government, arrest criminals, and obtain informa

tion, the head-man has only too often ceased to exist.' * The rights

of the head-man that were thus frequently put up for sale under the

authority of British officers were rights affecting human beings, and

although termed tdluks, they had no connection with any form of

land-tenure. 'Our courts have recognised these sales, many of

which took place in the Munsifs court before 1860, and enforced

the rights of private or auction purchasers against the jiimids ; the

latter seldom, if ever, acquiesced voluntarily in the transfer, which

invariably took place without their being consulted; when called

upon to register themselves under their head-man, they now ignore

the purchase, and wish to be enrolled under their former head-man,

or one of his heirs.'2

The strong conservative feeling of the Chakmd people has oper

ated effectually against allowing the headship to pass into the hands

of Bengalis. Although the so-called tdluk might be bought and

sold, the people refused to give allegiance to a Bengali head-man,

and the sale of the office of head-man is no longer regarded as valid

by our courts. It was also ruled by Government, in 1873, l^at tne

head-men are to be nominated by the chiefs, and appointed by the

Deputy Commissioner, and that they must be chosen from among

thejumids, and must not be outsiders.

Since the appointment of a British officer for the government of

the Hill Tracts, several attempts have been made to induce the

people to give up their own form of cultivation and their unsettled

life, and adopt cultivation by the plough. An account of the pro

gress of the movement is given under the head of Land-Tenures,

pages 78-80. From the statistics there given, it appears that up

to the present date, the attempt to make the hill-men give up their

nomadic form of cultivation has met with a very limited amount of

1 Report by Deputy Commissioner to Commissioner, dated nth October 1867.

1 Annual Report of Deputy Commissioner, 1874-75.
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success. The chiefs and head-men energetically opposed the change

at the first attempt to introduce it, and some of them even applied

for leases of large tracts of land with no other object than to prevent

any other hill-men obtaining the lands. All the immediate pecuni

ary interests of the chiefs and head-men are opposed to the intro

duction of plough-cultivation ; every man who ceases to jitm, and

settles as a permanent cultivator, is released from paying capitation

tax to the chief, and deprives him of a subject. Not only did the

chiefs and head-men actively oppose the introduction of the plough-

cultivation movement, but the people themselves were most unwill

ing to favour it. They far preferred their own mode of cultivation ;

and it is chiefly in those cases where the people were dissatisfied with

their chief, and eager for independence, that they have yielded to

the inducements held out by Government. The circumstances of

the Chakma tribe since the death of their chief, Dharm Baksh Khan,

about the year 1870, and the constantly widening breach between the

chief and the people, have not only increased the authority and

influence of the local Government officers, but have materially aided

the progress of the plough-cultivation movement. ' Not forty years

ago [this was written in 1873] the Chakma tribe was a united entity

strongly bound together by the ties of kinship and clanship, and

under the direction of an able head, the Raja Dharm Baksh Khan.

His death was the beginning of discord : he left no son, although

(unfortunately) he had three wives, and the tribe was left without a

leader. The three widows squabbled among themselves who should

be the heir-at-law, and the matter was eventually taken into the

Chittagong courts, and after some years of litigation was decided.

It is sufficient to note how the tribe first lost its legitimate head; how

its solidity was still further disturbed by the disputes of the rival

Ranfs ; and, lastly, how the litigation in Chittagong threw these igno

rant women into the hands of a Bengali clique, which has since then

exercised almost paramount influence over them, and has contributed

much to the general break-up of the tribe.

' The result of this influence was that the Rdnfs left the hills and

took up their residence away from their people in the Chittagong

District ; their action, not unnaturally, influenced the leading men

of the tribe, who have consequently, for a considerable time, been

gravitating towards Hinduism and Bengali customs. On the other

hand, the main body of the people, secluded in remote valleys

and in scattered village communities among the hills, have steadily
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remained true to their old religion (Buddhism) and their ancient

customs.

'About the year 1869 facilities for plough-cultivation were offered

to the people, and the present movement commenced. As to its

ultimate success I have no doubt ; but the occasion is critical, and

progress may be materially accelerated or retarded by the manage

ment and support afforded to the people. The large mass of the

population still stand aloof, watching the results of this new, and, to

them, strange experiment. If, however, the present plough-culti

vators, or even a fair proportion of them, succeed in making a pro

fitable livelihood by the new mode of culture, I do not doubt but

that the whole body of the people will join the movement, and the

face of the land will be changed from jungle to fertile plain. Even

now the difference in the aspect of the country is noticeably altered

for the better along the river's bank in going from Chittagong to

Rangamdti ; what was formerly one uninterrupted wall of dark-green

vegetation is now broken frequently by cleared stretches of plough-

land and groups of hill-houses.' J The fact that the Chakmas speak

Bengali, and have for years mixed with the Bengali cultivators of the

plains, has also rendered it easier for them than for the other tribes

to acquire a knowledge of the Bengali mode of cultivation.

Although the boundaries within which each of the chiefs may

collect the capitation tax have not yet (June 1875) been fixed, an

area has been set aside, called the Government khds mahdl, within

which the chiefs may not collect their tax, and where the people are

directly under the Government officers. As yet, however, it has

not succeeded in attracting many hill-men, and the reasons for

this failure are thus enumerated by the Deputy Commissioner in

his annual report for the year 1873-74:—'From its situation the

Government khds mahdl above Barkal is not popular, and it requires

a real bona fide determination to be under Government management,

combined with a sacrifice of much that is dear, to decide people

to settle there. First, it is too near the Lushais to be pleasant ;

secondly, the greater portion of our hill tribes being Khyoungth.l,

or children of the stream, they dislike a place where their movements

by boat are hampered as they are by the Barkal falls ; thirdly, there

is no bdzdr close by, and that at Kasdlang must be visited by land ;

fourthly, unless a whole village community goes together, the seceders

are cut off from their relations and friends.'

1 Annual Report by Deputy Commissioner, 1872-73.
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The favourable reception given to the immigrants from Hill Tip-

perah, and the formation of the Gurkhd colony, are important points

in the administrative history of the District, as leading to the settle

ment of a population not subject to the jurisdiction of the hill chiefs.

[An account of the immigration from Hill Tipperah is given on

page 51, and of the formation of the Gurkhd colony, on page 67 of

this Statistical Account.]

The general tendency of the measures introduced into the Hill

Tracts by the British Government has been towards defining the

local limits of the jurisdiction of the chiefs, and the subordination of

their authority to that of the local officers. The chiefs were proved

to be unable to protect their subjects against raids committed by the

tribes further east, and the gradual diminution of their power was the

necessary result. The people recognise now to the full that the

local authorities are superior to the chiefs, and even for the settle

ment of their disputes they resort year by year in larger numbers to

our courts, instead of to those of their own chiefs. Still, the policy

that the Government has adopted in the Hill Tracts, is not to destroy,

but to fix more definitely and firmly, the indigenous organisation

found among the several tribes. With this object, a register called

the Jum Book is now being compiled, and will probably be com

pleted in the course of the present year (1875). The character and

objects of the Jum Book are stated in the following extract from

the annual report of the Deputy Commissioner for the year 1872-73 :

—' Every head of a village, every person claiming rights over people,

or exercising power in a clan, is required to appear, declare, and

register such rights. All objectors are also required to file their

objections, or lose all future claim to consideration. By this system

each village community is registered in turn, and in the course

of registration the rights and powers of individual head-men and

their relatives are finally determined. At the close of the registration

each village community will be collected together, the country will

be divided into circles, and the clans as far as possible localised.

To each head of a village, or other person having authority, a certifi

cate will be delivered in his own vernacular, defining his powers,

privileges, and duties ; the chiefs of tribes will, as heretofore, exercise

their right of appointing the village head-men, but the appointments,

to be effective, will require the sanction of the Deputy Commissioner.

Such is briefly the system we are by slow degrees endeavouring
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to develop. It is entirely in consonance with the feelings of the

people ; indeed it is but a rehabilitation of the old social constitution

prevailing under their own chiefs, which has fallen into desuetude

owing to the opposite tendencies of the British law and routine.'

Revenue and Expenditure.—In 1846-47, the whole revenue of

the Hill Tracts consisted of the capitation tax, and amounted to

£1,1 80, 1 os. paid to the Chittagong Collector. In the revenue rolls

of the Collector, the capitation tax is shown under the head oikdpAs

malial settlements. This designation arose from the fact that before

money became current among the hill people, tribute was paid by

them to the East India Company in raw cotton. When the Hill

Tracts were formed into a separate District in i860, the capabilities

and resources of the country were not known, and no effectual at

tempt was made to improve the revenue till the year 1866-67. On

the 1st May 1866, the Collector of Chittagong made over to the

Superintendent the duty of collecting the Hill Tracts revenue ;

in 1866-67, the total revenue amounted to ,£3,394, 4s. ; while the

total expenditure amounted to £8,440, 10s. In 1870-71, the rev

enue amounted to £4,206, 10s. ; and the total expenditure to

£14,332, 13s. 5 5^d. Excluding the expenses incurred on account

of the police force, the total expenditure was £5,269, 10s. 9d.

It appears, then, that in the year 1870-71 the total expen

diture of the District was three-and-a-half times as great as its

income ; and even excluding the expenditure on the police force,

which is properly an imperial charge, the income fell short of the

expenditure by one-fourth. On the 1st April 1871, the collection of

river tolls in the Hill Tracts was made over to the Forest Department,

and since then (mainly on account of the increased amount derived

from these tolls) the revenue of the Hill Tracts has increased three

fold ; while the total expenditure, including that on the police

force, has only increased by one-third, and has decreased by one-

eighth if the expenditure on the police force is excluded. The total

revenueof the Hill Tracts for the year 1874-75 was £12,799, IS- IOC'->

and the total expenditure £19,404, 18s. loj^d. ; of this expen

diture £14,804, 4s. 5d. was incurred on account of the military

police force maintained for the protection of the District and the

frontier, and only £4,600, 14s. s^d. on account of all other ex

penses of administration. In the year 1874-75, the income of the

District fell short of the total expenditure by slightly more than one
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half, but if the expenditure on the police force is excluded, the

revenue of the Hill Tracts amounted to nearly three times the ex

penditure. The following tables show in detail the net revenue

and expenditure of the District for the years 1866-67 and '870-7 1.

BALANCE-SHEET OF THE CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS

FOR 1866-67.

REVENUE. EXPENDITURE.

(i) Capitation tax, . £861 14 o (i) Pay of Deputy Com

(2) Revenue from Grass missioner, . . £948 12 o

Lands, 12 12 0 (2) Deputy Commissioner's

(3) River Tolls, 1,079 T4 ° Establishments, 405 12 0

(4) Waste Land Sales, . 1,410 4 o (3) Contingencies, . 461 16 o

(5) Fees for catching Ele (4) Kuki Presents, . 177 12 O

phants, . -30 o o ()) Educational, 198 2 O

^
(6) Public Works, . 544 8 o

^_

(7) Police. . . . 5,704 8 o

Total, £3.394 4 o Total, £8,440 10 o
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BALANCE-SHEET OF THE CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS

FOR 1870-71.

97

REVENUE.
EXPENDITURE.

(i) Capitation tax, . £1,260 6 3%

(a) Revenue from grass

lands and garjan-o\\

settlements, . 1,041 3

(3) River tolls, . . 1,337 o

(4) Revenue from other

forest produce, . . 264

(5) Waste-land sales,

(6) Fisheries,

272 16

9 o

sy,

o

o

o

o

o

(1) Pay of Deputy Com

missioner, . £2,112 9 n}.

(2) Pay of Assistant Com

missioner, . . 600 o o

(3) Deputy Commissioner's

establishment, . . 569 5 o

(4) Assistant Commission

er's establishment, . 140 8 o

(7) Income-tax, . 22 4

Total, . . £4,206 10 o

(5) Travelling allowance

of officers, . . 101 10 o

(6) Travelling allowance

of establishment, . 113 19 4;

(7) Cost of country sta

tionery, . . 3 12 2;

(8) Office expenses, . . 66 17 n

(9) Petty constructions and

repairs, . . . «

(10) Remittance charges, . 3

(n) Dieting of prisoners, . 9

(12) Rainy season allowance

of ministerial officers, 28 5 4

(13) Elephant charges, . 121 16 10;

(14) Rewards for the de

struction ofwild beasts, 500

(15) Kuki presents, . . 541 14 5

(16) Schools, . . . 460 8 8

(17) Law charges,

(18) House-rent,

(19) Charge for escorting

prisoners, . . o 10 9

(20) Expenses of cutting

jungles, . . . 50 o o

(21) Conservancy charges, . 38 8 o

(22) Constructing a cane

bridge, . . .16100

(23) Purchase of tents, . 107 10 6}

(24) Reward, . . .0100

(25) Demarcation and sur

vey expenses, . . 60 o o

(26) Purchase of Dr Che-

vers's Manual,

9 19

60 o

o

6H

3K

(27) Police,

Total,1

9,063 2

o

8^

£14,332 13 55*

1 One-fourth share of the salary of the Commissioner of the Chittagong Division

and of the cost of his establishment amounted to £1,056, 73. 2d. ; and if this be added

to the expenditure for 1870-71, the total will be £15,389, os. 7d.

VOL. VI. F
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THE LAND-TAX.— In 1870-71, there were 225 estates in the

District, held by 273 registered proprietors or coparceners,

paying a total land-revenue of ,£1,264, 3S- 8^d. ; an average of

,£5, i2s. 4j^d. was thus paid by each estate, or £4, us. ii^d.

by each individual proprietor. None of the estates are permanently

settled.

MAGISTERIAL, CIVIL, AND REVENUE COURTS.—Before the year

1860, there were no courts specially constituted for the trial of

cases arising in the Hill Tracts, and such cases were tried by the

courts of the Chittagong District. In the year 1860-61, there were

two magisterial courts and two civil and revenue courts in the

Hill Tracts, and in 1870-71, the numbe'r had increased to three

magisterial courts and three civil and revenue courts. Both in

1860-61 and 1870-71, there was only one covenanted officer stationed

in the District.

POLICE.—The machinery for the protection of person and pro

perty in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, although called by the name of

police, is essentially a military force trained and expensively armed,

so as to serve as a protection to the District against raids from the

tribes further east In 1872, the strength of the police force was

as follows, according to the Report of the Inspector-General of

Police:—Three superior European officers on a total salary of

£1,440 a-year; 4 subordinate officers each on a salary of £120 per

annum or upwards, and 45 officers on less than .£120, maintained

at a total cost of .£2,136, or an average pay for each sub

ordinate officer of ,£43, us. rod. a-year; 572 foot constables and

32 water constables, maintained at a total cost of ,£7,264, i6s., or

an average annual pay of .£12, os. 6d. for each man. The other

expenses connected with the District police were—in 1872, .£120

for travelling charges of the superior officers, ,£85, 45. for pay and

travelling allowances of their establishments, ,£40 for horse allow

ance, and £2,337, 1 8s. od. for contingencies, bringing up the total cost

of the Police of the Chittagong Hill Tracts to .£13,423', i8s. od. The

area of the District is 6,882 square miles, and it contains, according

to the census returns, a population of 63,054 souls. According to

these figures, the total strength of the police force (officers and men)

is 656, or one man to every ioj£ square miles of area, or one to

every 96 of the population. The cost of maintenance (which is

payable wholly from the Imperial Revenue) is equal to ,£1, 193. od.

per square mile, or 43. 3d. per head of the population. Omitting the
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three superior European officers, the 653 officers and men who formed

the Chittagong Frontier police in 1872 consisted of 8 subahddrs, 6

jamdddrs, 35 liavild&rs, 42 ndiks, 12 buglers, and 550 privates.

There is no village watch or rural police of any kind in the Chitta

gong Hill Tracts.

During the year 1872, 42 cognisable cases were ascertained to

have occurred, the proportion of final convictions to men brought to

trial being i6-8 per cent. ; there were also 93 non-cognisable cases,

in which the percentage of final convictions was 72-6. The total

number of cases both cognisable by the police and non-cognisable

was 135, the proportion of final convictions being 87-1 per cent.

There is no jail in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, and convicts

sentenced to imprisonment for more than two or three months are

forwarded to the jail at Chittagong.

Educational Institutions.—At the present date (June 1875)

there are two Government schools in the Chittagong Hill Tracts.

That at Rangamati is properly described as a Government middle

English school, but it is called a normal school on the ground that

there is an allowance for feeding and clothing the boarders. Several

of its pupils have succeeded in obtaining Government employment,

and there are many who would be available as teachers in the event

of any schools being started. The school was established in 1863,

and has two distinct departments : first, the Burmese department,

attended by Khyoungthd boys, who are taught Burmese and Eng

lish ; secondly, the Bengali department, attended by Chakmd and

Gurkhi boys.

The schools at Rangamati and Manikchari are both boarding-

schools ; and free tuition, together with the payment of all ordinary

expenses, is given in order to induce the most promising boys of

the District to attend. Notwithstanding this, there is the greatest

difficulty in getting the hill people to send their sons to the Govern

ment school, and all the influence of the District authorities has to

be exerted in order to overcome their objections ; even a school at

Bandarban, the chief village in the District and the residence of the

Bohmong, had to be closed in 187 1 as a failure.

The hill people do not even, to any great extent, avail themselves

of the indigenous system of education found in the District. The

religious customs of the Khyoungthi enjoin a gratuitous vernacular

education to all children, the schools being held in the khiongs, and

the priests or phungyis acting as teachers ; but the Inspector of
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Schools, in his report for the year 1873-74, estimates that in 47

khiongs in the Chittagong Hill Tracts only about 228 boys receive

instruction. By far the majority of the khiongs and of boys under

instruction are found in the villages of the Mong Raji.

Among the Tipperahs in the Pheni country there is a demand for

primary instruction in Bengali ; but they are not anxious for Govern

ment help or control, and prefer to pay the teachers themselves and

manage the tuition in their own way. They engage the teachers

only for the cold weather ; for as soon as the j6m cultivation begins,

every man, woman, and child is required for the work. The Tip

perahs have a language of their own, but no written character.

The following table shows the condition of the Government

schools in the year 1870-71. Since then the school at Bandarban

has been closed, but the number of pupils at the Rangamatf school

has considerably increased ; on the 31st March 1875, there were 66

boys in the school at Rangamatf and 14 at Manikcharf. So that,

although there are fewer schools, there are more pupils than in the

year 1870-71.

Return of Government and Aided Schools in the District

of Chittagong Hill Tracts for the Year 1870-71.

Classification of jj0

schools.

Pupils.

Cost to

Government.

Fees, sub

scriptions, &

other con

tributions.

Expendi

ture.

Hindu.
Muham-

madans.
Others. Total.

Government Institution

for special education

(training school for

masters), . . 1

Government English

schools for the middle !

class (at Bandiirban

and Manikchari), . 2

2 40

22

42

S3

£280 m 5 £289 10 5

143 8 6r 114 8 6 £29 0 0

Total, . . 3 1 2 62 65 .£403 18 11 £29 0 0 £432 18 11

Postal Statistics.—The District Post Office at Rangamatf was

established on the 4th December 187 1, and during the first year the

expenditure incurred was jQzS, 14s. In 1874-75, the number of

letters received at the District Post Office amounted to 9,124, the

number of newspapers to 1,498, and the number of parcels to 54.

The number of letters despatched amounted to 9,732, the number of

newspapers to 114, and the number of parcels to 48. The postal

receipts were ,£26, 17s. 51!., and the expenditure ,£49, 4s.
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Telegraph Statistics.—In November 1871, telegraphic com

munication was opened between Chittagong and Rang&mdti. The

line was, however, very little used, the number of state messages

being about equal to the number of private ones ; and on the 1st

May 1875, the office at Ringdmdti was closed. During the year

1873-74, 122 paid messages were sent, and of these 60 were state

messages, and 62 private. The amount paid for the transmission of

the state messages was £14, 4s., and for the private ones £,% 7s.,

and the office at Ringdmdti received no income other than from

messages. The total income was therefore £23, ns. ; and as the

expenditure was only £20, os. 1 }4d., there was a profit on the year's

transaction of jQ$, 10s. io^d.

Administrative Divisions.—The District of the Chittagong Hill

Tracts is, for political and administrative purposes, divided in two

different ways, according as the Government is regarded as acting

upon the people only through its own officers or through the medium

of the hill chiefs. For the first purpose the District is divided into

three Subdivisions—viz., the headquarters Subdivision, the Sangu

Subdivision, and the Cox's Bdzar Subdivision. The headquarters

Subdivision (formed on 1st May i860 ]) is under the more immediate

charge of the Deputy Commissioner of the Hill Tracts, and com

prises, roughly, the countries watered by the rivers Karnaphuli and

Pheni, with their tributaries. The Sangu Subdivision—the country

watered by the Sangu and Mdtamuri rivers—was established on the

14th March 1867, and is in charge of an Assistant Commissioner,

whose headquarters are at Rumi, on the Sangu river, about sixteen

miles south-east of Banddrban. The third Subdivision of Cox's

Bdzar, comprising the Hill Tracts west and south of the Mdtdmuri,

was formed on the nth October 1861, and is under the officer in

charge of the Cox's Bazar Subdivision of the Regulation District of

Chittagong, who is ex officio Assistant Commissioner in the Hill Tracts.

In the year 1870-71, the semi-military police force in the Hill Tracts

consisted of 657 men of all ranks, maintained at a total cost of

,£9,063, 2s. 8^d., but no particular portion of this force was set

aside for each Subdivision. During the year 1874-75, trie frontier

police force of 514 men and officers was distributed as follows:—

1 This is the date given by the Commissioner in a return furnished to Government

in 1873. The first Superintendent of Hill Tribes was, however, not appointed till

July i860, and the Act removing the Hill Tracts from the Regulation District did not

come into operation until the ist August of the same year.
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1 2 1 at Rangamati, 1 7 9 at Demagiri, 5 1 at Sirthai, and 1 1 at Barkal, all

in the Rangamati or headquarters Subdivision; and 152 at Ruml

For the purpose of dealing with the people through the me

dium of the chiefs, the District is divided into four divisions, the

jurisdictions of the Chakmd chief (now Raja Harish Chandra), of

the Bohmong, and of the Mong Raja, and the Government khds

maiidl. The following statistics relating to these four divisions are

taken from the census returns, but differ from the figures in the

Census Report owing to the exclusion of the Lushai field-force.

■ The jurisdiction of the Chakma chief comprises 5,488 houses, and

a total population of 29,250 souls, of whom none are Hindus, 247

are Muhammadans, 28,798 Buddhists, and 205 of other denomina

tions. Proportion of Buddhists to total population, 985 per cent.;

proportion of males to total population, 54-8 per cent. ; average

number of inmates per house, 5-3.

The jurisdiction of the Bohmong comprises 5,300 houses, and a

total population of 21,410 souls, of whom none are Hindus, none

are Muhammadans, 15,793 are Buddhists, and 5,617 of other de

nominations. Proportion of Buddhists to total population, 73-8 per

cent.; proportion of males to total population, 529 per cent.;

average number of inmates per house, 4.

The jurisdiction of the Mong Raja comprises 1,594 houses, and a

total population of 7,712 souls, of whom none are Hindus, 37 are

Muhammadans, 2,673 Buddhists, 1 Christian, and 5,001 of other

denominations. Proportion of Buddhists to total population, 34-6

per cent ; proportion of males to total population, 562 per cent. ;

average number of inmates per house, 4-8.

The Government khds mahdl comprises 799 houses, and a total

population of 4,682 souls, of whom 142 are Hindus, 570 Gurkhas,

97 Muhammadans, 3 Christians, 2,893 Buddhists, and 977 of other

denominations. Proportion of Buddhists to total population, 61 -8

per cent.; proportion of males to total population, 567 per cent. ;

average number of inmates per house, 5.9.

Climate.—The following account of the climate of the Chittagong

Hill Tracts is taken from Captain Lewin's work, 'The Hill Tracts of

Chittagong and the Dwellers therein : '—' The climate of the Hill

Tracts is distinguished by two characteristics—its coolness, and its

unhealthiness as regards foreigners. There are no hot winds in the

hills, and the hottest part of the year is tempered by cool sea-breezes.

It is the custom of the people to remain in their villages until the
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cultivation season commences in May, and then the whole country

side moves up, every man to his patch of cultivation on some lofty

hill. It is to this custom, I consider, that their comparative immunity

from sickness may be traced ; for hill-men, on abandoning their usual

mode of life, and taking to other occupations not involving the

periodical move to the hill-tops, are nearly as much subject to fever

as the people of the plains.

' During the months of November, December, January, and

February, dense fogs settle over the hills during the night, seldom

clearing away until the middle of the following day. These fogs,

however, do not seem to have an unhealthy effect, as the four months

in which they prevail are the healthiest throughout the year. Dur

ing the month of February some rain generally falls ; but the rainy

season does not set in until the end of May or beginning of June,

when it continues, almost without intermission, until the end of Sep

tember

' The most unhealthy month of the year is September, the close

of the rains. Fever of a bad type is then very prevalent. In the

months of April and May the epidemics of small-pox and cholera

make their appearance, ceasing at the commencement of the rains.

The prevalent wind during the rains and hot season is from the

south-west. An easterly wind, if of long continuance, is said to be

unhealthy. In the cold season, the wind generally comes from the

north. At the commencement and breaking up of the rains, violent

storms of thunder and lightning occur.'

The maximum temperature during the year 1874-75 was 99° F.,

and the minimum 450 F. ; the average temperature during the hot

weather was 83° F., and during the rains 82° F. l The following

table shows the monthly rainfall of the year 187 1, as well as the

number of days in each month on which rain fell : 2

Rainfall and Days on which RaiN WAS M EASURED IN 1871.
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Rainfall in inches, 0*04 3'4° 361 16-48 23*l6 18*13 l6'89 10*13 8-33 10018

Number of days on

which rain fell. ■ 3
6 15 22 26 23 13 10 T19

1 From the Annual Report of the Deputy Commissioner.

a The figures are taken from the Meteorological Report.
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The average annual rainfall of the four years, 1870-73, was 92-6

inches.

VITAL STATISTICS—DISEASES.—The mortuary statistics, collected

from a selected area of 22-44 miles in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

give an average death-rate of only 13-24 per thousand; and though,

as showing the actual death-rate, the figures are probably of little

value, still some information can be obtained from them as to the

proportion of deaths which are caused by fever—the great pest of

the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Of the whole number of deaths re

corded, 657 percent, were due to fever. Judging from the mor

tality among the police force, the Chittagong Hill Tracts is among

the most unhealthy of the Districts of Bengal ; the deaths during

the four years 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1873 were respectively 44,

36, 39, and 35 per thousand. Cholera and small-pox make their

appearance in the Hill Tracts, especially during the two months

preceding the rains. During the year 1873-74 there were three out

breaks of cholera, each of which occurred after a heavy fall of rain ;

and the Deputy Commissioner attributed these outbreaks to the fact

that the people attacked were in the habit of drinking river-water,

which after heavy rain becomes thick, turbid, and mixed with much

decomposed organic matter.

INDIGENOUS MEDICINES.—Captain Lewin, in his work on the Hill

Tracts of Chittagong, states that the Toungtha use only one medicine

for all diseases, and this is the dried gall-bladder and dung of the

boa-constrictor. Speaking of the Mros, Captain Lewin says : ' To

sores or wounds they apply a poultice of pounded rice, or the earth

of an anthill made into mud with water. Headaches are cured by

biting the head till the blood flows. In cases of colic, a favourite

remedy is a hot ddo applied to the stomach over a wet cloth.'1 The

Chakmas are familiar with the medicinal properties of numerous

wild herbs, and they use them according to rules well known to

themselves, although there are not among them any men who prac

tise medicine as a profession.

FAIRS AND RELIGIOUS GATHERINGS.—The only fairs in the

Hill Tracts of any importance are those held by the local officers

for the purpose of meeting the independent chiefs and their people,

and thereby bringing about more friendly relations between them

and the dependent tribes in the District. In addition to the fair,

there is generally a feast, and a display of fireworks or some other

1 The Hill Tracts of Chittagong, by Captain Lewin, p. 92.
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amusement ; a darbdr is also held by the chief British authority

present, and gifts are distributed among the Kukfs and other

visitors. The fair is not always of the same duration ; that at

Kdsilang in 1870-71, as well as that in 1875 at Ruma" (the head

quarters of the Sangu Subdivision), lasted four days. The fair at

Ruma" took place on the 23d January 1875, and was attended

not only by the hill tribes subject to the jurisdiction of the Deputy

Commissioner, but also by the Shendus and others from the Ardkan

side. In speaking of the presence of the Shendus at the fair, Lieu

tenant A. E. Gordon, the Assistant Commissioner in charge of the

Subdivision, says : ' It is not easy to describe the satisfaction

with which our hill -men contemplated the Shendus, their mortal

foes of more than a hundred years ; and I cannot help thinking

that with this feeling there must have been mixed one of ven

geance and hatred, which might well cause the Shendus some

anxiety. In fact, it is impossible to believe that the representatives

of a race of men, perhaps the actual individuals themselves, known

to have brought death and desolation to the home and hearth of

many a hill-man then present, could be regarded with other than the

bitterest feelings ; and when I looked forward to the general hilarity

and inebriation inseparable from a Kukf feast, I confess to having

been not entirely free from some slight anxiety myself.'1 Not the

slightest ill-feeling between our hill-men and the Shendus was, how

ever, manifested during the whole of the proceedings, and friendly

engagements were entered into between the Shendus on the one

hand, and the British Government and its subjects on the other.

The ceremony by which the Shendus solemnise their engagements

was not omitted on the occasion, and it is thus described by Lieu

tenant Gordon : ' The warm blood of a slaughtered cow streaked

upon the forehead and feet of the several parties to the oath is con

sidered by these people to be the most binding obligation under

which a man can be placed. The cow is tied by the head to a

stake ; the oldest and most influential chief is then selected to make

the oration, which he does with great earnestness and tragic effect,

accompanying himself on the inevitable khoung pot, a phial filled

from which he holds in his left hand ; from this he takes a sip at the

conclusion of each clause of the harangue, and spits it out again over

the cow to emphasise the commencement of the next clause ; his

1 Report to Deputy Commissioner, published in Calcutta Gazette of 12th May

1875-
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right hand is raised deprecatingly, and with it he gesticulates to mark

the strong points of his declamation. When the orational crisis is

attained, and the crowning oath, " by the blood of this cow," is pro

nounced, a second chieftain, mighty in war and wisdom, who has

been hardily standing to his spear the while, strikes the poor beast

through the heart. During all this time, the parties for the oath

have been standing in two rows on opposite sides of the cow, hold

ing the rope attached to its head ; the rope being the emblem of the

strong tie of friendship by which all engaged are for the future to

consider themselves bound. The cow having fallen dead, all stoop

and dip a finger in the open wound, and with the warm blood streak

the forehead and feet of each member of the opposition. This, with

one more visit to the inevitable liquor-jar, the alpha and omega of

every institution, completes the ceremony.'

There is no religious gathering of any importance in the Hill

Tracts ; but every year, in April, on the festival of Bishu, the

Khyoungthd (Jtimid Maghs) and Chakmds resort to the Mahamuni

temple in the Regulation District, to feast and make offerings at the

shrine of the great Buddhist apostle, Gautdma.
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STATISTICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE

DISTRICT OF CHITTAGONG.1

THE DISTRICT OF CHITTAGONG (Chattagrdm) is situated between

20° 45' and 22° 59' north latitude, and 91° 30' and 92° 23'

east longitude. It contains an area (as returned by the Boundary

Commissioner in March 1875) of 2,498 square miles; and a total

population, as ascertained by the Census of 1872, of 1,127,402 souls.

The 9hief town, which is also the principal civil station, as well as

the administrative headquarters of the District, and the headquar

ters of the Commissioner of the Division, is Chittagong, or Islamabad,

which is situated on the right bank of the Karnaphulf river, nearly

1 The principal materials from which this Statistical Account has been compiled

are :—(i) Five series of special returns, prepared by the Collector, Mr H. C. B. C.

X liim, C.S., in 1870-71. (2) A special medical return, furnished in 1870 by the civil

surgeon, Mr Duncan. (3) Report on the Land Tenures of Chittagong, furnished in

1875 by Mr J. C. Veasey, C. S. , then officiating Collector. (4) Report on the Census of

Bengal, 1872, and the District Census Compilation. (5) Printed Correspondence

relating to the Chittagong Noabad Settlement. (6) A statement of latitudes and

longitudes furnished by the Boundary Commissioner. (7) The Income-tax Reports

for 1870-71 and 1871-72. (8) The Annual Reports of the Inspector-General of Police,

the Inspector-General of Jails, the Director-General of Telegraphs in India, and the

Director of Public Instruction. (9) Annual Reports on the Charitable Dispensaries of

the Lower Provinces. (10) Bengal Meteorological Report for 1873. (H) Postal

Statistics furnished by the Director-General of Post-Offices. (12) Printed Reports of

the Board of Revenue. (13) The Annual General Administration Reports of the Com

missioner of the Chittagong Division for the years 1871-75. (14) MSS. used in the

forthcoming volumes of Bengal Records, by the Director-General of Statistics to the
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twelve miles from its mouth, in 22° 21' north latitude, and 910 53'

east longitude.

Boundaries.—Chittagong District is bounded on the north-west

and west by the river Phenf, which separates it from the British

Districts, of Noakhali and Tipperah, and from the semi-independent

State of Hill Tipperah ; on the east by the Hill Tracts of Chittagong

and the Arakan province of British Burmah ; on the south by the

NaT river, separating it from Arakan ; and on the west by the Bay

of Bengal.

Early History of Chittagong.—Chittagong originally formed

a part of the once extensive independent Hindu kingdom of Tippe

rah; but prior to its conquest by the Muhammadans, it had frequently

changed masters. It lay on the disputed frontier between the

Hinduism of Bengal and the Buddhism of Burmah, and formed a

source of chronic feud between the Hindu king of Tipperah and the

Buddhist king of Arakin. Its population exhibits traces of alternate

subjugation by both. Chittagong was probably first conquered by

the Muhammadans during the period of the Afghan supremacy in

Bengal, between the thirteenth and the sixteenth century. The

Portuguese historian, Faria de Souza, mentions that in the year 1538

the viceroy of Goa despatched an envoy to the Afghan king of

Bengal, who landed at Chittagong, and proceeded thence to the

capital at Gaur. The king, however, being suspicious of the inten

tions of the Portuguese, seized thirteen members of the embassy at

Gaur, together with their ship's company. In revenge for this out

rage, the Portuguese some months afterwards burned Chittagong.

During the struggle between the Mughuls and Afghans for the

supremacy in Bengal towards the close of the sixteenth century,

Chittagong seems to have been reconquered by the Raja of Arakan

and annexed to his kingdom as a tributary province.

Although thus practically separated from the Muhammadan

empire, the Mughuls, after the final expulsion of the Afghans from

Bengal, ignored the reconquest of Chittagong by the Arakanese.

Todar Mall, Akbar's finance minister, continued to treat it as an

Government of India. (15) Records, reports, and correspondence in the offices of the

Commissioner, and of the Magistrate and Collector of Chittagong. (16) Statistics

relating to the trade of Chittagong, furnished in 1875, by the officiating Collector of

Customs. (17) Statistics relating to the Port of Chittagong, furnished in 1875, by ,ne

officiating Conservator. The botanical names of indigenous medicinal drugs and of

other plants mentioned in the Statistical Account have been supplied by Dr King,

Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens, Calcutta.
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integral part of the Muhammadan dominions, and in 1582 fixed its

assessment on the rent-roll of the empire, 'by estimation,' at

Rs. 285,607. As a matter of fact, Chittagong was then a province

of Ardkdn, and it was not reannexed to the Dehli Empire till

1666 A.D.

The Ardkdn Rdjd maintained in his employ a number of Portuguese

adventurers and runaways from the settlements of Goa, Cochin,

Malacca, &c. The leaders of these renegade bands won their way,

by their superior seamanship and desperate courage, to the highest

posts in the Rdjd's fleet, and maintained themselves by piracy. Their

galleys swept the sea face of the Sundarbans, and ravaged the

villages on the great estuaries by which the Ganges and Brahmaputra

find" their way to the sea. They waged a more legitimate warfare on

the Mughul fleets, and their principal station at Chittagong checked

the southern progress of the Muhammadan navy, which had its head

quarters at Dacca. But besides protecting the Ardkdn frontier from

the advance of Islam, the Portuguese adventurers, in conjunction

with the Maghs, or people of Ardkdn, penetrated high up the rivers of

Bengal, and carried away into slavery the inhabitants of every village

on the river-sides. To such an extent had these depredations gone,

that, in a map of Bengal and Behar by Major J. Rennell, Surveyor-

General, published in 1794, a note is entered across the portion of

the Sundarbans, immediately south of the city of Bdkarganj, that ' this

part of the country has been deserted on account of the ravages of

the Muggs.' It is, however, probable that only a small portion of the

deserted tract was laid waste by the Maghs, and that the true cause

of the desolation is the change which has taken place in the river-

system of the delta.

In 1638 a.d., during the administration of Islam Khdn Mushaddi,

Governor of Bengal, Matak Rai, one of the Magh chiefs who held

Chittagong on the part of the Rdjd of Ardkdn, having incurred the

displeasure of his prince, and being apprehensive of punishment,

sought the protection of the Mughuls, acknowledged himself a vassal

of the DehJi Empire, and nominally mads over the sovereignty of

his territory to the Governor of Bengal. But it was not till 1 666, or

nearly thirty years later, that Chittagong could be incorporated into

the Mughul Empire. In the year 1664-65, Nawdb Shaistd Khdn suc

ceeded to the governorship of Bengal. The incursions of the Maghs

had at this time reached such a pitch, that he resolved upon a great

final expedition against the Raja of Ardkdn, which should secure the
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permanent conquest of Chittagong. I take the following account of

the operations, which extended from the year 1664 to 1666 a.d.,

from Stewart's 'History of Bengal,' pp. 187-189, Ed. 1847.

' One of the first acts of Shaistd Khdn's authority was to assemble

in the year 1664-65, at Dacca, a numerous fleet of boats and an

army of thirteen thousand men. Three thousand of these he em

barked on board the boats under an officer named Husain Beg, with

orders to clear the rivers of the pirates, and to drive them from

the islands of which they had taken possession. The remainder of

the army he placed under the command of his own son Buzurg Umed

Khdn, whom he instructed to proceed by land, and to co-operate

with the fleet in punishing the Maghs.

' The fleet sailed from Dacca, and entering the great river Meghna,

which is formed by the junction of the Brahmaputra and the Ganges,

Husain Beg took by storm the forts of Jugdid and Alamgvrnagar,

which were situated at the mouth of the river, and had been for some

time in possession of the Rdjd of Ardkdn. Hence he sailed to the

island of Sandwip, of which the enemy had been for many years in

possession, and where they had erected several strong stockades in

various places. The Mughuls were fortunate here in surprising a

part -of the Ardkdn fleet, which they took with little trouble; but the

capture of the stockades was not so easily effected, and several weeks

were required to expel or seize the whole of the Maghs, who are

celebrated for their dexterity both in the construction and the de

fence of such fortifications.

' Husdin Beg having thus completed the object of his instructions,

waited for the arrival of the army, which had proceeded by land.

In the meantime he wrote, with the sanction and in the name of

the Governor, both to the Portuguese who were settled at Chitta

gong and to those who were in the employment of the Rdjd, offer

ing, if they would enter his service, to give them more advantageous

terms than they had from that chief, and a grant of lands for the

settlement of their families in Bengal. He at the same time threat

ened, if they still adhered to the cause of the Rajd, that he would, on

the capture of Chittagong, destroy every person of their nation whom

he found. This letter had the desired effect on the Portuguese.

They agreed to the Mughul general's proposals, and promised to

desert with their vessels at the first opportunity. The negotiation was

scarcely completed when one of the party communicated it to the

Rajd, who was much irritated, and resolved to take ample vengeance
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by putting them all to the sword. The Portuguese were therefore

under the necessity of abandoning their property, and of hurrying

on board their boats during the night. In the morning they set

sail, and arrived safe at Sandwip, where they were most graciously

received by the Imperial General, who, having selected the most

efficient of them to assist in the expedition against Ardkan, sent the

remainder to the Governor, who assigned for their residence a place

twelve miles below Dacca, still called Firinghi BizAr, where many of

their descendants yet reside.

' The army under Umed Khan, having advanced by short marches

on account of the badness of the roads, at length reached the river

Phenf, which formerly constituted the south-eastern boundary of

Bengal. Here they found an army of Ardkanese prepared to oppose

their crossing ; but the appearance of the Mughul cavalry—an ob

ject they had never before seen—alarmed them to such a degree

that they fled with precipitation to Chittagong. In the meantime,

Husain Beg, having obtained intelligence that the army had arrived,

set sail from Sandwfp, and endeavoured to form a junction with it.

Opposite a place called Kumirii he was attacked by the Ardkin

fleet, consisting of three hundred armed vessels of different sizes ;

and although, owing principally to the assistance of the Portuguese,

he was enabled to repulse the enemy, and to take or sink several

of their ships, yet he was so much alarmed by this new species

of warfare, to which the Mughuls had not been accustomed, that

he ran the fleet close to the shore, and sought protection from

the army. Umed Khan immediately detached to his assistance

all the artillery and musqueteers; and when the AraMnese, early

next morning, resumed the attack in shallow water, the guns

opened a heavy and unexpected fire on them, and compelled them

to retreat.

' The united forces then proceeded to the city of Chittagong, to

which they laid siege ; and although it was well fortified, and de

fended by a number of cannon, the garrison, alarmed at the retreat

of their fleet, endeavoured, during the night, to make their escape.

They were pursued by the Mughul cavalry, and two thousand of

them seized and sold as slaves. Twelve hundred and twenty-three

pieces of cannon, of different calibre, and a quantity of stores, were

found in the place ; but the captors were disappointed in the quan

tity of wealth they expected to have shared. Umed Khan changed

the name of the city to Isldmdbdd—the Residence of the Faithful—

VOL. VI. G
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and annexed it to the Province of Bengal, leaving a considerable

force to defend it from the incursions of the Maghs.'

The first connection of the English with Chittagong took place

as long back as 1685, in the war between the East India Company

and the Emperor Aurangzeb. The English trade had been much

harassed by exactions on the part of the Governor of Bengal and

his subordinates, till the disputes developed into open hostilities.

An expedition was fitted out in England, consisting of ten ships of

war, each carrying from twelve to seventy guns, under the command

of Vice-Admiral Nicholson. Admiral Nicholson was directed to

proceed first to Balasor, to bring away the Company's servants.

Having done this, he was to cross the Bay of Bengal to Chittagong,

which he was to seize and fortify on the part of the English. One

of the conditions of peace, which Admiral Nicholson was instructed

to offer to the Mughuls, was the cession of the city and territory of

Chittagong to the Company. The expedition, however, never reached

its destination. The fleet scattered on the voyage, and Admiral

Nicholson, with several of the ships, instead of proceeding to Chit

tagong, entered the Hugh" river, and anchored at Hugh" town. Con

ditions of peace were here discussed, and were on the point of being

settled, when an accidental affray between a few English soldiers and

some of the Nawdb's troops resulted in a general battle ; during which

Admiral Nicholson opened a cannonade on the town, and destroyed

upwards of five hundred houses. After the conflict, the English

deemed it prudent to retire down the river Huglf to Sutanuti, on the

site of which the city of Calcutta was subsequendy founded. They

afterwards found themselves compelled to seek shelter still further

down the river, on the pestilential flats of Hijili. Here, after losing

half their men from disease, they made a treaty with the Mughuls,

by which the English were permitted to return to all their factories,

which had been seized by the Nawdb during the continuance of hos

tilities. Such was the small result of the first English expedition

against Chittagong.

Under the Mughuls, the greater part of Chittagong was assigned

as a military jdgir, or allotment, for the maintenance of a force of

3,532 men, forming the garrison. The j'dgir consisted of 117 small

pargands, or estates, paying a total rental of Rs. 150,251.

History of Chittagong under British Rule.—Chittagong was

one of the first Districts of Bengal which passed into the possession

of the East India Company. In 1760, the Company deposed Mir
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Jafar Khan from the governorship of Bengal, to which he had been

appointed after the battle of Plassey, three years before, and elevated

his son-in-law, Mfr Kdsim AH Khan, to the governorship. Under

the fifth article of the treaty concluded with Mfr Kisim on the 27th

September 1760, the lands of Bardwan, Midnapur, and Chittagong

were ceded to the East India Company by the Nawab as the price

of his elevation, but nominally to meet the expenses of the army

which the Company agreed to maintain for the support and assist

ance of the Nawdb. At that time these three Districts were estimated

to furnish one-third of the whole revenue of Bengal. The sanadcon

firmatory of the grant, under the seal of Mir Kasim Alf Khan, is dated

the 15th October 1760, and sets forth that 'the thdnd of Islamabad

or Chittagong is granted to the English Company in part dis

bursement of their expenses, and the monthly maintenance of five

hundred European horse, two thousand European foot, and eight

thousand sepoys, which are to be entertained for the protection of

the royal dominions.' The grant of Chittagong was renewed by Mir

Jafar on July 6, 1763, when he was restored to the governorship of

Bengal, and was confirmed by a farmdn from the Emperor Shah

Alam, on August 12, 1765. Chittagong at the time of its cession

contained an area of 2,987 square miles, and, including the jdgir

grants, it yielded a total revenue of Rs. 323,135.

The outlying and remote position of Chittagong compelled the

Company to give it a strong local government from the first. On

November 8, 1 760, Mr Verelst was appointed Chief of Chittagong,

and, together with a council, managed the Company's affairs on the

spot. When Provincial Councils were established, on November

23, 1773, for the management of six out of the seven divisions

into which the Company's territories were then formed, it was pro

vided that the seventh division, consisting of the Districts of Chitta-

, gong and Tipperah, should remain, as it then was, under the manage

ment of a Chief.

Although harassed by the hill-people, and disturbed by the acts of

extortion which the lowland zaminddrs perpetrated on their wild

neighbours of the border, Chittagong soon settled down into a well-

regulated English province. The local documents are devoid of

anything like sensational interest. In 1782, the MS. records of the

Board of Revenue disclose Chittagong as an orderly District, which

could be trusted to supply the Resident at Tipperah with such

military assistance as he might require. The year 1783 was occupied
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chiefly with proposals concerning the land-settlement, and with the

troubles to which changes in connection with the land-revenue

always give rise. The Collector, a man of firm will and much per

sonal activity, recommended (March 3, 1783) that the District

revenue should be gathered in by himself and his subordinates, or,

in the official language of the day, ' held kMs.' The subordinate

holders (t&lukd&rs) had loudly complained of the oppressions of the

landholder (zamind&r), who acted as middleman between themselves

and the Government, of his increasing their rent and arbitrarily sell

ing their lands. They also, from time to time, requested deduc

tions for lands which had been washed away by the sea or devas

tated by storms.

Such complaints formed a source of constant trouble during the

period of short settlements which preceded Lord Cornwallis's perma

nent arrangement for the land-tax. Government had to deal with

four distinct classes, each with a separate and conflicting interest in

the land. There was first the landholder-in-chief (zaminddr), who

collected the revenue from a number of intermediate holders, and

paid it into the treasury. Next in order were the intermediate

holders (t&lukd&rs), each of whom gathered in the land-tax for a cer

tain number of villages, but from the villages in their corporate capa

city. The village-heads formed the third set of persons interested in

the land, under the name of chaudharis. They collected the revenue

from the cultivators, each man in his own village, and paid it in a

lump sum to the intermediate holder or t&lukd&r. The actual tillers

of the soil held the fourth and lowest rank. These four classes ex

isted in a more or less perfect form in every District of Bengal, and

proved a fourfold source of complaint and vexation. Chittagong

came under British rule at an early date, and with its old rural organ

isation in an unusually complete state. The records disclose a very

conscientious desire on the part of the Company's officers to preserve

the rights of the subordinate holders ; and this desire has perma

nently impressed itself on the land-settlement. At the present day

it is a District of innumerable small proprietors, many of them actual

cultivators, who pay their rent direct to Government without any

intermediate holder to oppress them or to live off their labour. But

the Chittagong records bring out in strong relief another class of

agriculturists. The hill-borderers practised, and still carry on, a sort

of nomadic husbandry—clearing a patch here and there by burning

down the jungle, taking a rapid succession of crops off it, and then
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deserting it for fresh plots of virgin soil. The archives of the year

1 784 are rich in documents bearing on these people. They were

always an unsettled class, quick to resent any attempt on the part of

the lowlanders to levy rent or cesses of whatever sort, apt to become

dangerous in the hands of a border-leader, and penetrated with an

aversion to permanent villages or regular tillage on the plains.

In 1784, one Jan Bakhsh greatly disturbed the peace of the border,

and the Collector submitted an elaborate ' plan for excluding him

from all communication with the low country.' The Calcutta autho

rities, as usual, recommended moderation. They pointed out the

advantage of first securing the person of the depredator, and ordered

the Collector to consider and report whether the hill-people might

not be induced, by a lenient policy, to become peaceable subjects

and cultivators of the lowlands.

The outlying island of Sandwfp (now belonging to Nodkhili Dis

trict) formed a chronic source of disquiet It afforded an asylum

for the refuse of the river Districts from Dacca southwards, and had

a mixed population of Hindus, Muhammadans, and Maghs, who

formed on the island agricultural colonies, fishing settlements, pirat

ical villages, and robber hamlets. The subordinate holders kept up

an open war with the landholder-in-chief, and every class seemed

to have a grudge against its neighbour, and some complaint to make

to Government. But the steady administrative industry of the British

officials gradually produced its effect. When a Commissioner was

appointed to measure and to partition the island, his appearance

was only the signal for new disorders. On the one hand, he com

plained of ' obstructions ' and ' difficulties ' thrown in the way of

executing his duty ; on the other hand, the tdlukddrs forwarded a

bitter petition and lament One enterprising native gentleman pro

posed, in May 1785, to relieve the officials of further difficulty by

taking Sandwfp in farm ; but the Government was determined to

have the work thoroughly done, and rejected his offer. Next month

they placed the troublesome island under the direct management of

the Collector, and ordered him to conduct the land-settlement.

In the latter part of the last century questions of alluvion and

diluvion occurred in Chittagong as they do now ; land-settlements

were formed and expired ; the revenue was collected in good years,

and in bad ones remissions were allowed. But besides fulfilling the

ordinary duties of civil government, the civil administration had a

curious military aspect, which it has long lost The Collector was on
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several occasions indented upon for troops, and on more than one

occasion was called upon to organise the military defence of his

District. Thus, in 1786, he suddenly found .an invasion of the

Maghs had to be met. First came a petition from the ravaged ter

ritory, then a menacing letter from the hostile leader, and finally

a strong resolution by the Governor-General in Council command

ing an inquiry into the invasion, but meanwhile approving of the

measures of the Collector, and directing him to confine himself to

defending his frontiers and not to commence hostilities.

The annexation to Burmah of the independent principality of

Ardkdn, which followed shortly after the invasion of Ardkdn by the

Burmese in 1784, soon led to hostile relations between the Court

at Ava and the authorities of Chittagong. The oppression and

exactions to which the people of Ardkdn were subjected by the

Burmese Government induced large numbers of them to take refuge

within the borders of the District, where they were allowed to

settle on the extensive tracts of waste land then untenanted. Many

of these fugitives became peaceable cultivators ; but others, embold

ened by the certainty of a safe refuge, availed themselves of the

opportunity to harass the Burmese Government, and by predatory

incursions to disturb its peace and impair its resources. The Bur

mese Court suspected that in these raids the fugitives were abetted

by the British authorities, and a feeling of enmity arose. In 1793,

three insurgent chiefs who had been defeated in one of their enter

prises fled as usual to the Company's terrritory of Chittagong, and

a force of 5,000 men was sent across the NaT to bring them

back. On receiving an assurance that, if guilty, the men should be

given up, the Burmese commander retired ; but the surrender of the

fugitives, as well as other conciliatory efforts made by the British

authorities, only served to confirm the belief in their own superiority

which the Burmese already entertained.

Between the years 1797 and 1800, it is said that about thirty or

forty thousand persons emigrated from Ardkdn into the Chittagong

District In the spring of 1 799, so large a body of emigrants arrived,

that comprehensive measures had to be adopted by Government for

their support. The MS. Records of the Board of Revenue at this

time plainly show how great was the embarrassment caused by this

migration. Captain Cox, who has left his name to the place now

called Cox's Bdzar, was the first officer appointed to superintend

their settlement. The unhealthiness of the climate caused the death
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of Captain Cox before the close of the year, and Mr Ker, the Regis

trar of Dacca, took his place. It was necessary to buy up large

quantities' of grain for the immediate relief of the starving Maghs ;

and, at the suggestion of the Collector, under whost supervision they

were ultimately placed, they were employed on the construction of a

road from Ramu to Ukhiaghdt. For this purpose a supply ofimple

ments was required, and 3,500 koddlis were ordered from the Col

lector of Dacca. That officer professed himself totally unable to

furnish such a quantity, and, finally, they had to be obtained from

the Presidency. Meanwhile, difficulties had arisen in Chittagong.

The Collector was obliged to continue his gratuitous distribution

of food, but the treasury was soon exhausted. In May 1800, he

prayed that a remittance of Rs. 20,000 (or ^2000) might be immedi

ately sent to him to meet the most pressing demands. The Maghs

began to return to their homes, or ' desert,' as the phrase was ; and

it was thought necessary for the Secretary to Government to write

that ' the emigrants from Arakdn are under no restrictions, and if

they wish to leave Chittagong, they are at liberty to do so.' Regu

lar troops, and, on their withdrawal, sibandis, had to be used for the

protection of those that remained, and advertisements were issued

to calm their apprehensions. These internal troubles gradually sub

sided, but the accounts of the late Captain Cox long formed the

subject of correspondence ; and it was not till November 1806 that

the Collector of Chittagong could transmit ' a statement of lands for

which the Magh emigrants had entered into engagements for the

payment of revenue.'

It was to this Magh emigration that the first Burmese war may

be indirectly traced. The Viceroy of Ardkan sent a military force

across the frontier to enforce the return of the emigrants ; but

the force was shortly afterwards withdrawn, as the Burmese Court

was occupied with other schemes. The condition of affairs was

not, however, improved, for aggressions on the Burmah frontier

continued till 18 15, and the hostile feelings of the Burmese

Court increased. When, therefore, by the vigilance of the local

authorities and the want of a popular leader, the emigrants from

Ardkan were deterred from molesting their neighbours, the Burmese

on their side began a series of petty and irritating outrages upon

British subjects. ' Repeated attacks were made upon the elephant -

hunters in the public service, and the people were killed or carried

off and sold as slaves, although following their avocation within
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British boundaries. A claim was set up to the possession of a small

island (Shahpuri) at the mouth of the Naf, although it had been for

many years in the undisputed occupation of the British. Tolls

were levied upon boats belonging to Chittagong ; and on one occa

sion, the demand being resisted, the Burmese fired upon the party

and killed the steersman. This act of violence was followed by the

assemblage of armed men on the eastern side of the Naf, and uni

versal consternation pervaded the villages in this the most remote

and unprotected portion of the Chittagong District.' x On the night

of the 24th September 1823, the Burmese proceeded to enforce

their claim to the island of Shdhpuri ; a thousand men landed on the

island, overpowered the guard, killed and wounded several of the

party, and drove the rest off the island. As soon as the transaction

was known at Calcutta, a detachment of troops was sent to dislodge

the Burmese, who, however, had previously retired.

' The occupation of Shdhpuri by a military force had the effect of

arresting for a time the hostile demonstrations of the Burmese on

the Chittagong frontier;'2 but not long afterwards the Rija of

Arakan was ordered to expel the English from ShaTipuri, and Com

missioners from Ava proceeded to take possession of the island,

which had been temporarily abandoned on account of its unhealthi-

ness. This and other acts of hostility rendered war inevitable ; and

in a proclamation dated the 24th February 1824, the grounds on

which the first Burmese War was declared were made known.

The principal manifestation of the British power was directed

against Rangoon, which was deemed the most vulnerable point of

the Burmese dominions ; and the Court of Ava in the same way di

rected its main effort against the most feebly defended and easily

accessible part of the British frontier. ' A force of more than

10,000 men was ordered to move through Anikdn upon Chitta

gong, and the command was given to Maha Bandula.' 3 The assem

blage of this large force under a general who bore a high reputation

for courage and enterprise was well known both in Chittagong and

Calcutta ; but the strength of the force was undervalued, ' and it

was believed that the weak division at Chittagong was sufficient

not only for the defence of the Province, but even for the subju

gation of Arakan.'4 Of this division a detachment of about 300

native infantry, several hundred of the local levies, and two guns,

1 Wilson's Continuation of Mill's History of India, iii. 32.

I Id., iii. 36, ' Id., iij. 57. * Id., iii. 57.
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had been thrown forward to Rimu under the command of Captain

Noton, and it was this small force which had to sustain the first

shock of the Burmese troops. The Burmese force crossed the Nif

in the beginning of May, and advanced to within fourteen miles of

Rimu ; it then consisted of 8,000 men concentrated under four

Rdjds acting under the orders of Maha Bandula, who remained

at Ardkan with a reserve. On the 13th of May the Burmese troops

advanced to a small river flowing past Rdmu, and on the 15th May

they effected the passage. On the morning of the 17 th they were

within twelve paces of Captain Noton's pickets, and the untrained

local troops fled. The small force of sepoys was completely sur

rounded, and although for three days they maintained the struggle,

they were at last compelled to retreat, and then fell into the great

est confusion ; Captain Noton and five other officers were killed,

and the detachment was annihilated. As soon as news of the defeat

spread, a great panic fell on the whole of Eastern Bengal and ex

tended even to Calcutta. Before, however, the Burmese resumed

operations, the rains rendered the roads impassable, and reinforce

ments sent to Chittagong placed it out of danger. The occupation

of Rangoon by the British also made it necessary for the Court

of Ava to recall the Arakdn force ; and when the Burmese troops

retired, the alarm which the late defeat had inspired yielded to a

sense of security. No further operations during the war took place

within the District of Chittagong.

The Mutiny of 1857.—At the time of the Mutiny of 1857, the

2d, 3d, and 4th companies of the 34th Regiment Native Infantry

were stationed at Chittagong ; and in consideration of their good

conduct, these companies were by order of the Governor-General in

Council, dated the 21st April 1857, excepted from the prohibition

of furlough to that regiment, pending an inquiry that was then pro

ceeding at Barrackpur. On the 7 th June, Mr Chapman, then Offici

ating Commissioner, informed the Government of Bengal that the

sepoys at Chittagong had expressed a desire to be sent to Dehli

against the insurgents, and this ' declaration of the fidelity and de

votion of the detachment' was acknowledged by the Governor-

General in Council. Notwithstanding, however, the good conduct

and apparent loyalty of the sepoys at Chittagong, they were dis

trusted by the inhabitants of the town ; and on the 13th June the

Officiating Commissioner reported to Government that although

' the sepoys have done nothing as yet to give rise to any distrust of
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them, and their officers are all fully persuaded that their desire to be

sent to Dehli to act against the insurgent regiments is as great as it

is genuine,' still ' the people would be much relieved if the offer oi

the troops were accepted.' On the day that this letter was written,

the fear which existed among the people became more marked ; and

on the i gth June, Mr W. H. Henderson, the Magistrate, reported to

the Government that 'a panic has existed" since the I3th June

'amongst all classes of East Indians and Portuguese residents,

that the city is to be attacked, and that murder and plunder

will be the consequence. A great many of the families have em

barked upon vessels lying at anchor in the harbour, and have left

their houses, merely coming occasionally on shore during the day

time.' Mr Henderson concluded his letter in these words : ' I con

sider this popular excitement deserving the attention of the Govern

ment; for although the grounds of this alarm are based upon idle and

absurd reports, yet the result might be most dangerous to the minds

of the soldiers stationed here, who have already expressed their desire

to be sent to Dehli against the insurgents.' The panic among the

East Indians and Portuguese did not, however, have any immediate

effect on the sepoys ; for on July nth, the Commissioner reported

that the panic had completely subsided, and that Captain Dewaal,

the officer in command, felt no anxiety about his men. The

result showed that there was some cause at least for the popular ex

citement which the magistrate had reported ; but it was not until the

night of the i8th November that the outbreak occurred. The Offi

ciating Commissioner, in his report to the Government of Bengal,

dated the igth November 1857, thus describes what took place:—

' The three companies of the 34th Regiment Native Infantry rose

suddenly at n P.M. last evening; they released all the prisoners

from the jail, killed one barkanddz (native constable), carried away

all the treasure, and left the station at 3 A.M. this morning with three

Government elephants, ammunition, and treasure. There was no

time to give information to any one, and each of the residents had

to take care of himself and his family. As far as I have been able

to ascertain, all the residents have escaped uninjured. ... No

houses were burnt, only the lines and the magazine, to both of

which they set fire before leaving the station. . . . The records

and stamps are all safe, as also the salt at the sadr-ghdt golds' On

the following day, the 2oth November, the Commissioner confirmed

his statement that no one was killed in the station except the one
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barkanddz mentioned ; and he added that ' the mutiny was evidently

planned very suddenly, and as suddenly carried out. Not a person

in the station, Christian or native, appears to have obtained the

slightest notice. The native inhabitants were just as much taken

by surprise as ourselves. Of course all was in confusion on the

night of the 18th; but it speaks most highly for the good feeling and

conduct of the inhabitants that not a single case of theft or plunder

took place. ... I cannot record too strong an expression of

the good feeling shown towards Government by all with whom I

come in contact' The mutineers after leaving Chittagong marched

northwards, and on the 2 2d November they crossed the river Phenf

and entered the territory of the Rajd of Hill Tipperah. Their

party consisted in all of about 500 persons, including women and chil

dren, and the persons set free from the jail. Although both in Tip

perah and Chittagong they abstained from plundering the bdzdrs, and

paid highly for whatever they could get, still they were reduced to

the greatest straits for want of provisions, and several of the women

are said to have died from the privations to which they were exposed.

On the 3d December, 300 men of the 54th Queen's Regiment arrived

at Dacca, and as soon as they had obtained provisions, they started

for Tipperah, in order, if possible, to intercept the men of the 34th,

before they could reach Sylhet; but the mutineers kept too close

to the jungles of Tipperah, and the European troops returned to

Dacca without having met them. The Sylhet Light Infantry, how

ever, came up with them on two occasions, and each time beat them.

Besides their loss on these occasions, the mutineers found that there

was no safety even beyond the Company's territory. Although the

Rajd of Hill Tipperah was not strong enough to oppose the well-

trained sepoys of the Company, still, those who lingered behind

the main body were arrested, sent in to the British authorities, and

executed ; while others, who in their distress took refuge further

east, were in constant fear of being detected by hillmen, and given

over to the British authorities for the sake of the reward of ,£5,

offered by Government for the apprehension of each mutineer.

The amount of Government treasure taken by the mutineers was

Rs. 278,267, 1, 1. In addition to this, they carried off a chalice, a

paten, and an alms-dish, appertaining to the Protestant Church,

and some small sums of money, which they found in the Treasury,

belonging to the Government school, and to private individuals.

The sepoys on their road distributed money freely both in gift and
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as payment for provisions ; and only Rs. 35,103, 8, 5 was subse

quently recovered by the authorities of Sylhet and Cachar, and

Rs. 17,641, 15, 7 through the Commissioner of Chittagong and

the Magistrates of Chittagong and Tipperah.

Jurisdiction.—The revenue and magisterial jurisdictions of the

District are conterminous ; the jurisdiction in civil suits, however,

comprehends the island of Sandwip and the adjacent chars and mud-

banks, which are within the revenue and magisterial jurisdiction of

Nodkhdlf. Sandwip island was formerly entirely included within

Chittagong, but was transferred to Noakhali on the formation of

that District in 1822. As there is no District Judge of Nodkhdlf,

jurisdiction over Sandwip has been reserved to the civil courts of

Chittagong. The hilly and forest tracts of country to the east of

the Chittagong District, which now form the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

were by Act XXII. of i860 of the Legislative Council of India

removed from the jurisdiction of the Civil, Criminal, and Revenue

Courts and Offices of the Chittagong District. This Act took effect

from the 1st August i860.

Physical Aspect of the District.—Chittagong District con

sists of a long and narrow strip of coast, valleys, and low ranges of

hills, lying between the Bay of Bengal and the Chittagong and

Northern Ardkdn hill tracts. Its length is about 165 miles,

and its average breadth about 15 miles. The low ranges of

hills run almost parallel with each other and with the coast-line ;

but towards the north and south they spread out farther apart

so as to form two long valleys. The formation of the hills is of

sandstone and clay; and the valleys seem to have been the result

of erosion from water running into the Karnaphuli and Sangu rivers,

which break through the westernmost range of hills and fall into the

Bay of Bengal. The level strip of land between the coast and the

first range of hills is intersected by numerous large tidal creeks,

especially the alluvial strip in the central part of the District

opposite the islands of Maskhal and Kutabdid, which in character

and general appearance bear a great resemblance to the Gangetic

Sundarbans. The channels are silting up, and new land is constantly

forming, which soon becomes covered with mangrove-scrub and

Sundarban palms.

Hills.—There are no mountains in the Chittagong District, but

there are numerous hills, of which the highest is the sacred Sitdkund,

1,155 feet in height. The five principal ranges, and the highest
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peaks on each, are returned as follows1 :—(1) Sitdkund range—Laki-

mdrd, overlooking the Pheni riverjin the extreme north of the District ;

height above sea-level, 521 feet. Chandindth or Sitdkund peak, in

the centre of the range, 1,155 ^eet m height. Two descriptions of

stone are found in this hill, one apparently of volcanic formation

and porous, the other solid and containing iron ; neither, however,

exists in large quantities. Nagar-Khdnd hill, a few miles north of

Chittagong town ; height, 289 feet. (2) Goliasi range—Harld hill,

between Rangunid and the Haldd valley; height, 253 feet. (3)

Sdtkdnid range—Jangalia hill, about half-way between the coast and

Sdtkdnid police-station (thdnd) ; height, 295 feet. (4) Mdskhdl island

range—Garamchori ; height, 288 feet. These hills, of which this

peak is the highest, run through the centre and along the east coast

line of Mdskhdl island ; on the east side, opposite to the Chakirid

mangrove-swamps on the mainland, the hills have been scoured

away into steep cliffs ; on the west and north sides they are fringed

with a belt of mangrove-swamps and creeks. (5) Tekndf range—

Pino or Baraganj hill ; height, 390 feet. Taungangd hill ; height,

880 feet. Nyting; height, 551 feet. In all the above ranges, the

hills are formed of a stratum inclined at an angle of 300 north-east

and south-west ; they are of hard clay in some parts, and in others

of sandstone. The surface is generally covered with loam, but

the southern slopes of all the outskirting hills are bare red sandstone

or sand. The hills are nearly all overgrown with a thick, evergreen

jungle.

Rivers.—The principal rivers of the District are the Karnaphulf,

Pheni, and Sangu, which are navigable throughout the year. The

Sundarban tract, along the coast opposite the islands of Mdskhdl

and Kutabdid, is intersected by a network of navigable tidal creeks ;

these, however, are not used to any great extent for purposes of

commerce, and were reported by the Collector in 1870 to be silting

up at their mouths.

The KarnaphulI is the most important river of Chittagong. It

takes its rise in the extreme north-east of the Hill Tracts of Chitta

gong, enters Chittagong District from the east, and after following a

rather circuitous course to the west and south-west, finally falls into the

Bay of Bengal. Chittagong town and port are situated on the north

bank of this river, in latitude 22° 21', and longitude 91° 53', about

twelve miles from its mouth. As far up as Chittagong town, the river

1 From the Statistics of the Board of Revenue for 1868-69.
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is navigable by steamers and sea-going vessels ; and it is navigable

by large native cargo boats, at all seasons of the year, for its

entire course through the district, and as far as Kasalang in the Chit-

tagong Hill Tracts, a distance by water of about 96 miles from its

mouth. ' The water on the right bank of the river Karnaphuli (the

port side), within port limits, is yearly becoming more shallow. The

present unrestrained action of the river would appear to account for

this naturally enough. About two miles above Chittagong, it ap

pears to make a decided set against the right bank ; scouring out

there, and receiving a decided rebuff, it makes, with yearly increasing

force, a dead set against the left bank, about a mile above the town.

Broad stripes of land yearly vanish into the river, and a large and

important char has in consequence formed in front of the upper por

tion of the town, on the right bank, between the Chaktdinald and

Anti-Muhammad's ghdt. The river, thrown back from the left bank,

sets against Anti-Muhammad's ghdt, which is in the town, at the nor

thern limit of the port, which is frequented by the shipping. The

bank here, however, is artificially well protected ; and the river, again

making off, sets against the left bank once more, just opposite the

godowns and the shipping, where it is now scouring out an already

existing small channel.' 1 The river is, in fact, forming a new channel

opposite the customs godown, leaving a char between it and the

shipping. There does not, however, the Commissioner states, appear

to be any immediate cause for apprehension. The principal tribu

tary of the Karnaphuli is the Haldd river, a considerable stream,

which empties itself into the main river from the north. It is nav

igable by native boats for a distance of twenty-four miles throughout

the year, and for thirty-five miles in the rainy season.

The Sangu river takes its rise in the south-eastern corner of the

hill tracts of Northern Ardkdn. After a very circuitous course, it

enters Chittagong near a little village called Silghatf, traverses the

District from east to west, and finally empties itself into the Bay of

Bengal, about ten miles south of the Karnaphuli. It is navigable

by large cargo boats for a distance of thirty miles throughout the

year. The principal tributary of the Sangu is the Dolu. This

stream also rises in the Arakdn hill tracts, and after flowing in a

north-westerly direction through Chittagong, falls into the Sangu on

its southern bank. It is navigable for about seven miles all the year

1 Report by Magistrate, quoted in Commissioner's Annual Report for 187475.
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round, and for about fourteen miles during the rainy season. The

Sangu river communicates with the Karnaphuli on the north by a

channel, which is partly of artificial origin.

The Pheni can hardly be termed a river of Chittagong, as it

nowhere enters the District, but forms the boundary between it and

the District of Noakhali to the north. It is navigable by large boats

for a distance of thirty miles throughout the year.

Besides the foregoing, there are numerous streams along the coast

which are navigable by large boats throughout the year. Smaller

streams and water-courses intersect the District in every direction.

The Collector reports that ' it is impossible to give any estimate of

the number of streams navigable by small native boats during the

rains, for excepting in the hilly tracts there is hardly a single village

which has not this means of communication with other parts of the

District. The beds of the rivers are sandy in the hilly parts of the

District, and towards the coast are of sticky mud of the regular

Sundarban type.' The banks of the large rivers are generally high

and shelving, except near the sea, and they are generally covered

with thick jungle; in many parts, however, the jungle has been

cleared, and cultivation has taken its place.

Lakes, Canals, &c.—There are no lakes in Chittagong District.

The canals, or artificial water-courses, consist of a line of reopened

creeks in the coast tract, solely used for navigation, and not for

the purpose of irrigation. One of these canals or creeks com

mences on the coast, twelve miles north of the mouth of the

Karnaphuli, and falls into that river just below the town of Chitta

gong; the others form, a line of communication between the

Karnaphuli river and the sea at Jalkadar, opposite Kutabdid island.

These creeks are all under the Canal Tolls Act, and are leased out

annually to farmers, who levy a fixed rate of toll ; the creeks being

kept open artificially out of the proceeds thus obtained. They

are very important, and the line formed by them is one of the great

highways of the District. Further information relating to the canals

of the District is given under the head of ' Roads and Means of

Communication,' p. 187.

Loss of Life by Drowning.—The reported loss of life from

drowning during each of the five years ending 1869 is as follows :—

In 1865, 174; in 1866, 102; in 1867, 120; in 1868, 160; and in

18C9, 143. Annual average of the five years, 139.8. Since 1869,
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the number of deaths ^by drowning, or rather, the number of deaths

reported, has largely increased. The following statement shows

the deaths by drowning for the years 1873 and 1874 :—

Deaths by Drowning.

Men. Women. Children. Total

1873. 6i 31 224 3'6

1874, 3° 33
302 365

The large number of deaths of children by drowning is reported to

be due partly to the numerous tanks, rivers, and streamlets in the

District, and also to large tracts being submerged in the rains, so that

the homesteads are little above the level of the surrounding water.

Ferries.—The District ferries are, with but two exceptions,

leased out annually in the same manner as the canals. The follow

ing statement gives a list of the ferries in the District, with the amount

realised from each in the years 1867-68, 1870-71, and 1873-74:—

Rental of Ferries in Chittacong District for the Years

1867-68, 1870-71, 1873-74-

Name of Ferry.
On what River or

Channel.

1867-68.

Amount Realised.

1870-71. 1873-74.I

1. NarAyan Hdt . Halda River £r 4 0 £° 6 °
2. MirzA Hdt Do. 0 12 0 060

3. Nazir Hdt Do. 9 0 0 20 0 0

4. Jugini Ghdt

Dhrung River

Do. 0 12 0 300

S and 6. Dhrang (two

ferries) .

1 0 0 2 10 0

7. Sharta Ghdt . Sharta River 14 10 0 12 0 0

8. Sandwip . Sandwip Channel ;65° 0 0 39 0 0 IS 0 0

9. Kalu Ghdt . Kamaphuli River

Do.

20 0 0 19 0 0 25 0 0

10. BAkaliyA 2 16 O 4 4 0 34 10 0

1 1 and iz. Anti Muham

mad and Pathar-

ghiita (two ferries) Do. 461 0 0 416 9 4 450 0 0

13. Dirghamaniya

MurAri A'hd/

Do. 55 0 0 27 12 (1 46 0 0

14. Murari Ghdt . 18 0 0 10 0 0

15. ChAndkhAli ChAndkhAli Khdl 42 0 0 24 4 0 40 0 0

16. Dohazari Sangu River 23 10 0 '5 0 0 22 8 0

17. Fakir Muhammad's

Ghdt . Do. £7 0 0 T7 0 0 21 0 0

18. ChAndpur Do. 41 0 0 30 6 0 31 0 0

£9. MAtAmuri Matamuri River 90 0 0 52 0 0 45 0 0

20. Maskhal . MAskhdl Channel
4 4

0 4 0 0 520

21. Sabir Muhammad's

22. BAgkhAli Ghdt

GMt . BAgkhAli River

Do. 55 0

25 0 0 33 0 0

23. Riju Ghdt Riju River 78 10

0 23 10 0 20 0 0

0 100 0 0 100 0 0

Total
Z940 0 0&V 3 TO /,'93° 2 0

1 The figures for 1873-74 show the rental for a period of eighteen months, except

for the ferries Nos. 11, 12, and 13, which arc under the Chittagong municipality.
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Since the year 1874, the Sandwip and Maskhdl ferries have been

under Government management. The Commissioner of Chittagong

(Mr Hankey), in the General Administration Report of his Division

for the year 1871-72, expresses himself strongly against the custom

of leasing out the ferries to the highest bidder. He says : ' The

system of putting up the District ferries by auction every year has

always appeared to me to be a most objectionable one ; and so long

as it lasts, it seems almost out of the question to expect the ferries

to be what they should be. The fanner having only a temporary

interest in the ferry, concentrates the whole of his endeavours to

squeezing as much out of his lease as practicable. It is thus

impossible that private and public interest can be identical. The

object of the farmer is to get cheap, i.e., inferior, boats ; whereas

the interests of the public require the best description of boat suited

to the river it has to cross.'

River Traffic, &c. — Chittagong is not only the one large

river-side town, but the only town at all in the whole District. Most

of the villages, however, possess water-communication; and nearly

every inhabitant of the District may, the Collector reported, be said

to live more or less by river traffic. Grain, cotton, coarse earthen

pottery, firewood, dried fish, and bamboos form the principal articles

of the river-borne trade. The extent and value of the commerce of

Chittagong town is given in detail on pp. 188-193. None of the

rivers or streams in the District are utilised as a motive power for

turning mills, nor have those which contain water throughout the

year sufficient fall to render it probable that they could be so

applied, by the construction of dams or weirs. No irrigation is

needed beyond what is obtained by damming up the small hill-

streams, or from tanks.

Fisheries.—The sea and river fisheries of Chittagong are very

valuable, and form a means of livelihood to a large section of the

population. The chief localities for inland fisheries are the rivers

Kamaphulf, Haldd, Sangu, and Chandkhdlf, within the jurisdiction

of the headquarters Subdivision; but by far the most extensive

fishery is, the Collector reported in 1873, carried on near the island

of Sonidid, and at Kdli Daha. Sonddid is a small sandy island off

the southern point of Maskhal ; and Kali Daha is the name of a

particular portion of the Bay of Bengal. There is no population

living on the island of Sonddid ; but the subdivisional officer of

Cox's Bdzdr reports that at certain seasons of the year fishermen go

VOL. VI. H
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to the island, catch and dry the fish during five months, export them,

and then return to their homes. The dried fish are principally sent

to the town of Chittagong. The Collector reported in 1872 that

sharks' fins are dried and exported from Cox's Bazar to Rangoon ;

but that otherwise there is no exportation of fish from the District.

Dried fish is imported from Sylhet and Dacca in considerable

quantities. The mode of preserving fish most generally adopted in

the district is by drying it in the sun, after which process it is known

as sukti; but the process of salting is not unknown, and the Collec

tor reported in 1873 that hilsd fish is salted and sent to Chittagong

from Maskhal, Chakiria, and Ramu.

No close season is observed for either river or sea fishing ; but

during the monsoon the sea-fish are somewhat protected by the

weather, which interferes with the fisherman's operations ; and the

Collector reported in 1872, that there was no reason to apprehend

any diminution in the sources of supply. From April to October is

the chief season for river-fishing, and from November to March for

sea-fishing.

No statistics exist showing the value of the fisheries, or of the

proportion of the people who live by fishing. The Census Report

of 1872 returns the number of Hindu fishing and boating castes in

Chittagong District at 11,145, or "9^ per cent, of the total popu

lation. The Hindus, however, only form 267 per cent, of the total

District population, and it may be fairly estimated that at least 4 per

cent, of the inhabitants of the District gain their livelihood by fishing.

Besides the professional and hereditary fishermen, however, nearly

all the poorer rural population catch fish themselves for food, and

both breeding and young fish are recklessly destroyed, equally with

large-sized and mature fish.

Fish.—The following are the principal varieties offish met with in

Chittagong District :—(1) Sea-fish, and those found in the estuaries

and in tidal rivers near the coast—Ahdphd, bdchd, bdim (eel), bhold,

bukd, chil (kite-fish), chhind, chingri (shrimps and prawns), chhuri,

ddtind, phdshyd, gdngkai, ghongrd, ghurai, hangar (shark), ichd,

(lobster), ilsd or hilsd, kdyin, kasturd (oyster), kekra (crab) ;

khargayd, kharsuld (mullet), koral or bhckti, kuyurjibhd, lakhna,

lotyd, pangds, popd, rishyd or tapsi, rupchdnd (pom fret), sundard,

to/yd, and tengrd. (2) River-fish—Air, bdta or phdndd, during,

pdbdd, seldsh, and gu/ia. (3) Tank-fish (many of those are also

found in rivers).—Bdild, bhindd, boat, chitdl, chcng, korsu, mdgtir,
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mahdsaul or mahal, tnalud, punthi, puid, phalui, gajal, kdlbaus, katld,

kai, rui or rohu, sepaha, singi, saul, and tagi. Katua or kachchop

(turtles) are also found in rivers and tanks, and are eaten by low-

caste Hindus ; Muhammadans will not eat them.

Embankments.1—Along the coast, marsh-land is often embanked

in order to keep out the salt water, and with excellent temporary

effects. Unfortunately, owing to the excessive subdivision of pro

perty, each estate being the property of several shareholders, these

embankments generally fail after a few years. Each party interested

endeavours to throw the burden of the repairs upon some one else,

and meanwhile the embankments are breached.

The following is a list of the principal embankments which either

do now, or did formerly, exist in the District of Chittagong :—(1) The

Kutabdid embankment. Kutabdid is a level island entirely exposed

to the sea, and its embankments were originally constructed by

Government. When the island was first settled with the tdlukddrs,

who had broken up the land, it was leased as a whole to a farmer,

who received an allowance for keeping up the embankments. This

he neglected to do ; and eventually, in 1864 and 1865, the island was

divided into three lots, and the proprietary right made over to sub

stantial residents of Chittagong, who, it was hoped, would, in their

own interests, keep up these protective works. They also failed to

do so, and the island became rapidly depopulated, owing to the de

struction of the embankments. The Government of Bengal decided

finally, in January 1875, not to renew the embankments, in conse

quence of the large outlay that would be incurred, and the doubt that

exists as to whether the island is not sinking. (2) The Gandimara

dykes. Ganddmdrd is a village on the mainland, north-east from

Kutabdia. The dykes that protected it were once the next in im

portance to those of Kutabdia; but the village is now a desert, owing

to salt-water inundation. (3) The Saral embankment. Saral is a

village to the north of Gandamard, and it has now also become a

desert from the same cause. (4) The Bdnskhdli embankment. This

is to the north of Saral, and extends along the face of the sea to the

mouth of the Sangu river. (5) The Gahird embankment. This is

maintained by Government, and extends from Gahird at the mouth

of the Sangu, to Parki at the mouth of the Karnaphuli. (6) The

embankment on the Brumchard lands. These lands lie to the east

1 The greater portion of this account of the Chittagong embankments is taken from

a Report by Mr A. L. Clay, when Collector of the District.
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of the Gahird dyke, and have been embanked by the lessee. ' There

are no Government embankments between the mouths of the Karna-

phulf and Phenf rivers. The greater part of this division of the

coast is under the lee of Sandwip and other islands in the estuary

of the Meghni, and probably large dykes are not required. Such

as there are, are kept up by the zaminddrs and other landholders.

Alluvial formation seems to be actively going on along the shore,

owing probably to the deposit of large quantities of silt yearly

brought down by the current of the MeghnaV

Lines of Drainage.—The whole of the drainage of the District

runs either directly or indirectly into the Bay of Bengal. The sur

face-water on the coast side of the hills finds its way directly into

the Bay; whilst the interior of the District, where most removed from

the coast, is first drained into the rivers Karnaphulf and Sangu, and

thence into the Bay of Bengal.

Marsh Reclamation, Jungle Products, and Pasturage.—The

marshes of Chittagong are not, the Collector reported in 1870,

utilised for the cultivation of long-stemmed varieties of rice. Reeds

and canes are mostly brought from moist valleys in the hill-ranges.

The sitalpdti (Phrynium dichotomum) grows in damp localities, and

is largely used in the manufacture of fine matting. The regulation

District of Chittagong contains now no important forests ; but the

jungles yield thatching-grass, canes, and bamboos. The other

jungle products are, the Collector reported, insignificant. The hills

throughout the District yield abundant pasturage for cattle. There

are no castes in the District who subsist by collecting and trading in

jungle products. A list of the plants which yield medicinal drugs is

given on pages 218, 219 of this Statistical Account.

Minerals.—No coal or metals are known to exist in Chittagong

, District. The Commissioner, in his Annual General Report for the

year 1872-73, says that stone is found in the Chittagong hills, but

is not quarried. There is a hot spring at the sacred hill of Sitd-

kund, which is said to be bituminous ; but the Collector reported

in 1870 that 'it has been surrounded by a temple, and observation

is so very difficult that there are doubts as to how far it differs from

ordinary springs.' The spring at Sitakund is a great place of pilgrim

age, and is visited by pious Hindus from all parts of India ; further

particulars relating to it are given under the heading, ' Fairs and

Religious Gatherings,' on pages 219, 220. There is also a salt spring,

known by the name of Labanakhya, situated about three miles north
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of the principal shrine at Sitdkund. This salt spring is reputed to

be of great sanctity, and pilgrims visit it in large numbers.

FEBJE NATURE.—The wild animals of the District consist of the

tiger, wild elephant, rhinoceros, leopard, wild boar, and deer. The

number of deaths caused by wild beasts was nine in the year 1873,

and eight in 1874. During the five years ending 1868-69, tne total

amount paid as Government rewards for keeping down wild beasts

amounted to only ^5, los. During the year 1873 there were 34

deaths from snake-bites in the District, and in 1874 there were 45

deaths from this cause ; no rewards have ever been paid in this Dis

trict for killing snakes. No trade is carried on in wild-beast skins ;

and with the exceptions of the fisheries, and lime made from river

and sea shells, the fercR natures do not, the Collector reported in

1870, contribute in any sensible way to the wealth of the District.

There is, however, a considerable export trade in king-fisher skins ;

large numbers are collected by brokers in Chittagong, and sold for

exportation to Burmah and China. Skins to the value of ^700 or

^800 are said to be now exported annually from the District.

POPULATION.—Prior to 1872, no systematic attempt was made

towards an accurate enumeration of the people in the District. In

1801, the population was roughly estimated at 1,200,000, exclusive

of Magh settlers who had fled from Arikdn at the time of the con

quest of that province by the Burmese. Subsequent returns give the

population at 800,000, and this figure is quoted in the Board of

Revenue's Statistics for 1868-69.

The first regular Census of Chittagong District was taken in January

1872. The result disclosed a population of 1,127,402 souls dwell

ing in 1,062 villages or townships, and inhabiting 197,104 houses ;

average density of the population, 45 1 per square mile. The follow

ing extract from a report on the subject by the Commissioner illus

trates the mode in which the operations were conducted :—' In the

District of Chittagong, the zaminddrs, as a rule, gave no material

assistance ; indeed they were not expected to do so, their position

in this District being generally that of petty landholders with little or

no local influence. In the Cox's Bazar Subdivision, however, they

were utilised to a certain extent, sending their servants with the

enumerators to point out houses, &c. The village chauktddrs were

employed as runners to carry diaries, reports, and other papers from

the interior to the police stations. The indigenous agency employed

in taking the census was that of the village headmen or mdtabars, from
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which class the enumerators were generally selected. The Magis

trate has reason to believe that the work of enumeration was satis

factorily done by these men, and that they have been generally will

ing to act.' As regards the correctness of the returns, the Magis

trate expresses his belief in their general completeness and accuracy.

No opposition was offered to the taking of the Census, as in the

neighbouring District of Nodkhdli ; but there was much uneasiness

among the people, and many absurd rumours were spread abroad as

to the object Government had in view in making the enumeration.

On this subject, Mr A. L. Clay, the officer in charge of the District,

wrote as follows : ' These rumours were mostly connected with the

Lushai expedition then in progress. It was stated that a number of

heads would be required for the purpose of pacifying the Lushai

chiefs, or to be examined as an augury of the success or failure of the

expedition. Another report was that in every household containing

five males, one would be impressed to serve as a coolie in the hills.

Some people said that any person not enumerated would be held to

have died a civil death, and to lose all rights of citizenship. These

rumours, ridiculous as they were, appear to have been believed to a

greater or less extent by the ignorant mass of the people, and respect

able persons in the town were pestered with repeated inquiries as to

what was really going to happen. It does not, however, appear that

the spread of these and similar reports resulted in any obstruction to

the work of the enumerators. It was noticeable that scarcely any

persons except the Census officials were abroad on the night of the

enumeration, and the general impression seemed to be that it was

well for the people to remain in their houses. There is reason to be

lieve that this conduct of the inhabitants was not altogether spon

taneous, as it appears that some officious individuals spread the

report that persons found away from their homes on the night of the

Census would be visited with sundry penalties.'

Chittagong is a densely-populated District, considering its extent

and the large area occupied by hill-ranges. In the sadr or head

quarters Subdivision, with an area of 1,621 square miles, the average

density of the population is 608 per square mile. The southern

portion of the District, forming the Cox's Bazar Subdivision, com

prises an area of 877 square miles. This tract contains a large

quantity of uncultivable land, the hills here approaching the sea, and

forming a natural barrier between Bengal and Arakan. The pop

ulation is consequently sparse, being only 161 to the square mile.
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This part of the District is largely peopled by Arakanese, who fled

from Arikan when it was conquered by the Burmese at the close of

the last century. In 1824 the English captured Arakan, and the

immigration ceased ; at present the tide of migration flows in the

opposite direction, and large numbers leave Chittagong every year

as labourers to till the fields, and for the rice-harvesting in the

neighbouring districts of British Burmah. The Assistant Magistrate

in charge of Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision estimated that about fifteen

thousand persons were thus temporarily absent in Ardkan at the

time the Census was taken.

The table on the following page illustrates the distribution of the

population, houses, and villages, in each Subdivision and police

circle (thdnd), with the number of villages, houses, and persons per

square mile in each. The subdivisional figures are reproduced on

pages 212, 213, where the administrative Subdivisions of the

District are given ; but they are here exhibited as a whole :—
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Population classified according to Sex, Religion, and Age.

—The total population of Chittagong District in 1872 amounted to

1,127,402 souls—viz., 536,059 males, and 591,343 females. The

proportion of males in the total population 47-5 per cent. ; and the

average density of the population, 45 1 per square mile. Classified

according to sex, religion, and age, the Census gives the following

results :—Hindus, under twelve years ofage—males, 57,147 ; females,

45,361 : total, 102,508. Above twelve years—males, 87,143; females,

111,487: total, 198,630. Total of Hindus of all ages—males, 144,290;

females, 156,848 : grand total, 301,138, or 267 per cent, of the total

District population ; proportion of males in the total Hindu popula

tion, 47 -9 per cent. Muhammadans, under twelve years of age—

males, 184,684; females, 149,752 : total, 334,436. Above twelve years

—males, 192,638; females, 267,939: total, 460,577. Total of Muham

madans of all ages—males, 377,322 ; females, 417,691 : grand total,

795,013, or 7o-5 per cent, of the District population; proportion of

males in the total Musalman population, 47 -5 per cent. Christians,

under twelve years of age—males, 166; females, 173: total 339. Above

twelve years of age—males, 398 ; females, 374 : total 772. Total of

Christians of all ages—males, 564; females, 520: grand total, 1,084;

proportion of Christian males in total Christian population, 52 per

cent Buddhists, under twelve years of age—males, 6,412 ; females,

5,554: total, 11,966. Above twelve years—males, 7,459; females,

10,724: total, 18,183. Total Buddhists of all ages—males, 13,871;

females, 16,278: grand total, 30,149, or 27 per cent, of the District

population ; proportion of males in total Buddhist population, 46-0

per cent. Other religious denominations, not separately classified in

the Census Report, only number 18 souls—namely, 12 males, and 6

females. Population of all religions, under twelve years of age—

males, 248,411; females, 200,842: total, 449,253. Above twelve years

—males, 287,648; females, 390,501 : total, 678,149. Total District

population of all ages—males, 536,059; females, 591,343 : grand total,

1,127,402; proportion of males in total District population, 47^5

per cent The excess of females over males, amounting to 55,284, is

explained in the Census Report by the fact that Chittagong is the

District which mainly supplies laskars, or native sailors, for vessels

trading in Indian waters, and also supplies Arikan with labour

during the cold season.

The percentage of children not exceeding twelve years of age in

the population of different religions is returned in the Census Report
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as follows :—Hindus—proportion of male children, 19 per cent., and

of female children, 15-1 per cent, of the Hindu population; propor

tion of children of both sexes, 34'! per cent, of the total Hindu popu

lation. Muhammadans—proportion of male children, 23-2, and of

female children, 18-9, per cent, of the Musalma"n population; propor

tion of children of both sexes, 42-1 per cent, of the total Muham-

madan population. Buddhists—male children, 21-3 per cent., and

female children, 18-4 per cent.; proportion of children of both sexes,

397 per cent, of the Buddhist population. Christians—male children,

1 5 -3, and female children, 16-0, per cent.; proportion of children of

both sexes, 3'i3 per cent, of the total Christian population. Popu

lation of all religions—male children, 22-0, and female children, 17-8,

per cent. ; proportion of children of both sexes, 39^8 per cent, of the

total District population. As in the other Districts of Bengal, the

small proportion of girls to boys, and the excessive proportion of

females above twelve years of age to males of the same class, is

probably due to the fact that natives consider girls have attained

womanhood at an earlier age than that at which boys reach manhood.

The number and proportion of persons insane and afflicted with

certain other infirmities in the Chittagong District is thus returned

in the Census Report :—Insane—males, 511; females, 113: total, 624,

or '0553 per cent, of the District population. Idiots—males, 168 ;

females, 52 : total, 220, or "0195 per cent, of the population. Deaf

and dumb—males, 269 ; females,i2i : total, 390, or '0346 per cent, of

the population. Blind—males, 604; females, 179 : total, 783, or '0695

per cent, of the population. Lepers—males, 200 ; females, 27 : total,

227, or "0201 per cent, of the population. It is a curious circum

stance that, although the females form the majority of the population

of the District, yet of the total number of persons returned as afflicted

with the above-mentioned infirmities, only about one-fifth were women.

The total number of males thus afflicted amounted to 1,752, or '3268

per cent, of the total male population ; number offemales thus afflicted,

492, or '0832 per cent, of the total female population. The gross

number of infirm of both sexes was 2,244, or '1990 per cent, of the

total District population.

The details in the District Census compilation, giving the oc

cupations of the people, are omitted, as they do not stand the test of

statistical criticism.

ETHNICAL DIVISION OF THE PEOPLE.—As in the other Districts of

Eastern Bengal, the Muhammadans form the great majority of the

population. The Census Report of 1872 returned them as number
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ing 795,013, or 70*5 per cent, of the District population. The Hin

dus, including aboriginal and semi-aboriginal tribes, who have em

braced Hinduism as a religion, are returned at 301,138, or 267 per

cent, of the population. Excluding these aboriginal and semi-abori

ginal tribes, the Census returns the number of persons of Hindu

origin at 264,569, or 23-5 per cent, of the population. The Buddhist

population numbers 30,149 souls, or 2-6 per cent, of the population.

The Christian population consists of a small community numbering

only 1,084 souls, composed of 146 Europeans and Americans, 896

Eurasians and Firinghis (descendants of ancient Portuguese settlers),

and 42 native Christians. The number of aboriginal people retain

ing their ancient forms of religion is returned in the Census Re

port, under the head of ' Others,' at only 18.

Mr C. F. Magrath's District Census compilation gives the follow

ing ethnical classification of the people. The list of Hindu castes

is reproduced on pages 145-147, but arranged in a different order

from that given here, and as far as possible according to the rank

which they hold in local public esteem.

Name of Nationality,

Tribe, or Caste.

I.—NON-ASIATICS.

European.

English,

Irish,

Scotch, .

Welsh, .

French, .

German,

Italian, .

Dane, .

Finlander,

Total,

American.

Creole, ....

Unspecified, .

Total, .

Total of Non-Asiatics,

Number.

72

H

16

1

11

•3

13

1

2

143

3

146

Name of Nationality,

Tribe, or Caste.

II.—MIXED RACES.

Eurasian,

Firinghi,

Total, .

III.—ASIATICS.

Natives ofIndia and British

Burmah.

I.—Aboriginal Tribes.

Nat, .

Tipperah,

Dhangar,

Kol, .

Saut.il, .

Total,

Number.

42

S54

S96

949

45

1

14

4

I,OI3
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Name of Nationalit

Tribe, or Caste.

'■ Number. Name of Nationality,

Tribe, or Caste.
Number.

2.—Setni-Hinduised (iv.)—Pastoral Castes.

Aboriginals.

Goala, .... 327

Bagdi, . 39

Bauri, . 3

Bind, . 3 (v.)—Castes engaged in

Chamar and Muchi, 776 preparing Cooked

Chandal, 1.58S Food.

Dom, 15.491

Dosadh, Ginrar, 7

Hari, . 4,888 Halwai, . 146

Kaora, . 14 Madak, .... 85

Koch, . 14

Mai, 1 Total, . 238

Mihtar, .

Pan, .

1,687

2

(vi.)—Agricultural

Castes.Total, 24,506

Barui, .... 12,448

Tamli, . 1,116

3.—Hindus. Kaibartta,

Koeri, .

3.692

17

(i.)—Superior Castes Kurmi, .

Mali, .

47

856

Brahman, 22,657 Sadgop, . 35

Rajput, . . . . 359 Sudra, . 30,338

Ghatwal, 3

Total, . 48,549

Total, . 23,019

(vii.) — Castes engaged

(ii.)—Intermediate chiefly in Personal

Castes. Service.

Kayasth, 68,916 Behara 5,720

Baidya, . . . . 4,010 Dhopa, .... ".'35

Bhat, . . . . 87 Hajjam or Napit, . 15.697

Total, . 73.°19

Kahar 7

(iii.)—Trading Castes.

(viii.)—Artisan Castes.

Total, . 32,559

Khatri, 143

Gandha Banik, «.364 Kamar (blacksmith), 2,749

Subama Banik, 5.i65 Kansari (brazier), .
595

Total, . 6,672

Kumar (potter),

Shankari (shell-cutter), .

3.826

89

Sonar (goldsmith), . 603

Sunri (distiller ), • >.742
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Name of Nationality,

Tribe, or Caste,

Artisan Castes-

Contintud.

Sutradhar (carpenter),

Teli (oilman),

Kalu (ditto), .

Total,

(ix.)—Weaver Castes.

Jogi, ....

Tanti, ....

Total, .

(x.)—Labouring Castes.

Beldar, ....

Chunari,

Total, .

(xi.)—Boating and Fish

ing Castes.

Gunri, .

Jalia,

Mala, .

Machud,

Patuni, .

Patur, .

Number.

1.328

3.9o8

I5S

14.995

32.3H

2,799

35. "3

100

107

207

13

9,284

525

4

15"

41

Number.

37

«7.738

263,633

42

936

34

30

794.949

795.oi3

Tior, .

Total,

(xii. ) — Dancer, Musi

cian, Beggar, and

Vagabond Castes.

Bditi, ....

(xiii.) — Persons enume

rated by National

ity ONLY.

Madrasi,

1,128

11,145

'5

Name of Nationality,

Tribe, or Caste.

Persons Enumerated

by Nationality

only—Continued.

Malabar,

Panjabi,

Telenga,

Uriya, ....

Total, .

(xiv.) — Persons of un

known or unspeci

fied Castes,

Grand Total of Hin

dus,

4.—Persons ofHindu origin

not recognising Caste.

Vaishnav,

Native Christians, .

Total, .

5.—Muhammadans.

Pathan, .

Sayyid, .

Unspecified, .

Total,

6.—Burmese.

Maghs, .

Barua, .

Rajbansi,

Total,

Total of Natives of

India, .

Total of Asiatics,

Grand Total,

30,026

38i

10,852

41.259

1,126,360

1,126,360

1,127,402
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HILL 'TRIBES AND RACES.—A more detailed account of these

aboriginal hill races and tribes will be found in the Statistical Account

ofthe Hill Tracts ofChittagong (pp. 39-66). Mr Raban, late Collector

of Chittagong, regarded the Chakmds as probably the earliest settlers

in the District, and he reported in 1870 that they were still to be

found in the low hills to the north of the Kamaphulf river. They

gain their livelihood by/zfrw cultivation—a nomadic form of tillage,

which consists of clearing a tract of virgin soil by burning down the

forest and jungle, cultivating it heavily for a few years till the soil

becomes exhausted, and then abandoning it and clearing another

patch of land in the same manner. This mode of cultivation is

described in detail in the Statistical Account of the Hill Tracts of

Chittagong (pp. 72-74) where it is the only form of husbandry

practised by the indigenous population. In Chittagong proper

some of the Chakmds are employed as vernacular writers (muharrirs)

and as policemen. The Chakmds speak an impure dialect of

Bengali ; and the Collector reports that the Chakmd boys are said

to be the most advanced of all the hill-races attending Government

schools in the District. The head of the tribe is Rajd Harish

Chandra (successor to the Kdlindri Rdni). The Chakmds have no

distinction of caste, and practise widow marriage; but constant

intercourse with the Bengalis has led to the partial adoption of the

parda-nashin system, or seclusion of women. The District Census

Report does not mention the Chakmds, and there are now but few

of them in the Regulation District of Chittagong.

Next to the Chakmds in point of antiquity, Mr Raban, the late Col

lector, classes the so-called Jtimid Maghs,1 who are found along the

banks of the chief rivers in the upper part of their course, and in the

low ranges of hills south of the Karnaphulf. They are of Ardkdnese

origin ; but long connection with this District has added to their

language many words and phrases of the impure Bengali dialect

current in Chittagong. Thesejumid Maghs, as their name implies, gain

their livelihood by the jum method of cultivation mentioned above.

In the Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision there is a considerable true Magh

population, descendants of those who fled to Chittagong at the close

of the last century on the invasion and conquest of Ardkdn by the

Burmese, and of those who sought our protection shortly before the

first Burmese war in 1824. They are most numerous in the police

circles (thdnds) of Rdmu and Ukhid, where lands were granted them

1 Their proper name is KhyoungthA, or children of the river.
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by Government They are also numerous at the subdivisional

station of Cox's B£z4r and at Harbhdng. Those living in the towns

and larger villages gain a livelihood by trade, and, where opportunity

offers, by fishing. Their language and their names are Burmese ;

their religion is Buddhism ; they do not as a rule understand

Bengali, and never speak it among themselves. The Census Re

port returns the total number of Maghs in Chittagong, including

both Jtimid Maghs and those residing on the plains and living by

settled tillage, at 30,026.

The Rajbansis and Baruas of Chittagong are also of Burmese

descent ; but their origin is not purely Burmese—they are the

offspring of Bengali women by Burmese men, and they have adopted

Hindu customs and the Bengali language. Both Rajbansis and

Baruas live in the plains, and have now settled down to avocations

similar to those of the people among whom they dwell. The Dis

trict Census Report returns the number of Burmese Rajbansfs at

10,852, and of Baruds at 381.

A few Tipperahs are found in the hilly parts of the District. The

Collector reported in 187 1 that they are all stragglers from the

State of Hill Tipperah on the north, and have been induced or

forced to leave by oppressive exactions on the part of the Raji.

Like all the other hill-tribes, they gain a living by the jum method

of cultivation. Although the Tipperahs have no caste system of

their own, yet those who remain in Hill Tipperah refuse to eat or

intermingle in any way with the emigrants, alleging that they have

become degraded by contact with the Bengalis. The Census Re

port in 1872 returned the number of Tipperahs in Chittagong Dis

trict at 45.

The other aboriginal tribes returned by the Census as residing

within Chittagong District are as follows :—Nat, 949 in number ;

Dhangar, 1 ; Kols, 14 ; and Santdls, 4. These, however, have all,

or nearly all, embraced some form of Hinduism as a religion.

Emigration and Immigration.—As already stated (page 135),

emigration to a very considerable extent, but chiefly of a temporary

character, takes place from Chittagong to Ardkan. The emigrants

are principally Muhammadans, who proceed southwards in search of

labour. During the few years previous to 1873, a number of hill-

people, who followed the nomadic form of cultivation known as

juming, left Chittagong proper and settled in the Hill Tracts and in

Ardkdn, owing to restrictions being placed uponjuming in the Regula
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tion District of Chittagong. Immigration to the District is almost

entirely confined to returning labourers from Chittagong ; but in

consequence of the difficulty experienced in obtaining local labour,

a considerable number of coolies have, in recent years, been im

ported by the tea-planters in the District. No statistics are avail

able showing the number of persons who go from or return to the

District, otherwise than as passengers in the vessels of the British

India Steam Navigation Company. The following table l gives the

number of passengers conveyed by the Company's steamers be

tween Chittagong and Akyab in the years 1867-68, 1872-73,

1873-74, 1874-75 =—

Year. Passengers to Akyab. Passengers from Akyib.

1867-68 2,918 5,298

1872-73 7,498 9,845

1873-74 7,564 8,680

1874-75 8,917 11,109

These figures probably represent but a small proportion of those who

go yearly to Arakan. The rate of passage by steamer is Rs. 5, or IDS.

per head ; and many go by land rather than pay this amount. During

the months of March and April 1875, when there was competition

between two lines of steamers, and the fares were much reduced,

5,428 passengers were conveyed by the British India Steam Naviga

tion Company from Akydb to Chittagong ; whereas in the year 1 874

the number of passengers during the same two months was only

1,588, and in 1873 only 2,035. The greatest number of passages for

Akyab are granted during the months of December, January, and

February, when there is a great demand for, agricultural labour for

the Arikdn rice harvest. That the return passengers by steamer

exceed the outward passengers, probably arises from the fact, that

men who have saved money out of their earnings prefer the more

agreeable and quick sea-route to the toilsome and slow journey

overland.

The only recent considerable internal movement of population in

Chittagong is the partial desertion of the village of Gandamard, on

the mainland, and of the island of Kutabdid, owing to the absence

of good embankments, and the consequent inundation of salt water

(see page 131). The people are believed to have all, or nearly all,

taken up their residence in the neighbouring police circles (tAdnds)

of Satkami, Chakiria, and Ma"skhal

1 From statistics furnished by Messrs Bulloch Bros., agents to the Company.
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Hindu Castes.—The following is a list of 65 Hindu castes met

with in Chittagong District, showing their occupation, and arranged

as far as possible in the order in which they rank in public esteem.

The numbers of each caste are taken from Mr C. F. Magrath's

District Census Compilation for Chittagong.

High Castes.—(1) Brahman, members of the priesthood, public

and z&mind&ri servants, &c, and the highest caste in the Hindu

social system. According to the Census Report, the Brahmans of

Chittagong number 22,657. (2) Kshattriya or Khatrf, employed in

military service and as traders; number in 1872, 143. (3) Rajput,

employed in military or police service, or as guards, doorkeepers,

&c. ; 359 in number. (4) Ghitwal, a subordinate section of Rajputs,

employed in olden times to keep the hill-roads and passes free from

robbers, and now policemen ; 3 in number. (5) Baidya, physicians,

traders, clerks, landholders, &c. ; 4,016 in number. (6) Kayasth,

clerks, Government and private servants, landholders, &c, the most

numerous caste in the District ; the Census Report returns their

number at 68,916. (7) Lagna Acharjya, astrologers, fortune-tellers,

&c. They are in reality Brahmans who have become degraded, from

their practice of accepting alms from lower classes, and have now

practically become a separate caste. The Census Report does not

return the Achdrjyas separately, and they are probably included with

the pure Brahmans. (8) Bhdt, heralds and genealogists by caste-oc

cupation ; but the Collector reports that in Chittagong their avocation

is that of bamboo-umbrella-makers and beggars. The Bhats claim

to be lapsed Brahmans, but it is very doubtful whether they have

any title to the rank ; in the Census Report they are returned as a

separate caste, 87 in number.

Pure Sudra Castes.—Next in rank to the foregoing come the

following n pure Sudra castes, from whose hands a Brahman

can take water or uncooked food without injury to his caste.

(9) Ndpit, barbers ; 15,697 in number. (10) Kdmar, blacksmiths ;

2,749 in number. (11) Kumar, potters and makers of earthenware

idols; 3,826 in number. (12) Phulmali, gardeners and flower-

sellers, also makers of artificial flowers from pith (sold); 856 in num

ber. (13) Gandhabanik, traders and merchants; 1,364 in number.

(14) Tambuli or Tamli, originally /><i«-sellers by caste occupation,

but most of them have now abandoned their hereditary avocation

and taken to trade, many being wealthy grain-dealers and merchants;

1,116 in number. (15) Sadgop, the highest of the cultivating castes;

VOL. VI. 1
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35 in number. (16) Siidra, cultivators, and domestic servants in

high-caste families ; 30,338 in number. (17) Sankhari, shell-cutters;

89 in number. (18) Kdnsdri, braziers and workers in bell-metal;

595 in number. (19) Barui, pdn growers and sellers; 12,448 in

number.

Intermediate Sudra Castes.—The following 20 form the inter

mediate Siidra castes. These are neither esteemed nor despised,

but are looked upon as possessing some claims to respectability :—

(20) Gop or GoaM, milkmen and cowherds; 327 in number. (21)

Halwdi, sweetmeat-makers; 146 in number. (22) Madak, sweet

meat-makers ; 85 in number. (23) Ganrdr, preparers and sellers of

parched rice ; 7 in number. (24) Kaibartta, cultivators and fisher

men ; 3,692 in number. (25) Vaishnav, religious ascetics and

beggars ; 894 in number. The Vaishnavs are not a caste properly

speaking, but rather a class of Hindus professing the principles

inculcated by Chaitanya, a religious reformer of the fifteenth century.

For a more detailed description of this sect, see the Statistical

Account of the District of the 24 Parganas (vol. i. pp. 65-67). (26)

Koeri, cultivators; 17 in number. (27) Kurmi, cultivators and

labourers; 47 in number. (28) Tanti, weavers ; 2,799 in number.

(29) Subarnabanik, jewellers and bankers; 5,165 in number. (30)

Sonarbanik, gold and silver smiths; 603 in number. (31) Sunri,

distillers and wine - sellers ; 1,742 in number. (32) Shdha, not a

separate caste, but a branch of the Sunn's or wine-sellers, who have

abandoned their caste-occupation and taken to trade. Their num

ber is not returned separately in the Census Report, and is appar

ently included with that of the preceding caste. (33) Dhoba,

washermen ; 11,135 m number. (34) Teli, oil-pressers and sellers;

many are also well-to-do grain-merchants ; 3,908 in number. (35)

Kalu, a branch of the Teli or oil-selling caste; 155 in number.

(36) Kdhar, palanquin-bearers and labourers ; 7 in number. (37)

Behant, palanquin - bearers and labourers; 5,720 in number. (38)

Jogi, weavers; 32,314 in number. (39) Chhutar or Sutradhar,

carpenters; 1,328 in number.

Low Castes.—The following 26 form the very low castes, and

are despised accordingly: (40) Beldar, labourers ; 100 in number.

(41) Chunriri, lime-burners ; 107 in number. (42) MaM, boatmen

and fishermen ; 525 in number. (43) Machua, boatmen and fisher

men ; 4 in number. (44) Patur, boatmen and fishermen ; 41 in

number. (45) Tior, boatmen and fishermen; 1,128 in number.
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(46) Halui Dis, cultivators and labourers ; not returned in the

Census Report. (47) Jalid Dis, fishermen and musicians; 9,284

in number. (48) Gunri, fishermen ; 13 in number. (49) Patuni,

ferrymen and boatmen ; 150 in number. (50) Chandil, cultivators,

fishermen, and labourers; 1,585 in number. (51) Baiti, matmakers;

15 in number. (52) Nat, musicians; 949 in number. (53) Dom,

matmakers and musicians; 15,491 in number. (54) Bigdi, fisher

men, cultivators, and labourers ; 59 in number. (55) Pharigiri,

bamboo-umbrella-makers ; not returned as a caste in the Census

Report. (56) Chimir, shoemakers and leather - dealers ; 776 in

number. (57) Bauri, palanquin-bearers and labourers; 3 in num

ber. (58) Bind, labourers ; 3 in number. (59) Dosidh, cultivators

and labourers ; 3 in number. (60) Hiri, swineherds ; 4,888 in num

ber. (61) Kiori, swineherds; 14 in number. (62) Koch,

labourers; 14 in number. (63) Mil, snake-charmers; 1 in number.

(64) Pan, labourers ; 2 in number. (65) Mihtar, sweepers ; 1,687

in number.

Religious Division of the People. — The population is di

vided into Muhammadans, Hindus (including a small number of

members of the Brahma Samdj), Buddhists, a few Christians, most

of whom are Eurasians and Firinghis (descendants of the early

Portuguese settlers), and a very small number belonging to ab

original tribes, who still retain their primitive forms of belief. The

Muhammadans form the great majority of the population. In 1872,

the Census returned their numbers as follows : Males, 377,322, and

females, 417,691; total, 795,013, or 70-5 per cent, of the District

population : proportion of males in total Muhammadan population,

47 -5 per cent. The Collector reports that the religion of Islim has

now ceased to make any further progress among the people. The

Hindus, as loosely grouped together for religious purposes in the

Census Report of 1872, numbered 144,290 males, and 156,848

females ; total, 301,138, or 267 per cent, of the District population :

proportion of males in total Hindu population, 47-9 per cent. The

Census Report includes the Brahma Samij followers, or members of

the reformed theistic sect of Hindus, along with the general Hindu

population ; but their number is very few. According to the Col

lector's report, Brahmaism did not number in 1871 more than a

dozen followers in Chittagong, and those were chiefly men whose

homes were in other Districts. The Buddhist population of Chitta

gong consists of 13,871 males, and 16,278 females; total, 30,149,
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or 27 per cent, of the total population. The Christian community

consists of 564 males and 520 females ; total, 1,804, or -i per cent

of the District population. Most of the Christians are Firinghis.

The native Christian community numbers, according to the Census

Report, only 42 souls ; and missionary efforts have proved almost

entirely fruitless. ' Other ' religious denominations, consisting of

aboriginal people still retaining their primitive faiths, are represented

by only 12 males and 6 females; total, 18.

THE MUHAMMADANS of Chittagong are not divided into castes,

and they all belong to the Suni sect. Their chief occupation is as

agriculturists, and in this capacity numbers flock every season to

Ardkin to assist the Ardkdnese in planting and rearing their crops,

and then return to their homes after the work is done. Many, how

ever, remain away for years, and take advantage of the very favour

able land-tenure settlements offered beyond the NaT estuary. Others

of the Muhammadan community supplement the income derived from

their fields by going out to service as ships' laskars or as day-

labourers. Boys of the Muhammadan religion are generally married

between the ages of fifteen and twenty years, and, unless they are

younger, their wishes are consulted by their parents. Girls are

usually married at ten years of age, and have no voice in the selec

tion of a husband. The Magistrate of Chittagong reported, in 1874,

that divorce is not common in the District except for infidelity, or

in cases where the wife is childless ; but where the woman bears no

children, divorce frequently occurs. The Muhammadan women are,

the Magistrate reports, chiefly employed in domestic duties ; bat

among the poorer classes, they have to do light field-work, especially

those women who are old and unattractive.

FiRiNGHis.1—The greater part of the Christian population of

Chittagong consists of Firinghis, the descendants of the Portuguese

adventurers and mercenaries who played such an important part in

the history of Chittagong two centuries ago. (See ' Early History

of Chittagong,' pp. 1 1 i-i 1 3 of this Statistical Account. ) The Firinghis

at one time were extensive shipowners and wealthy men ; but they

are now said to be fast decreasing in importance. In the interior

of the District a few of them follow agricultural pursuits; but for the

most part they reside in the town of Chittagong, where there are

two Roman Catholic chapels. Even as late as the beginning of the

1 The information relating to the Firinghis is mainly derived from an article in the

Calcutta Review for July 1871
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present century the Firinghis possessed large numbers of slaves.

The slave girls were let out as concubines, but their masters asserted

their right to reclaim them at will. The number of slaves often

exceeded fifty in one family. The process of miscegenation, which

has been long going on, has completely deprived the present descen

dants of the Portuguese of any resemblance to their ancestors, and,

except by their dress, they are hardly distinguishable in appearance

from natives. Most of them have a large proportion of Magh and

Muhammadan blood in their veins; and in 1871, the Collector

stated that it is believed that out of all the Firinghi families in

Chittagong, there is only one of pure Portuguese descent. The

children of Firinghis, whether legitimate or illegitimate, always in

herit the names of their fathers. Up to the beginning of the present

century, the Christian names, as well as the surnames of Firinghis,

were Portuguese ; but now, while the surname is Portuguese, an

English Christian name is adopted. The native styles the Portu

guese descendants ' Matti Firinghi ' (earth-coloured Europeans), or

' Kali Firinghi ' (black Europeans), and regards them as no better

than himself. Indeed, by neglect of education, the Firinghis have

allowed the natives to outstrip them, and many appointments, of

which they formerly had the monopoly, are at present held by

Hindus and Muhammadans; but the pride of race still lingers

among them, and they still look down upon the natives, who are

now their equals both in energy and education. The Firinghis,

from long intercourse with the natives, have adopted many of their

customs ; and numerous ceremonies, allied to those practised by

natives, have been introduced on the occasion of domestic occur

rences. Marriages among Firinghis are usually arranged by a third

party, and it is said that the men treat their wives with great

harshness, and that an act of kindness is regarded as the mark of a

mean spirit. In the year 1859, the Firinghis of Chittagong num

bered 1,025 souls; by the following year, 1860, they had decreased

to 985. In 1866 their total population was 865, and at the time of

the Census in 1872 they numbered only 854.

THE BRAHMA SAMAj.—The Collector reported in 1871 that the

Brihma Samdj did not then number more than a dozen followers in

the whole District, and that of the few who followed this religion,

nearly all had their homes in other districts. Since 1871 the num

ber of Brdhmas in the District has increased to 50 or 60, but still

very few of these are natives of Chittagong. Some few of the
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members of the Brahma Samaj meet every Friday and Sunday for

prayer : the meeting is held in a house in the town of Chittagong,

set apart for this purpose, but very few attend the service, and

fewer still subscribe towards maintaining the house. The people of

Chittagong are so backward and so unprogressive that Brahmaism

is not likely to make rapid strides among them ; moreover, as the

Collector stated in 1871, 'high English education has not here

reached the point at which this particular form of religion is

esteemed.'

Division of the People into Town and Country.—The popu

lation of Chittagong is purely rural, and, with the exception of the

town of Chittagong itself, there is no town containing 5,000 inhabi

tants in the whole District.

Chittagong Town is situated on the banks of the Karnaphuli

river, about twelve miles distant from its mouth, in 220 21' north

latitude, and in 910 53' east longitude. The town itself is merely an

agglomeration of small villages, grouped together for municipal pur

poses, and covering an area of nine square miles. The houses occu

pied by the European officials and their families are scattered over a

considerable area, and each house is on a separate hill. These hills,

although small, are very steep, and, with one or two exceptions, it is

impossible to drive to the top. The principal streets are Dfwan-

bazir and Chandanpura-bazar, which run through the main portion

of the town, from north to south—Chandanpuni-bazar beginning

where Diwan-bdzar ends. Besides the houses of the Europeans and

of the principal native residents, the chief brick buildings in the sta

tion are the Government Offices, the Circuit House and Dale Bun

galow, which form together only one building; the Roman Catholic

Cathedral, near Firinghi-bazdr ; the Protestant Church ; a Roman

Catholic Chapel ; a large Mosque in Katalganj Road ; the Zild

School ; the Albert School, and the Dispensary. In his Annual Re

port for the year 1874-75, the Commissioner states that 'there is no

doubt that the town of Chittagong continues to deserve the evil

reputation of being one of the most insalubrious spots in Bengal.

The Civil Surgeon assigns the insalubrity of the station to the exist

ence of the extensive low-lying marshy lands that have been thrown

up in the river opposite the town, the malaria from which is carried

by the prevalent wind from south or south-west, amongst, and imbibed

by, the inhabitants. In support of this theory, it is a singular fact

that the north part of the town—the portion furthest removed from
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the river—is most free from fever.' Efforts are being made, by the

introduction of sanitary reforms, to render the station somewhat less

unhealthy ; but the Commissioner (Mr E. E. Lowis) is not sanguine

of any good result. The drainage scheme proposed by the Magis

trate includes a plan for ' the embankment and reclamation of a

large char, which will be thoroughly drained, and on which the muni

cipality should erect a good, open, airy bazar, with a river frontage

of half a mile.' One of the great evils of the town is the enormous

number of tanks and stagnant pools that it contains ; and the great

difficulty and heavy cost of obtaining earth for filling up the most

noxious of them are, the Magistrate states, almost insurmountable

obstacles to the removal of the evil. At the time of the experi

mental Census in 1869, an enumeration was made of the housfis

and inhabitants within municipal limits, which disclosed the fol

lowing results :—Area, 7,097 acres, or 10*09 square miles ; 4,307

houses. Population—Musalmins, 11,156; Hindus, 3,479; Chris

tians, 559; other denominations, 324: total, 15,518. The regular

Census, taken in January 1872, showed that the population of the

town considerably exceeded the figures given above. The popula

tion of the town, as returned in the Census Report, is as follows :—

Muhammadans—males, 8,105; females, 6,946: total, 15,051. Hin

dus—males, 3,612 ; females, 1,075 : total, 4,687. Christians—males,

392 ; females, 352 : total, 744. Buddhists and 'others'—males, 97;

females, 25 : total, 122. Total of all denominations—males, 12,206;

females, 8,398 : grand total, 20,604. The considerable excess of

males over females in Chittagong town is due to the fact that the

population largely consists of men who come from other parts for

trade or in search of employment, and leave their families at home.

Chittagong is the only Municipality in the District administered

under Act III. of 1864 of the Bengal Council. In 1868-69 the muni

cipal receipts amounted to ,£2,687, 18s., and the expenditure to

£1,863, Izs- The Census Report returns the gross municipal in

come in 1871-72 at £2,136, i2S.,and the expenditure at £2,381, 6s.

—average rate of municipal taxation, 2s. id., or Rs. 1, o, 7, per head

of the population. The municipal income is mainly derived from the

house-tax, the remaining revenue being realised from pounds, ferries,

and a few other miscellaneous sources. The average annual municipal

income for the three years ending 1874-75 was £2,967, 5s., and

the average annual expenditure, £2,756, 3s. [For an account of

the Port of Chittagong, see pp. 191-193.]
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Cox's BAzAR, the headquarters of the Subdivision of the same

name, is situated on the banks of the Edghkhdlf khdl, in 21° 26' 20"

north latitude, and 92° i' 15" east longitude. The population of the

town, according to the Census1 of 1872, consisted of—Maghs, 3,205;

Muhammadans, 831 ; Hindus, 244 : total, 4,280 ; and it is estimated

that there were then 584 absentees. The Maghs, therefore, form

more than three-fourths of the population of the town of Cox's Bdzir,

though they form only 11-9 per cent, of the population of the Sub

division. Cox's Bdzdr is a thriving and important place, and the

headquarters ot a police circle or th&nd. In appearance it differs

altogether from a Bengal town. The places of worship, and the rest-

houses of the Maghs, are well and solidly built, and ' some of the

houses of the well-to-do residents are not only substantial, but very

picturesque and neatly ornamented.' The houses are built entirely

of timber, raised on piles, after the Burmese fashion ; and with their

' surrounding verandahs and decorated gable-ends, the whole pre

sents an appearance not unlike that of a Swiss cottage.' At short

intervals, all through the Magh portion of the town of Cox's Bdzdr,

there are small covered stands, each containing vessels of fresh

drinking-water and a cup; the vessels are refilled daily by the

Magh women, and the regularity with which this duty is attended to,

together with the large number of rest-houses, show the stranger at

once that he has arrived in hospitable quarters. The happy, free,

and careless air of the people, as they walk through the town smok

ing, or lounge and gossip in the rest-houses, presents a marked con

trast to the appearance of the ordinary Bengali villager ; while the

picturesque dresses of the women, and their apparent happiness as

they carry on their domestic duties, or weave their coloured cloths

at the thresholds of their houses, show, that as regards the treatment

of their wives and daughters, the Buddhists of Cox's Bdzdr have re

mained uncorrupted by their Hindu and Muhammadan neighbours.

For the purposes of police and conservancy, a town corporation was

constituted under the provisions of Act VI. of 1868 of the Bengal

Council. The revenue is raised by means of a house-tax, which, in

l873-74, amounted to ,£185, is. 4>£d. The expenditure in the same

year amounted to ^133, 155. 4j^d., distributed as follows: police,

^64, 45. 6^d. ; conservancy, .£8; roads and bridges, ^42, 123.

establishment, £iB, i8s. 6d. The average incidence of

1 From the compilation of the Subdivisional Officer.
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taxation in 1873-74 was 9f6d., or 6 dnnds 3 pies, per head of the

town population.

Minor Towns and Villages.—Besides the foregoing, there are

several villages and small towns of sufficient importance to merit

separate mention. As, however, none of them contain 5,000 inhabi

tants, their population is not returned in the Census Report. The

chief villages are:—(1) Mfrkdsardi, a village and police-station (thdna)

in the sadr or headquarters Subdivision; situated in the north of the

District, on the imperial highroad from Dacca to Chittagong, in 22°

46' 4" north latitude, and 91° 37' 10" east longitude. (2) Phatik-

chari, a village and police-station in the headquarters Subdivision ;

situated in the north of the District, near the boundary of the Chit

tagong Hill Tracts, in 220 43' 50" north latitude, and 91° 47' 15"

east longitude. (3) Kumirid, a village and police-station in the

headquarters Subdivision ; situated a short distance from the sea-

coast, in lat. 220 30' 15", and long. 910 45' 40". (4) Hathazari, a

village and police-station in the headquarters Subdivision ; situated

a few miles east of Kumiriil, in lat 22° 30' o", and long. 91° 51' o".

(5) Rdojdn, a village and police-station in the headquarters Subdivi

sion ; situated east of Hdthdzdri, and near the boundary of the Chit

tagong Hill Tracts, in lat. 22° 32' o", and long. 910 58' 10". (6)

Patid, a village and police-station south-east of Chittagong town, in

the headquarters Subdivision; situated on the Chittagong and Ardkdn

road, in lat. 220 18' o", and long. 920 1' 30". (7) Sdtkdnid, a village

and police-station in the south of the headquarters Subdivision; situ

ated on the Chittagong and Ardkdn road, in lat. 22° 4' 55", and long.

92° 5' 55 "• (8) Chandrandth, a village on Sitdkund hill, in the head

quarters Subdivision, and a great place of pilgrimage; lat. 22° 37'

55", and long. 91° 43' 40". (9) Mdskhdl, a village and police-station

in the island of Mdskhdl, within the Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision ; lat.

210 31' 15", long. 910 58' o". (10) Chakarid, a village and police-

station in the Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision ; situated on the Chittagong

and Ardkdn road ; lat. 210 45' 3", and long. 920 1' 15". (n) Rdmu,

a village and police-station in the Cox's Bdzdr Subdivision ; situ

ated upon the Chittagong and Ardkdn road; lat. 210 24' 55", long.

920 8' 40".

According to the Census of 1872, there are in Chittagong District

161 villages, containing each a population of two thousand and up

wards. The District Census Report thus classifies the villages and

towns :—There are 212 small villages, each containing less than two
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hundred inhabitants ; 282 villages or small towns, of from two to

five hundred; 216 from five hundred to a thousand; 191 from one

to two thousand ; 82 from two to three thousand ; 48 from three to

five thousand ; 29 from five to ten thousand ; and 2 from ten to fifteen

thousand inhabitants. These villages are, however, the survey mau-

zds; and in the case of all those returned as containing more than five

thousand inhabitants, and also in the case of many of the smaller ones,

each mauzd contains two or more villages in the sense of clusters of

houses. The Census Report divides the adult male population of

the District into 158,273 agriculturists,1 and 1 29,375 non-agriculturists.

The number of non-agriculturists given is, however, far too high,

since it includes 25,280 labourers, and a large number of shop

keepers and artisans, who, though described as non-agriculturists,

have nevertheless their own little patches of land, which they culti

vate between times or by the labour of their families.

Places of Historical Interest.—There are very few relics now

remaining to show the important historical interest which attaches to

the District of Chittagong, and especially to Chittagong town and

Rdmu (see pp. 1 1 o- 1 2 1 ). The Magistrate reported in 1872 that there

are still to be seen at Cox's Bazir some quaint old guns and wall-

pieces, apparently Burmese, which are probably relics of the first

Burmese war, when there was fighting in R&mu. Near Rdjdkul,

south of Ramu, are (the Magistrate reported) some remains which

are supposed to indicate the site of an old fort or palace, belonging

to the Magh chiefs of that part of the country ; and in the island of

Maskhal a Magh stone-chest was dug up. It contained two figures,

one roughly carved in stone, and the other more carefully moulded

in a compound metal, apparently the same that is used in the manu

facture of Burmese gongs.

Material Condition of the People.—Almost the whole popu

lation lives by agriculture ; and, as a rule, the people are better clad

and more prosperous than in other parts of lower Bengal. Several

causes can be assigned for their superior prosperity.

\st, The rice crop, which forms the staple food of the District,

rarely if ever fails from drought. By terracing the fields as they

slope downwards from the low hill-ranges, and by damming up the

small streams which form after a few showers of rain, the cultivator

can generally secure a sufficient supply of water for the irrigation of

his fields.

2d, The very large export trade in rice contributes towards the

1 This includes cowherds and others engaged with animals.
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wealth of the people, although all the rice that is exported does not

belong to the District of Chittagong, and a large proportion comes

from the neighbouring Districts of Tipperah and Nodkhali. An

account of the- export trade is given on a subsequent page.

2,d, The land of the District is generally assessed at what has

been for many years an extremely low rate. It has been reported

to Government that much of the land might now be fairly assessed

at from four to five times the amount it pays at present as Govern

ment revenue.

4//1, Owing to the great demand for labour in Arakan, the rates of

wages are high, and a common day-labourer is able to earn six rupees

or 12s. a-month. The people of Ardkdn are too indolent to till

their own fields when they can hire others to do the work for them ;

and numbers of Chittagong men go southwards every year for the

harvest season, and return when it is over. Others, however, stay

in Ardkan for a number of years ; and when they return, each man

brings with him what is a large sum of money for a Bengal labourer.

t $th, Chittagong seamen and Magh cooks obtain employment out

side the District, and rarely fail to return with considerable savings.

The money which the people of the District accumulate in these

different ways is not, however, all spent in improving their material

condition ; much of it is wasted in litigation, to which the people

of this District have recourse on the most frivolous pretext.

Character of the People.—Sir H. Ricketts, when Commis

sioner, thus wrote of the people of Chittagong in 1848: 'I am

afraid that the people of this District deserve the character they have

so long borne for litigiousness. (The Board of Revenue in 1833

spoke of their litigious character as then long proverbial.) It is not

only that they will litigate to the last for a rightful advantage : they

will litigate though any ultimate advantage is impossible ; and, more

than that, they will litigate, incurring certain loss, in order to disturb

and injure a neighbour. It is impossible to mix at all with any class

of the people without observing the undisguised ill-will which they

bear to each other. Mistrust, suspicion, uncharitableness, prevail :

misfortune can find no sympathy.' '

Sir H. Ricketts attributed the character of the people to the origin

ally complicated character of their estates (obtained by clearing jungle

or buying cleared lands in various directions, and then having them

measured as one estate); to the subsequent interchanges of land; and

lastly, to the elaborate and frequent measurements and inquiries by

1 Report to Government of Bengal, dated 2d Sept. 1848.
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English officers for the purpose of assessing land not already charged

with the payment of Government revenue. These investigations

thrust upon the people a host of ill-paid, corrupt native officers, who

were employed in seeking out the land, which it was the interest of

every landholder to conceal. ' There was corruption in every village :

the inhabitants may be said to have been divided between informers

and victims, the bribing and bribed. . . . What could ensue but

general demoralisation? . . . How could the children fail to

grow up what they are—litigious, distrustful of each other, suspi

cious of our purposes and intentions, and prone to fraud ? '

This is the character given to the people in 1848 by Sir H.

Ricketts, and in 1873 the Commissioner (Mr Hankey) reported that

the description was then equally true.

But besides the involved system of land tenures and measurement,

Sir H. Ricketts gives another reason to account for the more than or

dinarily litigious disposition ofthe people : ' There are nowno occupant

zaminddrs, to whom the people can apply for the adjustment of the

most trifling disputes ; all are carried into court, there fomented by

the vakils, and appealed from court to court, to the utter ruin of

all parties. A resident landed proprietor is always ready to effect

the adjustment of a difference between those who hold land under

him ; for, be there no more creditable motive, he knows that rayats

engaged in litigation are never good rent-payers. A trifling fee may

be in some cases demanded by the zaminddr or his steward. Be it

so ; better that a kid or a few melons should be given to the steward

than that the strife should be continued for years, and two or three

grades of highly-paid public officers be occupied in deciding a claim

to catch " small fry " in a puddle, or to tether a goat by the path-

side.' Many disputes are settled by the mdtabars, or headmen of the

villages ; but these men offer a most inadequate substitute for an

influential and resident zaminddr.

It was anticipated that the Land Settlement which ended in 1848

would, after a time, put an end to the extreme litigiousness of the

people ; but although the time has now (1875) arrived when new

settlement operations (though not of the same magnitude) must be

conducted, there has not, it appears, been any change in the dispo

sition of the people. Their leading characteristics are described by

the Commissioners in 1873 as 'independence, disrespect, and liti

giousness.' Their independence is usually shown in objections to

every kind of interference and to the slightest increase in taxation,

though it be to remedy an obvious and acknowledged evil.
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Dress and Ornaments.—Rayats (cultivators) and small shop

keepers in Chittagong dress in the same way; but the clothing of

the cultivator is of a coarser description. The Hindus wear a dhutl

or waist-cloth, and also a chddar or shawl thrown over the body ;

the Muhammadans, as a rule, do not use the chddar, and their waist-

cloth is of smaller size. Both Hindu and Muhammadan women

wear large cloths wound round the waist and body, and coloured

clothes are also used by those who can afford them. In Chittagong

town shoes are worn by those who are well off, and many of them

are made after the English pattern. The following table gives the

local names of the ornaments worn by women and boys ; the orna

ments being usually made of gold or silver :—

Worn by

Where worn.
Muhammadan

Boys (Hindu and

Muhammadan.)
Hindu Women and Girls. Women and

Uirls.

I. Bald. 2. KAknA.

3. Shankha. 4. KAchh.

5. KAlsi. 6. TAr.

7. BAju. 8. Churi.

9. MardAnA. 10. NArikel

1. KAchh. 1. KhAru.

2. Kunchi. 2. Baju.

3. TAr.

Hand and arm '

phul. n. Jasm.

12. Kunchi. 13. PanjA.

4. KAlsi.

1. HAsuli. 1. HAsuli.

Neck . . <
2. Telhari. 2. Telhari.

3. ChandrahAr.

4. Chik.

r. Pipal pAt or pheni. r. BAH.

Ear . . . \

2. Nolak. 2. Karamphul.

3. Karnaphuli. 3. KAnbAla.

4. Dheri.

5. JhumkA.

1. NAkphul or NAsAphul. 1. BolAk.

Nose . . < 2. licshar.

3. BolAk.

Head . . -j

1. SitAdaknA.

2. Jhotaphul.

3. Pheni.

1. Shikal, 1. Shikal or Ka- 1. Kinkini.

Waist . . < 2. Kinkini (this is worn mardAnd,

chiefly by children.) 2. ChandrahAr.

1. KhAru. 1. KhAru. 1. Kharu.

Foot . . . <J
2. Ghunguro. 2. Benki.

3. PAjeb. 3. Ghunguro.

4. PAjeb.
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DWELLINGS.—The style of houses occupied by both shopkeepers

and cultivators is the same. Earth for a ground-floor is raised, ac

cording to the locality, from two to three feet above the surrounding

level. Wooden posts, or straight poles of rough wood, are erected

at the four corners, with others under a ridge-pole along the centre

line, to support the roof. The outer walls and inner partitions are

formed of bamboo mats, and the roof is thatched with long jungle-

grass placed over bamboo mats. The rafters are rough sticks or

bamboos, each fastened in its proper place with split cane used as

rope. The roof either slopes from the four sides of the house to a

common vertex, or from two sides only which meet at a long ridge

pole. A large house of this description generally consists of the

following apartments:—(i) an enclosed verandah (Idktd); (2) a

centre dining-room behind the verandah (hdtina) ; (3) a large back

room for sleeping (bardghar). Sometimes there is behind these three

rooms a fourth, called piclikuli, used for keeping stores and uten

sils. The cook-room (avid} is usually a separate small hut, but some

times it is attached to the house. A shop has generally only two

rooms—a large one in front and a smaller one at the back. A small

shed serves as a cook-room. In the Magh villages in the District

there is always to be found one or more rest-houses. These buildings,

when used solely as rest-houses, are all of one pattern, and are raised

above the ground on piles. They are not alone used by travellers,

but serve as a place of meeting for the villagers, who, when they have

nothing else to do, sit there and talk and smoke. Near each rest-

house there is usually a small stand roofed in and containing two

vessels of water and a drinking-cup. It is the duty of the women to

keep the vessels continually supplied with fresh water. The Buddhist

houses of religion, called khiongs, are also built on piles ; and when

there is no building set apart exclusively as a rest-house or place of

meeting, the khiong is used for this purpose, besides being a house of

religion and a school for the education of children.

FURNITURE.—The furniture in the house of an ordinary cultivator

consists of brass plates (thdld), brass cups (bdti), brass jugs (lotd),

some coarse quilts for night-covering, a mat to lie on, and a few

earthen cooking vessels. A shopkeeper's furniture consists of the

same articles, but in larger number and of better workmanship,

with the addition sometimes of some low wooden stools.

FOOD.—The food of the shopkeeper is the same in kind as that

of the cultivator, and consists of rice, fish, pulse (generally khes&ri),
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chillis, and salt. During the whole of the cold season, fresh fish is

rare in the interior of the District, as most of the fishermen go out

to sea; the people then use dried fish. Oil and vegetables are

seldom used by the poorer classes. Pan (betel-leaf) is extensively

chewed by every class of natives and by both men and women.

With it are used lime, coriander-seed, cinnamon, cardamoms, and

sometimes rose-water. They are enclosed in betel-leaves, which

are wrapped round them so as to form a cone in shape. Opium

and its compounds (chandu, &c.), as well as ganjd, are used for

smoking, but chiefly by the Maghs. The Collector estimates the

household expenses of a shopkeeper with a family of five persons

to amount to £2 a-month, made up as follows :—Rice, 125.; fish,

split peas, and spices, IDS.; clothes, 8s.; firewood, 25.; miscellaneous

expenses, such as pay of barber, washerman, family priest, &c., 8s.:

total £2. The monthly household charges of a cultivator's family

of five persons are estimated at j£i, ics. a-month, as follows :—Rice,

I2S.; dried fish, split peas, and spices, 8s.; clothes, 53.; firewood, 6d.;

miscellaneous expenses, 45. 6d. : total, £i, IDS.

AGRICULTURE.—The principal crops grown in the District are :

(i) Cereals, consisting of (a) rice (of which the three principal varie

ties are the boro, dus, and dman crops) ; (b) Indian corn (makkd) ;

and a little wheat and barley. (2) Green crops—(a) mug (Phaseolus

mungo) ; (b) kaldi ( Phaseolus Roxburghii) ; (c) peas (matar). (3) fibres,

—(a) jute (pdt), of which 1200 maunds are annually consumed in

manufactures in the District ; (b) flax (san). (4) Miscellaneous crops—

(a) sugar-cane (akh) ; betel-leaf (pdn) ; egg-plant (baigan) ; radish

(muld) ; melon (tartnuj) ; gourds of different kinds (Idu, mithakumari,

chdlkumard, &c.); mustard (sarisha); sesamum (til); linseed (fist);

supdrt trees (Areca catechu), which yield the betel-nut ; tobacco,

and tea. [For an account of the tea industry in Chittagong see pp.

194-197 of this Statistical Account]

With the exception of chillis, the cold weather food-crops of the

Chittagong District are unimportant. Sugar appears to be nowhere

manufactured in the District ; molasses are made both from sugar

cane and date-palm juice, though from the latter but rarely.

The juice is extracted from the sugar-cane by a machine somewhat

resembling an oil-mill. The canes are pressed between two grooved

cylindrical pieces of wood vertically set in a wooden basin and turned

by a lever worked horizontally by two men ; and the juice flows by a

pipe from the bottom of the bowl into an earthen vessel.
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Rice Cultivation.—Rice is the chief and staple product of

the District. There are three distinct crops, called boro, dus,

and dman rice. The harvest of the boro crop is in April and

May, of the dus in July and August, and of the dman crop in

December and January. The quantity of both boro and dus rice

grown is very small compared with the amount of the dman crop. Of

each of these three classes of rice there are many varieties. The fol

lowing 33 are the principal kinds grown in the District:—(i) Aus

bat/dm, (2) panid dus, (3) chikndl dus,—sown in March and April,

on lands easily irrigated. The first two kinds are transplanted, and

the last sown where it is intended to grow. (4) Agni sdil, and (5)

giring, sown on higher lands in June and July, and reaped about

November. They are sown in nurseries and planted out. The

following 13 kinds are grown on high lands, and transplanted, being

sown in June and July, and reaped in December and January :—

(1) nal bint, (2) sapha-bini, (3) khar-piord, (4) chdmlds-beti, (5)

bdsud-beti, (6) jata-beti, (7) ghan-jdli, (8) kald-bini, (9) bar-bini,

(10) dul-kamal, (n) tilak-kasturi, (12) ndrdbhog, and (13) madhu-

mdlat. The following 15 varieties are sown in July and August,

on wet lands, and, with the exception of the last, are all transplanted :

—(1) kusidri (2) martanbhog, (3) lomburu, (4) lakshmi-bilds, (5)

sukhmani, (6) maidal, (7) motdri, (8) daharud-beti, (9) rdjd-sdil,

(10) bini-mdli, (n) rdi-sdil, (12) gilang, (13) koldbdil, (14) ndri-

kel-chomar, and (15) dalpdtd. It does not seem that rice cultiva

tion has taken the place of inferior grains within recent times, or

that any improvement in the quality of the rice cultivated has been

effected. The Collector is of opinion that, as a whole, cultivation has

increased of late years, although in some tracts near the hills, and

in places liable to inundation by salt water, lands are falling out of

tillage. The different stages of rice cultivation from the seed till it

is cooked for eating are as follows :—The seed is called bij ; when

the small plant sprouts it is called bij-dhdn; when fit for transplant

ing, Jdld ; when in full growth, dhdn ; the stubble is called mird, and

the straw paydl-ghds ; dhdn husked after being dried in the sun

becomes atap-chdul, and when husked after boiling usnd-chdul;

the bran is called kunrd, and the chaff tush ; rice broken in the

husking is termed Mud, and boiled rice bhat. The following are

the prices, as reported by the Collector, of the various preparations

of rice :—choia, parched unhusked rice, sold at an average price of a

fraction under a penny a lb. ; muri, rice steeped, boiled, and then
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fried, average price 2^d. a Ib. ; Mai, paddy parched and then

husked, sold at an average price of z^d. a Ib. ; guri or atd, rice-

flour, a fraction under a penny a Ib. ; fit/id, rice-cakes, i J^d. a Ib. ;

•f«r<f/, rice-spirits, sold at from 8^d. to is. sd. per quart ; pachwdi,

fermented rice-liquor, sold at sd. per quart

AREA : OUT-TURN OF CROPS. — The area of the District, as

returned by the Boundary Commissioner, is 2497-93 square miles,

or 1,598,675 acres. [The area as given by the Revenue Survey was

2,717 square miles; but this area includes a portion of the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts.] The area under cultivation between 1833 and

1848 is returned at 527,197 acres, and this gives 1,071,478 acres as

the uncultivated area. In the returns recently issued by the Board

of Revenue, the area under cultivation is stated to be 547,200

acres ; that fit for cultivation, but not cultivated, 28,800 acres ; the

remainder, or 1,022,675 acres, being land unfit for cultivation. The

increased area under cultivation, according to the Board's return, is

only the natural increase of tillage since 1848. According to the

latest returns of the District Magistrate, it appears that the cultivated

area in Chittagong amounts to 544,640, and the area cultivable, but

not cultivated, to 21,120 acres, making a total of 565,760 acres of

cultivated and cultivable area. Of this area it is estimated that 95

per cent, or 537,472 acres, is devoted to food-crops. ' The average

produce per acre of rice, as entered in the latest return, is 1,400 Ibs.,

or nearly 17 maunds. Taking, however, 15 maunds to be the safest

and most approximately correct estimate, and 60,000 acres out of the

total cultivated and cultivable area above mentioned, to be sown

with other food-crops than rice, there remains an area of 477,472

acres sown with rice only, yielding a total produce of 7,162,080

maunds (263,312 tons). Deducting 5 per cent for wastage and seed-

grain, there remain 6,803,976 maunds of rice. The population of the

District is 1,127,000, which at the ordinary rate of 6 maunds per

head per annum, will consume 6,762,000 maunds of rice, thus leaving

41,976 maunds (1,543 tons) as surplus available for export' 1 The rent

depends more upon the nature of the tenure, and the capability

of the land for a second crop, than upon the gross out-turn of the

rice crop. For an account of the rates of rent for different kinds of

land, see p. 180 of this Statistical Account The average produce

of land per acre is returned as follows in the 'Board of Revenue's

Statistics :—Wheat, ten hundredweight and three quarters ; inferior

1 Commissioners' Annual Report for 1874-75.
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grains, twelve hundredweight ; oil - seed, five hundredweight and

three quarters ; tobacco, seven hundredweight ; tea, two hundred

weight and three quarters.

POSITION OF THE CULTIVATORS.—The average size of a culti

vator's farm is about three and a half acres ; few holdings are of

smaller size than this, and nearly all the cultivators are well off.

A peasant with a farm of seven acres is a substantial man, and as

well off as a retail shopkeeper; and a few husbandmen cultivate

farms of from thirteen to seventeen acres in extent. The condition ot

a peasant in Chittagong cannot, the Collector stated in 1871, be ac

curately estimated by a purely money standard, as there is no class

in the District dependent solely on small money incomes ; but from

Rs. 7 to Rs. 8 (145. to 1 6s.) per month would probably be sufficient

to enable an ordinary peasant to maintain himself and his family.

The peasantry are seldom in debt, and are very independent ; many

of them add to their income derived from agriculture by working as

labourers, boatmen, petty traders, &c. The lands of small cultiva

tors are, the Collector reported in 1871, generally held under petty

permanent under-tenures, or on leases from year to year ; but there

are a large number of nodbdd tdlukddrs, who till their own lands

without either a superior landlord (except the Government) above

them, or sub-tenants under them. Most of the cultivated lands of

the District have, however, been underlet again and again. Culti

vators with a right of occupancy under Act X. of 1859 are rare ; and

rayats not liable to enhancement of rent are almost unknown. The

permanent under-tenures are either those created by deed or those

recognised at the settlement of 1835-48.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.—The domestic animals used in the District

for agriculture are oxen and buffaloes ; the latter are used chiefly

near the hills. Cows, buffaloes, and goats are used for their milk,

and oxen, goats, and poultry are used in large numbers as food.

The Maghs, native Christians, and low-caste Hindus also eat pork.

A cow is worth about j£i, I2S. od. ; a pair of oxen, ^£3 ; a pair of

buffaloes, ^7 ; a score of sheep, ^5 ; a score of kids, six months

old, males, ^5—females, jQi, IDS. od.

THE PRINCIPAL AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS are the plough

(ndngal), yoke (joydl), hoe (koddl), hatchet (ddo), and sickle (kdchf).

The ddo is mostly used in cutting jungle. To cultivate a ' plough '

of land, which in Chittagong represents from three to about three

and a half acres, a plough, pair of bullocks, hatchet, hoe, and
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sickle are required, the whole representing a capital of about

£3, 10s. od.

Wages and Prices.—Wages have increased about 50 per cent,

within the last twelve years. ' The following table gives the daily-

wages of ordinary day-labourers, ploughmen, smiths, bricklayers,

and carpenters, for the years 1850-51, 1860-61, and 1870-71 :—

Table of Daily Wages.

1850-51. 1860-61. 1870-71.

Day-labourer

Ploughman .

Smith ....

Bricklayer .

Carpenter

iKd.

i^d.

3Kd. to 4Kd.

4J4d. tos^d.

6d. to 7^d.

4Kd. to 6d.

6d. to 6Kd.

6d.

7Md.

is. od.

6d. t0 7Kd.

2*d. 6d. to 7^d.

The best cleaned rice is worth on an average about Rs. 2. 8. o

per maund, or 6s. iod. a cwt. ; coarse rice, such as that used by the

poorer classes, R. 1. 13. 6 per maund, or 5s. a cwt.; the best descrip

tion of unhusked rice, or paddy, R. 1. 8. o per maund, or 4s. id. a

cwt. ; and coarse unhusked rice, R. 1. 2. o per maund, or 3s. id.

a cwt. The average price of other produce is returned as follows :—

Wheat, Rs. 2. 4. o per maund, or 6s. 2d. a cwt ; linseed, Rs. 2. 3. o,

or 6s. a cwt. ; jute, Rs. 3. o. o per maund, or 8s. 2d. a cwt ; cotton,

Rs. 9. o. o per maund, or jQi, 4s. 6d. a cwt. ; sugar, Rs. 13. o. o per

maund, or -£i, 15s. 6d. a cwt. ; sugar-cane, R. 1. 2. o per maund,

or 3s. id. a cwt. ; salt, Rs. 5. 8. o per maund, or 15s. a cwt. These

are the prices returned by the Collector for the year 1870-71 ; but I

am unable to ascertain whether prices of food-stuffs have increased

of late years proportionately to the rise in the rates of wages. The

Administration Report of the Commissioner for 1872-73 states that

the bdzdr rate of common rice during that year was from R. 1. 6. 6 to

R. 1. 11. oipermaund, or from 3s. iod.t0 4S. 7d. a cwt., being somewhat

higher than in the neighbouring districts of Noakhalf and Tipperah.

At the time of the Orissa famine in 1866, the price of the best

cleaned rice in Chittagong rose to Rs. 5 per maund, or 13s. 8d. a cwt. ;

coarse rice sold at Rs. 3. 8. per maund, or 9s. 6d. a cwt. ; best unhusked

rice, or paddy, at Rs. 2. o. o per maund, or 5"s. 5c!. a cwt; and coarse

unhusked rice, at R. 1. 12. o per maund, or 4s. 9d. a cwt.

Weights and Measures.—On the following page is given a

table showing the measures of time, weight, distance, and surface,

which are commonly in use in the District of Chittagong:—
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Measure of Time.

60 bipal = 1 pal

60 pal = 1 danda

7% danda — 1 prahar

8 prahar = 1 dibas

or day and night of 24

hours.

Measure of Weight.

5 rati — 1 dnd

q dnd = 1 siki

4 j/£* = 1 told

(equal to 180 grains

Troy.)

1 J£ told = 1 kackhd

4 kachhd= 1 chhatdk

4 chhatdk — 1 ^ayrf

4 /ffyif (80 /tf/d) = 1

5 ser = 1 pasuri

8 pasuri (40 *«•) =

I maund {man)

Grain is sold whole

sale according to

thefollowing stan

dard, the dri be

ing a measure and

not a weight :—

4 poyd = 1 ser

16 ser = 1 dri

3 *£W of rice —

maund

4 dri of paddy =

maund

4 anguli = 1 mushti

3 mushti — 1 <W/i-

indi

2 bithandi = 1 Arf/

4 A(f/ = 1 danda

2000 danda — 1

4 *r« = 1 Jo/an

Measure of Distance.

3 krdnti — 1 kauri

4 kauri = 1 gandd

20 gandd = 1 &£»«

16 idni = 1 rfroa

The dron is a little

less than 7 acres

Measure of Surface

(Land Measure).

The people of the District do not, in ordinary conversation, measure

by distance, but by the number of hours required in order to reach

on foot the place whose distance they wish to define. This mode

of measurement is necessarily extremely vague ; but about 2^

miles may be considered equivalent to what the people of Chitta-

gong call ' an hour's road.'

Landless Day-Labourers.—There is no tendency towards the

growth of a distinct class of landless day-labourers in the District ;

with the exception of a few coolies at the Port of Chittagong, all

the labourers belong to the petty cultivating class. The krisMn

system, by which one man cultivates the land of another, and is

remunerated for his labour, either by a share of the crop or by a

money payment, is almost unknown in the District. Women and

children are seldom employed in the fields, except when there is a

press of work, but boys are employed in tending cattle.

Spare and Waste Land.—A good deal of spare land is found

near the hills and along the sea-coast ; and jungle-land is, the Col

lector reported in 187 1, let on terms very favourable to the cultiva

tor, in order to encourage the extension of tillage.

Land-Tenures : Early Settlements.—Since the year 1760,

when the District of Chittagong came under British administration,
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up to the present date (1875), the land of the District has been

measured seven times, in a more or less complete manner. The

measurements took place in the years 1764, 1782, 1788, 1800, 1815,

1817 to 1819, 1835 to 1848; and the cost of the last and most com

plete measurement and settlement was more than fifteen Idkhs of

rupees (more accurately, ^152,341, 25. 7d.)

The result of the operations between the years 1835 and 1848 was

that, in 1848, there were 89,389 settlements, relating, on the whole,

to 906,374 acres of land assessed for the payment of Government

revenue of eight Idkhs of rupees (more accurately, ,£80,92 2, 1 25. o^d.)

The assessment was made on the area under cultivation ; and this

was, in 1848, but little more than half of the area to which the set

tlements related. Many of the settlements related to estates of the

most minute size—663 distinct estates being assessed for Govern

ment revenue at an aggregate amount of Rs. 25. 10. 8 (^£2, us. 4d.),

or less than an average of one penny for each estate. Subsequently,

Government relinquished the revenue from these 663 estates, as

being insufficient to cover the expenses of collection.

Mr Ricketts, under whom the settlement operations were brought

to a close in 1 848, thus describes the character of the tenures in the

Chittagong District :—' It is no exaggeration to say that such is the

subdivision and entanglement of property that, in some parts, a man

cannot go to his field, or from his field, without committing a trespass.

In other parts, small tenures are found divided into narrow strips a

few feet wide, one end of each subdivision joining a common path

way, by means of which each petty proprietor may reach his posses

sion. Such a state of things would be very trying to the forbearance

of even a peace-loving community.'

Before the settlement which closed in 1848, the nature and limits

of the tenures in Chittagong District were, in innumerable instances,

unknown as well as intentionally ill defined. The rates of the Dis

trict were then, and had always been, fictitious rates ; for all persons

connected with land held more than they were supposed to possess ;

and if the cultivator complained of over-assessment, instead of de

creasing his rate his landlord increased his land. This at least is

not now the case ; by the settlement of Mr Ricketts ' all boundaries

have been adjusted—every square foot of land has been assigned to

its rightful owner, as far as right could be ascertained—by the patient

investigation ofobjections. The Deputy Collectors employed on these

duties have, since 1841, heard and disposed of 32,702 cases between
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parties respecting the allotment of land.'1 It was, as Mr Currie of the

Board of Revenue reported to Government, ' a minute and complete

adjustment and record of all possessory titles in land, such as exists

in no other District.'

The prescriptive rights acquired by occupants who held their

land originally under no valid title, and without any sanction of the

ruling authorities, have given rise to tenures unknown in any other

District in India, and have made them more than ordinarily compli

cated, in addition to being, as has already been shown, more than

ordinarily minute.

The three most important land-tenures of the District, and those

which contribute most to the Government revenue, are (i) Tarafs, (2)

Nodbdd taluks, and (3) Ldkhirdj estates (including Resumed lakhirdf).

Tarafs.—' In 1764, the Council of Chittagong—one of the Dis

tricts ceded four years before to the East India Company by the

Nawdb of Murshidcibdd—confirmed to the occupiers the various cul

tivated estates, or zaminddris, then existing in Chittagong. The

settlements at that time made with these people were made, not as

in Bengal, by specification of villages or of boundaries or areas, as

given by the landlords and accepted by Government, but according

to a careful measurement of the land settled, and were afterwards

confirmed in perpetuity in 1793. The quantity of land held in each

estate has been tested by successive measurements since that date.

These estates are called tarafs in Chittagong—not zaminddris.''■*

The Decennial Settlement of 1 790 was made according to the records

of the measurement in 1764; and in 1793 this settlement was con

firmed in perpetuity. The only land, therefore, of which Govern

ment relinquished the proprietary right, and of which the Govern

ment revenue in perpetuity was fixed in 1793, was that land of which

the possession was recorded in 1764. 'Occupation by stealth,' as it

was termed by Mr Ricketts, was, however, constantly taking place ;

and in addition to frequent and strict local investigations, numerous

inquisitions on a long scale, and extensive measurements, took place

in order 'to discover new lands'—the phrase then used to imply the

detection of land recently brought under cultivation, and fraudulently

included in the tarafs assessed in perpetuity in 1793.

The effect of these frequent investigations and measurements is

thus described by Mr Ricketts : ' Some concealed lands were dis

1 Report by Mr Ricketts, dated 2d September 1848, par. 35.

2 Report from Board of Revenue to Government of Bengal, dated 6th Nov. 1869.
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covered and assessed, and some lands not concealed were called

concealed, and having been once assessed were assessed over again ;

while much land, by means of corruption and fraud, remained con

cealed. Those assessed did not pay ; when attachment followed,

the land measured as found could not be found; and fraud triumphed,

till, as reported by the Board of Revenue to Government in 1832, "the

Collector had no document showing the land or revenue payable

thereon for any of the vast number of estates under his immediate

management." >l To record finally the extent and boundaries of the

permanently settled mahdls or tarafs was one of the objects of the

Survey and Settlement nnder Mr Ricketts. At the Decennial Settle

ment (1790) there were 3,381 of these estates; and at the close

of the Survey and Settlement in 1848 they were 3,320 in number.

' These 3,320 tarafs have now (1875) increased in number to 3,378,

paying Rs. 443,137 (or ,£44,313, 143.) Government revenue. The

decrease of revenue since 1848 is on account of holdings written off

the roll in consequence of diluvion and other causes.'2

The tarafs, as they emerged in 1848 after measurement and set

tlement, were certainly not in every case, and probably in very few

cases, precisely the lands that had been confirmed to the occupants

in 1764. The practice adopted by the settlement officers was this :

the landholders pointed out their lands, and when the quantity re

corded as farafland in 1764 was complete, the remainder was dealt

with independently as land brought under cultivation since 1764,

of which the proprietary right still belonged to Government. In

one case, however, the landholder was permitted to include in his

tara/more land than was mentioned in the records of 1764. 'At

the measurement in 1764, either from the ignorance or corruption of

the native officers employed, some lands were excluded ; or, which

amounted to the same thing, land was undermeasured. Besides this,

subsequent to the measurement in 1 764, and previous to the Decennial

Settlement in 1793, many zaminddrs reclaimed portions of jungle and

added the land to their estates. ... In consideration of these cir

cumstances, and also in consideration of the impossibility of fixing

upon the actual pieces of land which should be given up under these

names, it was determined that, over and above the quantity measured

as belonging to each estate in 1764, from one-eighth to one-fourth

should be allowed, when land in excess was found in a zaminddr's

1 Report by Mr Ricketts, dated ad Sept. 1848, par. 106.

8 Report by Mr J. C. Veasey, Offic. Coll., dated ad Jan. 1875.
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possession. ... Of course such surplus could be allowed only when

land was available—i.e., found in the possession of the tarafddr.

When not so found, there could be no claim for surplus ; for the

measurement and settlement left him only where he was : he could

not have any cause of complaint.' l

The surplus, or taufir, thus granted to the holders of tarafs in

addition to the land recorded in 1764, was never given, unless the

zaminddr agreed to receive it as a final adjustment of his claims.

When measuring the tarafs during the last Settlement (1835-48),

the land found in the possession of the proprietors was found in

some estates to be less than was measured in 1764. If the revenue

paid did not exceed 45. 6j£d. per acre on the diminished land, no

reduction was made; but if it exceeded this amount, relief was

granted to such an extent as to leave the rate per acre the same as it

was on the land as measured in 1764. 'Of course no such boon as

this could have been claimed, for the measurement has taken nothing

from proprietors so situated ; but the good policy of the small pecu

niary sacrifice admits of no doubt. ... It tells in language not

to be misinterpreted even by this suspicious people that direct gain

in revenue was by no means the only object in the Chittagong

measurement.' 2

Mr Veasey, when Officiating Collector in 1875, gave the following

account of the tarafs of Chittagong, and of their distribution through

out the District :—

' A striking peculiarity of these tarafs, when compared with per

manently settled estates in other Bengal Districts, is not only their

often petty extent, but the way in which they are scattered into small

patches, as well in different parts of the same mauzd (village) as in

different mauzds of one or more thands (police-circles). Though the

records of the office fail to explain why the tarafs should so often

consist of such disjecta membra, theories have not been wanting to

account for it. Mr Geddes recognises, in the colonists of the then

jungly wastes of Sylhet and Chittagong, the inhabitants of the popu

lous province of Gaur, driven from their homes by the ever-recurring

raids of the armies of Humdyun and Sher Shdh. In this District

they at first settled as khush-bdsh cultivators, independent of the

Bengal subahddr and of his zaminddrs. These khush-bdsh culti

vators—known here as tarafddrs, in Sylhet as mirdshddrs—have

1 Report by Mr Ricketts, dated ad Sept. 1848, par. 51-53.

3 Ibid., par. 58.
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continued to maintain a practical independence of the Bengal

zaminddri system, properly so called. The immigrants, finding an

extensive waste before them, settled down pretty much at random ;

and, arriving in companies, each leader thus came to possess as

many patches of land as he had followers, or more. From 1665 to

1760, after more than a century of cultivation, what yet remained

unclaimed here and there was occupied by an additional band of

fortune-hunters, who flocked to Chittagong, tempted by the pro

clamation of the Chittagong Council. Thus the patches that were

cultivated by the followers of one leader were grouped together and

measured as a taraf on his behalf. Even independent cultivators, to

protect themselves from the rigorous measures then in force for the

realisation of revenue, sometimes sought the protection of a leader.

This is probably one reason why a Chittagong estate came to com

prise so many distant and detached blocks.

'A second supposition is that an originally compact estate be

came broken up by partition amongst numerous heirs ; and that thus

any capitalist might have acquired the rights and interests of several

part-proprietors in several estates, which would afterwards, at the

settlement of 1764, be formed into one taraf under his name.

'A third theory is that the settlement officers of 1764 in many

instances obtained pieces of land as the price of some favour shown

in the discharge of their duties, and that they then consolidated into

one holding the pieces so obtained. It is for this reason, perhaps,

that the tarafs which go by the name of kdnungos are almost invari

ably the most scattered.

'Three thousand three hundred and seventy-eight tarafs are at

present borne on the Collectorate roll. They are most prevalent in

the centre of the District. In the extreme north, in the Phatikchari

thdnd (police-circle), they are few in number. Probably the cul

tivable land there, lying between two ranges of hills, presented but

few inducements to the earlier settlers. In the south of the District,

in Rdmu and TeknaT, they are almost unknown. The reason of this

is said to be that in 1791, by some fraud or other, it was pretended

to the Chittagong Council that those thdnds were within the pro

vince of Ar£ka"n, and formed no part of the territory ceded by the

Nawdb. Consequently there could not be, in those thdnds, any of

the tarafs confirmed in 1764.'

NoAeAD TALUKS.—The literal meaning of nodbdd (nau-dbdd) is

newly cultivated ; the local meaning is land cultivated since the
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measurement of 1764, on which the Permanent Settlement of 1793

was based. It has already been shown how, in spite of numerous

investigations and measurements, the landholders included in their

tarafs lands to which they were not entitled by the measurements of

1764, and the tenures of the Perpetual Settlement ; and how, by doing

this, they escaped the payment of Government revenue on these lands

which they thus occupied by stealth. By decree of the Court of

Sadr Diwdni Addlat'va. 1815, all the lands unassigned in 1764 were

awarded to Government ; and one of the objects of the settlement

proceedings under Mr Ricketts was to mark off and separate the

nodbdd lands belonging to Government under the decree of 1815,

from the permanently settled lands {tarafs) with which they had

been fraudulently incorporated, and to assess and settle those lands

with the occupying tdlukddrs.

The nodbdd lands found in the possession of a tarafddr were

made into a separate twdbdd taluk, distinct from the taraf; and the

land possessed by each individual in each village was made also

into a separate taluk. On the whole, at the close of the Settlement

in 1848, there were 32,258. nodbdd taluks separately assessed; their

total area was 465,675 acres, of which nearly three-fourths was then

classed as waste land, and little more than one-fourth as cultivated.

The gross assessment on this land was two lakhs of rupees (more

accurately, ^20,086, ns. 5^d.), or 3s. $%&■ per acre of cultivated

land. The large amount of waste lands included in the nodbdd

taluks is thus explained by Mr Ricketts : ' Possibly in some places

more land has been included in a tdlak than the tdlukddr will clear

during the period of his lease; but it has been my object to leave

no land to be reached by cultivation in a few years without an

owner. It appeared most desirable that occupation by stealth, with

all its attendant mischiefs, should be completely rooted out.' 1 But

Mr Ricketts wished not only to prevent the fraudulent annexation

of Government land, but to obviate for a long time any necessity for

fresh settlement operations. To effect this, the nodbdd lands were

leased for a period of 30 years, afterwards extended to 50 years,

except in the case of taluks in the villages to the south and east,

embracing considerable tracts of jungle-land, parts of which were

capable of cultivation. These tdluks were leased for a period of 5

to 15 years, afterwards extended to 25 years. It was, however, dis

1 Report by Mr Ricketts, dated 2d September 1848, par. 45.
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tinctly recorded that land uncultivated at the expiration of the Set

tlement would be again regarded as the exclusive property of the

Government ; and that if the tdlukd&rs desired to establish a right,

they must clear and cultivate. Of the 32,258 nodbdd tdluks assessed

by the settlement of 1835-48, only 861 paid direct to the Collector—

viz., those in the t/idnds of Rdmu and Chakiria' (where there is no

great subdivision of land), and tdluks paying 50 rupees {£$) and

upwards elsewhere. All the other nodbdd lands were divided into

compact farms, each farm containing one or more villages, accord

ing to the extent of the land owned by Government. These farms

dated from 1845, and in them were then included, in addition to

the nodbdd lands, 303 estates, containing 25,249 acres of land, pur

chased at different times since the Perpetual Settlement, of which

Government was the immediate owner. The farms were given to

the most respectable inhabitants of the neighbourhood, if they would

take them, the allowance being from 15 to 30 per cent, according to

circumstances. In 1848 there were 196 circle farms, paying Rs.

102,706 (£10,270, 12s.) revenue; there are now (1875) only 88

farms, paying Rs. 63,410 (.£6,341). The nodbdd tdluks, paying

direct to the Collector, have increased from 861 in 1848 to 1,248

in 1875. When nodbdd land found in the possession of a tarafddr

was assessed and settled with the occupant, it was, as has already

been stated, made into a distinct taluk, and not added to the taraf,

and the revenue then proportionately increased. The latter course

would have been in accordance with the wish of Mr Ricketts ; but

there were then general orders of the Court of Directors against the

sale of Government land, and against assessments in perpetuity.

Mr Ricketts was of opinion that the Government gains no

revenue, and loses in other respects, by holding zaminddris,

especially such zaminddris as those of Chittagong. He says : ' I

would dispose of the whole, and look only for that which is really

useful to the state revenue, realisable with regularity, and at the

least possible cost, leaving to the people the zaminddri tenure with

its cares and its advantages. In their keeping, it may be fruitful ; in

the keeping of the Government, it always starves.' l Mr Ricketts,

moreover, not only wished to give to the landholders ' the energy of

self-interest,' but also that Government should escape from the litiga

tion incidental to ownership. In his own words : 'The costs often

1 Report by Mr Ricketts, dated 2d September 1848, par. 88.
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times, I may say for the most part, greatly exceed the value of the

thing litigated ; the time of highly-paid officers is employed in

drawing up pleadings ; and whatever the result, the dignity of the

Government suffers from being engaged in such litigation with its

subjects. Above all, in Chittagong I consider the example most

pernicious. We cannot avoid defending cases when the demand is

unreasonable : we must appeal cases when the decisions of the lower

Courts are manifestly wrongful ; but so long as there shall be

numerous Government cases in all the lower Courts, and numerous

appeals in all the superior Courts, ligitation will not be regarded as

disreputable employ.' 1

The Government, however, refused sanction to the proposal to

relinquish its proprietary right in the nodbdd taluks ; as well as to

the smaller sacrifice recommended by the Board of Revenue that

nodbdd tdluks paying Rs. 50 {£$) and upwards (and therefore not

included in farms), and held by the zamlnddrs of the Perpetual

Settlement, should be annexed to the tarafs, and one revenue assess

ment be made for the whole estate. »

Nothing further was done in the matter till 1853, when Lord

Dalhousie, having visited Chittagong, 'was impressed with the belief

that the abandonment of the Government proprietary right in the

nodbdd lands, and its transfer to the zaminddrs—the nodbdd lands

being incorporated, in each case, under one permanent engagement,

with the estates in connection with which they were originally held

—would be attended with a great saving of trouble and expense both

to the Government and to the occupants of the nodbdd lands, and

also afford much satisfaction to the owners of the estates who have

suffered by the Settlement.'2 Orders were accordingly given to

carry the arrangements into effect, whenever it could be done with

the consent of the farmers and all others concerned, and without

prejudice to the rights of third parties.

The offer of Lord Dalhousie was not, it appears, clearly explained

to the tarafddrs, and in 1 863 the Board of Revenue requested to be

allowed to make the offer ' indiscriminately to all the nodbdd tdluk-

ddrs ; for it must be borne in mind that much of the nodbdd land

was settled separately, and not connected with any taraf. To such

lands Lord Dalhousie's offer is, of course, not applicable ; but all

1 Report by Mr Ricketts, dated 2d September 1848, par. 92.

a Letter from Secretary to Government of Bengal to Secretary to Board of Revenue,

dated 29th March 1853.
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alike have long held these lands upon a quasi-proprietary title, and

it would not be right to oust them summarily.' 1 This proposition

was sanctioned; and in. January 1865 a proclamation was published

that Government would renounce its proprietary right to the nodbdd

lands of Chittagong in favour of the tdlukddrs on the following con

ditions :—

1st, That arrears of revenue due from the taluk should be

recoverable in the same way as arrears of permanently settled

estates.

2d, That tdlukddrs paying revenue through farmers should con

tinue to do so until the farmer's lease expire, or until the farmer

consent to the removal of the tdluk from the farm.

3d, That when a tdluk is held by a tarafddr, the tdluk and taraf

should be amalgamated into one estate.

4th, That Government should retain its proprietary right to all

those lands embracing much jungle, and for which leases of less than

thirty years were given at the Settlement, and also to pieces of waste

land of more than fourteen acres in extent.

Up to the nth July 1865 not a single tdlukddr had -taken

advantage of the Government offer; and by March 1867, when

the offer was withdrawn, out of 29,743 tdluks to which the pro

clamation was applicable, only 360 had been permanently settled.

These 360 nodbdd tdluks have been consolidated into 280 zaminddris,

paying a revenue of Rs. 9,253 (^925, 6s.)

In November 1869, the Board of Revenue reopened the whole

question of the proprietary right to the nodbdd tdluks. It was urged

that the proclamation, with the conditions it contained, was not a true

fulfilment of Lord Dalhousie's intentions and promise ; and it was

suggested that (except in the case of tdluks including a large area of

cultivable waste) an unconditional offer of the proprietary right should

be made to the tdlukddrs. Apart from the moral obligation, the

Board urged that a permanent settlement of the nodbdd lands with

the tdlukddrs would obviate the trouble and expense of a fresh Set

tlement. The Government, however, dissented completely from

the views expressed by the Board, and held that not only had no

promise been made by Lord Dalhousie to the tdlukddrs, but that a

more liberal offer than that which Lord Dalhousie intended to make,

had been both made and declined. The terms of the proclamation

1 Letter from Junior Secretary to Board of Revenue to Secretary to Government of

Bengal, dated 26th June 1863.

^
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of 1865 were ruled to be final. Those who accepted its conditions

have obtained the permanent settlement of their tdluks ; those who

refused the offer hold their lands liable to resettlement on the expira

tion of their leases.

THE JAYNAGAR ESTATE.—Intimately connected with the nodbdd

tdluks is the Jaynagar nodbdd estate. In 1763, Jayndrayan Ghosdl,

under a public advertisement to that effect issued on i2th May

1761, received from the Chittagong Council the sanad or grant of a

zaminddri, composed of such Government waste land as had been

cleared by him, to be styled the Jaynagar mahdl. The sanad pro

vided for a decennial adjustment of the jamd, as the cultivable

waste lands were brought under the plough. In 1764 this mahdl

was measured ; and three years later, after allowing for transfer and

alterations, the total area was pronounced to be 24,507 acres, of

which 19,660 acres were waste. In consequence of the discovery

of extensive usurpation by means of a forged deed, embracing

almost all the land in the District not assigned away in 1764, the

Government in 1797 dispossessed the Ghosdls of all their lands—

both those they held rightfully and those usurped.

The dispute was brought by the Ghosals before the Sadr Diwdnl

Addlat; and the decree of the Court ordered that the land shown by

the measurement papers of 1764 to have been held by the Ghoslls

as the Jaynagar mahdl should be returned to them. All the remain

ing lands claimed by the Ghosals—that is to say, all the lands mea

sured in 1764 as being then uncultivated, were awarded to Govern

ment This decree was executed, and the Ghosals placed in posses

sion in 1822. In 1832 the property passed by the foreclosure of a

mortgage into the hands of the Receiver of the Supreme Court, on

behalf of the estate of one Ladli Mohan Tagore. He took no mea

sures to look after the interests of the estate, and it came under the

klids management of the Collector. Meantime there had been, and

there continued to be, much discussion about the assessment of the

restored lands to the Government revenue, until the year 1837, when

it was determined that the old rates of 1764 should be maintained.

It was then also decided that the exact identification of the lands

should be effected in the course of a complete Revenue Survey of

the District, which should determine the boundaries and area, not

of this mahdl only, but of all permanently-settled lands in the

District At the close of this Survey and Settlement in 1848, the

Jaynagar mahdl consisted of 21,294 acres, held in scattered patches
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in 568 villages by 3,242 tdlukddrs. As, after the Settlement ending

in 1848, the estate contained no longer more land than was assessed,

it was found necessary to reduce the rate of assessment below the

rate originally fixed.

LAKHIRAj ESTATES.—The fourth object of the Settlement which

closed in 1848 was to ascertain and define all rent-free (L&khir&j)

holdings, valid and invalid, and to resume the latter, and settle them

permanently with the occupants. Before the investigation began,

those who claimed to hold rent-free were allowed to compromise

their claims by paying Rs.i. a. 3. (as. 3^d.) per acre. Subsequently,

the rate for resumed Idkhirdj estates was fixed at Rs. o. 13. 9

(is. 8j^d.) per acre of land under cultivation ; and then those who

had previously compromised their claims were also assessed at this

rate. The compromised holdings were 1,226 in number, and con

tained an area of 18,224 acres.

In conformity with the orders of Government, all Idkhirdj tenures

not exceeding 10 big/ids or 3^ acres in extent were relinquished;

they comprised altogether 21,238 acres of land. The remaining

tenures (which had not been previously compromised), 5,404 in

number, containing 116,963 acres, were then investigated. Of

these, 447, containing 9,828 acres, were confirmed as valid; 4,957,

containing 105,738 acres, were resumed and settled with the oc

cupants. In addition, 1,813 acres of Idkhirdj land were relinquished,

the proceeds being devoted to the support of religious institutions.

Any excess of land found in the possession of the tdlukddrs was

assessable at the nodbdd rate—Rs. 2. 4. 7 (43. 7d.) per acre—except

when there was reason for reducing it ; but in practice it was found

inconvenient to carry this out when the excess was very slight.

Accordingly, excess of land not exceeding seven acres in the posses

sion of Idkhirdjddrs was treated as covered by the grant, and assessed

at the rate for resumed Idkhirdj. Again, in the case of Idkhirdj

tenures exceeding 10 bighas or 3^ acres, if the surplus did not

exceed one-fifth of an acre (more accurately 10 gandas), it was alto

gether relinquished. In cases where there was doubt as to land

being resumed, whether Idkhirdj or nodbdd, it was assessed at an

intermediate rate of Rs. i. 2. 3 (25. 3}^d.) per acre.

The confirmed rent-free (Idkhirdj} tenures consist then of (i) the

grants of 10 bighds (3^ acres) claimed as Idkhirdj, and relinquished

without inquiry ; (2) tenures, the grants creating which were confirmed

as genuine after regular inquiry; (3) tenures assessed each at less
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than one anna (i^d.) yearly, and struck off the rent-roll as not worth

the trouble and expense of collection ; (4) estates assessed each at

less than one rupee (2s.), the holders of which redeemed them by a

payment of ten times (since raised to twenty-five times) the annual

revenue.1

Freehold Estates.—Besides these confirmed rent-free tenures,

' there have been 75 freehold grants of waste land sold by auction

Number and Distribution of Estates and Superior
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and held in fee-simple. Of these, 26 are still in the possession of

the grantees, or persons claiming through them. These grants are

in nearly every instance tild, or hill-land, as being best adapted for

tea cultivation.'1 The following tabular statement, furnished by Mr

J. C. Veasey when Officiating Collector (in January 1875), shows the

number of each class of estates and superior tenures, and their dis

tribution throughout the District :—

Tenures in Chittagong District in 1875.
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Intermediate Tenures.—The following account of middlemen

between the superior tenure-holder arid the rayat (actual cultivator) is

taken from Mr Veasey's report on the land-tenures of the District :—

' Patni.—A patni is a tenufe created by the zaminddr, to be held

at a rent fixed in perpetuity by the lessee and his heirs for ever.

The tenant is called upon to furnish collateral security for the rent,

and for his conduct generally, or he is excused from this obligation

at the zaminddr's discretion. In case of an arrear occurring, the

patni may be brought to sale by the zaminddr, twice a-year; and

if the sale do not yield a sufficient amount to make good the bal

ance due, it may be recovered from the remaining property of the

defaulter. A patni is transferable by sale, gift, or otherwise, and

is answerable for the holder's debts in the same manner as real

property generally. A dar-patniddr stands in exactly the same rela

tion to the patniddr as the latter does to the zaminddr. Patnis are

not numerous in Chittagong, and darpatnis are naturally even less

frequently met with. It is believed that they were not known here

at all prior to the enactment of Regulation VIII. of 1819.

' Tdluks.—Taluks, known in thdnds Sitakund, Mirkdsardi, Kumi-

rid, and the Pheni (that is, in the north-west of the District) as

tappds, are usually—sometimes by express agreement, oftener by

the tacit consent of both parties—recognised as permanent. Dar-

tdluk, dar-tappd, and shikmitdluk are the names of dependent ten

ures of this class of the second degree.

1 Itmdms (ihtimdms).—The itmdmdar is as often as not the actual

cultivator. An itmdm is inferior to a taluk, but yet it is not seldom

held directly from the zaminddr. There is nothing to prevent its

being permanent, if the parties so choose. When an itmdmdar does

not hold under a tdlukddr, but direct from the zaminddr, his tenure

is hardly distinguishable from a tdluk. A dar-itmdmddr holds under

an itmdmdar.

' Rayats.—There are three classes of rayats. (1) Rayats holding

at fixed rates, actually or constructively, from the time of the Perma

nent Settlement; (2) rayats with rights of occupancy, at fair and

equitable rates—that is, nearly all rayats holding for a fixed term of

years, if only they have held for twelve years or more, and the lease

do not expressly bar the acquisition of a right of occupancy ; (3)

all other rayats. Of these three classes of holdings, the first is trans

ferable absolutely ; the second, in the absence of any local custom

to the contrary ; the third class is merely a tenancy-at-will, and the
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rayat may be ejected at the end of the year without the necessity for

any previous notice. Rayats of the first two classes pay their rent

in cash ; but besides the rent they often bind themselves to, or con

sent to giving bhet—that is, a present so called, generally goats or

fish. They may, too, be called on to render begdr, personal ser

vice, as by carrying the tdzids under a Musalmdn, or dragging the

rath under a Hindu zamlnd&r. Rayats of the third class pay their

rent in kind, the proportion of the produce reserved to them being

regulated by no hard and fast rule. Generally speaking, after deduct

ing the cost of the seed, and perhaps the hire of the plough-cattle,

the cultivator gets one-third, the zaminddr another third, and the

middleman the remainder.

' The ijdrd or farm is not common in Chittagong. Where

granted, it is generally by a zaminddr or sub-tenant in want of ready

money, who discounts the future by taking a nazar or saldmi. The

conditions of the lease are arranged between the parties themselves.

Other tenures are tahut and shikddri. Shikddri is the right of col

lection on a small commission. It may be for a term of years, or be

revocable .at pleasure. Tahut is a species of farm. To save the

expense of collection, a zaminddr sometimes contracts with an agent,

who pays him so much yearly, and makes the best he can out of the

rayats or middlemen.

' Service Tenures.—Chdkrdn lands held directly from Govern

ment are unknown. In a very few instances, washermen and

barbers hold land for which they pay their rent in service.'

RATES OF RENT.—The average rent for good land is about Rs.

3, 12 per bighd, or ;£i, 25. 6d. an acre ; and for poor soil, about

Rs. 2 per bighd, or 125. an acre. Rich alluvial soils, along the

banks of the rivers, and suited to the growth of tobacco, pdn, or

other special crops, are rented at an average rent of about Rs. 7

per big/id, or £2, 25. od. an acre. ActX. of 1859 has not, the Col

lector reported in 1871, had much effect in enhancing rents, the Act

having been used chiefly for the purpose of settling questions of title.

Rents have, however, increased very much during the past twenty-

five years ; but no records are known to exist which show the rents

of lands in former times.

The following return, furnished by Mr Clay, officiating Collector

in 1872, shows the rent paid by the actual cultivator for average

lands in the District of Chittagong :—
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Rates of Rent prevailing in the District of Chittagong.

Description of

land.

Division of

District.

Rate per standard
Rate per acre.

Remarks.

Max. Min. Max. 1 Min.

Northern

Rs. an. p.

600

700

600

Rs. an. p.

200

280

200

Rs. an. p.

18 0 O

21 O O

18 O 0

Rs. an. p.

600

780

600

1 Grown in the valleys inter-

f secting the hill-ranges.
Rice land < Central

Southern

A'rf/rf/ (a pulseK

land (,

Northern 500

500

S 0 0

IOO

100

IOO

15 O O

15 0 0

IS 0 0

300

300

300

/ Grown on lands similar,

1 but slightly inferior, to

\ those used for the culli-

) vation of rice. Kaldi is

\ a cold-weather crop.

Central

Southern

Sugar-caneand 1

Tobacco land |

Northern 800

600

800

300 24 0 0

18 0 0

24 0 0

900

600

900

Central 200

Southern 300

Pda (Betel) <

Northern IO O 0

IO 0 0

10 0 0

400 30 0 0

30 0 0

30 0 0

12 O O

9OO

I2 0 0

Central 300

Southern 400

Chillis, Brin-\

jdl, and other (

cold - weather (

crops )

Northern 600

700

600

200

280

200

18 0 0 6 0 0

780

60O

1 Grown on rice-lands after

f the harvest.
Central 21 O O

Southern 18 0 0

In the above return, the Northern Division has been taken to com

prise that portion of the District that lies between the rivers Phenf

and Karnaphulf. The Central Division extends from the Karna-

phulf to the north boundary of Chakiria thdnd ; and the Southern

Division is conterminous with the Subdivision of Cox's Bdzar.

In by far the majority of cases, rents are paid in cash, but some

times the landlord takes his rent in kind. The amount which the

landlord receives when the rent is paid in kind is fixed by agree

ment, and no universal custom prevails by which the amount is

regulated.

AbwAbs, or Customary Cesses.1—The following cesses are known

to be levied by zaminddrs and their agents in the District of Chitta

gong :—

(1) Sddi k/iarach or sddi gdmi.—A sum levied to pay the mar

riage expenses of the zaminddr or his children.

(2) Kriyd kharach.—A fee of about one to one and a half dnnds

per rupee of rent, levied on the rayats to meet the expenses of a

funeral feast given after the death of a zaminddr or any of his near

relatives.

(3) Nazar.—Properly a present of any kind. In this District it

1 This list of illegal cesses is taken from a report written by Mr A. L. Clay, when

Ofticiating Collector of the District.
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generally means a fee or present given to the zaminddr for the privi

lege of digging or redigging a tank.

(4) Intakdli.—A fee paid on mutation, or the registration of a pur

chaser's name in the zaminddr's office. The amount is stated to be

usually 25 per cent, on the purchase-money.

(5) Bhet.—Presents of various kinds, such as goats, fruits, &c. It

does not appear that these are restricted to any particular occasion.

They are usually noted in the agreement ; and then, if not duly ten

dered, may be sued for in the Civil Courts, and the value recovered.

In this case, of course, the cess is not illegal.

(6) Ddk mdsul or dak kharach.—A tax levied to reimburse the

zaminddr for his zaminddri ddk assessment. The tax is generally

six pies per rupee of rent.

(7) Tahsil kharach.—A gift paid to the tahsilddr when levying

rent.

(8) Nazar saldmi.—Generally a rupee paid by all rayats to the

zaminddr when he visits his estates.

(9) Begdr.—Forced labour. Two days' work, without pay, in each

year, usually exacted by tdlukddrs and other landholders—one day

in the month of Bhadra, another in Paush.

The following cesses are also reported as levied in the Cox's Bazar

Subdivision. They are paid without objection, and are generally

inserted in the agreement given by a tenant on obtaining settle

ment :—

(1) Khdin.—A cess levied by the zaminddr to meet any incidental

expenses.

(2) Mdthat.—A similar payment to cover deficiency of revenue.

(3) Rasad.—A demand to cover expenses incurred in storing pro

visions, &c, for troops and other purposes.

(4) Sidhd.—A customary present of food to the zaminddr.

(5) Peshgi.—A payment made in advance.

(6) Hadis.—A present to the tahsilddr.

(7) Muharrir-dnd.—Fee paid to the zaminddr1s clerk (muharrir).

(8) Mdmuli andpiydddgdn.—Fees to zaminddri messengers.

(9) Khedd.—Payment for expenses of catching elephants.

(10) Pulbandi.—Contribution for building bridges.

(11) Kdtibandi.—A similar cess, levied for maintenance of em

bankments on the seaboard.

(12) Garni.—A sum paid on the death of the zaminddr1s father.

(13) Khctipurdn.—Penalty for default in payment of rent.
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It does not appear that the rates of the above cesses are fixed ;

and the demand apparently varies with the necessities of the zamin-

ddrs, and the circumstances of the rayats. Although illegal, the cesses

do not seem to be oppressive ; for the Collector reported that no

legislative action is called for in the District on their account. The

tenants are, he said, generally quite alive to their own interests, and

are, as a body, sufficiently independent to resist of their own motion

any distasteful demands on the part of their landlords.

K.ANUNGOS.—The kdnungo appears to have occupied an important

position in the revenue system of Chittagong previous to the British

rule. His chief duty was to keep a record of collections, to check

the accounts of the zaminddr (landholder), and generally to look

after the proceedings of the zaminddrs, or their collecting officers.

After the introduction of British rule, the kdnungos appear to have

been chiefly considered useful as referees on settlement and other

matters with which their local knowledge rendered them familiar.

' The kdnungos are in every part of the country,' writes the Collector

of Chittagong in 1786, 'considered as the best referees for informa

tion on the subject of past events.' The kdnungo does not appear

ever to have received a salary from Government, but he collected a

commission (rasum) from the zaminddr, and in some cases had a

portion of land set apart for his maintenance, either instead of, or in

addition to, the commission from the zaminddr. The office of kd

nungo was naturally inconsistent with the position of zaminddr; and

in 1783 one Jaynarayan Ghosdl was dismissed from the office of kd

nungo in Sandwip, on the ground that the office was incompatible

with the position of a zaminddr. Before the office of kdnungo died

out, the kdnungo frequently abstained from personally fulfilling his

duties, and appointed managers, who were called ndibs or gumdshtds.

The following extract, from a letter of the Collector in 1787, shows

the work that used to devolve on gumdshtds : ' The gumdshtds of the

kdnungo of Chittagong reside in the town of Isldmdbdd ; they and

their muharrirs (clerks) attend at all the different cutcherries, examine

and compare the records and accounts, and keep a register of all

papers in revenue transactions, of the settlements, receipts, and bal

ances, and frequently act as amins in adjusting disputed accounts

between zaminddrs, tdlukddrs, and rayats. In a District like this, where

the records and accounts are so very voluminous—the collections

being made from upwards of two thousand zaminddrs—the institution

is found to be very useful." From the proceedings of the Governor
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General in Council, dated April 7, 1786, it appears that an attempt

was made to revive fully the ancient constitutional check of the

kdnungo department. This attempt, however, did not meet with

much success ; for, as the Collector reported in 1873, the institution

seems to have died out altogether before the end of the last century,

and the title has now no connection with any official duties.

MATABARS, OR VILLAGE HEADMEN.—These men are selected by

the villagers from among the most influential men in the village ;

they have the nomination of chauMddrs (village watchmen), and

exercise some degree of authority over their fellow-villagers. In all

matters concerning the village, they are supposed to be the medium

of communication with the Government officers ; they form a kind

of committee for the administration of local affairs, and are frequently

consulted, especially in disputes about samdj (religious party or clique),

and similar matters. By their authority they frequently prevent quar

rels from becoming serious ; and on the occurrence of criminal cases

they are often consulted. It is not uncommon for the police to give

a prisoner into the charge of a mdtabar for a short time, when it is

inconvenient to remove the man at once to a police-station. In

tricate questions—as disputes about land or division of property on

a person's death—are generally submitted to a sdlis, or jury, of influ

ential men, of which the mdtabar may be, but is not ex officio, a

member. The chauMddrs are, as a rule, creatures of the mdtabars,

with whom they act in concert ; but the influence of the mdtabar is

not always exerted on the side of law and order. The office of the

mdtabar is not strictly hereditary ; but on the death of a mdtabar,

his son or brother would probably have the preference over other

candidates, if considered competent by his fellow-villagers. The

institution of mdtabars is universal throughout the District, and

every village has one, two, or three mdtabars, according to its size.

In large villages there is a mdtabar to every pdrd, or hamlet The

mdtabars are Muhammadans and Hindus indifferently; and followers

of both creeds are alike subject to their authority. In the south of

the District there are a few Magh mdtabars. Most of the mdtabars

are small landholders ; but their position is not dependent on their

property. The indigenous agency employed in taking the Census

consisted of the mdtabars, and from them the enumerators were

generally selected.

MANURE.—Cow-dung is regularly used throughout the District as

manure, and oil-cake refuse is used for pan (betel) and other valuable
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crops. There is no fixed allowance of cow-dung manure for an acre

of land ; each peasant uses the litter of his cows in manuring his

fields, and the quantity used depends upon the supply. The manure

is hardly ever sold.

IRRIGATION, ROTATION OF CROPS, &c.—Irrigation is effected only

from natural water-courses and from tanks, and no other mode of

irrigation is required. The Collector stated in 1871 that no estimate

can be given of the cost of irrigation for different crops. Lands are

allowed to lie fallow only in the case of pdn gardens, which are left

fallow for two years after a crop has been obtained for three succes

sive years. The Collector reported in 1871 that sugar-cane is not

grown for two consecutive years on the same land, and that in this

case only is rotation of crops practised.

NATURAL CALAMITIES.—(i) Blight.—The crops are often much

damaged by caterpillars, but the injury done is usually local, and does

not affect the general food-supply of the District. The easy means

of communication throughout the District also prevents the effects

of the local injury from being very serious. (2) Floods.—The lands

along the sea-coast are often flooded by salt water, and great injury

is thereby caused. Owing to the encroachment of the sea, a large

portion of the island of Kutabdia' has been deserted ; in this island,

as also on some parts of the mainland, the embankments at present

(1875) existing do not afford adequate protection against inundation.

(3) Drought.—No demand exists for any irrigation works ; but the Col

lector reported in 1871 that boat traffic and communication would

be increased by turning some of the existing creeks into canals.

Drought is almost unknown in the District (4) Storms.—The

District of Chittagong is sometimes exposed to storms, but serious

injury is very rarely caused. The last storm which inflicted much

damage was the cyclone which passed over the Subdivision of Cox's

Bdzdr in October 1872. Its violence was confined to that portion

of the District lying between Chakirid on the north and TeknaT on

the south. Many lives were lost by the fall of houses and trees, and

numbers of cattle were destroyed. One large forest near the NaT

was completely wrecked ; and Mr H. H. Davis, the Assistant Con

servator of Forests, says that he does not think that more than one

tree is now standing of every ten that stood there before the gale.

FAMINES.—In 1866 the maximum price ofrice was Rs. 5 per mautuf,

or 135. 8d. a cwt., and of unhusked paddy, Rs. 2 per maund, or 53. 5d.

a cwt. ; and the Collector reported in 1871 that local prices had not
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receded to the level of prices before the year of scarcity, a result which

he considered was probably due to the amount exported by sea. Fam

ine is unknown in Chittagong, and could only result from a combina

tion of extensive loss of crops with great scarcity in the rice districts

of the Delta and of Burmah. The aman rice is the principal crop of

the District ; and the loss of the aus crop would not of itself cause

serious scarcity. In such a case, the Collector thinks that the aman

crop would enable the people to live through the year without

famine, even supposing that there were no other imports than the

small quantity sent from Sandwip and the neighbouring islands.

FOREIGN AND ABSENTEE LANDHOLDERS.—There are hardly any

European landlords on the rent-roll of the District, but there were

in 1871 fifteen Europeans and East Indians registered as proprietors

of waste-land grants. The greater proportion of the landholders are

Muhammadans, who form the great bulk of the small proprietors in

the District. Only a small portion of the land is owned by absentee

landlords.

ROADS AND OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.1—The only impe

rial road in the District under the superintendence of the Public

Works Department is the Chittagong and Dacca Great Trunk Road,

which runs for a distance of 46 miles through the District The

roads under the District officers are as follow: (i) Ardkdn road—

length, 90 miles. This road appears to have had its origin in an

old military line connecting Chittagong town with the south of the

District. It seems probable that this line never went further than

Rdmu as a connected road ; for although, in the early days of Chit

tagong, it must have been necessary to have the means of moving

troops as far south as Rdmu, it is not likely that there was any direct

road to Ardkdn, which was then under the king of Burmah. After

the second Burmese war, when the whole of Ardkdn had been

annexed, it seems to have been proposed to establish an imperial

line of road in continuation of that connecting Dacca and Chitta

gong, to run straight into Ardkdn, and thence probably further south.

About 1854-56, the road-works appear to have been actively pushed

on ; and at Pagalibil the old military line to Rdmu was abandoned,

and the passage of the Ndf avoided, by taking the road through

Garjangiyd and Twalitang. The occurrence of the Mutiny in 1857,

1 This account of the roads in Chittagong District is, to a large extent, taken

from the Annual General Reports for 1871-72 and 1872-73, by Mr H. Hankey, C.S.,

then Officiating Commissioner.
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and the subsequent development of coasting steam navigation, led

to the abandonment of the road by Government, and it has since

remained an ordinary District road. It is (1873) bridged and pass

able for carts for 27 miles. Beyond the thirtieth mile the road is

generally not bridged, though, here and there, there are wooden foot

bridges, and near Rdmut here is a wire suspension-bridge over the

Joyari n&la. The old road to Rdmu is continued from Rdmu to

Ukhid Ghdt on the NaT, and from there travellers go by boat to

Toinbru, and thence by land to Mangdu. There are, however, no

bridges on this road south of Rdmu, and temporary bamboo plat

forms are annually put up for the post-runners. South of Ramu the

road passes through heavy forest jungle, which continues down to

the NaT. (2) Ramgharroad—length, 50 miles. This road is (1874)

bridged and passable for carts as far as Phatikchari (25^ miles).

Two rivers have to be crossed between Hdthdzari and Phatikchari.

Both of these (the Haldd and the Dhrung) are fordable in the dry

weather, and the latter generally also in the rains. For about 13

miles beyond Phatikchari the road is very winding and in bad

condition, and it then loses itself in the hills and jungle. The road,

when complete, will extend to Rdmghar. (3) Robertganj road,

4 miles ; it branches from the Dacca road at Joroarganj, and meets

the Phenf river at Midjdn Chaudhari's Hat This is the direct road

to Nodkhdlf. (4) Hdthdzdri road, nj£ miles. (5) Mahdjan-hdi

road, 2 miles. This is a loop-line running north from Jorodrganj

through Rdmgopdl Mahdjan's Hit, an important market, and rejoin

ing the Dacca Trunk road close to where it crosses the Phenf.

(6) Tipperah Pass road, 3 miles ; a good road, running west from

the north of the station of Chittagong, and joining the Dacca Trunk

road. (7) Hdlishahr road, 3^ miles; connects the Dacca road

at Chittagong with the sea-shore at Hdlishahr. (8) Ndsirdbdd road,

3 miles ; a loop-line to the west of the Rdmghar road, near its

commencement at Chittagong. (9) Bakalid road, 2^ miles; runs

east from Chittagong towards the Karnaphuli. (10) Kdlughdt road,

5 miles ; runs north-east from Chittagong to the river Karnaphulf.

(11) Cox's Bdzdr road, 9 miles. This road connects Cox's Bdzdr

with thdnd Rdmu. (12) Chdndpur road, 16 miles; runs southward

from the left bank of the Karnaphuli, opposite Chittagong ; crosses

the Sangu river at Chdndpur Ghat, and joins the main line of the

Ardkdn road near Chanoti. (13) Anwara road, 1 mile. (14) Parai-

kora road, 5}< miles. (15) Sakirdpol road, 4)^ miles. (16) Dalghdt
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road, 7 miles ; from Patid to the Karnaphulf. (17) Maheshkhdli road,

2 ^ miles ; a road in the island of Mdskhdl (Maheshkhdli). ( 1 8) Phe-

nud road, 4}^ miles ; from Phatikchari to a tea-garden at Phenud.

(19) Khordnd road, i^ miles. (20) Rangunid road, 2 miles.

(21) Mdnddrbdri road, 3 miles. (22) Mitdsarai road ; from Mitdsardi

to Joydri ndld, a tidal stream running into the Maskhdl channel.

The annual expenditure on the construction and maintenance of

the roads under the local officers varies, as it is dependent on the

amount of the annual grant. The amount thus expended in the

year 1870-71 was ,£2,868, 143. od.

There are no completely artificial canals in Chittagong Dis

trict ; but there are a number of natural tidal creeks which furnish

an excellent means of communication. The more important of

these creeks are kept clear by Government ; and the canals, which

are all under the Canal Tolls Act, are let out to farmers, who levy a

fixed toll. Twenty-five and a half miles of these natural canals are

kept open by Government, and the cost in the year 1870-71 was

£23, 6s. od. In 1871-72 the expenditure was £425, 123. od., as

considerable excavations had to be made where the channels had

silted up. The following table gives the amounts for which the

canals were leased in the years 1867-68, 1870-71, 1873-74:—

Name of Canal.

Amount Realised.

1867-68. 1870-71. 1873-74-

i. BoAlkhdli,

2. Chdndkhdli, .

3. BdnskhAli, )

j£l22 13 O £265 o o £230 8 o

158 o o90 o o

137 o o

115 13 O

4. |. llU.nl.il, \

176 o o 229 6 o

MANUFACTURES.—Manufactures are not much carried on in Chit

tagong. Some coarse cloth is woven, and some common kinds of

pottery are made, but they are not of very good quality. Silver

ornaments are also made, but the workmanship is not good. In

Cox's Bdzar the Maghs make both silk and cotton cloth, the thread

being generally English, and the silk brought from some other part

of Bengal, or from Burmah. The lungi—a kind of skirt made out of

the silk and cotton cloth woven by the Magh women—is a favourite

article of dress with both Muhammadans and Maghs. ' The Maghs
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make gold and silver ornaments, but the designs are generally rude,

and display no high degree of taste. Musical instruments, such as

drums, a kind of fiddle or hurdy-gurdy, &c, are also made, but they

are of a very primitive description. They also make head-dresses of

the pith of soM-reed painted and carved in all sorts of fantastical

devices. These are generally worn at marriages and on other festive

occasions. In carpentry and joiner's work the Maghs are much more

expert than their Bengali neighbours.'1 The articles made in the

District of Chittagong are all made by the seller, and not by means

of hired labour ; and none of the manufactures are of importance.

The chief cause of their insignificance is probably the fact that almost

all the population own or hold land ; and there is no class whose

interest it is to devote all its energy and time to the development of

any branch of manufacture.

The Condition of the Manufacturing Classes.—There are

no purely manufacturing classes in the District, but those who

engage in manufactures in addition to agriculture are well off; and

so also are the few individuals who devote themselves entirely to

manufactures.

Commerce and Trade.—The chief imports of Chittagong are

salt and earth-oil. The quantity and value of these articles im

ported in the years 1865-66, 1870-71, 1873-74, are shown in the

following table :—

Table of Quantity and Value of Salt and Eakth-oil imported

during the years 1865-66, 1870-71, and 1 873-74.

Salt. Earth-oil.

Year.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Tons.

1,283

Tons.

1865-66

1870-71

1873-74

,£17,453 O 0

44,254 10 0

36,898 0 0

7 /90 2 0

17,839 IO 0

32,513 12 0

3.25S

7,752

1.346

I.89S

The principal export from Chittagong is rice. The trade in this

article has greatly increased of late years, and is chiefly in the hands

of European merchants. ' The bulk of the rice conies from Tip-

perah, Noakhalf (including the chars of Sandwip, Hatia, &c), and

1 Annual General Report for 1872-73. by Mr H. Hankey, Commissioner of the Chit-

tasong Division.
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the island of Dakshin Shdhbazpur, which belongs to Bakarganj. It

is brought down by bepdris (traders) in boats, and during the cold

weather whole fleets of these may be seen making for the mouth of the

Karnaphuli from the northward. These bepdris are not generally men

of capital ; they purchase rice in small quantities from the produc

ers, and bring it down in their own boats. On arrival, they deal

with the merchants direct. Business is done to a certain extent

through brokers, but under the immediate superintendence of the

merchant ; not as in Calcutta, where they employ banids.' x Very

little rice grown in Chittagong District is exported ; for the pro

duce of the District is certainly not much more, if any more, than

sufficient for the local consumption. 'The ships that take away

the rice are generally European or American. They either come

in ballast or bring salt from Liverpool. A few bring earth-oil, and

sometimes timber from Rangoon. The rice is sent to Galle, Colom

bo, Cochin, Bombay, and other Indian ports. It also goes to the

Mauritius. During the past season, 453,376 maunds (16,668 tons)

of rice were exported to the Mauritius. No rice has been sent to

Europe during the last two years, as Chittagong cannot compete

with Calcutta as regards freight, nor with Burmah as regards cost of

rice.' 2 The following table, compiled from statistics furnished by

the Collector of Customs, gives the quantity of rice, paddy, and

other grains, exported by sea from Chittagong, during the years

1860-61, 186566, 1870-71, and 1873-74:—

Amount of Grain exported from Chittagong during the Years

1860-61, 1865-66, 1870-71, and 1873-74.

Year. Rice.
(unhusked rice).

Paddy
Other Grain. Total.

Tons.

13,202

28,807

40,853

50.250

Tons. Tons. cwt. Tons. CWt.

1860-61

1865-66

1870-71

1873-74

1,241

5,160

5.3&6

7.349

O 9 ■4.443 9

34.181 0214 0

274 O 46,513 0

57.824 0225 0

The table on the following page shows the value of the entire sea

borne trade, so far as it is known to the Customs authorities. It does

not include treasure, nor does it show the value of goods brought to

Chittagong in any way other than by sea :—

1 Commissioner's Annual Report for 1872-73. a Ibid.
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Statement showing the Value of the Sea-borne Trade of

Chittagong (excluding Treasure), for the Years i86o-6i,

1865-66, 1870-71, 1873-74.

Year. Imports. Exports. Total.

1860-61

1865-66

1870-71

1873-74

,£8,206 10 0 ,£53,529 10 0

223,662 4 0

276,019 6 0

582,182 14 0

,£61,736 0 0

237,453 12 0

458,784 16 0

824,640 4 0

13.791 8 0

182,765 10 0

242,457 10 0

From this table it is evident that the trade of the port is rapidly and

steadily increasing. The total value of the import and export trade

for the year 1870-71, was nearly twice that for the 1865-66 ; and

the value of the trade for 1873-74 was nearly twice that for the year

1870-71. The value of the trade for 1872-73 was greater than for

1 873-74> but the former year was one of exceptional activity in trade.

' The country-built vessels trade from Chittagong to Narayanganj

with earth-oil, salt, cotton, betel-nut, &c. ; bringing back tobacco,

jute, hemp, ghi, sugar, oil-seeds, and other country produce. There

is a small export trade to Akydb in turmeric, onions, garlic, mustard-

seed, hemp, and jute-rope. Cocoa-nuts, shells, and sundries are

brought in country-bottoms from Ceylon, the Maldive and Laccadive

Islands. The pulp of the nuts, after being dried in the sun, is

pressed in a mill to extract the oil, the outer fibrous covering

being manufactured into rope and matting. Cocoa-nuts for eating

and for making oil are brought from Dakshin Shihbazpur, and other

islands in the estuary of the Meghna ; but the fibre is said to be too

tough to be worked into rope.' l

A small export-trade is also carried on in kingfishers' skins, which

are sent to Burmah and China. Besides the town and port of

Chittagong, the chief seats of trade in the District are Cox's Bizar,

Mahdjans-hat, Nazir's-hat, and Roaja-hat. Nearly every village has

a permanent hdt or market, which is held on two days in each week,

and is resorted to by the people of the neighbouring villages. No

manufactures are exported from the District ; but pottery is carried

in large quantities from one part of the District to another in boats.

There is a considerable trade in bamboos and thatching-grass for

building purposes, and in poultry and other articles of food.

1 Commissioner's Annual Report for 1872-73.
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Chittagong Port.—The peculiar advantages which Chittagong

possessed enabled it to command in early times almost the entire

trade of Bengal. Situated on the river Karnaphulf, the port afforded

easy access and safe anchorage to ships of 20 feet draught, while its

proximity to the Meghnd gave ready communication with all the

country traversed by the Ganges and the Brahmaputra. The growth

of the European settlements on the Hiiglf attracted the trade of

Bengal from the eastern to the western corner of the Bay; and Chit

tagong, which had gained from the Portuguese merchants who

frequented it the name of ' Porto Grando,' sank for a time as a

trading-place into comparative insignificance. In 1853, Mr Currie,

of the Board of Revenue, described the port as a ship-owning rather

than a trading place, and its trade as very inconsiderable. Since

then, however, Chittagong has been rapidly becoming a great centre

of commerce, and the port, which is one of the best in India, is now

frequented yearly by numerous vessels from foreign ports, as well as

from the several Presidencies of India. The following table gives

the number and tonnage of the vessels frequenting the port during

the years 1860-61, 1865-66, 1870-71, and 1874-75:—

Port Statistics for the Years 1860-61, 1865-66, 1870-71,

and 1874-75.

Vessels Entered. Vtssels Cleared.

Ships. Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage.

( From and to Foreign Countries . . .

11 n Other Presidencies . .

1, 11 Ports within Bengal . .

37

29

6,060 47

53

7.9°9

6.5901860-61 <

1865-66-J

3,683

Total .... 66 9,743 100 14.499

From and to Foreign Countries . . .

1, 11 Other Presidencies . .

11 11 Ports within Bengal . .

77

116

16,343

19.943

7.996

67 17,803

156 24, 302

28 24 5,800

Total .... 221 44,282 247 47.905

From and to Foreign Countries . . .

,1 11 Other Presidencies . .

it 11 Ports within Bengal' . .

80

108

27

22,860 69 21,875

18707 1 <

■874-75S

23.851

6,180

III

27

23,567

6,145

Total .... 215 52,891 207 5'.587

From and to Foreign Countries . . .

11 11 Other Presidencies . .

11 11 Ports within Bengal . .

92

9'

37

34. 175

3L353

18,372

69 28.416

40,636

17,212

III

35

83,900 2'5 86,264
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From the above table it appears that there has been a steady

increase in the tonnage of the vessels frequenting the port ; their

size has increased far more than their number. ' The one drawback

to the increasing importance and prosperity of the port is its com

parative inaccessibility, so far as native craft are concerned ; for

boats coming from Tipperah, Nodkhdli, Dacca, and Bdkarganj, have

to round a point before entering the river, where rough water is

often encountered even during the hot weather, and where vessels

are often lost. As a consequence, native boats venture only during

a short period, from December to March, the passage not being

attempted after that even by the large bdldm boats. The period

during which it is considered safe to make the voyage covers most

of the rice season, but does not allow of a traffic in oil-seeds, jute,

&c., being opened out, and this is a serious drawback to the expan

sion of trade.' * To remedy this defect three proposals have been

made, and of these the most practicable appears to be to open out

the Maheshkhdli canal, which connects the port directly with the

Bay of Bengal. This channel cuts across the long tongue of land,

the rounding of which to enter the Karnaphulf is so much dreaded,

and affords a safe and expeditious route ; but it has now from

neglect partially silted up, and can only be used at high tides by

small boats.

Shipbuilding was, till the year 1873, carried on to a considerable

extent at Chittagong. In 1 860-61, sixteen vessels were built of a

total burthen of 2,036 tons ; and in 1870-71, six vessels, of a total

burthen of 1,028 tons. In the year 1873-74, only four vessels were

built; and in 1874-75, onty one vessel of 286 tons. The vessels

built since 1869 have been of a better class than those previously

built at Chittagong, by far the majority of which were, in build, fit

tings, workmanship, and materials, of the worst and rudest descrip

tion. Six Chittagong-built vessels were lost in the Bay of Bengal

during the year 1870-71. Three of them, with their crews, were

never heard of again ; but the crews of the other three were saved.

The limits of the port of Chittagong, as defined by a Government

notification, dated i2th September 1856, are as follows: 'To the

north-east, a line drawn across the river Karnaphulf from the boun

dary pillar at the mouth of the Chaktdi creek, to the boundary pillar

on the opposite bank of the said river ; to the south-west, a line

drawn across the said river from the boundary pillar at the mouth of

1 Commissioner's Annual Keport for 1874-75.
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the Goaldanga creek, to the boundary pillar on the opposite bank, at

the northernmost point of Lakhia char. These limits include so

much of the river Karnaphulf, and of the shores thereof, as are

within high-water mark at spring-tides.' The following table shows

the port dues, and the total receipts and expenditure of the Port

Department, for the years 1860-61, 1865-66, and 1870-71 :—

Year. Port Dues.

Total Receipts

of Port Depart

ment.

Total Expenditure

of Port Depart

ment.

1860-61,

1865-66,

1870-71,

£902 10 0

1,457 6 0

1,730 12 0

j£o02 IO O

1,462 14 O

'.751 4 O

£1.551 16 0

1,442 14 0

2,246 11 0

The reason of the port expenditure in 1870-71 exceeding the in

come, is explained by a charge of£816 for placing new buoys in the

Karnaphulf river, and a contribution of £400 from the port-fund

towards the construction of a dispensary and hospital. At the end

of the year 1870-71, the port-fund had a balance of ,£5,562 to its

credit.

Statistics of River Traffic.—In September 1875 a more ac

curate system of registration of boat-traffic was introduced on all the

great waterways of Bengal ; and statistics of river-traffic from that date

for each District are published monthly in The Statistical Reporter.

Chittagong town is one of the new registration stations that have

been selected ; but it would seem that the staff at this station was

not organised until the November following the above-mentioned

date. As by far the greater portion of the river traffic of Chittagong

District is registered at Chittagong itself, it must have entirely

escaped registration on the other distant stations on the Meghnd or

the Calcutta Canals, before the Chittagong station was opened. The

figures, therefore, for the first two months, September and October

1875, are unavoidably imperfect; but it has not been thought desir

able to exclude them from the two tables on the following pages,

which have been compiled from the columns of The Statistical Re

porter. Table I. shows the export by boat from Chittagong District,

arranged in three classes, for the six months ending February 1876 ;

while Table II. shows the imports into the District during the same

period.

VOL. VI. m
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STATISTICS OF THE RIVER TRAFFIC OF CHITTAGONG DISTRICT FOR THE

Six MONTHS ENDING FEBRUARY 1876. (TABLE I.—EXPORTS.)

Description of Goods.

September.*
*_

O

November. December.

January.
February.

Total.

CLASS I.

Coal and coke

Mds. Mds.

60

Mds. Mds.

1,036

Mds.

3.445

Mds.

4.203

Mds.

10

0.091

10

Cotton, 347

Do. twist (native), ....

Chemicals and medicines, ....

8,305 32 8,237

4

23O

4

300 ".455

10,649

5

",374

754

17,692

10,884

631

3,597

473

2.330

3.9°o

i 179

ii 610

'37 5.401

33.2617,103

Do. (fresh and vegetables). . 1,328 '75

50

a.'55

'634

627

»9.034

4,020

970

47

19.329

400

1.033 5.8l<

2.978

77,864

18,196

631

3,8oS

485

1,027

3.233

Rice

Paddy,

1,305

14

1.500

8,449

2,892

Jute and other raw fibres, . 15 ai »SI

12

Hides, ... 100 349

3»o

321

2.690

125

1,157

183

278

=57

83

?i

850

Iron and its manufactures.

Copper, brass, and their manufactures, .

Lime and limestone, .....

GM

7°

£

81 355

2,7°4

261

2,599

463

"3

Oil, 90

1,300

3°

1.135

i

566

47

530

4«3

Salt,

'778

4,682

668

190

7.526

608

S

933

'884

16,289

56

14

",429

824

710

20,088

754

33,300 ^'F65.659

Spices and condiments IOI 1.579

919

29,040

2,7M

201

1,785

884

514

Tobacco

18,300

398

5° 4",o86 3,"9 343 8,64?

Total, 12,393

No.

2,840

No.

65,294 66,678 69,406 71,056

No.

287,666

CLASS II.

Cows and bullocks, ....
No.

6

No.

16

No. No.

286

Fowls,

Timber, . . ...

46

1,988

4.134

305,190

"4.394

2,252

3,000

34.041

M9,4'o

13,857

4.653

264

27

2,410

14.050

73.76°

7.398

52,225

694.93"

129,241

15,955

14

3.142

31,533

38,375

Bamboo,
166.570

1,990

5.550

Cocoanuts, ....

Planks
3.500

Hay and straw,
14

Hides

Canes, ......

5°o

',233

37.770

242

29,800

105

2.900

500

Leather and its manufactures, .

Woollen manufactures,

CLASS III.
Rs. R*.

«54

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

3,118

1,000

384 3.502

Cotton (European) manufactures,

Do. (native) do.

Miscellaneous (native) goods, .

Do. (European) do.

12,846

300

19,046

7.68S

I.OOU

2,435

1.845

13.946

200

10,768

2,310

13.140

23,969

4.655

19
57.554

19

Total,
«54 36,329 18,226 18,656 15.834 89.699

* During these two months the registration station at Chittagong town was not open, and con-

sequculty the returns are imperfect.
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Statistics of the River Traffic of Chittagong District for the

Six Months ending February 1876. (Table II.—Imports.)

u

i
Description of Goods. 1 s

^>
E

Total.
—
0 >

0

E

eg

u
c
S

O a

M Mds. Mds.

10

Mds.

20

Mds.Class I.

Do. twist (European),

Is. Mds.

615

Mds.

1.648

2

2,293

2
4

1,680

3.900

40

•37

40

1,7:0 '.799

11,610

5.326

Fuel and Firewood, .

Do. fresh and vegetable

10,799 7.102
33.4"

40

2-653

33 62

s, 32 1,946 321

400

2,379 7.33'

30 430

202

1,060

2,525 2,397 3.494 2.179 10,922

33.459
121,306 165,346 63,208 384,379

'4.719 20,466 38,394 9.438 72,917

Other cereals, . 2,170 100 220 2.490

Jute and other raw fibres,

Fibres manufactures of,

3

'581

10 '3

4.274 31 231 5.107

18 18

162

349

'.355

'58

50

2,3'3

21

270

394 257

230

71

900

Iron and its manufactures

Copper, brass, and their n

Other metals and their ma

."■0
505 4.507 6.779

922anuf

nufac

ictures, . S92
IOI

tun

jo

1

4,807

248

3 53

400 3,539 3.301 14,41c

106 148 523

25
39 1,009 204

3.679

443 1,990

1.636 1,636

850

600

3,3°4 '.934

14,106

2,115 11,882

000

66

8

87

485

43

2.596 '2,74' 12,608 43.651

Other saline substances,

Spices and condiments,

Sugar, refined, .

247 101

1,128 1,638

60 474

610 435

2,864

14,909

4,018

3.8'9

B03

2.335 804

4.582

3.849

3.553

10,658

7.324

9.643

1 80

'3.'53
48,59<:

4. '35
19,549

Liquor,

Miscellaneous, .

10 10

273 4.159 3.267 408 8,107

Total. 6,203 4,036 186,350 268, 142 ■ 28,832 697,681104.118

Class II.
N No.

28

No. No.

16

N 0.

264

No. No.

Cows and Bullocks, .

Goats and Sheep,

29 309

"7 46
■•7 100

1,188 i,iS8

34.076 14.300

99,070

52,338
3.934

i8a 070 793.ioo

Cocoanuts,

312.725 '99,235

94 490 454,639790,024 70,125

1,800 1 2,000 4,84040

Hay and straw, in bundles. •
::

13 ■3

Hides 242 242

Canes, .... 1,218

67.278

29.800

215

31,018

Miscellaneous, . 67,493

Class III.
Rs. Rs Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

2,118Leather and its manufactures, . 2,118

Woollen manufactures, 1,000 1,000

Silk do. 600

9,000

600

Cotton (European) manufactures. 2.548

4,830

Do. (native) do.

Miscellaneous (native) goods.

11,846 5.'8s 5.355 33.934

2,265

300 '.795 200 2,310

12,628

4.605

16.657 56,543 118,894

Do. (European) do.

Miscellaneous goods,

25.97'

19

14,000

■9

14,000

fota! 25,865 7.378
3'.94° 32,95' 6j ,098 '4.93s ■75,'7<:

" During these two months the registration station was not open at Chittagong town, and con

sequently the returns are imperfect.
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From these tables it appears that during the six months referred

to, the total exports under Class I. (articles registered by weight

only) amounted to an aggregate of 287,666 mounds, or 10,531 tons ;

and that the imports under Class I. reached 697,681 mounds, or

25,540 tons, being more than twice as much as the exports. This

difference is, of course, to be explained by the fact that Chittagong

is a rice-importing District, which either consumes or re-exports by

sea the large imports of rice which it receives, chiefly from Nodkhllf.

In Class III. (articles registered by value only) the total of the ex

ports is Rs. 89,699, or ^8,969, 1 8s. ; while the imports again

double the exports, amounting to Rs. 175,170, or ^17,517. This

difference is almost entirely accounted for by the large surplus of

imports under the heading ' Miscellaneous native goods.'

Concerning the destination of the exports, and the origin of the

imports, some information may be gained from other columns of The

Statistical Reporter, which record the traffic registered at the several

stations. In the first place, it must be recollected that the terms ' ex

ports and imports' are used in a special sense. They do not mean,

according to their usual and accurate interpretation, the total of the

goods leaving and entering the boundaries of Chittagong, but rather

the totals consigned from, and destined to, any of the various markets

within the District. According to the system of registration adopted,

the stations selected are those trade centres through which the

greatest amount of river traffic passes ; and such centres will rarely

or never be found on the actual boundaries of a District. It follows,

therefore, that there must always be a certain amount of double

registration ; and that the totals given above do not represent only

the amount of the exports from Chittagong and imports into Chitta

gong, properly so called, but, in addition, a large though unascer-

tainable amount of merely local traffic, passing from one mart

within the District to another mart also within the District. For

example, the imports of rice, as will be shown more fully in a sub

sequent paragraph, include the internal traffic of Chittagong, as well

as the imports proper from Nodkhdlf and other Districts, while the

same internal traffic is again entered under the exports. Despite

this element of confusion, however, which cannot be altogether

eliminated, it is possible to arrive at conclusions of sufficient accu

racy regarding the sources from which Chittagong draws the bulk of

her imports, though it is not equally easy to determine the destina

tion of her exports.
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During the two months of September and October 1875, when the

registration station at Chittagong town was not yet open, the totals

of both exports and imports were insignificant, with the exception

of imports under Class III. This shows, what might have been

expected, that the river trade of Chittagong with distant Districts is

small ; though there is a considerable import of ' European cotton

goods ' registered at Khulna and Kidderpur, and of ' Miscellaneous

native goods ' registered at Ndrayanganj. The returns for the follow

ing four months, November 1875 to February 1876, when the

Chittagong station was open, shows the converse result on a large

scale. During those four months, the total amount of passing traffic

registered at the Chittagong station amounted to 675,862 maunds;

of which no less than 643,203 maunds were entered as imported

into Chittagong District, leaving only 32,659 maunds, or 4-8 per

cent., as consigned to other Districts. Now, the total of all the

imports during these four months was 687,442 maunds; and as

it is possible to ascertain the origin of the traffic registered at

Chittagong, we are thus enabled to assign approximately the origin

of 643,203 maunds, or 93-5 per cent, of the total imports into the Dis

trict. Of the total registered at Chittagong, 329,054 maunds were

entered as exported from the neighbouring District of NoAkhdlf.

As to this amount, it is certain that the whole must be included

among the imports into Chittagong, towards which it contributes

487 per cent., as it could not otherwise have passed the Chittagong

station. Next in order comes the District of Chittagong, which itself

consigned 225,227 maunds of the total registered at Chittagong. But

it has already been mentioned that only 32,659 maunds of the total

traffic registered as passing Chittagong were not imported into the

District. It follows, therefore, that as much as 192,568 maunds of

the exports from Chittagong must necessarily be also included

among the imports into the District, of which they constitute 28-4

per cent. We can thus demonstrate the origin of 77T per cent, of

the total imports. But these figures point to another important con

clusion. The total of the whole exports from Chittagong during the

four months was 272,434 maunds. But it has just been shown that

192,568 maunds, or 70-6 per cent, of this amount, are also entered

among the imports, as exhibiting merely the local movement of trade

within the limits of the District. Deducting this, we are left with

only 79,866 maunds as the exports proper from Chittagong.

With regard to particular articles of trade, The Statistical Reporter
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furnishes detailed information for rice and European cotton goods.

During the four months ending February 1876, the total amount of

rice imported into Chittagong amounted to 383,319 maunds, or con

siderably more than one-half of the total imports. Out of this total,

no less than 270,821 maunds was supplied by the one District of

NodkhaH ; 20,575 came from Tipperah ; and there were minor ship

ments from marts in such distant Districts as Dacca and Jessor. In

the total, however, of 383,319 maunds there is included the amount

of 62,648 maunds, consigned from various marts within the District

of Chittagong itself. For reasons given above, this amount is neces

sarily entered in the table of imports, and is again entered under

the exports; but it really 'represents the local trade moving

from one part of the District to another.' Deducting this amount

from both tables, it will appear that during the four months Chitta

gong imported (in the strict sense of the term) 320,671 maunds ot

rice, and exported in the same time only 11,856 maunds. The

balance, therefore, of imports amounts to 308,815 maunds. It must

carefully be remembered that these statistics only exhibit the raw-

trade. The sea-bomt trade in rice for the three months December

1875 t0 February 1876, the season when the imports were the

largest, is shown in T/ie Statistical Reporter. During that time

380,269 maunds were ' exported from Chittagong to places beyond

sea, such as Cochin, the Maldive Islands, Galle, Bombay, and the

Mauritius.' As this total exceeds the balance of imports proper by

71,454 maunds, it would appear that this amount must have been

furnished by the rice-crop of Chittagong itself.

T/te Statistical Reporter also furnishes figures to show the internal

rice trade of Chittagong. During the four months ending February

1876, the total of this trade, as mentioned above, was 62,648

maunds, of which the great bulk was derived from the following ex

porting marts: Parkfhat, 29,098 maunds; Baxihit, 7,704; Kaigram,

5,078; Alantaras's hdt, 4,140; Chaumunf, 2,623; Darbakti, 2,327;

Lakshmiganj, 1,937 ; Chittagong town, 1,669 > Kamarali Chaud-

hari's hat, 1,581 ; Jaldd, 1,203 > Mahajan's hit, 1,059 > Rirnjan Ali's

hat, 563 ; Bagh-khalf, 187 ; Mahmud Takf's hit, 142 ; Banskhilf, 102.

The trade in European cotton goods, which is very small, may be

thus analysed during the two months ending January 1876; in

February this item is altogether blank in both tables. The imports

nominally reached a value of Rs. 10,540, and the exports

Rs. 10,123; but these two items almost entirely cancel each other.

As a matter of fact, the imports proper were only Rs. 2,750, of
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which Calcutta sent Rs. 1,750, and Dacca Rs. 1,000. The balance

of imports, amounting to Rs. 7,790, represents the value of the

goods moving from one part of the District to another, and is, of

course, entered in both tables. The chief exporting marts within

the District were—Chdktf, with Rs. 7,000; Chandanpur, Rs. 1,000 ;

Baxihit, Rs. 965 ; Chittagong town, Rs. 688. The chief importing

marts were—Kakuldbaz, Rs. 2,000; Nizampur, Rs. 1,750; Chitta

gong town, Rs. 1,667 > Nadompur, Ramu, and Sadrghat, each

Rs. 1,000; Pitiri, Rs. 600.

The trade of Chittagong is especially large under the following mis

cellaneous items : unrefined sugar, bamboos, cocoa-nuts, and canes.

But the largeness of the figures under these headings in both tables is

to be attributed to a certain extent to double registration. In Nov

ember 1875, the total import of unrefined sugar amounted to 13,153

maunds, and the export to 7,526; but no less than 6,045 maunds

falls to be deducted from both these totals for the internal trade,

consisting of the import into Chittagong town of 3,470 maunds from

MaheshkhdH, and 2,575 from Mahukf, both of which places are

themselves within the limits of the District. In January 1876, the

imports of both cocoa-nuts and bamboos into Chittagong were larger

than into any other District of Bengal ; and in December 1876, the

vast number of 29,800 canes were moved from one part of the Dis

trict to another, being three-fifths of the total number registered in

the whole of the Province.

The following descriptions of the cultivation ofcotton and oftobacco

in the Chittagong Hill Tracts has only become available since the

Statistical Account of the District was printed off. In preference to

omitting them altogether, I have thought it desirable to insert them

in this place, though they have but a slight connection with the trade

of the Regulation District of Chittagong. The description of the

cultivation of cotton, and the trade in that article, is taken from The

Statistical Reporter for March 1876; the account of tobacco, from

the columns of the same valuable periodical for January 1876 :—

' Cotton Cultivation in the Hill Tracts. — Two descrip

tions of cotton are met with in the Hill Tracts—phul shuta and beni

shuia. The former species is of white colour, and is extensively

cultivated throughout the District; the latter species is of brown

colour, and is considered to be of an inferior description. Beiii

shuta is not cultivated by itself, but grows here and there on the

same piece of land on which phul shuta is grown ; nor is it gathered

or sold separately, but is found mixed up with phul shuta. In a
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maund of seed-cotton there is generally about half a ser of bcni

shuta. Cotton-plants of a superior kind, called ndkuli, grow wild in

the plains. These plants are very few in number, grow to the

height of six or seven feet, and yield cotton for eight or ten years,

after which they wither and die. Each plant yields about four or

five sers of cotton. From this kind the sacerdotal thread of the

Brdhmans is made. It is nearly allied to what is known by the

name of dem cotton in other parts of Bengal, and nurma in the

North-Western Provinces.

' A kdni of jum land, which is the land measure in both Chitta-

gong District and the Hill Tracts, and is equivalent to i bighd 4

kdthds, or 1 rood 23 poles 14^ yards, produces on an average 30

dris or 8 maunds of paddy, 1 y± maunds of cotton, and vegetables.

In each hole for the reception of seeds, about three seeds of cotton

are put ; four or five sers of cotton seed thus being sown in a kdni of

jum land, which produces 2,000 to 2,500 plants, each plant yielding

about half a chhatdk of uncleaned cotton.

' During the month of May or June the seed is sown, the plants

flower in September, the pods form in September or October, and

the cotton is picked in November or December. The crop is, as a

rule, gathered by the jiimid women on two or three different occa

sions from each plot of land during each season ; the cotton picked

first being considered to be the best, from which seeds for sowing

are reserved. The plant, which is generally from 2j^ to four feet

high, is left standing till it withers and dies. Severe drought

or unseasonable rain subjects the crop to the ravages of insects; but

the visitation of rats is more dreaded by the hill-men than the

appearance of insects. The rats prefer grain, and eat that crop

first ; but if the visitation is a severe one, they devour the cotton

seeds also. Such damaged cotton is known as indurkata suta, and

sells at a reduced price. The cultivation of cotton is said to

be more expensive than rice, and the produce more precarious.

' In a maund of uncleaned cotton there are 25 sers of seed and

refuse, and 15 sers of cleaned cotton [in other words, the propor

tion of the latter is as 3 to 5]. The cotton is cleansed in an ordinary

machine, composed of two horizontal hand-revolving cylinders fixed

in a couple of thin upright planks. The cotton pods are applied to

the partition between the cylinders ; and the fibre, being separated

from the seed, is drawn through by the rotatory motion of the cylin

ders, imparted by means of a common wooden handle. It is then, in
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the raw state, easily disposed of in the markets. Cotton is, as a rule,

cleaned by the women, by means of the machine above described,

which is called charM. Its price is from 1 2 dnnds to Rs. 1/4 (is. 6d. to

2s. 6d.) Kjumid woman can, on the average, clean three sers of raw

cotton per diem ; but the Bengalis can turn out more work in this

respect. A few of the Bengalis of the poorer class, men and women,

periodically go to the hills for some months to clean cotton. They

can clean five to eight sers of raw cotton daily. Seed-cotton sold

by the jumids in the bdzdrs in the Regulation District is also cleaned

by the Bengali women in their villages. It is not easy to state the

exact cost of cleaning. A maund of cleaned cotton is produced from

about three maunds of uncleaned cotton ; three maunds of uncleaned

cotton cost Rs. 7-12 at the head-quarters of the Hill Tracts, and

a maund of cleaned cotton Rs. 13. The difference, Rs. 3/4 (6s. 6d.),

covers the expense of cleaning and the profit of the middle-men.

' The seed is not thrown away, but is kept for sowing during the

ensuing season. What is not wanted by the cultivator is sold at the

rate of 1 2 sers to 20 sers per rupee. The cotton seed is also to

some extent valued for the oil which is extracted from it, and used

as a medicine for itches and for disease of the hoofs of cattle. A

ser of seed yields a chhatdk of oil.

' The shopkeepers and goldddrs of the established bdzdrs in the

Hill Tracts make advances to the jumids during the sowing season,

which are repaid in cotton at the harvest time. They can buy

uncleaned cotton at 2 to 4 dnnds per maund, and cleaned cotton at

6 to 8 dnnds per maund, less than the market price.

' A few years ago some samples of Chittagong cotton were valued

by the Secretary to the Agri-Horticultural Society at threepence a-

pound. Dr Royle was of opinion that the " Indian cotton possesses

some good qualities of its own. Among these may be mentioned

colour, swelling of the fibre in bleaching, and particularly the facility

with which it takes colour in dyeing." Chittagong cotton is sup

posed to possess the last-mentioned quality.

' The cotton produced by the jum method of cultivation is a

short-stapled, rough sort, very adhesive to the seed, and therefore

comparatively of small value. It does not appear that any experi

ments have been made to try if this local cotton can be improved

by cultivation for its sake alone—i.e., without admixture with rice

and vegetables ; but the hill-men say that if this is done the plant

runs to wood, and produces scarcely any cotton.
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' Attempts have, however, been made to introduce improved

seed. An experiment was made in 1861 with New Orleans seed,

but it turned out a failure, owing to the seed having been sown too

late in the season. At that time a firm, under the name of Messrs

Hollingsworth & Mackj settled in business at Chittagong, intend

ing to buy cotton for shipment to Calcutta; but finding that the

quantity of cotton which could be got was too small for any regular

trade, gave up the speculation in despair. Another attempt to in

troduce New Orleans seed was made in 1874. This also failed, for

two reasons—first, because the seed was sown too late in the season ;

and, secondly, because the ground was not burnt, so that the plants,

as they came up, were attacked by a series of insects and blight,

which eventually destroyed them.

'The price of cotton last year (1874-75) in some of the important

marts is shown in the following table :—

Prices of Cotton in the Chittagong Marts during the

Year 1874-75.

Uncleaned.

In Growing Season.

Cleaned. Uncleaned.

Out of Season.

Cleaned.

Per

mound.

Per

cwt. tftaund.

Per
Per cwt

Per

maund.
Per cwt.

Per

maund.
Per cwt

Rangamatf,

Rs. a.

3 4

s. d.

8 10

Rs. a.

13 0

C s. d.

1 IS 6

Rs. a.

4 oto

4 8

4 oto

4 8

s. d.

10 11 to

12 3

10 n to

Rs. a.

14 O

£ s. d.

1 18 3

Kasalang, 3 4 8 10 13 O 1 is 6

12 3

14 O 1 18 3

Chittagong, 4 8 12 3 16 oto

18 0

2 3 8 to

292

6 oto 16 4 to 20 0 2 14 7

7 0 19 I

' The prices shown in the preceding table do not differ much

from the rate that was prevalent about fifteen years ago. In the

town of Chittagong, in the year 1858-59, uncleaned cotton during the

growing season sold at Rs. 3/8 per maund, or 9s. 6d. a hundred

weight; and when out of season, at Rs. 5/4 per maund, or 14s. 4a1.

a hundredweight. In 1859-60, in the season, at Rs. 4/8 per maund,

or 12s. 3d. a hundredweight; out of season, at from Rs. 6/8 to Rs. 7

per maund, or from 17s. 9d. to 19s. id. a hundredweight. In 1860-

61, in the season, at from Rs. 4/12 to Rs. 5/6 per maund, or from

12s. i id. to 14s. 8d. a hundredweight; and out of season, at from

Rs. 6/8 to Rs. 7/0 per maund, or from 17s. 9d. to 19s. id. a hundred
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weight. This year (1875-76) the price of cotton has fallen about

8 to 12 dnnds per maund, or is. 4d. to 2s. a hundredweight'

Exports of Cotton from the Hill Tracts.—' Raw cotton

forms, undoubtedly, the most valuable export from the Hill Tracts.

Some portion of the crop is locally consumed in the manufacture of

home-spun cloth ; but the greater part is sold to the Bengali traders,

and floated down to Chittagong on bamboo rafts. Money, fish,

tobacco, &c, are given to the jimids in exchange for the raw

material, most of which is ultimately conveyed to Dacca and Niri-

yanganj (also in Dacca District). None of the cotton grown on this

side of the Naf is sent to Arakan.' Statistics showing the exports

of cotton from the Hill Tracts have been given on pp. 84, 85, of this

volume.

' The principal marts where cotton is largely sold are Kasdlang,

Rangamatf, Boradom, Bandarban, Mdnik-chari, Tipperah Bazdr

(on the Phenf), and Chandraguna, in the Hill Tracts, and Roaji hat

and Poang hat in Chittagong District Most of these places are

situated on the banks of the two most important rivers which inter

sect the hills and the plains of Chittagong.

' The following table shows the quantity of cotton which passed

the Custom-house at Chittagong during each of the past seventeen

years. It does not, however, record the entire exports, as cotton

passes by many channels of which the officers of customs have no

cognizance. It has already been mentioned that the great bulk of

the cotton exported from the Hill Tracts probably finds its way to

Dacca and Narayanganj. The maund has been calculated as equal

to 82-2 lbs.

Exports of Cotton from Chittagong according to the Cus-

tom-House Returns for the Seventeen Years, 1858-59

to 1874-75.

Mauruis. Tons. Maitnds. Tons.

1858-59. 3.S»9 J29'5 1867-68, 6.585 241*6

1859-60, 13.233 485-6 1868-69, 17,080 6267

1860-61, 2,895 106 2 1869-70, 4.469 1639

1861-62, 400 14-6 1870-71, 24,023 881-5

1862-63, 4.369 1603 1871-72, 9,210 337 '9

1863-64, 6,862 251-8 1872-73, 9,062 332S

1864-65, 12,570 461*2 1873-74. 8,342 306-1

1865-66, • .
4.507 165-3 1874-75. 16,599 6091

1866-67, 22,885 8397
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Tobacco Cultivation in the Hill Tracts.—'The following

report on the cultivation of tobacco is derived for the most part from

information supplied by Captain Lewin, when he was Deputy Com

missioner of the Chittagong Hill Tracts. There is no doubt that

under proper supervision the area of cultivation might be largely

increased ; and it is to be hoped that signs may soon appear of

European enterprise (which is already very active in the encourage

ment of tea-cultivation in Chittagong) taking the direction of the

fertile Mitimun valley.

' The amount of cultivation during the last five or six years has

not varied in any notable degree. Each family raises sufficient for

its own wants ; and after reserving enough for home consumption,

the surplus only is sold, for what it will fetch, to the bepdris, bamboo-

cutters, or other inhabitants of the plains, who may from time to

time visit the isolated hill-villages. The number of acres under cul

tivation has been estimated at 177. The average quantity produced

per acre is about 490 sers (8J^ cwt.) Each plant produces on an

average eight leaves fit for consumption : in one acre there are about

10,980 plants, and 176 leaves go to the ser. The cost of cultiva

tion can hardly be ascertained, as the hill people employ no hired

labour. The heavy work of culture is performed by the men, and

the lighter duties by the women and children of each family. Tak

ing the ordinary price of local labour at the prevailing rates, 5 dnnds

(7^d.) per diem, the average cost per acre may be estimated at

Rs. 8 (16s.) The quality and price of the tobacco produced in differ

ent parts of the District vary considerably. In the Headquarter

Subdivision the quality is not very good, and the rate of selling

varies from two to three dnnds a ser (i^d. to 2^d. per lb.), accord

ing to demand and supply. There is only one variety of seed known

and cultivated ; and the quality of the produce naturally varies from

different external causes, as selection of ground, care of culture, &c.

In the Sangu Subdivision there are three qualities of tobacco recog

nised. The first and best sort is the khoa-doung, so called from the

name of the valley on the Mdtamiiri river, where alone it is found.

The word khoa-doung is Burmese, and signifies " pigeon's wing."

It is the name of a certain species of rock which is found on the

Md.td.miirf, concerning which the belief pertains that where this rock

protrudes from the earth on one bank of the river, the opposite shore

will afford the best soil for the culture of tobacco. The excellence

of this particular sort of tobacco may be fairly attributed to speciality
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of soil, rather than to any peculiar mode or extra care in culture.

This belief is greatly strengthened by the fact that the seed of this

variety of tobacco when sown elsewhere only produces an ordinary

crop. The second quality of tobacco in the Sangu Subdivision is

known as tnri-khyoung, or Mitamuri tobacco, mri-khyoung being the

Burmese name for the Mafcimiiri river. This quality is the ordinary

sort grown throughout the whole valley. The third quality is the

rigre-khyoung, or Sangu river tobacco. This description is raised

entirely in the Sangu valley.

'The prices of these three sorts of tobacco are as follow: (1)

khoa-doung—9 dnnds per ser, or Rs. 22/8 per maund (^3, is. 5d. a

cwt.) ; (2) mri-khyoung—8 dnnds per ser, or Rs. 20 per maund (£2,

14s. 7d. a cwt.) ; (3) rigre-khyoung—6 dnnds per ser, or Rs. 15 per

maund (£2, os. nd. a cwt.)

' There is also a dwarf variety of tobacco met with in the Sangu

Subdivision. It is, however, of very inferior quality, possessing only

the advantage of being very hardy, and susceptible of cultivation in

places where the better sorts would not thrive. This dwarf tobacco,

and the rejected leaves of the second and third qualities above-men

tioned, are sold to the poorer classes at about 3 dnnds per ser, or

Rs. 7/8 per maund (£1, os. 5d. a cwt.)

' Tobacco is universally and largely consumed by all the hill

tribes. They smoke it as cheroots and also in pipes ; they chew

the leaf, or eat it as an adjunct Xofdn, of which they are inordinately

fond. Tobacco-water is also bottled and used as an astringent and

preservative for the teeth and gums.

' There is but one method of tobacco cultivation, which is com

mon to the whole District. It is rude and primitive, but apparently

answers the purpose of producing good tobacco, as the best variety

of mri-khyoung is said to be of peculiarly delicate flavour, certainly

not inferior to good Manilla produce.

' The mode of culture is as follows. A spot of land is selected on the

river bank, about a month after the rivers have fallen, subsequent to

the rains (in November or the latter part of October). By preference

the ground should be alluvial—that is, it should have been submerged

by the high water in the rains, and have been exposed to light and

air long enough for a good crop of jungle-grass and weeds to spring

up before cultivation begins. The undergrowth is cleared, collected

in heaps, and burnt ; the ashes thus obtained form the sole fertiliser

used by the cultivators. The soil should be light and friable ; it is
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not prepared or broken up in any way for the reception of the seed,

which is simply scattered broadcast over the ground. A space equal

in extent to one-half of the actual cultivation is thus sown, and the

spot left to itself. In about five to six weeks' time the seed, having

germinated, springs up, and the young crop having reached a height

of some four inches, the transplanting is commenced ; the strongest

half of the plants are removed, and planted at distances of about a

foot apart in the remaining half of the land. The transplanting is

performed, if possible, in the evening, so that the plants may have

the benefit of the night dew and cool temperature.

' After the transplanting is finished, the plot will be roughly

fenced in with slips of bamboo, and the crop be watched and tended.

The ground is kept clear of weeds, grubs and caterpillars are de

stroyed, and the plants watered. For about a week after transplant

ing, water is given twice a-day, in the morning and evening ; after

that it is only occasionally administered, as the appearance of the

plants seems to indicate. In about two months after the plants are

well rooted, the terminal or top shoot of the plant is nipped off, to

prevent its further upward growth, the plant being kept down by this

process to about half its nominal height.

' The collection of the crop begins about the month of March,

and continues until April. The plants are not cut down until the

whole crop is gathered : they are allowed to remain standing, the

weaker or redundant leaves being plucked off from time to time. If

left to itself, the plant would throw out some 50 to 60 leaves, but

these would be of low quality and flavour. The leaves plucked from

time to time are thought very inferior, and in many instances are

thrown away. It is the last six to eight leaves remaining on the

plant which are of superior quality, and which are specially gathered

and stored. In about three or three and a-half months after planting,

the crop approaches maturity. This is indicated by the appearance

of the leaves, which become of a reddish colour, and small red spots

break out here and there upon their surface. The thickness, brittle-

ness, &c., of the leaf are also signs of maturity.

' In gathering the crop, the leaves are not usually removed from

the stalk ; but, when practicable, the stalk is cut into small pieces,

upon each of which remain two leaves of tobacco. This arrange

ment is favoured by the growth of the plant, the leaves being gene

rally in pairs, one on each side of the stem. The pairs of leaves are

rranged in a thin layer along a slip of bamboo, upon which is super
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posed another slip, confining as with a clamp the small piece of

stalk left to each pair. Each layer should be only two leaves thick,

and about six to eight feet long. The leaves, finally, are hung up in

rows of layers inside the house of the owner, and here they are

allowed to remain. The rows are not too close together, and the

tobacco has every advantage of dryness and ventilation. This dry

ing process lasts for about a month or five weeks, by which time

the leaf grows fit for packing. The length of this period, however,

naturally depends much upon the state of the atmosphere, as the fall

of rain, or any excessive moisture of the air, would retard the process.

The leaves are then taken down and cleared from dust and dirt,

and are packed afresh in rows between bamboo clamps as before.

Each row is about 18 inches long, and contains something over a

quarter of a ser {j4 lb.) of tobacco. The leaves packed thus in rows

are stowed in baskets, and either kept for consumption or sold, as

inclination or need may dictate.

' The quantity of tobacco exported annually may be roughly esti

mated as follows : from Matamuri, 80 maunds; Sangu, 50 maunds;

Head-quarters Subdivision, 50 maunds; Phenf, 15 maunds: total,

195 maunds, or 143 hundredweight. The greater portion of the

Mdtdmurf exports finds its way, vi& Cox's Bazar, to Akydb, where it

is manufactured into cheroots for the local market.'

Capital.—Money is plentiful in the District ; but the people have

a high standard of living, and hence, as the Collector stated in 187 1,

there is probably no great accumulation of coin. Surplus money is

usually invested in land. The Collector reported in 187 1 that the

interest on small pawning transactions was then 25 per cent. ; 18 per

cent, is now (1875) the usual rate charged. Large transactions, with

a mortgage on moveable property, are almost unknown in the Dis

trict. When land is mortgaged, the interest is about 1 2 per cent, or

even less, if the security is first class. In the case of a person buy

ing an estate, from 4 to 5 per cent is considered a fair return for the

capital invested in the purchase. Agricultural advances are, the

Collector stated, almost unknown, and are hardly ever required by

the cultivators. There is no large native bank in the District, but

a branch of the Bank of Bengal was opened at Chittagong in 1873.

In the town of Chittagong there are several large money-lenders.

In the villages money is lent by shopkeepers, and also by some of

the more wealthy cultivators and subordinate landlords. The value

of the exports from the port of Chittagong far exceeds the value of
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the imports, but of those exports a very large proportion is derived

from the Districts of Noakhalf and Tipperah.

Imported Capital.—No industry conducted by European agency,

and requiring a large imported capital at the commencement of opera

tions, is carried on in this District. Most of the tea-gardens in the

District were begun on a small scale, and additional land has been

gradually brought into cultivation. Indigo and silk are not pro

duced in Chittagong.

The Tea Industry in Chittagong.1—The introduction of tea

into Chittagong District dates from the year 1840. In that year

Mr Sconce, the Collector, received some tea-seed from Assam, and

three China plants from the Botanical Gardens : these were put down

in the 'Pioneer' Garden in the Sadr Station, and in 1843 tea was

first manufactured in Chittagong. In November 1862, Dr J. B.

Barry visited Chittagong, and caused 20,000 acres of land to be

taken up on his account. After this, other speculators came for

ward, applications for allotments of waste-lands poured into the

Collectorate, and a number of gardens were opened out, many of

which failed, either through the fault of the managers, or from

unsuitable sites having been chosen. Most of the lands intended

for tea-planting are held in fee-simple, having been purchased

under the Waste-Land Rules. Rich land, with good drainage, and

facilities for irrigation, is considered the best for the growth of

tea ; but in Chittagong most of such sites—at least those easily

accessible—have been already taken up for cultivation. However,

the Collector reported, in 1873, that there is yet a sufficiency of

moderately good tea-land in the District. Planters complain gene

rally that, though sufficient rain falls during the year, its distribution

is not favourable for tea. There is a want of rain in the early part

of the season, and the months of March, April, and May are parti

cularly trying to the plants. The heavy rainfall during the months

of July, August, and September is also objected to by the planters.

Owing to so much of the land taken up for tea being situated on

hills, the want of rain in the spring cannot be supplied by artificial

irrigation, except at a very heavy outlay. The class of plants in the

gardens is chiefly hybrid, but there are some Assam indigenous and

China teas. High-class hybrid seems to be preferred, and to thrive

best in this District The manufacture of green tea in Chittagong

1 This account of tea culture in Chittagong is taken chiefly from a report sub

mitted to Government in 1873 by the Commissioner, Mr Hankey.
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has now ceased. Of black tea, the greater part of the produce

is classed as Pekoe or Pekoe Souchong, Souchong, and Congou.

Local labour is generally employed, and preferred by the planters,

but during recent years it has been found impossible to obtain a

sufficient supply. The number of imported coolies in the years

'873-74 and 1874-75 was 200 and 654 respectively. But there

would probably be none at all, the Commissioner stated, if

the high rate of wages offered in Arakan did not attract a large

number of labourers from Chittagong. These men return to attend

to their own cultivation in June. During this and the following

months they are engaged in ploughing and sowing, and thus the

planters, at the busiest time of the season, find it difficult to get

sufficient local labour. The imported coolies are of the class gene

rally known as Dhangars. They come from the western Districts,

and are the same as those selected for Assam, Sylhet, and Cachar.

The contract -rate of wages for imported coolies in 1873 averaged

Rs. 5 (10s.) per month for men, and Rs. 4 (8s.) for women. The

local rate was, at the same date, Rs. 6 (12s.) for tea-rollers, or

factory hands; Rs. 5 (10s.) for ordinary coolies, or hoers; and

Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 (4s. to 8s.) for adults or children employed in

plucking the leaf. The following Statement (I.), compiled by the

Collector, shows the state of tea cultivation in the District of Chit

tagong in the year 1872 ; and Statement II. shows the quantity and

estimated value of tea exported from Chittagong during the six years

ending 1873-74. From the latter statement it appears that both the

amount and value of the tea exported have progressively increased

year by year.

I.—Statement showing Condition of Tea Culture in the

District of Chittagong in the Year 1872.

No. of

Planta

tions.

Area in Acres.

Approximate

Yield in lbs.

avoirdupois.

Average Yield

in lbs. per Acre

of Mature Plant.
Under

Tea Culti

vation.

1 aken up for

planting, but Total.

not yet planted.

*3 1.203 23,687 24,890 205,112 198

vol.. VI.
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II.—Statement showing Quantity and Value of Tea exported

from Chittagong in the Six Years ending 1873-74.

Year. Chests Exported. Estimated Value.

1868-69 502 £4,016 O

1869-70 1,271 IO,l68 O

1870-71 1.963 15,827 IO

1871-72 2,841 25,214 2

»872-73 3.342 27,977 6

'873-74 4.427 30,147 14

The mania for tea-planting speculations in the years 1862 to

18651 gave a great impetus to the buying of waste land in Chitta

gong, with the intention of forming tea-gardens. The applicants

were chiefly Europeans, and often the representatives of Companies

got up for the purpose. The aggregate area of waste lands, for

which applications were made, was an enormous proportion of the

total area of waste lands within easy reach of a river, a road, or a

village-path. In one valley, between two ranges of hills, the whole

of the waste lands on both sides of the borders of the cultivation,

extending from the ninth to the fortieth mile-post of the road pass

ing through the valley, were applied for. One hundred and one

applications were received by the Collector of Chittagong for

215,730 acres of land.

In the waste-land sales, nodbdd uncultivated lands (for which the

holders had no claim to resettlement) were purposely included ; and

through the negligence or ignorance of the rightful holders, a con

siderable area of settled nodbdd land, and a good deal of land held

under various rights and titles, passed also into the hands of the lot

purchasers. Occasionally, but rarely, the early operations of the

tea-planters disclosed to settlement-holders the fact of their settled

lands being sold ; but in many instances this was not discovered

until a long interval had elapsed—often not till after the time within

which objections could be raised had expired.

In the year 1865, an antagonistic feeling sprung up between the

managers of waste lots and the natives of the different villages.

Tdlukddrs sometimes found their lands taken into the lots, and no

compensation paid in consequence. Villagers of all classes often

found that the manager either refused to allow grass, bamboos, and

jungles to be cut at all, or only on payment, and the same as regards

1 The remainder of this account of the tea industry of Chittagong is mainly derived

from a report submitted in 1871 to the Board of Revenue by the Commissioner, Lord

Ulick Browne.
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grazing cattle on the waste lands. At the same time, the majority

of managers or owners did not try to make a profit in those matters ;

some allowed everything free of charge over about 2,500 acres out of

3,000, only reserving 500 for their own wants. Most charged the

merest trifle as an exercise of their rights of ownership, and only one

or two charged high rates.

There was a general failure in the suits instituted against the lot-

holders ; and in many instances the villagers tried the effect of a

stubborn resistance to the tea-planters, persisting in grazing their

cattle in, and cutting produce from, the lots, in spite of the planters'

prohibition. The planters then seized the cattle for trespass, and at

some inconvenience sent them a long way to the nearest cattle-

pound. Charges of theft also were made, after full warning, against

the villagers caught stealing forest-produce ; but after a little while

the planters found they could not get a conviction, for a reason very

characteristic of Chittagong. Their servants generally lived in or

near the neighbouring villages, and on the servants giving evidence

against the villagers, the latter burnt down their houses. Before long

the quarrels terminated in the destruction of tea-plants, and in a few

instances in the firing of tea-houses, and even in one or two instances

of the bungalows in which the planters lived.

In order to allay the bad feeling between the lot-owners on the

one hand, and settlement-holders and villagers on the other, it was

decided that the waste lots that had not been professionally sur

veyed should be surveyed and demarcated, and either the settled

lands restored or compensation paid for them. As a general rule,

the lot-owners and managers were accommodating and reasonable,

and the measures adopted were eminently successful. The bad feel

ing that existed has now to a great extent subsided; and the Collec

tor reported in July 1874 that during the preceding year the relations

between the planters and the people of the neighbouring villages

had, with two exceptions, been generally satisfactory.

SOCIETIES OR INSTITUTIONS.—A society called the Chittagong

Association was established in Chittagong shortly after the Lieu- '

tenant-Governor's visit in January 1875. The object of the Associa

tion is to promote the good of the District, and to bring to the notice

of Government or of the local authorities any reform that may be

considered desirable. The subscription necessary to constitute

membership is two Rupees (43.) per annum. The Chittagong Asso

ciation is a branch of an older society—the Chittagong People's

Association in Calcutta. This Association is composed of educated
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natives of Chittagong living in Calcutta. One of its chief objects is

to promote female education, and the Association patronises some

five or six girls' schools in the interior of the District.

INCOMES AND INCOME-TAX.—Throughout the whole District only

876 incomes were assessed in 1870-71, as exceeding ^50 per annum.

The total amount of these 876 incomes was about ^100,000, and

the amount of income-tax realised was ^3,161, 123. In the follow

ing year the tax was reduced from an average rate of 3^ per cent, to

iA per cent., and the minimum of incomes liable to assessment was

raised to ^75 per annum; the amount of the tax then realised for

the year 1871-72 was only ^809, IDS. In Chittagong District,

however, wealth is so diffused among the whole population that the

income-tax can give, the Collector stated in 1871, no clue to the

condition of the people.

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE OF THE DISTRICT.—Todar Mall,

AkbaVs Finance Minister, treated Chittagong as part of the Muham-

madan dominions, and in the year 1582 fixed its assessment on the

rent-roll of the Empire at Rs. 285,607. Chittagong was, however,

then a province of Ardkdn, and it was not till 1665 that Chittagong

was conquered by Shaistd Khdn, and completely incorporated with

the Mughul Empire. On the conquest of Chittagong by the Mughuls,

it does not appear to have been at once assessed for the payment of

Government revenue, and even the expenses of the troops maintained

for its defence against the Maghs were borne by the Dacca Treasury.

As, however, the Muhammadan rule became more secure, the Dis

trict was assessed, and by the year 1713 the revenue amounted to

Rs. 68,421. Chittagong was ceded to the English in 1760. It con

tained then an area of 2,987 square miles, and (including the grants

for the maintenance of a military force) it yielded a revenue of sikka

Rs. 323.135-

The Collector has furnished me with tables showing the gross

revenue and expenditure of the District for the years 1859-60 and

1870-71. These tables, however, contain so many items which are

mere matters of account, transfer, and deposit, as to be absolutely

worthless for comparative purposes. I am not in a position to

eliminate these superfluous items for the earlier year; and, conse

quently, I have thought it best to omit altogether the figures for

1859-60. For 1870-71 I have been able to strike out all such items.

The following balance-sheet shows the net revenue and expenditure

of Chittagong District for that year :—



Balance-SheetorChittagongDistrictfor1870-71.

54 138 144 72 140

345f

100 '75 70

176K
00 00 80 184 130 40 20

15«M

£9,260 632 16,309 1,056 13.848 3.982

s

5.767 2,127 494 965 1,010 59 20 4'3 32 7 47 £56,035

(1)Collectors'EstablishmentandContingencies,

(2)Magistrates'EstablishmentandContingencies,

(3)CivilandCessionsCourtEstablishment,

(4)ShareofCommissioners'PayandEstablishment

(5)Police,

(6)JailandLock-up,....

(7)Municipality,Pound,andotherchargestoward

(8)Education,.....

(9)PortDepartment,...:

(10)MedicalDepartment,....

(12)LawCharges,.....

(14)KeepandfeedofGovernmentElephants,

(16)BurialGround,.....

(17)MiscellaneousItems,....

Total,

NetExpenditure.

9« 6.';

whichlocalfundscontribute,

(n)PublicWorksDepartment,

(13)ChurchEstablishment,

(15)CircuitHouseEstablishment,.

8 0 0 6 8 6 0 0 8 8 1 9 0 10

15 10 16 »7 0 17 16 19 10 12 14 8 I 6 12 iS

(1)LandRevenue,....£73,792

99,218 12,119
2,33'

25483 2.839 486 295 638 122 945
43°

149 841 1,420 £221,116

NetRevenue.

(2)Custom,
(3)Opium, (4)Excise,

(5)StampRevenue,

(6)IncomeTax,. (7)Registration,.

(8)JailManufactures,

(9)Fines,

(10)WasteLandReceipts,

(11)SchoolFeesandSubscriptions,&c,

(12)PostOffice,

(13)ProfitsofSurveyingEstablishment,

(14)ProcessFees,.

(15)MiscellaneousReceipts,

Total,

totoI to to IsI
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LAND-TAX.—The land-tax forms the most important, though not

in every year the chief, source of revenue of the District. The fol

lowing Table I. gives the number of estates upon the rent-roll of the

District in the years 1790, 1800, 1850, and 1870; and also shows

the number of registered proprietors, and the amount of land-revenue

that they paid. Table II., furnished by Mr Veasey when Officiating

Collector, gives the area of each description of estate in the District,

as well as the revenue paid by each class.

I.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF ESTATE'S UPON THE RENT-ROLL

OF THE DISTRICT, WITH THE LAND-REVENUE THEY PAID, AND THE

NUMBER OF REGISTERED PROPRIETORS PAYING RENT TO GOV

ERNMENT.

.

1790. i 800-01. 1850-51. 187071.

Number of estates paying

rent to Government, 3.376 3.o°S 40,764 29.408

Number of registered pro

prietors or co-parceners,

Total land-revenue paid, .

>384

&5M»

5,186

£51.044

61,040

£78.4'4

53.0*7

Average land-revenue paid

£75.200

by each estate, £iS 4 6K £16 19 8* £i 18 sK
•£* » iK

Average land-revenue paid

by each proprietor or co

parcener, £9 10 nK 9 16 ioK & 5 8}4 £i 8 ioK

II.

AREA OK EACH DESCRIPTION OF ESTATE IN THE DISTRICT IN 1875,

AND THE LAND-REVENUE PAID BY EACH CLASS.

Description of Estate. Area in Acres.
Revenue payable to

Government.

i. Tarafs, ......

2. Jaynagar mahdl. ....

3. Resumed Idkhirdj tenures,

4. Recently constituted tamfnddris,

5. Nodbdd tdluks admitted to permanent

settlement

6. Rent-free holdings and waste lots, .

267,872

33,202

66,431

24,710

£44,313 14 IX

908 3 6«

7.143 9 9X

784 19 6%

8. Nodbdd tdluks paying direct to the

Collector

9. Circle farms

10,590

84,271

67, 386

925 5 2«

3,689 II 7J£

193,710

182,830

10,928 10 o

6,341 o 4«

Total, 930,002 £75.034 H 3K
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Customs Department.—The profits of the Customs Department

are almost entirely derived from the duties levied on rice exported

from Chittagong and on salt imported into the District. In the

year 1850-51, the expenditure of the Customs Department was

£628, 16s. as against receipts to the amount of £402. In 1860-61,

the receipts were £4,327,' 4s., and the expenditure £670, 12s.;

while in the year 1870-71, the receipts amounted to .£101,734, 18s.,

and the expenditure to only £2,516, 8s. The profits of the years

1870-71 were, therefore, £99,218, 10s., as against £3,656, 12s. in

1860-61. The receipts as well as the profits of the Customs De

partment were slightly less in the years 1873-74 and 1874-75 than

in the years 1870-71. The following table shows the export duty

levied on rice (husked and unhusked) and on other articles, and also

the import duty levied on salt and on other articles during the years

1850-51, 1860-61, 1870-71, and 1873-74:—

Year.

Export Duty. Import Duty.

Total

Rice. Other Articles. Salt. Other Articles

1850-51

1860-61

1870-71

1873-74

£'77 io £44 18

66 8

64 16

22 0

£179 12

834 14

513 16

655 8

£402 0

3.399 18

£85,763 8

73.951 2

4.301 0

15,241 18 101,583 18

23,396 16 98,025 6

There was no import-duty levied on salt in the years 1850-51 and

1860-61, as the manufacture of salt by Government within Chitta

gong District had not then been discontinued, and the income

derived from salt was then the profit on manufacture, and not a duty

levied on importation.

Magisterial, Civil, and Revenue Courts. — The following

table shows the number of Courts, and also the number of Coven

anted Officers, in the District, in the years 1860-61 and 1870-71 :—

1860-61. 1870-71.

Number of Magisterial Courts, .

Number of Civil and Revenue Courts,

Number of Covenanted Officers at

work throughout the year,

9

30

10

3°

6
7
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Rent Law.—The number of rent-suits, and the number of miscel

laneous applications under Act X. of 1859, or under laws based upon

it, are shown in the following statement :—

1861-62. 1862-63. 1866-67. 1868-69.

Number of original suits instituted, . ",373

3.899

8,619 6.753

5.894

5.408

4.898

Number of miscellaneous applications

in cases exclusive of the original

suits 5,144

Police.—For police purposes Chittagong District is divided into

the following thirteen thdnds or police circles : (1) Chittagong; (2)

Kumirid ; (3) Hathazdri ; (4) Mirkisarai ; 1 (5) Phatikchari ; (6)

Raojan; (7) Patia; (8) Satkanii ; (9) Maskhal (Maheshkhali) ; (ro)

Chakiria ; (11) Ramu ; (12) Cox's Bazar ; (13) Ukhil There are also

the following thirteen police-outposts: (1) Phenf; (2) Sitikund ;

(3) Rangunia" ; (4) Parki ; (5) Anward ; (6) Banskhali ; (7) Jaldi ;

(8) Dulahazara; (9) Harbdng ; (10) Kutabdid ; (n) Garjanii ; (12)

Teknif; (13) Nihld. The Police force consists of three distinct

bodies—the Regular or District Police ; a Municipal Police for the

protection of the town of Chittagong ; and a Village Watch or rural

police, paid for by the village residents. The following Statement

shows the actual strength and cost in 1871 of the three branches of

Police in the District, as well as their strength and cost when com

pared with the area and population of the District. The population

of the District has been taken from the Census Report of 1872 :—

1 Sanction was given in August 1875 to the transfer of the police circle of Mirka-

sarai to the District of Noakhali.
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The whole police force of the District—Regular, Village, and

Municipal—consisted in 1871 of 3,158 men, maintained at a cost of

,£13,848, 14s. Taking then the population, area, and number of

houses according to the Census Report of 1872, there was in 1871

an average of one constable or village watch for every 79 square

miles, for every 62 houses, and for every 357 of the population.

Of the Municipal Police a large majority are Muhammadans, but of

the Regular District Police by far the majority are Hindus and

Maghs.

The following statement shows the work done by the police in the

prosecution of criminals during the year 1871 :—

I 2 3 4 5

NnmberofArrestsmade

bythePolice,

eitheroftheirownmotion

8 « s

NumberofConvictions

Casesreferredtoin

1-9 .orbyorderofa a

a 2
u.2.3

obtainedinthe

Magistrate.

JioS 0 >*«
column3.

Sao
0 « 0

l||
^ c 0

0.

■ 1 1-E2

55

a
0

938 940 359 537 348

In the preceding statement the number of convictions is given,

and not the number of cases in which convictions were obtained, as

in some cases one or more defendants may have been convicted,

while others prosecuted in the same case were acquitted.

Criminal Classes. The Jail.—With the exception of arson,

heinous crimes are rare in Chittagong District j the most common

offences are theft, criminal trespass, and assault. The majority

of the prisoners in the jail belong to the lower classes of Muham

madans, but there are no offences characteristic of any particular

caste or class. The principal branches of labour and manufacture

carried on in the District Jail during the year 1870 were brick-

making, oil-pressing, bamboo, rattan, and reed work, gardening,

gunny and cloth manufacture. The following table gives the

statistics of the Chittagong District Jail and the Cox's Bdzdr Lock

up for the years 1857-58, 1860-61, and 1870 :—
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Statistics of Chittagong Jail and the Lock-up at Cox's Bazar

• for the Years 1857-58, 1860-61, 1870.

a 0

•0

V

TotalNumbe released[excluc Transferences TotalNumbe discharged[incluDeaths,EscapandTransferenc

'3.3
Deaths,Escapes

Year.
"3 J; '3

2 -.5

II
<l

SB

3

I8S7-58, • 153 478 278 5°9

1860-61, . 402 476 444 529

1870, 227 768 734 751

The average daily number of prisoners in the Jail at Chittagong

and the Lock-up at Cox's Bazar in the year 1870 was 227, or 1

to every 4,966 of the population as given by the Census of 1872.

The number of prisoners admitted to the hospital during the year

was 301, and there were five deaths in jail during the year. The

total cost of the Jail and Lock-up for the year 1870 was ,£1,796,

12s. iod. ; but this not only includes the cost of rations, clothing,

hospital, repairs, and all jail expenses, but also the expenditure on

manufactures, and a charge of £290, is. 3d. for the police-guard ;

the charge for the police-guard is, however, included in the general

police budget of the District. Excluding the expenditure on manu

factures, the total cost of the Jail was^1,2 7 2, 4s. 7j^d., or^£5, 12s. id.

for each prisoner. The total profit on jail manufactures during the

year was £295, 19s. 6d., and the average amount earned by each

prisoner employed on jail manufactures was £2, 1 7s. 6d.

Educational Statistics.—An English school was first estab

lished by Government in Chittagong in the year 1836, and in 1869

a High School was opened in connection with it. This school was,

however, closed in 1872, owing to want of funds. Since the intro

duction of the new Government scheme for the diffusion of primary

education, there have been established (up to the 31st March 1873)

45 schools, with 1,512 pupils. Although the Muhammadans amount

to 70-5 per cent, of the District population, still by far the majority

of the pupils in the Government schools are Hindus. The Muham

madans, however, attend the Government vernacular schools in
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considerable numbers, and additional instruction in Persian and

Arabic is provided for the benefit of Muhammadans at the Chitta-

gong District school. Five-sixths of the Hindu students attending

the Government-aided vernacular schools, in the year 1872-73, were

reported to belong to the three upper castes.

Apart from Government aid or Government inspection, Chittagong

District stands exceptionally high in the general diffusion of indi

genous elementary education. In 1871-72, there were reported to

be 107 Bengali pdthsdlds, no Persian or Arabic maktabs, and 20

Sanskrit tols, beyond the reach of inspection by the Educational

officers. In the year 1872-73, at least 954 such schools were known

to exist, besides those returned in the Educational reports. In 1874,

the Commissioner reported that there were then 'no less than 1,480

indigenous and unaided schools of various kinds, not under Govern

ment supervision or control; and in these schools no less than

23,953 pupils receive instruction—that is, about three times the num

ber of pupils to be found in the inspected and aided schools of

the District.' In the central police circles there is said to be hardly

a village in which there is not at least one pdthsdld (elementary

vernacular school). In Chittagong District there are also about

30 Magh khiongs, where some 750 boys are taught by the rauli or

priest; five of the khiongs are in the sadr Subdivision among a

Rajbansf population, and in them Bengali is taught. The rest are

in the Cox's Bslzir Subdivision, and their construction and character

is of the regular Burmese type. The most important school not

under Government is the Albert English School in the town of

Chittagong. It was started in order to relieve the pressure on the

Government school, which was not large enough for the numbers

who sought admission.

The following tabular statement shows the progress of education

in the District during the fifteen years ending 1870-71. Since the

year 1870-71, the number of Government and Government-aided

Schools has largely increased.



ReturnofGovernmentandAidedSchoolsintheDistrictofChittagong

fortheYears1856-57,1860-61,1870-71.

1870-71

5 180 79 90 43064148 1.473

Total.
1860-61

222 222

1856-57

•83

175 358

1870-71

13

3'
42

3°
4648

210

Others. 1860-61

17 '7

Pupils.

1856-57

'7 9 26

1870-71

44 12 10 119167 354

ans.

2

Muhammad 1860-61

25 25

1856-57

28 Si 79

1870-71

3 123
3°

38 281 428 909

Hindus. 1660-61

180 180

1856-57

138 "5 253

1870-71

I I 3 3
12 17 1 38

Number. 1860-61

... I I

1856-57

1 2

1.GovernmentHigherEnglish)

School,...J

3.GovernmentVernacular)

Schools,...J

4.InstitutionsforSpecialEdu-\

cation,1...J

6.AidedVernacularSchools,.ClassificationofSchools.

2.GovernmentEnglishSchools,

5.AidedEnglishSchools,

7.AidedGirls'Schools,

Total,.

§ Is Co Co

1TheInstitutionsforspecialeducationconsistof(i)aLawClass,(2)aTrainingSchoolforpandits(vernacularteachers),(3)aTraining

SchoolforEnglishMasters.
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Postal Statistics.—The following tabular statement shows the

increase of the work of the Post Office in the District between the

years 1861-62 and 1870-71. In 1861-62, the expenditure exceeded

the income by ^877, 18s. 5d. ; in 1870-71, the income exceeded

the expenditure by ^430, 8s. 8d.

Postal Statistics of Chittagong District for the Years

1861-62, 1865-66, and 1870-71.

1861-61. 1865-66. 1870-71

Received. Despatched. Received. Despatched. Received.

De

spatched.

Service Letters,

Private Letters,

19,272

69.075

16,323

66,175

21,024

73.306

22,418

108,858

■8

>

Total, . 88,347 82,498 94.330 131,276 120,558'

"S
0

e

0Newspapers,

Parcels,

Books, .

7.342

2,690

1,069

756 13.858

1.555

i.3°4

1.538

768

217

16,958

1.874

2,918

c

451

"3

V)

E
a

Grand Total, . 99,448 83,818 111,047 '33.799 142,308
V

Sale of Postage \

Stamps, . J

£ *■ d.

260 II 3

321 4 IO

581 16 I

£ >■ d.

539 7 0

383 16 s

£ t. d.

841 18 o>

545 10 0

1,387 8 0

Cash Collections, .

Total Postal Re)

ceipts, . )
923 3 5

744 '2 6

Total Postal Ex- )

penditure, )
'.459 '4 6 956 19 4

Telegraph Statistics.—The only telegraph line now open in the

Chittagong District is that between Dacca and Mangdu, in British

Burmah. The line from Dacca to Chittagong was completed about

the end of 1859. There are two offices in Chittagong District—

one at Chittagong town, and the other at Rdmu, close to where the

line leaves the District The length of the telegraph line from the

Phenf river, where it enters the District, to Chittagong, is 48 miles -r

and from Chittagong to Rimu, 85 miles. From November 1871 to

May 1875 there was also a line open from Chittagong town to Ran-

gimati, the Headquarters of the District of the Chittagong Hill

Tracts; but the office at Rdngarndtf was closed on 1st May 1875.

The following table shows the work done by each of the offices at

1 Service and private letters are not shown separately for 1870-71, as all letters paid

alike.

• Exclusive of £38, 15s. od. received for sale of service-stamps for official correspon

dence. Service-stamps were first introduced in 1866.
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Chittagong and Rdmu during the year 1873-74. There was a profit

made by the Chittagong office of ^371, 2s. ij^d. ; but at Rdmu

there was a loss of .£276, 9s. ij^d. ; so that there was altogether a

profit of only ^94, 13s.
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Administrative Divisions.—Chittagong District is divided into

two Administrative Subdivisions—viz., the Headquarters Subdivision

and the Subdivision of Cox's Bdzdr. The following statement, fur

nished by the Commissioner, shows the strength and cost of adminis

tration in the two Subdivisions in the year 1870-71 :—

5-

Total Cost of

Administration,

Police, and Chau

kidars (Village

Police), as shown

in Columns a, 3,

and 4.

Names of Sub

divisions.

I. Number of

2.
_ - 3-

Strength of

Police—i.e.,

total number

of ( )fticers

and Men.

Number of

Chaukidars

(Village Po

lice).

Revenue and

Magisterial

(1) Headquarters Sub

division, Chittagong,

Courts.

21

2

393

116

2.35o X50.9X7 0 °

298 3-799 6 0

(2) Cox's Bazar Subdivi-

The Headquarters Subdivision, with the municipality of Chit

tagong, contains an area of 1,621 square miles, with 848 villages,

171,540 houses, and a total population of 986,214 souls, of whom

287,027 are Hindus, 684,869 Muhammadans, 13,251 Buddhists, 1,049

Christians, and 18 of other denominations. The proportion of Mu

hammadans to the total population is 69-5 per cent. ; and the pro

portion of males to the total population is 47-3 per cent. The

average number of persons per square mile is 608 ; the average

number of villages per square mile, "52 ; the average number of per

sons per village, 1,163 > tne average number of houses per square

mile, 106; the average number of inmates per house, 57. The

Subdivision consists of eight police circles (thdnds)—Chittagong,

Kumirid, Hdthdzdri, Mirkdsardi, Phatikchari, Rdojdn, Patid, and

Sdtkdnid.

Cox's Bazar Subdivision was formed on the 15th May 1854.

It contains an area of 877 square miles, with 214 villages, 25,564

houses, and a total population of 141,188 souls, of whom 14,111 are

Hindus, 110,144 Muhammadans, 16,898 Buddhists, 35 Christians,

and none of any other denomination. The proportion of Muham

madans to the total population is 78 per cent. ; the proportion of

males to the total population, 49-3 per cent The average number

of persons per square mile is 161 ; the average number of villages

per square mile, "24 ; the average number of persons per village,

vol. vi. o
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660 ; the average number of houses per square mile, 29 ; the

average number of inmates per house, 5-5. The Subdivision con

sists of five police circles (thdnas)—Mdskhdl, Chakirid, Cox's Bazar,

K.iinn, and Ukhia.

The District of Chittagong is not divided into fargands, or into

any corresponding Fiscal Divisions.

CLIMATE.1—Owing to the proximity of the town of Chittagong to

the coast and to the sea-breeze which usually prevails during the

day, the climate is cool ; but for the same reason the atmosphere is

frequently loaded with moisture, causing heavy dews at night, and

occasionally fogs. The following table gives details of the tempera

ture at Chittagong for each month of the year 1873, and also the

average monthly temperature for the six years ending 1873 :—

t * X |

1

•
.e

p
•

~ e
3 i

1

3 o u

C -3
(4 E B

| 1 8
O i a

m
£ s a z Q

(Highest maximum, 83-3 88-1 94'1 947 97-1 94 'o 967 91-8 92-4,90-0 90-5185-4 VI

Lowest minimum,

„_, Mean of maxima,

'3\Mcan of minima,

(Mean daily range,

46-7
78-8

49-6 57-2

85-o;88-5

58-9 66-2

26-1 22-3

65-0 66-8 71-5 74-1 71-6

90-091-3 89-6 87-5 87-3

73-0 68-0

89-5186-5

76TJ72-8

i3'4J '37

58-61 51 -8 46-

73 '3 757 77'4l7*7 76'3

167 15-6 12-2 IO'8 ii'o

84-7 79-6 S6-:

65-6 59-069;

247 19-1! ao-6 i; :

Mean temperature, 66-4 72-8 77-8 81-4 83-1 82-6 8l'2 8l"2 81-9 792 74 '9| 69-0

Average temperature of

six years ending 1873, 67-5 717178-1 8 r -5] 82 -9 82-0 8ro 81-2 81-5 80-2 74 "6 68-5 77-
1 i

The following table gives the mean monthly pressure of the atmo

sphere for 1873, and also the average of monthly mean pressures for

the seven years ending 1873. The barometer by which the observa

tions were made was ninety feet above sea-level.

if

February.

1
0 i

September.

October.

November. December.

a a

s 53
3 3

29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 99 39 aq 2P

Mean pressure for ,

+ -(- -f- -f- + 4- •f"
-J- 4- "f* + -4-

Average of mean

1873, . . . "894 -872
•834

747 -682
•527 •5M •642 -674 •790 •942 •947

75^

pressures for the

seven years end

ing 1873, . . !'9ii '860
•798 •729 -648 •543 '54° -585 -649 -761 •883 •937 •73*

1 The tabular statements are compiled from returns in the Meteorological Report for

the year 1873.
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The situation of Chittagong exposes it to the brunt of the south

west monsoon, and the rainfall is generally heavy. The following

table gives the monthly rainfall at Chittagong and Cox's Ba'za'r in

1873, and also the number of days in each month on which rain was

measured :—

February.|

March.|

September.1 November.1 December.1

January.

X

M

O
3 £

c

^1

X M
o

O

rt

o

H

o.

< «£
"5
•—i

3

Rainf.ll, {g^ffi,

Number ^

ofdays on 1 Chittagong,

which \

rain was I Cox's Bazar,

measured, J

°'35

o'go

57'

6-81

5 '34

8-54

2 I '29

34-18

19-36
56-35

18-49

23-02

10-95

I3'64

3'95

8-90

0-23

0.49

0-72 86-39

ISZ'SS

2 7 8

9

*3

24

25 22

'9

19 8

10

2

2

4 no

116I 5 3° 16

The average yearly rainfall at Chittagong for the fifteen years

ending 1873 was 105-79 inches.

The prevailing winds from March to May are from the south and

west ; from June to September they are from the south and east ;

and from October to February they are from the north and west.

The following table gives the mean diurnal velocity of the wind in

1873, and a'so tne average diurnal movement of the wind for each

month in the past five years.1 The velocity of the wind is least

during the month of October, and greatest during June and July.

I

February.

|

«j

September.

October.1

B

December.1

•E
H B

JK

a.
•—l

Mean diurnal ve |

locity in 1873 1

(in miles),

Average diurnal

1 16-9 147-8 177-9 '83-5 I53-8 184-9 186-9,29-5 112-5 104-6 104-8

velocity for the

five years end

ing 1875,* 127-2 '33 "4 J55-I 184-0 174*5 I92'2 igo's! 155-8 129-4 92-3 100-6 112-8

|

NATURAL PHENOMENON.—The following account of an earthquake

at Chittagong in the last century is extracted from Captain J. H.

Lewin's Account of the Hill Tracts of Chittagong. 'On the 7th

1 The average diurnal movement forJanuary has been calculated from the observa

tions of four years only.
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April 1762, Chittagong was violently shaken by an earthquake, the

earth opening in many places, and throwing up water and mud of

a sulphureous smell. At a place called Bardavan, a large river was

dried up ; and at Bakar Chandk, near the sea, a tract of ground sank

down, and two hundred people, with all their cattle, were lost Un

fathomable chasms are described as remaining open in many places

after the shocks ; and villages, some of which subsided several

cubits, were overflown with water, among others Dipgaung, which

was submerged to the depth of seven cubits. Two volcanoes are

said to have opened in the Sitdkund hills. The shock was also felt

at Calcutta.' There was also a violent shock of earthquake about

the year 1864 or 1865, which was accompanied by mud volcanoes.

VITAL STATISTICS.—At the end of the last and the beginning of

the present century, Chittagong was considered a sanitarium, but it is

now regarded as one of the most unhealthy Districts in Bengal. The

late Civil Surgeon (Mr Duncan) was, however, of opinion that no

great change had taken place in the District; but that in former

years Chittagong was resorted to for its cool sea-breeze, and because

Calcutta was then more unhealthy, and when a change of air was

desired, there were few places more attractive within easy reach.

Of the present unhealthiness of the District for Europeans and for

natives of other Districts there is no doubt. The Commissioner

(Mr Hankey) in his Annual Report for 1872-73 says, 'I will not

attempt to describe the supreme unhealthiness of Chittagong, for

I could not do it justice.. ... I believe I should be warranted

in asserting that no European has made any lengthened stay, who

has not subsequently had constitutional reasons for regretting it

during the rest of his existence." For natives of other Districts in,

Bengal or of other Presidencies, Chittagong is at least as unhealthy

as it is for Europeans.

As regards the general population of the District, such statistics as

are available do not show that Chittagong is exceptionally unhealthy.

Fresh land has been and is being constantly brought under cultiva

tion, while the rent of land is steadily increasing, and both these

facts imply a growing population. The mortality among the police

for each of the years 1871, 1872, and 1873, was much below the

average mortality of the whole Bengal police force ; and the jail

statistics of the same three years show that the rate of mortality

in the jail for the three years taken together was less than that in

the majority of the jails in Bengal.
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The mortuary statistics of the whole District are of no value as

showing the actual death-rate, or even for purposes of comparison

with other Districts. The statistics collected by special agency

from certain small selected areas in the several Districts of Bengal

afford some, though a very slight, means of comparison. From the

returns for 1873 from the selected areas, it appears that the death-

rate per thousand in the selected town area was 2779, in the selected

rural area 21-21. Neither of these rates places Chittagong among

the more unhealthy half of the Districts of Bengal. From 1868 to

1871 registers of deaths were kept in five villages in different parts

of the District, one of which was near Chittagong town, and one in

each of the thdnds (police circles), of Rdojan, Patid, Satkania, and

Bhetidri (Kumirid). The average mortality for the four years was

49 per thousand, the lowest being 29 per 1000 in Bhetidri, and the

highest 62 per thousand in Sdtkdnid. The principal cause of mor

tality in the District is fever, or fever accompanied by some other

complaint. There are no trustworthy statistics as to the birth-rate

in the District.

ENDEMIC DISEASES.—Every form of malarious disease is met with,

but intermittent fever is the most common. The fever seldom

proves directly fatal : but on its recurring again and again, it leads

to enlargement of the spleen and liver, anaemia, dropsy, and death

from debility. In fatal cases, it most frequently happens that death

results from a concurrent attack of some other disease, generally

pneumonia, dysentery, or diarrhoea, to which persons weakened by

fever are very liable. Of the prisoners admitted into jail during

1869, the late Civil Surgeon reported that fifty-one per cent, suffered

from some complaint of malarious origin, commonly enlargement of

the spleen and general debility ; and no less than forty-four per cent,

of the deaths registered in the District are ascribed to fever alone.

Elephantiasis is very common. The late Civil Surgeon stated that

intestinal worms (Ascarides lumbricoides) were found in seventy per

cent, of the bodies sent to him for post mortem examination by the

police, and he was of opinion that the general population suffered

from these parasites in the same proportion. Leprosy is not un

common, and goitre is occasionally met with.

The Officiating Commissioner, Mr R. L. Mangles, in his Annual

Report for 1873-74, gave the following causes as those to which the

unhealthiness of the District may be ascribed :—

(i) The violent gale which occurred in May 1849 and submerged
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a large portion of the District, leaving, when the waters subsided,

large deposits of slime and salt on the soil.

(2) The construction of the Anikan road during the Burmese war.

This is said to have necessitated the felling of numerous large trees,

and to have thus allowed malaria emanating from the jungly tracts

and the marshy grounds on the east of the Naf, through which

the road passed, to contaminate generally the atmosphere of the

District.

(3) The comparatively recent alluvial formations at and near the

mouths of the Karnaphulf and other large rivers, and those near

Kutabdia island. These chars, which remain under water at flood-

tide, appear again during ebb-tide, after receiving from the water

deposits of putrid matter.

(4) The tidal creeks and khdls. These are simply a series of

open] sewers, without the advantage of ever being well flushed.

Although they are regularly traversed by tidal water, yet from the

slight outfall, the sewage and other refuse matters, after being care

fully washed up to the most remote branches, recede but slowly as

the tide falls, leaving the greater part of the solid matters behind to

rot and ferment on the banks. This operation is repeated regularly

every six hours. Since Chittagong has become a port, the popula

tion has greatly increased ; and consequently, the filth, which is

daily moving up and down the creeks and khals, has increased

also.

(5) The extraordinarily large number of tanks scattered over the

District, which are never cleaned or well kept, and which are almost

invariably choked with weeds and decaying vegetation. The num

ber of these tanks is yearly increasing. There are, it has been re

ported, more than 700 tanks in the municipality alone.

No improvement in the state of the District; such as to have

any appreciable effect on the public health, has been made within

recent times, and the people are completely apathetic in the matter

of sanitation.

Epidemics.—The District is hardly ever entirely free from cholera.

Before the registration of deaths was introduced, however, this dis

ease only occasionally attracted attention, and unless the visitation

was unusually severe, it passed away unnoticed. The epidemic was

very severe during the latter part of 1868 and the first six months

of 1869. Since the registration of deaths was introduced, on 1st

April 1868, the disease has never been entirely absent from the Dis
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trict. Of 14,882 deaths registered during 1868 and 1869, no less

than 4,192, or 28 per cent., are ascribed to cholera. This percentage,

however, may be erroneous, as a large number of deaths from ordi

nary causes are not reported ; but cholera cases, on account of the

attention always given to them, are more likely to be reported than

deaths from other causes. Inoculation is very generally practised ;

and 88 per cent, of the jail population are, according to the report of

the late Civil Surgeon, marked with it. The operation is performed

during the cold weather ; and about that time a few sporadic cases of

smallpox make their appearance every year. After the inoculating

season of 1868-69, smallpox made its appearance in an epidemic

form, and since then the District has never been entirely free from

the disease. From April 1868 to the end of 1869 the number of

deaths from smallpox was returned at 669 ; during the year 1870-71

the number of deaths was 248, but since then the deaths from small

pox have been annually diminishing. During the year 1873 only

five deaths from this disease were reported. An epidemic of

smallpox took place in 1850, but no records exist showing the mor

tality ; it appears, however, that the District did not suffer much.

The late Civil Surgeon reported that, on account of the large number

of the inhabitants protected by inoculation, a severe epidemic of

smallpox is now scarcely possible. Guti, or cattle-pox, frequently

makes its 'appearance in the District ; the last outbreak was in

1867-68. A short account of the symptoms of this disease is given

in the Statistical Account of the District of Nodkhdli. Khura-pirA,

or foot-rot, among cattle, makes its appearance almost every year.

INDIGENOUS MEDICINES.—No mineral medicines are indigenous

to the District. The following is a list of plants found growing wild,

which yield medicinal drugs used by the native practitioners : (i)

Ghunchi (Abrus precatorius) ; (2) Bel (JEgle marmelos) ; (3) Chhdt-

tain (Alstonia scholaris) ; (4) Kaldpndth (Andrographis paniculata) ;

(5) Palas (Butea frondosa) ; (6) Mdddr (Calotropis gigantea) ; (7)

Amaltal. (Cassia fistula); (8) Kat-karanja (Csesalpinia bonducella;

(9) Pdti-nebu (Citrus limonum); (10) Jdmdlgota (Croton tiglium);

(n) Dhutura sddd (Datura alba) ; (12) Garjan (Dipterocarpus Isevis);

(13) Gdb (Dyospyros embryopteris) ; (14) Chdul-mugrd (Gynocardia

odorata); (15) Anantarfliil (Hemidesmus Indicus) ; (16) Thalkuri

(Hydrocotyle Asiatica) ; (17) Kuchild (Strychnos nux vomica); (18)

Tetul (Tamarindus Indica) ; (19) Golanchd (Tinospora cordifolia) ;

(20) Apdng (Achyranthes aspera); (21) Sidlkdntd (Argemone Mexi
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cana); (22) Nim (Azadirachta Indica) ; (23) Apardjiti (Clitorea

ternatea) ; (24) Bhdnt (Clerodendron infortunatum) ; (25) Ban-haldi

(Curcuma zedoaria) ; (26) Mutha (Cyperus rotundus); (27) Kdld-

dhuturd (Datura fastuosa); (28) Amlaki (Emblica officinalis) ; (29)

Hinchd (Enhydra hingcha); (30) Manda-sij (Euphorbia ligularia);

(31) Sij (Euphorbia nereifolia); (32) Kath-bel (Feronia elephan-

tum) ; (33) Bhag-bherenda (Jatropha curcas) ; (34) Bdkas (Adhatoda

vasica) ; (35) Jaganmardan (Justicia gendarussa); (36) Ndgeswar

(Mesua ferrea); (37) Sajina (Moringa pterygosperma) ; (38) Lal-

chitra (Plumbago rosea) ; (39) Kdldjdm (Eugenia jambolana) ; (40)

Bahard (Terminalia belerica); (41) Haritaki (Terminalia chebula);

(42) Somaj (Vernonia anthelmintica) ; (43) Nishinda (Vitex ne-

gundo) ; (44) Mahdbari-bach (Zingiber zerumbet). Besides the

above, most of the native drugs found in other parts of Bengal, and

several European medicines—such as Quinine, Cinchona, Calomel,

&c.—are procurable in the Chittagong bdzdr, and are in common

use among the native practitioners.

Fairs and Religious Gatherings. — Several Hindu religious

gatherings, at which a few unimportant articles are exposed for sale,

are held every year at Sitdkund, twenty-four miles to the north of the

town of Chittagong, on the western slope of the Sitdkund or Chan-

drandth hill. Tradition states that Sitdkund was visited by both

Rdma and Siva ; and it is believed to be one of the favourite earthly

residences of the latter deity. The shrine is resorted to by Hindus

from all parts of Bengal for the purposes of worship. The principal

gathering is the Siva chaturdasi festival, on the 14th day of the moon

sacred to Siva (usually in February). The pilgrims live at lodging-

houses kept for the purpose by Brdhmans, called adhikdris. These

men send out agents to almost every District in Bengal, to persuade

people to visit the shrines ; and each of the adhikdris is said to realise

from three thousand to four thousand rupees (^300 to .£400) at the

Siva chaturdasi festival. Besides the charge for lodging, the adhi

kdris get everything which the pilgrims offer in the name of the gods

(clothes, brass and silver vessels, &c), except the kar, or cess, paid

to the mahants for the maintenance of the shrines. The Siva chatur

dasi festival lasts about ten days, and is attended by from ten to twenty

thousand devotees. Minor gatherings take place in or near the month

of March and November, and on the day of every eclipse of the sun

and moon. About two thousand to ten thousand persons attend on

these occasions. The ascent of the Chandrandth hill is said to re
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deem the pilgrim from the misery of a future birth ; at the top of the

hill there is a temple containing a linga, or symbolical represen

tation of Siva. There are numerous shrines surrounding Chan-

drandth, and also at Barhabkund, about three miles south of Chan-

drandth, and at Labanakhyd, about three miles north of the same

place. All of these are visited by pilgrims.

During the principal festival at Sftakund the pilgrims are exposed

to dangers arising from want of conservancy, bad water, and over

crowding. But the late Civil Surgeon stated that, so far as he was

aware, the spread of disease in the District is not referable to these

gatherings ; as, although cholera often makes its appearance among

the pilgrims, they enter and leave the District by the Comilla road,

and so only traverse a small portion of the District of Chittagong.

Religious meetings of Hindus of the District are held annually at

Jaitpurd in April, in worship of the sun. A gathering of Buddhists

(chiefly hill-men) takes place in the month of May, at the Mahdmuni

temple in thdnA Rdojdn. A meeting of Buddhists also takes place

on the last day of the Bengali year, at a spot in the Chandrandth hill,

where the body of Gautdma, the last Buddha, is said to have been

burned after death. Bones of deceased relatives are brought there

and deposited in a pit sacred to Gautdma.

CHARITABLE DISPENSARY.—The only medical charity in the Dis

trict is the Dispensary at Chittagong town, which was established in

June 1840. During the year 1871, 117 in-door patients were treated,

of whom 93 were relieved or recovered, 1 1 did not improve or ceased

to attend, 1 2 died, and i remained at the end of the year. The per

centage of deaths to persons treated was 10.25, and the daily average

number of sick, 5.18. The number of out-door patients treated was

4093, and the average daily attendance, 20.02. Of the operations

performed, 14 were minor ones, and 6 more important The total in

come for the year was ^237, i6s. ad. ; of which ;£i88, 93. 2d. was

paid by Government, and ^49, 7s. came from subscriptions. Of

the latter amount ^34, 6s. was subscribed by Europeans. The

total expenditure for the year, excluding European medicines sup

plied by Government free of charge, was ^236, 135. 6d., and the

cost to Government for medicines was ^24, 8s.
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THE District of NoAkhAli, which forms a portion of the

Chittagong Division, is situated, according to a return of

the Boundary Commissioner dated March 1875, between 22° 21'

and 230 12' north latitude, and between. 90° 46' and 910 34' east

longitude. At the time of the Census of 1872, it contained an area

of 1557 square miles, and a population of 713,934 souls. But

by Government Notification, dated 31st May 1875, seventy-eight

villages, containing an area of 43 square miles 38 acres, and a popula

1 The principal materials from which this Statistical Account has been compiled

are :—(1) Five series of special returns, furnished by Mr Whinfield, C.S., the Collec

tor, in 1870-7T. (2) A special1 medical return by Dr Stork, dated 1st January 1869.

(3) A Report on the Land Tenures of Noakhali, dated January 1875, by Mr R.

Porch, Officiating Collector. (4) Report on the Census of Bengal, 1872, and the

subsequent District Census Compilation by Mr Magrath, C.S. (5) A Return by the

Surveyor-General of India of the latitudes and longitudes of the principal towns in

the District. (6) A statement of the area, and of latitudes and longitudes, by the

Boundary Commissioner. (7) The Income-tax Reports for 1870-71 and 1871-72. (8)

The Annual Report of the Inspector-General of Police for the year 1871-72. (9)

Jail Statistics for the years 1857-58, 1860-61 and 1870, specially prepared in the office

of the Inspector-General of Jails. (10) Annual Report of the Educational Department

for 1856-57, i86o-6r, 1870-74. (n) Annual Reports on the Charitable Dispensaries of

the Lower Provinces for the years 1870-74. (12) Bengal Meteorological Report for

■873. ('3) Postal Statistics specially furnished by the Director-General of Post-Offices.

(14) Pargani Statistics and other printed Returns and Reports by the Board of

Revenue. (15) A list of Mammals, Birds, and Reptiles found in the District, by

Mr R. Porch, Officiating Collector. (16) 'The Feringhees of Chittagong,' an article

in the Calcutta Review of July 1871 (No. CV\). (17) The Annual General Administra

tion Reports of the Commissioner of the Chittagong Division for the years 1871-75.

/18) The Annual General Administration Reports of the Magistrate of Noakhali for
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tion of 16,789 souls, were transferred from Tipperah District to Noik-

half ; and twenty-two villages, containing an area of 1 2 square miles

587 acres, and a population of 5086 souls, were transferred from

Noakhalf to Tipperah. The District of Noakhalf contained, there

fore, from the date of this transfer till the close of the year 1875,

an area of 1587 square miles 91 acres, and a population of 725,637

souls. Again, in August 1875, Government sanctioned the transfer

to Noakhali of the police circles (thdnds) of Mirkisarii and Chhagal-

naiyi from Chittagong and Tipperah, to which they respectively

belonged. This transfer, as respects the magisterial jurisdiction,

was carried into effect on 1st January 1876; and as regards the

revenue jurisdiction, in April 1876. The present limits of the Dis

trict of Noakhalf contain a population of 961,319 inhabitants, and

an area of 1852-18 square miles. The principal Civil Station, which

is also the chief town of the District, is Sudharam or Noakhalf, situ

ated in 220 48' north latitude, and 91° 6' east longitude. The word

Nodkhdlf, which is never applied to the Station, but only to the

entire District, is taken from the name of a kfidl, or natural water

course, which passes through the town of Sudharam, and runs south

ward into the Meghnd.

Boundaries.—Nodkhalf is bounded on the north by the District

of Tipperah and the State of Hill Tipperah • on the east by Hill

Tipperah and the District of Chittagong, and by the eastern mouth

of the Meghni, known as the Sandwip (Sundeep) Channel ; on the

south by the Bay of Bengal ; and on the west by the main stream

of the Meghna.

Jurisdiction.—In some cases the land revenue of a village is

paid into another District, although the village lies within the magis

terial jurisdiction of Noakhdlf ; the civil jurisdiction, also, of the

island of Sandwfp appertains to Chittagong. But with these ex

ceptions, the revenue, magisterial and civil jurisdictions are now co

extensive. Until the year 1822 the mainland of the present District

of Noakhalf formed part of the District of Tipperah, and the islands

of Hdtid and Sandwfp were within the jurisdiction of Chittagong.

In that year, however, with a view to the better control and pro

tection of the population inhabiting the large islands and chars at

the years 1871-75. (te) Records, reports, and correspondence in the offices of the

Magistrate and Collector of Noakhali. (20) The Statistical Reporter, November

1875 to May 1876. The botanical names of indigenous medical drugs, and of other

plants have been supplied by Dr King, Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens,

Calcutta.
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the mouth of the Meghnd, the thdnds (police circles) of Sudhdrdm,

Begamganj, and Lakshmipur, with the outpost of Bdmnf, and sub

sequently also the thdnds of Rdmganj and Amfrgdon, were removed

from Tipperah District, and placed under an officer with the powers

of a Joint Magistrate, stationed at the town of Sudhdrdm. The islands

of Sandwfp and Hdtid were also transferred to the new District from

Chittagong, and the thdnd of Chandid and the outpost of Dhanid-

manid from Bdkarganj. The large island of Dakshin Shahbazpur,

which included the thdnd of Chandia" and the outpost of Dhanid-

manid, was retransferred to its original District in April 1869, in

conformity with a petition from the inhabitants. Besides having

charge of the mainland of the District of NodkhdH, the Magistrate

and Collector has at present (December 1875) jurisdiction over

the islands of Hdtid, Sandwfp, and Siddhi. The following forty-

eight chars (alluvial formations), some of which are real islands,

while others are attached to the mainland, are also within the

jurisdiction of the Magistrate and Collector:—(1) Nalchird, (2)

Gdji, including Shusild, (3) Ndjir, (4) Prasdd, (5) Ldrancha, (6) KdH,

(7) Mauldvf, (8) Isward, (9) Amdnulld, (10) Bhdrat Sen, (11) Prin

cess Alexandra, (12) Ldncha, (13) Pfrbaksh, (14) King Sdhib, (15)

Lakshmidid, (16) Gokul Munsi, (17) Rdm Ndrdyan, (18) Victoria, (19)

Turn char, (20) Sekar Sdhib, (21) Saint George, (22) Kdli Kamal,

(23) Sri-Ndth Ghosh, (24) Amjdd A\i, (25) Pakshidid, (26) Phdsi,

(27) Hari, (28) Mddhab, (29) Biksu or Sulukid, (30) Garni, (31)

Akld, (32) Brinddban, (33) Albert, (54) Nabd Kishor, (35) Bdnkor,

(36) Chandra Munsi, (37) Ananda, (38) Abhay Charun Chaudharf,

(39) Behdri, (40) Sdrad, (41) Gopi Munsi, (42) Tdrak Ndth, (43)

Umdcharn, (44) Darvesh, (45) Hingtia, (46) Sikdndar, (47) Bddu,

(48) Ldki.

The Judge of Chittagong has civil jurisdiction over the island of

Sandwfp, and the Judge of Tipperah over the rest of the District.

History of the District.—Little is known of the early his

tory of the tract of country which now forms the District of

Nodkhdlf ; but the Collector, Mr. Whinfield, C.S., in a report dated

April 1870, states that the first Muhammadan settlements were pro

bably made at the time of the invasion of South-Eastern Bengal by

Muhammad Taghral in 1279 a.d. The country was overrun by

Uids Khwdjd, otherwise known as Shams-ud-dfn, Governor of Bengal

in 1353 a.d. In 1583, the Afghdns were defeated by Khdn Azfm ;

many of them fled to the frontier, and some, in all probability, took'
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refuge in these parts. The Collector states that some of the Arab

settlers in Sindh and along the Malabar coast may have found their

way to the country by sea, prior to any of the above-named immigra

tions, as the early Arab geographers show by their writings that

they had some knowledge of the coast. Caesar Frederick, the

Venetian traveller, in 1565 described the inhabitants of Sandwfp as

' Moors ;' and stated that the island was one of the most fertile places

in the country, densely populated, and well cultivated. ' He men

tions the extraordinary cheapness of provisions here ; and adds that

two hundred ships were laden yearly with salt, and that such was the

abundance of materials for shipbuilding in this country, that the

Sultan of Constantinople found it cheaper to have his vessels built

here than at Alexandria.' 1 Purchas, circ. 1620 a.d., mentions that

most of the inhabitants near the shore were Muhammadans ; and

there are several mosques on Sandwfp island two hundred years old,

and others at Bijr£ and elsewhere on the mainland of a still greater

age. The Muhammadan population of the islands around the

mouths of the Meghna practised piracy up to a comparatively recent

date. The last pirate of note was one Dilal, Raja of Sandwfp, who

kept a small army in his pay. It is related of him that he used to

pay great attention to the intermarriage of his subjects, with a view

to producing a high physical type. He considered that the Hindu

unbroken descent within the same individual caste was as deleterious

to the race as intermarrying in the same family ; and it is said to be

from the measures he adopted that the castes in Sandwfp have be

come confused and mixed. He was eventually captured by the

Nawab of Bengal, and ended his days in an iron cage at Mur-

shidabad.

The Portuguese, at the beginning of the seventeenth century,

began to play an important part in the affairs of this portion of the

country. They first made their appearance about the end of the six

teenth century, when they are mentioned as being in the employ of the

Rajd of Ardkan and others, holding high commands and possessing

extensive grants of land on the mainland and in the adjacent islands.

In 1607 they gave offence to the Rdjd of Ardkdn, who determined

to extirpate them from his dominions. Many were put to death ;

but a number of them escaped in nine or ten small vessels, and

betook themselves to piracy among the numerous islands at the

mouths of the Ganges. The Mughul Governor of Sandwfp, Fathi

1 Taylor's Topography and Statistics of Dacca, p. 70.
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Khdn, sent an expedition of forty vessels and six hundred soldiers

against the pirates, having first ordered all the Portuguese inhabitants

and other Christians on the island to be put to death. His fleet

found the Portuguese anchored off the island of Dakshin Shdhbdzpur,

now a part of Bakarganj District, and proceeded to attack them ; but

the superior skill of the Portuguese in the management of their ships

and in the use of their cannon gave them the victory, the engagement

ending in Fathi Khan and the greater part of his troops being killed,

and the whole of his ships captured. Elated by this signal victory,

the pirates elected one Sebastian Gonzales, a common sailor, as their

chief, and being joined by numbers of their fellow-countrymen and

converts made by them, resolved to establish a permanent settle

ment for themselves on the island of Sandwfp. In March 1609,

they landed their forces on the island, and laid siege to the fort in

which the Muhammadan troops had taken refuge. The fort was

eventually captured with the aid of the crew of a Spanish ship which

arrived by chance, and the defenders put to the sword. It is said

that a thousand Muhammadans were butchered, in revenge for the

Portuguese murdered by Fathi Khan. Gonzales, having thus made

himself master of the island, in a short time had an armed force

under his command consisting of 1000 Portuguese, 2000 Indian

soldiers, 200 cavalry, and 80 vessels well armed with cannon, with

which he seized on the islands of Shdhbdzpur and Pdtelbanga. In

1 6 10, an alliance was entered into between the Raji of Ardkdn and

the Portuguese to invade Bengal, the former by land, and the latter

with the Ardkdn fleet under the command of Gonzales by sea. At

first they met with little opposition, and both I,akshmipur and

Bhulud, in the present District of Nodkhdlf, fell into their hands.

But they were afterwards defeated by the Mughul troops, and pursued

nearly as far as Chittagong. On hearing of the defeat of his ally the

Rdjd of Ardkdn, Gonzales treacherously put the captains of the ships

to death, seized the fleet, and proceeded to plunder the Ardkdn coast.

He was repulsed, however, in an attack upon the capital, and there

upon induced the Portuguese Viceroy of Goa to despatch an ex

pedition against Ardkdn, and to make an attempt to annex the

country. An expedition under the command of Don Francis de

Menesis was accordingly fitted out, and in October 161 5 arrived at

Ardkdn, where it was subsequently joined by Gonzales with 50

ships. On the 15th November a combined attack was made. The

Ardkdnese were assisted by some Dutch vessels ; and after an
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obstinate fight which lasted all day, and in which the Portuguese

commander was slain, they compelled their enemies to retire. After

this defeat the enterprise was abandoned, and the expedition re

turned to Goa. Gonzales was deserted by many of his followers ;

and in the following year Sandwip was invaded by the Rdjd of

Arakdn, who thoroughly defeated the pirate and took possession of

the island.

The French traveller Bernier gives the following account of these

Portuguese pirates : l—' For many years there have always been

Portuguese in the kingdom of Ardkan, and with them a great number

of their Christian slaves and other Firinghis gathered together from

all parts. This was the retreat of fugitives from Goa, Cochin,

Malacca, and all the other places once occupied by the Portuguese

in the Indies. Those who had fled their convent, who had married

twice or thrice, assassins—in a word, outlaws and ruffians—were

here welcomed and held in repute, and led a detestable life utterly

unworthy of Christians, going so far as to massacre and poison each

other with impunity, and to assassinate their own priests, who were

often no better than themselves. The King of Arakdn, in perpetual

terror of the Mughuls, kept these people for the defence of his

frontier at a port called Chatigon (Chittagong), assigning them lands,

and letting them live and follow their own devices. Their ordinary

pursuit and occupation was theft and piracy. With small and light

half galleys called 'galeasses' they swept the sea-coast Entering all

rivers, canals, and arms of the Ganges, and passing between the

islands of Lower Bengal—often even penetrating as far as forty or

fifty leagues into the interior—they surprised and carried off whole

villages, and harried the poor Gentiles and other inhabitants of this

quarter at their assemblies, their markets, their festivals and wed

dings, seizing as slaves both men and women, small and great,

perpetrating strange cruelties, and burning all they could not carry

away. It is owing to this, that at the present day are seen so many

lovely but deserted isles at the mouth of the Ganges, once thickly

populated, but now infested only by savage beasts, principally

tigers.2 Now this is what they did with the great number of slaves

thus taken on all sides. They even had the boldness and effrontery

to come and sell the old people they knew not what to do with, in

1 Quoted and translated in the Calcutta Review for July 1871.

1 This is probably true of only a very limited area. The real cause of the desolation

of the western Sundarbans is the great change in the river-system of the delta.
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their own country ; those who had escaped by flying into the woods

to-day endeavouring to buy back their fathers and mothers whom they

had seen carried off yesterday. All the rest, they (the Portuguese)

kept for their service to make rowers of, and Christians like them

selves, educating them in theft, murder, and carnage ; or else they

would sell them to the Portuguese of Goa, of Ceylon, of St Thomas,

and other places, and even to those who were living at Hiiglf in

Bengal. It was near the Isle of Galles, near Cape das Palmas, that

this fair traffic was carried on. These pirates there awaited the

Portuguese on their passage, who brought whole cargoes at a very

cheap rate (as indeed has been done by other Europeans since the

downfall of the Portuguese); these infamous scoundrels boldly vaunt

ing that they made more Christians in a year than all the mission

aries in ten—a strange manner truly of spreading Christianity ! '

After alluding to the mission of Sebastian Gonzales to the Por

tuguese Viceroy at Goa and the expedition against Arakan, his

account of which is, however, incorrect, as he states that the Viceroy

refused the offer, Bemier goes on : 'It was again these same pirates

who took possession of the Island of Sandwfp, an advantageous post

commanding part of the mouth of the Ganges ; in which a certain

notorious monk of St Augustine, named Fra Joan, acted the petty

sovereign for many years, having managed, God knows how, to

get rid of the commandant of the place. . . . Finally, these are the

men who for so many years have been a perpetual annoyance to

the ' Great Mogul ' in Bengal, compelling him always to maintain

numerous bodies of guards in all directions in the channels, a strong

militia, and a small naval armament of ' galeasses ' to oppose their

cruisers; and who, notwithstanding all this, have not ceased to

make frequent and strange ravages, and to penetrate into the coun

try, as I have already said, laughing at all this army of Mughuls,

having become so bold and so expert in the use of arms and in

navigating these ' galeasses,' that four or five of their vessels, would

not hesitate to attack fourteen or fifteen of those of the Mughuls,—

destroying, taking, or. sinking them, and coming off with flying

colours.

' Upon these pirates the Nawab Shaistd Khan first cast his eyes

when he came to Bengal (1664). He formed the resolution of de

livering the country from this pest of men who had devastated it

for so long, his intention being afterwards to pass over and attack

the King of Ardkan, according to the orders of Aurangzeb. As
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he knew that it was impossible to transport either cavalry or

infantry from Bengal into Ardkan by land, on account of the

number of rivers and canals on the frontier, and that, moreover,

these pirates of Chittagong whom I have just mentioned would

be powerful enough to prevent his transporting them by sea, he

determined to interest the Dutch in his designs. He sent a sort

of ambassador to Batavia, empowering him to treat on certain con

ditions with the general of that colony, for the joint occupation of the

whole kingdom of Ardkdn, as Shall Abbas of Ormuz had done before

with the English. The general of Batavia, who saw that the thing

was possible, said that it would be a means of lowering yet more

the name of the Portuguese in India, and that great advantage would

accrue therefrom to the Company ; and despatched two vessels of

war to Bengal, in order to facilitate the transport of the Mughul

troops against the pirates. But see what Shdistd Khan did before

the ships of war arrived. He prepared a great number of these

' galeasses ' and several large ships to carry the troops, threatened the

pirates with ruin and utter annihilation, told them of the designs

of Aurangzeb upon Ardkdn—adding that a powerful army of Dutch

was close at hand, and recommended them to take thought for them

selves and their families. He offered them very good terms if they

would leave the service of the King of Ardkdn and enter that of

Aurangzeb, promising them as much land as they wanted in Bengal,

and double their present pay. It is not certain whether these threats

and promises made an impression on them, or whether it was

not rather a stroke of luck, they having recently assassinated one

of the principal officers of the King of Ardkdn, and being in dread

of punishment at his hands. But however that may be, they

fell into the trap, and were one day seized with so violent a panic

that they suddenly threw themselves on board forty or fifty of their

' galeasses,' and set sail for Bengal, in such a hurry that they scarcely

had time to embark their wives and children, with their most pre

cious effects. Shdistd Khdn received them with open arms, over

whelmed them with favours, placed their families in Dacca, and gave

them very considerable pay. Without giving them time to cool, he

made them join his entire army in the attack and capture of the

Island of Sandwfp, which had fallen into the hands of the King of

Ardkdn, and passed from thence with all his army, cavalry, and

infantry, to Chittagong (a.d. 1666).

' Meantime the two Dutch men-of-war arrived, but Shdistd Khdn,
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who thought that he could now accomplish his design without them,

declined their aid with thanks. I saw these vessels in Bengal,

and the commanders also, who were not best pleased with the

thanks or the liberality of Shdistd Khan. As for the pirates, now

they and their wives are in his power without hope of ever being

able to re-establish themselves at Chittagong, and that he has no

further need of their services, he ridicules all the grand promises

he made, and treats them, not perhaps as he ought, but as they

richly deserve—leaving them whole months without pay, and with

out considering them as anything but traitors and scoundrels who

were not to be trusted, having basely abandoned him whose salt

they had eaten so many years {i.e., the King of Ardkdn). And

this is how Shdistd Khan put an end to this canaille, which, as I

have said, has ruined and depopulated the whole of Lower Bengal.'

At the present day, the descendants of the Portuguese of Eastern

Bengal have become as dark-complexioned as the natives, the

result of repeated intermarriages ; and with the exception of a

few of the wealthiest among them, have all adopted native customs

and dress. They still, however, remain Christians, and retain their

ancient Portuguese family names.

From the time of Ibrahim Khan Fathi Jang (Governor of Bengal

about 1620 a.d.), the military thdnd of Noakhalf had always been

held by a garrison, and formed the frontier out-post of the Mughul

empire. When the Nawdb Shdistd Khan represented to Aurang-

zeb the raids that were constantly being made upon the Mughul

territories by the Arakanese, he received orders to conquer the

town of Chittagong, of which the latter then held possession. The

Governor of Bengal thought it necessary to first strengthen the

garrison at Noakhalf ; and in August 1665 Sayyid, an Afghan, was

sent there with 500 sharpshooters and several boats. Sangramgarh

(Alamgfrnagar), also, was fortified, and Muhammad Sharif, Faujddr

of Huglf, was sent there with 500 sharpshooters and 1000 match

lock-men. Twenty guns also, large and small, with a store of

ammunition, were despatched. Muhammad Beg Abakash and Abul

Husdin, officers of the Nawdb, were ordered to patrol up and down

the river with the Srfpur boats between Srfpur and Sangramgarh,

with a view to seeing that the embankments were properly closed,

so that communication between the capital and the frontier thdnds

might not be interrupted.

The following account of the events preceding the capture of
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Chittagong, so far as they concern the District of Noakhalf, is taken

from an article in the Calcutta Review for July 1871 :—

' The zaminddr of Sandwfp at this time was Dilawar, a man who

to all appearance was on the side of the Emperor, though in reality

he took the part of the Maghs (Arakanese). He received orders to

assist Abul Husiin in his river-watch ; but as he refused to come,

Abul Huslin landed in Sandwfp, defeated him, and besieged him in

a fort to which he fled. The fort was taken, and Dilawar arrested ;

but he managed to escape, and withdrew to the jungles, where he

again collected men. In a second engagement he received two

wounds, but fled again. About this time a party of Maghs appeared

on Sandwfp island, and Abul Husiin thought it wise to sail to

Nodkhdlf. The Nawib therefore ordered Husiin, ddrogd of the

fleet, Jamil Khan, Safindiz Khan, Kariul Khan, Muhammad Beg,

and other officers, to conquer Sandwfp, and gave them 1,500 foot

and 400 horse, and increased Abul Husain's watch-fleet This

strong detachment occupied Sandwfp in the middle of Jamadf II.

(December 1665). Several forts were taken, and Sharif Dilawar's

son was made a prisoner. Dilawar himself was at last caught, and

sent to the Nawab under the charge of the zaminddr, Munauwir.

An officer of the name of Abdul Karfm Khan was appointed to

hold Sandwfp with 1000 men ; and the others received orders to

hold themselves in readiness to join the main army for the conquest

of Chittagong.

' But as the Portuguese in Chittagong were on the side of the

Arakanese, the Nawdb Shiista Khan thought it would be advanta

geous to win them over by promises, and accordingly asked the Por

tuguese in Bengal to transmit letters to their co-religionists in Chitta

gong. Several of these letters were intercepted by Kiram Kibri, a

Magh, whom the Raji of Arikan had sent on a plundering expedi

tion to Sandwfp, and were handed over to the Raja with the message

that the Portuguese could not be relied on, and that they ought to be

transferred from Chittagong to some place in the interior of Arakin.

This they would not submit to ; and after defending themselves for

some time, they left Chittagong with their ships and sailed for

Bengal. They arrived on the 21st Jamddi II. (18th December

1665) at Noakhalf. Farhid Khan, thdndddr of Bhulua, sent several

of the principal men of the Portuguese to the Nawdb, who received

them most graciously, and assisted them from the treasury and from

his private funds.'
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On the 24th December 1665, Buzurg Umed Khan, son of the

Nawab, with 2000 troopers from his contingent and other forces,

received orders to march to Chittagong; and at the same time

Farhdd Khan, thdndddr of Bhulud, was directed to sail thither with

Ibn-i-Husain, the ddrogd of the fleet, and others. After the troops

from Noakhalf had joined Farhid Khdn, he divided his force into

two parts, one to march under his command by land, and the other

to proceed by sea. On the 2d January 1666, Farhad set out from

Nodkhalf, accompanied by a party of hatchet-bearers to cut down

the jungle ; and on the 4th he crossed the Phenf, and then moved

rapidly southward. Both by land and sea the Mughul armies were

victorious. On the 16th January the town of Chittagong capitulated ;

and on the news of the victory reaching the Emperor, Farhid Khan,

the thdndddr of Bhulud, was made a commander of 1500 foot with

350 horse.

According to local tradition, the first settlement of Hindu castes in

Nodkhdlf District took place about 1720 a.d., when one Bisambhar

Sur, a Kayasth of Oudh, is said to have passed through the District

on his way to the sacred spring of Chandranath, at Sftikund in

Chittagong, and on his return to have settled in Noikhdlf. His

family held lands in the District on the condition of supplying troops

when required; from which origin are said to be derived the military

tenures which now bear the names of hdzdri, osat, &c. The Collector

thinks it probable that an adventurer from Oudh, did about the al

leged date, settle in the District, as there are many families at present

in Noikhdlf who trace their origin to that Province. Some of the

wealthiest money-lenders are the descendants of settlers from Rdi

Bareli, in Oudh ; and one or two families of them are known to

have come in a military capacity during the time of the Muham-

madan rule. It is, however, certain that there were Hindus in the

District long before the eighteenth century.

In 1756, the East India Company established a cloth factory at

Jugdia, at the mouth of the Phenf. About the same time, factories

were also established at Charpata in Tipperah, just beyond the

Noakhalf boundary, at Kaliyandi in thdnd Begamganj, at Kadbd,1

and at Lakshmipur. Ruins oi some of these buildings are still

standing. A salt agent was appointed at Sudhardm in 1790, in order

to superintend the manufacture of salt on the chars. Much of the

1 Kadba is within the District of Tipperah, but its land revenue is paid into the

Noakhali Collectorate.
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salt thus manufactured was exported to Chittagong, and thence to

Calcutta. In 1827, the Salt Agent was invested with the powers of a

Collector, and was authorised to collect the revenue of Bhulud and

some other pargands. The District, so far as its revenue jurisdiction

was concerned, was then known as Zila Bhulua. In 1822, in conse

quence of the prevalence of robbery and ddkditi in this part of the

country, a Joint Magistrate had been vested with the criminal juris

diction of the District. The name of Noakhali was then adopted to

designate the new jurisdiction. The local name of the Headquarters

Station is, however, neither Bhulud nor Nodkhdlf, but Sudharam,

called after one Sudhaidm Mazumdai, a resident landlord who dug

the only large tank in the town.

HISTORY OF SANDW/P.—The Island of Sandwfp, which was made

over in 1822 to the newly-formed district of Nodkhdlf, had, from the

time when it first came under British administration, formed a con

stant source of disquiet. It afforded an asylum for the refuse of the

river Districts from Dacca southwards, and had a mixed population of

Hindus, Muhammadans, and Maghs, who formed on the island agri

cultural colonies, fishing settlements, piratical villages, and robber com

munities. The subordinate tenants kept up a bitter quarrel with the

landholder-in-chief, and every class seemed to have a grudge against

the rest, and some complaint to make to Government But the firm

administration of the British officials gradually produced its effect.

A commissioner was appointed to measure and partition the island.

His appearance, however, was at first only the signal for new disorders.

On the one hand, he complained of ' obstructions and difficulties '

thrown in the way of executing his duty ; on the other hand, the

tdlukddrs forwarded a bitter petition and lament. One enterprising

native gentleman proposed, in May 1785, to relieve the officials of

further difficulty by taking Sandwfp in farm. But the Government was

resolved to have the work thoroughly done, and rejected his offer. Ac

cordingly the troublesome island was placed under the direct manage

ment of the Collector, who was ordered to conduct a land settlement

The administration of justice in Sandwfp was formerly under the

authority of an officer called a.faujddr, resident in the island. But

from a report (dated September 1779) by Mr Duncan, an officer

specially deputed to Sandwfp, it appears that when Government

ceased to maintain a fortress in the island, \hefaujddr-was no longer

retained, and justice was administered by an inferior officer with the

title of ddrogd. This official had not, however, uncontrolled author
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ity. From the year 1760, if not from an earlier date, he was entirely

under the authority of the ndib ahad-ddr. It was the duty of the

ddrogd and his assistants to prepare cases for hearing ; and on fixed

days in each week the ndib ahad-ddr would sit in his court of justice,

and, attended by the ddrogds, kdnungos, and zaminddrs, dispose of

all cases brought before him. ' This court,' writes Mr Duncan, ' took

cognisance of all matters, civil and criminal—its jurisdiction being

only restrained as to matters of revenue, the cognizance of which

rested with the ahad-ddr in his separate capacity. In matters of

debt, the court retained the fourth part of the sum in litigation, and

enacted discretionary fines for theft, gang-robbery (ddkditi), fornica

tion, assaults, and the like.'

Among the miscellaneous enquiries conducted by Mr Duncan, and

reported on by him in 1779, was one relating to complaints of slaves,

or persons reported to be slaves, against their masters. ' This unfor

tunate race of mankind,' says Mr Duncan, ' bears in Sandwip a larger

proportion to the other inhabitants than perhaps in any other District

in the Province ; there is hardly a householder, however indigent,

that has not at least one slave, and the majority have many in their

families. Their number also very soon increases by marriage, in

which they are encouraged by their masters, the custom of the country

being such that a free woman, on marrying a male slave, reduces her

self and her family to be the perpetual slaves of her husband's master,

who continues ever after to retain them in the same bondage.' One

man alone was said to have more than fifteen hundred slaves. The

principal cause assigned by Mr Duncan for the great extent to which

slavery prevailed in Sandwip, was ' the extreme cheapness and

abundance of grain in the island, so that as often as there is any

scarcity in Dacca District, it attracts people to Sandwip, where it has

been common for many of them to sell themselves and their pos

terity for maintenance.' Although Mr Duncan in 1779 only set

fifteen slaves and their families at liberty, yet none of his proceedings

created more general apprehension than his taking cognisance of

this particular grievance, because all the principal people were im

mediately interested.

Physical Aspect of the District.—Noakhdlf District consists of

a tract of mainland, together with several islands, on the sea face of

the Bay of Bengal at the mouths of the Meghnd. The mainland por

tion of the District is an alluvial plain, the only rising ground being

a considerable hill in the extreme north-east corner, on the bor-

VOL. VI. Q
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clers of Hill Tipperah. The District is intersected by rivers and

watercourses in all directions ; and during the rainy season nearly

the whole country is submerged, with the exception of the villages,

which are generally built on artificially-raised sites. The tanks are

usually embanked, in order to keep out the surface-water. In gen

eral, each homestead is surrounded by a thick grove of betel-nut and

cocoa-nut palms. In the north-west of the District, around Raipur

and Lakshmipur, are dense forests of betel-nut palms, extending for

miles. As in most tracts similarly situated with respect to the delta

of a great river, the level of the land in the interior is lower than that

bordering on the main channels. An earthquake in April 1762 is

said to have engulfed a tract of country around Lakshmipur fifteen

miles in extent, with all its inhabitants ; and the Collector states that

other depressions of the land, now the site of deep marshes, may be

due to similar causes. The District is extremely fertile ; and with

the exception of some sand-banks and river accretions, every part

of it is under cultivation. The Venetian traveller, Caesar Frede

rick, who visited the island of Sandwfp in 1565, describes it as

one of the most fertile places in the country, and densely popu

lated. Sir Thomas Herbert, about 1625, also bears testimony to the

great fertility of that island—' one of the fairest and most fruitful

spots in all India.'

The soil of the District is alluvial clay, in many places impregnated

with salt.

ELEVATED TRACTS.—The only hill in Nodkhdli is part of

Raghunandan Hill, locally called Baraiar Dala. It is situated at the

extreme north-east of the District, and is said to be six hundred feet

above the level of the sea ; its area is about two square miles.

RIVER-SYSTEM.—The river Meghna debouches upon the sea by a

number of mouths, the principal being the Shahbazpur river, the

Hdtia river, the Bdmnf river, and the Sandwi'p river—all of which are

navigable throughout the year ; as are also the Dakatid and the Bara

Pheni (Big Fenny), two large tributaries of the Meghna. The Megh

na' enters the District from Tipperah, and after running along its west

ern boundary, enters the sea by the different channels mentioned

above. From November to February, the river is easily navigated ;

but after February it is rough and dangerous. Its principal tribut

aries are the Dakatid, and the big and little Pheni rivers, which flow

into its mouths near the sea face ; the Chdprdsi khdl, Noakhdli khal,

Mahcndra khal, and Bhawanfganj khal, besides many other smaller
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streams. The drainage of the islands of Sandwfp and Hdtid is also

conveyed into the channels of the Meghnd by the Santdl, Pirbaksh,

Bddu, Jabar Ali, Nalchird and other small watercourses.

The rivers and watercourses in the District navigable during the

rainy season by boats of 50 maunds (say two tons burthen), are the

following:—(1) Noakhali khdl, (2) Bhawdnfganj khdl, (3) Mahendra

khdl, (4) Rdmganj khdl, (5) Raipur khdl, (6) Naodond khdl, (7)

Chaumahanf khdl ; (8) Silania khdl, (9) Ddgan Bhui river, (10)

Little Pheni river, (n) Santdl khdl, (12) Pfrbaksh nadi, (13) Bddu

Dona river, (14) Siddhi Dona' river, (15) Jabar Alf khdl, and (16)

Ndlchird khdl. The passage between Siddhi and Bikatshu char is

navigable only during flood-tide; and the Hdtid river between Hdtid

and Sandwfp is studded with bars. Lakshmi Dond and Bddu Dond,

the rivers separating Siddhi and Badu, and Pirbaksh Dona between

Badu and Sandwfp, are dry during ebb-tide ; so that Siddhi, Badu,

and Sandwip then form one continuous island.

The Banks of the river Meghnd are either sloping, or abrupt

and undermined, according as alluvion or diluvion is taking place.

Where the older formations abut on the river, the banks are culti

vated ; where newly-formed soil exists, the banks are either unculti

vated, used as pasture-grounds, or cultivated, according to the age

and fertility of the new deposit. The principal islands formed by

the Meghna are those along the sea face—viz., Sandwfp island, Hdtid

island, char Lawrence, Sfbnath char, Turn char, Bikatshu Kali char,

and Lakshmidid char. No lakes are formed by the Meghna.

Alluvion.—The process of alluvion is going on to a great ex

tent ; and indeed the whole District has been formed by the deposits

of the Meghnd. Dr Hooker, in his Himalayan Journals published

in 1854 (vol. ii. p. 341), says:—'The mainland of Noakhdlf is

gradually extending seawards, and has advanced four miles within

twenty-three years.' The Collector states that sometime in the last

century, the Meghnd reached up to the Headquarters Station of

Noakhdlf or Sudharam, which is at present eight miles distant from

the river. The alluvial accretions to the south, the Sikandar char,

&c, are now being cut away, and it is possible that the Meghnd may

again for a time approach the Station. The soil thus washed away, is

re-forming in a large alluvial sand-bank in the middle of the Bamnf

channel ; and this bank will probably again become attached to the

mainland by the silting up of the intermediate stream. Notwith

standing all temporary checks, the process of land-making is slowly
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but surely going on to the south and west, as is clearly indicated by

a comparison of Rennel's Atlas with the recent Survey maps. The

creeks and khdls are silting up; and even the large watercourses

of Pfrbaksh, Badu, Bhawdnfganj, and Ndlchira, and the channel

between Bikatshu and Siddhi, are only navigable at flood-tide by

large boats. The Meghnd itself is now so shallow opposite the

mouth of the Noakhalf khdl, that boats cannot enter it except at high-

water, and have to anchor outside in midstream till the tide makes.

The whole of the Meghnd on the west of the District is studded

with shoals and sand-banks, and a very large portion of its bed is

dry at low water. The Revenue Surveyor reported in 1865 that Kdlf

char, to the south of Sandwfp, was then a new formation, and that

plants were rapidly springing up on its soil, which is rich in the

vegetable mould brought down by the Meghna.

Diluvion.—On the southern side of the mainland, and on the

east of Hatia island, the localities most exposed to the full sweep of

the tide, diluvion takes place to a great extent ; but the loss from

this cause seems, the Collector states, to be more than replaced in

the long-run by alluvion near the same locality. Thus, diluvion

went on for a long time on the south of Sandwfp island ; but the

soil has re-formed into the great Kdlf char, many miles long,

lying parallel with the south face of Sandwfp, and about two or

three miles south of it. This char already acts as a bar to protect

the island from further diluvion, and will eventually in all proba

bility become attached to it by the silting up of the intermediate

channel. By a similar process, the diluvion on the east of Hatia

is being replaced by the numerous sand-banks and chars of Turn,

Bikatshu, &c, in the Hatia river, and by the large chars Falcon

and Sfbnath to the north of Hatia. The general result of the

alluvial process now going on is that the channel of the Meghnd

is gradually moving west, and the east side of its bed is silting up.

The mainland is also gradually pushing its way out into the bay,

and small islands and sandbanks are forming higher and higher

up the river.

Tides.—The estuary of the Meghnd being much encumbered

with shoals and islands, there are two tidal waves. ' The normal

tide,' writes Mr Whinfield, Officiating Collector in 1870, 'comes up

the easternmost channel by way of the Sandwfp and Bdmnf rivers.

It is called the Chittagong tide, and makes first. Another tidal

wave called the Dauld sweeps round the south of the islands of
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Sandwfp and Hatia, and being deflected by the Bakarganj coast,

turns to the north through the Hatia and Shahbazpur channels, and

meets the Chittagong tide off the south-west corner of the mainland.

In all the khdls or watercourses running through Sandwfp and Hatia

from east to west, the tide flows in from both sides, but with most force

from the east. At every full and new moon, especially at the time

of the equinox, there is a bore, or tidal wave, for several successive

days. This wave is highest at the mouth of the Phenf river, and

in the channel between Hatia and the mainland, where the tides

meet, and it runs up as far as Bhawanfganj. The worst bores occur

with a southerly wind. The wave presents the appearance of a wall

of water, sometimes twenty feet in height, with a velocity of fifteen

miles an hour. The natives say that the maximum height on the

east is eighty feet ; but this is certainly an exaggeration, as the

banks are nowhere higher than forty feet above the level of low

water.' The bore comes up at the first of the flood-tide with a roar

which is heard miles off, and rushes with great force. This ren

ders the navigation of the river extremely difficult, and accidents

are constantly occurring. Owing to the shoals at the mouth of the

Noakhalf khdl, boats are obliged to anchor in mid-channel between

Hatia island and the mainland during the ebb, and are often caught

by the bore before there is sufficient depth of water for them to ride

in, in which case they are frequently driven on the shoals and cap

sized. Occasionally, at the period of the south-west gales in May

and October, these waves roll inland for miles, and overflow the

smaller islands at the mouth of the Meghna. In the cyclone of

November 1867, Hatia island was entirely submerged in this way,

and sea-drift was found on the embankments in the interior of the

island at a height of four feet above the level of the country.

On this occasion the wave must, the Collector states, have been forty

feet in height. The Meghna is nowhere fordable at any season of the

year, but many of the small rivers and creeks are nearly dry at ebb-tide.

Ferries.—There are fifteen ferries in Nodkhdlf District, yielding

revenue to Government. The farmer of each ferry is obliged to

keep a suitable boat establishment, and house accommodation for

the passengers.

The table on the following page gives the names of the ferries,

the rivers across which they ply, and the amounts for which they

were leased in the years 1870-71 and 1874-75 :—
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Name of Ferry.
River on which the Ferry

is situated.

187c>-yi.

Rental.

1874-75.

I. LambakhAli, . Meghna, j£"3 0 0 jQioo 0 0

2. Kachhimali, . KalidonA, .
45 0 0 64 0 0

3. Rangmala, Little Phenf, no 0 O 101 0 0

4. Lalganj, . Big Pheni, . 144 0 0 178 1 6

5. Kharulia Madari, . Little Pheni, S2
0 O 36 10 0

6. Bhurbhuria, Big Pheni, . 264 0 0 Transferred to

Public Works

Department.

7. Sflania, . Little Phenf, 30 0 0 48 0 0

8. Phazil ghdt.

Noakhalf hhdl, .

Do. 5 u 0 860

9. Begamganj, I 10 0 520

10. Lakshmipur, lakshmipur khdl, 9 10 0 21 0 0

11. Raipur, . Raipur khdl, 0 4 O 0 14 0

12. Chengdchetal, Lakshmipur khdl. 0 12 O 040

13. Chandraganj, Do. 0 -1 0 080

14. Mi.di.rn ghdt, Do. 0 8 O 160

15. Mahasay ghdt. Mahasay khdl . I 6 0 100

16. Doani char Siddhi, . Meghna, 62 0 0 51 0 0

17. Gumatalf, Do 4 IO 0 Transferred to

the District of

Bakarganj.

Total, 843 4 0 616 n 6

There is one toll-bar in the District, at Dhum char bridge over

the Nodkhdlf khdl. It is farmed out in the same way as the ferries;

the amounts for which it was leased in the years 1870-71, 1874-75,

were ^46 and ^42, 10s. respectively.

Canals.—There are only two canals in Noakhalf District—

the Atiabarf and Lakshmipur canals. They were both originally

natural watercourses, which have been artificially deepened. The

Atiabarf canal extends from Atiabarf to Lakshmipur, where it joins

the Dakdtia river. The Lakshmipur canal extends from Lakshmi

pur to Jamirakandi, where it divides into two branches—both of

which join the Little Phenf, the one branch at Sflania, and the other

at Dadna. The total length of the two canals is 41 miles, and

they are only navigable during a portion of the year.

Embankments.—The most important embankments in the Dis

trict are those on char Darvesh, on char Siddhi, and on the estate

of Nilakshmi in the island of Hatia. The embankment on char

Darvesh was erected and is maintained by Government ; that on

char Siddhi, by the proprietors of the land, Mr Courjon and Sharashi

Bald Devf. The Nilakshmi embankment was constructed by the

Bhulud zaminddr.
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Marshes.—-The District of Nodkhdli contains numerous jhils or

marshes. The following list, taken from Statistics furnished by the

Collector in August 1876, gives the names and areas of 77 marshes,

arranged according to police circles (thdnds). In Rdmganj thdnd :

—(1) Nayakhola, 3 acres; (2) Anandipur, 42 acres; (3) Syampur,

63 acres; (4) Dasgharid, 114 acres; (5) Parkot, 175 acres; (6)

Neoajpur, 58 acres; (7) Husainpur, 18 acres; (8) Sudhaya, 144

acres; (9) Baktiarpur, 3 acres; (10) Govindpur, 5 acres; (n)

Atakara, 16 acres; (12) Samaspur, 15 acres; (13) Mansarpur, 43

acres; (14) Alipur, 259 acres; (15) Kdsimnagar, 478 acres; (16)

Liimchar, 25 acres; (17) Fathipur, 36 acres; (18) Ajimpur, 164

acres; (19) Badarpur, 398 acres; (20) Gaurfpur, 55 acres; (21)

Amdnullapur, 62 acres; (22) Rasiilpur, 99 acres; (23) Majupur, 84

acres; (24) Hasamadi, 502 acres; (25) Sondpur, 20 acres; (26)

Hdsdmadi (2d), 39 acres; (27) Jahanabad, 12 acres; (28) Sultdnpur,

38acres. In Lakshmipur thdnd :—(1) Pdnpdrd, 176 acres; Chandipur,

185 acres ; (3) Sfbpur, 40 acres ; (4) Fathipur, 24 acres ; (5) Hajipur,

32 acres; (6) Hasanadi, 104 acres; (7) Bijdfnagar, 58 acres; (8)

Rrisidpur, 89 acres; (9) Nandirgaon, 37 acres; (10) Senpur, 148

acres; (n) Lakshmipur, 6 acres; (12) Banchanagar, 175 acres; (13)

Matua, 42 acres, and 3 small marshes with an aggregate area of

12 acres: total area of the 16 marches, n 28 acres. In Sudhdrdm

thdnd:—(1) Darveshpur, 105 acres; (2) Sulukid, 25 acres; (3)

Badarpur, t8 acres. In Begamganj thdnd:—(1) Bhotergdon, 3

acres; (2) Chdmpur, 22 acres; (3) Dharmapur, 72 acres; (4)

Govindpur, 6 acres; (5) Jangalid, 20 acres; (6) Latippur, 6

acres; (7) Mdjdipur, 6 acres; (8) Muhammadpur, 10 acres; (9)

Nazarpur, 57 acres; (10) Nayanpur, 11 acres; (n) Shahpur, 56

acres; (12) Sikandarpur, 26 acres; (13) Kayariya, 13 acres; (14)

Antanagar, 13 acres; (15) Abhirdmpur, 11 acres; (16) Darappur,

11 acres; (17) Madhupur, 9 acres, and 3 marshes with an aggregate

area of 5 acres. In Amirgdon thdnd:—(1) Abupur, 260 acres; (2)

Kalidhar, 270 acres; (3) Kdzirbagh, 31 acres; (4) Kansulld, 137

acres; (5) Lakshmipur, 9 acres; (6) Mdjbdria, 6 acres; (7) Pit-

hdpasari, 7 acres ; (8) Pratappur, 29 acres ; (9) Samaspur, 9 acres.

The total area of the 77 marshes enumerated above is 5371 acres,

or 8 square miles, 251 acres.

Loss of Life by Drowning.—According to the returns furnished

by the police, the average annual number of deaths by drowning in

Noakhali District during the ten years ending 1873 was 242. The
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following table shows the number of men, women, and children

who were reported to have been drowned during each of the five

years ending 1874 :

Year.

Number of Deaths.

Men. Women. Children. Total.

1870

1871

1872

32

23

20

20

23

18 165

22 214 259

24 223

29 205

267

•873

1874 25 226

254

274

River Traffic.—There are no large towns in the District carry

ing on an important river traffic. The total amount, however, of the

trade by water is very considerable ; and it is by this means that

the surplus produce of the District finds its way to Chittagong and

Calcutta. The principal river trade consists of exports of rice, be

tel-nuts, chilies, and cocoa-nuts ; and imports of salt, English piece-

goods, and sugar. There is a busy mart at Rdipur on the Ddkatii,

to which rice, betel-nuts, oranges, and other garden produce, are

brought from the neighbourhood. The traffic on the Little Phenf

and Mahendra khdl supplies Chittagong with a large portion of its

rice. Cotton from Hill Tipperah and the Chittagong Hills, kundd

boats (dug-outs) from the Chittagong Hills, and jute from Tipperah,

are imported into Nodkhali by means of the Bard Pheni and its tribu

taries. Statistics of the River Traffic will be given in detail on a

subsequent page. Since the manufacture of salt has been stopped,

the industries of the river and seaside population have become the

same as those of the people living inland. Nearly all get their

living by agriculture or by keeping cattle, large herds of which are

pastured on the small islands or chars. Even the boatmen follow

agriculture as an auxiliary means of subsistence, although many

of them annually migrate to Akydb and Bakarganj for employment,

while others work as boatmen in Calcutta.

None of the rivers or streams are employed as a motive power for

turning machinery ; nor is it probable that they could be utilised for

this purpose.

Fisheries.—Small hamlets of fishermen (jii/ias) are to be met

with on all the rivers and watercourses ; and these are almost the
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only people in the Districtwho live entirely by river industry. Accord

ing to the Census of 1872, there are 12,731 persons, or 7-06 percent,

of the Hindu population, who belong to boating and fishing castes.

The Collector, however, estimates that, including Musalmans, the

inhabitants engaged in fishing and boating amount to one-eighth of the

total population. In the larger rivers and watercourses, the fishermen

drive stakes into the bed of the stream, to which they attach their

large three-cornered nets. In the small streams and watercourses

the basket trap is used. During the rains, small fish abound in every

ditch ; and these are caught by damming up the ditches at intervals,

and then baling the water out. During the rains, fish is less abun

dant at Noakhali than in any other season ; and at that time dry fish

is brought from Sylhet, and salted fish from Dacca and other places,

and sold to hawkers, who retail it throughout the District. Fish is

neither salted, dried, nor preserved in any way in the District ; nor

is any fish exported. The Magistrate stated in 1872, that about 94

per cent, of the inhabitants of the District eat fish, and that the

supply does not nearly meet the demand.

There are only three Government fisheries in the District, which

were leased out for the year 1875 at a total annual rental of ^43.

On the other fisheries in the District, dues are levied by the land

owners through whose property the rivers run. The three Govern

ment fisheries, as well as the other principal fisheries in the District,

lie in the Meghnd, and in the Hatia, Sandwi'p and other rivers, which

form either the mouths or continuations of the Meghni.

There are head-men of the fishing caste designated sarddrs, who

possess a hereditary right to the title. A vacancy occurring on the

death of an heirless head-man is generally the cause of much dispute

between those who consider themselves entitled to the right of suc

cession, and is filled up on the decision and nomination of the zatn-

Itiddr. The duties of the sarddrs or head-men are to preside over

marriages, religious ceremonies and feasts, and to decide all questions

relating to caste and social disputes. For the performance of these

duties they receive from one to four rupees (2s. to 8s.), and some

times also presents of money and cloth, according to their rank.

Marsh Cultivation.—Long-stemmed rice is extensively cultivat

ed in the lowlands and marshes in the interior of the District. It

grows with the rise of the floods, and is said to live in about fourteen

feet of water. The Collector reports that no increase seems to have

been effected in the length of stem of these varieties of rice, in order
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that they may be cultivated in deeper water than formerly. The

names of the principal varieties are as follows :—(1) piprdlait, (2)

mendhcjd, (3) jdord, (4) keord, (5) sarli, and (6) tdtd. Reeds grow

spontaneously on the new alluvial formations in the river-beds, and

can be had for the cutting.

Lines of Drainage.—The drainage of the District runs from east

to west into the Meghnd, chiefly by means of the NoakhaU khdl.

The drainage of the islands of Sandwip and Hitia is also conveyed

into various mouths of Meghnd. by the Santdl, Pfrbaksh, Bddu,

Jabar Alf, and Ndlchird khdls, and other small watercourses.

Minerals.—No coal, lime, building-stone, or metal of marketable

value, is known to exist in the District of Nodkhdli.

Jungle Produce.—Fire-wood, reeds, and grass form the whole

jungle produce of the District, which contains no timber forests ;

and the wood required for local use has to be imported.

Most of the new alluvial river-formations are covered with long

grass, and are let out as pasture-grounds. The grazing rent is usu

ally 8 dnnds (is.) a-year for a buffalo, and 4 dnnds (6d.) for a cow.

Large herds of these animals are pastured on the chars, and the

business is said to be profitable. They are tended by a particular

class of men called Bdthdnids—a name derived from bdthdni, a cattle-

pen. When the grass and fresh water on the chars become exhausted,

which is usually the case about February, the herds are brought in

land, and often do great damage to the crops and embankments.

Fer^e Naturae.-—Mammals.—The following list of mammals

found in the District of Nodkhdli has been furnished by the Col

lector (Mr R. Porch, C.S.) The scientific names given are taken

from Dr Jerdon's 'Mammals of India':—(1) Monkeys (several

species); (2) Bats (Cheiroptera, Chdm-chard), numerous species ; (3)

the Musk Shrew (Sorex crerulescens, Chikd or chid) ; (4) the Indian

Badger (Mellivora Indica, Gor kadini) ; (5) the Common Indian

Otter (Lutra nair) ; (6) the Tiger (Felis tigris, Bdgh) ; (7) the Large

Panther (Felis pardus, Child bdgh) ; (8) the Leopard (Felis leopar-

dus, Kaidud bdgh) ; (9) the Large Tiger-cat (Felis irverrina, Bdgh-

das); (10) the Leopard-cat (Felis Bengalensis, Chondd); (11) the

Common Jungle-cat (Felis chaus, Bdrodl) ; (12) the Striped Hyrena

(Hyosna striata) ; (13) the Large Civet-cat (Viverra zibetha) ; (14)

the Bengal Mongoose (Herpcstes malaccensis) ; (15) the Indian

Wolf (Canis pallipcs) ; (16) the Jackal (Canis aureus); (17) the

Dog [wild] (Cuon rutilans, rdm-kuttd); (18) the Indian Fox (Vulpes
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Bengalensis) ; (19) the Porpoise (Platanista) ; (20) the Whale, rare;

(21) the Squirrel (Sciurus) ; (22) the Indian Jerboa-rat (Gerbillus

Indicus, Gonghd indur) ; (23) the Bandicoot-rat (Mus bandicota,

bdrd indur) ; (24) the Brown Rat (Mus decumanus, Bdtiyd indur) ;

(25) the Tree Rat (Mus brunneus, Gdchud indur); (26) the Mouse,

several species ; (27) the Bengal Porcupine (Hystrix bengalensis,

Hezd or shesd) ; (28) the Common Indian Hare (Lepus ruficaudatus) ;

(29) the Indian Wild Boar (Sus Indicus); (30) the Swamp Deer

(Rucervus Duvaucellii) ; (31) the Simbhar Stag (Rusa Aristotelis) ;

(32) the Spotted Deer (Axis maculatus, Kauriyd harin) ; (33) the

Hog Deer (Axis porcinus, Chanud harin) ; (34) the Gaydl (Gavaus

frontalis); (35) the Wild Buffalo (Bubalus ami); (36) the Indian Scaly

Ant-eater (Manis pentadactyla, Ban-ruhit).

The authorised reward for the destruction of a full-grown leopard

is Rs. 5 (10s.); but in the three years 1870-72 inclusive, no reward

was given. A reward of R. 1, 8 (3s.) was offered in 1873, and

Rs. 5 (10s.) in 1874. No death from wild animals occurred in 1870 ;

there were 4 deaths in 1871 ; 5 in 1872 ; 8 in 1873, and 6 in 1874,

—giving an annual average of 4-6 deaths for the five years ending

December 31, 1874.

Birds.—The following list of the birds found in Noikhalf District

has been furnished by the Collector, Mr R. Porch. The species

entered in the list have been named and classified according to Dr

Jerdon's ' Birds of India;' but there are, the Collector states, numer

ous other species which he has not been able to identify:—

Order I. Raptores. — Black Vulture, Raj hoktin, Rdj Sbgitn

(Otogyps calvus). Common Brown Vulture, or White -backed

Vulture, Hbkun Sogi'tn (Gyps Bengalensis). The Laggar Falcon,

Bard Bdj (Falco Jugger). The Indian Hobby, Urania Bdj

(Hypotriorchis severus). The Turumti or Red-headed Merlin, Bdj

Sikrd or Duriimti (Hypotriorchis chicquera). The Kestrel, Indur

tdrdni (Tinnunculus Alaudarius). The Lesser Kestrel, Pcti Indur

tdrdni (Erythropus cenchris). The Shikra, Shikrd (Micronisus

badius). The Common Serpent Eagle, Bdj Hukchur or Sukchur or

Shdmi'tkchur (Circaetus Gallicus). The Crested Serpent-Eagle, Bdj

Bauri (Spilornis cheela). The Osprey, Da/yd Kurud (Pandion

halinetus). The Ring-tailed Sea-Eagle, Bard Kurud (Halixtus fulvi-

venter). A large kind of Eagle, Tadaug (Latin name not known).

The Pale Harrier, Bdj Kurud (Circus Swainsonii). The Pied Har

rier, Induriya Gbtndr (Circus melanoleucus). The Marsh Harrier,
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Gochila or mdtchil (Circus yEruginosus). The Maroon-backed Kite,

Dhopdchil (Haliastur Indus). The Common Parish-Kite, Mdthiya

chll (Milvus Govinda). The Indian Screech-Owl, Ulu Pechd (Strix

Javanica). The Grass Owl, Ulud Pechd (Strix Candida). The

Brown Fish-Owl, Bhuttum Hudhud or Hululiya (Ketupa Ceylon-

ensis). The Spotted Owlet, Kharaniyd Pechd (Athene Brama). The

Brown Hawk Owl, Jam Pechd or Kdl Pechd (Ninox scutellatus).

Order II. Insessores.—The Common Swallow, Andi (Hirundo

rustica). The Indian Bank Martin, Ndptini (Cotyle Sinensis).

The Common Indian Swift, Bdtdsid (Cypselus affinis). The Palm

Swift, Tdl Bdtdsid (Cypselus batassiensis). The large Bengal Night

jar, Mdlhi Pechd (Caprimulgus albonotatus). The Common Indian

Night-jar, MdthiPechd (Caprimulgus Asiaticus). The Common Indian

Bee-eater, Bdnspatiyd or Tak Kaleza (Merops viridis). The Indian

Roller, NilKantha (Caracias Indica). The Burmese Roller, Kainch-

Kawa (Coracias affinis). The Brown-headed Kingfisher, Khdkhaiyd

(Halcyon leucocephalus). The Brown-winged Kingfisher, Mdchhrdngd

(Halcyon amauropterus). The White-breasted Kingfisher, Mdchh

rdngd (Halcyon fuscus). The Common Indian Kingfisher, Chhotd

Mdchhrdngd (Alcedo Bengalensis). The Great Indian Kingfisher,

Bard Mdchhrdngd (Alcedo euryzona). The Pied Kingfisher, Phiit-

phutiya Mdchhrd/igd (Ceryle rudis). The Great Hornbill, Dhanesh

(Homraius bicornis). The Bengal Pied Hornbill, Rishdlid (Hydro-

cissa albirostris). The Rose-ringed Parrakeet, Dhdnkdtd Teyd (Palas-

ornis torquatus). The Rose-headed Parrakeet, Phardi (Palteornis

rosa). The Slaty-headed Parrakeet, Madnd (Pateomis schisticeps).

The Red-breasted Parrakeet, Kdjld (Pakeomis Javanicus). The

Indian Lorikeet, Latkan (Loriculus vernalis). The Darjfling

Black Woodpecker, Phutphutiya Kurdlid (Picus majoroides). The

Indian Spotted Woodpecker, Chhotd Kurdlid (Picus macei). The

Bengal Rufous Woodpecker, Kurdlid (Micropternus phaioceps).

The Golden-backed Woodpecker, Kdth Kurdliyd (Brachypternus

aurantius). The Common Green Barbet, Kotak (Megalaima cani-

ceps). The Blue-throated Barbet, Chhotd Basdnt (Cyanops Asia-

tica). The Crimson-breasted Barbet, Tuk-ii'iki or Basdnt bdtiil

(Xanthokxma Indica). The Indian Cuckoo, Kachiyarmd or Bau-

kathd kaho kokil (Cuculus micropterus). The Common Hawk

Cuckoo, ytf/«A'«/z'(Hierococcyxvarius). The Rufous-bellied Cuckoo,

Kokil (Polyphasia tenuirostris). The Indian Koel, Kuli (Eudynamys

orientalis). The Large Green-billed Malkoha, Ban-kokil (Zanclos
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tomus tristis). The Common Coucal, Hdri Kuri (Centropus rufi-

pennis). The Himalayan Red Honey-sucker, Ldl madhu Chua

(JEthopyga. miles). The Green-backed Honey-sucker, Sakkar-khord

(/Ethopyga Horsfieldii). The Purple Honey-sucker, Madhu child

(Arachnechthra Asiatica). The Large Purple Honey-sucker (Arach-

nechthra Asiatica). The Scarlet-backed Flower-pecker, Tdir bochnd

(Dicaeum coccineum). The Indian Hoopoe, Mdthi Kuraliya (Upupa

nigripennis). The Grey-backed Shrike, Bard Bdgd karkdtd (Lanius

tephronotus). The Brown Shrike, (Lanius cristatus). The Common

Wood-Shrike, Bdgd karkdtd (Tephodomis pondiceriana). The Large

Cuckoo-Shrike, Kdbdsi (Graucalus Macei). The Common Drongo-

Shrike, Phesud (Dicrurus macrocercus). The Crow-billed Drongo,

Ketrdj (Dicrurus balicassius). An Ash-coloured Drongo, Bdghddni

Tesrdj. The Bronzed Drongo, Tesrdj (or Kes-rdf) (Chaptia ^Enea).

The Lesser Racket-tailed Drongo, Desi Bhlmrdj (Bhringa remifer).

The Large Racket-tailed Drongo, Bhimrdj (Edolius paradiseus).

The Hair-crested Drongo, Kesrdj (Chibia hottentota). The Ashy

Swallow-Shrike, Chhotd Tesrdj (Artamus fuscus). The Black-naped

Blue Flycatcher, Terka (Myiagra azurea). The Blue-throated Red

breast (Cyornis rubeculoides). The Blue Rock-thrush (Petrocos-

syphus cyaneus). The Black-throated Thrush, Chhotd ultdpdttd

(Planesticus atrogularis). A greyish-black Jay-thrush, Basan-poda.

The Yellow-eyed Babbler (Pyctorhis sinensis). The Black-gorgeted

Laughing-Thrush, Ultd-pdttd (Garrulax pectoralis). The Bengal

Babbler, Sdt b/idi (Malacocircus terricolor). The Long-tailed Reed-

bird, (Eurycercus Burnesii). The Red-whiskered Bulbul, Kdndard

(Otocompsa jocosa). The Common Bengal Bulbul, Phulchiuri or

Bulbul (Pycnonotus pygaeus). The Indian Oriole, Hald'i Pakhyl

(Oriolus kundoo). The Magpie-robin, Daydl (Copsychus saularis).

The Brown-backed Indian Robin ; Ldl or Agni daydl (Thamnobia

cambaiensis. The White-winged Black Robin, Rdm </<zjrf/(Pratincola

caprata). The Shama, Shdntd (Kittacincla Macroura). The Indian

Bush-chat (Pratincola Indica). The Indian Redstart (Ruticilla rufi-

ventris). The Large Reed-Warbler (Acrocephalus brunnescens).

The Indian Tailor-Bird, Tuni (Orthotomus longicauda). The Rufous

Grass-Warbler, Bddi Pdkhyi (Cisticola schsenicola). The Common

Wren-Warbler, Bhdit Timi (Drymoipus inornatus). Sykes's Warbler

(Phyllopneuste rama). The Brown Tree-Warbler, Shutdr Timi

(Phylloscopus tristis). The Greenish Tree-Warbler, Baidn Timi

(Phylloscopus viridanus). The Crowned Tree-Warbler, Kotariyd
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Timi (Reguloides proregulus). The White-faced Wagtail, Dhopi

Khanjdn (Motacilla luzoniensis). The Grey and Yellow Wagtail,

Khanjdn (Calobates sulphurea). The Indian Field-Wagtail (Budytes

viridis). The Indian Tree-Pipit, Tdia-Khanjdn (Pipastes agilis).

The Large Marsh Pipit (Corydalla Richardi). The Indian Titlark,

Bddi Pakhyi (Corydalla rufula). The Stripe-throated Flower-

pecker (Yuhina gularis). The Indian Corby, Daur Kawd

(Corvus culminatus). The Common Indian Crow, Pdi Kawd.

(Corvus splendens). The Common Indian Magpie, Tdrud or

Kcch-kechi (Dendrocitta rufa). The Pied Starling, Gbsdlik or

ChandanA Sdlik (Stumopastor contra). The Common Maina

BMt Sdlik (Acridotheres tristis). The Bank Maina, Gdng Sdlik

(Acridotheres ginginianus). The Hill Maina, Pdhdri Maind or

Stilik (Acridotheres fuscus). The Black-headed Maina, Chhotd

Maind or Chhotd Sdlik (Temenuchus pagodarum). The Grey-headed

Maina, Papyd or Pawi (Temenuchus Malabaricus). The Common

Weaver-bird, Tdl bdlia (Ploceus Baya). The Striated Weaver-bird,

Telid bdlia (Ploceus manyar). The Chestnut-bellied Munia, Pord

Munid (Munia rubronigra). The Indian House-sparrow, Chariyd

(Passer Indicus). The Brown-headed Bunting, Bdlid Bair (Euspiza

aureola). The Bengal Bush-lark, Ban bdtui (Mirafra Assamica).

The Indian Sand-lark, BdUd Bdtui (Alaudala raytau). The Indian

Skylark, Sdgar Bdtui (Alauda gulgula).

Order HI. Gemitorcs.—lte Bengal Green Pigeon, Bot Kodl

(Crocopus Phcenicopterus). The Orange-breasted Green Pigeon,

Peti Bot Kodl (Osmotreron bicincta). The Green Imperial Pigeon,

Dum Kodl (Carpophaga sylvatica). The Blue Rock-Pigeon, DAldli

(Columbia intermedia). The Rufous Turtle-dove, Angiirud Kodl

(Turtur meena). The Spotted Dove, Hari Kodl (Turtur suratensis).

The Common Ring-dove, Kodl (Turtur risoria). The Bronze-winged

Dove, Kdis Kodl (Chalcophaps Indicus).

Order IV. Rasores.—The Common Peacock, Mdyur (Pavo cris-

tatus). The Black Pheasant, masc. Mdthurd, fern. Mdthurni (Gallo-

phasis Horsfieldii). The Red Jungle-fowl, Jangli Miiragh (Callus

ferrugineus). The Kyah Partridge, Khdir (Ortygornis gularis).

A black-throated Hill Partridge, Chhotd Pdhdri Khair (Arboricola

atrogularis). The Large Grey Quail, Kalld Bdtui (Coturnix Com-

munis). The Button Quail, Chhotd bdtui (Turnix Sykesii).

Order V. Grallatores.—The Grey Plover (Squatarola Helvetica).

The Golden Plover, Hotari (Charadrius longipes). The Red
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wattled Lapwing, Hat-titi (Lobivanellus goensis). The Sarus Crane,

Saras (Grus Antigone). The Common Crane, Kolong (Grus Cine-

rea). The Woodcock, Bard Kddd Kbchd or Bard Ban-chdh (Scoloa-

pax rusticola). The Wood Snipe, Ban-chdh (Gallinago nemoricola).

The Common Snipe, Chegd or Chdh (Gallinago scolopacinus). The

Jack Snipe, Chhotd cliegd, CMwtd Chdh (Gallinago gallinula). The

Painted Snipe Hi'im'i or Rangin, (Rhynchcea Bengalensis). The Small

Godwit, Bard Chdh or Batter (Limosa aegocephala). The Curlew,

Bard Chobd (Numenius arquata). The Whimbrel, Chhotd Chbba,

(Numenius phreopus). The Little Stint, Gurguriyd (Tringa minuta).

The Spoon-billed Stint, mdthuri (Eurinorhynchus griseus). The

Spotted Sandpiper, Tdid Gurguriyd (Actitis glareola). The Common

Sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos). The Green Shanks (Totanus glottis).

The Red Shanks, Tengrangd (Totanus calidris). The Stilt or Long

Legs, Ldngord (Himantopus candidus). The Bronze-winged Jacana,

Jdl Pipi (Metopidius Indicus). The Pheasant-tailed Jacana, Meori

Pipi or Shitar Bildi (Hydrophasianus chirurgus). The Purple Coot,

K&lim (Porphyrio poliocephalus). The Bald Coot, Buri Kdim

(Fulica atra). The Water-cock, Khord (Gallicrex cristatus). The

Water-hen, Jdl Murghi (Gallinula chloropus). The White-breasted

Water-hen, Bctakyd Dauk (Gallinula phcenicura). The Spotted

Rail, Nal Dauk (Porzana maruetta). The Pigmy Rail, Peti Nal

Dauk (Porzana pygmaea). The Ruddy Rail, Keri Dauk (Porzana

fusca). The Gigantic Stork, Hdrgild (Leptoptilos argala). The

Hair-crested Stork, Chandand (Leptoptilos javanica). The Black-

necked Stork, Rdm Sdlik (Mycteria Australis). The White-necked

Stork, Mdnik-jor (Ciconia leucocephala). A large variety of Stork,

Panchkdparid or Phakird. The Dusky-grey Heron, Bard Khaird

(Ardea Sumatrana). The Blue Heron, Kliaird or Sdda Kdnka (Ardea

cinerea). The Purple Heron, Ldl Kdnka (Ardea purpurea). The

Large Egret, Tar Bagd (Herodias alba). The Smaller Egret, Kepi

Bagd (Herodias egrettoides). The Little Egret, Karachiyd Bagd

(Herodias garzetta). The Ashy Egret, Chita Bagd (Demi-egretta

asha). The Cattle Egret, Go Bagd (Buphus coromandus). The

Pond Heron, Kdm Bagd (Ardeola leucoptera). The Little Green

Heron, Kainch Bagd (Butorides Javanica). The Black Bittern, Kdld

Bagd (Ardetta flavicollis). The Chestnut Bittern, Ldl Bagd or Agni

Bagd (Ardetta cinnamomea). The Yellow Bittern, Peti Agni Bagd

(Ardetta sinensis). The Night-Heron, Didndd (Nycticorax griseus).

The Pelican-Ibis, JdngJi'ir (Tantalus leucocephalus). The Spoon-bill,
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Chimtd-Tonti (Platalea leucorodia). The Shell Ibis, Shmick Khdchd

(Anastonus Oscitans). The White Ibis, Kdchi chiird (Threskiornis

melanocephalus). The Warty-headed or Black Ibis, Karankal

(Geronticus papillosus). A large kind of Ibis, Shddak. The Glossy

Ibis, Kdld chbbd or Kdld Kdchichi'ira (Falcinellus igneus).

Order VI. Mttatores—The Grey Goose, Sddd Bddia Hdns

Kdz or Jangli Rdjhdns (Anser cinereus). The White-bodied Goose-

Teal, Bdli hdns (Nettapus Coromandelianus). The Whistling-Teal,

Harali hdns or Sharali (Dendrocygna Awsuree). The Large Whist

ling-Teal, Harali Hans (Dendrocygna major). The Ruddy Shield-

rake, Ldl Hdns (Casarca rutila). The Shieldrake, Ldl Bddia Hdns

or Ldl Hdns (Tadorna vulpanser). The Shoveller, Jangli Hdns

(Spatula clypeata). The Spotted-billed Duck, Jangli Hdns (Anas

pjecilorhyncha). The Common Teal, Chhotd Ndredl (Querquedula

crecca). The Blue-winged Teal, Naredli Hdns (Querquedula circia).

The Little Grebe, Dubdubi (Podiceps Philippensis). The Brown-

headed Gull, Gangd Kabutar (Xema brunnicephala). The Largest

Tern, Gangrayid (Sylochelidon caspius). The Gull-billed Tern

Gangd - chil (Gelochelidon Anglicus). The Small Marsh - Tern

Gangraiyd or Gangd-chil (Hydrochelidon Indica). The Large

River-Tern, Gangraiyd or Gangd-chil (Sterna aurantia). The Indian

Skimmer, Bard Gangraiyd (Phynchops albicollis). The Grey

Pelican, Dhingariyd or Shanjuiyd or Bdlud (Pelecanus Philippensis).

The Large Cormorant, Bard Gbmadh (Graculus carbo). The

Lesser Cormorant, Chhotd Gbmadh (Graculus Sinensis). The Little

Cormorant, Pdni Kawd or Pdni Kauri (Graculus Javanicus). The

Indian Snake-bird, Bdnwdr (Plotus melanogaster).

The feathers of several species of birds are collected in Nodkhdli

for sale. Those of the snake-bird are used by Hill tribes, and the

kingfisher's feathers by the Burmese. The skins of the hair-crested

stork and the large egret are sold for the use of Europeans. In the

Settlement of Turn char, a special agreement was made for the pay

ment of rent on account of the birds found in the island. A trifling

trade in the skins and horns of deer is also carried on ; but the/era

naturce cannot be said to contribute in any material degree to the

wealth of the District.

Reptiles.—Crocodiles and turtles abound in some of the rivers

and large watercourses {khdls). The Civil Surgeon states that the

common monitor called guisdmp and the girgit or bloodsucker are

to be seen everywhere ; and the Collector (Mr R. Porch) men
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tions three other varieties of lizards found in the District. One of

these, Mr Porch states, grows to a length of at least ten or twelve

feet.

The venomous snakes commonly found in Nodkhdlf are the bino-

cellate and monocellate cobras (gokhurd and pdnak samp). The

Bungarus fasciatus (sankini) is also occasionally seen. Non-venom

ous snakes are very numerous in the District, and among them are

found two varieties of pythons.

There were 57 deaths from snake-bite in the year 1870; 58 in

1871 ; 60 in 1872 ; 62 in 1873 ; and 64 in 1874,—giving an annual

average of 61 deaths for the five years ending December 31, 1874.

No reward was given for the destruction of snakes during the five

years 1870-74 inclusive; but from the i3th February 1874, a reward

of 4 dnnds (6d.) has been offered for each cobra destroyed. In no

case, however, up to the end of 1875, was tne reward claimed.

FISHES.—The following are the names of the sea, river, and tank

fish found in Nodkhdli District :—

I. Sea fish.—(i) ddin, (2) tapsi or risud, (3) bhold, (4) hdngar, (5)

sdkuch, (6) chingri, (7) ichhd, (8) lakhud, (9) latid.

II. River fish.—(i) ddin, (2) tapsi or risud, (3) bhold, (4) chingri,

(5) ichhd, (6) ilsd, (7) bhedd, ($)ghongrd, (9) phdud, (10) pdngds, (n)

pdud, (12) khalld or bdntd, (13) bhdngnd, (14) kharsul, (15) rohit or

rui, (16) kdtal, (17) mirgal, (18) kdlbdus, (19) dr, (20) 6041, (21) chitdl,

(22) pdpdd, (23) ghanid, (24) kordl, (2$)g/iulsa, (26) bdnspdtd, (27)

silan, (28) tulerddnti, (29) chandand, (30) bdlid, (31) bdlia, (32) bdin,

(33) chapild, (34) bdthd, (35) gMrua, (36) chdndd, (37) cheud, (38)

chiring, (39) kdunmdgur.

III. Tank fish.—( i ) chingri, (2) dir, (3) &*f/, (4)pdpdd, (5) AM, (6)

WA (7) ^'^. (8) jhdgur or w4§-«r, (9) sing, (10) M/«f, (n) Aw^rrf,

(i2)ghulsd, (\$)phali, (\a,)punthi,(\<£) khalisd,(i6) malindi, (17) bdns-

pdtd, (18) bhedd, (19) ddrkind, (20) kdnkle, (2i)tdki,(22)bdin, (23) fo/-

wr/, (24)gutum, (25) kdnchki, (26) chdndd, (27) sarpunthi, (28) ghanid.

The Collector states that of the above fish, the </<i<«, «7jrf, bdntd,

kharsul, and ri&l are the best ; the pdpdd, kai, kdlbdus, and M</<f/

are of second quality ; and the remainder are inferior kinds.

EARLY ESTIMATES OF THE POPULATION.—Before the Census

of 1872, several attempts had been made to ascertain approxi

mately the population of Nodkhalf District. In 1850, the Salt

Department estimated the population, excluding the island of

Shdhbdzpur, which was then included in the District, at 352,975,

VOL. VI. R
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calculating 3^ persons to each house. In 1856, the Magistrate

estimated the population at 438,456, again excluding Shihbdzpur.

The latter estimate was based on two assumptions : first, that there

was an average of 3 J^ persons to each house; and secondly, that

each village watchman guarded an average of fifty houses. In 1865,

an estimate of the population was made by the Survey Authorities,

who returned the number of inhabitants at 293,540. In the Statis

tics of the Lower Provinces of Bengal for 1868-69, issued by the

Board of Revenue, the population was estimated at 375,655, the

number of villages at 8075, and the number of houses at 75,131-

In 1868, the number of homesteads was counted by the police and

found to be 69,650. Estimating the average number of inhabitants

at 5 to each house—an assumption made by the Collector in

1869, and proved to be correct by the Census of 1872—it appears

that the population in 1868 was, according to the police enumera

tion of the houses, only 348,250. In June 1869, an actual Census

was taken through the agency of the police in three different locali

ties—viz., the Civil Station; five villages adjoining the thdnd (police

station) of Begamganj—viz., Begamganj, Alfpur, Nazirpur, Mirwaris-

pur, and Ganipur ; and two villages in Sandwip—viz., Harishpur

and Rahamatpur. The results of the enumeration are given in

the Experimental Census Report as follows :—Town of Nodkhllf

or Sudhdrdm : area, 640 acres; number of houses, 729; population,

2461 males and 1380 females—total, 3841 souls; average number

of persons per house, 5 -27. Five villages in the tfidml of Begam

ganj : area, 3681 acres; number of houses, 354; population, 1707

males and 1570 females—total, 3277; average number of inmates

per house, 9'26. Two villages in Sandwip: area, 5830 acres ; number

of houses, 619; population, 3052 males and 2888 females—total,

5940 ; average number of inmates per house, 9-59-

Census of 1872.—A more exact Census was taken in Jan

uary 1872, by the authority of Government, and all the previous

estimates were found to be much below the truth. With regard

to the selection and appointment of the agents employed in taking

the Census, the Commissioner of the Division reported as follows :—

'In the District of Nodkhdlf there were 17 supervisors, 48 assist

ant supervisors, and 533 enumerators employed. The super

visors were men of the amid class, two Muhammadans and five

Hindus. Out of the 48 assistant supervisors, 24 were tdlukddrs, and

24 candidates appointed from the offices of the Magistrate, Deputy
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Magistrate, and the zaminddrs', where they had been engaged as

apprentices. Of the 533 enumerators, one was a zaminddr, 114

tdlukddrs, 158 hdwdladdrs and tdlukddrs, 1 chaukiddr, 94 pdtwdris,

10 tahsilddrs or zaminddr? agents, 61 village head-men, 62

agriculturists, 22 village gurus (schoolmasters), 1 native doctor

or kabirdj, 5 schoolmasters, and 4 apprentices. The Collector

reports that the most influential men, and those permanently ac

quainted with the inhabitants of the villages in the several par-

gands, were selected to perform the duties of assistant supervisors

and enumerators ; and that the zaminddrs1 agents were for the most

part respectable men, to whom the object of the Census was

explained, and who in turn took every opportunity to circulate

throughout their estates the reasons for which enumerators were to

visit their villages, and the manner in which the enumeration was to

be conducted. The Collector adds, that in pargands where any

reluctance or misconstruction was thought probable on the part

of the villagers, the zaminddrs appointed the chief men of those

villages to accompany the enumerators, and render every assistance

in their power to facilitate the work and insure its completion.'

The general feeling among the people was strongly averse to

the Census ; and in one village, Sonadia, the villagers absolutely

refused to permit the enumeration. On the supervisor reporting

to this effect, Mr Monro, the Assistant-Superintendent of Police,

who was in charge of the Census operations, went to the spot ; but

when he attempted to begin the enumeration, a large party of the

villagers assembled with sticks, assaulted the supervisor and threw

him into a tank. Mr Monro went to his assistance, and was

also mobbed, beaten, and severely injured, being pursued for

about two miles before he could find his horse and make good his

escape. The constables were also beaten. On hearing of what

had occurred, the Collector, and the District Superintendent of

Police, at once rode to the spot, taking with them a guard of

thirty constables; but no further resistance was attempted. The

ringleaders were subsequently arrested without difficulty, and six

teen of them were sentenced to various terms of imprisonment.

With regard to the demeanour of the people generally, Mr Monro

wrote as follows :—' The inhabitants of the District regard the

census in no other light than as a stepping-stone to additional

taxation. When you explain to them the contrary, their answer

is—"Why does Government spend so much money, if it does
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not intend to receive some advantage from it?" It has been

said that it was through the injudicious proceedings of the Census

officers that the people were averse to being counted. But the

idea amongst a number of the people was, that the " General Sihib "

wanted to see all the females of a certain age, and that they were

to be sent to Calcutta for this purpose. I do not exactly know

who is meant by the General ; but it is an idea that shows how

ignorant and uneducated the people of this District are, and how

easily an absurd rumour can work on their minds. When rumours

went abroad that Census officers wished to see the women of

the families, the people at once set down the Sonddid. riot to that

cause ; and I have observed, since the occurrence took place, that

popular sympathy is on the side of those who attacked the Census

officers.'

Notwithstanding the general aversion of the people to the enumer

ation, and their active hostility at Sonaclii, there seems no reason to

doubt the correctness of the Census ; and the Collector of the

District expressed his belief in the general completeness and accu

racy of the return.

The area of the District at the time of the Census of 1872 was

1577 square miles; and the result of the Census shows that it con

tained a total population of 7 13,934 inhabitants, dwelling in 142,155

houses, and in 2034 villages. There were therefore 459 persons,

91 houses, and r-31 villages to every square mile. The changes

that have taken place in the area and population of the District are

noted on p. 238 of this Account.

The following tabular statement, taken from the District Census

compilation, shows the number of villages, houses, inhabitants, and

boats in each police circle (t/idnd) in the District in 1872 :—
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Abstract of the Population of each Police Circle (Thana)

in the District of NoAKHALf in 1872.

Averages calcu

lated from pre

ceding cols.

O . 0 d
i»

Police Circle

(TAdnA).
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Ramganj, 371 '4.32S 64.479
'74 4-5

Lakshmipur, 420 21,981 192 105,017 250 48

Sudharam, 284 25,823 131 96,465 340 37

Begamganj, 527 29.954 139,488 265 47

Amlrgaon, 336 12,305 57 133.343
397

108

Bamni, . 8 4,981 1 33.979 4247 6-8

Sandwlp, 65 20,320 118 87,016 1338 43

Hatia, .. 23 12,466 63 54.147 2354 4 3

fotal
'

2.034 142. '55 562 713.934
35'

50

Population classified according to Sex, Religion, and Age.

—The total population of Noakhalf District consisted in 1872 of

713,934 souls—viz., 362,067 males, and 351,867 females. The

proportion of males in the total population is 5071 per cent. ; and

the average density of the population, 459 per square mile. Classi

fied according to religion and age, the Census gives the following

results:—Muhammadans, under twelve years of age—males, 1 19,867 ;

and females, 95,612: total, 215,479. Above twelve years—males,

149,952; and females, 167,622: total, 317,574. Total of Muhamma

dans of all ages—males, 269,819; and females, 263,234: grand

total, 533,053, or 74'66 per cent, of the District population ; propor

tion of males in total Muhammadan population, 50^62 per cent.

Hindus, under twelve years of age—males, 32,135; and females,

25,289: total, 57,424. Above twelve years—males, 59,781; and

females, 63,048 : total, 122,829. Total of Hindus of all ages—males,

91,916; and females, 88,337 : grand total, 180,253, or 25*2S percent,

of the District population ; proportion of males in total Hindu

population, 51 '00 per cent. Christians, under twelve years of age—

males, 103; and females, 77 : total, 180. Above twelve years of age—

males, 190; and females, 182 : total, 372. Total of Christians of all

ages—males, 293; and females, 259: grand total, 552; proportion of

males in Christian population, 53-o8 percent. Other denominations
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not separately classified, consisting of aboriginal races and tribes,

under twelve years of age—males, 20 ; and females, 9 : total, 29.

Above twelve years—males, 19 ; and females, 28 : total, 47. Total

of ' others ' of all ages—males, 39 ; and females, 37 : grand total, 76.

Population of all religions, under twelve years of age—males,

152,125 ; and females, 120,987: total, 273,112. Above twelve years—

males, 209,942 ; and females, 230,880 : total, 440,822. Total popu

lation of all ages—males, 362,067; and females, 351,867: grand total,

713,934; proportion of males in total District population, 5071

per cent.

The percentage of children not exceeding twelve years of age in

the population of different religions is returned in the Census Report

as follows :—Muhammadans—proportion of male children, 22-5 per

cent.; and of female children, 17-9 per cent.: proportion of

children of both sexes, 40-4 per cent, of the total Muhammadan

population. Hindus — proportion of male children, 17-8 per

cent.; and of female children, i4-o per cent.: proportion of

children of both sexes, 3i-8 per cent, of the total Hindu population.

Buddhists—proportion of male children, 27^9 per cent., and of

female children, n -5 per cent.: proportion of children of both

sexes, 39-4 per cent, of the total Buddhist population. Christians—

proportion of male children, 187 per cent; and of female children,

13-9 per cent. : proportion of children of both sexes, 32-6 per cent,

of the total Christian population. Other denominations—propor

tion of male children, 20-0 per cent.; and of female children, 13-3

per cent. : proportion of children of both sexes, 33-3 per cent, of

the total ' other ' population. Population of all religions—propor

tion of male children, 2i'3 per cent. ; and of female children, 17*0

per cent. : proportion of children of both sexes, 38-3 per cent, of the

total District population.

The number and proportion of insanes and of persons afflicted with

certain other infirmities in Nodkhdlf District is thus returned in

the Census Report:—Insanes—males, 142; and females, 70: total,

212, or -0297 per cent, of the District population. Idiots—males,

43 ; and females, 4 : total, 47, or "0066 per cent, of the population.

Deaf and dumb—males, 89 ; and females, 36 : total, 125, or '0175 per

cent, of the total population. Blind—males, 254; and females, 140 :

total, 394, or '0552 per cent, of the population. Lepers—males, 47;

and females, 8: total, 55, or "0077 per cent, of the population. The

total number of male infirms amounted to 575, or '1588 per cent.
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of the total male population; number of female infirms, 258, or '0733

per cent, of the total female population. The total number of

infirms of both sexes was 833, or -1167 per cent, of the total District

population.

The details of the people classified according to occupation, as

given in the District Census Compilation, are omitted, as they do

not stand the test of statistical criticism.

ETHNICAL DIVISION OF THE PEOPLE.—The District Census Compil

ation thus classifies the different nationalities, races, and castes, with

the numbers of each. The list of Hindu castes will be reproduced

on a subsequent page, arranged according to their social rank :—

NAME OF RACE OR

CASTE.
NUMBER.

NAME OP RACE OR

CASTE.
NUMBER.

I.—NON-ASIATICS. Semi-Hinduised Aboriginals

—Continued.

English,

Irish, ....

14

i
BhuimAlf,

Rajbansi Koch,

i,943

43

TOTAL, . IS
TOTAL, . 16,787

II.—MIXED RACES.

Eurasian, 191

3.—Hindus.

(i.)—SUPERIOR CASTES.

III.—ASIATICS.

Brahman,

Rajput, ....

7,622

35°

Natives ofIndia and TOTAL, . 7.972

I. —Aboriginal Tribes.

(ii.)—INTERMEDIATE

CASTES.

Banjugi,

Nat

291 Kayasth,

Baidya, ....

20,814

833493

212

TOTAL, . 21,647

TOTAL, . i ,11111

(iii.)—TRADING CASTES.

2.—Semi-Hinduised

Aboriginals.
Kshattriya,

Gandhabanik,

Subarnabanik,

68

i,3'6

1,190
Ba(jdi, . 86

Chamar and Muchi,

Chandal

397

«z,947
TOTAL, . 2,574

Dom,

Hari,

793

419

8

>S«

(iv.)—PASTORAL CASTES.

Goala, ....

Mai,

Mihtar, 1,520
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Name of Race or

Caste.

(v.)—Castes engaged in

preparing Cooked

Food.

Madak, ....

(vi.)—Agricultural

Castes.

Sadgop,.

Agurf, .

Kaibartta,

Barui, .

Tamull, .

Mali, .

Koeri, .

Kurmi, .

Sndra, .

Bandar,

Total, .

(vii.) — Castes engaged

chikklv in Personal

Service.

Dhobi, .

Hajjam, or Nipit .

Behara, .

Kahar, .

Total,

(viii.)—Artisan Castes.

Kamar (blacksmith),

Kansari (brazier), .

.Sonar (goldsmith), .

Sutradhar (carpenter),

Kumbhar (potter), .

Tell (oilman),

Sunri (distiller),

Sankhari (shell-cutter),

Laheri (lac-worker),

Number.

Total,

(ix.)—Weav

Tanti, .

Jug1'.

Kotal, .

Kapali, .

er Caste

616

25

38

20,263

3,48s

29

3.59

402

13

4,292

9

28,895

13.243

10,528

3,038

1,148

27,957

r,35o

182

144

2,768

3,5i8

2,954

5,837

252

IN

17,023

Name op Race or

Caste.

(x.)—Labouring Castes.

Beldar, .

Chunari,

Total,

(xi.) Castes occupied in

selling Fish and

Vegetables.

(xii.)—Boating and Fish

ing Castes.

Jalia,

Mala, .

Mala and Manjhi,

Patuni, .

Balami, .

Tior,

Total,

(xiii.) — Dancer, Musi

cian, Beggar, and

Vagabond Castes.

Baiti,

(xiv.) — Persons enume

rated by National

ity only.

',273

32,991

5

417

Hindustani, .

Panjabi,

Uriya, .

Total,

(xv.) — Persons of un

known OR UNSPECI

FIED Castes,

Grand Total of Hin

dus,

Number.

66

27

93

9,823

120

no

2,419

69

190

12,73'

196

4,403

Total, 34,686 160,316
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Name of Race or

Caste.
Number.

Name of Race or

Caste.

Number.

4.—Persons ofHindu origin

not recognising Caste.

Muhammadans—Contd.

Shaikh 3'9

Vaishnav, 2,131
Unspecified, . S32.642

Sanyasi, 3
Total, . 533,o53

Native Christians, . 346

Total, . 2,480
6.—Burmese.

Maghs, .... 76

5.—Muhammadans. Total of Natives of

India, . 713.728

Pathan, ....

Sayyid

81

11
Grand Total, 713,934

The foregoing table agrees in the total with the figures given

in the Census Report, but differs somewhat in the details, owing to

slight errors in the compilation of the original Report.

Hill Tribes and aboriginal Races.—(1) The Banjugis, ac

cording to the returns of the Census of 1872, numbered 291 in the

District of NoakMH ; and of these, 285 were living in the police circle

(//idnd) of Begamganj, and 6 in the police circle of Hatia. The

police, however, report that there are at present (December 1875) no

persons living in the thdnd of Begamganj who go by the name of

Banjugfs.

(2) The Nats are scattered throughout the five police circles of

Riimganj, Lakshmipur, Sudharam, Begamganj, and Amtrgaon; at

the time of the Census they were 493 in number. They are a vaga

bond race, who seldom settle down, and in many points resemble

closely the gypsies of Europe. Most of them are hard drinkers,

and are averse to steady work of any kind. Dancing, tumbling,

stealing, and jugglery are the chief employments of the tribe.

(3) The Tipperahs numbered at the time of the Census 232

members, of whom 192 were living in the police circle of Lakshmi

pur, and 40 in the police circle of Begamganj. They all came

originally from the State of the Rajd of Hill Tipperah, and they

state that they fled from their own country on account of the raids

made upon their villages by Kukis or Lushdis. In Nodkhdlf, as in

their own country, the Tipperahs practise the form of cultivation

known as jum. They live by themselves, and do not mix with the

other inhabitants of the District. For a full description of jum cul
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tivation,see the Statistical Account of the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

ante, pp. 72-74.

(4) The RAjBANsfs in the District of Noakhali numbered 43 at

the time of the Census of 1872 ; of whom 34 were found in the police

circle of Begamganj, and 9 in Sandwip. They came originally from

Koch (or Kuch) Behar, the home of the Koch tribe. Visu Sinh,

the grandson of Hajo, the founder of the Koch kingdom, is said to

have apostatised to Hinduism, when the converts took the name of

Rdjbansi. A full description of these people is given in the Statisti

cal Account of the State of Kuch Behar, vol. x. pp. 346-358.

Wandering Tribes.—A few Bediyas, a wandering gypsy-like caste,

are found in the District, some of whom profess Hinduism, and

others the Muhammadan religion. They mostly wander about in

boats, and subsist by jugglery and thieving, but some of them have

now settled down as agriculturists. They speak a language of their

own, which they are extremely unwilling to disclose, and only a few

words of their vocabulary could be obtained with some difficulty by

a native gentleman attached to the Courts of the District These

words were given at different times, by men from different parts

of the country, who could have had no previous communication

with each other on the subject. Those words which did not stand

this test have been omitted, and the following may be regarded as

correct :—Rupee, dingd, monsil ; water, re ; leg, khurkd ; cow, lodh or

hadlu; gun, mahdtar ; sweetmeats, tnadrial ; boat, birki or barai ;

light, ingar ; milk, lop, jilking ; to eat, fagun; to sit, tdshd ; to steal,

gdimdrl ; drinking, paut. The Bathanias, who have already been re

ferred to as pasturing cattle on the new alluvial formations or chars,

are a wild class of men, some of whom belong to the mainland of

Noakhali, and others to the District of Chittagong. A portion of

them are Muhammadans, and others are Hindus of low caste. As a

rule, they cross to the chars at the close of the rainy season, and

live there until the beginning of the rains of the following year.

Immigration and Emigration.—No important case of immigration

or emigration has occurred within recent years. An account of the set

tlement of the Portuguese in the District has already been given (ante,

pp. 240-245). The presence of 232 Tipperahs shows that there was

formerly immigration into Nodkhalf from the State of Hill Tipperah.

The Collector, in his Annual Report for 1874-75, states 'that a con

siderable number of people from Sandwip, Hatia, and Amfrgdon emi

grate to Arakdn, Rangoon, and other parts of British Burmah, and to
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Calcutta, to serve as boatmen and lascars. From other parts of the

District there is a good deal of temporary emigration, chiefly of day-

labourers to the neighbouring Districts for a short time during the

slack season. They only remain away a few months, and return

when labour for cultivation is required again in the District. Of

immigration there may be said to be none, unless the educated

people, chiefly Hindus from Dacca, Bikrampur, and other places,

who come to SudhaYdm in some numbers in search of employment

in the Government offices, are to be considered as immigrants.

The only approach to real immigration is to be found in the families

of deswdlis, or up-country money-lenders, who have settled down

and acquired lands in the District. The internal movements of

the people are limited to conveying their households from one vil

lage to another, from various causes (such as the exactions of a land

lord or the encroachment of a river), and to visiting places of

worship (during the 'Id and Bakrd 'Id festivals, for instance), and

attending small fairs at certain times of the year.'

Hindu Castes.—The following is a list of the principal castes in

the District, arranged according to the order in which they rank in

local estimation. The numbers of each caste are taken from the

Census Report:—(1) Brdhman—the caste highest in the social scale,

the members of which form the priesthood, and are employed as

ministerial officers and clerks in our Courts; they numbered, in

1872, 7622 persons. (2) Baidya—this caste ranks next to the Brrih-

mans. They are employed as physicians, ministerial officers, and

landed proprietors ; number, 833 persons. (3) Kayasth—most of

this caste are either pleaders, accountants, writers, or treasurers

to landed proprietors; number, 20,814. (4) Sunri—distillers and

venders of wine ; they also lend money, and occupy in Nodkhdli

a social position far higher than in most other Districts of Bengal :

5837 in number. (5) Rajput—employed as police constables,

messengers, and door-keepers ; number, 350. (6) Khetrf or Kshat-

triya—this caste is, theoretically, the second in the Hindu social

organisation, and is supposed to form the warrior class. It is,

however, doubtful whether at the present day there are any

pure Kshattriyas in Bengal. In the Census Report of 1872, the

Kshattriyas are returned as a trading caste, numbering 68, who are

probably to be identified with the Khetris from the North-West

(7) Godld—milkmen and cowkeepers ; 1520 in number. (8) Sadgop

—an agricultural caste, numbering only 25 members in Nodkhdlf. (9.)
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Siidra—the second largest agricultural caste in the District; 4292 in

number. (10) Gandhabanik—spice-dealers and shopkeepers ; 1316

in number, (n) Madak—confectioners; 616 in number, (it)

K;im;ir—blacksmiths; 1350 in number. (13) Kdnsdri—braziers and

coppersmiths; 182 in number. (14) Sondr—goldsmiths; 144 in

number. (15) Kumbhdr—potters; 3518 in number. (16) Napit

or Hajjdm—barbers and surgeons; 10,528 in number. (17)

Sdnkhdri—shell-cutters; 252 in number. (18) Telf—oil-pressers and

oil-sellers; 2954 in number. (19) Ldherf—makers of lac orna

ments; 18 in number. (20) Tdntf—weavers; 1273 in number.

(21) Behdrd—a caste engaged in personal service, and often as water-

carriers; 3038 in number. (22) Agurf—an agricultural caste; 38 in

number. (23) Bdruf—growers and sellers of/rf« or betel-leaf; 3485

in number. (24) Tdmuli—a caste with the same occupation as the

preceding ; 29 in number. (25) Mali—an agricultural and garden

ing caste ; 339 in number. (26) Subarnabanik—a trading caste ;

1190 in number. (27) Koerf or Kurf—an agricultural caste; 402 in

number. (28) Sutradhar — carpenters; 2768 in number. (29)

Kurmf—an agricultural caste, numbering only 13 members in the

whole District. (30) Jugf—the most numerous caste of weavers in

the District; 32,991 in number. (31) Kotal—a caste of weavers,

only 5 of whom are found in the District (32) Kapdlf—weavers of

sackcloth and makers of rope and bags; 417 in number. (33)

Chanddl—a numerous caste, chiefly employed in cultivation ; 12,947

in number. (34) Bdgdi—cultivators and fishermen ; 85 in number.

(35) Belddr—a labouring caste ; 66 in number. (36) Chundrf—pre-

parers of shell-lime; 27 in number. (37) Kaibartta—by far the most

numerous agricultural caste in the District; 20,263 m number. (38)

Jalia—the largest boating and fishing caste in NodkhdH, numbering

9823 persons. (39) Mdla—a caste of fishermen ; 120 in number. (40)

Mala or Manjhi—a boating caste; no in number. (4i)Patuni—ferry

men, and also fishermen and boatmen ; 2419 in number. (42) Bdldmi

—boatmen ; 69 in number. (43) Tior—fishermen and boatmen ; 190

in number. (44) Kahdr—a caste of palanquin-bearers ; 1148 in num

ber. (45) Dhobi—the washerman caste; 13,243 in number. (46) Bditf

—matmakers, musicians, and dancers ; 196 in number. (47) Bdriddr

—an agricultural caste, numbering only 9 members in the District.

(48) Mai, snake-charmers ; 8 in number. (49) Hdrf—swineherds and

sweepers; 419 in number. (50) and (51) Mihtar and Bhuimdli—

sweeper castes, numbering respectively 151 and 1943 members.
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(52) Dom—buriers of the dead; they also keep pigs and make

baskets; 793 in number. (53) Chamar and Muchf— workers in

leather ; 397 in number.

Religious Division of the People.—Only two Districts in the

whole of Bengal—namely, Bogri and Rajshaiif—contain a larger per

centage of Muhammadans than the District of Nodkhalf. Of the

total population of the District, consisting of 713,934 inhabitants,

533,053 or 747 per cent, are Muhammadans; 180,253, or 25'2 Per

cent, are Hindus; while the remaining -i percent is composed of

552 Christians, 61 Buddhists, and 15 of other religions.

The Muhammadans are most numerous in proportion to the total

population in the sadr police circle (thdnd) of Sudharam, where they

form 82-1 per cent, of the inhabitants. In this police circle, also, the

Hindu population is at a minimum, forming only 17 '4 per cent, of

the inhabitants; the remaining '5 per cent, consists of Europeans,

Eurasians, and Native Christians. Out of a total of 61 Buddhists

in the whole District, 60 live within the police circle (tlidnd) of

Begamganj.

The Muhammadan Community.—As has already been stated, the

Muhammadans form by far the majority—viz., 747 per cent, of the

total District population. In the District Census Compilation, they

are divided into n Sayyids, 81 Pathans, 319 Shaikhs, and 532,642 un

specified. They all belong to the Suni sect. The Muhammadans of

Nodkhdlf are, the Collector states, ' probably of very mixed origin.

They consider themselves the descendants of immigrants from the

west, and of converts made here ; and there is evidence that they

have constituted the great majority of the population in these parts

for the last three hundred years. The Afghans are believed to

have fled to the frontier Districts after their defeat by Khan Azfm

in 1583. There must, however, be a large element of Hindu blood

among them; as it is said that, besides the children whom the Muham

madans had by Hindu women, they used to purchase other children

and educate them as Muhammadans, and these boys and all other

converts took the title of Shaikh. There may be also a small in

fusion of Arab blood ; and hence the various types of face observ

able among them.'

Conversions to the Muhammadan religion still take place, but

they are of rare occurrence. The Muhammadans of the District are

nearly all Fardizfs, or observers of the strict commandments of the

Kitrdn, as opposed to the sect called Riwazf—the followers of
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traditional custom. A few of the latter sect are found, but the

Collector thinks it doubtful whether they amount to so much as

5 per cent, of the whole Muhammadan population. The Fardizfs,

as a rule, are well off; and although they have all the zeal of a

new sect, it does not show itself in Nodkhdlf in open violence to

wards the professors of a different faith. 'They never interfere with

Hindu religious processions, nor do they annoy the Christian com

munity. Their zeal appears to spend itself in talk, and in raising

large subscriptions at the 'Id and other festivals, in aid of the faithful

who may be in trouble, and for the support of their law doctors

(maulvls), the chief of whom goes about the country in great state.

On points of law and speculative theology they are of the school of

Abu Hanifa; although they reject many of the rites usually observed

at births, funerals, &c, and also disbelieve in divination and the

efficacy of talismans. The articles of faith most insisted on by them

seem to be the heinous sinfulness of infidelity (kufr), of introducing

rites and ceremonies into their worship (bida't), and of giving partners

to the One God {shirk). These articles of faith, together with the

virtues of jihdd or Holy War, and their protest against all other

religions, and even other branches of their own persuasion, form

the main features of the Fardizf creed. Their difference from other

Muhammadan sects is manifested by distinctions of dress, and by

ostentatious public prayers and genuflexions peculiar to themselves.

In a trading District like that of Nodkhdlf the commandment of

the Kurdn against taking usury is found irksome ; and the orthodox

Fardizis ingeniously evade the strict letter of their sacred law by

advancing a sum of money, and taking repayment in double the

value in betel-nuts, or some other article of commerce. The estimate

of the proportion of Fardizis to the general Muhammadan popula

tion given above, is probably higher than in the jail and police re

turns, because the latter are generally drawn up from the statements

of the men themselves ; and the Faraizf Muhammadans of Eastern

Bengal, knowing that they are not in very good odour with the

authorities, when asked as to their religion, give all sorts of evasive

answers, such as that they are Sunis (which is true both of themselves

and of 90 per cent, of the Indian Musalmans), or that they are of

the Hanafi sect, or that they are of the religion of the Sultdn of

Riim.'

The Collector reports that the Muhammadan cultivators are a

thrifty class. They seldom spend money on passing enjoyments ;
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and it is the chief ambition of a Muhammadan rayat to save enough

to buy a small estate, which will give him independence and position

among his neighbours. The Muhammadans of Noakhalf have no

caste distinctions, properly so called ; but in practice, different classes

do not usually eat together. They will take any food, except meat

and boiled rice, from the hands of Hindus ; and they do not consider

their food defiled if a Hindu touches it. As has already been stated,

the Musalmans of the District are very strict in their religious observ

ances, and they pay great respect to their priests. ' On the 7th,

14th, or 21st day after the birth of a child, a present of from four

to eight dnnds is made to the priest, who prays for its welfare. At

marriages, the bridegroom pays from eight dnnds to one rupee to

the priest for reading the service ; at funerals, the priest reads prayer

for the soul of the departed, and receives a present of from two to

four dnnds ; when a vow is made, the priest is paid from eight dnnds

to one rupee. At the Ramzdn and 'Id festivals the priest receives

three dnnds ; and on offering prayer for deliverance from dangers, he

receives from four to eight dnnds. Those who can repeat the Kurdn

by heart are called hdfiz. There are very few—not more than twenty

—in the District who can do this, and they are held in high respect.

These priests enjoy the privilege of reading prayers at the 'Id and

Ramzdn, and of appropriating all sums collected on those occasions.

When engaged by a village to repeat the Kurdn, they receive a gift of

Rs. 20 or 25 ; and they are also supposed to possess influence in curing

sickness, and are paid Rs. 2 to 4 for repeating the Kurdn in such

cases. Muhammadan priests visit their parishioners once a-year,

and then receive a present of money from each, according to his

means. They are not exacting, and are satisfied with very small gifts.

They sometimes receive nothing at births ; but it is the rule to sac

rifice two she-goats on the birth of a boy, and one she-goat on the

birth of a girl—and this practice is observed, except when the parents

are poor. Guests are generally invited to a feast on the occasion ;

friends and relations are asked to bless the child, and usually make a

present of from four dnnds to a rupee. These feasts, and those which

take place at marriages and funerals, are often very expensive ; 50 to

300 persons may be invited, and the cost may amount to Rs. 500.

There is no music, dancing, or singing on such occasions. At funeral

feasts alms are distributed to the poor.'

The Muhammadan women do all the household work, and gather

the crops that grow close by the homestead. The Collector says
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that ' divorces are rare, especially when there are children. Some

times a stipulation is entered in registered marriage deeds that the

husband will pay a large sum of money if he divorces his wife, and

this stipulation either checks or absolutely prevents divorce. When

a divorce does take place, the woman retains the children, so long as

they are of an age to require a mother's care ; after which they

return to their father, the father being bound to pay for their

support so long as they remain with their mother.'

Marriage Customs among Hindus and Muhammadans.—The

following account of the marriage customs of the Hindus and

Muhammadans of Noakhalf is taken from a report written in 1873

by Mr King, C.S., then Collector of the District :—

' Both among Muhammadans and Hindus, boys are generally

married between the ages of 15 and 20 ; and unless they are married

younger, which is sometimes the case, their wishes are consulted by

their parents. Girls are usually married at 10, and have no choice.

The parents arrange the marriage, if possible, within their own village ;

but if not, in the nearest village in which a match can be found.

Among Muhammadans, the bridegroom's father gives the marriage

present, which consists of clothes, ornaments, and a written agree

ment to pay a certain amount of money, usually from Rs. 50 to

Rs. 500. Among Hindus, on the contrary, the wedding gift is pre

sented to the parents either of the bride or bridegroom, whichever

of the two has the higher social position.

' The marriage ceremony differs among the Muhammadans and

Hindus. Among Muhammadans, the bridegroom, with his relatives,

friends, and invited villagers, meet on the appointed day in the outer

apartment of the bride's house. The guests take their seats on

mats, and a wakil and two witnesses are appointed. The wedding

present is handed to the wakil, who takes it into the inner apart

ment to the bride, and is thereupon empowered by her to intimate

to the bridegroom her consent to the marriage. His announce

ment of this intimation is confirmed by the two witnesses. The

wakil takes his seat on the left of the bridegroom, and the mulld

or priest reads the religious service. The guests are then feasted.

The bridegroom is taken into the inner room, where the bride

has remained, and partakes of a glass of sharbat, made of milk

and sugar. After the ceremony the bride is conveyed to the

bridegroom's house, remains there for a day, and then returns to

her parents.
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'Among Hindus, the bride is taken in the first instance to

the bridegroom's house. At the auspicious moment when the

stars are pronounced favourable by the priest, the bridegroom

takes his seat outside the house before the whole village assem

bly. The priest then reads a few sacred verses, after which four

or five persons bring the bride from the house, raised aloft on

a wooden chair. In this position she is taken seven times round

the bridegroom, who is also lifted up. Her face is shown to him

seven times, and she throws flowers to him. Both are then brought

down and seated opposite to each other—the bridegroom facing the

east, the bride the west ; and the bride's father or nearest relative,

seated with his face to the north, makes her over formally to the

bridegroom, from whom a religious vow is then taken that he

will henceforth protect and support his wife, conceal what is bad

in her and proclaim what is good. The bridegroom then receives

a ring ; pdn, and chandan (sandal wood) are distributed among the

assembled crowd, and the ceremony closes for the day. On the next

morning, at 8 or 9 A.M., the bride and bridegroom are placed stand

ing together on a wooden seat outside the house, and their bodies

rubbed with oil and turmeric. In the courtyard, four plantain-

trees have been placed in a square, and a rope passed round them,

with 22 earthen pots, called muchhi, strung on it The couple enter

the square at the west side, repeat there the same verses dictated

by the priest, and make an offering of rice (arghd) to the sun.

They then stand on a curry-stone at the opposite side facing the

east, in front of which a small tank has been dug ; a woman of

the family takes the bridegroom's ring from his hand and hides

it either in the tank or on her person, the bridegroom's business

being to find it again. This sport is repeated seven times, after

which a procession walks seven times around the square. In front,

some one carries a winnowing basket (kuld), which contains a lamp,

earthen pots (muchhi, shard, and ghat), dman rice, pulse, and jute

leaves. The bridegroom and bride come next, and all who wish

may follow. The basket may be carried by any one but a widow.

The bridegroom and bride then enter the house, sit on a mat

(pdti), and receive the congratulations or blessings of their relatives

and friends, in token of which dman rice and grass (durba) are

sprinkled on their heads. The ceremony both on this and the

preceding day is accompanied by much beating of tom-toms, but

by no other music. The rite is not considered complete until

VOL. vi. s
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the tenth day, when threads dyed with turmeric, which before the

beginning of the ceremony had been tied round the bride's left

arm and the bridegroom's right wrist, are taken off and thrown

into the water. When the bride has arrived at the age of puberty,

the ceremony of the second day is repeated, with the additional

feature that the spectators are sprinkled with a mixture of lime-water

and turmeric, and much amusement is then caused by their endeavour

ing to throw as much as possible of the coloured liquid on each other.

Two or three days before a marriage, the women of the village

between the ages of 1 2 and 60 assemble to sing together, the songs

before the second wedding being obscene. Widow marriages take

place among the Chanddls, barbers, washermen, fishermen, and shoe

makers of the District. They are marriages of mutual inclination, and

require no ceremony ; but though excommunication is not incurred

thereby, and the children are considered legitimate, such marriages

are exceedingly rare. . . . Monogamy is the rule. Poverty

acts as a check on polygamy, and the poor have rarely more than

one wife.'

It is officially reported that sexual immorality prevails to a con

siderable extent in Noakhdll District. The Census of 1872 returned

the number of professional prostitutes at only 35, and this has been

explained by the domestic customs incident to a low caste com

munity. Among the Muhammadans here, as throughout Eastern

Bengal, a widely-spread system of nikd marriage exists, according to

which the woman is socially recognised as a wife, although the bond

is of a looser character than the regular marriages above described.

A custom still prevails of keeping girls in a capacity which in some

respects resembles domestic bondage, and in others concubinage.

The very low castes among the Hindus, who form a large proportion

of the Hindu community of Noikhalf District, also form loose con

nections among themselves. In this District, as in many parts of

Eastern Bengal, moreover, race feelings and prejudices have com

paratively little hold on the popular mind, and clandestine intrigues

take place between persons of different religions.

Native Christians.—The native Christian community consists

of 346 members, of whom 312 live in the sadr police circle (thdnd)

of Sudhdram. They, together with the Eurasians, who are 191 in

number, have a substantially-built brick church and a Roman Catho

lic priest, who reports that his flock is in a backward state as regards

education. The origin of this community has been indicated in
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the section 'History' (ante, pp. 240-245); the Collector states that

the faith does not appear to be making any further progress at

present. The Native Christian community is chiefly employed in

agriculture, and, as a class, is not well off.

The BrAhma SamAj.—The Brdhma Samdj, or theistic movement,

does not flourish in Noikhali. Of the fifteen or twenty members

in the District, all, with the exception of a few boys who attend

the District school, are natives of other parts of Bengal. The

members of the Samaj meet for service every Sunday at 6 p.m., at

the house of the head-master of the Government School ; there is

no building specially set apart for the purpose. They consist almost

entirely of Government officers, clerks, and schoolmasters. No

regular subscription is paid, but the members give small donations

whenever any necessity arises.

Town Population. — The population of Noakhilf is purely

rural, and no towns worthy of the name are to be found. With the

exception of one or two bdzdrs or rows of shops, there is no such

thing as a street of houses in the District. Each homestead stands

by itself, in the midst of a mass of betel-palms and jungle, and the

people evince no disposition to gather into towns.

According to the Census of 1872, the total male adult population

is 209,942 ; and of these, 127,780, or 60-9 per cent., are engaged in

agriculture. The number of agriculturists is, however, probably

far larger than this, as all, or nearly all, who do not derive their

livelihood solely from the land were entered in the Census returns as

non-agriculturists, and classed as followers of some other occupation.

The Census of the District of Nodkhdlf taken in 1872 was not a

census of the population according to towns and villages, but accord

ing to the survey mauzds—small rural areas—each of which often

includes several villages, in the sense of clusters of houses. No

single town or village in the District contains a population of 5000

inhabitants, the population of the chief town, Sudhdrdm, being only

4752. Next to Sudhdrdm, the principal places of commerce are

Lakshmipur, on the Lakshmipur khdl; Rdipur, on the Dakdftid ;

Bhawdnfganj, on the river of the same name ; Chaumahanf, on the

Nodkhdli khdl; Bosher Hdt ; Sflanid, and Tdltali, both on the Little

Phenf.

SudhArAm (NoAkhAl() Town, the principal town and the Civil

Station of the District, is situated on the right bank of the NodkhdH

khdl, in north latitude 22° 48', and east longitude 910 06'. Sudhdrdin
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is now about ten miles inland, but the sea once extended as far as

the town ; during the rains the bore rushes up the Nodkhdli khdl,

as far as, and even farther than, Sudhardm. The town itself is little

more than a large village. According to the Census of 1872, the

number of houses is 1092 ; and the population 4752, thus classi

fied according to religion and sex :—Hindus—males, 1517 ; females,

506: total, 2023. Muhammadans—males, 1586; females, 1086:

total, 2672. Christians—males, 36; females, 21 : total, 57. Grand

total—males, 3139; females, 1613 : total of both sexes, 4752.

The principal roads leading from Sudhdrdm to other parts of the

District are metalled so far as they lie within the town, but not

beyond; a list of roads is given (post, pp. 319, 320). The principal

street, called Bard bdzdr, runs north and south, and is a continuation

of the road to Begamganj ; it is a wide road, with shops on both sides.

There are numerous mosques and tanks in the town, but none of

them are remarkable for their size. The Roman Catholic chapel is

situated to the north-west of the town, on the north side of the road

to Begamganj.

Sudhdrdm was formed into a 'town ' under Act VI. of 1868 of the

Bengal Legislative Council, on the ist April 1869, and there is no

other town or municipality in the District. The area of the ' town '

is one square mile. The town revenue in the year 1870-71 was

.£217, 55. o^d., and the expenditure .£204, 135. 9^d. In 1874-75

the revenue was ^239, 35. ij£d., and the expenditure ^287,

us. i^d. ; average rate of taxation per head in 1874-75, is. o-^d.

VILLAGES.—The District Census compilation thus classifies the

mauzds or village survey areas of the District :—There are 1 209

villages containing less than two hundred inhabitants ; 527 from two

hundred to five hundred inhabitants ; 165 from five hundred to one

thousand; 77 from one thousand to two thousand; 24 from two

thousand to three thousand ; 13 from three thousand to four thous

and ; 8 from four thousand to five thousand ; 4 from five thousand

to six thousand ; 4 from six thousand to ten thousand ; and 3 from

ten thousand to fifteen thousand inhabitants. This gives a total of

fifty-six mauzds containing a population of upwards of two thousand

inhabitants each, and comprising one or more villages. The local

Census returns exhibit fifty-four of these mauzds, as follow :—

In the police circle of Sudhdrdm, nine mauzds.—(i) Sudhdrdm-

nagar, situated in N. latitude 22° 48', and E. longitude 91° 06';

population, 4752. (2) Dharmapur, situated in N. latitude 22° 50'
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40", and E. longitude 910 10' 30"; population, 3723. (3) Sail!,

situated in N. latitude 220 47' o", and E. longitude 910 8' 45";

population, 531 1. (4) Gataidchar Urid, situated in N. latitude 22°

46' 50", and E. longitude 910 6' o"; population, 2866. (5) Eaj-

bdlid, situated in N. latitude 22° 47' 50", and E. longitude 910 6' De

population, 4233. (6) Mdijchar Matud, situated in N. latitude

220 48' o", and E. longitude 900 59' 30"; population, 3181. (7)

Jagadanandd, situated in N. latitude 22° 46' 30", and E. longitude

910 11' 30"; population, 4305. (8) Char Darvesh, situated in N.

latitude 220 43' 20", and E. longitude 91° 9' 20"; population, 29C7.

(9) Nalud, population in 1872, 2136.

In the police circle of Bdmnf, five mauzds.—(10) Char BarddhdH ;

population, 3,674. (11) Madhupur; population, 10,543. (12) Rim-

pur, situated in N. latitude 220 48' o", and E. longitude 910 20' 20" ;

population, 6901. (13) Char Phakird, situated in N. latitude 220

47' 30", and E. longitude 910 18' 30"; population, 2909. (14) Char

Kdnkrd, situated in N. latitude 220 50' 15", and E. longitude 910

20' 15"; population, 7626.

In the police circle of Amfrgaon, seven mauzds.—(15) Char

Pdrbati, situated in N. latitude 220 53' 10", and E. longitude 91°

23' o"; population, 5508. (16) Char Hdzdri, situated in N. latitude

220 52' o", and E. longitude 910 22' 20"; population, 4005. (17)

Char Shdhachi Rdo; population, 2778. (18) Char Chdndiye ; popu

lation, 4920. (19) Chhdrat Kdndi ; population, 3487. (20) Silanid,

situated in N. latitude 220 58' 15", and E. longitude 910 23' 20";

population, 3679. (21) Sibpur ; population, 2579.

In the police circle of Hdtid, eight mauzds.—(22) Sukchar,

situated in N. latitude 200 24' o", and E. longitude 91° 7' 50"; popu

lation, 2046. (23) Ndlchird, situated in N. latitude 22° 24' 30", and

E. longitude 910 11' o" ; population, 10,919. (24) Sdgardi, situated

in N. latitude 220 30' o", and E. longitude 910 10' o"; population,

4864. (25) Harani, situated in N. latitude 22° 28' o", and E.

longitude 9i°34'o"; population, 2506. (26) Bard Kheri, situated

in N. latitude 22° 34' 30", and E. longitude 91° 1' 20" ; population,

2546. (27) Char Gdji, situated in N. latitude 220 31' 45", and E.

longitude 91° o' 40"; population, 4548. (28) Nilakshmi, including

Kdnjdtali, situated in N. latitude 22° 28' o", and E. longitude 910

4' 50"; population, 10,068. (29) Char Lakshmi, situated in N. lati

tude 220 35' o", and E. longitude 910 2' 30"; population, 3322.

In the police circle of Begamganj, three mauzds.—(30) Purbd
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chandrapur ; population, 3172. (31) Hajipur, including Sukurpur,

situated in N. latitude 22° 55' o", and E. longitude 91° 10' 40" ;

population, 2621. (32) EkMspur, situated in N. latitude 21° 54' 45",

and E. longitude 91° 7' 40"; population, 2472.

In the police circle of Lakshmipur, six mauzds.—(33) Kerwi

Kisrnat and Kerwd Ladhud, situated between 23° 2' 55" and 23"

3' o" N. latitude, and between 90° 51' o" and 900 51' 30" E. longi

tude; population, 2555. (34) Pinchhdnagar, situated in N. latitude

2I° 55' 45"> and E. longitude 90° 51' 40"; population, 2656. (35)

Char Mansi, situated in N. latitude 210 51' 30", and E. longitude

9°° S3' °" > population, 7079. (36) Turn Char; population, 2544.

(37) Lakshmipur, situated in N. latitude 220 56' 5", and E. longitude

900 54' 45"; population, 2401. (38) Char Buheti, situated between

220 53' o" and 22° 55' o" N. latitude, and between 900 48' 50" and

900 51' o" E. longitude; population, 2042.

In the police circle of Sandwip, sixteen mauzds.—(39) Sunya

Char; population, 2466. (40) Paik-dogi; population, 2144. (41)

Lakshmi, situated in N. latitude 220 23' o", and E. longitude 910

31' o"; population, 4901. (42) Gichhui, situated in N. latitude

220 32' 30", and E. longitude 910 31' 20"; population, 2238. (43)

Bdorii, situated in N. latitude 220 31' o", and E.. longitude 910 30'

2S"j population, 3652. (44) Kdlapdnia, situated in N. latitude 220

31' 40", and E. longitude 910 28' 45"; population, 3629. (45)

Kdtghar, situated in N. latitude 220 33' o", and E. longitude 91 °

28' 45" ; population, 2149. (46) Harishpur, situated in N. latitude

220 29' 30", and E. longitude 910 29' 50"; population, 3615. (47)

Hardmii, situated in N. latitude 220 29' o", and E. longitude 90° 34'

30"; population, 2484. (48) Musapur, situated in N. latitude 220

27' 30", and E. longitude 910 32' o" ; population, 7594. (49)

Rahamatpur, situated in N. latitude 22° 28' 20", and E. longitude

91" 3°' 35 "j population, 3030. (50) Azfmpur, situated in N. latitude

220 26' 45", and E. longitude 910 29' 15"; population, 2906. (51)

Amirabdd, situated in N. latitude 22° 26' 30", and E. longitude

910 27' 35"; population, 2795. (52) Neydmasti, situated in N.

latitude 220 24' 40", and E. longitude 91° 29' o"; population, 5374.

(53) Mdit Bhania, situated in N. latitude 220 26' 10", and E. longi

tude 91° 32' 15"; population, 3833. (54) Sari Kiit, situated in

N. latitude 22° 25' o", and E. longitude 91° 32' 35"; population,

2077.

The latitudes and longitudes of the mauzds, or rural areas, men
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tioned above, have been furnished by the Surveyor-General ; their

population, by the Census of 1872 ; each of the larger 'townships'

contains two or more villages.

Places of Historical Interest: Sandw/p.—During the period

when the island of Sandwfp was the scene and object of contests

between the Arakanese, Muhammadans, and Portuguese, numerous

forts were erected. In one of these the Muhammadan troops took,

refuge in March 1609, when the Portuguese landed on the island.

The fort was besieged and captured, and the defenders put to the

sword. In 1616, Sandwfp was taken from the Portuguese by the

Arakanese. In 1666, Shaista Khan, the Muhammadan Nawib of Ben

gal, determined to reconquer the island. His successful invasion has

been already described, pp. 243-246. Mr Duncan, in his Report on

Sandwfp, dated September 1779, refers to a military thdnd, or fortress,

maintained in the island for the purpose of repelling the Maghs; and

states that, long after the maintenance of this fort had been discon

tinued, the military that had belonged to it continued still to occupy

and to hold rent-free the small spots on which they had erected huts

to live in. The plot assigned to each family was scarcely large enough

for a house and a small adjoining garden ; but the occupants main

tained their right to be exempted from paying revenue, on the

ground that they held their lands by the same military tenure as for

merly. ' They have now,' writes Mr Duncan, ' but few opportuni

ties of being called to service, the last occasion on which they were

summoned to act out of the pargand being during the war with

Kasim All in 1760, when most or many of them, obeying his par-

wdnd, repaired to his standard under the command of their Head or

Chief, and served him during the hostilities.' There are several

mosques in Sandwfp, which are said to be at least two or three hun

dred years old.

The formation of the Nodkhdli khdl, between the river highroads

formed by the Bhawdnfpur khdl and the river Pheni, left the coun

try beyond the military thdnd of Bhulud exposed to the invasions of

the Ardkdnese and pirates. To remedy this evil, about the year 1620,

in the reign of the Emperor Jahdngir, a military thdnd was placed to

command the Nodkhalf khdl, and from that date it was held by a

garrison, and formed the frontier thdnd of the Mughul empire.

BhuluA, as has already been stated, was also one of the military

outposts of the Mughul empire. In 1610, it was the scene of a battle

between the Mughulsnnd the combined forces of the Portuguese and
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Aiikdnese, who had entered into a treaty to invade Bengal. At

the same date, also, Lakshmipur was taken from the Muhammadans.

Farhid Khin, thdndddr of Bhulua, was one of the principal officers

engaged in the capture of Chittagong (1666 a.d.), and for his services

he was made a commander of 1500 foot, with 350 horse.

Company's Factories. — In 1756, the East India Company

established an English cloth factory at Jugdii, at the mouth of

the Phenf river. About the same time, or shortly afterwards,

factories were also established at Kaliyandi in thdnd Begamganj,

at Kadba (which is within the District of Tipperah, though its

land revenue is paid into the Noikhali Treasury), and at Laksh

mipur. The ruins of some of these factories are still (1875)

standing, and bear witness even now to the magnitude of the mer

cantile operations formerly carried on by the East India Company in

this District. The English officials stationed at the factories used to

make large money advances to the weavers, who worked up cotton

brought from the Tipperah Hills into a description of strong cloth

called bdftd (from the Persian bdftan, to weave); and the value of the

trade carried on in this article is said to have amounted to ^120,000

a-year. The manufacture was discontinued about the year 1827, owing

to the competition of English piece-goods. At the end of the last

century Kaliyandi must have been a place of considerable import

ance, as its name appears in all the old maps. At the present day,

however, it has completely relapsed into jungle.

Salt Factories.—The operations connected with the manufac

ture and sale of salt, which extended from 1790 till 1862, have been

already noticed (pp. 247, 248). The chief places connected with the

manufacture and agency were Sudharam, Sandwip, Hatia, and Com-

panyganj.

Village Officials.—The following account of the village officials

of NoakhaK is compiled from a Report by the Collector (Mr R.

Porch), dated January 1875. 'The village officials found in this Dis

trict are the mdtabars, known in pargand Sandwip as mahalldddrs,

and the patwdr'ts :—

The Matabars or mahalldddrs are village head-men. They are

persons of some means, intelligence, good character, and activity,

and are appointed without reference to their particular caste or family.

In Sandwfp, when a vacancy occurs among the mahalldddrs, a suc

cessor is selected from the same class ; but the office is nowhere

hereditary, and the selection is made by the villagers themselves.
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The post is an honorary one, and is held only by petty tdlukddrs,

hdwdladdrs, and rayats who are not actual cultivators. It would not

be accepted by a zaminddr or a principal tdlukddr, but is filled by re

spectable persons of the middle class. The head-men are the peace

makers in quarrels among the villagers ; they settle social and caste

disputes, report crimes to the police, and assist at police investiga

tions. They select the village chaukiddrs, and arrange for their wages ;

they relieve distress, and give information or advice to those requir

ing it ; and they occasionally attend public officers when on duty in

the interior. They have so much influence, that villagers who dis

regard their authority often find that they have done so to their own

cost. Although, as has already been stated, they receive no regular

remuneration, still they occasionally receive presents for acting as

arbitrators and for the performance of other good offices. The num

ber of head-men in a village varies at different times, and there is no

fixed practice in the matter. The influence of the head-men appears

to be steadily on the decline; and this fact is probably accounted for

by the unwillingness of the people to have recourse for the settlement

of their grievances to persons holding no well-defined or recognised

position.

PATwAids.—There are numerous patwdris in the District, but they

no longer act as village accountants, and, except in name, they have

no connection with the ancient institution of the patwdri. They are

now merely petty rent-collectors, employed by zaminddrs and tdluk

ddrs. They are usually Muhammadans belonging to the poorer

classes, and the occupation does not descend from father to son.

Their qualifications are some knowledge of writing and accounts, and

their pay is about 2 Rs. or 3 Rs. (4s. to 6s.) per month. A few of

them own tdluks or hdwdlas, and most of them have some land in

cultivation. They are, of course, liable to be removed at the plea

sure of their employer ; but they retain the title ofpatwdri after they

cease to be employed as such. This title is also given as a mark of

respect to persons of the lower classes who can read and write ; and

this makes the number of patwdris appear to be greater than it

really is.

Material Condition of the People.—As in the other Districts

of Eastern and South-Eastern Bengal, the people as a rule are

extremely well off. They dress and live well, and their cattle also

are in good condition. Each man has, the Collector states, his grove

of betel-nut trees around his house, which yields him a good profit,
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without any labour ; and every one, even the poorest, possesses a

small plot of land. The signs of great material prosperity are unmis

takable, and strike every new-comer to the District. The rates of rent

are low; and the land, especially on the alluvial accretions in the

rivers, very productive, yielding rich crops in return for a minimum of

labour. The Collector adds that the condition of-the people has

certainly improved within the last few years. ' This improvement

is seen both in their dress and in their dwellings. A peasant's dress

formerly consisted of a piece of cloth round the loins, worth not

more than six or eight dnnds (gd. or is.) He now spends four or

five rupees (8s. or 105.) on clothes every half-year, and wears a dhttti,

chddar, and a cap. The introduction of English piece-goods has

made these articles cheaper, and he is better able to pay for them.

Houses, which used to be built of straw, bamboos, and reeds, on

low marshy land, are now constructed on well-raised lands, and of

better and more durable materials. Each homestead is surrounded

by a grove, which gives it a pleasing appearance, but interferes with

ventilation. The number of utensils in domestic use is much larger

than formerly, and there is much more comfort. The cost of living

has increased—say, for a cultivator, from six pies (three-farthings) to

an dfittii (three-halfpence) per day.'

DRESS.—The dress of a well-to-do shopkeeper consists of a cloth

wrapped round the waist and falling over the thighs to the knee

(dhut'i), a cotton shawl (chddar), and a cotton skull-cap (topi). An

ordinary husbandman's dress consists of a piece of blue linen, from

two to two and a half yards long, wound round the waist, and a skull

cap. A woman's dress (sdri) covers her whole body ; and she has

two dresses, which she wears alternately. The ornaments worn by

the women are, among the poorer classes, wax bracelets (Idk churi}, a

silver necklace (hdsuli), and a gold nose-ring (naf/i). The rich

women have silver bracelets, silver anklets (k/idru), gold ear-rings,

and a gold locket (ta'wiz). The peasantry, when engaged in field

labour during the hot and rainy seasons, wear a large and strange

kind of basket-work or mat hat, shaped like a tortoise-shell, which

completely protects the head and spine, and appears from behind to

cover the whole body, except the arms and legs.

DWELLINGS.—' The homestead of the poorest cultivators," wrote

the Collector in 1873, 'consists of a single hut, with a compart

ment for cooking, and a cattle-shed. Those in better circumstances

have three or four huts, raised above the surrounding swamp by a
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foundation about a foot high. There are no openings to admit air

or light. In the neighbourhood is stagnant water, which collects on

the spot from which the earth to form the foundation was taken ;

and the whole is surrounded by trees and undergrowth. Appearances

are better inside, as the rooms are generally neat, clean, and com

fortable. . . * Sanitation is not attempted ; the houses are badly

ventilated ; light and fresh air are shut out by clumps of bamboos

and groves of betel-nut and cocoa-nut trees, which surround every

homestead. Cow-dung is heaped near the houses, and is used as

manure ; when dried, it also serves as fuel. The ditches around are

reservoirs of putrid water.' The ordinary building materials are,—

bamboo, and occasionally, wooden posts for the uprights ; bamboo-

mats for the walls; and straw for the roofs—the whole being fastened

together by split canes and string.

FURNITURE.—The household furniture of the poor consists of a

brass laid or small water-pot, one or two large earthen water-pots or

kalsis, a kdnsd thdl or plate, a badnd or copper water-pot, a kdnsd

bdti or brass cup, a mat or two (hogld), a pillow (bdlish), a quilt (lep),

a cloth rug (pdtinchd), a quilt made of rags (kdthd), and a mosquito

curtain (musdri). The rich have, in addition, a few earthenware

plates and dishes, a few glass tumblers, wooden platforms, bedsteads,

wooden chests, chairs, and stools.

FOOD.—An ordinary peasant eats coarse rice, split-peas, chillies,

and fish, all of which are to be obtained in abundance. The

average cost of living is about Rs. 2 or 43. a-month per head. A

shopkeeper uses rice of better quality than the peasant ; and the

average cost of his food is about Rs. 3 or 6s. a-month per head.

These estimates are, however, both based on the supposition that the

peasant and the shopkeeper have to buy their food in the bdzdr.

In reality, nearly every family in the District grows either the whole

or a very large proportion of the agricultural produce that it con

sumes. Many men, and some women and children, smoke ; but

the habit is not universal in the District. The stimulants, betel-

leaf (pdn) and betel-nut (supdri), are in common use.

AGRICULTURE.—The following account of agriculture in Noak-

half is based upon the returns specially furnished by the Collector.

The principal cereal grown in the District is rice, of which there

are two crops—the dus or early crop, and the dman or winter crop.

The most important pulses cultivated are mug (Phaseolus mungo),

mdskaldi (Phaseolus radiatus), and khesdri (Lathyrus sativus). The
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oil-seeds are sarishd (mustard, Sinapis alba and S. nigra), tisi or

linseed (Linum usitatissimum), and til (Sesamum orientale). The

miscellaneous crops, fruits, and vegetables consist of chilies or marich

(Capsicum annuum), coriander seed mdhaniyd (Coriandrum sativum),

onions <yt piydj'(Allium cepa), garlic or rasun (Allium sativum), tur

meric or haldi (Curcuma longa), cocoa-nut or ndrikel (Cocos nucifera),

jack-fruit or kdtdl (Artocarpus integrifolia), mango or dm (Mangifera

Indica), orange or katnald (Citrus aurantium), lime or ncbu (Citrus

acida), plantain or kald (Musa sapientum), tamarind or tetul (Tamar-

indus Indica), betel-nut or supdri (Areca catechu), radish or muld

(Raphanus sativus), cucumber or sasd (Cucumis sativus), pumpkin

or kadu (Benincasa cerifera), kumrd (Cucurbita pepo), brinjal or

bdigun (Solannm melongena), yams (Dioscorea), ol (Arum campanu-

latum), sugar-cane or ikshu (Saccharum officinarum), betel or pan,

Piper betel).

Jute is grown in Noikhdli, but not to a great extent. Accord

ing to 'the Report on the cultivation of jute in Bengal,' only 105

maunds (3 tons, 1 7 hundredweights) are consumed in manufactures

in the District, and 6817 maunds (250 tons) are exported.

RICE CULTIVATION.— In Noakhalf, as throughout the whole of

Eastern Bengal, rice forms the staple cultivation. It consists

of two great crops, the dus and dman, each of which is divided

into two classes, and again subdivided into many varieties. The

following account of the rice crops of the Districts is taken from

the special report furnished by the Collector in 1871 :—

The first class of dus rice is sown on high and dry lands in March

and April, and reaped in July and August. The following ten varie

ties are grown in this District :—(i) bdldm, (2) sdil, (3) chuchud,

(4) ird, (5) sathid, (6) kaidblidduli, (7) kdldbati, (8) meri, (9) so/ui,

and (10) sdithid. The second description of dus rice is sown dur

ing the rainy season in June and July, and reaped in October and

November ; it consists of the following four varieties :—(i) kcord,

(2) saroli, (3) rdjd-sdil, (4) lemburi.

The first of the two divisions of dman rice is sown in low

and marshy land in March and April, transplanted in June and

July, and reaped in November and December. Its six varieties

are as follows :—(i)jdord, (2) manahard, (3) kdldmdnik, (4) piprd-

Idit, (5) ludhibdjdl, and (6) gaochd. In the second division, which

is sown in July and August, afterwards transplanted, and cut in

November and December, the following varieties are grown :—
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(I) chdplds, (2) rups&il, (3) bhushl, (4) beti, (5) chirdii, (6) sdil chikldn,

(7) sond-mukhi, (8) methichurd, (9) sakkar-khord, (10) bdlu-pramdn,

(II) ghidz, (12) birmdli, (13) dudh-kalam, (14) gandhasdil, (15) bdigan-

bechi, (16) nalbdjdl, (17) ndrikelplr, (18) goydchur, (19) cfottf, (20)

.raw mukhtd, (21) maisdmird, (22) singhdli, (23) kdjalsdil, (24) khonji,

(25) murdbdjdl, (26) pdnkdij, (27) ///«£ kasturi, (28) &'««/, (29) £<far-

&7, (30) &z/<i/, (31) nundsdil, (32) garkoch, (33) gopdlbhog.

No improvement in the quality of the rice grown has been effected

of late ; but the area under cultivation has been extended consider

ably within the past twenty years, a great many new <vfar.r or alluvial

islands having been brought under the plough.

The names by which the rice is known during the different stages

of cultivation areas follows:—The seedlings are called jdold ; the

same when transplanted, hdli; the ears, when they make their

appearance, are called thor ; when the plant flowers, it is called

phut; when the grains are just becoming full, they are called dudh,

and when ready for reaping, dhdn or paddy.

The different preparations made from rice are,—(1) boiled rice,

called bhdt; (2) cakes of rice-flour, called pilhd; (3) rice boiled and

afterwards parched and husked, called chird, and sold at 1 dnnd a

scr, or three-farthings per pound ; (4) fried paddy or khai, sold at 2

dnnds a ser, or three-halfpence per pound ; (5) parched rice, called

tnuri; (6) rice-water or kdnjl; (7) spirits distilled from rice—the wine

thus made is called desi sardp, and is sold at from is. sd. to is. ud.

per quart.

Green Crops. — Of the pulses, nearly all the produce is kept

for local consumption, and only a very small quantity is exported

to other Districts. Some pulses, such as masurl, but, and arhar, are

imported from the Districts of Dacca and Tipperah. Mug is sown

in January and February, and reaped in March and April ; mdskaldi

and khcsdri are both sown in October and cut in January. ' Mus

tard or sarishd is sown on high lands in October, and reaped in

January or February. There are three varieties—the white, the

red, and the rye, all of which are eaten as vegetables by the

natives. The mustard of the District is not strong. Kdsundi—a

preparation of mustard mixed in hot water with salt and turmeric,

and exposed for some days to the sun—is made only of imported

mustard.

Til (Sesamum) is sown on high land in March and April, and

reaped in May and June ; the seed is used medicinally, and also in
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sweetmeats. Linseed or fist is sown in November, and reaped

in February and March. Oil is extracted from the seed.

MISCELLANEOUS CROPS.—Cocoa-nuts and betel-nuts are both ex

ported from the District in large quantities. The following account

of their cultivation is taken from the Collector's Annual Administra

tion Report for 1872-73.

' COCOA-NUTS or ndrikel are sown in high lands at the com

mencement of the rains, during the months of April and July. The

land is manured with the cheti dhdn, or ears of rice without grain.

The cocoa-nut tree is very extensively grown in the District, more

particularly in the island of Sandwfp, and within the limits of Laksh-

mipur, Ramganj, and Begamganj thdnds. The fruit is obtained in

the fifth year of growth, and is largely exported by the Muhamma-

dans. It is consumed both in a ripe and unripe state, more by Hindus

than by Muhammadans. Sweetmeats and oil for burning are pre

pared from the fruit ; pipes, \hukds\, from the shell ; ropes, mat-

trasses, and foot-rugs from the fibre ; side beams and rafters from

the stalk ; and broom-sticks from the leaves. Fifty cocoa-nuts sell

for a rupee, or 25 for is.

' BETEL-NUT or supdri is sown on high lands in the months of July

and August, near the mdnddr tree, which prevents the growth of

jungle and shelters the young plants from the rays of the sun. The

leaves of the mdnddr also serve as manure. The tree yields fruit in

the sixth year, and continues bearing for 25 years, after which time

it decays. The fruit appears in May, ripens in December, and is

gathered in during January and February. Three kinds of betel-nuts

are sold—viz., did, tdti, and khdri. The fruit in its ripened, dried, and

shelled state is called did or tdti, and is largely exported to the

surrounding Districts. It is called khdri when, after being plucked

from the tree, it is steeped in water for a week, shelled, and the

nuts dried in the sun. The price of the did and tdti betel-nuts is

Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 per maund (Zs. 2d. to los. nd. per cwt.), and of the

khdri Rs. 2/8 to Rs. 3 per maund (6s. xod. to 8s. zd. per cwt.)

The latter are purchased by the Maghs.'

TURMERIC or haldi is sown on high lands in April, and reaped in

February. In its raw state, eighty-two pounds can be bought for a

shilling, or i maund for 8 dnnds ; and when dried, the price is Rs.

10 a maund, or threepence per pound. Five pounds of raw turmeric

yield, when dried, only one pound weight. ,

PAN or BETEL-LEAF is planted in July on high land, and is well
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protected from the sun by a covering made of mats and reed. The

plant produces leaf after the sixth or seventh month, and continues

to yield a fresh supply for four or five years. It is only cultivated

by Birufs, who are Hindus of the Stidra caste.

SUGAR-CANE or ikshu is sown in March, and reaped in December

and January. It is largely cultivated in the island of Sandwfp, and

a kind of molasses called rdbgur is manufactured from it.

Coriander or dhaniyd, onions or piyaj, garlic or rasun,a.nd chilies or

marich, are sown in December and January, and reaped in February,

March, and April. The little jute that is grown in the District is

sown in April and cut in August.

AREA UNDER CULTIVATION.—OUT-TURN OF CROPS.— The total

area of the District, excluding the additions made in the years 1875

and 1876, was 996,480 acres. Of this area, 747,360 acres are, ac

cording to the Commissioner's Annual Report for 1873-74, devoted

to the cultivation of rice and pulses. The Commissioner, in his Re

port for 1874-75, states that about 700,000 acres are sown with rice ;

and that, according to the latest return, the average produce of rice in

Nodkhjllf District is 19 maunds, 17 sers, 12 chhatdks, or 1600 pounds,

per acre. Taking the average yield, however, to be only 16 maunds,

the total rice produce of the District would be 11,200,000 maunds

(410,000 tons) ; from which five per cent, being deducted for wastage

and seed-grain, there remain 10,640,000 maunds (389,500 tons) of

rice for consumption and export. The population of the District is

7 13,934, who, at the ordinary rate of six maunds per head per annum,

consume 4,283,604 maunds, leaving a large balance of 6,356,39.6

maunds (232,689 tons) for storage and export.

In the above estimate, the Commissioner has taken the average

yield per acre to be 1600 pounds, or approximately fourteen and a

quarter hundredweights. According, however, to a Report by the

Collector in 1871, a fair out-turn from an acre of land, paying a

rent of Rs. 1/8 per bighd, or nine shillings an acre, is about seven

teen and a half hundredweights of unhusked paddy, or about half

that quantity of husked rice. The value varies according to the

quality of the crops grown,—the best description of dman paddy

being worth on an average from two shillings to two shillings and

eightpence per hundredweight ; inferior paddy of the same descrip

tion, from one shilling and eightpence to two shillings and fourpence

per hundredweight; and dus paddy, from one shilling and fourpence

to two shillings per hundredweight. A second crop can be obtained
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from nearly all good land; and the Collector estimates that a second

crop of paddy is obtained on one fourth of the total area cultivated

with rice, and a second crop of pulses, chilies, &c. on about one-

sixteenth of the area under rice. The average out-turn of an acre

of good land growing two crops of rice (one of dman, and the other

of dus) would be about thirty-five hundredweights of paddy; and

this, supposing one half to be sold for one shilling and fourpence

a hundredweight, and the other half for two shillings and eightpence,

would yield ^3, ros. an acre. In good land, growing one crop of

paddy and one of pulse, the average out-turn would be worth about

.£3 an acre.

According to the estimate of the Commissioner, about 47,360

acres in Nodkhdlf are devoted to the cultivation of food grains other

than rice.

POSITION OF THE CULTIVATORS.—A farm of one dron, equal to

twenty-five acres, is considered a large holding ; a farm of one kdni,

or about one and three-fifth acres, is a very small holding ; a mode

rate-sized holding is from thirty to forty bighds, or from ten to six

teen acres in extent. A single pair of oxen can cultivate a holding

of between twenty big/ids, or about six acres ; a farm of only fif

teen bighds or five acres does not make a peasant so well off as an

ordinary retail shopkeeper, nor as a man with fixed wages of Rs. 8

or i6s. a-month. Judging by their dress, their houses, and the con

dition of their cattle, the husbandmen of Nodkhdli are generally well

off. The Magistrate states that the Muhammadan cultivators often

employ their savings in trade, or lend them out at interest A

rayat's chief ambition is to save enough to buy a small tdluk, which

will give him position among his neighbours, and independence.

Agricultural produce of all kinds has, during recent years, risen in

price, and the means of communication are better than they were.

As a consequence, the condition of the cultivators has improved,

although their rents have materially increased.

The following description of the life of a NodkhdH peasant is

taken from a Report by the Collector : ' The rayat works in his field

in all weathers, generally from 8 to 12 o'clock in the morning, and

from 2 to 5 o'clock or from 3 to 6 o'clock in the afternoon. He has

a meal before he goes to work, takes his mid-day meal and ' siesta '

from 1 2 to 2 o'clock, and his evening meal from 6 to 7 o'clock, after

which he retires for the night. His employment consist in sowing

the rice-seed, ploughing, transplanting the young plants, weeding
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the field, and other farm work. Agricultural improvements are not

practised, except manuring to some extent. The flooded state of

the country in the rains gives great opportunity for fishing, and a

large part of the population gain part of their subsistence in this way.

Road-making is looked upon as very laudable, and the rayat spends

much of his spare time in this work. The poorest cultivator tries to

have a raised path connecting his homestead with the public road, or

a branch road, unless the surrounding soil is too swampy for this to be

possible. Boys begin to tend cattle at the age of six or eight, after

which they help their fathers at their work in the fields. When

there are more than three or four boys in a family, one or two are kept

at home, and the rest sent out as servants. The wife does all kinds

of work within the homestead, except feeding the cattle ; and she

gathers chillies and mug from the fields close to the house. Cultiva

tors are too hard-worked to have time for education, however much

they might desire it ; but many boys between the ages of eight and

twelve take lessons in writing on palm-leaves from the village teacher

after their day's work. The women are in general quite illiterate ;

instances of any of them learning the Kurdn are rare. In general,

the cultivator seems contented ; he sings aloud as he works, tills his

own land, and in good years lives within his income. Unless his

landlord is extortionate, he is pretty well off; and if otherwise, he

has no objection to emigrating to some other village where he can

find a better. The standard of living is low among all classes in

the District, but on the whole the peasantry are fairly comfortable.'

They are, the Collector states in another Report, far better off than

the same class in the western Districts of Bengal. The household

expenses for the family of an ordinary husbandman amount to

about Rs. 8 or 16s. a-month; and for the larger cultivators, to about

Rs. 15 or 30s. a-month.

Rights of Occupancy.—Enhancement of Rents.—Rights of

occupancy are said to have been secured by about seven-eighths of

the rayats, only the remaining one-eighth being tenants-at-will. The

Collector, however, writes that he is ' inclined to doubt this state

ment, unless the word " rayat " be taken as including hdwdladdrs,

dkidkdriddrs, tdlukddrs, patniddrs, tappdddrs, and similar tenants ;

and the words " right of occupancy " be taken to include all such

rights enjoyed in virtue of leases, or according to the custom of the

District, as well as the peculiar " right of occupancy " recognised in

Act X. of 1859.' If the word 'rayat' is limited to the actual culti-

VOL. VI. T
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vator, and ' rights of occupancy ' to the right acquired by twelve

years' possession, then the Collector is of opinion that the lands are

not chiefly held by husbandmen with such rights ; and that most of

the under-tenants of the hdwdladdrs, and other holders mentioned

above, merely hold their farms from year to year.

The Collector reports that even taking the word ' rayat' to

include the whole agricultural class, the proportion of rayats

who hold their farms absolutely exempt from enhancement of rent

is not very considerable. The rents of the tenants, of whatever

denomination, holding immediately from the superior landlords,

in all the chief Fiscal Divisions (pargands), have been enhanced

more or less of late years. This has been especially the case in

the Fiscal Divisions of Jugdia, Amfribdd, Bidrdbad, Bhului,

and Amrdbdd, and in those Government chars which have been

sold. The Collector adds that ' this enhancement has been

effected in most cases that have come into Court, by assessing

at the original rate lands brought into cultivation since the crea

tion of the tenures, and in other cases by raising the original rate

all round. Enhancement by the latter method has been most often

effected without recourse to the Court. The patni and the kdimi

hdwdla leases usually contain a condition for enhancement, in the

event of excess lands being discovered afterwards ; so that, in the

cases of these holdings, the tenant is exempt from enhancement as

regards the original area of his holding, but at the same time liable

to enhancement for any excess lands. Similarly, in pargand Sand-

wip the original areas of holdings, as ascertained at the Permanent

Settlement, have continued to be held at the rents then fixed up to

present time; whilst the excess lands discovered at the measurement

in 1837 were then assessed with additional rents. The original areas

of such holdings are apparently now protected from enhancement by

Sections 15, 16, Act X., 1859, and their number is considerable.'

Taking the word 'rayat' to mean the actual cultivator of the soil,

then the Collector is of opinion that the proportion of rayats not

liable to enhancement under Act X. of 1859 is very small; and 'that

they are for the most part to be found only in the khudkdsht or sir

land of the zaminddrs, and not amongst the under-tenants of middle

men.'

There are a few proprietors who cultivate their own lands without

either a superior landlord above or a sub-tentant below them. They

are chiefly the owners of small plots of resumed military tenures
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(jdgirs), and the tdltikddrs of a portion of the Fiscal Division of

Amrdbdd.

THE DOMESTIC ANIMALS.—The domestic animals of the District

consist of oxen and buffaloes used for ploughing; cows, goats, horses,

elephants, sheep, and pigs, used for food or trading purposes. An

ordinary cow can be bought for about Rs. 16, or ^i, 125. ; a pair

of oxen for about Rs. 50, or £$ ; a pair of buffaloes for about

Rs. 80, or ;£8 ; a score of sheep for about Rs. 60, or £(> ; and a

score of kids six months old for about Rs. 30, or ^3.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—The agricultural implements in

use consist of a plough (ndngal), a harrow (nidi), a koddli and kJiantd

for digging, a ploughshare (joydl), a weeder (c/iang), a grass-cutter

(khurpd\ and a reaping-hook (kdchi). The preceding implements

and a pair of oxen are required to cultivate what is technically

termed 'a plough' of land, equivalent to about twenty bighds, or six

acres. If, however, a pair ofbuffaloes be substituted for the oxen, from

thirty to thirty-six big/ids, or from ten to twelve acres, can be culti

vated with the same implements. The cost of the cattle and neces

sary articles varies from about Rs. 65 to Rs. 105, or from £6, IDS.

to £10, ros., according to the nature of the cattle used.

WAGES.—Wages have doubled within the past twenty years.

Agricultural day-labourers now receive 4 dnnds (6d.) a-day, whereas

formerly they were paid 2 dnnds (3d.) Smiths and carpenters earn

8 dnnds (is.) a-day at present; twenty years ago they received only

4 dnnds (6d.) All the carpenters are, the Collector states, natives

of Chittagong. Bricklayers get from 3 to 5 dnnds (4^-d. to

a-day, whilst they formerly received from 2 to 3 dnnds (3d. to

The hire of a bullock-cart with its driver is from R. i to R. 1/4 (23.

to 2S. 6d.) per day; of a kundd boat (dug-out), 12 dnnds (is. 6d.)

per day; and of a small planked boat, from R. 1/8 to R. 1/12 (35. to

33. 6d.) per day. The wages of the boatmen are included in the

hire of the boat.

PRICES.—The prices of food-stuffs have undoubtedly risen of late

years ; but there is no evidence to show whether this rise has kept

pace with the increase in the rate of wages which has just been

noticed. The table on the following page shows the average prices

of the principal articles of food in 1866-67 (the year of the Orissa

famine), and in the three years 1870-73. The figures for the years

1866-67 and 1870-71 have been supplied in a special report by the

Collector; those for 1871-72 and 1872-73 have been taken from
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the Annual Administrative Reports of the Commissioner of the

Chittagong Division :—

PRICES OF FOOD -STUFFS IN NoAKHAiJ DISTRICT IN 1866-67,

1870-71, 1871-72, AND 1872-73.

1866-67. 1870-71. 1871-72. 1873-73.

Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per

tnd. cwt. md. cwt. md. cwt. W. cwt

Rt. a. t. if. Rt. a. s. d. Rs. a. i. d. Rs. a. s. d.

Best Rice, cleaned, 7 4 19 9 2 4 6 2 not given 2 4 6 2

Best Rice, unhusked

(paddy), . . . 4 o 10 10 I 4 3 S not given not given

(I 2 3 i i 4 3 5

Common Rice, cleaned, 4 12 12 II t 8 4 I

\
'° to to to

(.2 0 S 5 i 8 4 i

Common Rice, unhusked

(paddy), .

fo 7

)

'°

I 2

2 8 6 10 O IO I 8

(.1 0

to

a 8

Snot given

The prices of other articles of food and agricultural produce were

thus returned by the Collector for the year 1870-71 :—Sugar-cane,

R. 0/8 per maund, or is. 4d. a cwt. ; country spirit, 25 degrees below

London proof, R. 0/14 per ser, or about is. 3^d. a quart; country

spirit, 10 degrees below proof, R. i per ser, or about is. 6d.

a quart ; linseed, Rs. 3 per maund, or 8s. 2d. a cwt. ; jute, Rs. 1/14

per maund, or 55. id. a cwt. ; cotton, Rs. 20 per maund, or £2,

143. 6d. a cwt. The Annual Administration Report of the Commis

sioner for 1872-73 enables me to supplement the preceding list with

the following additional prices :—Salt (pangd), Rs. 5 per maund, or

135. 3d. a cwt. ; fish, from Rs. 4 to Rs. 5/8 per maund, or from ics. icd.

to 155. a cwt. ; vegetables, R. 0/15 per maund, or 25. 6d. a cwt. ;

pulses—mug, Rs. 2/8 per maund, or 6s. rod. a cwt., kaldi, Rs. 1/8

per maund, or 45. id. a cwt., khes&ri, Rs. 2 per maund, or 55. 5d. a

cwt. ; oilseeds—mustard, Rs. 6 per maund, or 1 6s. 4d. a cwt., til (Sesa-

mum) Rs. 4/8 per maund, or 123. 4d. a cwt., chilli (dried) and

turmeric (dried), each Rs. 10 per maund, or _£i, 75. 4d. a cwt ;

coriander seed, Rs. 2/8 per maund, or 6s. lod. a cwt. ; betel-nuts,

from Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 per maund, or from 53. sd. to IDS. lod. a cwt. ;

cocoa-nuts, 50 for the rupee, or 25 for is. Linseed and jute were

at the same price in 1872-73 as in 1870-71.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.—Time is measured as follows:—60

anupal= \ pal; 60 pal'= i danda; 7 J^ danda - i prahar, or 3 hours ;
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8 prahar = 1 dibds, or a day and night ; 7 dibds or days = 1 saptdha ;

15 days= \ paksha; 365 days=i year. Measures of quantity and

weight are as follows :—4 kdnchd = 1 chhatdk ; 4 chhatdk = 1 /Vyi ;

4Poyd= 1 ,«r; 5 jw = 1 pasuri; 8 pasuri or 40 jv?r= 1 w«* or maund

of 82 pounds; 3^ man = 1 kdnwd. The measures of length used

in the District are as follows:—the Iidth, varying from 18 to 20^

inches ; the nal, varying from r4 to 16 hdt/is; the danda, equal to

an English mile. The following measures of distance and area are

also in use :—20 til= 1 kdg; 4 kdg= 1 kauri; 4 kauri = 1 gandd; 20

gandd=\ kdni; 16 kdni=i dron. On this subject the Collector

wrote in 1872 :—' The measure by which the rent is paid is always

the kdni, though in Government estates the measurement is shown

also in bighds and kdtJids. The kdni is 10 rods (nal) by 12, but

varies in size, according to the number of cubits (hdth) in the rod

and the number of inches in the cubit. Most usually the nal con

tains 14 cubits, and the cubit 18 inches. In Sandwfp, the cubit is

equal to 20^ inches, and a kdni to 6 big/ids, 7 kdthds, 9 chhatdks.

In Shiistanagar pargand, the rod is 22 cubits in length, and the kdni

is equal to 9 bighds, 1 kdthd, 8 chhatdks. On Government estates

the length of the rod used is 16 cubits of 18 inches, and a kdni

contains 4 bighds, 16 kdthds'

Landless Labouring Classes.—There'appears to be no tendency

towards the growth of any distinct class of landless day-labourers in

the District. With few exceptions, every man possesses or rents

some land, which he cultivates. Arrangements are sometimes made

by which one man supplies the seed and cattle, or the labour required

for cultivating land rented by another, in consideration of receiving

a share of the crop. When he supplies the seed and cattle, he is called

bargdddr ; when he supplies the labour, he is called pdti bargdddr.

This is, however, only a particular form of land tenure, and does not

seem to be any indication of the growth of a class of day-labourers

proper. Many of the poorer cultivators occasionally hire them

selves out to work for the richer landholders.

Waste Land.—A good deal of waste land is found in the District,

especially on the chars ; but there is very little of it fit for cultivation

which has not already been brought under the plough. Tenures for

bringing waste lands into cultivation, called dbddkdri hdwdlas and

dbddkdri tdluks, are common ; at the present time, however, they are

usually held by men of wealth, who underlet them to the actual culti

vators. The general condition upon which such tenures are granted
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is, that rent is to be paid at first only upon so much of the area as

is actually under cultivation. The remainder is held rent-free for

a term of years, the tenant agreeing to cultivate and to pay rent on

increased portions of the area of his holding year by year, till the

entire cultivable area is brought under tillage. The land is mea

sured with a longer rod than that used in measurements of cultivated

holdings, and the tenant is allowed a deduction (mathaii) of one-

fifth of the area of the rent-paying lands. These tenures are gener

ally admitted to be hereditary, and to convey (according to the custom

of the District) a right of occupancy in so much of the lands covered

by them as has been actually brought into cultivation by the holders.

In some instances, however, purchasers of estates have succeeded

in cancelling these tenures, and reducing the holders to the status

of jotddrs, or cultivators liable to enhancement of rent. The Col

lector states that there is nothing but the custom of the District to

protect these tenure-holders from having their leases cancelled by

auction purchasers.

Land Tenures.—The following paragraphs are chiefly based

upon a special Report by the Collector, on the Land Tenures of

NodkhlH District, dated 8th January 1875 ; and the inverted commas

invariably refer to that Report, unless where otherwise stated. The

land settlements and tenures of the District of Nodkhdlf have de

veloped gradually, as elsewhere in Bengal, under the Muhammadan

and English administrations ; customary claims growing into legal

rights. The Fiscal Divisions (pargands) of the District form zamin-

ddris, which are sublet in the usual way to a great extent; and exhibit

under a variety of names numerous permanent or temporary interests

in land, from the hereditary (inauriisi) holder of a definite area at a

fixed rate (mukararri satya), down to the mere tenant-at-will. These

tenures, however, in no way show the character of the original Settle

ments, which were the natural result of the mode in which the Dis

trict was formed, and is still being formed, by fluvial and tidal action.

The following account of the process is given by the Collector :—

'New char and island formations appear, called dcgichar— land

which is under water at full tide and is visible during the ebb. These

accretions and island formations gradually emerge from the water ;

and as soon as they cease to be overflowed by the tide, an engage

ment for the land at a nominal rent is entered into as a venture.

When the grass and bush spring up, roving herdsmen (bdthdnid) come

down to pasture large herds of cattle on the young herbage, putting
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up sheds for the beasts, while they themselves bivouac in the open.

The person who has made his venture on the land now compels the

cattle-owners to pay a grazing rent, at so much a-head per year for

their cattle, and a rent for cutting fuel is also taken. In course of

time, as the land becomes fit for the plough, the person settling for

the land will get a man ofenergy, if not of substance, called the hdwdla-

ddr, to take charge, and cultivate as much land as possible, and will

give him a lease of the land for a term of years. The hdwdladdr, who

is a pioneer of cultivation, and afterwards often a leader of a colony

of resident cultivators, will induce non-resident (pdikdsht) rayats at

first, from the neighbouring places, to plough and sow the lands ; the

crops will be watched from temporary huts, reaped, gathered, threshed,

and then carted away to the fixed (khudkdsht) holdings of the cultiva

tors. As time progresses and the land improves, the cultivation is

permanently extended, and rayats are induced to settle on the land

and become residents. They dig large tanks in order to procure a

supply of fresh water, and to raise high banks for foundations for

their homesteads in the swamps, which are intersected by rivers

and numerous watercourses. Around these tanks they plant betel,

cocoanut, and date palms, plantains, mdnddr, and other trees ; they

dig drains, throwing up the earth to form pathways among their scat

tered homesteads, so as to combine the making of footpaths with

some slight drainage; and thus they settle with their families. Their

children and herds increase, hats or local markets are established,

and in a generation or so the new formation has become like the rest

of the District. Nodkhali has been formed and settled in this way,

apparently from one end to the other.'

The entire District may be divided into three classes of estates :

—-First, those estates of which Government has retained the full

proprietary right, and which form the Government khds mahdl ;

secondly, those of which Government has relinquished the proprietary

right, reserving to itself only a fixed revenue ; thirdly, those in which

Government has neither the proprietary right nor a claim to receive

revenue. Each of these great classes may be again subdivided.

I. Government KhAs MahAls.—This class of estates, in which

Government has retained the full proprietary right, consists of:—(1)

Purchased estates and their accretions—i.e., estates which Govern

ment has purchased from the proprietor, together with any alluvial

accretions that have since been formed. These estates are 18 in

number. (2) Unclaimed Idkhirdj—i.e., land which was formerly rev
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enue-free, but has reverted to Government owing to there being no

claimant for the ownership. There are two such estates in Noakhdlf

District. (3) Unclaimed jimbd—i.e., an estate which was sublet as

a.ji?nbd, but of which the proprietary right has reverted to Govern

ment, owing to there being no owner. There is only one such

estate in the District. (4) Resumed estates—i.e., lands formerly

in the possession of private persons, but resumed by Government,

and assessed under Regulation II. of 1819, on the ground that the

holders had no valid title. These estates are 24 in number. (5)

Resumed shares—i.e., lands resumed and assessed under Regulation

II. of 1819 ; but as they were situated in a.J>argand of which Govern

ment was only the proprietor of a specific share, only the same pro

portion of the resumed estate became Government property. These

estates are 3 in number. (6) Alluvial formations, called jazirds ; 65

in number.

II. Lands of which Government has only a Right to a

fixed Revenue.—These consist of two subdivisions : (1) zaminddris ;

(2) khdrijd, or independent tdluks.

ZAMfNDAids.—Until 1790 a zaminddr was in reality merely a head-

receiver or collector of the Government land revenue from the under-

tenantry and rayats. ' He was allowed to succeed to his zamin-

ddrl by inheritance, yet was generally required to take out a re

newal of his title from the ruling power. The Settlement, occa

sionally quinquennial, but generally annual, was made sometimes

with the zaminddrs, but not unfrequently with strangers. In the

latter case, the zaminddr received the profits of his ndnkdr, k/idmdr,

and nij-jot—viz., his demesne or home-farm lands. The zaminddrs

were never at any time the absolute proprietors of the estates

held by them. There was no fixed principle governing the rate

of rent, or the mode of its recovery from the under-tenantry

and the rayats. This want of settled rules and practice led

to extortion, fraud, and concealment ; and to remedy this un

satisfactory state of land management, the Decennial Settlement was

determined on, and was eventually made perpetual as the " Per

manent Settlement." The object of this Settlement was to fix

the Government land revenue; to limit the demand which the

zaminddr could make on his tenants ; and to guarantee to the

zaminddr the profits arising from his bringing waste lands into

cultivation, and inducing the rayats to cultivate the more valuable

staples of produce. By this Settlement the demand of the State
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was fixed for ever; and the zaminddrs, whatever they may have

been originally, and however liable before to be displaced from

xthtir estates with the bare pittance of ndnkdr or other petty allow

ances, were then declared actual proprietors of the soil. As an

implied consequence, they were no longer liable to be ejected from

their estates ; but on failure to pay the revenue assessed, their

estates, or portions of them sufficient to meet the Government

demand, were directed to be brought to public sale. Government,

moreover, expressed a hope that, sensible of the benefit thus con

ferred on them, the zaminddrs would exert themselves in the cul

tivation of their lands, under the certainty that they would enjoy

exclusively the fruits of their good management and industry. The

Government reserved to itself the power of enacting, whenever

it might deem it proper, such regulations as it might think necessary

for the protection and welfare of the dependant tdlukddrs, rayats,

and other actual cultivators of the soil. The zaminddrs were, how

ever, allowed to let their lands in any way they might think con

ducive to their own interests ; and they were further privileged to

transfer their estates, by sale, gift, or otherwise, without the sanc

tion of Government, provided that the transfer be not repugnant

to the Hindu or Muhammadan law, or to the Regulations of

Government. Of such tenures—viz., estates permanently settled

—there are altogether 57 undivided and n divided properties in

NodkhiH District.'

KnARijA OR INDEPENDENT TALUKS.—Before the time of the

Permanent Settlement, the zaminddrs had already granted away

considerable portions of land, called tdluks, at almost nominal rents.

' These are,' the Collector reports, ' of two kinds—pdttdi (founded

upon a lease) and kharijd (purchased). They were created

by the zaminddrs^ who, on receiving a saldml (premium), granted

away almost all the rights enjoyed by themselves, subject to a

payment of a fixed annual rent. Many of these holders, being

people of substance, were constantly subject to the extortion of the

zaminddrs. In consequence of the ill-treatment they received,

the Government ordered that their properties should be separated—

that is, instead of paying their revenue to the zaminddr to be included

in the assets of his estate, they should pay it direct to Government.

Thus originated independent tdluks, of which there are 740 undivided

and 714 divided properties in Noakhdli District."

III. ESTATES IN WHICH GOVERNMENT HAS NEITHER THE PRO
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prietary Right nor a Claim to receive Revenue.—There are

four classes of revenue-free holdings in this District, which are

thus described by the Collector:—' (i) Government grant or Idkhirdj,

granted by the British Government after its assumption of the diwdni,

or financial administration of Bengal. There is only one such hold

ing in the District. (2) Bddshdhi Idkhirdj, in which are included

dimd and madad-mdsh grants. They were granted by the rulers of

the Muhammadan dynasty. Four of these holdings exist in the

District.' These two tenures are thus defined by Professor H. H.

Wilson in his Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms :—' Aimd

—land granted by the Mughul Government, either rent-free or

subject to a small quit-rent, to learned and religious persons of the

Muhammadan faith, or for religious and charitable uses in relation

to Muhammadanism. Such tenures were recognised by the British

Government as hereditaryand transferable.' lMadad-mdsh—an assign

ment of revenue by the Government for the support of learned

or religious Muhammadans, or of benevolent institutions.' (3)

' Valid Idkhirdj—holdings granted by the zaminddrs, before the

time of the Permanent Settlement, to their spiritual guides and

for the maintenance of mosques. Of these there are fifteen in

the District. (4) Khushbdsh Idkhirdj.—In the time of the Muham

madan rule, a detachment of 1400 men was sent to this part of

the country to check the oppressions of the Maghs. The men

at first received cash payments from the dhad-ddrs (revenue officers

under the Mughul Government) of Bhulua ; but afterwards, having

obtained a rent-free grant of 40 droits from the Nawdb, they pur

chased additional lands and built a fort and homesteads around it.

When the incursions of the Maghs had been suppressed, they were

left in possession of the lands, under the designation of khushbdsh ;

and the grant and purchase were subsequently confirmed by a

sanad of the Nawab. In the Decennial Settlement, these lands

were left unassessed ; but under the orders of the Board of

Revenue, they were at length resumed by the Collector in the year

1830.' In the year 1843 the lands were measured and reassessed,

as the service for which the grant was made had long since been

discontinued and was no longer required, while the grant itself had

been made by persons who had no right to alienate the state

interest. Thirty-six tenures were, however, granted revenue-free to

the proprietors on their paying ten times the rental, or, in other

words, at ten years' purchase.
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Intermediate Tenures.—As has already been stated, all the

estates in the District belong to one of the three classes described

above ; but besides these superior tenures (held by Government or

by individuals above whom there is no proprietor), there are also the

following subordinate tenures found in the District :—(a) Dependent

tdluks in existence before the time of the Permanent Settlement.

' There were,' writes the Collector in his Land Tenure Report, ' a

number of tdluks, the holders of which were bound by their engage

ments to pay their rent through the zaminddrs only, and were not

entitled to separation. These tenures are now regulated by the en

gagements entered into, and also by the provisions of Regulation I.

of 1801, and continue dependent on the parent estate.' The rents

of these tdluks were fixed in perpetuity, and the holders thereof are

entitled to sublet them, on terms precisely similar to those on which

they themselves hold their own tenures. They can give leases of

their lands for any term of years, however long ; and can transfer

them, or any portion of them, by sale, gift, or otherwise. These tdluks

are not numerous in Noakhali District, being only about 500 in

number.

(b) Dependent tdluks or patms, created after the Permanent Set

tlement. ' Patniddrs have almost all the rights enjoyed by the

holders of dependent tdluks created before the time of the Per

manent Settlement, but there are certain peculiarities in this tenure.

The patniddrs are, if the zaminddrs so require, called upon to furnish

collateral security for the rents due from them, and security for their

good conduct generally. By the terms, also, of the engagements

interchanged, it is provided, among other stipulations, that in case of

arrears occurring, the tenure may be brought to summary sale by

the zaminddr. The tenure is sold free of all encumbrances created

by the defaulting patniddr and his representatives or assignees, unless

the right of making such encumbrances shall have been expressly

vested in the holders thereof, by a stipulation to that effect in the

written engagement under which the taluk is held. The total rent

of such a taluk may be increased under the terms of the agreement,

if more land than that specified is found on measurement in the

possession of the patniddr. Although several of these tdluks in the

Bhulud estate [which covers nearly one-fourth of the District area]

date from a time before the Permanent Settlement, the present in

cumbents have lost the privileges enjoyed by other holders of tdluks

in existence before that date. After the purchase of the Bhulua
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estate by the ancestors of the present family, these tdlukddrs entered

into fresh engagements at progressive jamds or rates of rent. The

Bhulua tdluks, as they are called, are numerous in Noakhalf District;

the lands are measured with a longer standard pole than is used in

measuring the holdings of other inferior tenants, such as hdwdladdrs,

rayats, &c. The holders also get an allowance of a certain quantity

of land, about one-fifth more or less on every kdni, as jibikd and

mathan, for which no rent is paid.'

(c) Tapd.—These tenures are in every respect similar to depend

ent tdluks held immediately from zaminddrs, and most of them have

been in existence from before the Permanent Settlement. There are

only a few in Noalchalf District, probably not more than 25 or 30.

(d) Nambaridn.—Found chiefly in the resumed estates of the

Government khds mahdls. ' The holders of these properties had

received tdlukddri rights from the zamlnddr, before the zaminddri

was resumed by Government, and had brought the lands under

cultivation at their own expense. Subsequently, at the time of the

Permanent Settlement, they were classed according to certain num

bers, in consideration of the hereditary character of their tenures.

They are permanent holders, whose rent cannot be raised. The

numbers were given at the time of the measurement made by the

Collector under Regulation VII. of 1822. There are about 25 of

these properties.'

(e) Darpatnl tdluks.—' These tenures have been created by the

patniddrs by means of sub-infeudation subsequent to the Permanent

Settlement, and the darpatniddrs possess almost the same rights as

the patniddrs. They number very few in Noakhalf District.'

(/) Osat tdluks.—' These tdluks have been created by both depen

dent and independent tdlukddrs, after the time of the Permanent

Settlement. They are mostly granted to actual cultivators in small

holdings. The osat tdlukddrs have permanent rights, nearly equal

to those of the tdlukddrs. There is this peculiarity in the osat tdluks

granted by the independent tdlukddrs—that they may, under the

terms of the written agreement, be brought to summary sale like

other patnl tdluks under Regulation VIII. of 1819. There are many

such properties in Noakhalf District.' Their total number is

estimated at 1,000.

(g) Shikmi tdluks are ' the same as osat tdluks, the difference being

generally only in name; but in a few cases, osat tdlukddrs have given

the name of shikmi tdluks to the subinfeudations of the taluks under
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them. They are very numerous in Nodkhali District '—their number

being estimated at about 3,000.

(K) Dar-shikmi idluks.—'These tenures have been created by the

shiktnl tdlukddrs since the Permanent Settlement, and the holders

possess hereditary and transferable rights.'

(/) Jangalburi dbddkdri tdluks.—' These tenures are few in num

ber. They are to be found mostly on char lands, and were granted

on a rasadi or progressive rent, for the purpose of bringing

waste-lands into cultivation. A nominal rent, or no rent at

all, was payable for the first year ; as cultivation progressed, the

demand increased in proportion, till the entire cultivable area was

brought under actual cultivation. The rents of these tdluks were

generally liable to enhancement ; but the holders have now been

protected from ejectment, even in those cases where such leases were

granted expressly for a term of years only.'

(/} Hdwdlas.—' The following appears to be the origin of this

tenure : A landlord, having newly-formed land to cultivate, gives a

hdwdla or commission to a man of energy or capital on favourable

terms, to bring the land into cultivation. The hdwdladdr, or holder of

the hdwdla, would cultivate the soil with the help of the neighbouring

rayats, and would perhaps eventually get a colony of rayats to settle

on the land as it improved. Although his occupation as hdwdladdr

was originally, and by custom, of a temporary character, it has been

the practice among ordinary proprietors to perpetuate in him, in his

descendants, or in others, a tenure on some such favourable terms as

are found in other hereditary holdings of permanent areas at fixed

rates. Thus, the temporary commission or hdwdla has been used

to name an hereditary holding of a permanent area at a fixed rate

of rent ; and where a portion of an estate has been granted out

under a tenure of that name, subinfeudations bear the corresponding

name—nim-hdwdla, osat-hdwdla, &c. The name of the original tem

porary contract, under which newly-formed lands have been culti

vated, has been adopted as the name for the tenure, when such lands

have subsequently been granted out with full tdluki rights under a

written title to the hdwdladdr or any other person. The name hdwdla

having thus become familiar throughout the District, is now in

general use to designate what are really tdluks with written titles for

hereditary permanent holdings, at fixed rates, on the mainland or old

part of the District. A hdwdla holding gives no such permanent rights

in the absence of proof of legal title by grant. It is a reminiscence
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of the alluvial origin of the District, and of the earliest method of

its cultivation. . . . On the mainland of the District, the hdwdlas

are most frequently granted on premiums, as in the case of other

hereditary holdings at fixed rates. In char lands the hdivdladdr is

a privileged tenant, commissioned on favourable temporary terms

to bring waste-lands into cultivation. The rents of these hdwdladdrs

can be enhanced on the expiry of their lease or commission {Jidwdld),

and also under the terms of dny written engagements interchanged

between them and their landlord. This tenure is very common in

NodkhdK District The holders are frequently allowed mathan and

jibikd (certain portions of land rent-free) ; and their lands are usually

measured with a longer rod than that allowed to rayats, but not

so long as the privileged rod used in measuring the lands of the

Bhulud tdlukddrs. There are about ten thousand such holdings in

Nodkhdli.' The hdwdla tenures have grown up under the Govern

ment, and under zaminddrs, tdlukddrs, and ijdrdddrs of char lands,

since the time of the Permanent Settlement, and a considerable

number (probably a thousand or more) are held direct from Govern

ment. Only a very small proportion, however, pay their rents

direct to the Collector, the majority paying through farmers who

have taken leases from Government.

The origin of this tenure may be contrasted with the growth

of the nodbdd taluks, which have been described in the ' Sta

tistical Account of Chittagong District' (ante, pp. 169-173). The

hdiodladdrs of Nodkhdli are men appointed by the original land

holder to procure the cultivation of newly-formed and usually

barren lands, and their origin, as well as their name, implies the

temporary character of their holdings. The original representa

tives of the nodbdd tdlukddrs in Chittagong, either with or without

the consent of their landlords, covertly annexed to their settled

estates lands which they knew were not their own, and to which

they had no title; while the hdwdladdrs, on the contrary, were. the

legitimate pioneers of cultivation, employed either by the proprietors

or farmers of the newly-formed soil. The terms on which they

agreed to introduce cultivation on lands only recently formed,

and liable to inundations of salt water, were necessarily very favour

able to themselves ; but it was never contemplated that when the

new formations became fixed portions of the mainland, the hdwdladdrs

should continue to hold their original position of middlemen, pay

ing almost a nominal rent. This has, however, been the case. The
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tenure of the hdwdladdr has, either intentionally or through careless

ness, been perpetuated by the original proprietor or leaseholder;

and the hdivdla has been sold, resold, and transmitted by descent,

in the same way as hereditary and permanent holdings at a fixed

rent on the mainland of the District. The hdwdladdr, therefore, now

urges that he cannot be ousted from the land which he has so long

held, and on which he has in many cases expended both labour and

capital; while, so long as his claim to hold at a fixed rent is admitted,

Government derives a wholly inadequate revenue from the additional

land brought under cultivation. It is, however, clear, that when

neither Government nor its officers have, expressly or by implica

tion, acknowledged the right of the hdwdladdr, he can derive no valid

claim from the farmer of the lands who was himself only a tempo

rary holder, liable to have his rent enhanced at the expiration of

his lease. Where a hdwdladdr has purchased his tenure in ignorance

of its real character, or in consequence of any false representation

of the original holder, the assertion of the Government right will

not bar his claim to compensation and recovery of the purchase-

money ; nor has the Government any concern with the claim of

the hdwdladdr when the hdwdla is situated in a permanently settled

estate.

(k) Jimbd.—' These tenures are not often met with in Nodkhalf

District. They are temporary and provisional, as the term implies.

Intermediate tenants or middlemen sometimes sublet the lands com

prised in their tenures to sub-tenants and to rayats under this vague

name. Sometimes, too, an auction-purchaser, at the time of receiving

rents from his various tenantry, describes them asjimbds in his rent

receipts, so that, in case of dispute with regard to their relative rights

and status, no designation of title in the receipt may be produced in

Court, to be used against himself as an admission or recognition of

any adverse claim.'

(I) Mushkusi rayati.—' These tenures have been created by tdluk-

ddrs and other middlemen. They are held mostly by persons of the

cultivating class, under a transferable and hereditary title. Some

times the lands are again sublet by the holders to actual cultivators

and other rayats. They are not numerous.'

(m) Rayati.—' Khadkdsht rayats are resident and hereditary culti

vators, whose holdings were granted by zaminddrs, fdlukddrs, and

other actual proprietors of the soil. Several of these have been in

existence from before the time of the Permanent Settlement ; and,
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therefore, their rents are under no circumstances, not even on

a sale for arrears of revenue, liable to enhancement • nor are the

holders liable to eviction, so long as they pay the rentS which they

have always paid. Rayatis created at or after the date of the

Permanent Settlement are not protected from enhancement, if

under the existing laws there are grounds for raising the rent. Rayati

holdings are of almost endless number. The holders of these rayatis

have rights of occupancy in the lands (under recognised possession

for 12 years) so long as they pay their rents. There are also rayatis

in Noakhalf given for terms of years. There is this peculiarity in

all the rayatis of Noakhalf District, that unless the custom be ex

pressly barred, they are, by the custom of the country, transferable

by sale, gift, &c., and are also hereditary.'

(«) Osat rayatl.—' These are granted by rayats generally, to per

sons who live on their lands. The holders possess the same rights

and privileges as those enjoyed by the superior rayat. These hold

ings are numerous in Nodkhalf District.'

(o) Nim osat rayatl.—' Sub-holdings granted by osat rayats ; they

are few in number."

(p) Chdndid rayati.—' These are held by persons who have shops

and dwellings for carrying on their professions and trades at the Head

quarters Station, and in the village hdts and bdzdrs. Like other simi

lar tenures, they are transferable by sale, unless specially barred. The

rents are generally fixed, not upon the quantity of land held by each

rayat, but in proportion to the length of each bhiti, or frontage facing

tlie public road passing between the rows of houses.'

(f) Osat chdndid rayati.—' Sub-lettings of chdndid rayats?

(r) Jots.—' Properly speaking, these tenures are held by actual

cultivators, who have in some cases acquired rights of occupancy ;

but in many instances they have temporary leases in accordance with

a pdttd (lease) or kabuliyat (agreement). There are certain jots in

Nodkhalf District of the nature of intermediate tenures, held by per

sons who sublet them to rayats or other actual cultivators of the soil.

They are transferable by sale, and are hereditary. There are some

jotddrs in the Government khds mahdl who, for distinction, are habit

ually designated krishikdrak—viz., cultivating/<?A/i/r.?.'

(s) Ijdrds or farms.—' These are granted by Government, by

zaminddrs, tdlukddrs, and other superior landholders, to persons

for terms of years, for the purpose of collecting rents from the

under-tenants and rayats, and exercising other acts of ownership as
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far as allowed. While the ijdrd is in force, the grantors have no

direct control over their sub-tenants, save that they receive the rents

stipulated between them and the ijdrdddrs. In some cases ijdrds are

granted in consideration of money already lent or advanced to the

superior holder, either by the ijdrdddr himself, or by some of his

friends or relations. In Government estates, ijdrdddrs resemble tahsil-

ddrs, being allowed to retain a percentage on the gross collections

they make during the continuance of their leases.'

(t) Gorkdtl or pasture leases—' When grass grows on a char be

fore it is fit for actual cultivation, it is let out by the proprietor for

grazing purposes on a certain rental, calculated at so much per head

of cattle per annum.'

The Collector states that, with the exception of the zaminddrs,

nearly all the tenure-holders above described—from the indepen

dent tdlukddrs down to the tenant-at-will—cultivate their own lands,

or at least some portion of their lands.

Rent-free Tenures.—Five classes of rent-free holdings, granted

by zaminddrs, independent tdlukddrs, and dependent tdlukddrs, are

found in the District. These are:—' (1) Debottar—lands granted

rent-free for the purpose of defraying the expenses of idols kept

by Hindu grantors. (2) Brdhmottar — lands granted rent-

free to Brdhmans, who acted the part of gurus and priests for

the grantors ; and also to helpless Brihmans for their homesteads

and maintenance. (3) Khairdti—lands held rent-free to fakirs

(religious Muhammadan mendicants) in charge of masjids (mosques).

These are of two kinds—wakfi and chirdgi. (4) Mahdtlrdn—lands

granted for the support of relatives and others of respectable family

who were of limited means. (5) Chdkrdn—lands granted to per

sons for service or other duties, in lieu of wages.'

Rates of Rent.—The classification of lands for purposes of

assessment in Noakhalf District is of a very general character.

Three classes of land are commonly distinguished :—(1) Bdgichd or

garden land, yielding cocoa-nuts, betel-nuts, plantains, mangoes, &c.

(2) Bhili or bdstu, homestead land, such as the sites of dwelling-

houses, shops, pdn gardens, &c, paying, according to the Collector's

Report in 187 1, from five shillings to twelve shillings and six

pence an acre. In large markets, such as that at Sudharam, this

species of land has been let as high as £2, 10s. an acre ; but

this, of course, is an exceptional case. The average bhiti lands

in the Civil Station do not fetch more than from twelve shillings

VOL. vi. u
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and sixpence to eighteen shillings and ninepence per acre. (3)

Ndl, arable land, growing paddy, pulses, sugar-cane, &c. The Col

lector stated, in 187 1, that ten shillings an acre is the utmost that

is ever decreed by the Courts for this description of land, although

a shilling or so more per acre may be paid for specially good fields

in some cases by under-tenants of tdlukddrs. No records exist

showing the rates of rent for various descriptions of land in the sev

eral pargands; but the rent-roll of pargand Sandwfp shows that the

average rent of land paid by tdlukddrs in that island was 2s. Qj^d.

an acre in 1794, and 3s. 9d. an acre in 1837. These rates have,

according to the Collector's Report in 1 871, remained unchanged

since 1837. The rates for cultivators' holdings in pargand Bhulud

thirty years ago, the earliest period for which information is obtain

able, were from 4s. 8^d. to 9s. an acre. They now vary from

7s. 6d. to irs. 3d. an acre. Holders of hdwdla tenures pay rather

less than these rates, and get, besides, the mathan allowance and

the benefit of a larger measuring rod. In pargand Amribdd, at

the earliest time for which information is procurable, about thirty

years back, cultivator's rents were 3s. 9d. an acre ; they now vary

from 3s. 9d. to tos. an acre.

The following table, prepared by the Collector in 1872, shows

the rates of rent paid by cultivators in the District of Nodkhdlf

for rice and garden lands, and also the rates paid by cultivators

for rice land in the Government chars. The land of the chars being

of recent formation, is of inferior quality, and the cultivators hold

at favourable rates :—

Description or Situation of Land.

Rate per standard biglut. Rate per Acre.

Max. Min. Max. Min.

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. £ s. d.

0 11 6

0 16 5K

£. s. d.

082

0 13 0%

Rice land,

Garden land,

1 '4 5 1 5 9

2292 11 6

Average Rate per standard

bighd.
Average Rate per Acre.

Char Badu (rice land),

,, Lakshmi, do., .

,, Kahim, do.,

,, Maulavi, do., .

,, Mehdr, do.,

,, Gajfmay StmsilA, do.,

Rs. a. p.

0 14 0

0 14 0

0 12 0

£ s. d.

°53

°53

046

028

063

050

0 7 3

1 0 8

0 '3 4
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Pulses, or food grains other than rice, are not extensively grown ;

the principal are mug, kaldi, and khesdri, which are grown on the

same lands as are used for rice. Land for sugar-cane pays similar

rates to garden land. Betel-leaf is grown on homestead land. Of

garden produce, cocoa-nuts and betel-nuts are grown abundantly ;

but very few vegetables are produced. The rents of arable land

vary in different parts of the District ; and the Collector states that,

' of the eight thdnds of the District, the highest rents for rice land

are obtained in Sudharam, especially in the eastern part ; the lowest

in Ramganj, where the land is not fertile ; and in parts of Begamganj

and Lakshmipur, where the land is low. In Bamnf, the rates are

below the average, owing to that part of the District being peculiarly

liable to salt-water inundation. In Sandwfp the rates are rather

above the average.'

Enhancement of Rents.—The Collector reports that the opera

tion of the Rent Law (Act X. of 1859) has not had any direct effect

in stimulating enhancement of rents. Those landlords who have

raised their rents the most, have done so without any recourse

to the Revenue Courts. The majority of rent cases brought

into the Courts are for assessment of excess lands at the original

rate. After 1866, owing to the high prices obtained for rice, several

landlords instituted actions for a general enhancement of the rates

all round ; but the Collector states it as his opinion that these suits

were not generally successful. A large landholder in pargand

Bhului sued his cultivators in order to increase their rents to

fifteen shillings an acre, and he obtained a judgment for ten shillings.

The case was, however, thrown out by the High Court on appeal.

The landlord ofpargand Jugdia sued his intermediate tenure holders

for enhancement of rent, but his claim was rejected in the District

Court. The suits for enhancement in pargand Gopdlpur also broke

down in the High Court.

AbwAbs or Customary Cesses.—The following list of illegal ces

ses levied by landholders and their agents in the District of Noak-

haH is taken from a Report written by the Collector in May 1872.

(1) Punyd, present made on the first day of the zaminddri year ;

(2) Dasahard parbbd, present made at the time of the Durgd pujd

festival ; (3) Sdlidnd, present made on taking a receipt for the

whole year's rent; (4) Podddr, present paid to the man who counts

the money on behalf of the zaminddr at the time of paying rent ;

(5) Dak, payment on account of zaminddri dak or post fees ; (6)
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Jagadhhtri, payment on account of the worship of the goddess

Jagadhatri; (7) Piyddd, payment on account of the zaminddri peon ;

(8) K&tibandhan, payment on account of embankments ; (9) Sdmd-

pujd, payment for the worship of the goddess Sama; (10) Mdrchd,

fee when a rayat's son or daughter is married ; (n) Tahsil kharcha,

payment on account of collection expenses; (12) Saldmi, present

to the zaminddr or his agents; (13) Piyddd's roz or tahsilddr's tahdri',

payment on account of the zaminddt's servants ; (14) Nazar, present

to the zaminddr ox his ndib ; (15) Amid, present to the zaminddt's

servants. ' The above illegal cesses vary in amount in different

estates, and they are never all exacted by one zaminddr. The most

objectionable appears to be the tax paid by tenants on the marriage

of their sons and daughters, as this savours of serfdom. As a general

rule, however, the Collector reports that cesses mentioned above are

willingly paid by the rayats, and are very rarely taken by force.'

Manure, Irrigation, &c. Manures are not generally used. Cow

dung, however, is employed for fdn gardens and sugar-cane fields,

about eleven hundredweights being required for each acre. Paddy

fields are also sometimes manured by burning the stubble. There

are no wells in the District; and as the greater portion of the country is

under water during the rains, no artificial irrigation is required. The

smaller streams are, however, sometimes dammed up so as to retain a

supply of water in the cold season. It is not customary to allow lands

to lie fallow, nor is any system of rotation of crops practised.

Natural Calamities. Blights have never occurred on a scale

large enough to affect the general harvest, but the crops in particular

localities are sometimes attacked and injured by insects.

' There are,' the Collector reports, ' two species of these insects :

one, the meu&, which resembles a large gnat, half an inch long, with

green wings, inserts its proboscis into the green paddy, and sucks

out the white milky juce. It appears some years in large num

bers ; in other years in small numbers, chiefly on low lands when the

crop begins to ripen. The cultivators sometimes try to drive the

insects off by lighting large fires near their fields. The injured plants

still look well outside ; the ear apparently ripens, but when pressed

between the fingers, it is found to be without substance. The other

insect, the chheni, so called from the instrument used in tapping date-

trees, is about an inch long, with minute legs and black mouth.

The insects crawl up the rice stalks, eat the tender shoots, and thus

destroy the plant. In some years they are produced in vast num
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bers, and destroy the produce of whole fields. Heavy rain kills

them; bright sunshine hinders, and cloudy weather favours their

development.' .

Floods are the calamities to which the District is most sub

ject, especially on the islands along the banks of the Meghni.

The worst floods on record have been caused by southerly gales or

cyclones, occurring at the time when the river is swollen by heavy

rains, and when the tides are highest—viz., at new or full moon,

about the time of either equinox. It is not so much the mere inun

dation, but the salt water, which damages the crops. The flood

raised by a storm wave subsides almost directly, and pools of salt

water are left in every field, which, when evaporation sets in, soon be

comes Salter than the Meghni itself, and this kills the paddy. The

crops were destroyed generally in 1822 and 1825 by heavy floods. In

1848, and again in November 1867 and November 1876, the crops on

the islands and along the river banks were destroyed from the same

cause. Floods also sometimes occur in the north and east of the Dis

trict, caused by excessive rain in the Tipperah hills. Embankments

have been constructed on the chars most liable to inundation—viz.,

Silukid, Darvesh, and Jagadananda, to the south of the civil Station ;

and there is also an embankment round the estate of Nilakshmi, in the

island of Hitid, which is said to have preserved the crops enclosed

within it from the effects of the inundation of 1867. The numerous

small water-courses (khdls) and other drainage channels form the

best defence against floods. With regard to the question as to

whether there is any demand for the construction of further em

bankments, the Collector states that ' it would be absurd to line the

Meghna with embankments close to the river, like those on the

Gandak in Saran or on the Damodar in Hiigli District, as no

work could be constructed strong enough to withstand the

force of the tides, and it would be certain to be broken by the first

strong high tide which reached it.' The Collector also added as

his opinion that it would be useless to make embankments near the

Meghnd, unless a broad margin of one or two miles was left between

the embankments and the river, so as to break the force of a very

high tide before the flood reaches the embankment. The tides,

however, do not penetrate inland far beyond this distance, except

on such unusual and extraordinary occasions as in the four years

above-mentioned ; and it does not appear to the Collector to be

worth while to go to the enormous expense of constructing a regular
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system of embankments merely to avoid a loss of crops occurring so

rarely. In the case of permanently settled estates, which are mostly

held by subordinate tdlukddrs on permanent tenures at comparatively

low rents, it would not pay the superior landlord to spend money

on embankments, as he could not generally recompense himself by

an equivalent enhancement of rents. The Collector is of opinion

that it is only in special cases of newly-formed estates that the con

struction of embankments would be remunerative.

An account of the cyclone and storm-wave of 1876 in Nodkhdli

will be found in the Appendix at the end of this volume.

DROUGHT.—Drought seldom or never occurs, and no irrigation

works are needed. The whole traffic of Nodkhdlf is carried on by

water, and one or two of the water-courses on the chief routes

might be deepened and straightened with advantage. Besides

facilitating the ordinary traffic of the District, they would also be a

means of transport for grain in time of scarcity. This work would,

the Collector stated in 1871, be of more real use than road-making.

FAMINE WARNINGS.—The highest prices reached for food grains

during the famine of 1866 were as follow :—Best husked rice, 'Rs.

7/4 per maund, or 195. gd. a hundredweight; common husked rice,

Rs. 4/12 per maund, or 125. rod. a hundredweight; best unhusked

rice or paddy, Rs. 5/6 per maund, or 145. 7d. a hundredweight;

common unhusked rice, Rs. 3/9 per maund, or 95. gd. a hundred

weight No record exists showing the prices of grain in previous

years of scarcity. The Collector reported in 1871 that prices had

not sunk to their usual rate before 1866. No instance, however,

is known of the District ever having been afflicted by actual

famine. In ordinary years it produces much larger quantities of rice

than are required for the support of the local population, and it is

also bounded on three sides by other Districts which produce rice

in abundance. In 1866, it was not any deficiency in the yield that

caused the high prices, but merely the great demand for grain for

exportation to other Districts. Nearly every man cultivates his own

little plot of land, and has it in his power to retain as much rice as

he requires for the consumption of himself and his family, no matter

how high may be the prices ruling in the market High prices of

food grain, therefore, in Nodkhdlf, far from being any indication

of local scarcity, may be a proof that the cultivators are making

large profits, as they certainly did in 1866. The local calamity

which chiefly affects the crops is, as has already been stated, salt
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water inundation ; and this only extends to the crops on the islands

and along the banks of the Meghna, and does not produce anything

like a general scarcity, even though it may somewhat affect prices in

the District. It does not, however, always do even this ; for example,

the Collector reports that in December 1867, just after the inun

dation of that year, the price of rice was as low as from Rs. 1/6 to

Rs. 1/10 per tnaund, or 3s. 9d. to 4s. sd. per cwt, in the islands

which had suffered most severely from the flood, whereas prices had

been much higher the previous autumn. The whole District is inter

sected by a perfect network of streams and water-courses, which irri

gate, drain, and give access to every part of it. Drought, therefore,

on any considerable scale is unknown, and would appear to be

almost impossible. When inundations occur, remissions of revenue

are usually allowed in Government estates ; and this is stated to be

all that is necessary, no other aid having ever been given. In the

permanently settled estates no remission whatever was granted in

1867.

Court of Wards Estates.—There are two estates at present

(1875) under the management of the Court of Wards, which consti

tute together nearly seven-eighths of the total area of the District.

The more important is the property of the infant sons of the late

Rajas Pratiip Chandra Sinh and Iswar Chandra Sinh ; the other, of

the late Mr Courjon. The first-mentioned property, which forms the

larger portion of the mainland of the District, is a part of the Pdik-

para Estate in the District of the 24 Parganas, and the local manage

ment is entrusted to native officers. The gross annual collection

made in Noakhali is ,£36,736, and the net profit £19,243, 4s.

The heirs to the estate are being educated in Calcutta.

Foreign and Absentee Proprietors.—The Collector reported

in 187 1 that seven European gentlemen then possessed estates in

the District, paying an aggregate land revenue of £9751. The

number of Muhammadan landlords was 2286, who paid a total land

revenue to Government of £13,406. Most of the large landlords

are absentees.

Roads and other Means of Communication.—The only im

perial road in Nodkhdli District under the management of the Public

Works Department is a portion of the Trunk Road, twelve miles in

length, from Dfwanganj to the Big Pheni River. The principal

roads under the charge of the local authorities are the following :—

(1.) Chittagong Road, called also the Robertganj Road, 25 miles
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in length, extending from Sudhdrdm (Nodkhdlf town) to the river

Pheni. It is not much used, owing to the difficulty of crossing the

Little and Big Phenf rivers. It has twelve bridges. (2.) Lakshmi-

pur Road, from Sudharam to Rdipur on the Ddkdtia river ; its length

is 36 miles, and it passes through Bhawdniganj and Lakshmipur.

This road was made many years ago by the landholders who held

the adjoining property, but it has since been widened and much im

proved by the local authorities. (3.) Begamganj Road, running

northward from Sudhdrdm to Begamganj, a distance of twelve miles,

and thence twelve miles further to Berula on the boundary of the

District, where it joins the Ldkshdm Road in Tipperah. The latter

half of the road is not yet (i 875) bridged. (4.) Old Lakshmipur Road,

running westward from near the bank of the Meghnd to Begamganj,

and thence via Fdzil ghdt and Bhurbhurid g/idf to the Chittagong

Road. The total length of this road is 54 miles. Although it passes

through the centre of the District, it has for many years been much

neglected, and jungle has sprung up all along it. The Collector reports

that it is now (1875) being put in order. (5.) Takhtdkhdlf Road,

from Sdhibghdtd to Takhtakhalf, a distance of six miles. Takhtdkhali

was at one time a river port for Sudharam, but the road is at present

(1875) not much used. (6.) Chariakhalf Road, from Sahibghatd to

Silukid char, a distance of five miles. Charidkhdlf was formerly, like

Takhtdkhdlf, a river port for Sudhdrdm, but it has not been much

used since the cutting off of the bends of the NodkhdH kh&L (7.)

GulldkhaH Road, running to the Meghnd at Silukii char ; length 7

miles. (8.) Rdmganj Road, from the Lakshmipur Road at Dalai

Bdzdr to Rdmganj, and from Rdmganj to Chitosi in Tipperah Dis

trict; length 1 8 miles. The average annual cost for the maintenance

and repair of local roads during the three years ending 1869 amounted

to ^I>S91i J2s.; in the year 1874-75 the outlay on roads and bridges

was .£1,555, J9S- 6Xd-> and the cost of the District Road Fund

Establishment was ^145, 6s. 4^d. There is only one toll-bar in

the District, over the NodkhdH khdl on the road from Sudhdrdm to

Chittagong; the receipts for 1872-73 amounted to £47, 95. 6d.

According to the Commissioner's Annual Report for 1872-73,

' the extent of water-way in Nodkhdli District is 340 miles, of which

299 miles are rivers and khdls, and 41 canals ; the land communi

cations extend to 226 miles, of which 15 miles are of ist class, 82 of

2d class, and 129 of 3d class roads. There are six large and ten

petty ferries in the District.' A list of ferries is given on p. 254.
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Manufactures.—At the present time no manufactures worthy of

the name are carried on in the District, and there is no manufactur

ing class, properly so called. The whole population, with very few

exceptions, is engaged in agriculture, and connected with the soil,

either as landlords or as tenants. A little country cloth is woven by

the Jugis in their own houses ; and a little cocoa-nut-oil, molasses,

and some common reed-mats are also made. Even the common

earthen vessels used for cooking purposes are imported from Dacca

and other Districts, as the workmen of NoakMli do not under

stand the manufacture, and the soil is not suited to it. Formerly

a large amount of cloth was manufactured here, and the East India

Company established several large factories in the District ; but this

trade died out when brought into competition with imported Man

chester goods. Salt was also manufactured to a great extent in

former years ; but this also has now ceased, hardly any but Liver

pool salt being consumed.

When Government formerly traded in cloth, and afterwards in

salt, in the District of Noikhali, the people were, the Collector

reports, more prosperous than they now are. 'Those who then

made money, have gradually lost much of it since. When Govern

ment relinquished the trade in cloth, it was taken up by a large

number of Jugfs, who for some time wove cloth, and supplied the

local markets. Gradually, however, English thread, being cheaper,

supplanted that made locally, and the native women left off spin

ning. English clothes were found to be cheaper than clothes made

on the spot from English thread, and the business done by the Jugis

declined. They have now betaken themselves to cultivating the

soil and other callings. The class formerly employed in salt manu

facture also make their livelihood at present by cultivation.'

Trade and Commerce.—The District of Nodkhdlf possesses an

extensive river-coast, extending from Rdipur to the mouth of the Big

Phenf, a distance of about 200 miles. It is, therefore, favourably

situated for the growth of commerce ; but yet the trade of the Dis

trict is not extensive, and little enterprise is shown in extending

it. The traders in the town and other parts of the District are

reported by the Magistrate to be nearly all foreigners, chiefly from

Dacca, Tipperah, Sylhet, Bdkarganj, and Farfdpur. There is a

great disinclination among the local population to joint trading.

Each man prefers doing business singly on his own account, and, as

a necessary result, the transactions are chiefly of a petty character.
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The danger of navigating the large rivers, and the drying-up of the

streams in the cold weather, are also great hindrances to trade.

Owing to the chars and bores in the large rivers in the south-east

and west of the District, wrecks are of frequent occurrence, and

traders rarely venture to navigate them in the rains. The small

khdh on the north of the District are open in the rains, but only for

a few months of each year.

EXPORTS.—The principal articles of export are rice and betel-

nuts, which are consigned to Chittagong, Calcutta, and other places.

' In the rains,' writes the Commissioner in his Annual Report for

1872-73, 'when the low lands in the northern part of the District

of Nodkhdlf are inundated, petty traders carry small boat-loads

of rice and betel-nuts from one local market to another. The pro

duce is bought up by traders on a larger scale, who export and

sell it at a profit.' According to the latest returns it is estimated by

the Commissioner that, out of a total produce of 11,200,000 mounds

of rice, 6,356,396 maunds, or 232,689 tons, are available for storage

and export. The trade in betel-nuts is also very extensive. ' Those

intended for Calcutta are differently prepared from those exported

for consumption by the Maghs in Chittagong, Sylhet, and that neigh

bourhood. For the former market the nuts are merely dried in the

sun ; while for the latter they are first steeped in water, and they

thus become more expensive.' Cocoa-nuts are produced in less

abundance than betel-nuts, but still a considerable number are

exported. 'The greatest number are grown in Sandwfp, in the

southern part of the District; in some parts oipargand Bhului, and

in pargand Kinchanpur. The cocoa-nuts of Sandwfp are chiefly

exported to Chittagong and Akydb ; those of pargands Bhulua and

Kdnchanpur to Maimansinh, Sylhet, and Dacca. Cocoa-nut-oil is not

manufactured to any great extent in the District. . . . Some

trade is carried on by Muhammadans in cow and buffalo hides,

which are collected and sent to Calcutta and Dacca ; and in their

place are imported shoes, &c. Cha"mars from up country also do

some business in hides; they are supposed to be employed by

mahdjans of Calcutta. . . . GM (butter boiled, and the lighter

portion then removed) is exported in considerable quantities to

Calcutta. Nearly all the kftesdri, mtig, kaldi, and linseed grown in

the District is consumed locally, and very little is exported. Neither

cotton, nor jute of any kind, nor hemp is much cultivated, and no

trade is done in these articles.'
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The Imports of the District are reported by the Commissioner

to be 'earthenware, cotton, and hill-bamboos, from Chittagong;

iron-plates, copper, bell-metal, brass, cloth, English umbrellas, white

and coloured thread, salt, and crystallised sugar from Calcutta;

molasses, sugar, oil, tobacco, grain, musuri from Dacca, Tipperah,

and Bakarganj. During the rains, also, dried fish is brought from

Sylhet, and salted fish from Dacca and other places, and sold to

vendors, who retail it throughout the District. A shop for the sale

of this article is to be seen at every port and market, and the trade

is undoubtedly profitable to those who carry it on. Skurdngd and

kundd boats, 'dug-outs' made in the Chittagong Hills and imported,

are used for traffic within the District. They are hewn out of large

trees, and carry from 10 to 30 maunds, but are not suited to the

larger rivers. The boats used for trade to other Districts are

the bdldms and kosh boats, which carry from 200 to 800 maunds

(j}i tons to 29^ tons). Lime is not to be had in the District, and

is all imported from Sylhet. As the passage from that District

through the large rivers is considered exceedingly dangerous, the

journey is made in the rains, when all the small rivers and canals

are open. Lime, therefore, is only imported in the rainy season,

and at other times it often commands fancy prices. It occasionally

happens that the construction of a building has to be stopped for

want of this substance, as, when' the supply has run short, none can

be obtained till the next rains. No local business is done in beams

and rafters for buildings, which are imported by those who want

them from Dacca. There are a few carpenters and masons in the

District of Noakhalf, but they dislike going to a distance from their

homes for work.' The import trade in petroleum oil is consider

able ; it is used extensively throughout the District for burning in

lamps, as it is comparatively cheaper than any other kind of oil. A

barrel contains five maunds, and the price is only Rs. 25.

Nearly all the trade of Noakhalf is carried on by means of per

manent markets, and there are no fairs of any importance. The

value of the exports is considerably greater than the imports, and

the Collector is of opinion that coin is being accumulated in the

District.

The list of the principal markets, on the following page, in the

District has been furnished by the Collector (Mr R. Porch) :—
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List of important Hats (Markets) in the District of NoakhAli.

Tkdnd or Outpost. Name of Hdt or Market. Remarks.

Amikgaon, . i. Muhammad All's hdt, On Trunk Road between Dacca and

Chittagong.

2. Dlwanganj, Do. do.

3. Panch Gachhia hdt, . On the Dlwanganj Road.

4. Silania li.ii, On the Dlwanganj Road, and on the

bank of the Little Pheni.

5. Gopiganj hdt, . On the Dlwanganj Road. The hdt

is used for rice traffic.

6. Dudh Mukhar hdt, , On the Dfwanganj Road.

7. Kutir hdt, . On the Little Phenf, where formerly

the thdnd of Amirgaon was situ

ated. Great rice traffic. There

was a cloth factory here belonging

to the East India Company.

8. KMrhJt, . This hdt is of recent formation, and

is on the Little Phenl ; there is a

considerable rice traffic here.

9. I^enuar hdt, Amileoff theTrunk Road near Kalijura.

10. Krishna Mazumdars There is great rice traffic here.

hdt,

11. Ram Lochan Mazum Do.

dars hdt.

13. Muhammad Husain On the Chittagong Road. A hdt for

Chaprasi's hdt. rice traffic.

Begamganj, . 1. Chaumahani hdt. Large mart for rice and cocoa-nuts.

2. Naodona, Do. do.

3. Satar Peiyd, Rice traffic.

4. Begamganj, There is a Munsifs Court and Police

Station here.

RXmganj, 1. Sonapur hdt, Great traffic in cocoa-nuts.

2. Palla, Do.

3. Dharmagang, . Do.

4. Kori Hati, Do.

Lakshmipur,. 1. Lakshmipur bandar, . A mart for betel-nuts on the Lakshmi

pur Road and khdl. There was

formerly a cloth factory of the East

India Company here.

2. Dalai Bazar bandar, . On the Lakshmipur Road. It was

established by a cloth factory daldl.

3. Raipur bandar, . A river port.

4. Bhawaniganj, . On Bhawaniganj khdl. A mart for

rice and betel -nuts.

5. Tero Benki hdt, On Lakshmipur klull. A hdt for rice traffic.

6. Chenga Chetal hdt, . Do. do.

Farasganj, . 1. Rahim-ud-din Pat-

wari's hdt.

SUDHARAM, . 1. Town of Sudharam.

2. SonaGhazi Chaprasi's On the Chittagong Road. Rice traffic

hdt, is carried on here.

3. SantA Sita, On the Lakshmipur Road.

4. Rain Sanknr's hdt, On the Begamganj Road.

5. Kalitarft hdt, . In the town of Sudharam.

6. Sahibghaia or Maul- On the Noikhali khdl. A hdt for

vi's hat, rice traffic.

7. Iswarganj, On the DfwAnganj Road.

Bamni, . 1. Bose's hdt. Great mart for rice.

Hatia, . 1. Amanulla Chaudhari's On Bdtas khdl. A rice market.

hdt,

2. Sami Gumashta's hdt, On ChapkA khdl.

3. Sagardi hdt, On Noalam khdl.

4. Diwan GumashtA's^;7, On Chapka khdl. A hdt for rice traffic.

5. Sami Munshi's hdt, . On Gazir Dona.

SANnwfp, 1. Char Anir hdt.
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Statistics of River Traffic.—Since 1st September 1875 a new

system of registration has been established, by which the boat-traffic

on all the great water-ways of Bengal is accurately ascertained.

The figures are published monthly in the Statistical Reporter, from

which source the two following tables have been compiled. Table

I. shows the exports from Nodkhdli District, month by month, for

the half-year ending February 1876 ; Table II. shows the imports

during the same period. For the first two months, September and

October 1876, however, these statistics are imperfect, as the

registration station at Chittagong, where a large proportion of the

Noakhalf exports falls to be registered, was not then open ; and

the traffic thus lost could not, from the nature of the case, be caught

at any other station.

Statistics of the River Traffic of NoAkhAlI District for the

Six Months ending February 1876. (Table I.—Exports.)

Description of Goods.

Class I.

Cotton, ....

llelel-nuts.

Fuel and firewood,

Fniits (dried), .

Do. (fresh and vegetables},

Pulses and gram,

Rice

Paddy, ....

Other cereals, .

Jute and other raw fibres, .

Hides, . . . _ .

Copper, brass, and their manufactures,

( >lher metals and their manufactures,

Lime and limestone,

Oil,

Linseed,

Til, ....

Mustard, .

Spices and condiments,

Total,

Class II.

Bamboos, .

Cocoanuts,

Planks,

Class III.

Miscellaneous (native) goods,

Miscellaneous goods.

£

Mds.

72

7,104

685

4?, 100

3.573

45°

7-'5

335

57,544

No.

2?0 965

Rs.

Mds.

3,54o

50

9°

31,205

1,470

3"5

37.065

No.

s

Mds

238

48,93s

4.175

548

500

166

60,026

No.

13,000

70,800 118,700

Rs. Rs.

H5

M.l

7.872

159

95.341

23,46]

7

14

128,039

N->.

150

30,750

Rs.

773

Md

55"

11,769

70

■33.455

42,8I9

188,409

No.

2,000

98,900

600

Rs.

4.489

Md;

20,009

51.447

11.73'

67S

50

84.505

No.

76, 500

2,000

Rs.

725

Total.

Md

822

54.692

50

121:

*8i

1,100

402,483

83,656

548

4.025

803

7

'■I

;■ -

4,48)-

500

7- =

7i'

555.588

No.

41,65.

542.H5

600

Rs

6,322

Total, K? 4.489 6,332

* During these two months the registration station at Chittagong was not open.
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STATISTICS OF THE RIVER TRAFFIC OF NoAKHALf DISTRICT FOR THE

Six MONTHS ENDING FEBRUARY 1876. (TABLE II.—IMPORTS.)

DESCRIPTION OF GOODS.

September.*

October.'

November. December.

I

February.

Total.

CLASS I. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds.

Do. twist (European)

Fuel and Firewood,

Fruits (dried),

Do. fresh and vegetables,

8 53 75

370

Si

6

97145 3° "38 i

t

587

Paddy, ... ... 154 60 1,114

2

Iron and its manufactures,

Copper, brass, and their manufactures, .

Other metals and their manufactures,

Lime and limestone

Stone,

"59

25

zoo zzo 36 z.343

iS I 84 10

1,200

138

Z,1OO " 6

ZZ5

2]

2,306

26575 35 So

Oil

Mustard,

434 '43

500

Z07 317 376
281

1,344

1,006235

9.695 5.591 4,398 7,280 4.95° 37,0=4

Other saline substances

Spices and condiments

83

45

80

42

38

39 'is*

35

28

186

zoo 336

2 4M

118 650

690 8z8

Tobacco 000 687 469

46

Total, . 14.409 7.374

No.

8,242 6,709 '0,979 7,88l 55.594

CLASS II.

Timber,

_^_^—

No. No. No. No.

16

No. No.

36.

338,675

Planks

.
1,083

CLASS III.

Leather and its manufactures, .

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

700

Rs. Rs. Rs.

400 I.IOO

Silk do. .... 8,360 8,260

Cotton (European) manufactures,

Do. (native) do.

Miscellaneous (native) goods, .

43.358

4,380 "'I

35,240

'987

26,237

50

3,256

34.655

24.355

9.380

660

I72,IO2

1,29C

32.303

28,000

Miscellaneous goods, .... 150 •• •• •• •• 150

Total, 56,148 52,137 36,33 29.343 59,010 10.44C 243,305

* During these two months the registration station at Chittagong was not open.

From these tables it appears that, during the six months referred

to, the total of the exports under Class I. (articles registered by
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weight only) amounted to 555,588 maunds or 20,426 tons ; while

the total of the imports in the same period under Class I. amounted

to only 55,594 or 2044 tons, being just one-tenth of the exports.

This difference is, of course to be attributed to the large export

from Nodkhdlf of the surplus rice harvest, which is mostly destined

for Chittagong. Of the total of the exports, no less than seven-

eighths were rice and paddy ; of the imports, two-thirds were salt.

Under Class II. (articles registered by number only) the most note

worthy items are—542,115 cocoa-nuts among the exports, and

338,675 bamboos among the imports. In Class III. (articles re

gistered by value only) the exports amount in value to Rs. 6332 or

£633, 4s., almost wholly made up of miscellaneous native goods ;

while the imports are forty times as valuable, reaching the con

siderable total of Rs. 243,305 or ,£24,330, 10s., towards which

European cotton manufactures contribute nearly three-fourths.

With regard to the destination of the exports and the origin of

the imports, full information can only be given concerning the two

great heads of rice and European cotton goods ; and these two

items, as has been already mentioned, are the two chief staples of

the District trade. As for the rest, it can only be said that a great

portion was registered at Chittagong and a considerable portion

at Khulna, which lies on the direct route to Calcutta.

The amount of rice exported during the four months, from Novem

ber 1875 to February 1876, for which period alone is accurate

information available, reached a total of 329,178 maunds ; while the

imports during the same time are absolutely blank. The exports

of paddy were 82,186 maunds, from which perhaps there ought to

be deducted an exceptional importation of 214 maunds. Taking

the rice by itself—no less than 270,821 maunds of the exports, or

82 per cent of the whole, were consigned to Chittagong, thence

to be re-exported by sea; while 45,091 maunds were despatched

direct to Calcutta. The following details are given to show the

comparative briskness of the several rice-exporting marts. During

the four months there were exported from Hatia, 37,621 maunds ;

Bose's hdt, 33,751 ; Nodkhdlf and Sudharam, 28,331 ; Tdltald ghdt,

24,762 ; Chaprasf's hdt, 22,098 ; Bhawanfganj, 20,848 ; Mdinda hat,

19,880 ; Chhota Phenl, 19,139 ; Char Siddhf, 13,341 ; Abutdrdp's hdt,

11,007; Taktakhalf ghdt, 8370; Mutfganj, 7914; Bdman, 7308;

Farasganj, 6402; Bard Pheni, 4332; Bddu, 3496; Gandhdrbdpur,

31 13; Chaumahanf hdt, 2940; Mabdrgold, 2794; Ldlganj, 2617;
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Sonddid, 2448; Khan Bahadur's hdt, 2305; Chdndpur, 2258;

Sandwfp, 1925; Ndlchird, 1879; Jhdrdganj, 1734; Bdmnf, 1726;

Mubarakgond, 1628; Kowddwfp, 1343; Hajiganj, 1289; Gangapur,

1050; Char Bddha, 800; Santa-sitta, 664; Bdnu Bibl's hdt, 239;

Raiganj, 100 mounds.

The trade in European cotton goods may be thus analysed :—

During the four months ending February 1876, the following were

the principal importing marts : Nodkhdlf and Sudhdrdm, with a

value of Rs. 18,515; Lakshmfpur, Rs. 16,000; Bhawdniganj, Rs.

14,400; Hdtid, Rs. 11,452; Bdmnf, Rs. 5000; Chaumahanf, Rs.

3200; Bose's hdt, Rs. 3000; Sandwi'p, Rs. 2675; Chorddhikdrl,

Rs. 1900;! Damshard, Rs. 1400; Chardhunf, Rs. 1250; Faras-

ganj, Rs. 1000. These imports appear to have been entirely de

rived either direct from Calcutta or its suburbs.

Amongst other items, the large export of betelnuts and cocoanuts

is worthy of notice. During the half-year, 54,692 maunds of betel-

nuts were exported ; which, at the average price of Rs. 3 per maund,

would be worth as much as Rs. 164,076. In thesame time 542,115

cocoanut were exported, worth, at the average price of 50 for the

rupee, Rs. 10,842.

Capital.—The accumulations of coin in the District appear to

be employed in the purchase of land, or boats, and also used to a

smaller extent for purposes of trade. Considerable sums are also

spent in excavating tanks, or in other improvements of the land, and

a great deal also in litigation. Some is hoarded, or melted down into

ornaments. The Collector reported in 1871 that the current rate of

interest in small transactions, where the borrower pawns some article

such as ornaments or household vessels as security for the amount lent,

is from two to three per cent per mensem ; in large transactions,

when a mortgage is given upon movable property, the same amount

of interest is charged ; in large transactions, when a mortgage is given

upon houses or land, interest at from three to four per cent per men

sem is charged; in petty agricultural advances to the cultivators, upon

the personal security of the borrower 'or with a lien upon the crops,

interest is charged at from three to six per cent per mensem accord

ing to the nature of the loan. Ten per cent per annum is stated to

be considered a fair return for money invested in the purchase of an

estate ; but the Collector is of opinion that this estimate is a very low

one, and considers that the ordinary return for such investments

amounts to about twenty per cent. Some exceptional cases are
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known in which purchasers of Government estates have made enor

mous profits.

There are no regular banking establishments in the District. The

larger money-lenders in the Civil Station are mostly men from the

Upper Provinces of India, who have settled in the District. The

money-lenders in the rural parts are Banids or shopkeepers, who

combine trade with money-lending.

Imported Capital.—Since the cessation of the cloth and salt

manufactures, no industries in the District have been conducted by

means of imported capital. There are no indigo factories, tea gar

dens, silk filatures, or mines.

Institutions.—Besides the usual Government schools and dis

pensary, the only institutions are a few religious foundations, which

have been established by private persons for the relief of beggars.

None of these foundations are of any great size or importance.

No newspapers are published, nor is there any printing-press in the

District ; but newspapers published and printed elsewhere are, the

Collector states, widely circulated in Nodkhalf among the educated

classes. The District school library, containing 814 volumes, is the only

library in the District. It is accessible without charge to the masters

and boys, and to the public on payment of a monthly subscription.

Income Tax.—The estimated income of Noakhalf District, as ascer

tained for the purposes of the Income-tax Act of 1870—viz., the total

amount of incomes exceeding ^50 per annum each, was ,£141,000.

The amount of income tax realised in 1870-71, with the average rate

of assessment at 3^5 per cent., was ,£4255, 14s. In the follow

ing year, the rate of the tax was reduced to iA per cent., and the

minimum of incomes liable to assessment raised to ^75 per annum.

The amount of tax realised in 1871-72, under these conditions, was

,£999, 6s. In 1870, there were 1694 incomes assessed as exceeding

,£50 per annum each.

Administrative History of the District.—The following para

graphs are mainly derived from a Report on the District of Tipper-

ah by Mr J. F. Browne, C.S. (1866). In 1588, the country forming

the present Districts of Tipperah and Nodkhali was included in the

sarkdr of Sondrgaon, one of the nineteen divisions made by the

Mughul administrator, Todar Mall. Sonirgaon, which at that time

included a small portion of Dacca, contained fifty-two pargands, and

the amount of its revenue was Rs. 258,283. ' In 1722 the original

sarkdr of Todar Mall, together with the subsequent annexations by

vol. vi. x
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Sultan Shuja in 1658, was formed into thirteen chaklds or military

jurisdictions, one of which, that of Jahangfmagar (Dacca), included

both Tipperah and Noikhdlf. This extensive circle was subdivided

into a number of zaminddris, which were classed under the principal

one of Jalalpur. It contained two hundred and thirty-six pargands,

and was assessed at Rs. 19,28,294. In 1728, Shujd - ud - Dauld

formed a corrected rent-roll by which the Province of Bengal was

divided into twenty-five ihlimdms or zaminddri trusts ; Tipperah

and Noakhilf were then included in the ihtimdm of JaMlpur.

'From 1728 to 1765 no alteration seems to have been made; and

when at the latter date the Company assumed the powers of the

Dfwanf, Tipperah and NodkhdM were under the charge of the Niib

of Dacca, the capital of Jalalpur. From 1765 to 1769 the adminis

tration of Jalilpur was entrusted to two native officers, Raji Heymat

Sinh and Jasserat Khan. From 1769 to 1772 the country was under

the charge of European Supervisors, Messrs Kelsal, Harris, and

Lambert.' In 1772 an officer with the title of Collector was

appointed, and conducted both the revenue and general administra

tion until the Provincial Council was established in 1774; from

which date until 1780 the revenue was collected by ndibs, and the

general business of the country was transacted by Covenanted

Assistants.

In 1 78 1 Tipperah and NodkhdH were constituted into a separate

revenue division. The first officer in charge, Mr Leake, had no mag

isterial powers ; and the state of the District was consequently as

bad as could be. Bands of robbers and armed ruffians infested the

whole country ; and the burning, not only of villages, but of human

beings, in open daylight, is mentioned in the office records, as a cir

cumstance of constant occurrence, so far down as the year 1789.

From that date the condition of the country began steadily to im

prove, and the general peace and tranquillity has never been materi

ally disturbed since the beginning of the present century.

The formation of alluvial accretions tended materially to increase

the size of the District ; and owing to the prevalence of robberies

and ddkditis in these new formations and in the adjoining country, a

Joint-Magistrate was appointed in 1822 to have charge of the new

District of Noakhali, which until then had formed one District with

Tipperah. The charge of the newly-appointed officer consisted of

the five thdnds of Sudharam, Lakshmipur, Ramganj, Begamganj,

and Amfrgaon, of the outpost of Bamnf, formerly belonging to the

District of Tipperah ; of the islands of Sandwfp and H;itia, transferred
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from Chittagong; and of Dakshin Shdhbazpur, including thdnd

Chandia1 and the outpost of Dhania manil from Bakarganj.

Nodkhalf was not, prior to 1876, subdivided for administrative

purposes; but from the ist January of that year, it was split into

two subdivisions—the sadr or Headquarters Subdivision, in direct

charge of the Magistrate and Collector ; and the Pheni Subdivision,

in charge of a native Deputy-Magistrate.

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE.—Noakhali was first formed into

a separate District in the year 1822. In 1824-25, the first year for

which records are available, the gross revenue of the District amounted

to £51,828, ros. gd., and the gross expenditure to £6979, 35. id.

In 1850-51, the gross revenue amounted to £115,408, 6s. nd., and

the expenditure to £18,321, los. 6d. ; so that in the twenty-six

years between 1824 and 1850, both the revenue and expenditure had

more than doubled. In 1870-71, the gross revenue amounted to

£96,955, 55. gd., and the expenditure to £23,096, 25. 3d.

The following balance-sheets show the detailed net revenue and

expenditure of the District for the years 1850-51 and 1870-71 :—

BALANCE-SHEET OF NoAKHALf DISTRICT FOR 1850-51.

EXPENDITURE.

Judicial Department, . .£6,338 3 5}^

Collectorate Establishment

and Expenditure, 3,823 6 2}£

Law Charges, . 233 4 954

Education, . 30 o o

Pensions and Charitable

Allowances, . 29 i 6&

Military Department, 25 i 7J<

Government Lithographic

Press, ... 013

REVENUE.

Land Revenue, £65,900 19 7

Stamps, 3.190 9 °

Profit and Loss, 1,801 '4 5

AbkM, 376 6 7

Post-Office, IOO 13 9

Salt Department, 3°. '74 10 6

Fines and Forfeitures, 21 i 3

Total, . -£107,565 15

BALANCE-SHEET OF

Total, . . £10,478 18 10

DISTRICT FOR 1870-71.

REVENUE. EXPENDITURE.

Land Revenue, . . £48,135 6 o Judicial Department, . £2,119 IO o

Sale of Khds MahAh, 19,550 o o Share of Commissioner's

Fisheries. ... 35 14 0 Pay and Establishment, 1,056
7 a

Stamps, . . . 10,067 4 o Post-Office, . . 67
7 II y^

Abkdrl, ... 633 o Pensions and Charitable

Income Tax, . . 4,085 14 o Allowances, 235 o O

Registration, . . 461 14 I Police, 5. "7 18 0

Salt Department, . 9 4 0 Jail, . '.255 12 0

Saleof Miscellaneous Articles, 15 14 0 Medical, . 73 16 0

Sale of Telegraph Stamps, o 14 o Municipality,
"9 a o

Ix>cal Funds, . . 3,298 7 3J^ Public Works, 200 o o

Miscellaneous, . . 2,061 I it Education, . 441 15 q

Charges on Remittance of

Treasure. . . 99 10 O

Works Paid from Local

Funds, . . . 3,707 6 II

Total, . . . £88,354 9 3* Total, . . . £i4.49S
5 9*
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LAND-TAX.—The land revenue of Noakhalf amounted to £53, 17 7,

IDS. in 1842-43 ; to £64,857, 6s. in 1850-51 ; and to .£55,024, 6s. in

1870-71, having thus remained almost stationary during the thirty

years preceding 1870. In 1842-43, Noikhili contained 1378 estates,

held by 2018 registered proprietors or co-parceners, paying a total

land-tax of .£53,177, ios. ; the average amount paid by each estate

being £38, us. rod., and that by each proprietor or co-parcener

,£26, js. In 1850-51, the number of estates had increased to 1530

(including 25 unassessed), and the number of registered proprietors

or co-parceners to £2985. The total amount of land revenue paid

amounted to £64,857, 6s., or an average payment of £42, 75. icd.

by each estate, or £21, 135. 3d. by each individual. By 1870-71,

the number of estates had still further increased, and amounted to

1634 ; the number of proprietors had also increased to 4330. The

total amount of land revenue was £55,024, 6s., or an average of

£33, 133. 6d. paid by each estate, or £12, 143. 2d. by each pro

prietor or co-parcener.

MAGISTERIAL, CIVIL, AND REVENUE COURTS.—In 1844, the average

number of magisterial courts sitting throughout the year was 4, and

the number of civil and revenue courts 7. In 1850, the number of

magisterial courts was 4, and the number of civil and revenue courts

8. By 1 860-6 1, the number of magisterial courts had increased to

5, and the number of civil and revenue courts to 9. In 1870-71,

there were 5 magisterial and 8 civil and revenue courts. There was

one covenanted officer in the District in 1844, and two in 1850;

there was again only one in each of the years 1860-61 and 1870-71.

RENT SUITS.—The number of cases instituted under Act X. of

1859, or under laws based on it, are as follows:—In 1861-62, the

number of original suits instituted under this law amounted to

4059; in 1862-63, to 4684; in 1866-67, to 4843; and to 5600 in

1868-69. The number of miscellaneous applications under this Act,

exclusive of the original suits in the corresponding years, amounted

to 1523, 3379, 3705, and 5062 respectively.

POLICE STATISTICS.—According to a return by the Collector, the

police force of Nodkhalf District consisted in 1840 of 192 men

and 36 officers, and in 1860 of 164 men and 37 officers. Besides

these, there were in each of these years about 1,760 chaukiddrs or

village watchmen. The cost of officering the police force in 1 840

amounted to £572, ios. ; by 1860 this cost had more than doubled,

having risen to £1,158.
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For police purposes the District of Noakhalf was, up to 1876,

divided into the eight following police circles or thdnds:—(1)

Sudharam, (2) Bamnf, (3) Amfrgaon, (4) Sandwfp, (5) Hatia, (6)

Lakshmipur, (7) Begamganj, (8) Rdmganj. Subordinate to these

thdnds are the five following police outposts :—(1) Farasganj, (2)

Raipur, (3) Siddhi, (4) Nalchira, (5) Balammara, which last is also

a Salt Pass Station. Since the 1st January 1876, the two additional

thdnds of Chhagalnaiya and Mirkasarif have been included within

the police jurisdiction of the District.

The Recular Police consisted of the following strength at the

end of 1872 :—1 European Officer, or District Superintendent, main

tained at a salary of Rs. 800 a month, or ^960 a year ; 3 subordin

ate officers on a salary of upwards of Rs. 100 a month, or ^120 a

year, and 43 officers on less than Rs. 100 a month, or .£120 a year,

maintained at a total cost of Rs. 1555 a month, or ^1866 a year,

equal to an average pay of Rs. 33/12/10 a month, or ^40,

us. 3d. a year for each subordinate officer; and 238 foot police

constables, and 2 water police constables, total 240, maintained at

a total cost of Rs. 1553 a month, or ^1863, 12s. a year, equal to

an average pay of Rs. 6/8/5 a month, or £1, 16s. 7^d. a year, for

each constable. The other expenses connected with the Regular

Police are—an average of Rs. 108/5/4 a month, or ,£130 a year, as

travelling expenses for the District Superintendent; Rs. 184/10 a

month, or ^221, 12s. a year, for pay and travelling allowances

for his office establishment ; and an average of Rs. 799/4 a month,

or ^959, 2s. a year, for contingencies and all other expenses,—

bringing up the total cost of the Regular Police of Noakhalf Dis

trict to Rs. 5000/4 a month, or ^6000, 6s. a year. The total

strength of the force is 287 men of all ranks. The area of the Dis

trict returned in the Census is 1557 square miles, and the popula

tion, as ascertained by the Census of 1872, is 713,934. According

to these figures, there is one policeman to every 5-43 square miles of

the District area, and one to every 2487 of the District population.

The annual cost of maintenance of the force is equal to Rs. 38/8/7,

or £Zi 17s- id., per square mile of area, and R. 0/1/4, or 2d., per

head of the population.

The Municipal Police is a small force which consisted at the

end of 1872 of 1 native officer and 14 men, maintained at a total

cost of Rs. no a month, or ^132 a year. This force is for the

protection of the municipal town of Sudharam, or Noakhdli, which
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contains a total population of 4752 souls; its cost is defrayed by

means of a house-rate levied upon the householders and shopkeepers

carrying on business within municipal limits. The cost of the

municipal police in 1872, as compared with the town population,

amounted to Rs. 0/4/5, or 6£id., per head.

THE VILLAGE WATCH, or rural police, numbered 1477 in 1872,

maintained either by the zaminddrs, or by service lands held rent-free,

at an estimated total cost of Rs. 52,064, or ^5206, 8s. Compared

with the area and population, there is i village watchman to every

i -05 of a square mile of the District area, or i to every 483 of the

population; maintained at an estimated cost of Rs. 33/7, or ^3,

6s. ioj^d., per square mile of area, or R. 0/1/2, or i^d., per head

of the population. Each village watchman has charge of 96 houses

on an average, and receives an average pay in money and lands of

Rs. 2/15 a month, or ^3, los. 6d. a-year. In the year 1873-74,

the strength of the village watch was raised to 2172 men. This

increase, the Commissioner states, was found necessary, as the num

ber of far-scattered homesteads in each chaukiddi's beat was too

large for efficient watch and ward to be hoped for. Under the pre

sent arrangement, each chaukiddr has from 25 to 30 homesteads,

with an average of about 330 inhabitants, within his beat.

Including, therefore, the regular police, the municipal police, and

the village watch, the machinery for protecting person and property

in Noakha'lf District consisted at the end of 1872 of a total force of

1777 officers and men, equal to i man to every -86 of a square

mile of area, or i man to every 407 souls as compared with the

population. The estimated aggregate cost of maintaining this force,

both Government and local, including the value of the rent-free

lands held by the ehaukiddrs, amounted in 1872 to Rs. 9448/14/8

a month, or a total for the year of £\ 1,338, 143. ; equal to a charge

of Rs. 72/13/2, or ^7, 55. 8d., per square mile of the District area,

or Rs.; 0/2/6, or 3^£d., per head of the District population.

CRIMINAL STATISTICS.—During the year 1872, 884 ' cognisable'

cases were reported to the police, of which 265 were ascertained to be

false, and 46 were not inquired into under section 137 Criminal Pro

cedure Code. Convictions were obtained in 163 cases, or 28-44 Per

cent, of the ' true ' cases ; the number of persons actually brought

to trial was 923, of whom 496, or 5373 per cent, were finally con

victed. In the same year the number of 'non-cognisable' cases

was 2781 ; the number of persons who actually appeared before the
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court was 1424, of whom 719, or 50-49 per cent, were convicted.

The total number, therefore, of both ' cognisable ' and ' non-cognis

able' cases in 1872 was 3665 ; and the total number of persons con

victed of an offence under either of these heads was 1215, or "17

per cent, of the District population.

Criminal Classes.—The Magistrate, in his Annual Report for the

year 1871-72, states that the character of the people on the islands

and on the mainland diners considerably—lawlessness and crimes of

violence being more frequent among the former, and crimes of fraud

among the latter. This is accounted for by the fact that the islands

are cut off for the greater part of the year, by the dangerous naviga

tion of the rivers that divide them from the mainland ; and the people

are, therefore, left a great deal to themselves. Any cases of robbery

and ddkditi which occur, are generally the work of the turbulent and

independent Muhammadans, living on the numerous chars in the

Meghna. But ddkditis by professional gangs, which were frequent

about ten years ago in Noakhalf District, are now of very rare

occurrence.

Jail Statistics.—The tabular statement on the following page

shows, for the years 1857-58, 1860-61, and 1870, the daily average

number of prisoners in the Noikhdlf jail, the total number of prison

ers admitted and discharged, the ratio of sick and of deaths to the

mean population, and the cost per prisoner :—

[Jail Statistics.
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JAIL MANUFACTURES have been carried on in Noa'kha'lf jail since

the year 1843. The prisoners are employed on gunny weaving,

gardening ; making thread, cloth, brick, and oil ; bamboo, rattan,

and reed work ; carpentry ; flour-grinding; pottery ; iron-work ;

husking paddy ; and on other minor occupations. According to

the Inspector-General's Report for 1870, the total estimated earnings

in that year of the prisoners sentenced to labour was ^448, is. i id.,

the average estimated earning per head, £2, 135. 4d. The average

number of prisoners employed on manufactures was 53, and the

total estimated profits of the year ,£40, 33. iod., or an average profit

of 153. 2d. per head of those so employed.

The sanitary condition of the NoikhdH jail is remarkably good,

and deaths are of very rare occurrence. The death-rate for the

fifteen years ending 1871 was lower than in any other jail in Bengal.

The highest rate per cent of the mean population for any one year

was 3-46 in 1864, the lowest rate was -56 in 1871 ; and the average

of the fifteen years was 2-15 per cent of the mean jail population.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS.—The table on the two following pages,

compiled from the Annual Reports of the Director of Public Instruc

tion, exhibits the educational statistics of Noakhdlf District for the

three years 1856-57, 1860-61, and 1870-71. It appears that in 1856-

57, there was in the District only one Government school, attended

by a total of 69 pupils. In 1860-61 the number of pupils had only

risen to 71, and no other Government school had been opened.

But by 1870-71 the number of Government and aided schools had

increased to 26, and these schools were attended by a total of

596 pupils in the same period. The cost to Government has not

much increased; it was ^303, 6s. id. in 1856-57, ^254, 53. sd. in

1860-61, and ^445, is. 3d. in 1870-71. On the other hand, the

amount derived from fees, subscriptions, and other private sources,

has risen from ^74, 153. in 1856-57, and ^86, 6s. gd. in 1860-61,

to ^397, 6s. gd. in 1870-71. The total expenditure on Govern

ment and aided schools was ^378, is. id. in 1856-57,^340, i2s. 2d.

in 1860-61, and ^830, 2s. 6d. in 1870-71. In attendance at the

Government and aided schools, the Muhammadans are far behind

the Hindus. Although, according to the Census of 1872, the Muham

madans form 747 per cent, of the population, still of the pupils

attending Government and aided schools in 1870-71, only 27 per

cent, were Muhammadans. During recent years, however, they

[Smlcnct continued on page 340.
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Sentence continuedfrom page 337. ]

have availed themselves to a much greater extent of the educa

tion offered to them. In the year 1873-74, 51 per cent, of the

pupils in Government and aided schools were Muhammadans ; and

in 1874-75 trie percentage of Musalmin pupils was 46.

SirG. Campbell's Educational Reforms.—Since the year 1870-

7 1, there has been a great increase in the number of schools under

Government inspection and receiving Government aid. In the year

ending March 1872, the number of such schools was 30, attended by

936 pupils ; but by the same date of the following year, the number

of schools had increased to 135, and the number of pupils to 3,824,

while the cost to Government had only risen from ^533, 4s. to

^586, 14s. The table on the opposite page, extracted from the Re

port of the Director of Public Instruction for 1872-73, exhibits the

general condition of education in Noakhalf District during that

year, where the new grant-in-aid rules had come fully into operation.

According to the statistics given by the Deputy-Inspector in his

Annual Report for 1874-75, there were then altogether 187 Govern

ment and aided schools in the District, attended by 6,629 boys

and 69 girls. Of this total of 6698 pupils, 3595 were Hindus,

3074 Muhammadans, and 29 Christians. Taking the area of the

District at 1557 square miles, and the population at 713,934 souls

(according to the Census of 1872), there was thus one Government

or aided school for every 8.33 square miles, and for every 3818

of the population. The number of unaided pdthsdlds (vernacular

schools) is very small ; but there are a large number of Muham-

madan maktabs, where the pupils learn to recite portions of the

Kuran by rote.
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CLASSIFICATIONOFSCHOOLS.

GOVERNMENTSCHOOLS—

Higher,.

MiddleVernacular,

Total,

MiddleEnglish,

MiddleVernacular,

Girls'School,
Total,

r,0f-,o-LJ/^I

\fiddleVernacular,

OLDPATHsALAs,

•NEWPArnsALAs,

ABOLISHEDSCHOOLS,

UNAIDEDSCHOOLS,,

|GrandTotal,.
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Postal Statistics.—The following tabular statement shows, for

the years 1861-62, 1865-66, and 1870-71, the number of letters

newspapers, &c, received at and despatched from the post-offices

in Nodkhalf District, and also the income and expenditure of the

Postal Department :—

Postal Statistics of NoAKHALf District.

186 -6a. 1865-66. 187071.

De

spatched.Received. Despatched. Received. Despatched. Received.

Private Letters,

Service Letters,

26, 133

9.°99

27,769

8,021

29,402

11,360

59,222

6,729

77,196

0

Total letters, . 35.79° 40,762 65.951 77,196

a

35,232 c -J

.22

3.3Newspapers,

Parcels,

Books, .

1,603 '95

423

3.904

1. 155

1,217

545

9.586

620

788

£ rt
c >'.931

70
c

Grand Total, . 38,836 36,408 45.821 67.7'3 88,190

Receipts from ")

Cash Collec- J.

tions, . . j

£ t. d. £ s. d. £ 1. d.

Receipts from \

sale of Postage \

Stamps, . . j

142 5 3M 166 ty 6

8 0

225 16 $y,

317 0 0'53 0 0 242

Total Receipts, .

Total Charges, .

295

225.

5 3'A

3 10

409

266

5 6 542 16 $yt

610 4 57 6

Administrative Divisions.—The whole administration of the

District of NodkhdH was, up to the close of the year 1875, conducted

from the Headquarters Station of Sudhiram. From 1st January 1876,

however, the District has been divided into two Subdivisions :—

The sadr or headquarters Subdivision still has its headquarters at

Sudharam, and consists of the seven following police circles (thanas) :

(1) Sudharam, (2) Bamni, (3) Sandwfp, (4) Hatia, (5) Lakshmipur,

(6) Begamganj, (7) Ramganj. According to the Census of 1872, it

contains 1,698 villages, 129,850 houses, and a population of 580,591

inhabitants.

The new Subdivision, called the Phenf Subdivision, has its

Headquarters at Faradnagar, adjoining the Trunk Road, two miles

north of the Big Phenf ghat at Bhurbhuria. This Subdivision con

sists of the three entire thdnds of Ami'rgaon, Chliagalnaiya, and Mirka
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sardi—the last two, which were previously within the Districts of Tip-

perahand Chittagong respectively, having been transferred to Nodkhdlf

from the ist January 1876. The police station of Amfrgdon, formerly

situated at Silania, has been removed to Farddnagar, the Headquar

ters of the new Subdivision, and is now called the Phenf thdnd ;

while at Silanid there remains only an outpost, known as the Silania

outpost. According to the Census Returns of 1872, the Phenf Sub

division contains 688 villages, 49,951 houses, and a total popula

tion of 369,025 inhabitants.

FISCAL DIVISIONS.—In i868,therewere30 Fiscal Divisions or par-

gands in Nodkhdlf District, reckoning the minor chars or alluvial

islands as one pargand. The following list, taken from Statistics

published by the Board of Revenue, shows the name of each par

gand, its area in acres and square miles, the number of estates com

prised in it, and the amount of Government Revenue which it pays :—

(1) AEDULI.APUR : area 386 acres, or 0.60 square miles; comprises

i estate ; pays a Government land revenue of .£43, 1 8s. Now

(1875) attached to the District of Bdkarganj.

(2) ALfNAGAR : area 3,784 acres, or 5-91 square miles ; i estate ;

land revenue .£157, i6s. Now (1875) attached to Bdkarganj.

(3) ALLAHAfiAo or NoAKnALf : area 5,230 acres, or 8-17 square

miles ; 2 estates ; land revenue .£208, 45.

(4) AMfRAsAD : area 28,460 acres, or 44-46 square miles; 9 estates;

land revenue .£732.

(5) AswAniA chaklA or SuonARAin ; area 4,664 acres, or 7-28

square miles ; 106 estates ; land revenue .£300, i6s.

(6) BABUPUR : area 24,899 acres, or 38-90 square miles; 9 estates ;

land revenue .£1,477, 145.

(7) BAIKUNTHPCR : area 10,131 acres, or 15-83 square miles; n

estates ; land revenue, .£1,253, '4s- Now (1875) attached to Bdk

arganj.

(8) BANCHHANAGAR : area 2,231 acres, or 3-48 square miles; 3

estates ; land revenue .£243, 45.

(9) BHULUA ; area 157,142 acres, or 245-53 square miles; 181

estates; land revenue ,£11,545, i6s.

(10) DAKSHIN SHAHBAZPUR : area 216,460 acres, or 338-2 1

square miles; 27 estates; land revenue .£7,520, 8s. Now (1875)

attached to Bdkarganj.

(n) DANDRA : area 25,250 acres, or 39*45 square miles; 19

estates ; land revenue .£2,083, 8s.
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(it) DiGALDf : area 8,975 acres, or 14-02 square miles ; 2 estates ;

land revenue £1394, 12s. Now (1875) attached to Bakarganj.

(13) GhosA BAgh chakld: area 1,961 acres, or 3-06 square miles ;

18 estates ; land revenue .£151, 16s.

(14) GopAlpur M(rzanagar : area 27,263 acres, or 42*59 square

miles ; 6 estates ; land revenue £2752, 2s.

(15) Jaynagar tappd : area 31,176 acres, or 4871 square miles;

2 estates ; land revenue £1015, 8s.

(16) JugdiA : area 39,876 acres, or 62-29 square miles ; 2 estates ;

land revenue ^2480, 4s.

(17) KAdbA BedrAbad: area 119,855 acres, or 187-27 square

miles; 4 estates; land revenue ^4618, 16s.

(18) KAnchanpur : area 9504 acres, or 14-85 square miles ; 93

estates ; land revenue .£636, 6s.

(19) Krishnadeopur : area 28,992 acres, or 45-30 square miles ;

1 estate ; land revenue .£81, 12s. Now (1875) attached to Bakarganj.

(20) Lakshmipur mauzd : area 14,004 acres, or 21 -88 square

miles ; 4 estates ; land revenue £1246, 18s.

(21) NAzirpur : area 244 acres, or 0.38 square miles; 1 estate ;

land revenue £33, 12s. Now (1875) attached to Bakarganj.

(22) OmrAbAu or AmrAbAd : area 79,617 acres, or 124-40 square

miles ; 964 estates ; land revenue £7912.

(23) Ramchandrapur tappd : area 4,836 acres, or 7-55 square

miles; 45 estates ; land revenue ,£482, 4s.

(24) Ratandihi KabkApur : area 2,238 acres, or 3-49 square

miles; 1 estate; land revenue .£124, 18s. Now (1875) attached to

Bakarganj.

(25) Sagaldig : area 1 1,807 acres, or 18-44 square miles ; 1 estate ;

land revenue ,£604, 10s. Now (1875) attached to Bakarganj.

(26) Sandwi'p : area 268,412 acres, or 419-39 square miles ; 86

estates ; land revenue ,£10,641.

(27) ShAistAnagar : area 35,876 acres, or 56-05 square miles ; 4

estates; land revenue £437, 16s.

(28) ShamsherAbAd mauzd: area 606 acres, or 0-94 square miles;

4 estates; land revenue £51, 14s.

(29) Uttar ShahbAzpur : area 1,614 acres, or 2-52 square miles ;

2 estates ; land revenue £269, 18s. Now (1875) attached to Bakar

ganj.

(30) Islands (Government property) : area 275,022 acres, or

429-72 square miles; 146 estates; land revenue .£9,542, 10s.
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The greater part of the estates in these pargands are permanently

settled. The longest temporary lease will expire in 1888 A.D.

The following are the totals yielded by the preceding list—num

ber of pargands, 30, with an area of 1,440,515 acres, or 2250-80

square miles; number of estates, 1755; amount of land revenue,

,£70,024, 145. Since the year 1868, to which this list refers, 10

pargands have been transferred from Nodkhdlf to the neighbouring

District of Bdkarganj. In correction of the above figures, it may be

mentioned that the Census Report of 1872 returns the area of Nodk-

hdlf, after the removal of Dakshin, Shdhbdzpur, and other transfer

ences, at 1557 square miles; but the District has been increased in

size since that date by the transfer in 1876 of two entire thdnds or

police circles, one each from the Districts of Chittagong and Tip-

perah. In 1870-71 the total number of estates on the rent-roll of

the District was 1,634 ; and the gross amount of land revenue paid

was .£55,024, 6s.

CLIMATE.—The climate of Nodkhdlf is damp, and the seasons

irregular. The rains begin about May or June, and last till about

the middle of October. The cold weather then sets in, and lasts till

the middle of February ; from which time till the setting in of the

rains the weather is warm, although there is usually a sea-breeze

from the south, which makes the heat less oppressive. The average

annual rainfall at Nodkhdlf is for the sixteen years ending 1873,

101-70 inches, of which 16-30 inches fall between the months of

January and May inclusive; 75*36 inches from June to September ;

and 10-04 inches from October to December. The following table

shows the monthly rainfall, and the number of days on which rain

fell at Nodkhdlf, during each month in 1873 :—

RAINFALL OF THE DISTRICT OF NoAKHALf FOR THE YEAR 1873.

January.1
February.1

1

j
September.1

October.
November. December.

1

-i
>, JX

n

TL rt "3
•—> |

3 < 35 i-t

f
<

Rainfall. . o'oi 4-83 8*95 9-oo 19-30 aS'39 **, ir6i 7-38 fas I '34 iiS'po

No. of days^

on which >

rain fell, .)
4 10 9 31 30 36 •i 10 3 4 139

According to a return by the Civil Surgeon, the average daily

temperature during the year is as follows—maximum, 88-916 Fahr. ;

VOL. VI. Y
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minimum, 70-833 Fahr. ; mean, 79-580 Fahr. ; highest maximum of

the year, 96° Fahr. ; lowest minimum, 5 2° Fahr.

VITAL STATISTICS.—The general mortuary returns for the Districts

of Bengal are as yet wholly unsatisfactory, and no inference can be

drawn from them as to the comparative healthiness of the several

Districts. More careful statistics have, however, recently been col

lected in certain selected town and rural areas. The town area

selected in Nodkhdli extends over three square miles, and contains

a total population of 10,063 souls ; the rural area is 24 square miles

in extent, and contains a population of 10,528. According to

the Report of the Sanitary Commissioner for 1873, the death-rate

per thousand in that year in the selected town area was 2871 ; in

the rural area, 36-47 ; and in the combined areas, 32-68 per thou

sand. As determining the actual death-rate, these figures are pro

bably not entirely trustworthy ; but they will serve for the purpose

of comparison with statistics similarly obtained in other Districts.

It appears that during the period to which the figures relate, there

were only 13 Districts in Bengal more unhealthy than Noikhalf.

The statistics of mortality among the police and among the prisoners

in jail afford, also, some means of comparing the healthiness of

Noakhdli with that of other Districts. During the four years 1870-

73, the average annual mortality among the police was 7-5 per

thousand ; among the prisoners in jail the average annual mortality

during the fifteen years ending 1871 was 2-15 per cent, of the mean

jail population. These figures, when compared with the correspond

ing statistics relating to the other Districts of Bengal, show that the

death-rate among the police is far below the average death-rate

among the whole police force, which was 1975 per thousand during

the same period ; while the death-rate among the prisoners in jail

is less than in any other Bengal District. The jail death-rate is,

however, rather a test of the sanitary condition of the jail, and of

the extent of medical supervision, than of the general healthiness of

the District.

ENDEMIC DISEASES.—The endemic diseases of the District are

fevers (remittent and intermittent), diarrhoea, dysentery, rheumatism,

and a great variety of cutaneous affections. The Civil Surgeon

states that the chief exciting cause of fever is malaria, caused by the

moisture of the soil, the numerous swamps, and dense low jungle.

The District having increased by alluvial formations in the south

and west, the Station of Noakhdlf is not thought by the people to
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be so healthy now as when it was nearer the Meghna. The low-

lying marshy character of the country, and the rank decaying vege

tation stirred up at the commencement of the rains, are causes

of disease which scarcely admit of remedy. The jungle near

Lakshmipur, and the tanks and marshes about Ramganj, make

those parts of the District particularly unhealthy. From the Sani

tary Commissioner's Report for 1873, it appears that in the selected

town area, out of a total death-rate of 2871 per thousand, 19/57 per

thousand were ascribed to fever; in the selected rural area, out

of a death-rate of 36-47 per thousand, 2 8 '97 were attributed to

this one disease.

Epidemics.—A few sporadic cases of cholera are occasionally met

with during the cold season, but the disease seldom assumes an epi

demic form. Smallpox is annually prevalent to some extent at the

beginning of the hot season. The Collector states that inoculation

is largely practised in the interior by men of the barber caste, and

the vaccinators have often to work side by side with them. As

yet the people have no confidence in vaccination. They still doubt,

and think that the protection afforded by this process is not suffi

ciently permanent, and that it is not superior to inoculation. The

orthodox Muhammadans do not allow either vaccination or inocula

tion in their families.

Cattle Disease.—The epidemic disease called by the natives

guti or cattle smallpox, causes much mortality among cattle, and

is sometimes prevalent during the greater part of the year, and

throughout the whole District. The following are some of the

symptoms, as described by the natives. The animal is first observed

to be dull ; it then refuses food, and suffers at the same time fron

heating of the skin, ears, and horns. The skin is rough to the

touch, the hair erect, and ears drooping. The following symptoms

are also observable—hurried breathing, intense thirst, absence of

rumination, the eyes watery and inflamed, coughing, discharge of

watery matter from the nostrils and mouth, swollen tongue, and

diarrhoea. About the fourth or fifth day of the disease, vesicular

eruptions appear all over the body, and the animal generally sinks

from prostration about the tenth or twelfth day. The mortality

is very great, the disease proving fatal in about seventy per cent,

of the cattle attacked. In 1874-75 the cattle diseases of guti

or bard pird), phashidrd, damkd, and khurd pird were all prevalent

in the District, and all kinds of cattle suffered, goats even in some
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cases being attacked. Out of 20,522 head of cattle attacked, only

about 3,409 recovered. The following account of the remedies used

in the several diseases is given by the Magistrate in his Annual

Report for 1874-75:—'In bard pird or small-pox, three reme

dies are used—viz., (1) juice of the dkan-\xtt and mustard oil are

rubbed into the neck and throat ; onions, plantains, and soaked

rice are given as diet, with hot-water fomentation and bathing. (2)

A mixture of alligator's flesh, honey, and night-soil. (3) Juice of

bishkdtdli and bard pdnkhd are mixed together and poured down the

throat, nose, and ears. In phashidrd, the bark of the bel-tree, bhuim-

kumrd, and banmendi, are given as medicine ; the juice of the s/ga

is applied to the neck. In damkd, salt, garlic, and leaves of the

nishindd are given as medicine ; roots of the potkd and nishindd,

pepper, and the bark of the phatikkhird or dtkhird trees are all

mixed together, and the juice is extracted from the mixture and

poured down the throat, mouth, nose, and ears. In khurd pird or

foot-disease, the animal is generally made to stand in clay or mud,

is bathed with hot water, and fed with onions.'

Indigenous Medical Drugs.—The following is a list of the

principal medical drugs found in the District:— (1) Anantamul

(Hemidesmus Indicus) ; (2) Apdng (Achyranthes aspera) ; (3)

Apardjitd (Clitorea ternatea) ; (4) Amlaki (Emblica officinalis) ;

(5) Bishmatd (aconite, Aconitum napellus and A. ferox) ; (6)

Andr (pomegranate, Punica granatum) ; (7) Amrul (Oxalis corni-

culata) ; (8) Adrakh (ginger, Zingiber officinale) ; (9) Bel (^gle mar-

melos) ; (10) Bhdnt (Clerodendron infortunatum) ; (11) Banhaldi

(Curcuma zedoaria); (12) Bichuti (Tragia involucrata) ; (13) Bhui-

kumrd (Trichosanthes tuberosa) ; (14) Bdkttl (Mimusops elengi);

(15) Bdld (Pavonia odorata); (16) Bhikapurni (Hydrocotyle Asiatica);

(17) Bhcrendd (castor-oil plant, Ricinus communis); (18) Bdbld

(Acacia Arabica) ; (19) Bdbui tuhi (Ocimum basilicum); (20) Birangd

(Embelia ribes) ; (21) Bistdrak (Tiaridum Indicum) ; (22) Chhdttain

(Alstonia scholaris); (23) Chdulmugrd (Gynocardia odorata); (24)

Jaipdl (croton-oil plant, Croton tiglium) ; (25) Chita or Ml chitra

(Plumbago rosea) ; (26) Champak or chdnpd (Michelia champaca) ;

(27) Chhdgalddi (Sphaeranthus mollis); (28) Chdul (Oryza sativa) ;

(29) Dhuturd sddd (Datura alba) ; (30) Dhaniyd (Coriandrum

sativum); (31) Debddru (Pinus deodara) ; (32) Dddmdrdan (Cassia

alata) ; (33) Ghuncld (Abrus precatorius) ; (34) Gab (Diospyros

embryopteris) ; (35) Ghritakumdri (Aloe perfoliata) ; (36) Gandha
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bhdddli (Paederia fcetida); (37) Hinchd (Enhydra hingcha); (38)

Haritaki (Terminalia chebula); (39) Sdjind (Horse-radish, Hyper-

anthera moringa); (40) Hdlim (Lepidium sativum); (41) Haldi

(turmeric, Curcuma longa) ; (42) Jayanti or jail (^Eschynomene

^Egyptiaca) ; (43) Jabd (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis) ; (44) Jhatnpi (Abu-

tilon Asiaticum); (45) Kuchild (Strychnos nux-vomica) ; (46) Kdld-

dhuturd (Datura fastuosa) ; (47) Kdld jdm (Eugenia jambolana) ;

(48) Kath bel (Feronia elephantum); (49) Kanalla (Gynandropsis

pentaphylla); (50) Kdld kdlkdsandd (Cassia sophera); (51) Kadamba

(Nauclea cadamba); (52) Khetpdprd (Oldenlandia biflora); (53)

Kalajird (Nigella sativa) ; (54) Kurchi (Wrightia antidysenterica) ;

($s)'Lankd or gdchh marich (chilli, Capsicum annuum); (56) Mdddr

(Calotropis gigantea); (57) Muthd (Cyperus rotundus); (58) Mendhi

(Indian myrtle, Lawsonia alba); (59) Mustard (Sinapis alba) ; (60)

Maturd (Callicarpa incana); (61) Masind (Linum usitatissimum) ;

(62) Methi (Trigonella fcenum grascum); (63) Nim (Azadirachta

Indica) ; (64) Nageswar (Mesua ferrea) ; (65) Nishinda (Vitex ne-

gundo); (66) Ndgphani (Opuntia Dillenii); (67) Ndgarmuthd (Cy

perus pertenuis); (68) Palds (Butea frondosa); (69) Pdtinebu (Citrus

limonum); (70) Bdgh bherendd (Jatropha curcas) ; (71) Punar-nabd

(Boerhaavia procumbens); (72) Pdlitd-mdnddr (Erythrina Indica);

(73) Pdn (Piper betle); (74) Pipul (Piper longum); (75) Pudind

(Mentha sativa) ; (76) Pdniphal (Trapa bispinosa); (77) Raktakamal

(Nymphaea rubra); (78) Sidlkdntd (Argemone Mexicana) ; (79) Sij

(Euphorbia nereifolia); (80) Sriphal (/Egle marmelos); (81) Sondli

or amaltds (Cassia fistula) ; (82) Syamlatd (Ichnocarpus frutescens) ;

(83) Sankhi (Achyranthes aspera) ; (84) Simul (Bombax Malabari-

cum); (85) Sephdlikd (Nyctanthes arbor-tristis) ; (86) Sundhi (Nym

phaea stellata) ; (87) Supdri (Areca catechu); (88) Swet kharabi

(Nerium odorum) ; (89) Sasd (Cucumis sativus) ; (90) Sdluk (root

of Nymphasa lotus); (91) Tetul (Tamarindus Indica); (92) Tulsi

(Ocimum sanctum) ; (93) Tdmdku (tobacco, Nicotiana tabacum) ;

(94) Til (Sesamum orientale) ; (95) Tagar (Valeriana Wallichii).

Native Doctors. — There are very few native practitioners in

Noikhdli. They principally live and practise in the villages dis

tant from Sudhardm, the headquarters of the District. Stimulants

form their principal mode of treatment. They administer their

medicines in the shape of decoctions, powders, pills, oils, and con

fections, which are made of both vegetable and mineral substances.

Medical Charities.—There is only one dispensary in the Dis
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trict, at Sudhaidm, the Headquarters Station. The Dispensary and

the Hospital were established in 1860, and occupy a single building.

There is at present no separate house for accommodating patients

suffering from infectious diseases, nor is there an isolation ward for

important surgical and other cases. The Dispensary is chiefly main

tained by the Bhulud Rajahs estate and by the municipality. The

former contributes £$ per month, and the latter £i, los. The total

monthly income from subscriptions amounts (1875) to ^10, 125.,

and this is sufficient to meet all the current charges. During the

five years ending December 31, 1874, the average annual number

of out-door patients was 3028, and the average annual number of in

door patients 117. The number of out-door patients has increased

from 2267 in 1870 to 4277 in 1874. The daily average number of sick

attending the Dispensary in 1870 was 21-53 ; in 1874 it was 29-45.

During the year 1871 the total income of the Dispensary was ^192,

193. i^d. : its cost to Government was, in cash, ^84; on account

of European medicines, £11, 135. 8^d.—total, ^£95, 135. 8^d. ;

its income from subscriptions, ^94, 6s. ; and its expenditure, ex

cluding European medicines supplied by Government free of charge,

^162, 133. i id. During the same year (1871) the total number of

in-door patients treated amounted to 97 ; of whom 81 were relieved

or recovered, and 4 died ; the percentage of deaths to total treated

was 4" 1 2, and the daily average number of sick was 4-64. The total

number of out-door patients was 2512; and the average daily at

tendance, 17.45. The number of capital and minor operations per

formed was 3 each.
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OF THE

DISTRICT OF TIPPERAH.

THE District of Tipperah (a corruption of Tripura) is situated

between 23° o' and 24° 16' north latitude, and between 900 36'

and 91° 39' east longitude. It contained, at the time of the Census of

1872, an area of 2655 square miles, and a total population of 1,533,931

souls. Since the date of the Census, seventy-eight villages have

been transferred from the jurisdiction of the Collector of Tipperah

1 The principal materials from which this Statistical Account has been com

piled are :—(1.) Five series of special returns furnished by the Collector in 1 870

and 1871. (2.) A special medical return by the Civil Surgeon, dated 1 6th January

1870. (3.) Report on the Land Tenures of Tipperah, dated 30th April 1875,

by the Collector Mr. N. S. Alexander, C.S. (4.) Report on the Census of

Bengal, 1872, and the District Census Compilation. (5.) Report on the District

of Tipperah, by Mr. J. F. Browne, C.S. (1866.) (6.) Geographical and

Statistical Report on the District of Tipperah, by Mr. R. B. Smart,

Revenue Surveyor (1866). (7.) 'The Hill Tracts of Chittagong and the

Dwellers therein,' by Captain T. H. Lewin (Calcutta, 1869). (8.) A Memo

randum on the North- East Frontier of Bengal, by Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, C.S.

(9.) A Statement by the Surveyor-General of India, giving the latitudes and

longitudes of the principal towns and villages in the District. (10.) The

Income-tax Reports for 1870-71 and 1871-72. (II.) The Annual Reports

of the Inspector-General of Police, the Inspector-General of Jails, the Director.

General of Telegraphs in India, and the Director of Public Instruction. (12.)
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to that of Nodkhdlf by a Government notification dated the 3ist

May 1875; anc^ twenty-two villages have been transferred from

Nodkhdli to Tipperah. The villages removed from Tipperah com

prise altogether an area of 43 square miles 38 acres, with a popula

tion of 16,789 souls; while the villages added to Tipperah District

cover an area of 12 square miles 587 acres, and contain a population

of 5086 souls. The District of Tipperah, therefore, contains at present

(October 1875), a total area of 2624 square miles 549 acres, and a

population of 1,522,228 souls. This statement is not perfectly

accurate, as it does not include one estate in the village of Ichhdpur

which has been transferred to Tipperah from Maimansinh. The

error is, however, almost inappreciable.1 The chief town and admini

strative headquarters of the District is Comillah (Kumilli), situated

on the river Gumtf, in 23° 28' N. latitude, and 91° 14' E. longitude.

BOUNDARIES.—Tipperah is bounded on the north by the Bengal

District of Maimansinh and the Assam District of Sylhet; on the south

by the District of Nodkhdli ; on the west by the river Meghnd, which

separates it from the Districts of Maimansinh, Dacca, and 1 '• • Lirganj ;

and on the east by the State of Hill Tipperah. The line of contact

between Tipperah District and the State of Hill Tipperah, besides

being the District boundary, is also the Imperial Frontier-line of

British India. It was defined in 1854 by Messrs Leycester and

Campbell, the former acting as arbitrator on the part of Govern

ment, and the latter on the part of the Rdjd of Hill Tipperah.

JURISDICTION.—The jurisdiction of the Civil and Sessions Judge

of Tipperah extends over the adjoining District of Nodkhdlf, which,

until the year 1822, formed one District with Tipperah. The limits

of the magisterial and revenue jurisdictions differ considerably. The

Collector reported in 1870 that 'the magisterial jurisdiction over

pargand Kddbd rests with Tipperah, while the revenue of the pargand

is paid into the Nodkhdlf treasury ; and again, the revenue of a

portion ofpargand Jaydnshdhf is paid to the Maimansinh Collector,

while the magisterial, civil, and revenue cases are decided in this

District. Similarly, the revenue of tappds Sindhd, Darjibdju, and

Kurikhdi, in pargand Barddkhdt, is paid at Comillah (Kumilld),

while the tappds are within the magisterial and civil jurisdiction of

1 On the 1st January 1876, the police circle (thdnA) of Chhagalnaiya was

transferred from the District of Tipperah to Noakhali. The statistics given in

this Account were, however, all collected before the transference was made, and

except where it is otherwise stated, they relate to the District before the removal

of tkdnd Chhagnlnaiya.
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Maimansinh. The revenue of a portion ofpargana Rokanpur is paid

into the Dacca Collectorate, but the magisterial and civil jurisdictions

over that portion remain with this District. The revenue of tappd

Khalildbdd, infargand Pditkaid, is paid into this treasury, while its

civil and criminal cases are decided at Dacca. Pargand Sydmpur

is wholly under the revenue jurisdiction of this District, while a

portion of it is subject to the civil and magisterial jurisdiction of

Dacca. Besides the above, there are about forty or fifty small

villages and chars, the revenue jurisdiction over which lies with

this District, while the magisterial and civil jurisdictions are either

at Dacca, Maimansinh, or Nodkhdli.' It must be remembered, how

ever, that the term 'revenue jurisdiction' refers only to the collec

tion of the Government revenue from the land ; and that for all

other fiscal purposes, such as excise and income-tax, the limits of

the revenue and magisterial area are uniformly coincident. The

principal reason assigned for the want of uniformity between the

magisterial, civil, and revenue jurisdictions is that, previous to the

Decennial Settlement, powerful landholders were in the habit of

taking forcible possession of the estates of their weaker neighbours,

and were not careful where the land was situated, so long as they

could seize on the rent. When the boundaries and jurisdiction of

Tipperah and the adjoining Districts were defined, many detached

portions of estates were found to lie within a different District from

that to which the parent estate belonged. Under Act VI. of 1853,

it was provided that the revenue of these outlying portions should

be paid to the Treasury of the District of the parent estate ; while

all criminal and civil questions were still to be heard in the District

in which the minor portions were actually situated. Up to July i£th

1875, the District of Tipperah was included within the jurisdiction

of the Commissioner of Chittagong, but on that date it was trans

ferred to the Dacca Division.

HISTORY.—The Rajas of Tripura (or Tipperah) form one of the

few families of the Lower Provinces whose annals have been

rendered available to European scholars. The information which

they yield will be embodied in the Account of Hill Tipperah (post,

463-467), the territory still under the Raja's semi-independent con

trol. The present Account deals only with the British District.

The name Tripurd was probably given to the country in honour of

the temple at Uddipur, of which remains still exist. This temple

now ranks as the second Ttrt/ta, or sacred shrine, in this part of

Bengal ; it was dedicated either to Tripuradana, 'the sun -god,' or
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to Tripureswarf, the mistress of the three worlds. Mr. Browne

thinks that there can be no doubt that the District, which at one

time was limited to the country situated in the neighbourhood of

the Udlipur Temple, took its name from the goddess. The appel

lation was given by the Aryan-speaking immigrants, or by the

adjacent Aryan settlers of Lower Bengal. The Tipperah tribes,

says Captain Lewin, ' recognise no generic term by which their race

may be designated. If you ask a man of what race he is, he will

tell you the name of his clan, Puran, Osuie, or whatever it may be ;

but if he is speaking Bengali, he will use the generic term Tipperah.'

Historians, writing from Muhammadan sources, have identified the

District with Jajnagar or Jhajnagar. The Jajnagar of Eastern

Bengal should be carefully distinguished from Jajpur in Orissa ; but

its identification with Tipperah rests on a doubtful basis ; and the

local authorities state that the name was never known to the people

of the District themselves, or, at any rate, is not remembered by them.

Jajnagar might, however, readily enough be applied to a country

containing a famous place of pilgrimage, and is a common name

for these shrines (tirthas), from the Sanskrit root yaj, to worship,

which lengthens out into ydj in a number of words connected with

sacrificing. Jajnagar, the City of Worship or Sacrifice, might be

applied to the sacred place in Tipperah, for the same reason as a

corresponding spot in Orissa bears the name of Jajpur. If it ever

bore the Musalman name of Jahajpur, it derived the appellation

from the circumstance that ' the revenue of this part of India was at

one time monopolised by the Mughul Admiralty Department,' as

explained by Mr. J. F. Browne, C.S., in his report on the District.

'One estate bears the name of the naiv&ra, or "Fleet Estate,-" and

the two largest portions of pargand Sardil are still known by the

peasantry as the estates of the fourteen and the eight ships, a de

nomination which indicates the ancient form of the revenue paid by

them to the State. It was with the aid of fleets collected in this

part of the country, that Shaista Khan, nephew of the Empress

Nur Jahan, conquered Chittagong, which, in commemoration of the

success of the Musalmdn arms, was at that time called Islamabad.'

When, in 1765, the District of Tipperah came under the con

trol of the East India Company, more than one-fifth of the pre

sent area was under the immediate rule of the Raji of Hill

Tipperah, who merely paid a tribute of ivory and elephants. In

earlier times, it is certain that the Ra"jds of Hill Tipperah gained

conquests and possessions which carried the bounds of their kingdom
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beyond the present limits of Tipperah District. It is, however,

almost impossible to ascertain with accuracy any details of the

early history of the British portion, as the people have no written

records ; while the Rdjmdld or " Chronicles of Tipperah " in Ben

gali, and the references in Muhammadan writings, relate almost

exclusively to the State of Hill Tipperah, and but very slightly

to the country which now forms the Regulation District. This, at

least, is clear, that as early as the thirteenth century Tipperah had

reached some degree of material prosperity, for when Muhammad

Taghral invaded the country in the year 1279 A.D., he was able to

carry off a large amount of booty, in addition to 160 elephants.

Again, in about the year 1345 A.D., Ilias Khwaja invaded Tipperah

and plundered it ; but despite these and other invasions, the king

dom of Tipperah remained independent up to the time of Shujd-

ud-dm Khdn, who reduced it to subjection about the year 1733

A.D.1 The Muhammadans, however, did not occupy the whole

of the kingdom, but appear to have contented themselves with

the lowlands, which alone came on the rent-roll of Bengal,

and lay within the jurisdiction of the Nawdb, while the hilly

tracts to the east remained in the possession of the Tipperah

Rdjd. The chief object that attracted the Mughuls to Tipperah

appears to have been the abundant supply of elephants yielded

by the country. The tribute imposed on the Raja was paid in

elephants, and even the rent of a village (Sondrgdon) in Dacca

District held by the Tipperah Rdjds ' was paid in so many kinds

of elephants as were agreed upon; just as the tribute and taxes

of Sardil in the north of the District of Tipperah used to be paid

into the Nawdb's treasury at Dacca in the form of a stipulated

number of boats."

From the date of the subjection of Hill Tipperah until 1765

A.D., when the East India Company assumed the Dlwdni, no altera

tion in the government took place. An account of the administra

tive history of the District under British rule is given on page 427

of this Statistical Account.

In the year 1860 a very serious raid was committed by Kukfs

(Kookies) or Lushdis on the District of Tipperah. 'On the 3ist

January, before any intimation of their purpose could reach us, the

Kukfs, after sweeping down the course of the Phenf, burst into the

1 The date of the subjugation of Hill Tipperah is given by different authorities

as 1728 A.D., 1733 A.D., and 1739 A.D.

' Calcutta Review, XXXV., September to December 1860.
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plains of Tipperah at Chhagalndiyd, burnt and plundered fifteen

villages, murdered a hundred and eighty-five British subjects, and

carried off about a hundred captives. Troops and police were at

once hurried to the spot, but the Kuki's had only remained a day or

two on the plains, retreating to the hills and jungles by the way they

came.'1 The hill-men who had perpetrated this attack on Tipperah

District were reported from the first to be the followers of Rattan

Puiyd, whose clan was known to live far up between the sources of

the Phenf and the Karnaphulf. ' In January 1861, a large body of

military police under Captain Raban marched against Rattan Puiyd's

village. No sooner had they appeared in sight, than the Kukis

themselves set fire to the place and fled to the jungles. A good

deal of damage was done to the Kukfs in various ways; but

beyond proving to the savages that their fortresses were not inac

cessible, it cannot be said that much else was effected.' Since the

raid of 1860 no attack has been made by the Kukfs on the District

of Tipperah.

PHYSICAL ASPECT OF THE COUNTRY.—British Tipperah presents

a continuous flat and open surface, with the exception of the isolated

Ldlmai range. The District is laid out for the most part in well-

cultivated fields, intersected in all directions by rivers and khdls,

which are partially affected by the tides. All communication

and transport are effected by means of boats> except during

the few months of the hot weather, when the village footpaths

can be made use of. The country near the boundary of Hill Tip

perah becomes more undulating. Its principal features are con

tinuous low hills, which 'present the appearance of a table-land, with

an average height of forty feet above the plains, and are covered

with forest, in a state of nature ; and wherever cultivated, which

is only in the valleys between the ridges, good crops of rice are pro

duced. From the yearly flow of water from the high lands into the

marshes between the hills, a good supply is procurable at all seasons

for irrigation.'8 Near the large rivers towards the west, the lands

are under water during the rainy season. The native villages are

usually built amid plantations of mangoes, plantains, bamboos,

dates, or betel-nut and cocoa-nut palms.

The surface soil in the lowlands is uniformly light and sandy ;

1 A Memorandum on the North-East Frontier of Bengal, by Mr. Alexander

Mackenzie.

" Geographical and Statistical Report on the District of Tipperah, by Mr. R.

B. Smart.
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but in the higher parts, a deep alluvial soil alternates with bands

of clay and sand.

Hills.—No mountains are situated within the District. The only

hills are the Lilmdi range, about five miles west of the civil station

of Comillah (Kumilla}. These hills, which nowhere exceed 100 feet in

height, extend north and south for a distance of 10 miles, and are

21 miles in circumference. They are formed of decomposed gneiss,

and are densely wooded. The average elevation of the range is 40

feet above the plains, and 90 feet above the level of the sea. Cotton

is the principal production of the Lalmai hills ; but when the surface

soil has been washed down into the villages, the plough is used and

excellent crops of rice are obtained. The Collector reports that, if

the jungle were cleared away, the hills could easily be ascended by

wheeled-carriages in all directions. On the summit of the Maynamatf

hill, situated north of the Lalmai range, the Raja of the neighbouring

state of Hill Tipperah has built a small house for the use of the

European residents of Comillah (Kumilla). This hill, about roo

feet high, has the greatest elevation in the range, and its summit

forms the most picturesque spot in the District. Another pretty

spot is where the road between Comillah (Kumilla) and Kali Bazar

passes through the range. The right of property in the Lalmai hills

was some time ago claimed by the Raja of Tipperah ; but, with

the exception of the site of the house at Maynamatf, his claim was

disallowed by Government. Subsequently, however, the hills were

sold to the Raja for ^2100.

'In 1875,' savs tne Statistical Reporter (August 1876), 'when the

new cart-road from Comillah to Kali Bazar was commenced, a small

fort was discovered on the highest point of the range, near the

centre of the hills. On clearing the dense jungle in which it was

buried, the fort was disclosed, built of brick, rectangular in shape,

and about 200 yards square. In the middle a large mound is

observable ; but the whole place is so far sunk in the soil, that it is

difficult to form any conjecture as to the style of architecture. It is

perhaps of Muhammadan construction. There are legends of a great

battle in this neighbourhood between the invading Muhammadan

force and the Tipperahs and other hillmen—a battle which was

most likely fought during the first great invasion by the Muhamma-

dans in the thirteenth century. Not far from this fort were found

some Hindu statues very handsomely carved. In type, they are

distinctly aboriginal, and not orthodox Hindu, the pig being intro

duced in the bas-relief; the snake also figures in the groups. The
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whole range shows traces of occupation in former times by Hindus—

most probably by the Tipperah royal family, the range being called

after the princess Lalmai, of the royal house of Tipperah. On

several of the peaks are to be seen small fanes covered with

jungle, the pinnacles of which are only just visible above the tree-

tops.'

RIVER SYSTEM.—The Meghnd, which runs along the entire

western boundary, is the only river navigable throughout the year

by trading boats of 100 maunds, or say four tons burden; but the

Gumti, Dakatia, and Titas are navigable by craft of that size for a

considerable portion of their course.

THE MEGHNA.—' Opposite to Chdndpur, the Meghnd receives the

waters of the Ganges and Brahmaputra ; and by the union of these

three immense rivers the channel is considerably enlarged, and

becomes studded with islands and sandbanks. It continues its

course southward, and empties itself into the Bay of Bengal The

navigation of this river is attended with various difficulties ; by night

it is altogether unsafe. Boats are often destroyed by floating timber ;

snags, or trees fastened by their branches to the bottom of the

river, whose tops rise to a few inches below the surface, are still

more dangerous. The river in its upper part is narrow. In the

time of Major Rennel, the confluence of the Meghnd and Brdhma-

putra was 60 miles farther north than at present, near the village of

Bhairab Bdzdr.' l Alluvion and diluvion, with changes in the course

of the river, constantly take place. A particular phenomenon

connected with the Meghnd calls for special notice. Loud reports

resembling the discharge of cannon are frequently heard from the

neighbourhood of the river, and have never yet been satisfactorily

accounted for. Although these sounds may be due to the falling in

of the banks, yet this cause seems scarcely adequate to the effect

produced. Small alluvial islands (chars) are constantly springing

up in the Meghnd. The river is affected by the tide to the extreme

north of the District, and has a bore at certain seasons. It is not

fordable during any season of the year.

THE GuMxf.—Next to the Meghna the most important river in

the district is the Gumtf, which rises in the Tipperah Hills, and divides

the district of Tipperah into two nearly equal portions. It enters

the District about eight miles east of Comillah (Kumilla), and after

flowing generally in a westerly course, falls into the Meghnd at

1 Report on the District of Tipperah, by Mr. R. B. Smart, p. 5.
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Daiidkandi. During the rains, the stream is deep and rapid ; but in

the cold and dry seasons it is fordable at many places. The only

towns of importance on its banks are Comillah (Kumilla), Jdfarganj,

and Panchpukhuria ; and its only tributaries are insignificant streams.

The entire course of the Gumtf, including its windings, is 66 miles ;

but from the point where it enters the District to where it joins

the Meghnd, its course is only 36 miles.

The DAkAtiA enters the district from Hill Tipperah, near

Shuagaji, and flows through the southern part of the District, being

fed by numerous hill-streams; its length is about 150 miles. After

taking a westerly course past Ldkshdm, Chitosi, and Hdjfganj, it

sweeps suddenly round to the southward 6J miles east of Chandpur,

and empties itself into the Meghnd a little above the village of

Rdipur, in the district of Nodkhdlf.

The TitAs.—The only other large river is the Titds, which waters

the northern part of the District, and debouches into the Meghnd at

char Ldlpur, after a course of 92 miles. The chief town situated on

its course is Brdhmanbdrid, the headquarters of the Subdivision of

the same name.

The following rivers are of less importance, but they are all

navigable by boats of 100 maunds during at least six months of the

year:—(1.) The Muhurf, which passes through Tipperah District

near the Chittagong frontier, for about 3 miles ; its direction is from

east to south-west (2.) The Bijdigang, which comes from the Tip

perah Hills, and after a north-westerly course of 25 miles falls into

the Titds. (3.) The Borigang also comes from the Tipperah Hills,

and falls into the Gumti and Bijai rivers ; its length is 45 miles.

The banks of nearly all the rivers in the District are low and abrupt,

and the beds sandy. Most of the tributaries of the Meghnd are

(like the main stream) subject to the influence of the tide. The

Meghnd, in parts of its course, expands into sheets of water, resem

bling inland seas. The whole surface of the District is intersected

by khdls, or natural water-courses, of which the most important

rise in Hill Tipperah.

Ferries.—There are only eight ferries in Tipperah District, and

as a source of revenue they are unimportant. Three of them, at

Comillah (Kumilld), Companyganj, and Nurpur, are on the Gumtl ;

there are also three on the Muhurf, at Shubhdpur, Pashurdm, and

Kharchunf. At Ujdnishahr, there is a ferry across the Titds ; and

at Nayanpur one across the Bijai. The following table shows the
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amounts for which the public ferries were leased in the years

1870-71 and 1874-75 :—

RENTAL.

1870-71. 1874-75-

I. Comillah (Kumilla), £39 0 0 ;£53 8 o

2. Kurpur, . 2 O O 5 14 o

3. Companyganj, 41 o o 44 o o

4. Daulatganj,

5. Shubhapur, with five subordinate

2 O 0 Abolished.

ferries, 29 10 o 38 12 o

6. Pashuram, 9OO 500

7. Kharchuni, I O 0 220

8. Ujanishahr, 18 o o

9. Nayanpur, ... 480

Total, £123 10 o £17' 4 o

EMBANKMENTS.—The only river embankment in the District of

Tipperah is the one that confines the Gumtf. The bed of this river is

not deep enough to contain the body of water which every year pours

down from the hills; and for the protection of Comillah (Kumilla) and

the neighbourhood, an embankment has been constructed for several

miles along each bank of the river. This embankment appears to

have been formerly in the hands of Government ; and when it was

made over in 1845 to the landholders through whose estates it runs,

a special clause was entered in their agreements with Government,

that they would hold themselves responsible for the maintenance oJ

the structure, and for any loss which might result from their neglect.

Even in years when the rain-fall is not exceptional, the river rise?

till the surface of the water is as much as five feet above the leve

of the surrounding country ; and when the rainfall has been mon.

than usually heavy, the embankment has on several occasions been

unable to resist the pressure, and inundations causing much damage

have ensued. At the time when this embankment was made over

to the zam'niddrs, both the Commissioner and the Collector appear

to have been of opinion that the structure had proved injurious to the

neighbouring estates; as the sudden breaches in it caused inundations

of a more disastrous character than if the water had been allowed to

spread gradually. The last two occasions on which inundations

occurred were in the years 1868 and 1875. In June 1868 a portion

of the embankment, about two miles west of the Station, gave way, and
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caused a great stream of water to flow in a southern direction towards

the Ddkdtid river. About fifteen square miles were submerged,

and a large proportion of the dus rice-crop destroyed ; but there was

no loss of life. The heavy and continued rainfall at the end of July

and the beginning of August 1875, caused the river to rise within

the embankment to a height of at least eight feet above the level

of the surrounding country, and for several days the Station was in

imminent danger. The embankment, however, gave way at a point

about four miles above the Station, and the pressure lower down

was thereby removed. It is estimated that about a hundred square

miles of land were submerged by this inundation, and great damage

was caused to the crops. No loss of life, however, is known to

have taken place.

CANALS.—The whole District is intersected by large khdli or

water-courses ; and many of these would, if slightly deepened, be

admirably suited for purposes of navigation. If this were done, it

would be no longer necessary for boats to follow the tortuous course

of the rivers. For example, the Chandpur khdl, joining Skikar-hat

on the Ddkatid river to Chdndpur on the Meghna, substitutes a

short cut of three miles for a three days' journey ; this khdl was

excavated in the year 1872, at a cost of £400. The Gokarna

Canal, in the north of the Brahmanbaria Subdivision, is the means of

avoiding a long winding on the Titas river; it was deepened in 1875

at a cost of ^806. There are 104 separately-named small water

courses in the District, with an aggregate length of about 300 miles.

Mr. Browne, in his Report on the District of Tipperah, says that

' when the water-courses begin to run dry in the cold season, the

inhabitants often dam them up at certain points for a few days ;

when the water has accumulated in sufficient quantities the obstruc

tion is removed, and the result is that goods can be thus conveyed

to market by boat instead of by land carriage.'

LAKES, MARSHES.—There are no lakes in Tipperah District ;

but the marshes (bils) are numerous, and cover an aggregate area of

92 square miles. The following, according to the statistics of the

Board of Revenue, are the most extensive marshes in the District:—

(i.) Atkopa Ml in pargand Sardil, area about i square mile. (2.)

Alta Ml m pargand Sarail, area 1-2 square miles- (3.) Bahjuni bil in

targand Sarail, area 1-4 square miles. (4.) Bara bil in pargand

Barddkhdt, area 2-4 square miles. (5.) Bandghar Ml in pargand Bar-

dakhat, area nearly i square mile. (6.) Baralle bil in pargand Sardil,

area 5-9 square miles. (7.) Chantdr Kl in pargand Sardil, area 2-4
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square miles. (8.) Kajla Ml in pargand Sarail, area 2-1 square

miles. (9.) Kakai Kim pargand Sarail, area nearly i square mile.

(10.) Khola bU in pargand Sarail, area nearly i square mile,

(i i.) Mondahari b'd in pargand Nurnagar, area nearly i square mile.

The number of deaths by drowning reported by the police in the

year 1870 was 282 ; and of these 40 were men, 32 were women,

and 210 were children. The average annual number of deaths by

drowning during the past five years (1870-1874 inclusive) has been

308, of which 41 were men, 32 women, and 235 children.

COMMUNITIES ENGAGED IN RIVER TRAFFIC.—Several towns in

the District have a large population engaged in river traffic. The

following are the most important :—Chandpur on the Meghna ;

Comillah, JAfarganj, Panchpukhuria, and Lalpur, on the Gumtf;

Chitosi, Rdipur, Hajfganj, on the Dakatii ; and Gauripura and

Brahmanbaria on the Titas. The principal traffic on the rivers is in

rice; and the Commissioner of Chittagong estimated, in his Annual

Report for 1872-73, that not less than one-third of the total

crop is exported. In his Report for 1874-75, the Commissioner

estimates the total rice-crop of the District at 17,250,000 maunds

(634,191 tons); of which, after deducting the amount required for

local consumption and for seed, he thinks that as much as 7,183,914

mau»ds, or 42 per cent, is the surplus available for exportation.

Jute, safflower, betel-nut, dried fish, and hides are also exported by

river in large quantities. The Collector reported in 1870 that there

are no rivers or streams in the District which could be applied as

a motive power for machinery.

IRRIGATION is not generally practised in Tipperah, nor is it

necessary, since all the low-lying lands are annually inundated by

the overflow of the rivers. In cases where irrigation is needed,

water is obtained from the tanks and kftdls scattered over the Dis

trict. Where the land is high, the water is raised by means of a

hollow tree in the form of a canoe (called a jdnf), which moves

upon a fulcrum placed near its centre. A long bamboo weighted

at one end forms the lever, and raises the jdnt when full of water.

On the eastern boundary of the District under the Tipperah Hills,

the cultivators dam up the streams till a sufficient supply of water

is collected, which they then allow to flow over their fields.

FISHERIES.—The inhabitants along the banks of the Meghna and

other large rivers all live more or less by fishing ; but no exclu

sively fishing community appears to exist in the District, and the

fisheries are conducted in a very rude manner. ' The demand for
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fish being considerable, various modes of catching fish are practised.

When the lands are inundated during the rainy months, fish is very

scarce, and the poor resort to the ditches and swamps. The simplest

method is to raise small banks to confine the water, which is then

thrown out and the fish left high and dry. The bdnd is extensively

used in small streams, and when the water is shallow large quantities

are caught in this manner, but the fish are small. The basket trap

is also much used by the poor who catch fish for their own con

sumption. The large bhesdl net, which is managed from a boat, is

used at all seasons of the year, even during the height of the rains

when the rivers are flooded, and the larges fish are caught. This net

is of a triangular form, and is raised and lowered by a lever. The

largest net used is called the othAr, the diameter of which is some

times sixty feet. The boat is taken to the middle of the stream and

the net dropped ; when it sinks to the bottom, the boat is allowed to

drift until the sides of the net are dragged close to each other, when

the net is drawn to the shore. The fisheries are leased out by the

zaminddrs, and each fisherman earns on an average about Rs_5

(ros.) a month.'1 The District Superintendent of Police reported, in

December 1874, that there are nineteen fisheries in the District,

on which dues are levied by the zaminddrs or by the lease-holders.

Of these fisheries, the most important, as well as the larger number,

are on the Meghna, Titas, and Dakaria. Besides paying fixed

dues, the fishermen are frequently compelled to supply the zaminddrs

and their servants with fish, without charge. Only two fisheries are

let by Government on lease ; the total amount of rent realised from

them being* ^20, 125.

Dried fish is prepared in great quantities in the north of the Dis

trict, amid the marshes at the junction of Tipperah District with

Sylhet, and exported to Chittagong and Dacca.

The following are the names of the principal river and tank fish

found in the District:—River fish (i.) Msd, (2.) pangds, (3.) <ihain,(t.)

seldsh, (5.) bdchd, (6.) ghdruyd, (7.) kenchki, (8.) ghurdi, (9.) bdgdtr,

(10) sdnkas. River and tank fish, (i.) rut, (2.) kdtld, (3.) ghaniyd,

(4.)dir, (5.) bodl, (6.) pdptid, (7.) k&lbaus, (8.) tengrd, (9.) bajri, (10.)

chdfild, (u.) dydld, (12.) chdndd, (13) punthi, (14.) molandi, (15.)

saul, (16.) kai, (17 .) ga/dr, (18.) tdki, (19.) khalsd, (20.) bdim (eel),

(21.) betrangi, (22.) kdkiyd,(2$.) ichhd, (24.) kdtdriyd, (25.) ddrkind,

(26.) mdgur, (27.) singi, (28.) ftukld, (29.) chokpuni, (30.) belt or

bdild.

1 Report on the District of Tipperah, by Mr. R. B. Smart, p. 7.
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Marsh Products and Marsh Cultivation.—Several of the

marshes (bils) in the District of Tipperah are utilised as pasture

grounds. The Collector reported in 1870 that there is little pos

sibility of draining them, in consequence of a want of fall for the

water. Moreover, it is open to question whether the reclamation of

these tracts would be advisable ; as, if they were put under cultiva

tion, considerable difficulty would be felt in finding pasture for the

cattle and buffaloes. The sitalpdti (Phrynium dichotomum) grows

luxuriantly in the marshes, and the sold (yEschynomene paludosa)

grows spontaneously and in large quantities in swampy lands. Many

of the islands and sandbanks in the Meghna produce abundance

of reeds, which are used for thatching and for constructing light

fences.

Long-stemmed Rice is extensively grown in the District, particu

larly in the swamps and marshes of pargand Sarail. It can be

grown in a great depth of water, and the stem keeps itself above the

surface by growing as the water rises. A European gentleman, a

landholder of long standing in the District, informed the Collector

that on one occasion he measured a stem of rice 28 feet long. The

principal varieties of long-stemmed rice are known by the names of

baisdkhir, kdldmdnik, bangajd, and dighd.

Drainage.—The line of drainage in the District is generally from

west to east, along the numerous feeders of the Meghna.

Minerals.—In the year 187 1, some iron ore was found in the

Lalmai hills, and a specimen was forwarded to the Geological Sur

vey Office for examination. It was pronounced to be the common

brown iron ore (hydrated sesqui-oxide of iron), mixed with a con

siderable amount of earthy matter; and when freed from the sandy

clay with which it was surrounded, it yielded 38-s per cent, of iron.

It was further stated by the geological examiner, that the quantity

obtainable in the locality from which the specimen had been pro

cured was probably very limited, and that much richer and more

valuable ores of iron are found abundantly in many parts of India.

Forests, Jungle Produce.—The Lalmai hills are thickly

wooded, and there are also dense jungles towards the south-west of

the District. The total area of the jungles is, according to the statis

tics of the Board of Revenue, about 97 square miles ; but the forests

are unimportant, and do not yield any revenue to Government. The

principal trees are—(1.) Bar (Ficus Bengalensis), commonly known

as the banian tree. (2.) Pipal (Ficus religiosa). (3.) Nim (Azadirachta

Indica, L.) (4.) Kadamba (Nauclea cadamba). (5.) Gdb (Diospyros
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embryopteris)—the juice of the fruit mixed with charcoal is used in

calking boats. (6.) Bel (^Egle marmelos)—the fruit is eaten and used

medicinally. (j.)/a//>dt (Ekeocarpus serratus)—the fruit is used in

curries by the natives. (8.) Simul (Bombax malabaricum)—the cotton

is used for stuffing mattresses and pillows, and has a silky appear

ance. (9.) Jdmun (Eugenia jambolana)—the fruit is eaten, the wood

is hard and useful for building purposes. (10.) Imli (Tamarindus

Indica)—the wood is excellent, hard and close-grained, and used for

oil and sugar mills ; the fruit is used for seasoning food, and the

leaves medicinally. (11.) Am (Mangifera Indica)—the mangoes of this

District are among the worst in Bengal ; the wood is of an inferior

quality, yet, owing to its being in abundance, it is much used. (12.)

Khejur, or date-palm (Phoenix sylvestris)—a valuable tree; the juice is

extracted and made mto gur, the leaves are made into mats. (13.)

Tdl (Borassus flabelliformis)—the wood is used for posts of houses

and other building purposes, the leaves are used for making large fans.

(14.) Betel-nut (Areca catechu) grows perpendicularly to a height

of from 50 to 80 feet; the nut is exported in large quantities. (15.)

The bamboo (Bambusa, various species) grows in clumps ; in point

of utility it is one of the most important members of the vegetable

kingdom. (16.) 2?rf(Calamus, various species) grows spontaneously

all over the District; the rattans are split and made into baskets and

other wickerwork, and twisted into cables for boats ; they are also -

used for binding and thatching. A list of the indigenous plants

used for medicinal purposes is given subsequently (pp. 451, 452).

There are no castes in the District who subsist solely by collect

ing and trading in jungle produce ; but the Tipperahs, who are

also agriculturists, carry on a trade in firewood cut in the Lalmai

hills.

Pasturage.—There are three classes of pasture lands in Tipperah :

—first, inundated lands and marshes, which are so filled by the

rains that they are covered with weeds, and never become dry ;

secondly, the deserted sites of villages; thirdly, the sides of marshes,

tanks, and roads. This last class of pasture lands forms the chief

resource of cattle during the rains. Chantar Ml, mpargand Sardil,

is used as pasturage; its area is 2-4 square miles, and the Collector

reported in 1870 that its value as pasture land was about ^150 per

annum. The people living on the borders of the State of Hill

Tipperah pasture their cattle in the forests beyond the British

boundary, but they live on the produce of their rice lands, situated

within Tipperah District.

VOL. VI. 2 A
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NATURAE.—The wild animals of Tipperah include ele

phants, tigers, leopards, wild boars, jackals, and buffaloes.

The Collector reported in 1870 that the small game found in the

District consist of ' hares, geese, ducks, curlew, plovers, pigeons

(including the imperial pigeon), pheasants, jungle fowl, partridge,

quail, snipe, and florican.' A list of the fish obtainable in the Dis

trict has been already given on page 367.

Buffalo-skins are prepared in some numbers for sale ; and the

Collector reported, in 1874, that some trade is carried on in the

skins of birds, principally kingfishers, which are caught in large

quantities in Tipperah. These skins are cured with the feathers

attached, and are sent to Chittagong for exportation to Burmah and

China.

The number of deaths reported to the police in the year 1868 as

having been caused by wild beasts was 30 ; but the average number

of deaths per annum during the five years ending in 1874 was

only 9. The sums paid for the destruction of wild beasts amounted

in 1868 to £3, 155.; in 1873-74 to £28, 55.; in 1874-75 to .£24, 55.

The average amount paid during each of the five years 1870-75 was

£,11, 145. The number of deaths from snake-bite reported as

having occurred in the year 1868 was 76 ; and the average number

of deaths per annum from the same cause, during the five years

ending in 1874, was 54. A reward of two dnnds (3d.) per head

has been offered since January 1874 for every cobra destroyed and

brought in; but during the year 1874 the reward was only once

demanded.

EARLY ESTIMATES OF THE POPULATION.—According to the returns

of 1 80 1, the population of Tipperah District was estimated at 750,000,

but this probably included the population of Noakhalf. Assuming

the population of Noakhalf to have been, as now, nearly one-half

that of Tipperah, the population of the latter District in 1801 would

be somewhat less than half-a-million. Mr. J. F. Browne, in his

General Report on the District of Tipperah (1866), estimated the

population of the District at 700,500 inhabitants, or 264 persons

per square mile, according to the area (2647 square miles) adopted in

his Report. The District was surveyed in 1861-64; ar>d Mr. R. B.

Smart, the Surveyor, in his Geographical and Statistical Account of

the District (1866), states that 'the number of inhabitants in the

District ascertained from actual census is 717,470 persons, living in

143,542 houses." This gives 4-93 persons per house, or 270^23 per

square mile, according to the area (2654-63 square miles) given by
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Mr. Smart. The Collector of Tipperah reported, in 1870, that in

his opinion the population then considerably exceeded the estimates

of Mr. Browne and Mr. Smart, which were published in 1866, and

could not be less than 300 per square mile. Taking the area of

2654-63 square miles, given in Mr. Smart's Survey Report, as cor

rect, this would give a total population of 796,389 persons, in

habiting 159,278 houses, according to the Collector's estimate of

five persons to each house.

CENSUS OF 1872.—A more accurate Census was taken by the

authority of Government in January 1872, and all the previous esti

mates were found to have been much below the truth. The agency

employed in taking the Census of 1872 is thus described in the

Census Report :—

' A paid supervisor was appointed for each thdnd, but the enume

rators were not paid for their work. It was found, however, that a

large number of them were not sufficiently educated to be able to

fill up the printed forms. They could write their own names, but

very little else. The supervisors were therefore directed to appoint

muharrirs, to assist the uneducated enumerators in writing up the

final returns. Had paid enumerators been appointed, those who

were to receive no remuneration would either not have done their

duty at all, or would have done it in a perfunctory manner. The

supervisors were also allowed peons to circulate forms, to summon

enumerators, etc. The village police or chaukiddrs were too busy

with their own crops to be willing to render much assistance in this

way, and in some instances individuals preferred to resign their

appointments. In places where the zamindars' amlds or agents

were found, they were employed either as enumerators or as super

visors of small tracts of country assigned to them. Paid enume

rators were employed to take the census of persons employed

or living in boats, as such duties required constant and pro

tracted attention. There were thirty of these employed in the

Subdivision of Brahmanbarid, and twelve in the rest of the District"

The general belief in the District at the time of taking the Census

was, that a poll or house-tax would follow the counting; and

although the Government officers gave earnest assurances to the

contrary, they in many cases failed to remove the suspicions of the

people, and in several instances the villagers refused to put down

their infant children, on the ground that they were too young to

be taxed.

The results of the Census disclosed a total population in Tipperah
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District of 1,533,931 persons, inhabiting 307,01 1 houses. The num

ber of persons per square mile is 578 ; the number of villages per

square mile, 2 '3 2 ; and the number of houses per square mile, 116.

The following table, which is taken verbatim from the Census

Report, illustrates the distribution of the population, in each police

circle (thdnd) and Subdivision. The subdivisional figures are re

produced on pp. 441, 442, in treating of the administrative divisions

of the District, but they are here exhibited as a whole.

ABSTRACT OF THE AREA AND POPULATION OF EACH POLICE CIRCLE

IN THE DISTRICT OF TIPPERAH.
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Tholla, . 705 4l,34« 213,550 303 5'2

HEAD QUARTERS

Daiadkandt, . 947 33, -66 167,001 176 50

Subdivision.

Narsinhpur or )

Tubkibagara, (
470 26,683 129,295 275

Hajiganj, 512 13,818 67.584 132
49

Laksham, 672 20,325 96,445 144 4 '7

J acarmathdighi. 382 72,202 189
4"9

^ Chhagalnaiya.l 200 23,773 114,702 574 4-8

Subdivisional total, 4.949 219,871 1,086,649 320 4 '9

BfiAHMANBARlA J
Kasba, .

Gauripurd,

Brahmanbaria,

525 28,20

18,130

40,714

130,105
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211,061

248

S°5

453

4*

5'9Subdivision. ")
2IO

466

Subdivisional total, 1,201 87,140 447,282 372 S'l

DISTRICT TOTAL, 6,150 307,011 1,533,93' 249 5-o

POPULATION CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SEX, AGE, ETC.—The

total population of Tipperah District consisted in 1872 of 1,533,931

souls—viz., 782,391 males and 751,540 females. The proportion

of males in the total District population is 5 1 per cent., and the

average pressure of the people upon the soil, 578 per square mile.

Classified according to religion and age, the Census gives the follow

1 This thdnd was transferred from Tipperah to Noakhili District on the 1st

January 1876.
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ing results :—Muhammadans—under twelve years of age, males

208,080, and females 180,856 ; above twelve years, males 300,223,

and females 304,405. Hindus—under twelve years of age, males

91,623, and females 77,787; above twelve years, males 182,359,

and females 188,387. Christians—under twelve years of age, males

29, and females 23 ; above twelve years, males 47, and females 47.

Other religious denominations, not separately classified — under

twelve years of age, males 15, and females n ; above twelve years,

males 15, and females 24. Population of all religions—under twelve

years of age, males 299,747, and females 258,677 ; above twelve

years, males 482,644, and females 492,863. The percentage of

children not exceeding twelve years of age in the population of

different religions is as follows : Muhammadans—proportion of male

children, 21-0 per cent., and of female children, 18-2 per cent. ;

total proportion of children of both sexes, 39-2 per cent, of the total

Muhammadan population. Hindus—proportion of male children,

i7-o per cent, and of female children, 14-4 per cent. ; total propor

tion of children of both sexes, 31-4 per cent, of the total Hindu

population. Christians—proportion of male children, 19-9 percent,

and of female children, 157 per cent. ; total proportion of children

of both sexes, 35-6 per cent of the total Christian population.

Other religious denominations—proportion of male children, 23-1

per cent, and of female children, i6-g per cent ; total proportion

of children of both sexes, 40^0 per cent, of the total ' other ' popula

tion. Population of all religions—proportion of male children, 19-5

per cent, and of female children, 16-9 per cent. ; total proportion

of children of both sexes, 36-4 per cent, of the total District popula

tion.

The number and proportion of insanes, and of persons otherwise

afflicted with infirmities, in Tipperah District, is returned in the

Census Report as follows :—Insanes—males 276, and females 120 ;

total 396, or -0258 of the total population. Idiots—males 59, and

females 23 ; total 82, or '0053 of the population. Deaf and dumb

—males 340, and females 119; total 459, or -0299 of the popula

tion. Blind—males 870, and females 385 ; total 1255, or -0818 of

the population. Lepers—males 560, and females 73 ; total 633, or

•0413 of the population. The total number of male infirms amounts

to 2105, or -2690 per cent, of the total male population; number of

female infirms, 720, or '0958 per cent of the total female population.

The total number of such infirms of both sexes is 2825, or '1841

per cent of the total District population.
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POPULATION ACCORDING TO OCCUPATION.—The details showing

the occupations of the people, given in the District Census Compila

tion, are here omitted, as they do not stand the test of statistical

criticism.

ETHNICAL DIVISION OF THE PEOPLE.—The Muhammadans form

a large majority of the population of Tipperah District. They num

ber 993,564 or 64-8 per cent, of the total population ; while the

Hindus, or persons of Hindu origin, amount to 436,433, or 28-5 per

cent, of the inhabitants. The semi-Hinduised aboriginal tribes are

returned in the District Census Compilation at 99,800, or 6'5 per

cent. ; and the pure aboriginal tribes at 4008, or -26 per cent, of

the population. In addition to these, there were in the District at

the time of the Census of 1872, 35 non-Asiatics, 16 persons of mixed

European and Asiatic race, and 9 Asiatics, natives of neither India

nor Burmah.

The District Census Compilation of Mr. Magrath, C.S. thus classi

fies the different nationalities, races, castes, etc., with the respective

numbers of each. The list of Hindu castes will be reproduced on

a subsequent page, but arranged on a different principle of classifi

cation, according to the rank held by each in local esteem.

NAME OF RACE OR CASTE. No. NAME or RACE OR CASTE. No.

I.—NON-ASIATICS. B. Natives ofIndia and

English, 24
British Burmah.

Irish, . 3 1. Aboriginal Tribe.

Welsh,

French,

3 Tipperah, 3.004
4 Nat, CAt

Portuguese, I
Kachari,

J^J

Total, . 35

PahariyA,

Mekhhali, .
4'

28

II.—MIXED RACES.

Kukf 6

Eurasian, 16
Total, . 4,008

III.—ASIATICS.
2. Semi-Hinduised

Aborigines.

A. Other than Natives of

India and British Bur
Chandal, ,.,„

mah.
Chamar and Muchi,

3'.97o

4,256

Manipuri,

2 Mihtar, . 2IO

7 Bhuimali, 5.522

Total, . 9

Koch, .

Rajbansi,

203

•.295

..... 1.905
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Name op Race or Caste. No. Name op Race or Caste. No.

2. Semi-Hinduised (vi. )—Agricultural

Aborigines—continued. Castes—continued.

Hari 55° Siidra, .... 2,5'3

Kaori, .... «S8 Koeri, .... 529

Shikari, 434
Kurmi, .... 221

Bagdi IOI Sadgop, 158

Pasi, .... 21 Chasa-dhopa, 143

Others, ....

Total, .

20 Aguri, ....

Total, .

10

3. Hindus.

99,800

(vii.) Castes engaged

72,038

(i.) Superior Castes.

chiefly in Personal

Service.

Brahman, 31,020 Dhoba, . 16,197

Rajput, .... 2,161 Napit, .... 21,642

Behara, 1,516

Total, . 33.i8i Kahar, ....

Total, .

217

(ii.) Intermediate Castes.
39.572

Kayasth, 82,804

3.25«

(viii.) Artisan Castes.

Baidya

Kamar (blacksmith), 5.403

Total, . 86,055 Kansari (brazier), . 673

Sonar (goldsmith), . 650

(iii.) Trading Castes.
Rajmistri (mason), 22

Sutradhar (carpenter), . 11,804

Gandhabanik, 4,176 Kumbhar (potter), '0,945

Subarnabanik, 1,841 Laherf (lacworker), 6

Poddar,
349 Sankhari (shell-cutter), . 171

Sunri (distiller), 35.323

Total, . 6,366 Teli (oilman), 6,836

Kalu (oilman), 78

(iv.) Pastoral Castes.
Total, . 71,911

Goala 9,022

(v.) Castes engaged in
(ix.) Weaver Castes.

preparing Cooked Food. Jugi., .... 66,812

Ganrar, .... 407
Tanti, .... 1,792

Halwai, 5.456
Kapali 8,218

Madak 445
Total, .

—

76,822

Total, . 6,308

(x.) Labouring Castes.

(vi.) Agricultural

Castes.
Chunari, 729

Beldar •54

Kaibartta, 53.916 l'atiyal 30

Barui 8,982

Tambuli, 322 Total, . 9«3

Mali 5.244
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NAME OF RACE OR CASTE. Na NAME OF RACE OR CASTB. No.

(XL) CASTES OCCUPIED (xv.) PERSONS OF UN

KNOWN OR UNSPECIFIED

CASTES,

IN SELLING FlSH AND

VEGETABLES.

Malifarash,

'0,353

(xii.) BOATING AND FISH

ING CASTES.

49
GRAND TOTAL OF HINDUS, 43o,3>3

Jaliya, .

Jhalo, .

Patuni, .

Mdlla, .

Manji, .

Tior, .

Pcxl, .

Bathua, .

7,105

709

4. Persons of Hindu Origin

not recognising Caste.

6.3°5

2,510

90

379

3'5

«3>

Vaishnav,

Sanyasi,

Gosain,....

Native Christian, .

5.847

31

147

95

Total, . 6,120

Total, . 17,544
5. Muhammadans.

(xiii.) DANCER, MUSICIAN,

BKGGAR, AND VAGABOND

CASTES.

I'athan, ....

Sayyid, ....

Shaikh

Unspecified, .

«3

Baitf, ....

Nagarchi,

161

"7

3,830

989,404

16 Total, . 993,564

Total, . '77
6. Burmese.

Maghs, ....(xiv.) PERSONS ENUMER

ATED BY NATIONALITY

66

ONLY.

TOTAL OF NATIVES OF

INDIA,Uriya, ....

Assami,

i --533.87I

I

TOTAL OF ASIATICS, .

GRAND TOTAL, .

i,533,8So

Total, . 2

1,533,93'

HILL TRIBES AND SEMI-ABORIGINAL LOW CASTES.—(i.) TIPPER-

AHS.—At the time of the Census of 1872 there were 3004 Tipperahs

living in six out of the twelve police circles of the District. These

people came from the State of Hill Tipperah. They do not mix

with Bengalis, but live apart by themselves ; a large number of

them dwell in the Lalmdi hills, where they are able to carry on their

own form of cultivation undisturbed. The Tipperahs have a lan

guage of their own, but no written character. ' The religion now

prevailing,' writes Mr. Browne in his Report, ' is a form of Hindu

worship ; but it is said that before the accession of Trilochan, they

worshipped no idols, but objects of nature, eg. trees, stones, animals.

A trace of their old faith is to be found in their present practice of
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sticking a bamboo in the ground, during one of their religious festi

vals, and worshipping it. The Tipperah villages are under the con

trol of a headman, who decides all petty disputes. The mode of

cultivation practised is that known asjuming. A patch of forest

thickly covered with jungle is selected, and all the shrubs, bamboos,

and small trees are cut down ; when these have dried, they are

fired, the ashes serving as manure, and rendering the soil extremely

productive. The next operation is to sow the seed, which is done

at the beginning of the rains ; seeds of paddy, cotton, millet, vege

tables, etc., are all mixed together, and dropped into little holes

made with the ddo or bill-hook. Each crop ripens at its proper

season, the cotton crop being gathered last of all (from October to

December) ; and the success depends on the absence of very heavy

rains either at the commencement or at the close of the rainy season.'

A full description of the Tipperahs, their social customs and

domestic habits, will be found in a subsequent part of this volume,

in the Account of Hill Tipperah (post, pp. 482-488). Their dress

is of the simplest description. Among the men a thick turban is

worn ; and a narrow piece of homespun cloth, with a fringed end

hanging down in front and rear, passes once round the waist and

between the legs. In the cold season a rudely-sewed jacket is

added. The males wear silver earrings, crescent-shaped, with little

silver pendants on the outer edge. The dress of the women is

equally unornate. The petticoat is short, reaching a little below

the knee, and made of very coarse cotton stuff of their own manu

facture. It is striped in colours of red and blue. If the woman

be married, this petticoat will form her whole costume ; but the un

married girls cover the breast with a gaily dyed cloth with fringed

ends. The women never cover their heads. They wear earrings

like the men ; but in addition to this ornament they distend the

lobe of the ear to the size of half a crown, by the insertion of a

concave-edged ring of silver, placed not through, but in, the lobe.

Both sexes have long, black, abundant hair, which is worn in a

knot at the back of the head. The use of false hair is common

among them, especially with the women. The meshes of false hair

are woven in among the back hair to make the knot look larger.

Tipperahs eat every kind of flesh except beef. They bury their

dead, and after the death of a relative they abstain from meat for a

week. Many of the Tipperahs found in the District have taken

refuge in British territory, in consequence of raids made by Kukfs

upon their villages in Hill Tipperah. [For further details relating
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to the Tipperahs and to the country from which they come, see the

Statistical Account of Hill Tipperah, post, pp. 482-488.]

(2.) The KOCHS—number 203—all live in the police circle (thdnd)

of Laksham. The Kochs in this District say that they came originally

from Kuch Behar, but they do not know when or why they left their

own country. They follow the Hindu religion, and are regarded as

Hindus by their neighbours. They do not live together as one

tribe, but are scattered among several villages, and mix with other

Hindus. They have no caste system.

(3.) The RAjBANsfs—number 1295—are to be found in the four

police circles of Comillah, Ldkshim, Jagannaihdighi, and Kasbd.

The early converts to Hinduism among the Kochs came from

among the higher classes, who adopted the name of Rajbansfs, and

are now fully recognised as Hindus by the general Hindu com

munity. A full description of these people is given in the Statistical

Account of Kuch Behar State. (Vol. x 346-358.)

(4.) MEKHALIS—number 28,—all in the sadr police circle.

Their home was formerly in Manipur, and they fled thence in the

year 1824, during the first Burmese war. They first took shelter in

Hill Tipperah, where they remained until about the year 1863,

when they migrated into Tipperah District. The reason assigned

by them for leaving Hill Tipperah is, that they were suspected of

taking the side of Nil Krishna Manikya, in the lawsuit between

him and the present Raja. They do not live together, but are

scattered among the rest of the villagers ; they have no peculiarities

in their religion to distinguish them from other Hindus, and they

are regarded as Hindus by their neighbours.

(5.) PAHARIYAS.—According to the Census returns there are 39

persons in the police circle (thdnd) of Tubkibagara, and 2 in the

police circle of Jagannathdighi, who go by the name of Pahariya.

As far as can be ascertained, these people are Tipperahs, and differ

in no way from the other Tipperahs who do not bear this name,

which means simply ' inhabitants of the hills.' The Pahariyas of

Tubkibagara say that they took shelter under British rule, in conse

quence of raids committed on their villages about twenty years ago,

when many of their wives and children were carried off.

PREDATORY CLANS.—The only predatory clan in the District is

that of the Bediyas, whose headquarters are at Balrampur, in par-

gaud Bardakhat. 'These persons,' the Magistrate states, 'corre

spond to the gipsies of Europe ; they deal in charms and amulets,

and live on the credulity of the people. They are chiefly pilferers,
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though not unfrequently mixed up in ddkditis (gang robberies).

They mainly live in boats, though they have also houses in villages,

separated from those of the other inhabitants.'

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION.—From time to time, as newly-

formed alluvial ciiars appear on the Tipperah side of the Meghni,

peasants from the adjoining District of Dacca settle upon them.

Most of these immigrant husbandmen are Muhammadans; and they

do not, the Collector states, show any inclination to return to their

original District, but finally amalgamate with the general population.

Formerly, when raids were frequently made by Kukis upon Hill

Tipperah, large numbers of Tipperahs used to leave their homes and

take refuge under British rule. Many of these fugitives have settled

in the District, and still carry on their own mode of cultivation. At

the time of the Census of 1872 there were 3004 Tipperahs in the

District. Even now a few stray Tipperahs or Manipurfs occasionally

settle in the District, but their numbers are inconsiderable.

Several thousands of pilgrims pass through the District annually,

in order to visit the shrines at Chandranath, in Chittagong Dis

trict, and the temple at Udaipur, in Hill Tipperah.

No emigration now takes place from the District of Tipperah ;

for although in former days the cultivators were regarded as nomadic

in their habits, and were described as being ' migratory as swallows,'

they now scarcely ever move even from one village to another. The

Collector states, in his annual Report for 1872-73, that 'what is

usually understood by emigration, viz., transferring one's permanent

home entirely to another land, at least for a considerable number

of years, is absolutely unknown in Tipperah.'

HINDU CASTES.—The following is a list of the 43 principal castes

in the District, arranged as far as possible according to the position

which they hold in local public estimation. The numbers of each

caste are taken from the returns of the Census of 1872, as revised

in the District Census Compilation.

(i.) Brahman, the caste highest in the social scale. According to

Mr. Browne's Report on Tipperah, the Brahmans of the District take

the following order of social precedence—Rarhf, Vaidik, Barendra,

and Apokrishta or disgraced Brahmans. ' The first, second, and

third classes perform religious offices for the higher and middle

ranks of the Hindu community. The fourth class, whose ancestors

are said to have disgraced themselves by receiving pay for the per

formance of funeral obsequies, form the priests of the lower castes—

with the exception of the Jugis, or weavers, who have priests of the
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same class as themselves; and the carpenters (Sutradhars), whoemploy

in that capacity persons of the Acharjya, or astrologer caste.' There

are a few Kulin Brahmans in the District, but kulin polygamy does

not exist. ' Its absence is owing to the fortunate circumstance that

a Kulin Brahman cannot cross the Meghna without losing caste to a

certain extent amongst his fellows.'1 A description of Kulinism is

given in the Statistical Account of the Twenty-four Parganas. (VoL i.

pp. 53-56.) The total number of Brahmans in Tipperah in 1872 was

31,020. (2.) Baidya, followers of the profession of medicine, num

bering 3251. (3.) Kayasth, the writer caste, numbering 82,804.

(4.) Kshattriya, the soldier caste, numbering 2161. These three

last castes, subordinate in rank to the Brahmans alone, appear to

now hold the above order of precedence in this District, although

Mr. Browne, in his Report of 1866, places Kayasths above Baidyas.

None of the three can, without disgrace, engage in any manual

occupation except that of writing; and when they own or hold

land, as they often do, they always underlet it or cultivate it by

means of hired labour. (5.) Gandhabanik, a trading caste who deal

in spices, numbering 4176. (6.) Goala, numbering 9022. (7.)

Kamar (blacksmiths), 5403. (8.) Sonar (goldsmiths), 650. (9.)

Kumbhar, the potter caste, 10,945. (10.) Telf, oil-sellers and oil-

pressers, 6836. (n.) Sao or Poddar, a trading caste, dealing in

grain, salt, and country produce, number 349. (12.) Subamabanik,

a trading class, number 1841. (13.) Kansarf, braziers, number 673.

(14.) Tantf, weavers, 1792. (15.) Sankharf, shell-cutters, 171 in

number. (16.) Madak, 445, and (17.) Halwai, 5456; both of these

castes are confectioners, and more than 2000 of the Halwais live in

the police circle of Chhagalnaiya. (18.) Baruf, growers and sellers of

pdn (betel-leaf), 8982 in number. (19.) Napit, the barber caste;

its members also combine surgery with their more distinctive occu

pation ; they number 21,642 in the District. Many of this caste

now resident in the District of Dacca came originally from Tip

perah. (20.) Sunrf, distillers and wine-sellers; numbering 35,323,

most of whom live in the police circles of Tholla and Brahman-

baria. (21.) Jugf, the largest caste of weavers, numbering 66,812

members. (22.) Kapalf, weavers of pack-cloth and makers of rope

and bags, 8218 in number, nearly all of whom live in the Sub

division of Brahmanbaria. (23.) Kaibartta, the largest agricultural

caste in the District, numbering 53,916. (24.) Sutradhar, carpenters,

11,804. (25-) Rijmistrf, or masons, 22. (26.) Dhoba, washermen,

1 Report on the District of Tipperah, by Mr. J. F. Browne, C.S., p. 8.
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16,197. (27-29.) Jaliyd, Jhdlo, and Patuni—three boating and

fishing castes ; their respective numbers are 7105, 709, and 6305.

In social rank they all hold the same position. (30.) Tior or Tiya,

fishermen and boatmen, 379. (31.) Koerf, 529, and (32.) Kurmf,

221, both agricultural castes from Behar. (33.) Chunari, pre

parers of lime, 729. (34.) Beldar, day-labourers, 154. (35.) Mai,

snake-charmers, 3970. (36.) Chandal, a numerous caste, found

throughout the District, number 81,155. (37.) Behara, a caste em

ployed chiefly in personal services, 15 16 in number. (38.) Kahar,

palanquin-bearers, 217. (39.) Much! or Chamar, a low caste,

consisting of workers in leather, who make boots, shoes, drums,

and prepare gut for the bows used in cleaning cotton ; they are also

employed to beat drums at festivals and ceremonies—total number

of the two, 4256. (40.) Dom, the caste employed to burn corpses ;

they also make baskets, 1905. (41.) Harf, swineherds and sweepers,

550. (42.) Mihtar, and (43.) Bhuimalf ; both of these castes are

sweepers, and the latter are occasionally employed as gardeners ; the

Mihtars number 210, and the Bhuimalfs 5522.

Religious Division of the People.—From the Census of 1872

it appears that the Muhammadans number 993,564, or 64-8 per

cent, of the total population ; and the Hindus 540,156, or 35-2 per

cent. In this classification, the Tipperahs and other aboriginal

tribes are classed as Hindus. So much, indeed, have the Tipperahs

been influenced by the people among whom they dwell, that not

only do they themselves now claim to be Hindus of good caste, but

even the Hindus themselves regard them as members of the same

religion. The remainder of the population consists of 146 Chris

tians and 65 persons of other religions. There were 95 native

Christians in the District in 1872, of whom 82 lived in the town of

Comillah (Kumilla).

The BrAhma SamAj was first established at Comillah (Kumilla) in

1854, commencing with only four members. From fear of the ortho

dox party, which comprised the whole resident Hindu community and

was exceedingly hostile to all who belonged to the reformed sect, the

members called their society by the name of the Atmiyd Sam&j or

Society of Friends. In the course of a year the numbers increased,

and the members ventured to style their society by its proper name.

The students of the Government School also established a branch

Sannij; and the reformed sect made rapid progress for eleven or

twelve years, in spite of the hostility of the orthodox community,

who established an association, the Dharma Sabha, in opposition to
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it. When several of the more influential members left the District,

the opposition was renewed, and m the end has succeeded in almost

extinguishing the Brahma Samaj. The Samaj at Comillah (Kumilla)

has now (1875) only twenty-one members ; but the number of ad

herents in the District is somewhat larger than this, as there are two

other associations of Brahmas, at the towns of Brahmanbaria and

Kdligachha.

MUSALMAN COMMUNITY.—The Muhammadans form 64^8 percent,

of the population, and are found in every part of the District as

landholders, cultivators, tailors, messengers, and boatmen. None

of them are artisans ; and according to Mr. J. F. Browne, only the

Afghdn colonists engage in trade. The Muhammadans are said to

cling closer to the land than the Hindus ; they do not follow any trade

to supplement the produce of their fields, neither do they fish,

boat, and build houses, like the Hindus, during the season when

their labour in the field is not required. Many of the Muhamma

dans of the lower castes are largely imbued with Hindu prejudices,

probably the remnants of the faith they once held. They will not, how

ever, the Collector reports, take any food, except sweetmeats, from

the hands of a Hindu. Mr. Browne in his Report (dated 1866) says

that ' there is very little doubt that the bulk of the Muhammadans

were originally Hindus; and the process of conversion still continues.

The converts usually belong to the lowest Hindu castes, and are

induced to abandon their religion by the reflection that it is better

to have no caste at all than to belong to a despised one.'

The Muhammadans have no priests in the strict sense of the

word; any educated person is qualified for the performance of

priestly offices, and can celebrate a marriage. Marriages are arranged

by the parents, or other near relatives of the parties to be united.

Boys are generally married between the ages of fifteen and twenty ;

and unless they are married younger, which sometimes happens,

their wishes are consulted by their parents. In infant marriages

the bride's father gives her away ; but if the parties are grown up,

the woman appoints a ivakil in the presence of two witnesses.

This man goes to the bridegroom with his witnesses, and after show

ing his credentials, asks the bridegroom if he will have the bride ;

the bridegroom responds three times, ' I accept the bride,' and he

is at once taken to her. The marriage service is then read, and a

wedding feast concludes the proceedings. The average expenses of

a Muhammadan marriage are estimated by Mr. Browne at ^5, 145.,

of which £2, IQS. is spent on ornaments, and an equal amount on
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feasting. ' It is also customary to register a certain document, by

which a dower of about Rs.ioo is settled upon the bride; and

among the more respectable classes such a paper carries with it

certain legal rights, duly laid down in the Muhammadan law-books.

But there can be no doubt that amongst the poorer classes it is so

much waste-paper, and that the bride is simply bought by her future

husband for a price varying from Rs.30 to Rs.6o (^3 to jQ6).'

Polygamy is of course permitted among the Muhammadans. If

the first wife is quarrelsome or ugly, or if there is a great deal of

household work, a second wife is required, either to supplant the

first or to act as an additional head servant. The Muhammadan

women do not work in the fields. The Muhammadans bury their

dead, and if they are rich enough, erect over them simple grave

stones. The Collector reported in 1870 that no new Muham

madan sects are springing up, and that the number of Wahabfs in

the District is very small. There are, however, a considerable

number of the Faraizf sect of Musalmans, amounting, perhaps, to

5000 persons. They are generally well-off, and not actively fan

atical. An account of the Faraizf sect has been given in the

Statistical Account of the District of Farfdpur, the birthplace of its

founder. (Vol. v. pp. 290, 291.)

Urban Population.—According to the Census returns, there are

only two towns in the whole District containing more than 5000

inhabitants each. These are Comillah (Kumilld) and Brdhman-

barid, with a total population of 25,312 souls; the details will be

given on a subsequent page. The following twenty-four towns

and villages contain a population, as ascertained by the Census of

1872, of upwards of 2000 souls each; the latitudes and longitudes

have been furnished by the Surveyor-General :—In police circle

Bardkdmid.—(i.) Dhamti, lat. 230 32' 38', and long. 910 1' 20*;

pop. 2108. (2.) Shahidabad, lat. 230 35' 27*, and long. 91° 9' o";

pop. 2159. In police circle Tholld.—(3.) Chaitakandf; pop. 2026.

In police circle Ddudkdndi.—(4.) Kaliarchar, lat. 23° 20' o", and

long. 900 40' 4"; pop. 2038. In police circle Tubkibdgard.—(5.)

Char Rajrajeswar, pop. 2297. (6.) Srframdi, lat. 230 12' 45", and

long. 900 40' 50"; pop. 2486. (7.) Ibrahimpur, lat. 230 9' 48",

and long. 900 37' 45"; pop. 2187. In police circle Chhdgalndiyd.

—(8.) Kolapara, lat. 23° 24' n", and long. 910 4' 30"; pop. 2297.

(9.) Shatara Dakshin, lat. 23° 2' 55", and long. 91° 12' 15*; pop.

2278. In police circle Kasbd.—(10.) Bidyakut, lat 230 54' 30",

and long. 910 4' 25" ; pop. 2880. (11.) Shomaspur, lat. 230 50' o",
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and long. 910 4' 46"; pop. 3010. (12.) Kaitala, lat. 23° 48' 38",

and long. 910 6' 28"; pop. 2946. In police circle Gauripurd.—

(13.) Shamagram, lat. 23° 50' o", and long. 900 56' 15"; pop.

2855. (14.) Basgdri, lat. 230 46' 18", and long. 900 50' o" ; pop.

2692. In police circle Brdhmanbdrid.—(15.) Nasirnagar, lat 240

11' 38", and long. 91° 13' 55"; pop. 2643. (16.) Bholdkut,

lat. 240 12' 25", and long. 910 9' 35"; pop. 2419. (17.) Dharman-

dal, lat. 240 10' 55", and long. 910 12' 15"; pop. 3180. (18.)

Phandauk, lat 240 13' 15", and long. 910 16' 20"; pop. 2610

(19.) Chunta, lat. 240 7' 22" and long. 910 7' 2"; pop. 2432

(20.) Kalikachha, lat. 240 5' 13", and long. 910 9' 8"; pop. 3928

(21.) Sajdhapur, lat. 240 5' 10", and long. 910 15' o"; pop. 2154

(22.) Bhadughar, lat. 230 56' 35", and long. 91° 9' 45"; pop. 2618

(23.) Shahbazpur, lat. 240 2' 45", and long. 910 12' 13"; pop. 3444

(24.) Talsar, lat. 240 1' o", and long. 91° 4' 15"; pop. 3010.

The District Census Compilation thus classifies the villages and

towns :—3834 small villages, each containing less than two hundred

inhabitants; 1604 villages or towns with from two hundred to five

hundred; 529 with from five hundred to one thousand; 157 with

from one thousand to two thousand ; 19 with from two thousand to

three thousand; 5 with from three thousand to four thousand ; and

2 with upwards of ten thousand inhabitants.

The Collector reported in 1870 that, in consequence of the extreme

fertility of the soil, the people evince no increasing inclination to

gather into towns or seats of industry and commerce ; and, accord

ing to his estimate, the proportion of the agricultural to the non-

agricultural community is as 20 to 1. The Census Report divides

the adult male population of the District into 314,500 agriculturists

and 168,144 non-agriculturists. This number of non-agriculturists

seems much too high ; it is probably to be accounted for by the

fact that all people, who do not derive their sole means of liveli

hood from the land, were entered as non-agriculturists.

Village Communities, in the sense in which the words may be

applied in certain parts of India, do not now exist in Tipperah; and

the only official persons through whom information could be ob

tained, at the time of taking the Census, were the agents of the rent-

receivers and the village watchmen. The word patwdri has in

Tipperah entirely lost its original meaning of village accountant,

and is now applied to one of the landowner's officials, subordinate to

the tahsilddr, employed in the collection of rent. He may be,

but is not necessarily, a native of the village in which he collects
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the rents. In some cases, the name oipatwdri has been transmitted

hereditarily, without the duties. The patwdri kharch, or collection

cess, is one of the customary cesses most generally levied in the

District. The chief men in a village are known as pradhdns or as

mdtabars, but their influence is not great. The number of mdtabars

in a village varies usually from one to four, according to its size ;

and a very large village may have five mdtabars, or possibly even

more. The patwdri may be, and sometimes is, also a mdtabar.

Comillah (KumillA), the chief town and civil station of the Dis

trict, is situated on the south bank of the river Gumtf, in north latitude

230 28', and east longitude 910 14', about six miles from the eastern

frontier of British India. During the rains, the water in the river

often rises several feet above the level of the town ; and Comillah

(Kumilla) is only saved from periodical inundation by an em

bankment, which confines the river within narrow limits. This

embankment is maintained by the Raja of Hill Tipperah at his

own expense ; and as in many parts it is both narrow and weak, the

town has sometimes been in great danger. The principal road pass

ing through Comillah (Kumilla) is that connecting Dacca and Chitta-

gong. This road, and all the other important roads in the town, are

metalled over that portion of their course which lies within municipal

limits ; and most of them are planted on both sides, and at regular

intervals, with tall and handsome trees. The town contains numer

ous large and deep tanks, the largest and best being the Dharma

Sagar, which was dug by Dharma Narayan Manikya, a Rajd of Tip

perah who reigned in the first half of the fifteenth century. It is

about a mile in circumference, and two years were occupied in

its excavation. The District School, the Dispensary, and four houses

occupied by European residents are built on the sides of this tank.

The other large tanks in Comillah (Kumilld) comprise 'the Wazfr's

tank,' dug by the minister of one of the Tipperah Kings; Rani Dighf,

and Ndnner Dighf, said to have been dug by queens of Tipperah ;

and Chak-bdzdr Dighf, dug by Amfr Muhammad. Besides the

public buildings and the houses of European residents, there are

very few brick houses in Comillah, as the Raja" of Hill Tipperah,

who owns the land on which the town is built, will not allow his

tenants to build any but mat and mud houses, unless they pay him

a tiazar (conciliatory present) so large as to amount practically to

a prohibition. A church has recently been erected in the Station

by the European residents, with the assistance of Government, and

the building was consecrated by the Bishop of Calcutta in Septem-

VOL. VI. 2 R
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ber 1 875. The town contains several of the conical brick monuments

called mats, in which the eastern portion of the District abounds ;

they are memorials to rich Hindus, and it is only since the beginning

of the present century that the custom of building them has

ceased. The climate of Comillah is healthy and pleasant, but for

several years it has been for some unknown cause remarkably fatal

to horses. [See page 451.]

The Census Report of 1872 thus classifies the population of

Comillah (Kumilla): Hindus—males 4015; females 1560; total 5575.

Muhammadans—males 3944; females 3356; total 7300. Chris

tians—males 37; females 33; total 70. Others—males 3. Total ofall

denominations—males 7999; females 4949; grand total 12,948.

The gross municipal income is returned at ^909, 2 s., and the

expenditure at ^809, 6s. ; the rate of municipal taxation per head

of the population being n dnnds 3 pies, or is. 5d. Comillah was

formed into a municipality in 1864, under Act III. (B.C.) of that

year. The municipal limits include an area of 2969 acres, or

approximately 4§ square miles. The municipal income is derived

from a house-tax, the cattle pound fines, and other miscellaneous

sources. In 1873-74 the income amounted to ^1187, 10s., and

the expenditure to ^1017, 8s.

BrahmanbAriA, the headquarters of the Subdivision of the same

name, is the place next in importance to Comillah, and the only

other town which contains a population of more than 5000 inhabi

tants. According to the Census of 1872, the population of Brdhman-

barid is 12,364, or only 584 less than the population of Comillah.

In religion, however, the people of Brahmanbaria differ widely

from those of Comillah ; while 56-4 per cent, of the former are of the

Muhammadan faith, only 28 per cent, in the town of Brahmanbaria

are followers of that religion, and the whole of the remaining popu

lation is Hindu. Brahmanbaria is situated on the north bank of

the river Titas, in north latitude 230 57' 45*, and east longitude

910 8' 38". There is a good-sized bdzdr in the town, and the place

is healthy. The Subdivision was formed in the year i860, and from

that date to the present time it has been in the charge of a Deputy-

Magistrate.

The Census Report of 1872 thus classifies the population of

Brahmanbaria : Hindus—males 4541; females 4354; total 8895.

Muhammadans—males 1787; females 1682; total 3469. Total of

both denominations—males 6328 ; females 6036 ; grand total

12,364. The gross municipal income is returned at ^366, 8s.,
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and the expenditure at ^320, 8s. ; the average rate of municipal

taxation per head , being 4 dttnds 6 pies, or 6£d. Brahmanbaria

was formed into a Town Union in 1868, under Act VI. (B.C.) of

that year. The municipal income is derived from a house-tax and

from fines. In 1873-74 the total income was ^458, 4s. 3d., and

the expenditure ^447, 7s. 9d.

The Material Condition of the People throughout the

District is very prosperous. Nearly every man is in some way con

nected with the land; and owing to the extreme fertility of the soil, the

out-turn far exceeds the local consumption. The general prosperity

of the people is shown in their houses, in their food and clothing, as

well as in their general unwillingness to work as day-labourers, even

when they are doing nothing, and have the offer of high wages.

The requirements of the cultivator are not great, and he can as a

rule obtain from his field all that he requires ; he is thus enabled to

spend a large portion of his time in idleness. Until recently, the

cultivators themselves gained almost the whole benefit derived

from the increased trade of the District ; and labourers now

receive more than twice, and in many cases three times, the

wages given twenty years ago. It is only during the past few years

that landlords have begun to enhance their rents, and claim from

the cultivator a share in his increased prosperity. But in another

way the landed proprietor has benefited from the first, by the in

creased demand for rice for exportation. He has been enabled to

bring more land under cultivation, and reduce year by year the

large margin of waste land which even ten years ago was found in

the principal estates in the District. To Tipperah, a famine in any

other part of Bengal forms a source of prosperity ; each man keeps

for himself and his family all the food that he requires, and he is

enabled to sell his surplus rice at an enhanced rate for exportation.

The only people in the District who suffer are those who hold no

land, but live on a fixed income in money.

The one drawback to the increasing prosperity of the people is

their love of litigation, concerning which the Collector writes, in

his annual Report for 1872-73 : 'The absurd quarrels among the

people, which result in the most wantonly false charges at the police-

station, show they must take a positive pleasure in the progress of

the case, quite apart from any idea of getting justice or obtaining any

solid advantage. In short, they are as bad as the Muhammadans de

scribed in Mr. Westland's " Jessor Report," who, instead of speaking

of 11 or 12 a.m., would say " the hour for making complaints," and
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so on. I can only suppose that the investigation of a case is a

pleasurable break in the monotony of a dull life ; but it is at least

to be regretted that choice should be made of so extravagant a

diversion.'

Dress.—The ordinary dress of a well-to-do Hindu shopkeeper is

a waist-cloth (dhuti), a shirt (pirdn), a cotton shawl (chddar), and a

pair of wooden shoes (kharam) ; that of a Muhammadan of the same

class is a long tight-fitting cotton coat (chdpkdn), a pair of loose cotton

trousers ( pdijdmd), a turban, and a pair of Dehli shoes. The ordi

nary dress of a peasant consists simply of a coarse waist-cloth, with

the addition, in the case of a Musalman, of a small cotton skull

cap.

The Dwelling of an ordinary shopkeeper is composed of three

rooms, with another small detached room used for cooking purposes.

The dwelling of an ordinary peasant consists of a small house

divided into two rooms, in one of which the family cook and eat,

and in the other they sleep.

The building materials used in the District consist merely of

bamboos, wooden posts, thatching grass and canes, which last are

used instead of rope for the purpose of binding the work together.

Furniture.—A Hindu shopkeeper's furniture generally consists

of a few mats, a thick striped cotton carpet (satranji), a blanket (kam-

bal), pillow (takid), a hukd (pipe) and stand, some brass cups, plates

and jugs, for eating and drinking, two small wooden seats, a mattress

{toshak), a sheet (chddar), and a mosquito-curtain (mushdri). A

well-to-do Muhammadan shopkeeper has a wooden bedstead (takht-

posh) with mattress, etc., similar to those used by a Hindu of the

same class, a cotton carpet (sairanji), a chair, a long-stemmed hukd,

a brass water-jug, a large brass plate (thai), and some earthenware

platters. The furniture of an ordinary cultivator consists of a brass

plate and cup, and a stone plate. His bedding consists of a quilt

made of old rags (kdnthd), a pillow (bdlisli), and a coarse mat

(hogld).

The Food of an ordinary Hindu shopkeeper is composed of rice,

split peas, fish, vegetables, and milk. That of a Hindu peasant is

the same, with the exception of milk. The ordinary food of a

Muhammadan shopkeeper is the same as that of a Hindu, with the

addition of fowls, clarified butter (ghi), and dried fish. This last

is generally consumed in a half-putrid state, when unfit for human

food, and is said by the Collector to be a great generator of cholera.

The Collector estimates the expenses of a Hindu shopkeeper with a
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family of average size to amount to Rs.30 (^3), and those of a

Muhammadan of the same class at Rs.20 (£2) per month. The

expenditure of an average-sized household among the peasant class

is about Rs.5 (10s.) per month.

Agriculture.—The Cereals grown in the District are—(1.) rice

(dhdn), (2.) wheat (gaham), (3.) barley (jao), (4.) Indian corn

(bhuttd), (5.) kdon, (6.) chind. Rice is the staple crop of the

District. Wheat and barley are sown in November and reaped

about April, but the area sown with these crops is very limited.

Indian corn is raised during the rainy season ; and kdon and chind

(two species of millets) are sown in January and February, and

reaped in April and May.

The Green Crops include chillies (lankd), linseed (tisi), sesamum

(til), and mustard (sarishd). The last three all yield oil, and are

grown in the immediate vicinity of villages. The oil-cake of the

linseed is used as food for cattle. ' Chillies are extensively raised,

and the consumption is very great. The chilli fields are ploughed

with care ; the seedlings which have been raised in the vicinity of

the villages are transplanted at a distance of twelve inches apart, and

the plants are carefully weeded. When the fmit is gathered, it is

dried in the sun and put up in gunny bags. The Calcutta market

is largely supplied with chillies from this District.'1

The Pulses or ddls cultivated are khesdri (Lathyrus sativus), peas

(malar), gram (but), musuri (Ervum lens), mug (Phaseolus mungo),

arliar (Cajanus Indicus), and kaldi (Phaseolus Roxburghii). These

crops are, for the most part, sown towards the end of the rains, and

reaped during the cold season. They are cultivated on the same

description of land as rice, with the exception of the arhar ddl,

which is sown on high, dry land. This pulse can be grown at any

time of the year, but it is generally sown in January and February,

and reaped twelve months afterwards. The arhar and khesdri ddls

of Tipperah are said by the Collector to be of exceptionally good

quality.

The Fibres of the District are jute (pdt), flax (koshtd), and hemp

(san-pdt). Jute is very extensively cultivated in the District. Flax

is sown in April and cut in August. Hemp is sown in October and

reaped in April.

The miscellaneous crops include pdn (betel-leaf), supdri (betel-nut

tree), sugar-cane, tobacco, coriander (dhaniyd), safflower or kusum

1 Report on the District of Tipperah, by Mr. R. 15. Smart, Revenue-Surveyor,

p. 10.
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(Carthamus tinctorius), turmeric (Italdi), and ginger {ddrakh). Sugar

cane is largely grown in Tipperah District ; it is planted in April

and reaped in January and February. SafHower is cultivated

exclusively for exportation; the Commissioner reported in 1873

that all that is grown, amounting to about twenty-two tons annually,

worth about .£2500, is sent to Dacca. Indigo cultivation was

formerly carried on in the District, but owing to the opposition ot

the native population all the factories have been abandoned.

Rice Cultivation.—The staple product of the District is rice, ol

which two crops are raised every year. The dus or early crop is

sown in the month of March, on low and marshy lands—particularly

on the alluvial patches in the beds of the rivers,—and reaped in July

and August. If the land is under water at the time of sowing, the

seed is sown broadcast ; but otherwise the seedlings are generally

transplanted. The eleven principal varieties of ausrice are reported

by the Collector as follow :—(1.) sathid, (2.) chuchid sdil, (3.) soldi,

(^.)jdli, (5) kdchdlani, (6.) ikrd, (7.) bliddari, (8.) thendm, (9.) nemd,

(10.) parting, and (n.) boro. This last-named variety is sown ex

ceptionally early, viz., in December, January, and February. It is

principally cultivated on the banks of rivers, in marshes (Mis), and

on the alluvial accretions (chars), formed in the river-beds. The

crop is gathered in March and April. It is a coarse grain, only

used by the very poorest class, and as food for cattle. The dman or

cold weather rice crop is sown in April and May, or as soon as the

rains first set in, and is reaped in November, December, and January.

The seed is sown in beds, and the seedlings afterwards planted out

in little clumps of four and five at a time, in low wet lands. The

chief varieties are the following :— (1.) chdpldis, (2.) gobindbhog, (3.)

pdnkdij, (4.) sap/idri, (5.) sondmuktd, (6.) pdijdrd, (7.) kdli-urd,

(8.) rdjd dman, (g.)jdp/iar sdil, (10.) bdichikan, (11.) blwjankarphur,

(12.) j'dbrd, (13.) manhard, (14.) piprd sdil, (15.) kutichikan, and

(16.) kdkra.

No improvement seems to have been effected of late years in the

quality of rice grown in the District, but a great extension of rice-

cultivation has certainly taken place. The rise in the price of this

staple, which has been continuous during the past few years, has

caused large quantities of waste land to be brought under the

plough, to such an extent that the Collector reports that the inhabi

tants of many villages now feel a want of sufficient grazing ground

for their cattle. Much land formerly sown with indigo is now

placed under rice.
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The names of the different preparations of rice are as follow :—

The unhusked seed is called dhdn ; when boiled and husked, it is

called siddha chdul or ushr.d chdul'; when dried by the heat of the

sun and husked without boiling, atdp or alo chdul; boiled rice, bhdt.

The solid preparations of rice are—(1.) Charrd or chird, paddyboiled,

then fried and husked, sold at the rate of 1 dnnd per ser, or fd.

a pound ; (2.) Khdi, parched paddy, sold at from 2 dnnds 4 pies to

2 dnnds per ser, or from ifd. to i|d. a pound ; (3.) Ukhrd, the

previous preparation mixed with molasses, price from 2 to 3 dnnds

per ser, or from i|d. to 2^d. per pound; (4.) Muri, paddy boiled,

dried in the sun, then husked and afterwards fried ; sold for 2 dnnds

a ser, or i|d. a pound ; (5) Pithd, rice-cakes ; (6.) Ruti, rice-bread ;

and (7.) Pheni, a preparation of rice, sugar, and milk. These last

three are never sold, but only made in the family for home con

sumption. The only liquid preparation of rice is a distilled spirit

called Bengal wine (Bdngld sdrdp) ; it is sold at from 1 2 dnnds to

R.I, or from is. 6d. to 2s. per quart bottle.

Jute Cultivation in Tipperah ranks next in importance to rice,

and has very much extended in the course of the last five years. All

the jute grown in the District for exportation is sent to Dacca and

Narayanganj, and thence to Calcutta. Thepargand of Bardakhat is

the richest in the District for the production of this crop ; and the

success and profits of the rayats there excited the emulation of the

neighbouring cultivators to such an extent that, as the Collector

reported in 1873, the latter to some extent sacrificed their rice-crop

in order to cultivate the new staple. They had, however, a severe

check at starting, for ' the eagerness for this cultivation had extended

elsewhere : and this, combined with a lessened demand in the Cal

cutta market, caused such a fall in prices, viz., from Rs.4 to R. 1, that

the rayats left one-fourth of the crops rotting in the fields uncut.'

In the ' Report on the Cultivation of Jute in Bengal,' it is stated that

78 tons of jute fibre are annually consumed in manufactures in the

District of Tipperah; and that 3676 tons (100,000 maunds) are

exported from the District. The approximate quantity of arable

land under jute cultivation was estimated in 1872-73 to be 78,000

acres. The Collector in his annual Report for 1874-75 states that,

according to his estimate, not more than 56,000 acres were then

under jute. The seed is sown in April, and the crop is cut in

August.

The Betel-nut cultivation is very extensive, especially in the

police circles of Tubkibagara and Hajiganj. A considerable trade
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in this article is carried on with Dacca, Narainganj, and Calcutta.

The cultivators of the betel-nut palm or supdri (Areca catechu)

usually own a large piece of ground, slightly raised above the level of

the surrounding country, and surrounded by ditches. In the centre

of this they build their dwellings, and all around them they plant

betel-nut trees. An acre of land will contain about 3000 trees.

When first planted, the betel-nut requires to be protected from the

sun ; for this purpose rows of mdddr trees are planted between the

lines of betel-nut trees, and the growth of jungle is encouraged.

When the betel-nut trees have grown strong, and no longer require

the shade, the cultivators are too lazy and thoughtless to remove the

jungle; and the result is that ' whole pargands which were once fully

cultivated are now covered with dense jungle, in which even the

betel-nut trees cannot grow;" while 'thousands of the inhabitants

have been swept away by cholera and malarious fever of a very

virulent type.'2 The unhealthiness of the neighbourhood of betel-

nut plantations is variously attributed to the dense jungle and under

growth above mentioned, to the exhalations from the trees, and to

the malarious gases generated by decomposing vegetable matter in

the ditches surrounding the plantations. The betel-nut trees grow

to a height of about 60 feet ; and in some pargands they are culti

vated to such an extent as to almost entirely exclude rice cultivation.

Fruits.—The following fruits are either found wild or are cultivated

in Tipperah District:—(1.) Pdniold or wild plum (Flacourtia cata-

phracta). (2.) Monphul (Gardenia, several species); the berry is about

the size of a cherry, and of a yellow colour. (3.) Bir or Indian plum

(Zizyphus jujuba), abundant. (4.) Gudvd (Psidium pyriferum and P.

pomiferum). (5.) Amlaki (Phyllanthus emblica), a fruit about the

size of a gooseberry. (6.) Lutkd (Pierardia sapida). (7.) Jalpdi

or Indian olive (Eloeocarpus serratus), the fruit contains no oil, it

is used in curries. (8.) Chultd (Dillenia Indica), the fruit is very

acid and the size of an apple. (9.) Am or mango (Mangifera Indica).

' The mangoes of Tipperah are very inferior. The trees produce a

great number and of good size, but the fruit, when allowed to ripen,

becomes full of insects. Unripe mangoes are freely used by the

natives in curries, and are pickled with spices in mustard oil.'3 (10.)

Dates (Phoenix sylvestris), of very inferior quality. (11.) Limes

(Citrus acida), some of the varieties are very good. (12.) Pome-

' Commissioner's Annual Report, 1873-74

' Mr. lirowne's Report on the District of Tipperah, p. 4.

3 Report on the District of Tipperah, liy Mr. R. 1!. Smart, p. 8.
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granates (Punica granatum). (13.) Oranges (Citrus aurantium), not

common. (14.) Papayd (Carica papaya), abundant (15.) Bel

(^Egle marmelos), abundant (16.) Imli or tamarind (Tamarindus

Indica), abundant. (17.) Kdnihdl or Jack fruit (Artocarpus integri-

folias), abundant. (18.) Pumelo (Citrus decumana), very abundant.

(19.) Cocoa-nut (Cocos nucifera), not common. (20.) Plantains

(Musa sapientum), of different kinds, but rarely of good quality.

Vegetables.—The vegetables found or grown in the District

are :—(1.) Beans, of various sorts. (2.) Luniyd or garden purslane

(Portulaca oleracea). (3.) Chauli, creeping or annual purslane,

(Portulaca quadrifida). (4.) Kachu (Colocasia Indica) ; the roots

are used as articles of diet. (5.) Bdigun or egg-plant (Solanum

melongena). (6.) Sdluk (Nymphaea lotus); the roots are a common

article of food. (7.) Singhdrd or water caltrops (Trapa bispinosa) ;

(8.) Rakta Kamdl (Nymphsea rubra) ; the roots and s?eds are eaten

by all classes. (9.) Radishes (Raphanus sativus), very common;

(10.) Sweet potatoes (Batatas edulis), of many kinds, the best of

which are found in the hills, (n.) Pumpkins (Benincasa cerifera),

of various sorts. (12.) Kalmisdg (Ipomcea reptans). (13.) Dhenras

(Hibiscus esculentus), a glutinous vegetable. (14.) Kdnkurol

(Momordica mixta), a rough thorny vegetable. (15.) Onions

(Allium cepa).

Area under Cultivation.—Mr. Browne in his Report on the

District, published in 1866, gave the whole area of Tipperah Dis

trict as 2648 square miles, of which 1995 square miles, or 75-37

per cent., were under cultivation. The remaining 653 square miles

were divided as follows : 242 square miles occupied by tanks and

rivers, 182 square miles by hills and jungles, 229 square miles by

sites of towns and villages. According to the Survey Report of

Mr. R. B. Smart (dated 1866), the area was 2654-63 square miles, or

1,699,014 acres. The area of land under cultivation, at the time

of the completion of the Survey, is returned at 1,271,061 acres, but

no information is given as to the proportion of cultivable to un-

cultivable and waste land in the remaining 427,953 acres. If the

area given by Mr. Browne as occupied by tanks, rivers, and village

sites is correct, 301,440 acres must be deducted from the 427,953

acres given by Mr. Smart. There was, therefore, at the conclusion

of the Survey in 1864, an area of only 126,513 acres lying waste,

which includes lands unfit as well as fit for cultivation. The

Collector was of opinion, in 187 1, that only a very small proportion

of cultivable land was then lying uncultivated, and the quantity
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has diminished since then. According to the Collector's annual

Report for 1874-75, it appears that the total area then under cultiva

tion was 1,301,760 acres.

Comparative Acreage of Different Crops.—Mr. J. F.

Browne, in his Report dated 1866, estimated that 846,720 acres,

or about one-half of the total area of the District, was under rice-

cultivation; and the Collector stated in 1871 that this was in his

opinion rather under than above the correct quantity. According

to the latest estimate, given in the Commissioner's annual Report

for 1874-75, it appears that out of 1,301,760 acres under cultivation,

1,150,000 acres are devoted to the rice-crop. Of the remaining

area, 78,000 acres are estimated to be taken up by jute cultivation,

and 73,760 acres by all other crops grown in the District.

Out-turn of Crops.—For land paying an annual rental of Rs.3

per bighd, or 18s. an acre, 10 ma11rids of unhusked rice per bighd, or

about 22 cwt. an acre, would be considered a fair out-turn; and for

land paying half that rent, about 5 maunds per bighd, or 1 1 cwt an

acre. Calculating the value of the crops at 1 2 dnnds per maund, or

2s. a cwt., the out-turn would be worth about Rs.7-8 per bighd, or

£2, 5s. an acre, for the first description of land ; and Rs.3-12 per

bighd, or jQi, 2s. 6d. an acre, for the inferior land. If the land lies

high, a second rice-crop can be obtained, which would amount in

the case of land paying Rs.3 per bighd, to 6 maunds per bighd,

worth altogether Rs.4-8, or about 13J cwts. an acre, worth £1, 7s.

In the case of the lower-rented land, the out-turn of the second

crop would be 3^ maunds per bighd, of the total value of Rs.2-10, or

about 7\ cwts. an acre, ofthe value of 15s. od. Thus, the entire crop

obtainable from a bighd of first-class land is 12 maunds, of an average

value of Rs.12, or about 35\ cwts. from an acre, worth ^3, 12s. ; and

that obtainable from a bighd of inferior land, is 8| maunds, worth

Rs.6-6, or about i8| cwts. from an acre, worth £1, 18s. 3d. It will be

seen from the above that about one-fourth of the produce is generally

paid as rent, the remainder going towards reimbursing the husband

men for labour and the expenses of cultivation. The greater por

tion of rice-lands will not bear a cold-weather crop ; but in the case

of those lands that will, the out-turn is much larger than that

given above. The out-turn of such an exceptional cold-weather

crop would be 5 maunds per bighd, worth Rs.io, or n cwts. an

acre, worth ^3. Thus, for the whole year, the value of the crop of

a bighd of land paying Rs.3 a year as rent might possibly amount

to as much as Rs.22, or £6, 12s. from an acre renting at 18s. ;
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while that of a bighd of land paying half this rental, might amount

to Rs.16-6, or ^4, 1 8s. an acre.

As above stated, the area under rice cultivation is estimated at

1,150,000 acres. Taking the produce to be on an average 15 tnaunds

or 11 cwts. per acre, the total yield of rice would be 17,250,000

mounds. After making deductions on account of wastage and for

seed grain, there remains 16,387,500 tnaunds or 602,481 tons of rice

for food. Taking the population as returned in the Census of 1872,

a local consumption at the rate of 6 maunds per head would

amount to 9,203,586 maunds, or 338,367 tons, leaving a surplus of

7,183,914 maunds or 264,114 tons available for export.

Condition of the Cultivators.—A farm of from 50 to 60

bighds (17 to 20 acres) of land is regarded as a very considerable

holding for a Tipperah peasant ; and 30 bighds (10 acres) would

make a fair-sized farm, sufficient for the comfortable maintenance of

a peasant with a small family. Anything less than 15 bighds (5 acres)

is looked upon as a small holding ; and even 1 5 bighds of land are

not sufficient to enable a cultivator to live as well as he could upon

a money wage of Rs.8 (16s.) a month. About 12 to 15 bighds (4 to

5 acres) can be cultivated by a single pair of bullocks.

As a class, the peasantry are rarely in debt. The Collector, in

his Report for 1874-75, says, 'I do not suppose there is another

District in Bengal where the cultivators, who form the great mass of

the population, are so little in the books of the mahdjan, or petty

native broker ; the latter does not thrive here, and he is not to be

found in every village, as he is in many other parts of India.'

The Collector reported, in 1871, that comparatively few of the

husbandmen had established rights of occupancy ; and that not more

than one-eighth of the whole cultivating class were free from liability

to enhancement under Act X. of 1859. It was found, however, quite

impossible to ascertain accurately the number of either class. About

three-fourths of the peasantry are tenants-at-will ; and this is stated

by the Collector to be owing to the migratory habits of the people

in former times. On this subject, Mr. J. F. Browne in his Report

(p. 22) says, ' It was the cultivators' practice for many years after

the beginning of the present century to be constantly on the

move, or to change their place of residence from time to time as

appeared to them most convenient.' One of the ablest Tipperah

Collectors reported that ' the rayats are as migratory as swallows,

and usually change their place of abode at that time of the year

when the heaviest instalments of rents fall due.' Another Col
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lector wrote that ' there are no khud-kdsht rayats (resident culti

vators) here.'

There are very few cases in the District of petty proprietors who

own, occupy, and cultivate their hereditary lands without either a

superior landlord above them, or a subholder or labourer of some

sort below them.

The Domestic Animals of the District consist of buffaloes,

cows, sheep, goats, pigs, fowls, and pigeons, reared for food and

trading purposes. Buffaloes and oxen are the only animals used

for agricultural operations; An ordinary pair of buffaloes is worth

Rs.8o (j£&) ; a pair of oxen, Rs.30 (j£$) ; an ordinary cow, Rs.12

(£1, 4s.); a milch buffalo, from Rs.50 to Rs.ioo (,£5 to £10); a

score of sheep, Rs.40 (,£4); a score of kids six months old, Rs.20

(£2)> and a score of full-grown pigs from Rs.8o to Rs.90 (j£8

to^9)-

The Agricultural Implements in use are of an exceedingly

rude description, but sufficiently well adapted to the rich alluvial

soil. They are as follow':—(1.) a plough {ndngal), consisting of

three parts, viz., the wooden body, the yoke (joydl), and the plough

share (phdt),—the shares are sometimes tipped with iron, but they

are usually made entirely of wood, and are so light that a boy of

ten years of age can work one easily; (2.) a harrow (tndichang),

which consists simply of two bamboos joined together by a few bars

like a. ladder. It is used to break the upturned clods and cover

over the seed, the driver standing or sitting upon the contrivance in

order to give it weight ; (3.) a spade (koddl'i) ; (4.) a sickle (kdndii),

with an edge like a saw, used to cut paddy; (5.) a rake (achra),

with wooden teeth, used for weeding the fields, and for mixing

manure with the soil ; (6.) a wooden crowbar (k/iantd) with a broad

chisel-shaped piece of iron at the end, used to dig deep holes for

the construction of fences, etc. ; (7.) a hatchet (kural) ; and (8.) a

field-knife or billhook (ddo). With a complete set of these imple

ments, and a pair of oxen, representing altogether a capital of about

Rs.40 (^4), a husbandman would be able to cultivate a small farm

of about 1 2 bighds or 4 acres.

Wages and Prices.—According to a Report furnished by the

Collector in January 187 1, the rate of wages was then as follows:—

Agricultural day-labourers 3 dnnds 6 pies (5^d.) a day ; ordinary

labourers, 3 dnnds 6 pies (s^d.) a day, without food, or 3 dnnds

(4|d.) with food ; blacksmiths and carpenters, 8 dnnds (is.) a day ;

and bricklayers 6 dnnds (9d.) a day. These rates are about twice
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as high as those paid in 1850. The wages paid at Comillah, the

headquarters of the District, are naturally higher than those given in

the interior ; but throughout the whole District wages have been rising

during the past twenty-five years. According to the statement given

by the Commissioner in his annual Report for 1873-74, the present

wages of unskilled labourers range from 4 to 6 dnnds (6d. to od.)

per day; while skilled labourers receive from 8 to 12 dnnds (is. to

is. 6d.) a day. In 1850, unskilled labourers were paid only 1 dnnd

6 pies (2^d.) per day; and in i860, 2 dnnds 6 pies (3fd.) per day.

There is hardly any cart traffic in the interior of the District, but at

Comillah the wages of the driver and the hire of a cart together

amount to 12 dnnds (is. 6d.) per day. The hire of a dug-out boat,

together with the wages of two men to manage the boat, is also 1 2

dnnds (is. 6d.) a day ; the hire of a boat of from 100 to 400 maunds

burthen is from R.1-8 to Rs.3-8 (3S.-7S.) a day.

The following table, which has been compiled from information

supplied by the Collector, shows the average prices of the leading

food-grains in Tipperah District during each of the three years 1850,

1859, and 1870; as well as the maximum price reached in 1866,

the year of the Orissa famine.

Table showing the Prices of Food-Grains in Tipperah District

for the years 1850, 1859, and 1870, with the maximum

Price in 1866.

1850. 1859. 1870. 1866.

A t .1 i .1

Maximum

Price.

i
u

0.
p

<£?
1

V |1
t

& B,
(J

u

R. a. s. d. R. a. s. d. R. a. s. d. R. a. s. d.

Best cleaned rice, 0 10 1 8 1 0 2 8 2 0 s s 5 0 13 «

Common rice, . 0 8 « 4 0 10 1 8 1 8 4 1 3 » 9 °

Best unhusked )

rice or paddy, \
0 6 1 0 0 8 1 4 1 0 2 8 4 0 10 10

Common un- \

husked rice > 0 5 0 10 0 6 1 0 0 12 2 0 2 0 5 5

or paddy, . J

Indian corn, 0 10 1 8 1 0 2 8 1 8 4 '

Wheat, 3 4 8 11 4 0 10 10 5 ° 13 »
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The preceding table shows that the price of best cleaned rice has

more than trebled during the past twenty years ; while the price of

coarse rice has very nearly trebled in the same time. In 1870, sugar

cane sold at about 1 dnnd (1 Jd.) per cane ; salt at Rs.5 per tnaund,

or 13s. 8d. a hundredweight; and tobacco at Rs.13-8 per tnaund,

or £*> 7s- a hundredweight No liquor besides distilled country

spirits is used. This spirit is of different qualities, and is sold at

prices varying from R.i per quart for the best kind, to 12 dnnds per

quart for slightly inferior quality, down to 7J dnnds per quart for

the worst sort, which is only consumed by the degraded Hindu

castes and aboriginal tribes.

On the subject of food and labour, the Collector of Tipperah

made the following remarks in his Annual Report for 1872-73 :—

' Generally speaking, provisions are now as cheap as they have been at

any time during the last ten years. As the price ofunskilled labour has

risen considerablyduring this period, it should seem that the labourer's

position is a good one. But those who are entirely dependent on

day-labour are very idle, and unwilling to work unless compelled by

poverty to do so. Probably, one reason why prices rule so low is

that most men grow enough rice for their own consumption, so that

there is no great internal demand, and competition is almost ex

cluded. If prices rise abnormally, it is a sign that rice is going out

of the District. Take for instance the famine year of 1866. Rice rose

to nearly Rs.4 a maund (10s. iod. a hundredweight), an extraordin

ary price for such a large producing District as Tipperah ; but this

price was paid by outsiders, and most of the people continued to

eat their rice at the price it cost them to produce it, while they

received a handsome sum for their surplus stock.' The same thing

occurred in the year 1874. On account of the great demand for rice

in Behar and the distressed Districts of North Bengal, the price of

rice in Tipperah rose to more than double that of the previous

year ; but owing to nearly the whole population having some share

in the land, and some crops of their own on which to live, the

prices did not materially affect their condition. There were no

traces of actual want in that year, even among the poorest classes.

The two most important articles which appear during the last ten

years to have been growing permanently dearer are milk and fish.

The increased price of the former is probably owing to the absorp

tion of pasture lands ; and that of the latter to the improved con

dition of the people, and the larger demand for fish which has

arisen in consequence.
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Weights and Measures.—The following is the table of weights

in use in the District: 96 rati = x told; 5 told=i chhat&k; 16

chhatdk-=\ ser; 40 ser=i man or maund, of 82 lbs. avoirdupois.

Time is measured as follows : 60 btpal= 1 pal; 6opal= 1 datida, or

24 minutes ; "]\ danda= 1 praliar, or 3 hours ; 8 prahar= 1 dibas, or

day and night of 24 hours ; 7 dibas= 1 saptdha, or week ; 2 saptdha,

or 15 days=i paksha; 2 paksha=i mds, or month. The natives

of Tipperah always compute the distance from place to place by the

time occupied in walking the journey. If an object is close at hand,

they may say it is so many cubits distant; but with regard to

objects out of sight, they say they are so many danda, prahar, or

days' journey distant.

Landless Day-Labourers.—There is no large class of landless

day-labourers in the District. Nearly every man either owns, holds,

or has a share in, a piece of land sufficient to prevent his being

compelled to labour for daily wages. Still, there are a few people

who neither possess nor rent lands, and who subsist by working as

unskilled day-labourers. They earn from Rs.5 to Rs.6 (10s. to

12s.) per month, without food; or from Rs. 2 to Rs.4 (4s. to 8s.)

per month, if supplied with food. The rate of wages depends on

their capabilities, and also on the number of meals they get a day.

Sometimes landowners, instead of letting out all their land, reserve

a portion as a home-farm to supply their own necessaries. This

they get cultivated, on the terms that the bargdddr (the man with

whom the agreement is made) shall himself cultivate the land, and

the owner supply the seed and ploughs ; the landowner and bargd

ddr then share the crop equally between them. Women and

children do not generally work in the fields, but children are em

ployed in tending cattle.

Land Tenures.—The whole area of Tipperah District may be

divided into two portions, that which pays revenue to Government,

and that which is free from the liability of such payment. The

foimer, which forms far the larger portion of the District, may be

again divided into lands which Government has settled permanently

at a fixed rate of revenue ; and lands over which Government has

retained full proprietary rights, and which form the Government

khds mahdls.

Revenue-paying tenures held direct from Government, and

permanently settled with the holders at a fixed revenue, may

be divided into zaminddris, of which there are only 200 ; tdluks, of

which there are 1356; and resumed Idkhirdj tenures, of which
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there are 191.1 Except in name, however, there is no difference

between the first two tenures. The permanently settled estates

differ very much in size. One single estate, called chakld Roshna-

bad, includes fifty-three pargands, and extends over 377,100 acres

of land. This estate adjoins the State of Hill Tipperah, and stretches

along the whole length of Tipperah District, from Sylhet on the

north to Noakhalf on the south, being about a hundred miles

in length and ten to fifteen in breadth. In 1765, at the time when

the District of Tipperah came under the control of the East India

Company, this estate was under the immediate rule of the Rajis of

Hill Tipperah, who paid a tribute to Government. In 1 7 76, a Settle

ment was made for the fifty-three pargands; and in 1782, on the

failure of the Raja to pay the assessed revenue, the whole chakld was

attached by the Government. At the time of the Permanent Settle

ment (1793), the estate was settled permanently with the Raja of Hill

Tipperah at an annual revenue of ^15,361, 8s. Besides the estate

of chakld Roshnabad, which comprises nearly one fourth of the

District, the five pargands of Bardakhat, Gangamandal, Paitkara,

Homnabad, and Sarail, covering 762,161 acres, or nearly one-half

the District, are 'taken up by five other estates ; so that only 559,923

acres, or one-third of the District, are left for the remaining 194

zamlnddris.

The 191 resumed Idkhirdj tenures comprise lands which were

found at the time of the Permanent Settlement to pay no rent, but

to lie within the limits of ordinary revenue-paying estates. Such of

these tenures as were valid were exempted under section 36, Regu

lation VIII. of 1793, from the payment of Government revenue;

but 191 were declared invalid, and settled in perpetuity with the

holders.

The Permanently Settled tenures in Tipperah were divided by

Mr. Browne, in 1866, into the following five classes, the division

being made according to the origin of the tenures. The number of

estates under the several classes has undergone a slight alteration

since the date of Mr. Browne's Report. (1.) Estates permanently

settled at the time of the Permanent Settlement of 1793, 1262 in

number. (2.) Resumed rent-free estates, permanently settled with

the proprietors in accordance with section 8, Regulation XIX.,

1793, and Regulation VII., 1822, at a rate of revenue equal to one-

half the assets ; 98 in number. (3.) Chars resumed under Regulation

1 The figures are taken from the Collector's Land Tenure Report, dated 30th

April 1875.
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II., 1819, and settled according to Regulation II., 1819, and Regula-

• tion XI., 1825, at a rate of revenue equal to 81 per cent, of the

assets ; 1 1 in number. (4.) Chars resumed by means of a civil suit,

but settled exactly in the same manner as the above; 92 in number.

(5.) Estates formerly held khds by Government, but lately sold by

public auction. The settlement of these, also, is permanent, and

the annual revenue is calculated at 81 per cent, of the assets, as

shown in the measurements of 1842-43 ; 167 in number.

Temporarily Settled Estates.—Besides the foregoing re

venue-paying tenures which have been permanently settled, there

are 241 tdluks and ijdrds, which pay revenue to Government,

but are not permanently settled, the full proprietary right being

reserved to Government. The following account of these lands

is taken from a Report by the Collector dated the 30th April

1875 :—' The tenures, tdluks, and farms settled temporarily, have

been all bought in by Government at different times at sales held

for arrears of revenue, and then been settled for fixed periods. To

explain the origin of these holdings, I give a short history of an

estate known as 10 dnnds 13 gandd 1 kdrd 1 krdnti share of par-

gdna Bardakhat, which was purchased by Government. An eight

dnnd, or one-half share, was bought in 1835, for ^£19,500; and 2

dnnds 13 gandd 1 kdrd 1 krdnti in 1836, for ^6506, 12s. It was

then found that the former zaminddt had granted many tdluks or

dependent tenures at very low rentals, in consideration for certain

sums of ready money paid to him as- saldmi by the holders.

This procedure had so crippled the superior landlord, that the

Government Revenue could no longer be paid by him, and the

estate was brought to the hammer, and, as above stated, purchased

by Government. After the purchase, the Government held the

estate under its direct management, or khds (as it is termed) ; the

Collector was deputed to hold local inquiries concerning all the

under tenures created by the former owner, and every tenure was

strictly examined as to its validity and the title under which it was

held. Finally, 52 of these tenures were recognised as valid, and are

still held as independent tenures, either paying revenue direct into

the treasury, or being farmed out for a period of twenty years.

' In addition to these, there are 37 dihis or circles in the south

of the District, which have been farmed out for periods of fifty years.

All the Government lands in this part of Tipperah were, about 1 845

a.d., declared to be difficult of management directly by Government,

owing to the plots of land being small and scattered, and much

vol. vi. 2 c
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overgrown with jungle. They were, therefore, marked off into

circles, and* each circle was farmed out for a period of fifty years.

This long term was allowed, in order to enable the lessees to expend

capital in reclaiming their lands. The fanners of these circles also

had the right conferred on them, that on the expiry of the terms of

the first leases, the circles were to be assessed for rent according

to the then condition and capabilities of the land ; and a renewed

lease granted if the lessees were willing. But in the event of their

refusal, the lease could be granted to others. I will only remark,

passim, that leases of this nature never pay in practice, as probably

during the last few remaining years of the lease the lessees will allow

the lands purposely to become waste, in order, if possible, to get a

fresh low assessment for a long term of years.

' The difference between the two sorts of tenures above described

may be thus broadly stated. In the tdluks in Bardakhdt, though it

was expressly provided that the rental was*not to be considered as

permanently fixed, there was no provision made, as in the case of the

circles, that on the expiry of the term of the lease, in the event of

the lessee not agreeing to pay an enhanced or revised rate of rent,

the Government could offer the lease to another party. The conse

quence is that, in the case of the Bardakhat tdluks, the Government

is obliged to proceed according to law, serving notices of enhance

ment, and suing in the civil courts, the tdlukddrs having acquired a

right to hold their tenures, subject only to enhancement according

to law.'

In addition to the 52 independent temporarily settled tenures,

and the 37 dihis or circles, there are also 128 Government mahdls,

which are either farmed in the usual way for short terms, or held

khds. ' The greater portion of these lands are resumed islands

(chars) in the Meghna—small estates, which on account of their

being choked with jungle, or much diluviated, have been allowed to

fall into arrears, and have been purchased by Government at public

auction in default of any bids. Many of the rentals are extremely

small, being sometimes exceeded by the cost of collection.'

The non-permanently settled tenures, held from Government and

paying revenue, were divided by Mr. Browne into the following six

classes ; but the number of estates in the several classes has under

gone some slight alteration since the date of Mr. Browne's Report

(1866):—

(1.) Uncultivated chars, settled with neighbouring proprietors at

81 per cent, on the assets; 22 in number. (2.) Resumed rent-free
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estates, settled temporarily with the occupiers ; 1 in number. (3.)

Estates formerly held khds by Government, but leased (after a public

auction), for a term of 50 years, at a rate of revenue of 81 per cent,

on the assets. An additional condition in the settlement is that, in

the event of such estates not being re-setded with the present lessees

at the termination of their leases, they will be entitled to 10 per

cent, of the new assessment ; 7 in number. (4.) Estates formerly

held khds, and lately leased for the term of 50 years, at a rate of

revenue amounting to Rs.3 (6s.) per every hundred betel-nut trees ;

the lease to be liable to cancelment, if the Collector thinks that the

lessee has not sufficiently extended betel-nut cultivation ; 45 in

number. This kind of settlement is stated by Mr. Browne to be, as

far as he knew, peculiar to the District of Tipperah. (5.) Khds

estates, leased for terms varying from 5 to 20 years at a rate of 81

per cent, of the assets ; 72 in number. (6.) Khds estates, leased

for one year at a roughly estimated rate of revenue ; 143 in num

ber.

The assets of the several classes of estates into which Mr. Browne

divided the permanently and non-permanently settled tenures are not

estimated yearly, but they were calculated beforehand in various

ways, either from old Government records or otherwise. The assets,

however, of all the estates in any one class were calculated in one

and the same way.

The Revenue-free Estates in the District consist primarily of 78

confirmed valid Idkhirdj tenures, which are exempted, under section

36, Regulation VIII. of 1793, from the payment of any revenue.

Mr. Browne, in his Report on the District, says—' There can be no

doubt that the paucity of rent-free tenures is fraught with many

advantages ; for wherever they do exist, the aptitude of their owners

for fraud of every description is astonishing. They are always trying

to increase the area of their holdings by surreptitious means (e.g.

seducing other landholders' tenants by the promise of smaller rents),

and, as they have no land-tax to pay, are very often successful in

doing so. One of their favourite schemes is to obtain, sometimes

in an underhand way, and sometimes with the foolish connivance of

revenue-paying landholders, the farm of the villages in which their

rent-free tenures are situated, with the view of filching away some of

the mdl (or revenue-paying) land. The practice is most common

in the estate belonging to the Raja of Tipperah. Whenever such

leases come to an end, a furious dispute ensues between the Raja

and the quondam leaseholders, who invariably amalgamate some of
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their landlord's lands with their own Idkhirdj estates, and are only

ousted after a protracted litigation.'

In addition to the 78 confirmed Idkhirdj tenures, three other

classes of lands must be included among revenue-free estates ; these

are—(1.) Plots of land claimed as Idkhirdj, and released on account

of their insignificance, without inquiry as to the validity of the

grants ; each of these plots is less than 100 bighds (33J acres) in

area, and they are 173 in number. (2.) Estates which formerly paid

an annual revenue of R.i (2s.) or less, and were redeemed by the

proprietors at ten years' purchase, according to the rules of the

Board of Revenue, Chapter VIII., Section 3, clause 3 ; these are

only 8 in number. (3.) Waste lands. There are only two estates of

this class, namely, the Lalmai and Maynamati Hills, which have been

sold to the Raja of Tipperah for ^2100. These hills lie to the

west of the station of Comillah, and are surrounded on all sides by

permanently settled revenue-paying estates. The hills themselves

were not, however, settled, and although surrounded on all sides

by British territory, they were claimed by the Raja of Hill Tipperah

as part of his dominions. This claim was not allowed, but the

hills have been sold to the Raja for the sum already mentioned.

The hills are inhabited by Tipperahs, who cultivate by jutning, and

do not use the plough.

Under Tenures.—The operations conducted under the Road

Cess Act have shown that subinfeudation in Tipperah is carried to

a very great extent. ' The number of permanent holdings valued

under the Act is 19,365, and that of temporary holdings 5448, total

24,813.' It frequently happens that there are from three to five

middlemen between the superior landlord and the actual cultivator,

and each of these must make a profit out of the estate. Thus

suppose B, C, D, and E are four middlemen between the superior

landlord (A) and the cultivators. A leases out the estate to B for

(say) ^300 per annum, for a period of five years ; B gives it to C

f°r^35° ; C to D for ^400 ; D to E for ^450 ; and E gets what

he can out of the cultivators. A has, perhaps, given the estate in

farm to avoid all trouble of direct dealings with the cultivators ; B is

probably some favourite dependant or connection of A, and not know

ing much of zaminddri business, is glad to let the farm out again,

and so on. The last man who deals direct with the cultivators is

sure to be a sharp, business-like, unscrupulous man, who keeps his

temporary tenants well in hand.' The transfers may be for a term

1 Commissioner's Annual Report for 1873-74.
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of years, or in perpetuity ; and there is usually nothing to prevent

the sub-tenure-holder from retransferring his sub-tenure to a third

party, or the third party to a fourth. The Collector states that the

superior landlords exercise little or no control over these transfers,

and do not interfere so long as they receive their rent regularly.

The subordinate tenures in the District of Tipperah are not only

very numerous, but they also vary considerably in their nature,

and still more in the names under which they are known. The

following list, containing the names of eighty-five sub-tenures of the

first degree, sixty of which are permanent and transferable, is taken

from the Collector's Report of 30th April 1875. I reproduce the

explanations of the local names on his authority, without having an

opportunity of verifying them. The number of sub-tenures under

each head includes only those tenures which are held direct from

the holders of the 200 permanently settled estates paying Govern

ment revenue.

Sub-tenures of the First Degree.

Tenures ofPermanent and Transferable Character.

(1.) Tdluk, number 1228.—Common to all Bengal.

(2.) Shikmi tdluk, number 399.—A tenure created of either a

large or small quantity of land situated within a zaminddri. It

is commonly known zspitdo tdluk, and is chiefly found in the south

of the District. Common to all Bengal.

(3.) Patni tdluk, number 599.—Chiefly found in pargands

Paikpara and Bardakhat, and also in chakld Roshnabad. It is a

tenure created under the zaminddr of a large tract of land at a fixed

rent on receipt of a premium or saldmi, and is inheritable as well as

transferable by sale, gift, or otherwise. A special law (Regulation

VIII. of 1819) governs these tenures. Common to all Lower Bengal.

(4.) Hdwdla, number 180.—Derived from a Persian word mean

ing ' charge.' This tenure is held sometimes at a fixed, and some

times at a variable, rent. It is inheritable, and the holder has the

right of alienation.

(5.) Mm hdwdla, number 3.—Half or portion of a hdwdla.

(6.) Izhdri hdwdla, number 29.—Alleged hdwdla. The holder

calls it his hdwdla; but the zaminddr does not actually recognise or

confirm it as such, receiving the rent merely as from an alleged hdwdla.

(7.) Mirds hdwdla, number 5.—Hdwdla, which has been inherited

from the ancestors of the holder. The rent may be either fixed or

variable.
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(8.) Kdimi hdwdla, number 2.—Hdwdla with fixed rent.

(9.) Bandobasti, Kahat hdwdla, number 1. — Same as izhdri

hdwdla, and settled as such without formal confirmation by the

zaminddr ; paying either a fixed or a variable rent.

(10.) Kardri hdwdla, number 1.—Hdwdla with certain condi

tions, or held under some specific contract.

(n.) Rayati hdwdla, number 1.—Hdwdla made over to a rayat

subject to enhancement of rent.

(12.) Mirds, number 523.—A tenure created by the zaminddr at

either a fixed or variable rent, on receipt of pan, or other considera

tion, and granted to the lessee with rights of succession and aliena

tion. Chiefly found in the south and west of the District.

(13.) Mirds tdluk, number 19.—Hereditary tdluk comprising a

large tract of land, with fixed or variable rent.

(14.) Izhdri mirds, number 2.—Alleged mirds, held without for

mal recognition or confirmation by the zaminddr.

(15.) Shikml mirds, number 1.—Also known as pitdo mirds,

consisting of lands situated within a superior mirds tdluk or tenure.

(16.) Kdimi mirds, number 13.—Mirds tenure held on fixed rent.

(17.) Jimmd mirds, number 6.—A mirds tenure which formerly

stood in the name of one person, but has been subsequently made

over to another.

(18.) Azmoshakliasi mirds, number 1.—Mirds granted on rent

assessed after the measurement and assessment of the holding.

(19.) Bashat mirds, number 1.—Mirds granted for dwelling pur

poses. It is not necessarily a lease for building, but generally for

the residence of the lessee. It is in fact a maurusi bdstu tenure.

(20.) Mirds rayati, number 14.—A cultivator's holding, with

inheritable rights.

(21.) Asidhd mirds, number 2.—Mirds legally invalid, but which

is held as valid.

(22.) Kardri tdluk, number 80.—Chiefly found in the south of

the District. It is a tdluk, the fixed rent of which is not paid, but

a sum less than the fixed rent is paid under a kardr or contract.

It is held under certain conditions. For instance, A had a tdluk

on Rs.500 rent ; subsequently it is surrendered to the zaminddr,

who settles it with B on Rs.400, and under certain conditions. The

tdluk in B's hand becomes a kardri tdluk.

(23.) Takhsisi and tashkhisi tdluk, number 1289.—Takhsisi

means a tdluk in which the zaminddr reserves to himself a right to

enhance the rent after measurement at some future period.
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Tashkhisi taluk means a tdluk in which the zaminddi grants a

lease at a rent assessed after measurement, already made. These

words are derived from an Arabic term meaning to ' assess,' and

both tenures are chiefly to be found in chakld Roshnabad. How

many of the number given here are included in the former, and

how many in the latter class, cannot now be ascertained without

reference to the deeds creating such tenures.

(24.) Mushdkhasi tdluk, number 1.— Tdluk of the second or

tashkhisi description.

(25.) Takhsisi shikmi tdluk, number 198.—A tdluk of the first

or takhsisi description, created out of land situated within a superior

taklisisi tdluk.

(26.) Agat tdluk, number 168.—Tdluk created of a portion of

land taken from a superior tdluk, to the holder of which the rent is

paid. It is in fact a dar tdluk of a portion only of the tdluk.

(27.) Mugdfat tdluk, number 1.—Derived from a Persian word

muzdfat. It is a tenure which originally stood in the name of one

holder, but was subsequently settled with another, retaining its

original name.

(28.) Chauhaddi tdluk, number 1.—Tdluk given with specified

boundaries. To be found in the west of the District.

(29.) Kdimi tdluk, number 20.—Tdluk with fixed rent, which is

not liable to be changed. To be found in the west of the District.

(30.) Mukarrari tdluk, number io.—Another name for a kdimi

tenure. To be found in the east of the District.

(31.) Bandobasti tdluk, number 2.—Tdluk created in favour of

any party at a rent fixed at proper rates after measurement, and

after deducting all expenses and mdlikdna. To be found in the west

of the District.

(32.) Shdmildt tdluk, number 1.—A tdluk the rent of which is

realised or paid along with, or through, another tdluk. To be found

in the north-west of the District.

(33.) Ausat tdluk, number 63.—A tdluk which lies or is situated

within another/a7//yC', and within its boundaries, whether specified or not.

(34.) Abddi tdluk, number 5.—Tdluk obtained under a lease, con

ditionally that the land should be held by the tenant after clearance

of jungle. To be found in cliakld Roshnabad, in the east of the

District.

(35.) Khdnabdri, number 114.—A tenure given for the dwelling

of the lessee himself. To be found in pargand Bardakhat in the

north of the District.

(36.) Izhdri khdnabdri, number 1.—A tenure held on the allega-
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tion that it is khdnabdri, but without actual formal confirmation by

the zaminddr.

(37.) MuslidkJiasi khdnabdri, number 2.—Tenure granted for the

habitation of the lessee, after measurement and assessment at a

proper rental.

(38.) Mukarrari khdnabdri, number 626.—Khdnabdri with fixed

rent.

(39.) Khushbdsh, number 67.—Land given for the comfortable

residence of the tenant. It is held either rent-free or on rent To

be found in pargand Sarail.

(40.) Khushbdsh mukarrari, number 14.—Ditto, with fixed rent

(41.) Izhdri khus/iidsh, number 9.—Ditto, held on the allegation

that it is such, but without formal recognition or confirmation by the

zam'uiddr or other superior holder.

(42.) Kdrkond, number 425.—Land given to a servant or official

at a lower rent than that which it would fairly fetch, in order to com

pensate for wages or salary, or as a pension, or present

(43.) MukarraA kdrkond, number 6.—Ditto, with fixed rent.

(44.) Paltyd, number 1.—This word means land held under a lease.

(45.) Pattyd bandobasti, number 2.—Pattyd tenure resettled sub

sequently to the original settlement.

(46.) Nature not traced out, number 57.

(47.) Rent-free tenures, number 1385.

(48.) Murdddri, number 1.—Land given to a man through whom

selling and buying takes place in a hdt or bdzdr; also to one who

collects tolls, folds, or contributions in a bdzdr.

(49.) Rdjpanditi, number 1.—Licence given to a Brahman who

gives Vabastdlis to the people, and who performs religious rites for

the general good.

(50.) Goyend, number 1.—This is merely a licence given to a

man to ply his boat from and to any place.

(51.) Ghdt mdjhidli, number 1.—Licence to cross and recross at

a particular ghdt.

(52.) Jibikd, number 2.—Land given for maintenance and sup

port. Is a tenure for life.

(53.) Iziidri Idkhirdj bdzidfti, number 19.—Lease given of land

which was originally asserted to be Idkhirdj, but subsequently re

sumed and assessed with rent.

(54.) Mukarrari rayati, number 3. —Holding of a cultivator with

fixed rent.

(55.) Mirds rayati, number 14. — A cultivator's holding, with

hereditary and alienable rights.
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(56.) Mushdkhasi rayati, number 2.—A cultivator's holding after

measurement and assessment at equitable rates.

(57.) Kdimi rayati, number 21.—A cultivator's holding atafixed

rent.

(58.) Rayati jot, number 1.—A cultivator's holding, with perma

nent or transferable right. This term is never applied to a mere

tenancy-at-will.

(59.) Rayati pattyd, number 5.—Lease of land appertaining to a

cultivator's holding.

(60.) Jot.—A holding generally.

The total number of the above tenures is returned at 7650.

Tenures ofa temporary and non-transferable character.

(61.) Jamd, number 155.—A tenure made over to another.

(62.) Tdhutjamd, number 6.—Tenure given in consideration that

the lessee should make collection of rent for the lessor.

(63.) Tahsil jamd, number 1.—Ditto.

(64.) Khdnabdrijamd, number 1.—Dwelling-house lease.

(65.) Middijamd, number 4.—Holding for a fixed period.

(66.) Ijdrd, number 1288.—Farming leases.

(67.) Middi ijdrd, number 106.—Farming leases for a limited

period. Both this and the preceding are ordinary leases.

(68.) Tdhut middi ijdrd, number 7.—Temporary farms on leases,

in return for collecting rent, etc.

(69.) Tdhut ijdrd, number 8.—Farming lease for collecting rent

(70.) Sdbik ijdrd, number 1 5.—An ijdrd settled a second time,

and with a new tenant

(71.) Dar ijdrd, number 152.—Farm of the 2d degree.

(72.) Katkina ijdrd, number 20.—Farm of the 3d degree.

(73.) Darkat ijdrd, number 19.—Farm of the 4th degree.

(74.) Parkat ijdrd, number 1.—Farm of the 5th degree.

(75.) Ddisudhi ijdrd, number 2.—Farm given on receipt of a

loan, and on the condition that it shall remain the lender's property

so long as the debt is not paid off.

(76.) Kat ijdrd, number 162.—Conditional ijdrd, same as ddi

sudhi ijdrd.

Other Tenures.

(77.) Chdndind, number 18.—Lease given under which tolds or

contributions are received in hdts and bdzdrs.

(78.) Bistn, number 7.—Land held under a particular name.

In Tipperah the resident cultivators (khudkasht) are called bism,

and non-residents {pdikhasht) jotddrs.
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(79.) Middi chak, number 1.—Lease of definitely bounded land

for a limited period.

(%o.)—Gdttan, number 2.—Lease of land of different classes

joined together and made over to a cultivator.

(81.) Bandak, number 1.—Land held under a mortgage.

(82.) Kat bandak, number 8.—Conditional mortgage.

(83.) Murd, number n.—Lease of a high table-land in and

about the hills ; murd means ' head.'

(84.) Bhogottar, number 3.—Land given for enjoyment of rents

and profits.

(85.) Debottar, number 8.—Lease of land the rent of which

goes towards the worship of a Deotd or god. Total, 2006.

The Collector in his Land Tenure Report, 1875, gives a list of

the sub-tenures of the second degree, held directly from the holders

of sub-tenures of the first degree already enumerated. These sub-

tenures of the second degree are classed under 75 heads ; the number

is 7653, of which all except 1420 are permanent and transferable.

The sub-tenures of the second and lower degrees are in most

cases known by names which are applicable also to sub-tenures

of the first degree, and have already been explained in the pre

ceding pages. Tenures of the third degree are 2458 in number,

and are classed under 42 different heads. Those of the fourth

degree are 614 in number, classed under 23 heads. Those of the

fifth degree are 47 in number, classed under 1 1 heads. In addition

to the five degrees of sub-tenures derived from permanently settled

estates, and numbering in all 20,428, there are also three degrees of

sub-tenures, comprising 4085 holdings, derived from the i356revenue-

paying and permanently settled tdluks. The sub-tenures of the first

degree are 2670. those of the second degree 1220, and those of the

third degree 195. The sub-tenures derived from the 191 resumed

Idkhirdj estates are 341 in number; 11 of these are of the first

degree, 241 of the second degree, 87 of the third degree, and 20

of the fourth degree. There are only 5 7 tenures subordinate to the

78 confirmed Idkhirdj estates. Of these, 55 are of the first degree,

and only 2 of the second degree. There are 133 sub-tenures of the

first degree, and 138 of the second degree, held from the holders of

the 241 temporarily settled revenue-paying tdluks and ijdrds. The

number of holdings in the hands of the actual cultivators is, according

to the return furnished by the Collector on the 30th April 1875,

672,589. In many cases, two or more holdings are in the hands

of one cultivator; but the number of superior estates, intermediate

tenures and cultivators' holdings, are sufficiently numerous to bear
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out the statement, which has already been made in the course of

this Statistical Account, that nearly every man in the District is

connected with the land either as a landowner or as a tenant. It

was estimated by the Collector, in 1871, that about three-fourths of

the cultivating class were tenants-at-will, and that all except about

one-eighth were liable to enhancement of rent

Abwabs or Customary Cesses.—The practice of levying cesses

by zaminddrs is extremely prevalent in Tipperah District. The

cesses of one year are often incorporated with the rent of the

next, so that after a little time the cultivator, though conscious that

his burden has grown heavier, is unable to say what is rent and

what is cess. Such cesses form an important part of nearly all

transactions relating to lands ; and many of the landholders' ser

vants are remunerated, either wholly or in part, by the fees they

levy from the tenants. When a zaminddr grants a lease in per

petuity, he usually demands a saldmi or fee of five or ten times

the annual rent ; and a fee of about half that amount has to be

paid for a temporary settlement. The tahsilddr andj the several

piyddds also receive smaller sums of money from the tenant.

Mr. Smart, in his Survey Report on the District, gives the follow

ing account of the mode in which landholders collect their rents :—

' When the rents are to be collected, a memorandum called astak,

exhibiting the amounts due, is prepared and delivered to thepiyddds,

who are authorised to demand and receive the rents. If a tenant

is unable to pay, Xh&piyddd demands something in excess of his fee

of two dnnds (3d.), returns to the tahsil kdchhdti, and reports the

tenant as absent from the village or unable to attend from illness.

Ultimately, when the tenant is forced to come in, he is expected to

pay the zaminddr's nazar, and a saldmi to the ndib or tahsilddr.

The c/idldn-navis, who writes the account, receives a fee from the

tenant of one or two dnnds (i|d. to 3d.) for every document. An

additional fee of two or three dnnds (3d. to 4jd.) on each rupee

(2s.), called tahuri, is charged by the dmlds of the kdchhdri. Should,

however, the unfortunate tenant fail to pay the tahuri, the rent is

refused, and a mukhtdr is instructed to institute a case against him,

or the receipt (ddkhild) is kept back.' It is not, however, only on

the occasion of making a settlement, or of paying rent, that the

tenant is liable to the demand for illegal cesses ; but on all marriage

occasions, building of houses, excavation or deepening of tanks,

sales of places or under-tenures, succession to property, etc., the

zaminddr squeezes money from his tenant. This evil is much in

creased by the fact that a large number of the landowners are not
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resident within the District, and the tenants cannot appeal against the

demands made in the name of the landowner by his agent (ndib) or

rent-collector (tahsilddr). But the illegal cesses levied by landowners

from their tenants cannot be regarded as an unmixed evil to the

tenant ; the rents in the District are generally very low, and had it not

been for the cesses which the landowners considered as a part of their

income, the cultivators would long since have been unable to retain

their lands at the present rents. During the last four years, the

cultivators have frequently banded themselves together, and refused to

pay the cesses ; and the result has been an enormous increase in the

number of suits for enhancement of rent. [See pages 414, and 432.]

The most common cesses in Tipperah are as follow :—

(1.) Kdli Huli,—contribution for the Kali and Huli religious cere

monies performed by the zaminddr. Rate, from -^ to \ of the rent.

(2.) Ddk kfiarcha,—contribution for the maintenance of the zaminddri

ddk or country post. Rate, 12J to i8f per cent, of the rent. (3.)

Ain and tax kharcha,—contribution for any taxes that maybe imposed

by Government. Rate, 22 per cent, of the rent. (4.) Chdndd

multdnd,—contribution for the passing of troops through the estate.

Rate, 1 2| per cent, of the rent. (5.) Tahuri kharcha,—fee paid to

the agent or rent-collector, on giving the receipt for the rent. (6.)

Patwdri kharcha,—contribution for the cost of collecting the rents.

(7.) Jarip kharcha,—contribution to the expense of measurements.

(8.) Batidobasta kliarcha,—contribution for making settlements.

Rate, 4 dnnds (6d.) The cultivator has also to pay the costs of

the registration, both of the lease which he obtains and the agree

ment given to the zaminddr. (9.) Nazardnd,—a present paid to

the zaminddr. All of these cesses are not levied in the same estate;

those most regularly exacted are ddk kharcha, tahuri kliarcha, patwdri

kharcha, and batidobasta kharcha.

It sometimes happens that a landowner undertakes or proposes

to undertake some apparently public-spirited and charitable work ;

whereas, in reality, by collecting from his tenants more than the

whole cost of the work, he makes a handsome profit, as well as a

display of liberality. Thus, a zaminddr some years ago presented a

petition to be allowed to improve a canal in a khds matidl, as a

charitable work. An inquiry was made ; and it was then ascer

tained that although the cost of the work would be only ^40, yet the

sums that the zaminddr had levied for the purpose amounted to jQ 1 1 o.

Rates of Rent.—The crops most extensively grown in the Dis

trict are dus and dman rice, jute, and betel-nut. The dus and

dman rice-lands are one and the same kind of soil ; and there is no
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definite distinction between late and early rice-lands, as nearly all

the land in the District grows both crops. The only difference is

that some lands are better adapted for one crop than the other.

Jute is cultivated to a very large extent in the Subdivision of Brah-

manbaria ; and to this fact the Collector attributes the high rent of

early rice-lands in that portion of the District, as it is on such lands

that jute is grown. Betel-nut is grown to a very great extent, but

only in the south-western portion of the District, and on high lands.

The following tabular statement, taken from a Report furnished by

the Collector to the Government of Bengal, gives the rates of rent

prevailing in 1872 for lands producing the principal crops in different

parts of the District.

List of Rates of Rent prevailing in the District of

Tipperah (1872.)

- z
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The lands in the police circles of Comillah (Kumilla), Jagan-

nathdighi, and Chhagalnaiyd, are the most fertile in the District, and

the rents paid there are much higher than for lands growing the

same crops in other parts of Tipperah. The lands in these police

circles are also more sublet than elsewhere.

The rates of rent have for several years been steadily increasing.
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Before the passing of Act X. of 1859, the average rate of rent for a

bighd of rice-land was about 1 2 dnnds, or 4s. 6d. per acre ; and the

gradual enhancement of rents that has taken place is attributed by

the Collector to the general rise in the price of rice throughout the

country, rather than to the operation of the Rent Law. It is only

during the last five years that suits for the enhancement of rents

have been very largely instituted. The Commissioner of the Chit-

tagong Division, in his Annual Report for the year 1873-74, states

that when, nine years before, he was Collector of Tipperah, such

suits were unknown. The Collector, in his Administrative Report

for the year 1874-75, attributes the great increase of rent disputes

during the past four years to the cultivators having banded into

unions, and refusing to pay cesses. ' The landlord can only by

law get the rents expressed in the books as payable by the cul

tivators ; and these are generally extremely low, as the zamin-

ddrs always looked to the cesses as their main source of income,

and cared little about the nominal rate of rent in their books.

But now that the cultivators resist the payment of cesses, the

zaminddr has either to see his income grievously diminished, or to

sue for enhanced rents, or to try and collect the cesses by main

force. One or other of the two latter courses is generally adopted.'

In consequence of the landowners adopting the last alternative,

special police have had to be quartered in several pargands ; while

in others it is noticed that the number of rent suits filed has

largely increased. The Collector states that 'more suits would

be filed, but for two causes—(1.) the utter inability of the

judges to cope with the work, and (2.) the absence of power to prove

the necessary grounds for enhancement This latter has specially

been the case with the Raja of Hill Tipperah in some large par

gands ; he cannot collect the old cesses nor can he enhance the

rents. Hence so much of the rioting and disorder in Chhagalnaiya,

which has led to the quartering of special police there.'

With the exception of a few petty landholders, nearly all landed

proprietors receive their rents in money, and not in grain.

Manures.—The husbandmen, when reaping their crops, are in

the habit of cutting off only the ears of the paddy ; while the stalks

are left standing and are afterwards burnt. This has the effect of

manuring the fields. In lands growing the dman or winter rice,

this is the only manure that is used ; but for the cultivation of the

early or dus rice, cow-dung, ashes, and mud from tanks, dry khdh

and swamps, are also used. Very little cow-dung is used for

manure, as, on account of the scarcity of wood, it is universally
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employed for fuel. The Collector states that 20 maunds per bighd,

or about 44 cwt. an acre, would be considered a liberal allowance

of manure for rice land ; and that 80 maunds per bighd, or about

176 cwt. an acre, would be abundance for sugar-cane land. This

estimate, however, seems an excessive one. No estimate of the

cost of manure can be given. The manure used by the Tipperahs,

who cultivate byjtiming, consists of the ashes of the jungle after it

has been burnt. [See page 377.]

Some inferior lands are left fallow in alternate years, but no

regular system of rotation of crops is practised.

Irrigation.—Irrigation is not generallypractised in Tipperah Dis

trict, nor is it as a rule necessary. The annual overflow of the rivers,

and the rains, which sometimes begin in April and last till about

October, provide all the water that the crops need. In the case of

high lands, however, when water has to be raised, it is done by

means of the jdnt, an instrument in the shape of a canoe, which

moves on a fulcrum near its centre. The lever is a long bamboo

weighted at the end. One man can easily work a jdni twelve or

fourteen feet long. On the eastern side of the District the cultiva

tors dam the streams, and when the water has accumulated they

allow it to flow over their field.

Natural Calamities.—Tipperah is not specially subject to

natural calamities ; but, as with the whole of Lower Bengal, its crops

occasionally suffer loss from floods or droughts. ' During the

course of the last twenty years,' the Collector reported in 187 1,

' only two floods have taken place, one in 1853 and one in 1870.

These were partly the result of very heavy local rainfall, and partly

caused by the Meghna overflowing its banks. They inflicted con

siderable damage to the crops, but not such as to affect the general

prosperity of the District.' As a protection against floods, embank

ments have been constructed along the river Gumtf ; and but for these,

the Civil Station of Comillah (Kumilla) and the country to the south

of the river would be annually flooded. [See pp. 364, 365.] The

Collector states that no great demand exists for embankments in

other parts of the District. Damage from drought occasionally occurs,

in consequence of deficient or tardy rainfall. The drought has, how

ever, never been so severe as to involve the general destruction ofthe

crops. Canals for purposes of irrigation, or other irrigation works,

are not required in the District. A general blight is unknown ; but

the Collector states that, during the years 1869 and 1870, consider

able local damage was done to the paddy by the ravages of a grub.

These grubs do not eat the grain, but sever the ear from the stalk
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before the paddy is ready for cutting. In seasons of deficient rainfall ,

the increased productive powers of the low-lying lands and marshes

tend to compensate for the comparative sterility of the higher lands.

Famine Warnings.—The maximum price of rice during the

famine of 1866 was Rs.5 per maund, or 13s. 8d. a cwt. ; and for

unhusked rice Rs.4 per maund, or 10s. iod. a cwt Local prices,

however, have long since returned to their ordinary rate. The

Collector says, in the special report furnished by him in 187 1 :—'I

should say that relief measures would be urgently necessary in Tip-

perah District, if the price of rice rose to 12 sers for the rupee (9s. 4d.

per cwt) ; I should feel very considerable alarm if it rose to 16 sers

for the rupee (7s. per cwt), as the people would then find it difficult

to support themselves without some assistance from Government.

Should the price of rice rise to 2b sers for the rupee (5s. 7d. per cwt.)

in January and February, I should consider this an indication of

approaching famine.' This statement, however, appears altogether

to omit two most important considerations :—First, that a demand

for exportation, quite as much as any local scarcity, may be the

cause of a rise in prices. Secondly, that if it is true that in Tip-

perah nearly every man, whatever his principal occupation may be,

cultivates enough land to enable himself and his family to subsist,

then there can, in ordinary years, be no local demand for food

grain, and the price of rice will depend solely on the height to

which the competition of exporters may force it. If prices rise

abnormally, this may not be because a famine is approaching, but

only a sign that rice is going out of the District. Thus, in the

famine year of 1866, the maximum price of rice was Rs.5 per maund,

or 13s. 8d. per cwt. ; 'but this price was,' as the Collector says in

his Annual Report for 1872-73, 'paid by outsiders, and most of the

people continued to eat their rice at the price it cost them to pro

duce it, whilst they received a handsome sum for their surplus stock.'

The District of Tipperah depends chiefly upon the dman or winter

crop for its food supply ; and in the event ofanything like a total loss of

this harvest, the dus, or early rice crop, however abundant, could not

make up the deficiency. But rivers, artificial watercourses, and roads,

afford ample facilities for importation from other parts of the country.

Foreign and Absentee Landholders.—The principal zamin-

ddrs in the District are the Raja of Hill Tipperah, Khwaja Ahsan

Ulla Khan Bahadur of Dacca, Annada Prasad Rai of Sarail, a

resident of Murshidabad, Mons. Courjon of Chandranagar (Chan-

dernagore), Raja Satya Charan Ghoshal of Calcutta, and Raja Kamal

Krishna of Calcutta. All these landholders are absentees, and
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they own together nearly three-fourths of the total area of the Dis

trict. The Raja of Hill Tipperah, who lives at Agartala, within his

own territory, alone owns nearly one-fourth. The Collector states

that very few of the absentee landlords seem to care or know much

about their estates, and that they leave the management to agents

and tahsilddrs. None of them, however, are conspicuously bad

landlords. The great majority of the large resident proprietors are

Muhammadans. There are only three European landholders in the

District.

Roads and Means of Communication.—The principal line of

road is the Trunk Road from the Meghna at Daudkandf to the Chit-

tagong boundary, traversing the District from east to west. This

road is 63 miles in length, has 63 bridges, and is not metalled. With

the exception of three miles within the jurisdiction of the Comillah

(Kumilld) municipality, the whole length is under the management of

the Public Works Department. The average annual cost amounts to

j£$ per mile, which includes the expense ofrepairing and maintaining

the bridges and staging-houses. Of the other roads in the District,

which are all under local management, the following are the most im

portant:—(1.) From Comillah (Kumilla) to Noakhalf, vid Ldkshdm.

This is an old road, and runs nearly due south. It is now being

entirely renovated, and the work in Tipperah District has been com

pleted as far as Berula, about nine miles south of Laksham. (2.) From

the north side of the river Gumti, due north of the town of Comillah

(Kumilla), to Napit Bdzar. This road is 18 miles long, and forms

the first half of the road to Brahmanbaria, and to Agartala, the

residence of the Raja of Hill Tipperah. (3.) From Napit Bazar to

Brdhmanbdrid ; this forms the latter half of the road from Comillah

(Kumilld) to Brdhmanbdrid, and may be regarded as a continuation

of the previous road. (4.) A road leaving the Trunk Road four miles

west of Comillah, cutting the Ldlmdi hills, and then running north

west to Companyganj, on the Gumti. (5.) From Comillah to Bibir

Hdt, six miles east.

The town of Comillah (Kumilld) is very deficient in road com

munication ; and in order to reach any place not on one of the few

roads above mentioned, it is necessary to travel either by elephant

or by boat. There is no cart-traffic in Tipperah. The Commis

sioner, in his annual Report for 1873-74, expresses his belief that

the Road Cess Act will prove a success in the District, and that its

benefits will be appreciated by the people. The total amount spent

in 1870-71 on roads under the local authorities was ^1216, is. 3^d.

vol. vi. 2 D
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There is no railway in the District. An account of the canals and

khdh has already been given. [See page 365.] According to

the statistics of the Board of Revenue for 1868-69, there are 565

miles of rivers and canals navigable throughout the year; 177 miles

navigable during six months or more; and 135 miles of khdh navi

gable for from three to eight months in the year.

MINES.—No mines exist in the District, nor have any been worked

in former times. Iron ore of an inferior quality has, however, been

found in the Ldlmai hills. [See page 368.]

LOCAL MANUFACTURES.—The local manufactures are insignifi

cant. They chiefly consist of weaving, pottery, gold, silver, brass,

and iron work, and mat and basket making. Some of the women

among the hill people who have settled in the District, make a kind

of coarse cloth from cotton grown in the state of Hill Tipperah;

the only peculiarity about this is the pattern, which consists princi

pally of checks and stripes, and is of bright and gaudy colours. This

cloth is used both for wearing apparel and for bed-sheets. In the north

of the District, in the Fiscal Division of Sarail, a very fine descrip

tion of muslin is made, called tanjib, which is said to be nearly as

good in texture and quality as the shabndm muslins of Dacca. The

thread is spun by hand, and the muslin is not usually made by the

weavers unless they have a special order. There is not now much

employment for weavers in Tipperah. In the towns, country cloth

has been almost entirely driven out of the market by English piece

goods. In the interior, weavers still manufacture clothes for

themselves and their neighbours, for which they are paid at the

rate of from three farthings to a penny per cubit, the thread being

supplied by the purchasers. Potters earn about 4 dnnds (6d.)

per day, and blacksmiths and carpenters about 8 dnnds (is.) per

day. Goldsmiths are paid at the rate of Rs.2 (45.) for every

Mart ( 1 80 grains) of gold work; and from 2 to 3 dnnds (3d.

to 4|d.) per bhari of silver work. Their average earnings may

be put down at from R.o-i2 to R.I (is. 6<1. to as.) per day.

Braziers are paid at the rate of from 6 to 8 dnnds (gd. to is.) per

pound of brass work. Matmakers earn about 4 dnnds (6d.) a day,

but the average earnings of basketmakers do not exceed 2

(3d.) a day. It has already been stated that nearly everyj

the District, whether engaged in manufactures or not.

nected with the land, either as a cultivator or other,

however, who engage in manufactures, basketrr

hold, the Collector states, a higher social pf1

cultivators. Most of the manufacturers -
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own houses and on their own account. No system of advancing

money for manufacturing purposes is current in the District. Although

it cannot be said that any manufactures formerly carried on in Tip-

perah have completely died out, yet the art of manufacturing the fine

ianjib muslin is gradually becoming extinct During the last century,

the East India Company had an extensive cloth-manufactory at a place

called Charpata, in the south of the District, where a species of long

cloth, called bdphta, was manufactured. The factory was closed about

fifty years ago, and the same description of cloth is no longer made.

Commerce and Trade.—The principal export of the District is

rice, of which it is estimated that at least one-third of the whole

amount grown is exported. The Collector, in his annual Report for

1 874-75, estimates the annual export trade in rice at 4,000,000

maunds or 147,059 tons. The bulk of this goes to Narainganj, in

Dacca District. 'It is also exported to Farfdpur, Pabna, and perhaps

to one or two other Districts. In many cases the rice-dealers send

representatives to the large bdzdrs, or to the agricultural villages, to

buy rice on the spot ; in other cases the local mahdjans (money

lenders) buy it, or receive it in payment of their loans, and export

it when they have collected a sufficient quantity; and sometimes the

villagers themselves take it to market. The rice from the south-east

of the District, which has no water-communication with the westward,

is carried to Chittagong by boat, and is there absorbed in the export

trade by sea. In the north-west, it is often sold through the aratddrs,

or brokers.'1 After rice, the exports next in importance are jute and

betel-nut. From the ' Report on the Cultivation of Jute in Bengal,'

it appears that 100,000 maunds (3676 tons) of this staple are

annually exported from Tipperah ; the jute is sent to Dacca and

Narainganj, and thence to Calcutta. The trade in betel-nut is, the

Collector states, in the hands of the well-to-do classes ; the surplus

produce travels in all directions,—south to Chittagong, west to Dacca,

north to Sylhet, and sometimes even as far west as Mirzapur. The

other exports consist, according to the Collector, of safflower, sugar-

canes, cocoa-nut, bullocks, sheep, goats, tamarind, fish-oil, dried fish,

hides, mats, chillies, linseed, bamboos, canes, arhar pulse, kaldi (Phas-

eolus Roxburghii), sweet potatoes, timber, earthen pots, and mustard-

seed. Kingfishers' skins are sent to Chittagong, for exportation to

Burmah and China. Safflower is cultivated only for exportation ;

and all the produce, about 600 maunds, or 22 tons annually, is sent

to Dacca. Most of the dried fish exported goes to Chittagong, but

a small portion is sent to Dacca.

1 Commissioner's Annual Report for 1872-73.
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The principal imports are sugar from Calcutta and Dacca;

timber, cotton, bamboos, and thatching grass from Hill Tipperah ;

cocoa-nut oil from Dacca and Calcutta ; cloth, cotton goods, spices,

shoes, iron, lead, salt, all from Calcutta ; gram from Dacca ; brass

and copper utensils from Dacca and Calcutta ; and tobacco from

Calcutta and Rangpur. Besides these articles, four kinds of pulses

(mug, malar, musuri, and khesdri), are imported.; and so also are sugar-

candy, molasses, paper, hemp, opium, lime, clarified butter, potatoes,

umbrellas, and European wines and spirits. The Collector states

that no trustworthy commercial statistics are procurable, and that

it is therefore impossible to make an accurate comparison ; but

there can be no doubt that the exports considerably exceed the

imports in value.

The principal trading towns and villages are:—Comillah (Kumilla),

Gauripura, Lalpur, Jdfarganj, Companyganj, Panchpukhuria, Elliot-

ganj, and Nanuar-Hat, on the Gumtf; Chanduria, Brahmanbaria,

Ramchandrapur, Phandauk, and Nasirpur, on the Titas ; Hajfganj,

Chitosi, Mudafarganj, Baghmara, and Panisal, on the Dakatia;

Chandpur and Matlab on the Meghna ; Sachir and Danagodhd. on

the Sichar and Danagodhd rivers, both of which are tributaries of

the Meghnd; Kutir-bdzdr and Bholachangon the Borigang; Nayan-

pur on the Bijai ; Nabinagar on a tributary of the Titas ; and Chunta,

near the Meghna. Trade is principally carried on by means of fixed

markets ; and there is only one fair in the District at all deserving of

notice. This is held annually in the month of November, at Pdnch-

pukuria on the Gumrf river, about 22 miles west of Comillah. The

fair lasts for seven days, and a considerable traffic in cloth, rice, and

other articles is carried on.

River Traffic Statistics.—The registration of traffic on the Cal

cutta canals, during the years 1873 and 1874, did not supply results of

any value for the trade of Tipperah. In 1873, a total of 130,400

mounds was recorded as imported into Calcutta from this District,

of which just half was rice, and the other half miscellaneous ; in

1874, only 4000 mautids were registered, all of oil-seed.

The new system of registration, however, which has been estab

lished since September 1875 on a^ tne great water-ways of Bengal,

has furnished trustworthy materials of the considerable river-trade of

Tipperah District. The following tables, compiled from the

monthly numbers of the Statistical Reporter, show (Table I.) the

exports from Tipperah during the six months ending February 1876;

and (Table II.) the imports into Tipperah during the same period.
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STATISTICS OF THE RIVER TRAFFIC OF TIPPERAH DISTRICT FOR

THE Six MONTHS ENDING FEBRUARY 1876.

TABLE I.—(EXPORTS.)

s
1

S

!
1

DESCRIPTION OF GOODS.

8

m

B

I
j

d

tn 2 * £
o
h

CLASS I. MaunJs Maundj Maunds .Vauntl Maunds Maund Mxundi

Coal and coke, . 275 loo

Cotton,

Safflower, .

249

99

•93 656 3,638 1,58 5,239 '1,559

Betel-nuts .

r'.icl and firewood,

Fruits, dried,

7,748

460

9,824

7,970

21,036

3,185

27,683

50

26,013 16,838 109,142

11,665

Do. fresh and vege ables

Wheat,

200

6840 32 1,423 1,563

Pulses and gram,

Rice, .

657 100 •65 2,930 3,059

45

7,436

Paddy,

Other cereals,

6,359

18 628 214,927

107,060
21,142 5,3°8 25,052 32,386 16,813

Jute and other raw fibres,

Fibres, manufactures f,

Hides,

Copper and brass,

Ot.ter metals.

100,879

750

403

140

44,883

250

34,853

925

22

13,228 9.378

63

7,030 200,251

',675

973

257

Lime and limestone,

Stone, .

1,100 500 150

235

5 112

35°

38

Oil 600

10

••

2,100

Linseed,

7Y/-seed, . 325

>55

160

923

65

1,291 1,378 '90

4"

50

4,622

1,926
Wustard-seed,

Salt, . 328
'45 3°5

5°

637

160

294

ipices and condiments,

Sugar, refined, .

Do. unrefined.

Tobacco,

Miscellaneous, .

478

125

35 « 1,602

360

4,666

433 5° 75

200

465 73

845

1,389

283

350

35 40
'75 30

50

3

300

Total, 98,724 96.333 77.079 113.091 16,971 82,805 685,003

CLASS II. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.

lirds, .

'imber,

lamboos, .

"ocoa-nuts,

lay and straw (bundles),

*1 iscellaneous, .

21,560

07,360

14,800

29,900

85 So

70,900

6,450

'35
25,000

14,820 7,800

5,600

40,100

11,050

3,000

6,600

72,360

77,38o

3,ooo

8i,55o
'5,400 13,600 26,200

CLASS III. Rs. Rt. R*. Ks. Rs. Rt. St.

Leather and its manufac

tures,

Wool
1,200 1.100 2,750 1,200 6,250

Silk,
1,000 1,000

:ioth, .
605

Cotton manufactures (Euro
5,350

pean), ....

Miscellaneous (Native)
2,000 3,6oo 5,600

goods, .... 852 2,585 2,334 5,874 12,817 9.5" 33,973

Total,
5,4- 3,990 3,534 9,974 19,167 10,711 52,778
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TABLE II.—(IMPORTS.)

DESCRIPTION OF GOODS.

;ptember.

2

|

| 1 .3

J

VI o z Q
* 8 H

CLASS I. Maunds .Uaunds MaunJ Maund, M.iun.t UaunJs ../„,«*.

Coal and coke, .

Cotton, ....

Do. Twist (Native), .

250

434 302 390

83 50

586 '360

383

',972

Do. do. (European), .

Hetel-nuts, ....

Fruits, dried,

20 20

30 9° 3" 134 2O 575

Do. fresh, and vegetables,

Wheat, .... 36r

"95 495 357 716 .83

Pulses and gram,

Rice, .

1.548 606 546 23' 173 604 3.707

Paddy, ....
' ' 72

fin

Other cereals,

Jute and other raw fibres, .

1 88

75

.:38
'°5

T90

43'
1,150 450 1,865

Iron and its manufactures, .

Copper and brass,

104

98

496

'641 172 76 "iSg '60

109

1,236

Diner metals,

Lime and limestone, .

15

170 60 330

1,826375 180 150 700 421

7hl, .

IO

18

oil, 2,131 1,090 2,378

'75

2,795 1,221 2,647 12,262
-.in seed,

175
TYAseed, .

M ustard-seed,

Salt, ....

690 389 490 875 ZOO 493 3.036

)ther snline substances,

3, 9f> ,2 I ,899

Spices and condiments,

Sugar, refined,

Do. unreBned,

Tobacco, ....

Liquor,

573

294

2,805

4,136

'•/

2,855

',932

782

322

555

1 88
"47 607

483

970

',473

543 2,210

12,2313,222 739

',303

1,640

1,500 ",758

Miscellaneous, .
74 [O 80 46 252 462

Total, 31.656 22,924 21,052 19.132 2.1,433 25,702 43.899

CLASS II. No. No. No. No. No. No. No.

loats and sheep, Bj 300 385

Tortoises, .
43

Timber

Jaraboos, ....

3,358 4,932 3,014 1,334

2,300

16

3,700

11,834

8,5002,000 500

13.540 2,000 2,240 17,780

lay and straw, . 640

60 374

15,000

632

434

2,113
Miscellaneous, . 1,101

1,200

80

4.960

175

137,820

125

CLASS III. Rt. Rt. As. Rs. Si. Rs. Rs.

5ilk manufactures,

!x>tton (European) manufac

375 1,500 20O ',975

tures, ....

Cotton (Native) manufac

48,300 7,700 27,900 52,740 33,150 59,790

tures, ....

Miscellaneous (Native) goods

Do. (European) do.

Miscellaneous goods, .

Cotton manufactures, .

1,480 3,020 4,021 11,695

700

18,823

700

100 500
43,745

600

13.920'3,870 50

7,508 7,508

Total, 64,025 12,078 12,906 31,921 64,635 42,673 28,338
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It appears from these tables that the total of the exports during

these six months under Class I. (articles registered by weight only),

amounted to 685,003 maunds of 82 lbs., or 25,076 tons, of which

rice and jute contributed about 30 per cent, each, and betel-nuts

and paddy 16 per cent. each. The imports in this class reached a

total of only 143,899 maunds, or 5267 tons, of which salt formed

40 per cent., and paddy 12 per cent. The weight of the exports in

Class I. thus exceeded that of the imports nearly fivefold, or by as

much as 541,104 maunds, or 19,809 tons. In Class II. (articles

registered by number only) aggregate totals cannot be given. The

most important items are, under exports—272,360 bamboos, chiefly

registered in February; and 1 77,380 cocoa-nuts, chiefly in September.

Under imports—359,626 bundles of hay and straw, almost entirely

received in the first two months of 1876. Class III. (articles regis

tered by value only) shows a total export of only Rs.52,778

(^5277, 16s.), of which miscellaneous native goods form 64 per

cent.; the imports were valued at Rs.228,238 (^22,823, 16s.),

European cotton manufactures constituting 70 per cent. The value

of the imports, therefore, in this class exceeded that of the exports

more than fourfold, or by ,£17,546.

With regard to the destination of the exports, and the origin of

the imports, it is easier to arrive at approximate conclusions in the

case of Tipperah than with some other Districts ; because there

is no registration station within the limits of Tipperah District.

From an examination of the returns of the different stations, which

are also published in the columns of the Statistical Reporter, it is

possible to obtain some idea of the general direction of the District

trade, though not of the actual markets or even Districts with which

it was carried on. Taking Class I. by itself, to illustrate the whole, it

appears that the largest portion of the exports, 275,833 maunds, or

40 per cent., was registered at Narainganj, being evidently destined

for Dacca; 193,116 maunds, or 28 per cent, were registered at

Bhairab-Bazar on the route towards Maimansinh and Sylhet;

87,392 maunds at Khulnd, to which may be added 17,810 at

Bamanghatd, showing a total of at least 105,202 maunds, or 15 per

cent., destined for the Calcutta market. In addition, 58,426

maunds, or 8 per cent., was registered at Goalanda, apparently

going up the Ganges; 26,267, or 4 per cent., at Sirdjganj, going

up the Brahmaputra; and 20,172, or 3 per cent, at Chittagong.

The course of the imports is very similar. A total of 47.973

maunds, or 32 per cent, was registered at Narainganj; 31,792,
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or 22 per cent., at Bhairab-Bazar ; 15,047 at Kidderpur, 12,420

at Chitpur, 87 7S at Khulnd and 1425 at Bdmanghati, giving

a total of at least 37,670 maunds, or 26 per cent., for the imports

from Calcutta. A total of 7401 maunds, or 5 per cent., came from

Chittagong; and 13,652, or 9 per cent., passed Goilanda.

The detailed statements, confined to the chief staples of trade,

given in the Statistical Reporter for the four months of the half-year

to which these figures refer, corroborate these general conclusions.

During those four months (November 1875 to February 1876), the

total of the rice exported from Tipperah amounted to 129,363

maunds, of which 92,781, or 72 per cent, went to Calcutta, and

20>575> or 16 per cent., to Chittagong. The total of the jute ex

ported in the same period was 54,489 maunds, of which 38,237

maunds, or 70 per cent., were consigned to Narainganj, 7621, or

14 percent., to Madanganj, and 6753, or 12 per cent., direct to Cal

cutta. The total of the European cotton goods imported during the

four months was valued at Rs. 111,490, and the whole came from

Dacca or Narainganj. The rice marts may be arranged in the

following order: Gauripura, with 57,667 maunds; Hajfganj, 6992;

Karaya-hat, 6000; Panchpukuria, 5348; Kutir-bazar, 3792; Bhangar-

char, 3705; Korea, 2473; Amfrganj, 2300; Comillah (Kumilla),

1 707 ; Lalpur, 1 1 50 ; Haji'pur, 504 ; Sachar, 240. The jute marts, so

far as the details are given, are these : Bakrabaz, with 2925 maunds;

Sarail, 1780; Amfrbaz, 1400; Azimnagar, 1061 ; Mohanpur, 1000;

Ramchandrapur, 465 ; Charatola, 400. The following are the marts

with the largest importation of English piece goods : Lalpur, with a

value of Rs. 40,000 ; Brahmanbaria, Rs.38,000; Hajfganj, Rs.9000 ;

Comillah (Kumilla), Rs.3500 ; Phandauk, Rs.3000 ; Chandpur,

Rs.2900. Brahmanbaria also exported Rs.3000 worth of piece

goods to other Districts; Laphani, Rs.2000; Hajfganj, Rs.6oo.

Capital.—Accumulations of capital are, the Collector states,

generally employed in the purchase of lands, or lent out at interest.

Except in a few special cases, such accumulations are not usually

applied to manufacturing purposes, or to effecting improvements

in land, but they are frequently used as capital in trade. The

current rates of interest are reported by the Collector to be as fol

low :—In small transactions, where the borrower pawns some article

such as ornaments or household vessels, 36 per cent, per annum.

In large transactions, where a mortgage is given on movable pro

perty, the interest is usually 2 per cent, per month, or 24 per

cent, per annum. In cases where a mortgage is given on houses or
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land, 12 per cent, per annum is generally charged. In buying an

estate, a return of from 8 to 10 per cent, per annum would be con

sidered a fair return for the purchase-money.

There are no large native banking establishments in the District ;

but a small colony of deswdlis from the North-Western Provinces have

settled in Comillah (Kumilla), where they trade as bankers and cloth-

merchants. A banking and loan-office was, in March r87i, estab

lished in Comillah by the native officials and pleaders of the place.

The rates of interest charged are—18 per cent per annum where

security is not deposited ; and 15 per cent, per annum where security

is given. Money deposited at the office for less than twelve months

bears 4J per cent, interest ; if deposited for twelve months or more,

it bears interest at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum.

Imported Capital.—Indigo Cultivation.—The Collector re

ported in 1 87 1 that the only industry in the District conducted with

European capital was indigo cultivation and manufacture. Mr. J.

P. Wise had then four factories in operation ; but before the close

of the year 1872 they were all abandoned, and indigo is not

now grown in the District. In 1866 there were six indigo-factories

conducted by Europeans in the villages of Srfmaddi, Dulalpur,

Brahmanchar, Machhimpur, Bhangarchar, and Akanagar; but the

opposition to the industry on the part both of the neighbouring

zaminddrs and of the planters' tenants was so desperate, that none of

the factories could hold out against it. The lands on which indigo

was formerly sown were well adapted for the crop ; the culti

vators, however, refused to work for the factory or to allow their

own lands to be sowed with indigo, and serious affrays between the

peasantry and the servants of the factories were of frequent occur

rence. In some cases, the cultivators formed an organised

combination against the planters, whom they regarded as their

enemies and oppressors. The planters charged the cultivators with

turning their cattle into the indigo fields and destroying the crop;

while the cultivators declared with equal vehemence that their

cattle were seized, even at a distance from the factory lands, and

only given up on the payment of an exorbitant and illegal fine.

Serious crimes were not unfrequently committed in the course of

these disputes. Some of the factory buildings were burned down.

The planters and their servants charged the cultivators with the

crime ; while the latter alleged that the arson was committed by the

factory people, who set fire to their own buildings in order to be

able to bring a serious though false charge against them. So violent
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was the ill-feeling between the two parties, "that a special force of

police had, on more than one occasion, to be despatched to the

neighbourhood of the factories, in order to preserve the peace. Mr.

J. J. Gray, the manager of Mr. Wise's factories in 1870, attributed

the opposition which the planters met with to ' the intrigues of their

own servants, combined with the ill-will of some of the zaminddrs ;'

but the cultivators, on their side, declared that the cultivation of

indigo was a loss to themselves, that they were often forced to lend

their carts and ploughs, and to work without pay ; and that they had,

in addition, to give bribes and presents to the factory servants, in

order to avoid still further oppression.

For two or three years before the closing of the factories which

survived longest, they had been worked at a loss. In the year

1866-67, m trie four factories of Srfmaddi, Dulalpiir, Machhimpur,

and Akanagar, 1876 acres were under cultivation, yielding a total

out-turn of 8 tons 6 cwt. 3 qrs. of indigo. In 1867-68, the same

factories, with 1840 acres under cultivation, yielded only 3 tons 2

cwt. 2 qrs. 18 lbs. of indigo. In 1868-69 the quantity of land

under cultivation had decreased to 132 1 acres, and the out-turn to

1 ton 17 cwt. i qr. 10 lbs. The servants employed in the four fac

tories consisted of 1 European manager and 95 natives.

Institutions and Societies.—Besides the educational, religious,

and charitable institutions, which are noticed under other heads, there

are the following societies in the District:—(1.) The Bikrampur Hitha

Shadhini Sabha, numbering about fifty members ; the object of this

association is to improve the social condition of the natives of Bik

rampur. The parent society, of which this is a branch, has its head

quarters at Bikrampur in Dacca District ; and the Tipperah branch

was opened about the end of June 1874. (2.) A Theatre Club,

containing about 20 members, established in 1875; its object is

to promote theatrical performances among the native residents of

Comillah (Kumilla).

There are no newspapers or printing-presses in the District.

Income.—According to the income-tax returns for 18 70-71, the total

amount of incomes exceeding ,£50 per annum was approximately

,£235,000. The amount of income-tax realised in that year, with

the assessment at an average rate of 3J per cent, on incomes above

£50, was £7353, 16s. In the following year, when the rate of the

tax was reduced to iTr1,rPercent:-. and the minimum of incomes liable

to assessment was raised to £75, the amount of the tax realised

was £2193, 1 8s. The total number of incomes assessed in 1870-71,

or the number of annual incomes above £50 each, was 1629.
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Administrative History.—The following paragraphs are mainly

taken from a Report on Tipperah District by Mr. J. F. Browne,

C.S. :—' In 1588, the Districts of Tipperah and Noakhilf were in

cluded in the sarkdr of Sonargaon, one of the nineteen divisions

made by the Mughul administrator, Todar Mall. Sonargaon, which

at that time included a small portion of Dacca, contained fifty-two

pargands; and its revenue amounted to Rs.258,283. The assess

ment made by Todar Mall was founded on a mauzd sumdri ;

that is to say, the amount of revenue derivable from each village

was clearly determined, and no division of estates was allowed,

except on the principle of allotting distinct villages (never parts

of villages), to newly-formed or derivative mahdh. In 1722, the

original sarkdrs of Todar Mall, together with those subsequently

annexed by Sultan Shuja in 1658, were formed into thirteen chaklds,

or military jurisdictions ; one of which, that of Jahangfrnagar

(Dacca), included both Tipperah and Noakhali. This extensive

circle was subdivided into a number of zaminddris, all classed under

the principal one of Jalalpur, which contained two hundred and thirty-

six pargands, and was assessed at Rs. 1,928,294.' The rent-roll was

afterwards revised by Shuja Khan in 1728, when the Province of

Bengal was divided into twenty-five ihtimdms. Tipperah and Noak

half were then included within the ihtimdm of Jalalpur, under the

jurisdiction of the Government of Dacca.

In 1 765, when the District of Tipperah, together with the rest of

Bengal, was ceded to the British, the administration of Jalalpur was

first intrusted to two native officers, Raja Himmat Sinh and

Jasserat Khan. From 1769 to 1772, the country was under the

charge of three Englishmen, called Supervisors—Messrs. Kelsal,

Harris, and Lambert. In 1 772, an officer with the title of Collector

was appointed, and his jurisdiction lasted for two years, until the

Provincial Council was established in 1774; from which date until

1780 the revenue was collected by ndibs, and the general business

of the country was transacted by European Covenanted Assistants.

'In 1 78 1, Tipperah and Noakhali were constituted into a sepa

rate revenue division. The first officer in charge, Mr. Leake, had

no magisterial powers, and the state of the District was consequently

as bad as could be ; bands of robbers and armed ruffians infested

the whole country, and the burning, not only of villages, but of

human beings, in open daylight, are mentioned in the Records as

circumstances of constant occurrence, so far down as the year 1789.'

From that date the condition of the country began gradually to
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improve, and the general peace has never been materially disturbed

since the beginning of the nineteenth century. In the year 1822

the Districts of Noakhdlf and Tipperah were divided ; and since

that date further great changes have been made in the boundaries

of Tipperah, by the transfer of entire pargands and villages to or

from the adjoining Districts.

Revenue and Expenditure.—In 1790-91, when the Districts

of Tipperah and Noakhalf had not yet been separated, the total

revenue amounted to .£99,907, and the expenditure to £9867.

In 1828-29, after making all deductions on account of transfers and

inefficient balances, the net revenue amounted to £88,811, 8s., and

the expenditure to £13,177, 13s., the decrease in the revenue being

apparently due to the separation of Noakhalf from Tipperah in

1822. In 1850-51, the net revenue was £99,276, 5s. 5|d., and

the expenditure £13,249, 19s. 9fd. Since that date both the

revenue and expenditure have greatly increased. In 1860-61 the

revenue amounted to £105,302, and the expenditure to £33,034.

In 1870-71 the revenue was £121,936, 5s. s|d., and the expendi

ture £16,783, os. 9d., giving an excess of income over expendi

ture of £105,153, 43. 8d. Mr. J. F. Browne, in his Report on

Tipperah (1866), states that he has every reason to believe that the

surplus revenue of the District during the past 25 years (1840-65),

has amounted to no less than £2,000,000, being an average of

£80,000 a year.

The following balance-sheets show the details of the revenue and

the expenditure of the District for the years 1850-51 and 1870-71.

I.

Balance-Sheet of the District of Tipperah for the

Year 1850-51.

Revenue. Expenditure.

(1.) Net Land Re

venue, . £94,193 13 Si

(2.) Excise, . . 841 9 8

(3.) Stamps, . . 4,225 12 9}

(4.) Record Fees, . 15 9 6$

(1.) Post Office,

(2.) Profit and Loss,

(3.) Judicial, .

(4.) Magisterial,

(5.) Vaccination,

(6.) Law Charges,

(7.) Pension, .

£23 0 3f

29 11 5l

6,33' 14 2

6,585 14 1 J

33 12 0

203 1 9

43 6 0
/

Total, £99,276 5 5} Total £13,249 19 9}
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II.

Balance-Sheet of the District of Tipperah for the

Year 1870-71.

Revenue. Expenditure.

(I.) Net Land Re (1.) Law and Justice, £4,249 3 0

venue, . £91.933 S 6* (2. ) Collector's Pay, 1,892 11 7

(3.) Collector's Estab(2.) Stamp Revenue, 18,360 6 9

(3.) Excise, . . 3,976 18 2 lishment, . 1,335 3 1}

(4.) IncomelTax, . 7,181 " 3 (4.) Share of Commis

(5.) Registration, . 484 3 9 sioner's Pay and

/

Establishment, 1,056 7 2

(5.) Police, . . 5,275 14 7

(6.) Jail, . . 945 16 84

(7. ) Post Office, . 851 2 3f

(8.) Medical, . . 704 10 0

(9.) Telegraph, . 139 16 II

(10.) Education, . ' 332 15 4J

Total, £121,936 s si Total, £16,783 0 9J

Land Revenue.—In the year 1790-91, Tipperah, which then also

included the present District of Noakhalf, consisted of 3854 estates,

held by the same number of registered proprietors, who paid a total

land-tax of £99,460, or an average payment by each estate of

,£25, 16s. 2d. Ten years later, in 1800-1801, the number of estates

and proprietors remained exactly as they stood in 1790; but the land

revenue had increased to .£115,634, or an average annual payment

of £30 from each estate. In 1850-51, thirty years after the separation

of Noakhdlf, the number of estates was returned at 2017, and the

number of registered proprietors or coparceners at 5209 ; showing a

decrease of nearly one-half in the number of estates, but an increase

of more than one-third in the number of proprietors. The total

land revenue in 1850-51 was ,£100,596; the average amount paid

by each estate ,£49, 1 7s. 6d., and the amount paid by each registered

proprietor or coparcener, £19, 6s. 3d. By 1870-71, the number of

estates had still further decreased, and there had also been a dimi

nution in the number of proprietors. In that year the number of

estates was returned at 1928, the number of proprietors at 4660, and

the amount of land revenue at £99,860, 2s. ; giving an average of

£51, 15s. 1 id. paid for each estate, and of £21, 8s. 7d. paid by

each registered proprietor. Although the number of estates has

decreased by one-half since 1790, when the District of Noakhalf was
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included in that of Tipperah, the amount of land revenue is nearly

the same as it was then, while the average tax paid by each estate

has increased from £25, 16s. in 1790, to £51, 15s. iod. in

1870-71.

The tabular statement on p. 431 shows the number of estates

on the rent-roll of the District in the years 1800 and 1850; the

estates are classified according to the amount of revenue paid,

and for each class the number of registered proprietors paying

revenue direct to Government is entered.

Mr. Browne's Survey Report of 1866 thus classified the revenue-

paying estates of the District, according to their size. The total

number of estates was 1900, thus subdivided; estates under 100 acres,

1 156; between 100 and 200 acres, 174; between 200 and 400

acres, 127; between 400 and 800 acres, 174; between 800 and 1600

acres, 113 ; between 1600 and 3200 acres, 82 ; between 3200 and

6400 acres, 38 ; between 6400 and 1 2,800 acres, 1 7 ; between 1 2,800

and 25,000 acres, 8 ; between 25,000 and 50,000 acres, 5 ; between

50,000 and 100,000 acres, 5. Mr. Browne only mentions a single

estate as containing more than 100,000 acres—chakld Rosh-

nabad, which belongs to the Raja of Hill Tipperah. This one

estate includes 53 pargands, has an area of 377,100 acres or 589

square miles, and pays a Government revenue of ,£15,361, 8s. per

annum. The Collector states that there are also five other estates

in the District which together cover an area of 762,161 acres, or

1 191 square miles. The total area of the District under cultivation

is stated to be 1,301,760 acres, and the gross amount of land

revenue £99,860, 2s. The average incidence of the land-tax on

the cultivated area of the District is, therefore, a fraction of a farthing

less than is. 6Jd. per acre. From a comparison of the average

amount of revenue paid to Government with the table of rents

given on page 413 of this Statistical Account, it would appear that,

from even the worst rice land, a profit of nearly 100 per cent can

be realised by the superior and intermediate landlords ; while the

rent of lands of better quality varies from three times to more than

twenty times the average amount of revenue payable to Govern

ment.

Protection to Person and Property.—In 1850 there were

two Magisterial and fourteen Civil and Revenue Courts in the whole

District. By i860 the number had increased to eight Magisterial

and sixteen Civil and Revenue Courts. In 1870 there were eight

Magisterial Courts and nineteen Civil and Revenue Courts. The

\Sentence continual on p. 432.
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Sentence continuedfrom p. 430.]

number of covenanted officers stationed in the District has risen

from three in 1850 to four in each of the years i860 and 1870.

Rent Suits.—The number of cases instituted under the Rent Law

of Bengal, Act X. of 1859, or under laws based on Act X., is as

follows :—In 1861-62, 4445 original suits were instituted, and there

were 484 miscellaneous applications. By 1862-63 the original suits

had nearly doubled, while the miscellaneous applications were more

than three times those of the previous year. The original suits

instituted in 1862-63 were 8657, and the miscellaneous applications

1620. In 1866-67 there were 5199 original suits and 2918 miscel

laneous applications. In 1868-69 the original suits were 5417 in

number, and the miscellaneous applications 2446. During the last

few years there has been a very marked increase in the number of

rent suits. [See page 414.] The number of rent suits instituted

in 1871 was 9519, and the number disposed of 9047. In 1872,

10,106 rent suits were instituted, and 9815 disposed of.

Police.—For police purposes Tipperah District is divided into

twelve police circles (thdnds) and two outposts. The thdnds are—

(1.) Comillah (Kumilla),'(2.) Barakamta, (3.) Daiidkandf, (4.) Tholla,

(5.) Chhagalnaiya,1 (6.) Jagannathdighi, (7.) Laksham, (8.) Hajfganj,

(9.) Tubkibagara, (10.) Brahmanbaria, (11.) Gauripura, and (12.)

Kasba. The outposts are—(1.) Nasirnagar, and (2.) Marichakandf.

The present machinery for protecting the District consists of the

regular or District police, the village watch, and the municipal police.

The Regular Police consisted of the following strength at the

end of 1872:—2 superior European officers, a District Superin

tendent and an Assistant, maintained at a salary of Rs.8oo a month,

or £>^° a year > 3 subordinate officers on a salary of upwards

of Rs.ioo a month, or ^120 a year, and 47 officers on less than

Rs.ioo a month, or ^120 a year, maintained at a total cost of

Rs.1855 a month, or ,£2226 a year, equal to an average of Rs.37-1-7

a month, or ^44, 10s. 4^d. a year for each subordinate officer ; and

311 foot police-constables, maintained at a total cost of Rs.2065

a month, or ^2478 a year, equal to an average pay of Rs.6-10-3 a

month, or £7, 19s. 4§d. a year for each man. The other expenses

connected with the Regular Police are, an average of Rs.ioo a

month, or ^120 a year, as travelling expenses of the District

Superintendent and his Assistant ; Rs. 134-9-4 a month, or j£i6i,

1 Government sanction was given in August 1875 to ihe removal of this police

circle from the District of Tipperah to Noakhali, and the transference took place

on the 1st January 1876.
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1 os. a year, as pay and travelling allowances for his office establish

ment; and an average of Rs.691-1-4 a month, or £829, 6s. a year,

for contingencies and all other expenses ; bringing up the total cost

of the Regular Police of Tipperah District in 1872 to Rs.5650-10-8

a month, or a total for the year of £6780, 16s. ; total strength of

the force, 363 men of all ranks. The present area of Tipperah

District is 2655 square miles, and the total population, as ascer

tained by the Census Report of 1872, is 1,533,931. According to

these figures, there is one policeman to every 7-31 of a square mile

of the District area, and one to every 4226 of the population. The

annual cost of maintaining the force is equal to Rs.25-8-7, or £2,

ns. id. per square mile of area, or R.o-o-8 or id. per head of the

population. In 1871, the total regular police force of 363 officers

and men was thus distributed :—As jail guards, 2 officers and 36

men ; as lock-up and treasury guards, and as escorts to prisoners and

treasure, 5 officers and 50 men ; as frontier guards, 9 officers and

64 men ; leaving 35 officers and 162 men for general duty.

The Municipal Police is a small force, which consisted at the

end of 1872 of 3 native officers and 46 men, maintained at a

total cost of Rs.317 a month, or £380, 8s. a year. This force is

for the protection of the municipality of Comillah (Kumilla); and its

cost is defrayed by means of a house-rate, levied upon the house

holders and shopkeepers carrying on business within municipal

limits. The total] population of Comillah, as returned in the

Census Report of 1872, is 12,948 souls. This figure would give

one policeman to every 264 of the inhabitants, and would make the

average cost R.o-4-7, or 7d. per head of the town population.

The Village Watch or rural police numbered 3094 in 1872,

maintained either by the zaminddrs or by service lands held rent-

free, at an estimated total cost of Rs.103,977, or .£10,397, 14s.

Compared with the area and population, there is one village watch

man, or chaultid&r, to every -85 of a square mile of the District area,

or one to every 495 of the population ; maintained at an estimated

cost of Rs.39-2-7, or j£$, 18s. 4d. per square mile of area, or

R.0-1-1, or i|d. per head of the total District population. Each

village watchman has, on an average, charge of 76 houses, and

receives an average pay in money or lands of Rs. 2-1 2-6 a month, or

£3, 6s. 9d. a year.

Including, therefore, the Regular District Police, the Municipal

Police, and the Village Watch, the machinery for protecting person

and property in Tipperah District consisted at the end of 1872 of a

vol. vi. 2 E
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total force of 3506 officers and men, equal to one man to every 75

of a square mile of the District area, or one man to every 437 souls

as compared with the population. The estimated aggregate cost of

maintaining this force, both Government and local, and including

the value of the rent-free lands held by the chaukiddrs, amounted

in 1872 to Rs. 14,632-6-8 a month, or a total for the year of

^I7>5S8, 18s. ; equal to a charge of Rs.66-2-2, or £6, 12s. 3^d.

per square mile of the District area, or Rs.0-1-9, or 2^d. per head

of the population.

Working of the Police.—During the year 1872, 1768 'cog

nisable ' cases were reported to the police, of which 469 were dis

covered to be false, and 64 were not inquired into, under section

137 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Convictions were obtained

in 358 cases, or 28*98 per cent, of the 'true' cases,—the proportion

of 'true' cases being one to every 1242 of the District population;

and the proportion of cases resulting in convictions, one to every

4284 of the population. Of 'non-cognisable' cases, 4094 were in

stituted, in which 1937 persons actually appeared before the Court,

of whom 1072, or 55*34 per cent, were convicted, the proportion

of persons convicted of ' non-cognisable' offences being one to every

1430 of the District population.

Statistics of Crime.—The most common offences committed

in Tipperah are criminal trespass, theft, rioting, wrongful restraint

and confinement, and assault. The Report of the Inspector-

General of Police for 1872-73 embodies the following quotation

from the Magistrate's Report :—' In the north of the District, in the

Subdivision of Brahmanbaria, hurt by dangerous weapons is a very

common class of crime, which is said to be due to the frequent

fights between owners of cattle and their herdsmen. There are

numerous marshes in this part of the District, and during the spring

large herds of cattle are driven thither for pasturage. Numerous

fights ensue for the grass, and the herdsmen having with them

the usual Idthi (stick), it is freely used in such fights. In the south

and east of the District, towards Chittagong, mischief by fire is

one of the prevalent offences. This offence is also, I believe,

very prevalent in Chittagong District, and it is certainly so in the

thdnds of Chhagalnaiya and Jagannathdighi within this District.

Most of the ddkditis occur in the south and south-west, in the thdnds

of Tubkibagara and Daiidkandf, on the rivers Meghna and Dakatia.

The gangs are believed in general to come from Noakhalf and

Farfdpur, and these would be the parts of the District most acces
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sible to them. The thdnd of Tholla, in the centre of the District,

is the chief scene of the cases arising out of the unsatisfactory state

of relations now subsisting between zaminddrs and rayats. These

cases chiefly compose wrongful confinement, unlawful assembly,

criminal trespass, and riots.'

Jail Statistics.—The District Jail is at Comillah (Kumilla),

and there is also a lock-up at Brahmanbaria, the headquarters of

the Subdivision of the same name.

The tabular statement on page 436 shows the daily average

number of prisoners, the number of admissions to and discharges

from prison, the rates of sickness and of mortality in jail, and the gross

cost per prisoner, for each of the years 1857-58, 1860-61, and 1870.

Manufactures of various kinds have been carried on in the Tip-

perah Jail since 1844. The prisoners are now employed on bamboo,

rattan and reed work, brickmaking, cloth and gunny manufacture,

oil-making, gardening, carpentry, and iron-work. The average

number of prisoners employed on manufactures in 1870 was 114 ;

the gross profit was ^187, 7s. 3d., giving an average profit per

prisoner thus employed of £1, 12s. io£d.

Educational Statistics.—The English High School was estab

lished at Comillah in 1837; in 1870-71 it was attended by 166 pupils,

the fees varying from R.i (2s.) to R.1-8 (3s.) per month. In 1856-57

there was in the District only one Government School, attended by

a total of 127 pupils. By 1 860-6 1, although no other Government

school had been opened, the number of pupils had increased to

147 ; and by 1870-7 1 the number of Government and aided schools

had increased to 25, attended by a total of 953 pupils. The cost

to Government increased from ,£333, 18s. 7d. in 1856-57 to .£274,

4s. 2d. in 1860-61, and to ^651, 8s. 3d. in 1870-71. The amount

derived from fees, subscriptions, and other private sources, was

^133, ics. 7d. in 1856-57, ^160, 8s. in 1860-61, and ^714, 6s. 7d.

in 1870-7 1. The total expenditure on Government and aided schools

was ^467, 9s. 2d. in 1856-57, ,£434, 12s. 2d. in 1860-61, and

£1408, 19s. 1 id. in 1870-71. In attendance at the Government

and aided schools, the Muhammadans are far behind the Hindus.

Although, according to the Census of 1872, the Muhammadans

form 648 per cent, of the population, yet of the pupils attending

Government and aided schools in 1856-57, 1860-61, and 1870-71,

only 8-66, 680, and 1 2-80 per cent, respectively, were Muhammadans.

The table on p. 437 shows the progress of the Government and

aided schools during the fifteen years ending 1870-71.
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Since the year 1870-71, owing to the new grant-in-aid rules pro

mulgated by Sir G. Campbell, there has been a very great increase

in the number of schools under Government inspection]and receiving

Government aid. According to the statistics given by the Collector

in his Annual Report for 1874-75, there are now altogether 277

Government and aided schools in Tipperah District, attended by

9126 boys and 142 girls. Of this total of 9268 pupils, 5585 are

Hindus, 3629 Muhammadans, 15 Christians, and 39 belong to other

religious denominations. The number of unaided schools has more

than doubled since the year 1872. There are now (1876) 9215

pupils receiving their education in the unaided schools spread

throughout the District. These schools are 608 in number, attended

by 9093 boys and 122 girls. The total number, therefore, of aided

and unaided schools in Tipperah is now 885, attended by 18,483

pupils, of whom 18,219 are boys, and 264 are girls. Taking the

area of the District at 2655 square miles, and the population at

1,533,931, there is one school for every 3 square miles, and one for

every 1 733*25 of population. With very few exceptions, the children

at the 885 schools in Tipperah are under twelve years of age ; and

it is, therefore, possible from the statistics given by the Census, to

determine approximately the proportion of boys and girls in the

District receiving education. The total number of children under

twelve years of age in Tipperah is 558,424; of whom 299,747 are

boys, and 258,677 are girls. It follows then that 6-07 per cent, of

the boys and to per cent of the girls are in attendance at school ;

or, if we take boys and girls together, 3 '31 per cent, of the juvenile

population are receiving an education of some sort.

The table on the opposite page gives the Statistical Return of the

schools in Tipperah District for the year ending 31st March 1873,

by which time the educational reform of Sir G. Campbell had come

into operation.

Postal Statistics.—The table on p. 440 shows the number of

letters, newspapers, parcels, and books, received at the post-offices

in Tipperah District in each of the years 1861-62, 1865-66, and

1870-71, and the number despatched in each of the years 1861-62

and 1865-66. The table also shows the income and expenditure

of the post-offices in each of the three years mentioned. The

number of letters received in the year 1870-71 was nearly double

the number received in 1861-62, and the expenditure in 1870-71

was very nearly three times that of 1861-62.
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Postal Statistics of Tipperah District for the Years

1861-62, 1865-66, and 1870-71.

1861-61 1865-66. 1870-71.

Received.
De

spatched.
Received.

De

spatched.
Received.

De

spatched.

Private letters,

Service letters,

40,987

10,130

35.638

14,232

48,624

10,928

45.228

12,742

90,626

10,476 4
1

Total Letters, 49,870 59.552 57.970 IOI,I02
1

1
Newspapers, 6,214 882

486

112

8,121 794 9,8l2

I

f

Parcels, 2,737

789

921 587 660

Books, 1,231 96 2,352

Receipts from Cash

Collections (exclu

sive of those from

sale of Postage

Stamps), .

60,857 51.350 69,825 59.447 113,926
s

Sale of Postage

Stamps,

£150 19 °\

260 1 8}

£204 19 i|

311 19 0

£340 19 9

392 8 i£

Total Receipts,

Total Expenditure,

/£4» 0 9l

335 '9 0

£516 18 if

342 2 7$

£733 7 ioj

973 4 2i

Telegraph Statistics.—The only line of telegraph passing

through the District of Tipperah is that which connects Dacca and

Chittagong. This line, after leaving the District of Dacca and

crossing the Meghna, joins the Comillah road a few miles east of

Daiidkdnd{, and then follows the road as far as Comillah. From

Comillah the telegraph line follows the Chittagong road as far as the

boundary line between the Districts of Tipperah and Noakhali.

The only telegraph office within the District is at Comillah. In

1870-71 the income from messages was ^87, 15s. gd., and there

was no income from any other source. The expenditure during the

year was .£294, 4s. 9, so that there was a loss on the year's trans

missions of^206, 9s. In 1873-74 the income, from all sources, was

,£169, 13s. io|d., and the expenditure ^324, 2s. 7id. ; so that the

loss on the year was .£154, 8s. 9d. The following table shows the
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number of messages transmitted by wire in the years 1870-71 and

1873-74, and also the number of messages sent from and received

at the office at Comillah ; the number and value of the state and

private messages is also separately shown.

Telegraph Statistics for the Years 1870-71 and 1873-74.

Messages.
Number of Paid Messages and Indian

Shake of Collection.

Year.

Sent. Received.
Trans

mitted-
Total.

State. Private. Total.

No. Value. No. Value. No. Value.

1870-71

1873-74

465

702

482

932

>73' 2678

2104

27

Rs.

71 378

607

Rs.

806 14 4°5

681

Rs.

877 14

470 74
260

'435 » 1695 II

Administrative Divisions.—The District of Tipperah is divided

into two Administrative Subdivisions—viz., the Sadr or Head

quarters Subdivision, and the Subdivision of Brahmanbaria.

The Headquarters Subdivision contains 4949 villages, 219,871

houses, and a total population of 1,086,649 souls ; of whom 331,637

are Hindus, 754,801 Muhammadans, 146 Christians, and 65 belong

to other denominations. Proportion of Muhammadans in total

population, 69-5 per cent. ; proportion of males in total population,

51-2 percent. ; average number of persons per village, 220 ; average

number of inmates per house, 4-9- This Subdivision consists of the

nine police circles (thdnds) of Comillah (Kumilla), Barakamta,

Tholld, Daudkdndf, Tubkibdgard, Hajfganj, Ldksham, Jaganndth-

dighi, and Chhdgalndiyd. By the transfer of the police circle of

Chhdgalndiyd to Nodkhalf on the 1st January 1876, the number of

villages in the Subdivision was reduced by 200, and the population

by 114,702. In 1870-71, it contained nine magisterial and revenue

courts, and a total police force, including both regular and municipal

police, of 326 officers and men. The village watch, or rural police,

in the same year numbered 2147 men. The separate cost of the

Subdivisional administration amounted to .£4837, 6s.

The BrAhmanbAriA Subdivision contains 1201 villages, 87,140

houses, and a total population of 447,282, of whom 208,519, or 46-6

per cent, are Hindus ; and 238,763, or 53-4 per cent. Muhamma

dans. The proportion of males is 50^6 per cent, of the total
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population; average number of persons per village, 372; and

average number of persons per house, 5-1. This Subdivision con

sists of the three police circles of Kasbd, Gauripura, and Brdhman-

baria. In 1870-71, it contained two Magisterial and Revenue

Courts, a police force of 102 officers and men, and a village watch

of 946 men. The separate cost of subdivisional administration in

the same year amounted to ^1310.

NUMBER OF VILLAGES.—The number of villages in the combined

Districts of Tipperah and Nodkhdlf was returned in 1810 at 18,964,

according to the Quinquennial Register. The number given in

Mr. Smart's Report (1866) is 4377 for Tipperah alone; but in

1870 the Collector reported that there were then 7861 villages

in the District. The number, according to the Census Report of

1872, was 6150, and the population of Tipperah District was then

1,533,931. Owing to the transfer of certain villages to and from

the District of Nodkhdlf, the number of villages in Tipperah before

the transfer of thdnd Chhdgalndiyd was 6094, and the total popula

tion 1,522,22s.1 Each village, therefore, contained an average

population of 250 inhabitants.

FISCAL DIVISIONS.—The District contains 117 pargands or Fiscal

Divisions. The following list, compiled mainly from the returns of

the Board of Revenue (dated 1860), shows the names of the par

gands, and the number of the estates in each, the land revenue, and

the area in acres and square miles :—

(i.) AMRAPUR; area 103 acres, or 0-16 square miles; i estate;

Government land revenue 6s. ; permanently settled.

(2.) AMIRABAD; area 7314 acres, or n'43 square miles; 21

estates; land revenue ^581, 8s. Out of the 21 estates, 9 have

been permanently settled.

(3.) BAIKUNTHPUR ; area 1194 acres, or 1-87 square miles; i

estate ; land revenue .£37, 6s. ; permanently settled.

(4.) BARDAKHAT; area 131,222 acres, or 205-03 square miles;

295 estates ; land revenue .£23,692, 8s. The greater part of this

Fiscal Division is permanently settled.

(5.) BARIKANDI ; area 14,149 acres, or 22-10 square miles; n

estates ; land revenue ^714, 145. ; permanently settled.

(6.) BIKRAMPUR; area 670 acres, or 1-05 square miles; i estate;

land revenue ^19, ics. ; permanently settled.

1 This statement is not absolutely accurate, as it does not include the small

village of Ichhapur, which was transferred to Tipperah District in 1874.

The error is, however, quite insignificant.
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(7.) CHARpAxA; area 1506 acres, or 2 -3 5 square miles; 6 estates;

land revenue ,£317, 6s. ; permanently settled.

(8.) CHAUDDAcAoN ; area 16,277 acres, or 25-43 square miles;

6 estates ; land revenue ^£565, 165. ; permanently settled.

(9.) DAKSH(N SH^HPUR; area 3716 acres, or 5-80 square miles;

3 estates; land revenue £56, i8s. One estate is permanently

settled.

(10.) DAuDPUR : area 11,555 acres, or 18-05 square miles; 43

estates; land revenue .£311, i8s. ; permanently settled.

(n.) DAULATPUR (TAppA) ; area 329 acres, or 0-51 square miles ;

2 estates ; land revenue ^£9, 6s. ; permanently settled.

(12.) DuLAi ; area 45,036 acres, or 70-37 square miles; 18

estates; land revenue ^4014; fifteen estates are permanently

settled.

(13.) DURGAPUR DAtfmcANDf ; 3757 acres, or 5-87 square miles;

6 estates ; land revenue ^293, 143. The greater part of this Fiscal

Division is permanently settled.

(14.) DURGAPUR (TAppA) ; area 2815 acres, or 3-41 square miles;

5 estates; land revenue ^£321, i8s. Three estates are permanently

settled.

(15.) ETKADPUR KAsmpuR MAcHHuAKHAL; area 9203 acres,

or 14-38 square miles ; 8 estates ; land revenue ^434, 6s. Six

estates are permanently settled.

(16.) FARAKHABAD ; area 20,762 acres, or 32-44 square miles;

127 estates; land revenue .£1790, 6s. The greater part of the

Fiscal Division is permanently settled.

(17.) GANGAMANDAL; area 78,576 acres, or 122-77 square miles;

13 estates; land revenue ^5770, 125. Ten estates have been per

manently settled.

(18.) GOBINDPUR; area 4200 acres, or 6-56 square miles; 12

estates ; land revenue .£44, 25. ; permanently settled.

(19.) GorALNAGAR ; area 5147 acres, or 8-04 square miles;

3 estates; land revenue ^213, 8s. ; permanently settled.

(20.) GOPALNAGAR (TAppA) ; area 106 acres, or 0-16 square miles ;

2 estates; land revenue ^3, i8s. ; permanently settled.

(21.) GUNANANDI ; area 17,992 acres, or 28-11 square miles; 172

estates; land revenue .£1194, i8s. The greater portion of this

Fiscal Division, viz., 147 estates, is permanently settled.

(22.) HARIPUR BEjuRA; area 2011 acres, or 3-14 square miles;

4 estates ; land revenue ^40, 8s. ; permanently settled

(23.) HoMNAfiAD; area 146,391 acres, or 228-74 square miles;
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72 estates ; land revenue ,£10,667. The greater portion, 71 estates,

of this Fiscal Division is permanently settled.

(24.) IBRAHIMPUR; area 234 acres, or 0-37 square miles ; 3 estates;

land revenue £2, i8s. ; permanently settled.

(25.) IBRAHIMPUR (TAPPA); area 7668. acres, or 11-98 square

miles; 7 estates; land revenue ^277, 145. ; permanently settled.

(26.)- JAFARABAD or LoHAGHAR ; area 7673 acres, or 11-99 square

miles; 2 estates; land revenue £14, 10; permanently settled.

(27.) JAFAR UjiAL; area 422 acres, or o-66 square mile; i

estate ; land revenue ^19, i6s.; permanently settled.

(28.) JoAR BnAxERA; area 1881 acres, or 2-94 square miles; 2

estates; land revenue ^72, ios.; permanently settled.

(29.) JoAR RAMDEBPUR ; area 881 acres, or 1-38 square miles; i

estate; land revenue ^£43, i6s.; permanently settled.

(30.) K.AMRAPUR (TAppA) ; area 1607 acres, or 2-51 square miles ;

5 estates; land revenue ^155, ios. The term of settlemen

expired in 1876.

(31.) KARTJKPUR RAjNAGAR JALKAR MAHAL; area not stated;

2 estates; land revenue £TI, i6s. Temporarily settled; the lease

expired in 1871.

(32.) KARDDI ; area 2743 acres, or 4-29 square miles; 12 estates ;

land revenue £201, 25. Six estates are permanently settled.

(33.) KAsiPUR; area 4629 acres, or 7-23 square miles; 17 estates;

land revenue ^185, i6s.; permanently settled.

(34.) KHIZIRPUR; area 292 acres, or 0-46 square mile; i estate;

land revenue ^£49, 45.; permanently settled.

(35.) LAKSHANPUR; area 7165 acres, or 11-20 square miles; 2

estates; land revenue ^491, i6s.; permanently settled.

(36.) LALPUR; area 4109 acres, or 6-42 square miles; 3 estates;

land revenue ^£152, ios.; permanently settled.

(37.) MAHDIPUR ZILA PAENDABEG JoAR KnAjuRiA; area 508

acres, or 0-79 square miles; i estate; land revenue £16 ; per

manently settled.

(38.) MAHICHAIL; area 16,667 acres, or 26-04 square miles; 71

estates ; land revenue .£962, 8s.; permanently settled.

(39.) MAIZARDDI ; area 10,267 acres, or 16-04 square miles; 48

estates; land revenue ^981, ios. The greater portion of this

Fiscal Division is permanently settled.

(40.) MEHAR; area 37,688 acres, or 58^89 square miles; 30

estates; land revenue ^3112. Thirteen estates settled in perpe

tuity.
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(41.) Mahabatpur; area 64,160 acres, or ioo-25 square miles;

225 estates; land revenue ^3746, 2s. The greater portion of this

Fiscal Division is permanently settled.

(42.) Muhammadpur ; area not stated ; 1 estate ; land revenue

2s.; under khas management.

(43.) NArAyanpur; area 8531 acres, or 13*33 square miles; 13

estates; land revenue .£438, 14s.; permanently settled.

(44.) Narsinhpur; area 1784 acres, or 279 square miles; 6

estates ; land revenue ^163, 18s. Two estates permanently

settled.

(45.) NoAbAd; area 24,163 acres, or 3775 square miles; 35

estates ; land revenue ^482, 18s.; permanently settled.

(46.) NurullApur ; area 4691 acres, or 7*33 square miles ; 4

estates ; land revenue ^232, 14s.; permanently settled.

(47.) PaitkarA ; area 56,304 acres, or 87-97 square miles; 2

estates ; land revenue ^6522, 14s.; permanently settled.

(48.) Ptjrchandi ; area 7613 acres, or 11-89 square miles ; 103

estates ; land revenue .£589, 16s. The greater part of this Fiscal

Division is permanently settled.

(49.) RAipur ; area 276 acres, or 0*43 square miles ; 2 estates ;

land revenue jQi, 10s.; permanently settled.

(50.) RAjnagar ; area 11,364 acres, or 1776 square miles; 15

estates; land revenue ^439, 12s. Seven estates are permanently

settled.

(51.) RAmpur ; area 614 acres, or 0-96 square mile; 1 estate;

land revenue £21, 8s.; permanently settled.

(52.) RAmpur NoAbAd; area 1729 acres, or 270 square miles;

3 estates ; land revenue ^86, 8s. Two estates are permanently

settled.

(53.) RanbhuAl (TappA); area 6867 acres, or 1073 square miles ;

12 estates; land revenue ^314; permanently settled.

(54.) Rasulpur ; area r25o acres, or 1-95 square miles; 4

estates; land revenue £$2, 14s.; permanently settled.

(55-107.) RoshnAhAd (ChaklA); area 377,100 acres, or 589

square miles. This large tract, which forms but one estate, com

prises 53 Fiscal Divisions. The estate is permanently settled, and

belongs to the Raja of Hill Tipperah, who pays an annual land

revenue of ,£15,361.

(108.) Sakdi; area 12,047 acres, or 1882 square miles; 47

estates; land revenue £1085, 10s. Forty estates are permanently

settled.
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(109.) Satara Khandal; area 3406 acres, or 5-32 square miles;

48 estates; land revenue £234, 16s.; permanently settled.

(no.) SingAir; area 26,352 acres, or 41 "17 square miles; 4

estates; land revenue £264, 4s.; permanently settled.

(m.) SinhagAon; area 22,566 acres, or 35*26 square miles;

179 estates; land revenue £2028, 4s. The greater part of this

Fiscal Division is permanently settled.

(112.) Sarail; area 199,191 acres, or 3ii-24 square miles; 33

estates ; land revenue .£3802, 6s. Twenty-six estates are perma-

nendy settled.

(ir3.) SrichAil; area 6149 acres, or 9-6o square miles; 45

estates ; land revenue ^322, 4s.; permanently settled.

(114.) SyAmpur; area 1703 acres, or 2-66 square miles; 4

estates; land revenue £448, 18s.; permanently settled.

(115.) TorA; area 78,088 acres, or i22-oi square miles; 137

estates; land revenue ^3152, 16s. The greater part of this Fiscal

Division is permanently settled.

(116.) Uttarshahpur ; area 3056 acres, or 477 square miles; 6

estates; land revenue £167. Of the six estates in this Fiscal

Division, four have been permanently settled.

(117.) JayanshAhi; area 88 acres, or 14 square miles; 1 estate;

land revenue £3. Thispargand was added to the District in 1874,

subsequent to the preparation of the Board's returns.

According to the figures just given, it appears that the whole

District, consisting of 1 1 7 pargands or Fiscal Divisions, is divided

into 1971 estates, yielding a land revenue of .£98,197, 10s. These

numbers differ slightly from the figures given in the preceding pages

of this Statistical Account, as the returns relate to different years.

The number of estates returned by the Collector in 1850 was 2017;

the preceding list, based on returns dated i860, shows 1971;

Mr. Smart's Report in 1866 gave 1900.

Mr. Smart, in his Survey Report on Tipperah (1866), gave a list

of 16$ pargands in the District; while Mr. Browne, in his Report

published by Government authority in the same year, returned

122 pargands. The number, according to the latest information, is

now 117; but Mr. Browne's list is given below, as it shows the

Fiscal Divisions as they existed at the time of the Survey, which

was begun in 1859-60, and received the approval of Government on

the 7th April 1866. The pargands in chakld Roshnabad are given

separately, and are not classed together as in the list compiled from

the Board's returns. The following are the 122 pargands given by
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Mr. Browne:—(1.) Amrdpur; (2.) Amirdbdd; (3.) Ashtajangal; (4.)

Bagdsdir; (5.) Balardmpur; (6.) Bdmutid; (7.) Barddkhdt; (8.)

Barikandi (Tappd); (9.) Bisdlghar; (10.) Champaknagar ; (11.)

Charpdtd; (12.) Chandranagar ; (13.) Chauddagdon; (14.) Chaud-

dagrdm; (15.) Dakshin Sik ; (16.) Dakshin Sik Gangdnagar; (17.)

Dakshin Shdhpur; (18.) Darjibdju; (19.) Ddudpur; (20.) Daulat-

pur; (21.) Dhaleswar; (22.) Dhananjaynagar Asdnpur; (23.) Dhar-

managar; (24.) Dharmanagar Kasirdmpur; (25.) Dharmapur

(26.) Dulldi; (27.) Durgdpur Ddiidkdndi; (28.) Durgdpur (Tappd)

(29.) Etkddpur Kdsimpur Mdchhudkhdl ; (30.) Farakhdbdd (Tappd)

(31.) Durjaynagar; (32.) Gadddharpur; (33.) Gaddndgar; (34.

Gangdmandal; (35.) Gobindpur; (36.) Gopdlndgar; (37.) Gopdl

pur; (38.) Gopfndthpur Dakshin ; (39.) Gopindthpur Uttar ; (40

Gundnandi ; (41.) Haripur Bejord ; (42.) Homndbdd ; (43.) Ibrd

himpur; (44.) Ibrdhimpur (Tappd); (45.) Jafardbdd ; (46.) Jafar

Ujial; (47.) Jagatpur; (48.) Jahdnbanagar; (49.) Jasodanagar;

(50.) Jaydebnagar; (51.) Jaydebpur; (52.) Jodr Bhdterd; (53.) Juldi

Gangdnagar; (54.) Julaf Radhdnagdr; (55.) Juldi Ratinagar; (56.)

Kdlikdpur; (57.) Kdmrdpur (Tappd); (58.) Karddi ; (59.) Kdrtikpur

Shujdbdd; (60.) Kdrtikpur Rdjnagar; (61.) Kasipur; (62.) Khalild-

bdd; (63.) Khdmdrtishnd ; (64.) Khandal ; (65.) Khejurpur; (66.)

Koldpdra; (67.) Krishnanagar Chakbaste Bhdngrd ; (68.) Lakshanpur

Jodr; (69.) Ldlpur Joar; (70.) Madia Champaknagar ; (71.) Mahal

Jhdngdon; (72.) Mahddipur; (73.) Maheswardi ; (74.) Mahichdil;

(75.) Maizarddi; (76.) Manipur; (77.) Manoharpur; (78.) Mantald

Gangdnagar; (79.) Mehdr; (80.) Mantald; (81.) Mehdrkul ; (82.)

Mahabatpur; (83.) Muhammadpur; (84.) Ndrdyanpur; (85.) Nar-

sinhpur; (86.) Nodbdd ; (87.) Nurnagar; (88.) Nurulldpur; (89.)

Pdtharghdtd; (90.) Pepulid Gangdnagar; (91.) Pditkdrd; (92.) Phulpur;

(93.) Purchandi ; (94.) Rdipur; (95.) Rdjdmati; (96.) Rajdharnagar ;

(97.) Rdjmanipur; (98.) Rdjnagar; (99.) Rdmdebpur Jodr; (100.)

Rdmpur; (101.) Rdmpur Nodbdd; (102.) Ranbhudl (Tappd); (103.)

Rasulpur; (104.) Ratannagar; (105.) Sdbik Ratannagar; (106.)

Sakdi; (107.) Satara Khandal; (108.) Shdhjddpur; (109.) Shdistan-

nagar; (no.) Sibnagar; (in.) Singdir; (112.) Sinhagdon; (113.)

Sardil; (114.) Srichdil ; (115.) Sydmpur; (116.) Tistd ; (ii7.)Tistd

Gangdnagar; (118.) Tistd Rdjdharnagar ; (119.) Tistddori Rajdhar

nagar; (120.) Tora; (iai.) Uttar Gangdnagar; and (122.) Uttar

Shdhpur.

" Climate.—The climate of Tipperah is mild, agreeable, and

healthy. The cold weather, which begins early in November and
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ends in February, is very pleasant ; for although the mornings are

foggy, and there are heavy dews at night, yet during the day-time

the sky is clear, and there is generally a mild north-west wind pre

vailing. During the hot season, and from March to June, there is

usually a sea-breeze from the south-east About April strong westerly

winds frequently blow, accompanied by heavy rains and occasional

thunderstorms, after which the atmosphere is generally clear, and

the temperature lower. The rainy season begins about the middle

of June, and ends in September or October. The average rainfall at

Comillah (Kumilld) during the thirteen years ending 1873 was 93-50

inches, of which 23-59 inches fell between the months of January and

May inclusive, 61-24 inches from June to September, and 8-67

inches from October to December. The average annual rainfall in

the Brdhmanbaria Subdivision is returned at 74-95 inches.

The following table shows the average monthly temperature at

Comillah (Kumilla), as furnished by the Civil Surgeon ; with the

monthly rainfall and the number of days on which rain fell during

each month in 1873, in the Headquarters Subdivision and at the

Subdivision of Brahmanbaria.

TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL OF THE DISTRICT OF TIPPERAH.
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During the three last years, 1872-75, the rainfall both at Comillah

(Kumilld) and Brahmanbarid has been far below the average.

From a return given by the Collector in his Annual Report, it

appears that during these three years the average annual rainfall

at the Headquarters Subdivision was only 76-77 inches, and at the

Brahmanbarid Subdivision only 62-35 inches.

VITAL STATISTICS.—The general vital statistics of Bengal must
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be regarded as hopelessly imperfect ; but from the commencement

of 1873 a new system of registration has been introduced in certain

selected areas. The town area selected in Tipperah is the Com-

illah (Kumilla) municipality, containing a population of 12,948

souls; the rural area consists of 25 villages close to the Head

quarters of the Brahmanbaria Subdivision, and contains a total

population of 12,364. In 1873 the death-rate per 1000 in the

town area was 26*95 > m the mral area •* was 26-s8 ; and in the

combined areas, 2677 per 1000, against a general average for all

the selected areas of Bengal of 25-25 per 1000. During the four

years 1870-73 the average annual mortality among the police was

165 per 1000 ; among the prisoners in jail, the average annual

mortality during the five years 1869-73 was 23-3 per 1000 of the

mean jail population.

Endemic Diseases.—The endemic diseases of Tipperah are in

termittent and remittent fevers, enlargement of the spleen and

liver, dropsy, haemorrhage from the mucous surfaces, and anaemia,

dysentery, diarrhoea, rheumatic affections, leprosy, elephantiasis, and

scurvy. The Civil Surgeon reports that the great predisposing

causes to these diseases are,—first, the swampy and malarious nature

of the District ; secondly, the neglect of sanitation in the towns and

villages ; and thirdly, the want of nourishing food and wholesome

drinking water. With regard to malaria, a good deal might be done

in the way of prevention, by draining the many swamps, planting

trees round the villages, cutting away jungle and underwood.

The Civil Surgeon recommends the following sanitary measures :

—(1.) The setting aside of a tank in each village for drinking pur

poses. Good tanks exist in almost every village, but are system

atically contaminated—being used indiscriminately for all purposes.

(2.) The establishment of proper burial-grounds and burning-places

for the dead. (3.) Clearing away jungle and underwood. (4.) The

use of proper latrines. (5.) Filling up pits in and about the villages.

(6.) The removal of dead cattle to a distance from the dwelling-

houses. All these precautions against disease are habitually

neglected by the people.

There are more deaths in the District from fever than from any

other single cause. According to the general mortuary statistics,

the deaths from fever in 1873 were 59"20 per cent, of the total

deaths from all causes ; and the District mortuary statistics are sup

ported on this point by the returns from the selected areas. In the

selected town area, where the death-rate from all causes was 26-95

VOL. VI. 2 F
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per 1000, the deaths ascribed to fever alone were 13*20 per 1000 ;

the deaths in the selected rural area were 26-58 per 1000, ii'25

per 1000 being caused by fever.

EPIDEMIC DISEASES.—Tipperah has suffered several times from

severe epidemics of cholera, and the disease breaks out every year

in the cold weather in a more or less epidemic form. The portion

of the District which suffers most is the north, immediately opposite

Dacca District In November 1868, cholera in an epidemic

form made its appearance in Tipperah, and raged with varying

violence till May in the following year. The first case was traced

to some people who brought the disease with them in returning

from a fair in Dacca. The disease first showed itself in the northern

pargands, but gradually spread itself all over the District. The

villages that suffered most were those situated along the banks of

the rivers, where there are greater facilities for intercourse than in

the case of solitary inland villages. The police- returns, although

imperfect, give some idea of the mortality caused by this epidemic.

Between November 1868 and May 1869, 3949 cases were reported

to have occurred, out of which 2623 are known to have resulted in

death, and 391 in recovery; the result in the remaining 935 cases was

unascertained. During the year 1873 cholera broke out twice,—in

April, and again in July ; 2276 deaths were reported to have occurred

from the disease, probably far less than the actual number. The

country opposite Dacca is intersected by numerous marshy water

courses, which, though flowing during the rains, become stagnant

in the cold season ; and it is to the bad water in these water-courses

that the Collector attributes the frequent outbreaks of cholera in

this part of the District.

Small-pox epidemics, probably caused by the practice of inocu

lation, occur every year ; but in most cases the disease is confined

to the villages where inoculation is carried on. Vaccination is,

however, making some progress ; and the Collector states that the

people in general are getting disgusted with the inoculators, both

on account of their extortion and the number of deaths they cause.

CATTLE DISEASE.—The Civil Surgeon states that in 1868 cattle

disease of a iatal type was prevalent in the District. In that year,

908 cattle were reported to have been attacked by the malady,

of whom 864 died. The principal symptoms were loss of appetite,

heating of the skin, drooping ears, a swelling of the throat, and

inability to swallow, accompanied by great thirst and discharge from

the nostrils. Death was generally preceded by diarrhoea.
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For many years past the horses in the Station of Comillah

(Kumilla) have suffered from sudden and fatal epidemics. Twelve

died in the year 1872-73, and one resident lost four horses in the

same number of days. On the outbreak of the disease the residents

usually send their horses away to a short distance, for the epidemic

does not appear to prevail beyond the limits of the town.

Indigenous Vegetable Drugs.—The following is a list of the

principal medical plants found in the District :—(1.) Amaltds (Cassia

fistula). (2.) Anantamul (Hemidesmus Indicus). (3.) Apdng

(Achyranthes aspera). (4.) Apardjitd (Clitorea tematea). (5.)

Amlaki (Emblica officinalis). (6.) Bishmitd or aconite (Aconitum

napellus and A. ferox). (7.) Aniseed (Anethum sowa). (8.) Andr or

pomegranate (Punica granatum). (9.) Amrul (Oxalis corniculata).

(10.) Adrakh or ginger (Zingiber officinale), (n.) Bel (^Egle mar-

melos). (12.) Banhaldi (Curcuma zedoaria). (13.) Bdkas or bdkur

(Adhatoda vasica). (14.) Bahard (Terminalia belerica). (15.)

Bhuikumrd (Trichosanthes tuberosa). (16.) Bd/d (Pavonia odorata).

(17.) Bhikapurni (Hydrocotyle Asiatica). (18.) Bherendd orcastor-

oil plant (Ricinus communis). (19.) Bichiddnd (Cydonia vulgaris).

(20.) Bdbni tulsi (Ocimum basilicum). (21.) Birangd (Embelia

ribes). (22.) Bistdrak (Tiaridium Indicum). (23.) Chhditain (Als-

tonia scholaris). (24.) Chdulmugrd (Gynocardia odorata). (25.)

Chidlang (Vernonia anthelmintica). (26.) Jaipdl or croton-oil plant

(Croton tiglium). (27.) Chitd or Idl chitra (Plumbago rosea).

(28.) Champak or chdnpd (Michelia champaca). (29.) Dhuturd

sddd (Datura alba). (30.) Dhaniyd (Coriandrum sativum). (31.)

Debddru (Pinus deodara). (32.) Eldchi (Amomum cardamomum).

(33.) Gdb (Diospyros embryopteris). (34.) Gdnjd (Cannabis

sativa). (35.) Ghrita kumdri (Aloe Indica). (36.) Gandha-

bhdddli (Psederia fcetida). (37.) Hinchd (Enhydra hingcha). (38.)

Haritaki (Terminalia chebula). (39.) Sujnd or horse-radish (Coch-

learia armoracia). (40.) Hdlim (Lepidium sativum). (41.) Haldi

or turmeric (Curcuma longa). (42.) Isdbgul (Plantago ispaghula).

(43.) /ayanti orjait (^Eschynomene sesban). (44.) Jabd (Hibiscus

rosa-sinensis). (45.) Jaistha madhu (Glycyrrhiza glabra). (46.)

Jdm (Sida Asiatica). (47.) Jodn (Ligusticum ajowan). (48.)

Kaldpndth (Andrographis paniculata). (49.) Kdt kararjd (Caesal-

pinia bonducella). (50.) Kuchild (Strychnos nux-vomica). (51.)

Kdld jdm (Eugenia jambolana). (52.) Kdld dhuturd (Datura

fastuosa). (53.) Kathbd (Feronia elephantum). (54.) Kdlakdl-

kdsandd (Cassia sophera). (55.) Kadamba (Nauclea cadamba).
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(56.) Kunduri (Byronia grandis). (57.) Khetpdprd (Oldenlandia

biflora). (58.) Kdldjird (Nigella saliva). (59.) Kurchi (Wrightia

antidysenterica). (60.) Lankd or gdchh marich (Capsicum annuum).

(61.) Mdddr (Calotropis gigantea). (62.) Muthd (Cyperus rotundus).

(63.) Mahdbalibach (Zingiber zerumbet). (64.) Mendhi or Indian

myrtle (Lawsonia alba). Methi (Trigonella fcenum-gKecum). (65.)

Nim (Azadirachta Indica). (66.) Ndgeswar (Mesua ferrea). (67.)

Nishinda (Vitex negundo). (68.) Ndgphani (Cactus Indicus). (69.)

Ndgarmuthd (Cyperus pertenuis). (70.) Palds (Butea frondosa).

(71.) Pdtinebu (Citrus limonum). (72.) Bdgh bhercnM (Jatropha

curcas). (73.) Punar-nabd (Boerhaavia procumbens). (74.) Pdlitd-

mdnddr (Erythrina Indica). (75.) Pdn (Piper betle). (76.)

Pipul (Piper longum). (77.) Pudind (Mentha saliva). (78.) Pdni-

phal or singhdrd (Trapa bispinosa). (79.) Patal (Trichosanthes

dioica). (80.) Rakta chandan (Adenanthera pavonina). (81.) Rakta

kanial (Nymphsea nibra). (82.) Sidl kdrifd (Argemone Mexicana).

(83.) Sajind (Moringa plerygosperma). (84.) Sij (Euphorbia nerei-

folia). (85.) Squill (Urgilea Indica). (86.) Sydmlatd (Ichnocarpus

frulescens). (87.) Simul (Bombax malabaricum). (88.) Sephdlikd

or hdrsinghdr (Nyclanlhes arbor-lristis). (89.) Sundhi (Nymphsea

stellata). (90.) Supdri (Areca calechu). (91.) Somrdj (Vernonia

anlhelminlica). (92.) Swet karabi (Nerium odorum). (93 ) Sarishd

sddd or rdi (Sinapis alba). (94.) Sarishd kdld (Sinapis nigra).

(95.) Sasd or kird (Cucumis salivus). (96.) Sdluk (Nymphaea

lolus). (97.) Thalkurd (Hydrocolyle Asialica). (98.) Tetul (Tama-

rindus Indica). (99.) Tuhi (Ocimum sanctum). (100.) Tejpdt

(Cinnamomum [various species]). (101). Tdmdku or tobacco (Nico-

tiana tabacum). (102.) Teori (Ipomrea turpethum). (103.) Til

(Sesamum Indicum). (104.) Tisi (Linum usilatissimum). (105.)

Tagar (Valeriana Wallichii).

FAIRS AND RELIGIOUS GATHERINGS.—No fairs or religious gather

ings are held in Tipperah ; but large numbers of people pass through

the District on their way to Sflakund in Chillagong District. Be

fore the year 1875 many of these pilgrims passed through the town

of Comillah (Kumilla), both in going and returning, and they not

unfrequently brought cholera or small-pox into the town. This year

(1875), however, they were not allowed to enter Comillah, but

were made to follow a road to the south of the municipal limits ;

and the Collector is of opinion that it is owing to this precaution

that during the year the town enjoyed complete immunity from

cholera, while there were only two cases of small-pox.
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MEDICAL CHARITIES.—There are four dispensaries in the Dis

trict, at Comillah (Kumilla), Brahmanbaria, Datidkandf, and Dulai.

Subscriptions have also been raised for a third-class dispensary at

Narsinhpur, in the extreme south of the District, forty miles from

medical aid.

The COMILLAH (KUMILLA) DISPENSARY, established in 1855, has

a good brick building. There is plenty of accommodation for

indoor patients, but this is not taken advantage of by the town

people as a rule. The indoor patients are usually either wounded

men sent in by the police, or travellers who have succumbed to

illness on the road. The financial condition of the dispensary in

1871 was unsatisfactory, owing to the drag on the funds by the

branch dispensaries. Since that date, however, the other dis

pensaries have become nearly independent, and the finances of the

sadr institution have improved. The resources of the dispensary

are, (i) the interest on ^320 invested in Government securities;

(2) Government aid; and (3) private subscriptions. The dispensary

is unfortunately located in the European quarter of the Station,

instead of in the native portion. The average number of patients

treated yearly, during the four years 1870-73 inclusive, was 2253.

The BRAHMANBARIA BRANCH DISPENSARY was established in

1866. It has no invested capital, and the current monthly expen

diture is defrayed by subscriptions, collected with difficulty from the

zaminddrs and the residents of the neighbourhood. The average

number of patients treated yearly, during the four years 1870-73 in

clusive, was 694.

The DAtioitANDf BRANCH DISPENSARY was established in 1870.

It is situated close to a ferry across the Meghnd from Nardinganj,

and is useful at the seasons when large numbers of pilgrims are

journeying to and from Sftakund. The institution is partly sup

ported by local subscriptions, and partly from the funds of the sadr

dispensary. The average number of patients treated yearly, during

the four years 1870-73 inclusive, was 1526.

The DuLAi BRANCH DISPENSARY was opened in May 1871.

Nearly the whole of the expenses are met by the subscription of

Nawab Abdul Gani of Dacca. The average annual number of

patients during the two years 1872 and 1873 was 812.

The table on the following page, compiled from the returns in

the Report of the Inspector-General of Hospitals, shows the work

done by the Medical charities of the District in the year 1871, and

also their cost to Government and to subscribers :—
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STATISTICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE

STATE OF HILL TIPPERAH.1

THE State of Hill Tipperah (Tripura), according to a return

by the Boundary Commissioner, dated March 1875, is situated

between 220 59' and 240 31' north latitude, and between 910 12' and

920 24' east longitude. It contains an area of approximately 3867

square miles ; and a population, according to the most recent esti

mate, of 74,242 souls. The present capital of the State is Agartala,

the residence of the Raja and of the British Political Agent, situated

on the north bank of the river Haura, in north latitude 230 50' 40"

and 910 22' 55" east longitude.

Boundaries.—Hill Tipperah is bounded on the north by the

Assam District of Sylhet ; on the south by the Districts of Noakhalf

1 The principal materials from which this Statistical Account has been com

piled are :—(1.) Five series of special returns furnished by the Political Agent

(Mr. A. W. B. Power, C.S.) in 1872. (2.) A return of latitudes and longitudes

by the Boundary Commissioner. (3.) The Bengal Meteorological Reports for

1873 and 1874. (4.) Annual Administration Reports of the Political Agency,

Hill Tipperah, for the years 1872, 1873-74, and 1874-75. (5.) Two special

Reports prepared for this Statistical Account by Balm Nilmani Das, Diwan to

the Raja of Hill Tipperah. (6.) Narrative Report of the Hill Tipperah, North

Chittagong, and Lushai Hills Topographical Survey Party, for the Field Season

of 1872-73, by Captain W. F. Badgley, Officiating Deputy Superintendent,

Topograpical Survey. (7.) ' Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal,' by Col. Dalton,

C.S.I. (Calcutta, 1872.) (8.) 'The Hill Tracts of Chittagong and the

Dwellers therein, ' by Captain T. H. Lewin (Calcutta, 1869). (9.) 'A Memoran

dum on the North-east Frontier of Bengal,' by Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, C.S.,

1869. (10.) A Report, dated 19th September 1875, furnished to the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal by Captain W. L. Samuells, Acting Political Agent. (11.)

Records, Reports, and Correspondence in the Office of the Political Agent, Hill

Tipperah. The botanical names of the indigenous medical drugs mentioned in

this Statistical Account have been supplied by Dr. King, Superintendent of the

Botanical Gardens, Calcutta.
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and Chittagong ; on the east by the Lushdi country and the Chit-

tagong Hill Tracts ; and on the west by the Districts of Tipperah

and Nodkhdli. The western boundary of the State, where it adjoins

the Regulation District of Tipperah, was defined in the year 1854,

according to the award of two arbitrators—Mr. Leycester, who acted

on the part of the British Government, and Mr. Campbell, on the

part of the Raja of Hill Tipperah.

According to the most recent map of the Surveyor-General, dated

June 1875, the eastern boundary which separates Hill Tipperah

from the Lushai country and the Chittagong Hill Tracts, is formed

by the Lungdi river, between the Haichek and Jdmpui ranges to its

source in the Belling Sib Peak ; the boundary next runs in an irre

gular line to the Doldjari Peak, and then along the Sardeng range

and the Pheni river, till the latter enters the District of Nodkhdli.

POLITICAL CONSTITUTION.—Both as regards its constitution and

its relations to the British Government, the State of Hill Tipperah

differs alike from the Independent Native States of India and

from those which are tributary and dependent. Besides being the

ruler of Hill Tipperah, the Raja is also the holder of a large zamin-

ddri called c/iakld Roshndbad, situated in the plains of the Regula

tion District of Tipperah. This estate, which covers 589 square

miles, is by far the most valuable portion of the Rajd's possessions,

and yields a larger revenue than the whole of his kingdom of Hill

Tipperah. It is held to form with the State of Hill Tipperah an

indivisible Raj ; and, consequently, whenever the succession is

disputed, the question is decided by the British Courts of Law,

whose judgment with regard to the zaminddri has hitherto been

always accepted as deciding also the right to the throne. It is not

clear how the present distinction between the State of Hill Tip

perah and the zaminddri arose ; but the theory generally accepted

is that the Rajd was really tributary to the Muhammadans, and that

the Mughuls were only prevented from reducing the hill-country to

the same condition as the plains, by the unremunerative character

of such an undertaking.

Disputes as to the right to the succession are of constant occur

rence. Almost every vacancy in the Rdj has produced disturbances

and domestic wars, and exposed the inhabitants of the hills to

frightful disorders and to attacks from Kukfs, who are always called

in as auxiliaries by one or other of the contending parties. The cause

of these disputes is the rule of succession, the origin of which is lost

in obscurity. The rule itself is thus described by the Political Agent
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in his Report for the year 1872 :—' A reigning Raja has the

power of nominating any male member of the Royal Family, within

certain limits, as his successor, under the title of Jubardj ; and also

a successor to the Jubaraj under the title of Bard Thdkur. On the

Raja's death the Jubaraj becomes Raja, and the Bard Thakur

becomes Jubaraj, the latter in his turn succeeding as Rdjd, even to

the exclusion of the Raja's natural heirs. It is, however, open to the

reigning Rdjd to appoint his natural heirs to these dignities when

unappropriated ; and when no appointments have been made, the

eldest son succeeds as a matter of course. Thus, a Jubardj who

becomes Rdjd has no power to pass over the Bard Thdkur appointed

by his predecessor. That Bard Thdkur becomes Jubardj, and sub

sequently, if he lives, Rdjd. The reigning Rdjd, however, has the

option of appointing a successor to the new Jubardj, whom he (the

Jubardj) in his turn cannot set aside.'

When the administration of Bengal passed into the hands of the

British, the East India Company contented itself with receiving a

tribute (nazard/id) on the accession of every new prince, sending

him a deed (sanad) of acknowledgment and a robe of honour

(khildf) in return. Until recently, at least, the Rdjds of Hill Tip-

perah enjoyed a greater share of independence than the chiefs of

most other Native States of a similar description. In 1871, an

English officer was first appointed to Hill Tipperah as Political

Agent, in order that he might protect British interests and advise

the Rdjd. There is no treaty between the English Government and

the ruler of Hill Tipperah ; but the Rdjds pay a succession-duty to

Government, equivalent to the half of one year's income derived from

the hills in cases of direct succession, and to a whole year's revenue

in cases of collateral succession.

The form of government, as described by the Political Agent in

1873, is despotic and patriarchal. ' The Rajd's word is law ; and

it is sufficient to annul the decrees of the courts, whether the matter

is brought up in final appeal or otherwise. His permission is

required for numberless contingencies, e.g., for building a brick

house, for digging a tank, for the use of pdlkis (palankeens) at a

wedding, etc. Considered in its patriarchal form, the Government

of the State has the merit of being one to which the people have

long been accustomed ; even service in all departments seems to

partake more of the nature of a family arrangement than of a

business contract, and in this particular lies the great blot of the

administration. The pay of the officials is merely nominal, and in
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order to live, they must resort to questionable practices ; dishonesty

and peculation, having the most valid of all excuses, must be

winked at ; oppression is easily hushed up, all being interested in

concealing the shortcomings of their fellow-servants. Nearly all

the officials, if not all, are closely connected with the Raja him

self, either by marriage or in some other way. The subordinates

of these, again, are generally connected in the same way, each with

his official superior. A custom too exists, according to which

certain offices of dignity are hereditary; and the spectacle may

sometimes be seen of a boy of twelve, with more real power for

good or evil over his little department than a Commissioner has

over his Division.'

The administration of Hill Tipperah has been much improved

since the appointment in 1873 of Babu Nilmani Das, formerly

an officer under the Government of Bengal, to the post of diwdn

under the Raja. Justice is administered more rapidly and sys

tematically than formerly ; the revenue has increased, and there are

many other signs of progress in the Government of the State. The

effect of appointing, as chief minister of the Raja, an officer trained

under the British Government, has been most clearly shown in

the administration of justice. Until the year 1873-74 the courts of

Hill Tipperah dispensed justice according to a primitive system of

equity and good conscience, and there was no regular judicial pro

cedure. In that year, however, the law prevailing in Hill Tipperah

was suddenly and rapidly developed by the adoption of the modern

practice of legislation ; in imitation of the Acts of the Indian

Legislative Council, nine enactments were passed, including, besides

others, a Criminal Procedure Code, a Civil Procedure Code, a

Police Guide, and a Limitation Act The introduction of a Budget

system is another instance of the extent to which the State is being

influenced by the example of our Government. The word of the

Raja, however, is absolute within his territory, and no budget

can restrain his demands on the people or limit his own expenditure.

In his kingdom of 3867 square miles, with a revenue of ,£18,693, 4s.

and a population of 74,242 persons, of whom only 103 boys are

being educated, the Budget system has not the advantage of bring

ing public criticism to bear on the administration of the State ; but

it will not fail to be beneficial, if by this means the Raja can ascer

tain the limit within which he must confine his expenditure during

the coming year, and if it causes him to realise that any excess over

the estimates involves an additional tax upon the people.
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The population of Hill Tipperah is composed of two entirely dis

tinct elements,—the people of the plains, and those inhabiting the

hills. The former differ very slightly from their neighbours

across the British border, except so far as they are affected by the

two different Governments. They inhabit a narrow strip of land

along the frontier, averaging about four miles in breadth, and touch

ing on the Districts of Sylhet, Tipperah, Noakhalf, and Chittagong.

The soil is of the same quality, and the crops of the same description,

as in the adjoining Districts. The habitations of the hill-people are

collectively called khdnd-bdri; and each village is called a bdri,

being generally named after the head-man, with the affix bdri attached

to his name.

History.—The origin of the name ' Tipperah ' or Tripura has

been already given in the Statistical Account of Tipperah District

(ante, pp. 357-8). The following historical account of Hill Tipperah

is mainly derived from a Report submitted to the Government of

Bengal in 1875 by Captain W. L. Samuells, who was then officiating

as Political Agent. Wherever, in the course of this section, passages

are included in inverted commas, and are not otherwise acknow

ledged, it is to be understood that they are taken from that Report.

The history of Hill Tipperah relates to two distinct periods,—

the traditional period, as described in the Rdjmdld or ' Chronicles

of the Kings of Tipperah ;' and the period since a.d. 1407, to the

record of which both the Rdjmdld and the writings of Muhammadan

historians have contributed.

The Rdjmdld, a history in Bengali verse, was compiled by

Brahmans of the court of Tripura, and is said to be the oldest speci

men of Bengali composition extant. Though many of the Rajas

despised writing, yet by the employment of a bard in their court

they provided a record of their rule.

' The present Raja claims descent from Drujho, son of Jogati,

one of the lunar race of kings ; from him the succession is traced

down in a direct line, including thirty-eight reigns, to his descen

dant Daitya, the third and youngest son of Chitra Rattra, Raja

of Chedi, which is supposed to be the modern Chaodail in the west

of the Jungle Mahals, towards Nagpur. Daitya is said to have left

his father's dominions after the battle of Kurukshetra, in which his

two elder brothers were killed, and to have fled with his widowed

mother to the country now called Tipperah, which then included

the hill-country to the east, as far as the borders of Burmah. In his

new home a son and heir was born to him, who succeeded him
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under the name of Tripuri. Tripuri so harassed his subjects that

they fled in a body to Hiramba (Cachar). After the lapse of five

years they returned as votaries of the god Siva, who promised them

a ruler by the widow of Tripura. The promised prince, named

Trilochan, or "the three-eyed," was born in due course. He

married the daughter of the Hiramba Raja, who is also called

Hiramba, Raja of Kamnip. Trilochan conquered many countries,

and died at an advanced age, leaving twelve sons.' He is men

tioned in the Mahabharata as king of Tipperah. Dakshin, one of

the younger sons of Trilochan, succeeded, in accordance with the

wishes of the people and of his father. So that at this early period,

as throughout the history of the family up to the present time, the

right of succession was not strictly determined by the rules of pri

mogeniture.

In the reign of Pratit, the 6gth Raja of Tipperah, a treaty was

made with the king of Cachar, the object of which was to prevent

disputes as to the boundary between the territories of the two sove

reigns. The treaty declared that the crow should assume a white

colour, sooner than either of the contracting parties should infringe

on the limits of the other's kingdom. The neighbouring chiefs,

however, disapproved of the alliance, and tried to sow dissension

between the two Rajas by means of a beautiful woman whom they

sent to the Raja of Tipperah, thus exciting the jealousy of the Cachar

prince, who threatened to slit her nose and cut off her ears. ' What

became of this apple of discord is not stated ; but the Tipperah

Raja, in all probability,'put her away and saved her from permanent

disfigurement, for the compact between the two countries appears to

have been faithfully observed. Indeed, of all the countries sur

rounding Tipperah, Cachar is the only one with which the Tipperah

Rajas remained at peace.' Marriage alliances were formed between

the Rajas of Tipperah and the Cachar Royal Family; and the Raja of

Cachar acquired sufficient influence with the Tripura ruler to induce

him to withdraw an army of 1200 sweepers armed with spades and

hatchets, who had been sent by the Tipperah Raja to punish the

Khasia chief for insolence.

Jajarpha, the 74th Raja, invaded Rdngdmatf, and was opposed

by the King Nikkd, who led a disciplined army of 10,000 men.

The Tipperah Raja was, however, victorious, and Rangamatf was

then made the capital of the kingdom. Its name was, it is said,

changed long afterwards to Udaipur, by Raja Udai Manik.

In the reign of Sangthafah, the 96th Raja of Tipperah, a large
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army was sent against Tipperah from Gaur, in consequence of a

wealthy man having been plundered in the Raja's country while on

his way to present a gift to the king of Gaur. Sangthafah wished

to sue for peace, but his wife protested against such cowardice, and

herself led the Tipperah forces against the enemy's troops and routed

them. 'This reverse was retrieved in or about a.d. 1279, when the

King of Gaur with his forces helped Ratnafah (the 99th Raja), who

had resided in Gaur for several years after his father's death, to

conquer the kingdom of Tipperah and usurp the throne of his brother,

who was then the reigning prince. The King of Gaur also assisted

Ratnafah with troops to garrison his chief places, and conferred on

him the title of Manik (meaning ' a pearl '), which the Rajas of

Tipperah have ever since retained.

' One of the most noticeable features in the early history of Tip

perah is the rapid spread of Sivaism, and the prevalence of the

practice of human sacrifice, which, as in other parts of India, was

associated with the worship of Siva. Tipperah became one of the

greatest strongholds of this worship, and in no part of India were

more human victims offered. It is said that, till the reign of Dharma

Manik (a.d. 1407 to 1439), the complement was one thousand

victims a year, but Dharma ruled that human sacrifices should only

be offered triennially.' Dharma Manik appears to have been an

enlightened prince ; and it was under his patronage that the first

part of the Rdjmdld, or ' Chronicles of the Kings of Tipperah,' was

composed.

' It is impossible to define at any given period the limits of the

ancient kingdom of Tipperah ; but, at various times throughout

its history, it gained conquests and possessions which carried its

armies from the Sundarbans in the west to Burmah in the east, and

from Kamnip in the north to Burmah in the south. The military

prestige of the Tipperah Rajas was at its greatest height during

the 1 6th century, when Raja Sri Dhyan invaded with success the

countries to the north, west, south, and east of Tipperah.'

In 1 51 2 the Tipperah General conquered Chittagong, and defeated

the Gaur troops who defended it. A strong force from the twelve

provinces of Bengal was then sent against the Raja's country ; but

the Tipperah army made a dike across the Gumti, and after confin

ing the water for three days, broke the embankment, and the torrent

forced the Mughul troops to retreat. A second army was de

spatched to conquer Rangamatf, the capital of Tipperah, but, by the

aid of the river, the Muhammadan force was a second time repulsed.
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'Although from so early a date as 1279 A.D. the Musalmans

seem to have had a hankering after the kingdom of Tipperah, the

Rajas held their ground bravely for upwards of three centuries, as

it was not till the beginning of the seventeenth century that the

Mughuls obtained any footing in the country. About 1620 a.d.,

however, in the reign of the Emperor Jahangfr, a Mughul force,

ostensibly with the object of procuring horses and elephants,

invaded Tipperah under the command of Nawab Fathi Jang. The

capital (Udaipur) was taken, and the Raja sent prisoner to Dehli.

He was offered his throne again on condition of paying tribute, but

refused. Meanwhile, the Mughul troops continued to occupy the

country in military fashion, until, after two and a half years, they

were forced by an epidemic to retire. The Dehli Emperor reiterated

his claim to tribute when Kalian Manik was raised to the throne in

1625, and attempted to enforce the demand through the Nawab of

Murshidabad, who again invaded the country. He was, however,

defeated. The Mughuls still continued to intrigue with the dis

contented spirits in Tipperah ; and their influence is shown by the

fact that, when in the reign of Raja Ratna Manik, the heir (or

Jubaraj) became obnoxious by his cruelty, Shaistd. Khan, Nawab of

Bengal, took him prisoner and sent him to Dehli. Again, two

usurpers successively owed the throne to the changing favour of the

Mughuls ; and on the succession of Dharma Manik, the Nawab

of Murshidabad seized on a large portion of the territory in the

plains, and parcelled it out among Musalman nobles.'

These frequent invasions show that there must have been some

thing to attract the Muhammadan rulers of Bengal to the remote

State of Tipperah. Elephants seem to have been the coveted ob

ject; and it was in these animals, says a writer in the Calcutta

Review (No. xxxv., Sept. to Dec. i860), that the tribute imposed

upon the kings of Tipperah was always paid.

The western and southern portions of Tipperah were included in

Todar Mall's rent-roll (a.d. 1582); but, according to Grant, they were

not conquered by the Muhammadans until the reign of Shah Jahan

(a.d. 1628-39.) In a.d. 1728 the Muhammadans again invaded

Tipperah, and the country was then placed on the rent-roll as Rosh-

nabad, the name by which the Raja's zaminddrl in the District of

Tipperah is still known. A large number of troops were posted in

the conquered territory; and Jagat Rama, the son of Satra Manik, on

promising to pay up all arrears of tribute, was made Raja, and

assumed the name of Mukanda Manik. During the next few years
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the occupant of the Tipperah throne was many times changed, but

the influence of the Nawdb at Murshiddbdd appears always to have

been paramount ' At last, when Bijai Mdnik was appointed Raja

by the Nawdb, he was only allowed a monthly stipend, and com

pelled to send all the revenue of the Raj to Murshiddbdd ; and on

falling into arrears he was sent prisoner to Dehli, where he died.'

At this period Tipperah was, in truth, a Mughul province, and

Shamsher Jang, a Musalmdn, was appointed Governor. The

people, however, refused to obey him, and the Governor then set

up a puppet Rdjd of the old Royal Family. When this effort at

conciliation failed, the Governor had recourse to stronger measures,

until the outcry against his oppression became so great that the

Nawdb ordered him to be put to death by being blown from the

mouth of a gun.

The Muhammadans, after their conquest of Tipperah, appear only

to have occupied the lowlands, while the hilly tracts remained in the

possession of the Rdjd, but subject to the control of, and tributary

to, the Nawdb. When, therefore, in 1765, the East India Company

obtained the diwdnl of Bengal, so much of Tipperah as had been

placed on the rent-roll of Bengal, came under British rule. ' Krishna

Mdnik was made Rdjd by the aid of the English, in succession to

Shamsher Jang, and died after a reign of 23 years. There being no

Jubardj, or nominated heir, his queen ruled the country for some

time, but the people did not submit willingly to her sway. She then

petitioned Government, who granted her request that Rdjendrd

Mdnik, her nephew, might succeed. He ascended the throne in

a.d. 1785, married the daughter of the Rdja of Manipur, and died in

the nineteenth year of his reign. For the next five years anarchy pre

vailed, the Kukfs being called in by one or other of the parties con

tending for thegad/or state cushion. Ultimately, in 1808, the English

Government recognised Durga Mdnik as Rdjd ; and since this date

everysuccessive Rdjd has received investiture from the British Govern

ment, and has been required to pay the usual nazar or tribute on his

accession. Formerly a nazardiid of 125 gold mohars was paid at the

ceremony of installation ; but at present the nazar is fixed at half a

year's revenue of the State in the case of direct succession, and a

whole year's revenue in the case of indirect succession. On the death

of Durga Manik, his late rival, Rdma Gangd, was appointed Rdjd by

the English Government, though several claimants disputed his title

by force. . . . During the reigns of the next three Rdjds, viz., Kdsi

Chandra Mdnik (1826-29), Krishna Kishor Mdnik (1831-50), and

vol. vi. 2 G
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Isan Chandra (1850-62), the peace of our eastern frontier was con

stantly disturbed by Kukf raids, in which villages were burned and

plundered, and the peaceful inhabitants massacred. What went on

in Hill Tipperah no one knew; but vague rumours reached the

British authorities of raids on the Raja's villages by the wild Kukfs,

and of raids on the Kukf tribes by the Raja's people.'

The sepoys of the 34th Native Infantry, who mutinied at Chitta-

gong on the night of the i8th November 1857, plundered the

treasury, and then marched to Agartala, the capital of Hill Tipperah.

The small military force at the Raji's disposal did not enable him

to oppose the whole body of sepoys, but orders were issued for the

arrest and delivery to the British authorities of all mutineers found

wandering within the limits of Hill Tipperah.

The following account of the Kukf raids of 1860, and of the

retributive measures adopted by the Indian Government, is taken

from Mr. Alexander Mackenzie's ' Memorandum on the North-East

Frontier of Bengal.'

' In December 1859 rumours had reached the officers of Tipperah

District that the interior of Hill Tipperah was in a very disturbed

state. The Raja's affairs were generally known to be greatly in

volved. He had been compelled to dispense with the armed force

formerly kept up ; while his family and kingdom were distracted by

the intrigues of the various candidates for the succession, or of dis

contented exiles beyond the border. The Raja, besides, either

could not, or would not, meet the expense consequent on the nomina

tion of a Jubaraj or heir-apparent, while he left all his affairs in the

hands of a Bengali guru. Early in January 1860, reports were

received at Chittagong of the assembling of a body of four hundred

or five hundred Kukfs at the head of the river Phenf. Before any

intention of their purpose could reach us, the Kukfs, after sweeping

down the course of the Pheni, burst into the plains of Tipperah at

Chhagalnaiya, burned and plundered fifteen villages, butchered one

hundred and eighty-five British subjects, and carried off about one

hundred captives. Troops and police were at once hurried to the

spot ; but the Kukfs had only remained a day or two on the plains,

retiring to the hills and jungles by the way they came. It was at

first supposed that this extended movement on the part of these

tribes was directed by certain near relatives of the Tipperah Raja,

and was intended to involve the chief in trouble with the English

Government. But it was afterwards ascertained, with considerable

certainty, that the main instigators of the invasion were three or four
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Hill Tipperah refugees, thdkurs, who had lived some time among

the Kukfs, and who took advantage of the ill-feeling caused by an

attack made by the Rdjd's subjects, to excite a rising that unfortun

ately became diverted to British territory. Driven by the Rdjd from

his dominions, these men had formed alliances among the various

Kukf tribes of the interior ; and year by year villages, supposed to

be friendly to the Raja, had been attacked and plundered. Some

of the Rajd's own subjects, moreover, exasperated by his constant

exactions, were believed to have invited the Kukfs to ravage his

territories. The hill-men, who had perpetrated this attack in Tipperah

District, were reported from the first to be the followers of Rattan

Puiya, whose clan was known to live far up between the upper

sources of the Phenf and Karnaphulf.

' In July (1860) the newly appointed Superintendent of the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts was told that his first duty would be to gain as much

information as possible, to facilitate the advance of a military

expedition to punish the offending tribes. In January 1861 a large

body of military police, under Captain Raban, marched against

Rattan Puiya's village. No sooner had they appeared in sight than

the Kukfs themselves set fire to the place and fled to the jungles.

A good deal of damage was done to them in various ways ; but

beyond proving to the savages that their fortresses were not inacces

sible, it cannot be said that much else was effected. At the very

time that this expedition was on its march, a large body of Kukfs

made a fierce attack upon Hill Tipperah, near a thdnd of the Rdja's

called Udaipur. The few barkandiizs (constables) stationed there,

fled forthwith ; and after burning and destroying three populous

villages and a wealthy mart, the invaders retired eastwards.'

In 1862 Rdjd Isdn Chandra died, and the claim to the succession

was disputed. The present ruler, Bfr Chandra, became de facto

Rdjd ; but he was powerless to control either his immediate depen

dants or his subjects, and anarchy and confusion prevailed at the

capital. The Kukl raids revived forthwith, and continued to occur

at intervals until the year 1870. In that year the question of

succession to the gadi (or state cushion) was decided in favour of

Bfr Chandra, and he was duly installed by the British Govern

ment. Up to this date, the Tipperah Rajds, after being once

recognised and invested by the British authorities, had remained

free from all control, and their powers over life and death, over war

and peace, were more absolute than those of the great feudatories of

the Indian Empire. ' A gross outrage committed in the dominions
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of Holkar or Sindia,' wrote Mr. Mackenzie in 1869, 'would be

reported to Government by the Resident, and the grave remonstrance

or effectual intervention of the Paramount Power would probably

follow. But no control is exercised over the Tipperah chief, although

on the plains he is a British subject and a zaminddr.' In 1871

a Political Agent was appointed to reside at the Rajd's capital ;

and in the same year an expeditionary force entered the Lushdi

hills, to punish the tribes who had been implicated in the raids

committed during the preceding years in Hill Tipperah and on

British territory. Since these events took place, the Political Agent

reports that much has been done by the Raja to bring about order

and good government within his State ; whilst perfect peace

and tranquillity have reigned along the eastern frontier of British

India.

The State of Hill Tipperah has a chronological era peculiar to itself.

The dlwdn reports that it was adopted by Raja Bir-raj, from whom

the present Raja is g2d in descent. Raja Bir-raj is said to have

extended his conquests across the Ganges ; and in commemoration

of that event, to have established a new era dating from his victory.

The date of the diwdn's report, December 1875, corresponds, he

states, with the year 1285 of the Tipperah era.

THE PRESENT RAjA.—The present ruler of the State, Raja Bfr

Chandra Deo Barman Manikya, is said to be descended from the

lunar race of kings, and to be i?3d in descent from the founder of

the dynasty. He was born in the year 1837, and succeeded his

brother Isan Chandra Manik in 1862, though his installation by

the Commissioner on behalf of the British Government did not take

place till 1870. The Raja has two wives, both of whom are Mani-

puris, and by them he has several children. One of these, Radha

Kishor Deb, his eldest son, and the child of his second wife, he has

appointed Jubaraj, the name by which the heir to the throne is

known. The Royal Family of Tipperah claims to belong to the

Kshatriya caste of Hindus ; but intermarriages with Manipuris, Tip-

perahs, and other tribes, are not prohibited. Raja Bfr Chandra

Manik is a man of great ability ; and considering the few opportuni

ties he has had, he is remarkably well acquainted with modern

European inventions, and with the physical sciences. He is re

ported, however, to take but little active interest in the affairs of the

State, and he willingly leaves the administration of his Government

in the hands of the dlwdn and his other officers. Most of his time

is said to be devoted to the study of astronomy and other sciences,
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and to the arts of photography and oil-painting. He is much inter

ested in European affairs, and in the progress of modern science,

and is a regular reader of several English periodicals. He speaks

the Bengali, Urdu, Manipuri, and Tipperah languages fluently, and

is sufficiently acquainted with English to be able to make use of

the latest scientific treatises on subjects with which he is familiar.

The Raja's taste for such studies is in no way due to his having

mixed much with Europeans. He has, it is believed, only twice

left his own territory ; on the first occasion he made a short trip to

Comillah, the headquarters of the adjoining District of Tipperah ;

and on the second occasion, in August 1874, he visited Dacca, in

response to an invitation to meet the Governor-General.

Although, as has already been stated, the present Raja does not

take a very active interest in the administration of his State, he

has habitually shown a desire to fulfil the wishes of the British

Government. During the Lushai expedition he was called on to

supply a contingent for the protection of the frontier, while the ex

peditionary force was in the Lushai country, and he had also to

establish and garrison a chain of posts along his frontier. Both

these requirements were, the Political Agent reported, carried out by

the Raja as far as his means allowed. When cholera broke out

among the corps of Captain Hidayat AH, the Raja sent a body of

Kuki coolies to fill the vacancies, advancing to them a considerable

sum of money; and when an offer of reimbursement was made,

he declined it, expressing himself already satisfied by the letter of

thanks sent to him by the Collector of Sylhet.

The various reforms that have been inaugurated during the reign

of the present Raja, and since the appointment of Babu Nilmani

Das to the post of diwdn, are described in the course of this Statis

tical Account. There can be little doubt that these reforms would

have been even more numerous, but for the extensive litigation in

which the Raja has been involved, and the consequent drain upon

the resources of the State. On the death of the late ruler, Isan

Chandra Mdnik, the present Raja ascended the throne, asserting

that his brother Isan Chandra had, the day before his death, ap

pointed him to be Jubaraj, or heir ; while Isan Chandra's own son

was to be Bard Thakur, that is to say, successor to the Jubaraj.

The right of the present Raja to succeed to the throne was subse

quently questioned by his half-brother Nil Krishna, who brought a

suit to dispossess him, denying that Isan Chandra had ever made

any appointment of a Jubaraj, and claiming the right to succeed by
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seniority and consanguinity. He obtained a decree in the Court of

First Instance on all points ; but on appeal, the High Court and finally

the Privy Council decided that the appointment of the present Rajd.

to be Jubardj had been proved, and also that he was more nearly re

lated by blood to Isan Chandra than was Nil Krishna, They accord

ingly reversed the decision of the Lower Court on these points, at

the same time declaring that their decision would not be held to affect

the rights of any other members of the family. Brajendra Chandra,

who was stated to have been appointed Bard Thdkur at the same time

that the present Raja was appointed Jubaraj, subsequently died, and

then the present Rajd appointed his own son to be Jubaraj. Isan

Chandra had, however, a younger son named Nabadwip Chandra,

who, as soon as he came of age, instituted a suit, denying, as Nil

Krishna had done, the appointments by Isan Chandra of the Jubaraj

and Bard Thdkur, and claiming the right to succeed, as being the

only surviving legitimate son of the late Rajd. The case was heard

by the Sessions Judge at Tipperah in the year 1874-75, and was

decided in favour of the defendant, the present Rdjd, on the ground

that no new evidence had been produced by the claimant, on which

the Judge could give a decision contrary to the finding of the High

Court and the Privy Council in Nil Krishna's case.

GENERAL ASPECT OF THE COUNTRY.—As implied by its English

name, the country is hilly. From west to east the ground rises, but

neither by a gradual ascent nor by a single sudden elevation. Five

or six ranges of hills run parallel, from north to south, at an average

distance of about twelve miles from each other. These ranges, and

also the valleys between them, increase in height as they approach

the east. The hills are covered for the most part with bamboo

jungle, while the low ground abounds with trees of various kinds,

cane brakes, and swamps. All along the northern, western, and

southern boundaries of the State, lies a narrow strip of lowland,

differing in no material respect, as regards soil, cultivation, and

population, from those parts of the Districts of Sylhet, Tipperah, and

Chittagong, on which it abuts. From the summit of the ranges the

view of the country is striking, but monotonous. The low bamboo-

covered hills look at a distance like mere undulations clad with

verdure. Here and there, in the spring, a yellow spot marks the

place where the bamboos have been cleared away for the purposes

of jum cultivation ; or the smoke of a hamlet may be seen rising

above the jungle and low trees. But one view is exactly the same

as another, and scarcely repays the trouble of climbing a thousand
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feci on a steep hill-side. The whole of the area between the Jam-

puf and Athara-mura ranges, that is between 230 25' and 240 10'

north latitude, is reported by the officer of the Topographical Survey

to be ' quite uninhabited, and densely covered with high forest and

bamboo jungle, with entanglements of thorny scrub, canes, creepers,

and nettle, through which it is impossible to force a passage without

much cutting and clearing, excepting along the regularly used tracks

of wild elephants. Such paths, however, are numerous, and afford

great facilities for moving about the country.'

The surface soil of the hills is of sandstone, overlying a saliferous

shale. Mr. Smart, in his official Report on the District of Tip-

perah, states that ' in many parts of the Tipperah State the soil con

sists of a schistose clay, which falls to pieces with little force. In

this clay large fragments of dicotyledonous wood are often found ;

as usual, they are converted into the material in which they are im

bedded, but preserve all their original lineaments. They are laid

down horizontally, and have never been found in their original

vertical position. In such instances, we cannot suppose the fossil to

be on the spot where the living tree grew and died.'

Hill System.—There are no mountains, properly speaking, in

the State, but several of the peaks in the eastward ranges reach a

height of more than two thousand feet. As already stated, there are

five or six principal ranges in Hill Tipperah running from north to

south parallel with each other, each successive range towards the

east being a little higher than the previous one. ' These ranges,'

writes Captain Badgley, officiating Deputy Superintendent of the

Topographical Survey, ' also increase in height southwards from the

plains of Sylhet, and northwards from Chittagong District, till they

reach their highest near the watershed line of the rivers, running

north and south, a line which west of the Ankung makes an irre

gular zigzag between 230 30' and 230 45' north latitude. It is not

marked by any east and west cross-line range, but merely by the

circumstance that the level of the valleys, like the level of the

ridges, here rises a little higher than it does to north and south. The

ranges do not join to make continuous lines from one District

to the other, but lose themselves at the watershed, the ends of the

northern ranges coming in between the ends of those from the south.

The hills are narrow ridges, sometimes so narrow at the top as to be

only knife-edged rocks dangerous to walk along, covered with forest,

thinner along the edges of the ridges and spurs, but close and

tangled, and often impenetrable in the ravines and valleys.'
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The principal hill ranges beginning from the east are—the Jampuf,

Sakkanklang, Langtarai, and Athara-mura ranges, running through

Hill Tipperah in a northerly direction and almost parallel to each

other, till they gradually disappear in the plains of Sylhet The

northern portions of the valleys between these ranges are for the

most part flat, swampy, and covered with rank vegetation ; while to

the south they are of a wild and broken character, intersected by an

infinity of deep-cut ravines and low, intricate, narrow-topped ridges.

' The Jampuf range,' writes Captain Badgley, ' runs directly north

and south upon longitude 92° 19', between the rivers Deo and

Langai, and, beginning at latitude 23° 40', ends at latitude 240 10'.

Its highest point, Betling Sib (Sorphuel of the old maps), is about

3200 feet above the sea by barometer ; thence it decreases in height

both ways. To the north it is joined by small tilds (hillocks), with

a low ridge which runs into Sylhet, and to the south with the

Langten range of Chittagong.'

On the principal hill-ranges numerous peaks stand out above the

general level, but the smaller ranges resemble in form a railway

embankment on a large scale, the ridges being long and even. Here

and there a peak is met with pre-eminent among its fellows, but

this is the exception. The paths used by the Kukfs and other hill-

men in the less frequented parts of the country are almost invariably

along the tops of these ridges. The following are the names of the

principal ranges, with their highest peaks :—(1.) Devatar-mura range:

highest peaks, Champa-mura, 506 feet ; Bara-mura, 576 feet ; Saisun-

mura, 813 feet ; Devatar-mura, 812 feet ; and Sahele-mura, 494 feet.

(2.) Athara-mura range : chiefpeaks, Churamain, 291 feet; Atar-mura,

143 1 feet; Jari-mura, about 1500 feet; Chapu, about 800 feet;

Tula-mura, about 800 feet. (3.) Batchia range : principal peaks,

Batchia, 1247 feet; Matchia, 1374 feet; and Dolajari, 1555 feet.

(4.) Sardaing range: principal peaks, Sardaing, 1509 feet (5.)

Langtarai range : principal peaks in Hill Tipperah, Pheng Pui,

1 58 1 feet ; Sim Basia, 1544 feet. (6.) Sakkanklang : highest peak,

Sakkan, 2578 feet. (7.) Jampuf range : highest peaks, Betling Sib,

3200 feet; Jampuf, i860 feet.

The Tipperah Hills are the home of the wild elephant, and there

is no doubt that if paths were cut, tame elephants could readily

ascend them. At present, however, they are covered with dense

bamboo jungle and huge forest timber ; and man, the Political

Agent reports, is the only beast of burden that frequents them.

River System.—There is no river in Hill Tipperah navigable
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by trading boats of four tons burden or upwards, throughout the

year ; but the following are navigable by boats of about two tons

during the rainy season only:—The Gumti or Gomatf, Haora,

Khoyai, Dulai, Manu, and Phenf.

The GUMTI, which is the principal river, and runs almost through

the centre of Hill Tipperah, is formed by the junction of two rivers,

the Chaima and the Raima. The Chaima rises in the Athara-mura

range of hills, and the Raima in the Langtarai range ; and they

unite to form the Gumtf just above a succession of rapids, known as

the Dumra Falls, not far from the eastern boundary of the State.

These rapids continue for a distance which is reckoned a day's

journey by water, and end in one grand picturesque cascade, which

leaps into a large round pool, from which the stream issues through

a narrow passage between two walls of rock. The Gumtf then flows

in a westerly direction, and finally leaves the State on its western

boundary, not far from the village of Bfbf-bazar, in Tipperah District.

Its principal tributaries are the Kasfgang, the Pitragang, and the

Mailakcherral, all on the right or north bank.

' The MANU,' writes Mr. Chennell, Assistant-Surveyor, ' takes its

rise under the Kahoisib peak of the Sakkanklang range, and for some

distance passes through various narrow gorges with escarpments of

naked rock rising often 100 feet and more, and cutting into deep

and clear pools swarming with fish. As it descends into the more

level country, it becomes a broad sluggish stream, with a tortuous

course, sandy bed, and low banks, covered with high coarse grass,

and here and there with clusters ofwild plantains and dwarf palms. Its

course is north until it reaches the Sylhet plains, when it changes to

north-west.' The Deo and Dulai are both tributaries of the Manu,

the former on its right and the latter on its left bank. ' The Deo,'

says Mr. Chennell, ' has its rise in the Jdrnpuf range, 1 2 miles south

of the Belling Sib peak. It continues on a northerly course for

nearly 30 miles, when it makes a detour to the west, cuts through

the Sakkanklang range of hills, and joins the Manu 10 miles north

west of Kamanatha.' The Dulai rises in the Dolajari ridge, and

runs due north for nearly 50 miles. Only the first portion of its

course, however, is through the State of Hill Tipperah, and it after

wards enters the plains of Sylhet and falls into the Manu near the

village of Kudamhata.

As far as is known, none of the rivers of Hill Tipperah have

undergone any great or sudden changes in their course. The

appearance of the banks varies in different localities. When passing
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between two hills, the banks are generally steep walls of solid rock,

beautifully draped with ferns and other plants. When flowing

in low lands, the banks are generally abrupt, but not high. The

beds of the rivers and also their banks are usually sandy in the hills,

but clayey as the rivers approach the plains. The inhabitants of

the hills build their villages on the banks of streams ; but, except

in the immediate vicinity of these villages, the river banks are

buried in jungle and not cultivated. None of the rivers form any

islands. Very few of the rivers and streams are fordable throughout

the year, owing to the heavy rains. This circumstance, however,

causes no inconvenience ; for in the plains, the people use boats as

almost the sole means of conveyance at this time of the year, and in

the hills nearly every family has its dug-out or canoe. There are no

lakes, canals, or artificial water-courses in the State, but there are

numerous swamps and marshes in the low-lying tracts.

USES OF THE WATER SUPPLY.—There is no river traffic, properly

so called, in Hill Tipperah ; and there are no river-side towns of any

size in which the inhabitants gain their living by river industries.

Almost the sole use to which the rivers and water-courses are put

by the people is for going to, and returning from, the periodical

village markets. Cotton grown in the hills is also frequently con

veyed westwards by boats, but the extent of this traffic is not suffi

cient to support a separate trade for its carriage. Nowhere in Hill

Tipperah do the people utilise the water of the rivers and streams

for the purpose of turning mills, etc. ; and the only localities in the

State where the stream of water is sufficient to turn a mill are in

the jungle, far away from the inhabited part of the country. The

regular rainfall is sufficient for the purposes of cultivation, and

no attempts have been made at introducing a system of irrigation.

FISHERIES.—MARSHES.—There are no fishing towns or villages

in Hill Tipperah; but nearly every person fishes, either with net, rod,

or basket, or by constructing dams of mud across the small streams

and baling out the water. Reeds and canes are procurable in such

abundance from the hills, that no attempt to utilise the rivers or

marshes for their cultivation would pay. The marshy tracts within

the hills are never cultivated, as they would require double the

labour and many hundred times the capital necessary for cultivating

a.Jum; in the plains, also, such tracts are very seldom tilled, for

better land is always procurable.

LINES OF DRAINAGE.—The drainage of the northern half of the

State is effected through the Manu and its tributaries, the Deo and
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Duldi. The country to the south is drained by the Gumtl, which

flows, on the whole, in a westerly direction.

Minerals.—Coal is said to be found in the hills towards the east

of the State, but no accurate information as to its quality, or even

as to its existence, has been obtained. Abundance of stone of a

common kind is procurable, but no limestone has been found.

Captain Badgley, of the Topographical Survey, reports that there

are several salt springs in different places, some of them being warm

as well as saliferous. ' On either side of the ridge between Kamana-

tha and Sipfr there rises a stream ; both these streams are called

Nuncharra, and both at their sources are salt and slightly warm. At

the southern end of the Jampuf range there is a salt spring (latitude

230 41'), which has a temperature of 720.'

Jungle Produce.—The whole of the hilly tracts in Tipperah

State are covered with heavy forest, which yields a very important

addition to the revenues of the Raja. The forest dues, which in

clude cesses for felling and gathering bamboos, canes, reeds, etc.,

were leased in 1872 for ,£2228 per annum. In his Report for that

year, the Political Agent estimated the gross annual value of tolls

on timber and other forest produce exported at £3000. About

5 per cent of this is said to be derived from the tolls on timber

alone ; and supposing the toll to be two per cent, of the value, the

approximate worth of the timber exported would be .£7500; the

value of the other forest produce, on which the toll levied is about

25 per cent., being ,£11,000. In a statistical supplement annexed

to his Report for 1874-75, the Political Agent states that in his

opinion forest produce is ' the most important source of revenue be

longing to the State, and would prove the most lucrative of all, if

properly worked. It is at present managed, with one exception, on

the farming system ; but for want of accurate knowledge as to what

the farms are capable of yielding, they are let out in almost all cases

at absurdly low rents. There are 28 farmers of forest produce, and

the maximum revenue paid to the State by one man is ,£575, 14s.,

and the minimum £1, is. 3d. The farmer's rights extend to col

lecting the forest dues, which are levied according to a scale fixed by

the Raja.' During the year 1873-74 the revenue derived from forest

produce was ^2732, 15s. 9d. ; and in 1874-75 there was a further

increase of ^1306, 15s. od., due to an enhanced rate being fixed for

those leases which had lapsed in the previous year, and to the

increased revenue derived from the Pheni toll station. The Political

Agent, in 1875, reported that the only exception to the practice of
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farming the right to levy tolls on forest produce is the case of the

Phenf toll station, where dues are levied on all produce conveyed or

floated down the river. ' This river, from its source to Amlighdta,

where the transit-duties are levied, forms the boundary between Hill

Tipperah and the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The British Government,

therefore, claims a three-eighths share of the toll, and the duties of

collection are performed by an officer jointly appointed by each

party. Up till June 1874 the toll had been fanned, and the income

which the Hill Tipperah State then derived from it was only about

^200 per annum. But from that date it was taken under khds or

direct management by both parties ; and owing apparently to a

very judicious selection in the officer appointed, the income accru

ing to the Raja in 1874-75, during the ten months of khds manage

ment, was no less than ^1200.'

Most of the timber floated down the rivers during the rains is

used for boat-building, for which purpose it is excellently suited ; but

besides timber, the whole country, except where cultivated, is covered

with canes and numerous varieties of bamboos. There is no system

atic trade in jungle produce carried on by any particular class of

the Raja's subjects ; and although all the Tipperahs engage in this

traffic, it is invariably made subsidiary to their usual employment of

agriculture.

Close to the District of Tipperah there are a number of low hills

covered with grass, which form good pasture grounds. The cow,

ox, and bullock are held too sacred in Hill Tipperah to permit of

any charge being exacted for grazing them ; but the right to levy

tolls on buffaloes pasturing in the Raja's territory is farmed out, and

yielded £12, 43. 4^d. in the year 1874-75. The cattle sent to graze

belong chiefly to cultivators living in British territory.

FERJE NATURAL.—' The entire country, except where cultivated,"

writes Captain Badgley, of the Topographical Survey, ' is covered

with forests of timber and bamboos, and with undergrowth of

canes and thorny plants, which tangle into impassable belts in

low and swampy places, and form the favourite cover of the larger

game during the winter, when they desert the hills for want of

water, to return when the rains have well set in.' Of wild animals,

the elephant and gaydl are reported to be most numerous ; and

the rhinoceros, tiger, bear, sdmbhar, and hog-deer are also very

common. Four species of monkey, the wild boar, the kakar, the

serds or forest goat, the leopard, the scaly ant-eater, squirrels, badgers,

porcupines, wild cats, mongooses, and hares have all been met with,
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besides land turtles, some of which are stated to be of enormous

size.

For the year 1874-75, the Raja obtained a revenue of .£2400 from

the capture of elephants within his territory. Licences for elephant-

catching were given to four persons, who paid the State a share of

the value of the animals captured, which varied from \ to -^ of the

value. The number of elephants caught was 86, but r3 died be

fore they could be disposed of. The estimated value of the remain

ing 73, on which royalty was paid, was ^6180, 2s. In 1873-74,

the revenue of the State from this source was ^1801, 12s.

Tigers commit an immense amount of damage in Hill Tipperah,

but no fixed reward is given for their destruction. The cost of

keeping down wild beasts is confined to an occasional present to any

person who is fortunate enough to kill one. No materials exist to

show the number of deaths from wild beasts, and no trade is carried

on in their skins.

Among birds, the kdlij and polyplectron pheasants, jungle fowl,

hill partridges, four or more varieties of green pigeon, the imperial

and blue pigeons, snipe and quail, are all found in Hill Tipperah,

besides immense variety of singing birds and birds of beautiful

plumage. Tolls are levied on the export of parrots from the State ;

the right to these dues was farmed out in the year 1874-75 for £2,

6s. 9d. Some idea of the enormous number of parrots captured in

Hill Tipperah may be inferred from the fact that in 1875 a thousand

parrots were sold at Comillah in Tipperah District, for jQi, 7s. They

consisted of three different species, known as tiyd (Palaeornis tor-

quatus), madnd (Palaeornis Javanicus), and chandand (Pateomis

Alexandri), and were all imported from Hill Tipperah.

The python, cobra, and bamboo snake are all common. No

rewards are given for destroying snakes, but the Kukfs or Lushais

kill the boa-constructor for food.

Mosquitoes, ticks, leeches, and a large fly called the dds, are the

curse of the forest, making it almost uninhabitable after the first few

showers of rain. ' About March,' writes Captain Badgley, ' there

appear five varieties of horse-fly, which are almost as numerous as

the mosquitoes, which also come out about the same month. I

was bitten by the first all day, and stung by the second all night.

Ticks attack one the season through ; grass-seed and cobwebs are also

troublesome ; and in wading in the streams, a species of scabies

attacks the legs. For drinking, the water should either be boiled or

filtered, to rid it of the larvae of intestinal worms.' Honey is occa
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sionally found in hollows in trees, or in nests hung on bushes, the

bees that build these nests being reported to be about the size of a

house-fly, and stingless. The honey is of a delicate flavour, though

rather thin.

The Political Agent reports that the only fish that gives good sport

is the mdhsir, which is to be had in abundance in the higher parts

of the Gumri. Captain Badgley states that ' on the river Deo, in

three days, and working only for a few hours each day, 360 Ibs. of

fish were caught with one small cast-net; all the fish were of fair size,

the largest being 38 Ibs. in weight.'

POPULATION.—The manner in which part of the revenue of the

hills is assessed enables an estimate of the population to be made

yearly. The head-men of the various tribes assemble at Agartala

during the Durgd Ptijd festival, to settle with the Raja the amount

to be paid for their respective tribes ; each tribe is assessed at so

much per family, irrespective of the number of members that the

family may contain. Many families are, however, exempted from

assessment, on account of poverty or for other reasons ; and there

fore any calculation based on the number of families assessed gives

somewhat too low an estimate of the hill population.

In 1872 the following rough estimate was made by the Political

Agent :—Inhabitants of the plains, consisting of Bengdlfs (chiefly

Muhammadans) and Manipurfs, 14,500; Hill tribes, 20,000;—

total population of the State, 34,500. In 1874, the Political Agent

in his annual Report, gave a fresh estimate of the hill population

of the State, exclusive of those who were exempted from the pay

ment of the family-tax. According to this estimate the hill tribes

of the Headquarters Subdivision comprised 2634 families, or

13,170 individuals. For the Subdivision of Kailashar, further

details were furnished by the officer in charge of that portion of the

State. He returned the total number of hill families within his

jurisdiction at 1563, and the total number of persons at 9305, of

whom 2817 were adult males, 2773 adult females, 1864 boys under

twelve years of age, and 1851 girls under twelve years of age. The

total hill population of the State was, therefore, estimated in 1874 at

22,475 souls, exclusive of unassessed families; for the population of

the plains the Political Agent was only able to state that the number

of families was estimated at 4339.

After the preparation of the estimate just given, a special agency

was employed to test the lists of families submitted by the hill head

men ; and it was proposed to use the same staff for the purpose of
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taking a regular census of the people. ' This scheme, however,' the

Political Agent reported in 1875, 'proved a failure. Before the

work had gone very far, the men engaged in it fell sick, and it was

abandoned. They had, however, succeeded in enumerating 1501

families, which aggregated 8126 souls. From these figures it has

been assumed that the average number per family is 5^, which

being multiplied by the number of families borne on the lists of

head-men as (i) paying tax, and (2) exempt from tax, gives the

total population. Within a portion of the Uddipur Subdivision, the

taking of a census amongst the tribes was intrusted to the police

officers of the Sab-rang Mag-rang thdnd ; but all they did was to

cause the flight of about 100 families of Riangs, the wildest of the

Tipperah tribes. Within the strip of land bordering on the hills,

distinguished as the plains of Hill Tipperah, the inhabitants lead a

settled life, and are on a level, in the social scale, with the people of

the plains in the neighbouring British Districts. There were, there

fore, fewer difficulties to contend with in this part of the State, and

the result may be taken as tolerably accurate. It fails, however, to

include certain villages, chiefly inhabited by Muhammadans, where

opposition was made.'

The following table, compiled from the annual Report of the

Political Agent for 1874-75, shows the result of this attempt, the

best that has yet been made, to take a census of the population of

the State.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE ESTIMATED POPULATION OF THE STATE

OF HILL TIPPERAH IN THE YEAR 1874-75.

Numbcr of Families.

Number

of

Houses.

Total

Population.

Taxed.
Exempted

from Tax.
Total.

HillTribes.

Headquarters Sub

division, ....

Kailashar Subdivi-

5,388 ",9"4 7,302 41,829

5,694

Total Hill Population, .

Population of the Plains, . 4-37'

47,523

26,719

Grand Total of the State, 74,242
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ETHNICAL DIVISION OF THE PEOPLE.—The Tipperahs form a

large majority of the Hill population of the Headquarters Sub

division, where they number 26,632, or 63-7 per cent of the total.

No details were furnished for the population of the Kailashar Sub

division ; but of the total population of the plains the Muhammadans

number 14,228, or 53-3 per cent. Most of the Manipurfs reside

near Agartala, the capital of the State, and along the northern

frontier near Sylhet. Those living near the capital are for the most

part related to the Raja's family. In the following table, the popu

lation is classified, so far as possible, according to the different tribes,

races, and religions in the State :—

NAME op RACI OR TRIBE. Number. NAME op RACE OR TRIBE. Number.

HILL TRIBES. Hindus, .

Muhammadans,

Manipuris ( Hindus, bu

not of Hindu origin),

Christians,

Persons not classified ac

cording to race, .

4,339

14,228

(I. Tipperahs,

Jamaityas,

Nowattias,

Riangs,

Hallams, .

Kukis,

27,148

(2. 3,000

2,M4

2.435

5,577

2,041

7,°45

(3-
112

(4-

[I

TOTAL OF PERSONS NOT

CLASSIFIED AS HILL

TRIBES,

6,173

T TTAL POPULATION OF

HILL TRIBES, . 42,345

GRAND TOTAL OF THE

3',897

STATE, 74,242

HILL TRIBES.—TIPPERAHS.—The Tipperahs are divided into four

classes, viz. :—(i.) the pure Tipperahs, the class to which the reign

ing family belongs; (2.) the Jamaityas; (3.) the Nowattias; and

(4.) the Riangs. With the exception of the Jamaityas, each of

these classes is subdivided into several castes, differing slightly from

each other, chiefly with reference to the duties they are called on to

perform according to immemorial custom. The Tipperahs are all

of the same religion, and speak the same language, differing only in

minor local peculiarities. They worship the elements, such as the

god of water, the god of fire, the god of forests, the god of earth,

etc. Sacrifices form an important part of their religion ; buffaloes,

pigs, goats, and fowls being the animals ordinarily used for the pur

pose. At the present day, they are showing some symptoms of a

tendency to conform in many respects to the religious observances

of the Hindus, especially with regard to caste. Their sole idea of
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medicine consists in the performance of a religious ceremony, and

the offering up of sacrifices, although they do not refuse medical

treatment when it is within their reach. The Tipperahs are very

superstitious and very timid, but are capable of committing great

cruelties when their passions are roused. The Jamaityas are the

fighting caste of the Tipperahs, and are well fitted for jungle warfare.

They are exempted from all forced coolie labour, a privilege of

which they are very tenacious, and the infringement of which was

the cause of a sanguinary rebellion some years ago. Intermarriages

between the different classes of Tipperahs are permitted under certain

conditions, but such events are not of frequent occurrence. Major

Fisher is of opinion that the Tipperahs are of the same origin as the

Kacharfs, and the similarity of their religious customs and of their

appearance makes this conjecture probable. Among the superstitions

common to both, is the practice of performing sacrifices before a

bamboo planted in the ground. The tradition adopted by the

Tipperahs is that they conquered Kamnip or Cachar more than a

thousand years ago, and were turned out by the Koch princes, who

were themselves subsequently dispossessed. ' The Brahmans,'

writes Colonel Dalton in his Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal,

' have, of course, favoured the family with a different origin. The

Rdjmdld (or Chronicles of the Kings of Tipperah) tell us that the

ancient name of Tripura was Kirat, from a person of that name,

meaning the hunter of the lunar race, the brother of Puru. He was

succeeded by his son Tripura, who so harassed his subjects that

they fled in a body to Hiramba (Cachar). They returned votaries

of the god Siva, who promised them a ruler by the widow of

Tripura. The promised prince was born in due course. He

married the daughter of the Hiramba Raja, who is also called Raja

of Kamnip. Thus, even the Brahmans support the theory of the

connection between the Kacharfs and the Tipperahs.'

Captain Lewin, in ' The Hill Tracts of Chittagong,' has given a

full account of the Tipperahs found in the Chittagong Hill Tracts ;

and most of his description may be applied to the same people when

living in their own country. ' Like all the hill tribes, the village

community, governed by the head-man, is the leading characteristic

of their social polity. The Tipperahs are passionately fond of

dancing ; and at the time of their great harvest festival, which takes

place generally in November, the dances are kept up sometimes for

two days and two nights without intermission. The dances are in

every way seemly, although the drinking of sipah and khoung (sweet

fermented liquor made from rice) is enormous. Drunkenness among

VOL. vi. 2 h
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them, however, does not take an amorous or a pugnacious direction ;

it generally expends itself in vehement dancing, until such time as the

head becomes giddy, and the dancer lies down to sleep off what he

has drunk. When the dance begins, it is the custom for the old

men and women of the village to lead off, and after they have retired,

the young people have their fling.

' Great freedom of intercourse is allowed between the sexes, but a

Tipperah girl is never known to go astray out of her own clan. An

illegitimate birth, also, is hardly known among them, for the simple

reason that should a girl become enceinte, her lover has to marry

her. The girls are totally free from the prudery that distinguishes

Muhammadan and Hindu women, and they have an open, frank

manner, combined with a womanly modesty that is attractive. At

a marriage there is no particular ceremony, but a great deal of

drinking and dancing. A pig is killed as a sacrifice to the deities of

the wood and stream. The crowning point of the affair is this—the

girl's mother pours out a glass of liquor and gives it to her daughter,

who goes and sits on her lover's knee, drinks half, and gives him the

other half; they afterwards crook their little fingers together. If a

match be made with the consent of the parents, the young man has

to serve three years in his father-in-law's house before he obtains his

wife or is formally married. During the period of probation his

sweetheart is, to all intents and purposes, a wife to him. On the

wedding night, however, the bridegroom has to sleep with his wife sur

reptitiously, entering the house by stealth and leaving it before dawn.

He then absents himself for four days, during which time he makes

a round of visits among all his friends. On the fourth day he is

escorted back with great ceremony, and has to give another feast to

his cortege. A Tipperah widow may remarry, if it so seems good to

her. Every lad before marriage has his sweetheart, and he cohabits

with her whenever opportunity serves ; this, however, is without the

knowledge of the elders. I once asked a young man whether he

was afraid of his liaison coming to the knowledge of the girl's rela

tives. He replied, " No, it is the custom ; what can they say ? They

did the same when they were young, and their daughter is respon

sible for her own actions. She likes me, and I like her."

' The following story illustrative of their customs and feelings in

this respect, I took down from the lips of a handsome young Tip

perah of the Riang clan :—

' " Once in our village, it was harvest-time, and we were all to go

to Chomteyha's jum to gather in the grain. At early morning we

started,—all the lads and lasses of the village. Among the girls
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was one pretty young creature about fourteen years old ; her name

was Bamoyntee. I had never seen her before ; her father and

mother had just come from another village, and settled in ours,

where they had relatives. On the road I could not take my eyes from

off her—she was so pretty. I spoke to her, but she would answer

nothing, save yes or no. Some of the other girls noticed us, and

they began teasing me and laughing. When we got to the jum,

before setting to work some had to be chosen to cook the midday

meal, which is eaten on the spot ; so they all laughed at us a great

deal, and chose Bamoyntee and me, and said to us, ' Go you two

and gather vegetables, and come back quickly to cook.' Then I was

glad, and said to her, ' Come,' but she would not walk with me ;

she walked at some distance away. I had my ddo, and she carried

a small basket slung at her back. So we went down the hill into

the bed of a small stream, but I never thought about vegetables ; I

thought about her only. She began looking for young vegetables :

the tender shoots of the fern, the sprouts of young canes, and other

things that grow wild. I was ashamed, I did not know what to say.

Presently, as we were going along in the cool bed of the stream, with

the trees meeting over our heads, she saw a beautiful pink orchid

growing high up on the branch of a forest-tree, and she said, ' Oh !

I wish I had that ;' so I threw down my ddo and climbed to get

the flower. Our Riang girls prize this sort of flower much, and wear

it in their hair. I soon got up the tree, but the branch on which

the flower grew was rotten and broke with me, and I fell down

from a great height, and lost my senses. When I woke, I found

her crying, and bathing my face with water from the stream ; and I

said to her, ' Oh, Bamoyntee, do not be angry and I will say some

thing.' She answered, ' No,' and she took the flower that was in

my hand. So I said, ' I love you,' and she hid her face, and I

took her in my arms and said, ' Answer me—you are not angry ? '

She said, 'No;' so I asked her, 'Do you love me?' and she

whispered, ' Yes ;' and I said, ' Then why did you not tell me so ? '

She replied, ' It is not the custom for women to speak first ; I was

ashamed.' Then I said, ' May I come to your father's house to

night]' and she answered, ' Come ; but now we must be quick and

gather vegetables, or they will laugh at us when we get back.' So

we made haste and got vegetables, and went back to the jiim. When

we got there the young men and maidens began laughing, and

said, ' Well, have you come to an understanding, you two 1 is it

all settled?' but we said nothing in reply. When the sun was

sinking and the baskets filled with corn-ears, we all set off home
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wards. I delayed on one pretence and another until I was left

behind, and she saw this ; but at last they all went off singing. She

loitered and fell back on the way ; so we two went home together.

She said to me, 'Come to-night to my father's house before we

sleep, so that you may see where I spread my mat.' When we

got near the village she went on alone, and I made a circuit through

the jungle, and came in at the other side of the village where our

house was. At nightfall I went to her house, and her parents

received me kindly, and brought out the arrack, and I ate with

them, but I said nothing. Afterwards we sat and smoked our

pipes. I was determined that I would not go away until I had

seen where Bamoyntee spread her mat ; and at the last she was

ashamed, and would not spread it till her mother got angry and

rated her, saying, ' Come, my daughter, you are lazy to-night ;

spread the mats, for it is time to sleep.' Then I saw the place

where she slept, and I went away. At midnight I got up and came

softly back to the house. 'I went up the ladder to the door, and

was just going in, when their great dog came at me, barking ; but

Bamoyntee came to the door and quieted him. Then I took her

hand, and we went in together, keeping step as we walked, like one

person. I slept there that night, and many nights afterwards, till at

last the old people called me son, and I left my father's house and

lived there for good. She is my wife now." '

'The Tipperahs make use of an ingenious mode to obtain fire;

they take a piece of dry bamboo about a foot long, split it in half,

and on its outer round surface cut a nick or notch, about the eighth

of an inch broad, circling round the semi-circumference of the

bamboo, shallow toward the edges, but deepening in the centre,

until a minute slit pierces the inner surface of the bamboo fire-

stick. Then a flexible slip of bamboo is taken, about a foot and a half

long and an eighth of an inch in breadth, to fit the circling

notch or groove in the fire-stick. This slip or band is rubbed

with fine dry sand, and then passed round the fire-stick, on

which the operator stands, a foot on either end. Then the slip,

grasped firmly, an end in each hand, is pulled steadily backwards and

forwards, with increasing pressure and velocity as the smoke comes.

By the time the fire-band snaps with the friction, there ought to

appear through the slit in the fire-stick some incandescent dust, and

this, placed smouldering as it is in a nest of dry bamboo shavings,

can be gently blown into a flame. At night, in camping out in the

jungle, they adopt a novel precaution to prevent the dew from the

trees dripping on them. The trunk of the tree under which they
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intend to rest is notched upwards with a ddo. This, they say, causes

the tree to absorb all the dew that falls on it, and the leaves will not

drip. On rising in the morning, the operation must be reversed and

the tree notched seven times with the ddo, edge earthwards, other

wise they say that the spirits of the wood would be offended, and

both the tree and those who slept beneath it would die. To another

characteristic trait of theirs I was myself a witness. We were travel

ling once through the jungles, and the path led across a small

streamlet. Here I observed a white thread stretched from one side

to the other, bridging the stream. On inquiring the reason of this,

it appeared that a man had died away from his home in a distant

village ; his friends had gone thither and performed his obsequies,

after which it was supposed that the dead man's spirit would accom

pany them back to his former abode. Without assistance, however,

spirits are unable to cross running water ; therefore the stream here

had been bridged in the manner aforesaid.

' Divorce can be obtained among the Tipperahs, as among all the

hill tribes, on the adjudication of a jury of village elders. One such

case I remember to have seen. The divorce was sued for by the

wife on the ground of habitual cruelty. The jury deliberated and

found that the cruelty was proved, and that the divorce should be

granted. Some check, however, they determined must be put upon

the woman, or otherwise every wife would complain if her husband

raised his little finger at her. Accordingly, they gave sentence that the

divorce was granted ; but that as the woman was wrong to insist upon

abandoning her lawful husband, she should give up all her silver orna

ments to him, pay a fine of Rs.30 (,£3), and provide a pig with " trim

mings," in the shape of ardent spirits, to be discussed by the jury.

' In disputes among the Tipperahs, where one man asserts a thing

and the other denies it, I have frequently seen the matter decided at

the request of both parties, by the hill-oath on the ddo, rice, cotton,

and river-water. I remember one case in which two men disputed

as to the ownership of a cow. At last the man who wished to get

possession of the beast said, " Well, if he will swear by the ddo that

the cow has always been in his possession and is his property, I will

abandon all claim." The other man agreed to this and took the

required oath ; after which both parties retired quite satisfied, the

man at whose instance the oath was taken remarking that the result

now was in the hands of the deities.

' When a Tipperah dies, his body is immediately removed from

within the house to the open air. A fowl is killed, and placed with

some rice at the dead man's feet The body is burned at the water
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side. At the spot where the body was first laid out, the relatives

kill a cock every morning for seven days, and leave it there with

some rice as an offering to the manes of the dead. A month after

death, a like offering is made at the place of cremation, and this is

occasionally repeated for a year. The ashes are deposited on a hill

in a small hut built for the purpose, in which are also placed the

dead man's weapons,—a spear, ddos of two sorts (one his fighting

ddo, the other his every-day bread-winner), arrow-heads, his metal-

stemmed pipe, earrings, and ornaments. The place is held sacred.

In all ceremonies of a religious nature among them, the ojhd or

owkchye is in much request. The ojhd is simply an exorcist, or

person supposed to have power over spirits; the office depends upon

a knowledge of charms, and is therefore naturally handed down

from father to son.'

The Tipperahs have for a long period been brought into contact

with Bengalis, and they are gradually becoming assimilated to them,

especially by the adoption of a modified caste system. ' The people,'

wrote the Political Agent in October 1873, 'were very simple,

truthful, and honest, until corrupted by the evil influences arising

from closer intercourse with the inhabitants of the plains, and also

by bad government, whereby they were left at the mercy of grasping

subordinates. Every advantage was taken of their ignorance and

credulity, till at length they perceived this themselves, and they now no

longer hesitate to meet deceit with its own weapons. They are all much

given to drink, having the sanction of their religion for so doing, as

spirits are indispensably necessary for most of their ceremonies.'

The whole of the Tipperah tribe is known to the Khyoungtha of

the Chittagong Hill Tracts by the name of Mrung, and the Ardkdnese

apply the same name to the descendants of Tipperahs found in the

Akydb District. These settlers declare that they were carried away

from Tipperah several generations back by the Ardkan kings, by

whom they were first planted on the L<fmyo river, with a view to

cutting off their retreat. But when Ardkan became disturbed in

consequence of the invasion of the Burmese, they gradually left the

Le"myo, and returned through the hills to their own country. For a

time they dwelt on the Koladyne, but none are now to be found in

Ardkan, save on the upper course of the Mayu, and only a few strag

glers are seen even there. The Tipperahs have a distinct language

of their own, but they have no written character. A vocabulary is

given on a subsequent page.

HALLAMS.—The Political Agent reported in 1873 that the Hallams

are undoubtedly of Kukf origin. Their language is a mere dialect
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of Kukf, and a Kukf and a Hallam can readily understand each

other. ' On the other hand, the customs of the Hallams are be

coming more closely allied with those of the Tipperahs,—for example,

Hallams wear dhutis like the Tipperahs, while the Kukfs do not.

The latter give as a reason for dispensing with that article of dress,

that if they wear much clothes in this world they will be given none

in the next. Again, Hallams and Tipperahs can live in the same

village, so can Kukfs and Hallams, but not Kukfs and Tipperahs.'

The Hallams are a finer race and of fairer complexion than the

Kukfs, and to appearance they are more cleanly than hill tribes are

wont to be.

Kukis.—The Kukfs of Hill Tipperah are the same race as the

Lushais, who live further to the east, and who call themselves

Kachha Kukfs. To the Burmese they are known as Lankhe.

Most of the Kukfs in Hill Tipperah live in the northern portion

of the hills, and the tribe is there known by the name of Dalang. A

few scattered clans, insignificant in number, who seemed inclined to

give trouble, were removed a short time ago from the frontier, and

settled in the interior and southern parts of the State.

An account of the Kukfs or Lushais, condensed from Captain

Lewin's 'The Hill Tracts of Chittagong,' has already been given in

the Statistical Account of the Chittagong Hill Tracts (pp. 59-65 of

the present volume.)

The following vocabulary of words in the Tipperah and Lushai or

Kukf tongue is extracted from an Appendix to Captain Lewin's

work :—

Vocabulary of the Tipperah and of the LushAi or Kuid

Languages.

English. TlI'PERAH.
LushAi or

Kutci.
English. Tipperah.

Lushai or

KUKL

Air, .... Nouhba. Hl(. Fire, . . . Hot. Moy.

Ant,. . . • Afusurrum, Mirrick. Fish, . . . 'A. Nga.

Arrow, . . 7Y. Flower, . . . A'/tiim. Par.

Bird. . . . Toksa. Saba. Foot, . . . } a kiln. Ke-kok.

Blood, . . • Bdto-i. Th(. Goat, . . . /'«'-/«. Kel.

Boat, . . . Rting. Loung. Hair, . . . Kun-itai. Skttm.

Bone, . . . Burrin. Har. Hand, . . . Yak. Vang.

Buffalo, . . Mashi. SiUaL Head, . . . Bukro. Lh.

Cat, .... AmC Jaivtey. Hog, . . . Wdk. Vak.

Cow, . . . Ma-tsa. Tsaiv-pi. Horn, . . . Bukrtm. Ki.

Crow, . . . Tow-ka. Sunk, 1. Horse, . . . Kora-i. Suk-kur.

Day, . . . Tsal, Tsiin. House, . . . Nok. In.

Dog, . . . Tsory. Wi. Iron, . . . Tsur. Tktr.

Ear Kung-ju, Beyng. Leaf, . . . Bullai. Hnd.

Earth, . . . Ha. Toxvul. Light, . . . Kuchunt;. Yaing.

Egg. - • ■

Elephant, . .

Tow-iot. A rtoi. Tckulla. Ml.

Mai-yiing. Sa-i, Monkey, . . Mtikra. y.mS.

Eye, . . . Ma-qud. MUh. Moon, . . . Tal. TU.

Father,. . . Apak. Kuppah. Mother, . . Amem. Ana.

Face, . . . Makang. Mountain, Hatcki. Dang.
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English. TlPPHRAH.
LushAi or

KUKt.
English. TlFPERAH.

lushai or

Kcki.

Mouth, . . . Bukko. Mel. Why, . . . To-ma-H(. £ng*i-Hge.

Mosquito, . . Tampui. Tmutsey. Yes, .... Ow. J
Name, . . . Mong. ML No, . . . . Xi-lem.

Night, . . . Hor. Jatta. Not Tah. Onzloor-tti.

Plantain, . .

Tkao.

Vanghla,

And, . . . Tre. Dang.

Ferwk.Ta-i-lt. Also, . . . Pkaw.

River, . . . Tff-i-md. Toi-poi. This, . . . Obd. HI

Road, . . . Lamd. Lam-poi, That, . . . Obd. Unima.

Skin, . . . Unfair. Bun. Which. . . . Tanid. Eng.

Sky Nmvkkd. Ahid. What, . . . Toma, Eng-d.

Tii-Hgr.Snake, . . . Tckebtnl. Ruf. Who, ... Sabho.

Star, . . . A-tu-kroL Ar-s{. Anything, . . Eng-fowk.

Stone, . . . IPioung, LAng. Any body, Jf-pkHng.

Tcna^tL

Tiih.

Sun, . . Tsdl. Nt. Eat Oy-rvk.

Tiger, . . Ma-tsd. Sukkdi. Drink, . . . Nung^ll. Indrok.

Tooth, . . . Bti-a. Hd. Sleep, . . TAB. R{-*k-rok.

Tree, Bapndng. Thing. Wake, . . . Ba-cka^fC T(*%v-rok.

Village, . . Kami. Kwd. Laugh, . . . Ma-nidt. Noi-rvk.

Water, . . . Tocy. Tii-f. Weep, . . . Kafpd. Tsap-rok,

Yam, . . Hid. Pal.

Koyma.
Be silent, . -j

PrUprA- \

tongM. j

TsaJf.

Ngo-reng-rck.Aong.

Thou, . . . Nuns;. Nnng-ma. Speak, . . . Hril-rok.

He, ... . Ba. I'mma. Come, . . Pkai-di. Hon-rok.

We, .... TehAug. Koyma-hok. Go Th.ing-d{. Kuld-rok.

Ye, ... . Nerwk. Stand up, . . Ba<nddt. Thau-rok.

They, . . . Bmvk. Sit down, . . A t-sowk^it. Tu-rok.

Mine, . . . Af-nt. Koyma-td. Move, walk, . Hin^H.

Thine, . Ninnt. Nangma-td. Run, . . . Khardl. Tiand-rok.

( )urs, . .

Binni. Give, . . . Ru-dt. Pe-rok.

Your1;, . . ,

Tchin nt. Take, . . . Ladf. Ld-rok.

Theirs, . . .

Xoivk nt. Strike, . . . Budt. Veidrok.

Bmvk nt.
Kill,. . . |

Thfy-tiatk- \

ay-bildf. fOne, . . Ky sa. Pa-kdt.

Two, . . . Konye. Pa-bnt. I'.rins, . . . Tobui^Ii. Ifoud-rok.

Three, . . Kathdm. Pa -turn. Take away, . Ta-long^ii. Kul-pui-rok.

Four, . . . Baroy. Pa-U. Lift up, . . Tiskd'di. Tchaf-rok.

Five, . . . Bd. Pa-ngd. Hear, . . . Ka-nd-di. Ngai-rok.

Seven, . . .

Do. Pa-nlk. Understand, . BH-ji-di. Hre-rvk,

Eight, . . .

Tsinnt. Pa-sa-ri. Tell. . . . Hindi. Jirti-rok.

Nine, . . .

Tehar. Pa-ri-ek. Good, . . Kafuim. Atd.

Ten, . . .

Tehiko. Pa-kiva. Bad, . . . Hdm-yd. A td-lo.

Twenty, .

TckC 7\ horn. Cold, . . . Kachattg-o. Kwa-sik.

Thirty, . . .

Khul. Tchom-n{. Hot, . . . Ttiugo. A /tin.

Forty, . .

Khul-pt-sf. Tchom-ttim. Raw, . . . Ka ting. Hmi-lo.

Fifty, . . .

Tchomdf. Ripe, ■ . . Ko-moH. Hmt

A hundred, . Rd-sd,

Tehom-ngd. Sweet, . . . Ka-toi. A -titlm.

Eleven, . . Tchi-sa.

7a. Sour, . . . Kci-yit. A-tiir.

Twelve, . . Tchi Konye.

Hitter, . . . Kka-gho. Khd.

Tabo. To-n-tui.

Handsome, . Nytozv-o. Ahid.

Then, . . .

When, . . .

Ai-pit-a.

Bai-pti-a.

Ckit-cM.

EnU-kd.

Ugly, . . . Ny-ttftv-ya. Ahla-lo.

Straight, . ■'
Ujti or Ki- \

peng. S
Koy-lo.

To-day, . . Tin-nL Wai-Hl. ("rooked, . Ko-kai. Akety.
To-morrow, . Khunnd. .Va-tiikd. Illack, . . . Ko-sottt. A dum.
Yesterday, Mi-ya. Ni-mf-nd. White, . . . Ko-fiu. A ftgo.
Here, . . ,

There, . .

Where,. . .

Oro. Hc-td. Red. . . . Ko-ckdk. A /sen.

U-yan.

Burd.

Tsaiit-ta.

Ka-yd.

Green, . .

Long, . . .

Ka-krdng.

Ka-lowk.

Eng.

At-tong.
A hove, . Sakd-gfw. Sa-k/d-rnd. Short, . . . Bara. 7', 7 -,v.'
I'elow, . Kh, i ma 'O. Le-ld-md. Tall, . . . Ka^huk. At-soy.

A -toy.

A/ex

Hetween, . . Knehar-o. Tfln-tt-ra. Short ) Bara.
' lutsidc, . . Phutd-ro. Ktn-ld-tna.

S„„lirman'
Kus.su.

Within, . . Bf-shfvit-yu. Sun-td-ma. Great, . . . Katur. Ali-yen.
Far Ifak-tehal. Ah-ld. Round,. . . Kitting. Mo.
Near, . Sfi inpa. Hndi. Square, Kona-bre. Pa-U-kam.
Little, . . .

Much. . . ,

How much, .

As, .

Kt-sa. Tl,w-U. Flat, . . . Sa-mai-yri. Afnr.

Koban^.

lia-suk.

Tdm. Thin, . . . A a-ram. Atehrr.

B,ik,tc.

F.ng-jange. Fat. ... I.o-dii-n. Ahrtvui.

So, . . .

Thus, ■ .

How. .

A rat.

Clut-ti. Weariness, l.tng-ma. Ahd.

Hi'tt-dng.

Thirst, . . , Kanga Ahui.

auras. ting-ti-ngt.

Hunger, llo-kwl-o. Bo-aeham
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Manipur(s.—' The linguistic and physical characters of the

Manipuris,' writes Col. Dalton in his Descriptive Ethnology of

Bengal, ' clearly connect the present race with the Nagas and the

Kukfs. The valley was at first occupied by several tribes, the

principal of which were named Kumul, Luang, Moirang, and Meithei.

By degrees the Meithei became dominant, and that name was

applied to the entire colony ; and now that they have adopted the

Hindu faith, they claim to be of Hindu descent. ... It is tradi

tionally asserted, that the Moirang tribe came from the south, the

direction of the Kukfs ; the Kumul from the east, the direction of

the Murrings ; and the Meithei and Luang from the north-west, the

direction of the Kupufs. The languages of all these tribes, and the

Meithei or Manipuri, bear a strong resemblance to each other, and

each tribe has the tradition that the Manipuris are offshoots from

themselves.

' The dress of the women is somewhat peculiar. The chief gar

ment of an adult female is folded over the bosom and under the

arms, so as to press somewhat injuriously on the contour of the

breast, whence it flows to the feet. It is generally of grey colour, with

a neat border. Young girls are more becomingly clad in spencers or

bodices, and the lower garment is folded round the waist. Whilst

in a condition to wear these spencers, that is so long as they are

growing maidens, the girls' front hair is worn cut straight across

the forehead, level with the eyebrows to the temple ; thence

on each side, it is left for a space somewhat longer, so as to cover

the ear ; behind the ear, the hair is allowed to grow and flow loose

over the shoulders. When the girl is full grown, the hair is all tied

up in a knot. There is nothing peculiar in the costume of the

males. They wear the hair long, tied up in a knot behind, and

have plenty of it on the head, black and straight, very little on the

face.' Colonel M'Culloch fixes the date of the adoption of Hinduism

by the Manipuris as somewhat anterior to the accession of Gharib

Nawaz, in a.d. 17 14.

Religious Festivals.—The following account of the principal

religious festivals celebrated by the hill-men is mainly derived from

a Report prepared by the Raj&'s diwdn.

(1.) On the last day of Chaitra, the last month of the Bengalf

year, the Tipperahs commemorate by a festival the close of the past

year, and welcome the coming of the new one. There is but little

religious devotion, but feasting and merry-making are indulged in

for a period of seven days.
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(2.) In the month of Aswin, at the beginning of the harvest

season, a festival called Mikdtdl (from mi, paddy, and kdtdl, new) is

observed by the hill-men, which resembles the Bengali Nabdnnd, its

chief object being to invoke the deities to bless the land with abun

dant rice crops.

(3.) In the month of Agrahdyan, when the winter paddy is being

cut and gathered, a festival is held in honour of the new wine made

from a species of paddy called manui, the fermented product of

which is the hill-man's favourite drink. During the celebration of

the festival, new rice is eaten and also offered up to the deities.

Goats, fowls, and pigs are killed for the entertainment of guests, and

wine is drunk to excess.

(4.) The most important festival observed in Hill Tipperah is the

Kar Puj'd, which is celebrated in the month of Ashar, with the view of

warding off all dangers. The ceremonies in connection with this

festival are even now observed with the greatest secrecy ; all people

are obliged to remain in their houses with the doors closed from

about 10 P.M. on the first day of the festival to 6 A.M. on the third

day, and during this interval are only twice allowed to go outside,

and then only for a few hours. Close to the Raja's residence at

Agartala there is a small enclosure staked with bamboos, the upper

ends of which are cut so as to give them an ornamental appearance.

During the Kar Pujd these bamboos are changed, and pigs and

goats sacrificed in large numbers. There is no doubt that in former

dtiys human sacrifices were on this occasion offered up to the deities,

but they are said to have been effectually prohibited about two hun

dred years ago. During the celebration of the Kar Pujd, every one,

including even the reigning sovereign, is subjected to numerous

restrictions—not being allowed to put on shoes, to make use of an

umbrella, to fire a gun, to light a fire, etc. All who violate any of

these injunctions are declared by the high priest to be guilty of

sacrilege ; and in order to expiate the offence before the fourteen

tutelary gods, a fine is inflicted on the culprit and appropriated by

the priest. The festival lasts two days and a half; and during that

time the Raja and his principal relatives or thdkurs generally pay

large sums of money, in order to expiate offences committed against

the deities.

Nearly all the festivals and ceremonies enjoined by the Hindu

Scriptures are observed by the Rajd and his household, in addition

to those peculiar to the Tipperahs.

IMMIGRATION.—In 1872 about 400 persons of the Chakma tribe
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emigrated from the Chittagong Hill' Tracts, and settled in the terri

tory of the Tipperah Raja. The reason assigned by the immigrants

for changing their place of residence was that they had exhausted all

the land fit for jum cultivation near their former villages, and that

they were tempted to Hill Tipperah by the splendid opportunities

afforded them forjuming. The Political Agent, however, attributes

the immigration of the Chakmas, partly to their fear of being im

pressed in the Chittagong Hill Tracts to serve as coolies in some

fresh Lushai campaign or survey expedition, and partly also to their

desire to escape from other obligations which it was inconvenient

for them to fulfil. ' It is plain that, besides the coolie question,

some of the same causes were at work which induced the Riangs of

Hill Tipperah to emigrate in such numbers into the Chittagong Hill

Tracts. As soon as any obligation, legal or otherwise, becomes too

irksome to be borne, the remedy is in their own hands ; they have

merely to take the opportunity of one of their periodical immigrations

to cross the border, change their allegiance, and cancel their debts.

Among these nomads on the south-eastern boundary of Hill Tip

perah, along the Phenf river, there is a class who systematically

escape all obligations of allegiance to either Government, by judi

ciously changing their quarters when measures are taken by one

Government or the other to bring them under control. To them,

as to all jumids, emigration is no hardship ; it involves a few days'

work only, and takes place of necessity every three years or so,

when the jum land in the neighbourhood of the village has been

exhausted.'

The Chakma immigrants settled on the upper waters of the

Gumtf, and were considered at the time as a great gain to Hill Tip

perah. That part of the country, consisting of land admirably

adapted for juming, had for years been deserted, owing to the occur

rence of Lushai raids and the fear of their repetition ; and the

Political Agent was in hopes that the example of the Chakmas

would open up the country.

Emigration.—Both Tipperahs and Kukfs have emigrated within

recent years, and in considerable numbers, from the State of Hill

Tipperah. One of the principal causes of this emigration is the

occurrence of raids by the Lushais dwelling farther east ; but

another reason is to be found in the fact that until within the last

few years gross oppression was practised by the hill officials. The

Deputy Commissioner of the Chittagong Hill Tracts stated, in

1869, that a yearly emigration took place from Hill Tipperah to the
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Chittagong Hills ; and that the number of Tipperahs within his juris

diction amounted to some 15,000. According to the Census returns

there were, however, in 1872, only 8100 Tipperahs in the Chittagong

Hill Tracts. In the year 1872-73, upwards of 2500 Tipperahs of

the Riang class fled from their own country, and took up land on

the Myani river, in the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The movement

was encouraged by the Deputy Commissioner, as, in addition to the

advantage presented by an increase in the number of cultivators, it

was hoped that if the Myani valley was peopled, there would be

communication and increased friendliness with the Kukf tribes, who

occupy the country immediately to the east. The Riang Tipperah

emigrants arrived in the Hill Tracts almost in a state of destitution ;

they were at first subsisting principally on roots and other wild pro

ducts of the forest. But the Deputy Commissioner reported in

1873 that the colony was then in a thriving condition.

In his annual Report for 1872, the Political Agent of Hill Tip

perah reported that some of the Kukfs who formerly dwelt in

the northern part of the State had joined the Lushdis ; while by

far the larger portion had, by raids from without the State and oppres

sion from within, been induced to leave their homes and migrate

over the border into Sylhet.

The advantages of having practically an unlimited amount of land

tor jum cultivation somewhat counterbalance the effects of oppressive

taxation. Most of the available land was however, until recently, ex

posed to constant raids from the Lushdis, and has never been used.

It is, therefore, manifestly the best policy of the Rajd to encourage

the hill-men in every way, so that they may occupy the immense

tracts of land suitable to their wants, which now lie waste.

CASTES.—The following is a list of the principal castes among

the Hindu population, residing in the strip of low land along the

western boundary of the State. The list is arranged as far as pos

sible according to the order in which each caste ranks in local esteem,

and also shows the occupation of each :—(i.) Brdhman, members of

the priesthood ; many of them are also landholders and farmers of

the revenue. (2.) Siidra, landholders, farmers of the revenue, culti

vators, and servants. (3.) Kuldl or Kumbhdr, makers of earthen

pots. (4.) Dhobd, washermen. (5.) Kapali, gunny bag makers.

(6.) Patni, boatmen. (7.) Jaliya, fishermen. (8.) Chanddl, menial

servants and cultivators. (9.) Malf, gardeners, cultivators, and

sweepers.

The Manipuris, who are also Hindus, consist of the following
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three castes :—(i.) Brahman, priest ; (2.) Kshattriya, landholders,

farmers of the revenue, etc. ; and (3.) Sudra, cultivators and servants.

Religious Division of the People of the Plains.—According

to the rough census of the population taken in 1874-75, the popu

lation of the plains of Hill Tipperah consisted of 14,228 Muham-

madans, 4339 Hindus (excluding Manipurfs), 7045 Manipuris, 516

Tipperahs, 112 Christians, and 479 of other denominations. The

Political Agent reported in 1872, that there were two or three

followers of the Brahma Samaj in the State, and several small

native Christian communities. The native Christians are not all

of pure native blood, most of them being of the same class as the

Firinghls described in the Statistical Account of Chittagong District.

They profess the Roman Catholic creed. Many of them are em

ployed as soldiers in the Raja's service ; and in no respect does

the position of the Native Christians and Firinghls differ from that

of the Hindu and Muhammadan inhabitants of the plains.

The Musalman religion does not make much progress in Hill

Tipperah, and converts are almost limited to those Hindus who,

from some cause or another, have lost caste. The followers of the

Prophet are nearly all of the lowest class, and have adopted many

Hindu customs. The Political Agent is of opinion that they are the

descendants of the lower classes of Hindus, who in the time of the

Muhammadan supremacy were either persuaded by interest, or com

pelled by violence, to relinquish their ancient religion. No fanatical

sects, either of Hindus or Musalmans, are known to exist in Hill

Tipperah.

Towns.—There are no towns, properly so called, in Hill Tipperah.

Agartala itself, the capital of the State and the residence of the

Raja, is no more than a village of moderate size. The administra

tion of the State is conducted from Agartala ; and at the villages of

Kailashar and Udaipur are posted officers having jurisdiction over

certain fixed portions of the State, known as the Subdivisions of

Kailashar and Udaipur.

Agartala, the capital of the State, is thirty miles distant from

Comillah (Kumilla), the chief town ofTipperah District It is situated

on the north bank of the river Haura. There are no structures of

any architectural merit, the palace and Government offices being an

ill-arranged collection of brick buildings and mat huts. The popula

tion of Agartala was reported in 1864 to number about 875 persons ;

since that date it is known to have largely increased, but no later

figures are available.
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The great want of the town is roads. There is no road even to

Kasba, a town about sixteen miles off, situated on the straight line

between Agartala and Comillah, and the point in that line nearest to

the road connecting Comillah with Brahmanbaria. ' In a dry season,'

writes the Political Agent, ' one has to go by boat, taking three days ;

or by elephant, in and out the ridges of paddy fields, followed by the

execrations of rayats, whose paddy the elephants must necessarily

destroy more or less.' A municipality was instituted in Agartala in

1871, the Political Agent being appointed chairman. Subsequently,

this office was given to the diwdn or chief officer of the Raja, and

the Political Agent became an ordinary member of the municipal

committee. The area included in the municipality is about three

square miles ; and the funds were at first supplied by a State grant

from the pound fund, judicial fines, and other sources known as the

'General Fund.' The sum received in 1872 was ^310, most of

which was spent in building a bridge, making roads through the bdzdr,

and repairing sheds for market days. The roads, drains, and general

conservancy of the town are still, however, in a wretched state. On

the I3th April 1874, a Municipal Act passed by the Raja came into

operation ; and by its provisions, taxes were to be levied from the in

habitants of the municipality, and sanitary matters were to be attended

to. Notwithstanding this Act, however, the Political Agent reported

in July 1875 that the municipality then existed only in name. The

total assessment for the year 1874-75 was ^£85, 45.; and of this,

8s. was realised. The total expenditure was reported to be

45. gd. The total income, including the Raja's grant, was

^72, 45. 3fd., leaving a deficit of ,£27, os. sjd. ' In a place like

Agartala,' writes the Political Agent, ' where the Raja's word is law,

and where all dread his power in a manner almost slavish, it is hope

less to suppose that any institution can flourish which is based

on a system of self-government. The population almost entirely

consists of the Rajd's relatives and retainers, people connected

with the local courts and offices, and a few shopkeepers. All that

Agartala wants is a committee to look after the drainage and con

servancy, and the construction and repair of pathways and roads.

Therefore, in place of the so-called municipality, I would advocate a

town committee partaking of the character of a cantonment com

mittee, of which the Raja should be president, the members of the

committee being composed of persons specially qualified to advise

and assist him in matters concerning the public health, safety, and

convenience. Each member would be responsible for certain duties,
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and at the meeting of the committee would propose any measures he

deemed requisite. It would rest with the Raja, as president, to

sanction such of these proposals as he thought fit, and to grant

funds for the purpose.'

KailAshar is a very small unpretending village, prettily situated

at the foot of a low range of hills. It is the headquarters of the Sub

division of the same name, and a school and dispensary have been

opened for the benefit of the. people in the neighbourhood. Here, as

elsewhere in Hill Tipperah, absence of land-communication is the

great drawback. In the case of Kailashar this want is especially felt,

as the village is situated just at the point where the hill tribes to the

east could, if so inclined, cross over the boundary and attack Sylhet.

There is a bdzdr at Kailashar, where cotton is bartered for tobacco,

betel-nuts, and dried fish.

UdAipur, the headquarters of the Subdivision of the same name,

is situated on the south or left bank of the river Gumtf, a few miles

lower down the river than Old Udaipur, the former capital of the State

and the ancient residence of the Rajas. The subdivisional station is

nineteen miles due east of Comillah, in Tipperah District, a journey

which takes about one day by land or three days by water. The

village itself is a very small one, and contains very few houses

besides those of the guard stationed there. Large quantities of

cotton grown on the hills are brought to Udaipur on their way down

the river ; and this, as well as timber and bamboos, are exchanged

by the hill people for tobacco, salt, and dried fish. The village of

Udaipur was, in February 1861, attacked by Kukfs from the south,

who massacred and plundered the inhabitants, and carried off many

captives.

Places of Historical Interest.—The principal places of

historical interest in the State are the old sites of Agartala and

Udaipur.

Old AgartalA is situated about four miles east of the present

capital, and was reported in 1864 to contain a population of 1000

souls. It was formerly the residence of the Rajas of Hill Tipperah,

but about the year 1844 the capital was removed to the new town.

The palace and other buildings connected with the court are still

standing, though in ruins ; but several monuments erected in

memory of the Rajas and Ranfs who lived and died at old Agartala,

are still in excellent preservation. Some little distance from the

ruins of the palace, there is a small temple held in great venera

tion by the hill-men. In it are kept fourteen heads made of brass,
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supposed to represent the tutelary gods of the Tipperahs ; every

one who passes by the temple is expected to bow his head in rever

ence. Even Musulmans, with all their hatred of images and image-

worship, are said, either voluntarily or through fear, to pay the

homage demanded from them.

OLD UnAiPUR, the ancient capital of Udai Manikya Bahadur, who

reigned over Hill Tipperah in the latter half of the sixteenth century,

is situated on the left bank of the river .Gumtf, a few miles higher up

the river than the village known at present by the same name. The

palace and all the buildings connected with it have long been

deserted, and are now surrounded by dense forest jungle. The

wall that apparently once encircled the Raja's residence, -can with

difficulty be traced amidst the profusion of vegetation. Everywhere

may be seen the conquest of nature over the work of man. Here a

giant tree has forced its way through walls four feet in thickness ;

and there some monster jungle-creeper is clasping the crumbling

ruins of the palace wall, its every grasp making the decay quicker

and more certain. There are still many houses in excellent preser

vation within the enclosure already referred to, which seems to have

once surrounded all the buildings in the immediate occupation of

the Raja and his family. Others again are fast falling to the ground,

but enough remains to show their former strength and the care with

which they were constructed. The walls are rarely less than four feet

in thickness, and the floors of most of the buildings are raised high

above the ground ; the brick foundation in one case having an eleva

tion of about ten feet in height. There is one two-storied building

with large doorways on each side of the upper story, and on three sides

of the lower story. The door-ways are arched, and the neat and simple

carving above them has been almost unaffected by the length of time

that the place has been deserted. Near this house there are several

large brick buildings, apparently monuments erected to the memory

of deceased Rajas or Ranfs. The two principal ones are raised on

the same brick foundation, and the open space inside each is so

small that there is perfect darkness in the interior. On the ground

outside one of the buildings in the enclosure there is an iron cannon

about eight feet in length ; how it came to Udaipur the hill people

do not know, but every man who visits the spot makes a saldm

before the gun and places on the top a leaf or branch, in the belief

that if his offering be accepted, it will be miraculously removed

from the position in which he placed it, and covered over by the gun.

Tipperah, the last country that yielded to the tide of Musalman
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invasion, had long been the chosen abode of Sivaism. The fact

that the aboriginal religion was supplanted by Hinduism, is indicated

by the myths which describe Siva destroying the Asura Tripura, and

represent Tipperah as the favourite residence of Siva, the right leg of

Sati having fallen there. The mountain fastnesses of Tipperah enabled

its chieftains to preserve Hindu manners and customs down to the

last century, uninfluenced by the control of Musalman propagandism,

and the Udaipur temple is still an important place of Hindu pilgrim

age. It is situated at some little distance from the former residence

of the Rajas, and contains a white stone image representing the

deity, Mahadeo or Siva. Close to the temple are several small

buildings- with square blocks of white stone sunk above the door

ways ; the inscriptions cut on some of these stones are in the

Bengalf character and easily legible. Near the temple there is an

enormous tank full of clear water, and abounding with fish. Thick

forest-trees have now grown up on all sides of the tank, and give it

the appearance of a huge oval-shaped lake in the midst of an almost

impenetrable jungle.

In the year 1872-73, Mr. Chennel, the Assistant Surveyor, visited

the country between the Jampul and Athara-mura ranges, and reported

that on the higher positions and summits of mountain ridges he 'met

with many sites of old villages, indicated by broken pieces of pottery

and rough slates, erect and prostrate.' These sites are, however, now

overgrown with high grass, bamboo, and forest trees, among which

only a few mangos and lemons are still to be seen.

Material Condition of the People.—The hill people, as a

rule, are very poor and improvident. A good season means with

them merely plenty of pigs to eat, and plenty of spirits to drink ; a

bad season is next door to starvation. It is difficult to estimate

the cost of living among them, as they grow their own food, and

breed their own pigs and fowls, and bring away their cotton to

market to pay the tax. The fowls are almost invariably offered up

in sacrifice before being eaten.

Dress.—The dress and ornaments of the Tipperahs have been

already described on pp. 51, 52 of the Statistical Account of the

Chittagong Hill Tracts; and that of the Manipuris, ante, p. 491.

When engaged in agricultural work the men go about nearly naked,

having merely a cloth wrapped round their loins.

Food.—The chief articles of food among the hill-men are rice,

pumpkins, dried fish, fowls, goats, and pigs. When they cannot get

salt, they burn a bamboo and use the ashes as a substitute. They

vol. vi. 2 1
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are not very clean in their habits ; and as to the cleanliness of their

houses, they are far less careful than the Lushais, who live farther to

the east.

DWELLINGS.—The houses of all the hill tribes are constructed of

the same material,—bamboo,—and on the same plan, being raised

from the ground on a bamboo platform supported on bamboo posts.

For cooking purposes the hill-men generally use earthen pots ; but

when these are not procurable, they make shift with the closed tube

formed by a piece of bamboo cut off below the joint. The houses

seldom contain more than one room, in which all the members of

the family reside. The Tipperahs, from mixing so much with

Bengalis, have begun to acquire caste ideas ; and if a Bengalf touch

an earthen pot in a Tipperah hut, the vessel will be at once broken

and thrown away.

AGRICULTURE.—In the narrow strip of level land which divides

the State of Hill Tipperah from the Districts of Sylhet, Tipperah,

NoakhaM, and Chittagong, plough-cultivation is carried on, and

rice is the only crop grown in any considerable quantity. There

are no cold weather crops in the open ; for by an ancient custom

cattle are suffered to graze at large, and unattended, from the time

the paddy is off the ground till the next planting season. Sugar

cane, Indian corn, tobacco, pulses, gdnjd, and vegetables, are grown,

in small quantities only, on homestead land. During the year

'873-74 about 7 big/ids, or zj acres of land, near Agartala, were

under poppy cultivation. The yield was 5 sen 3^ folds, the

average out-turn being about n chhatdks 2 folds per bighd. The

cultivators received Rs.is per ser (155. a Ib.) for labour; and the

opium was sold for the benefit of the State at the rate of Rs.24

per ser, or £1, 45. per Ib. The seed is sown in November, and the

poppy is gathered in January and February.

The crops grown by the hill-men on their jums are rice, cotton,

chillies, and vegetables ; and the Manipuris inhabiting the low

lands under the hills rear a small quantity of tobacco for their own

use.

Tea is not cultivated anywhere in the State, but the plant is said

to be indigenous to some parts of the hills.

RICE CULTIVATION.—Rice has always been the principal crop

grown in the State, and forms the main food staple of the people

of the country; but no improvement of any marked character

has recently taken place in the quality of the rice grown.

The following fourteen varieties are cultivated in the plains
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adjoining the District of Tipperah :—(i.) clidpldis, (2.) sdil chikna,

(3-) ghrita kdnchan, (4.) jodl bhdngd, (5.) khdsd, (6.) bdsirdj, (7.)

madhu malati, (8.) tilak kasturi, (9.) binni, (10.) bdchhd, (11.) kusdri,

(12.) j&frta bhdturi, (13.) ^a'/'/i /<rwi, (14.) i&fcVtf <//W/. These

crops are all sown in moist lands in June and July, afterwards

transplanted, and reaped in November and December.

Eight descriptions of rice are cultivated in the hilly portion of the

State. Their names in the Tipperah tongue are : (1.) pilingmd, (2.)

kaprangmd, (3.) bddid, (4.) kaparkdchhd, (5.) mdichikan, (6.) chhere,

(7.) thutrukufar, and (8.) tdrak. These are all sown in dry land in

May and June, and reaped in August and September ; the crop is

not transplanted.

Rice, in the various stages of its growth, from the seed until it

is cooked, is known by the following names :—seed grain is called

mdi-chilai; unripe paddy, mdi-kathung; ripe paddy, mdi-munkhd ;

unhusked paddy, mdi-rang; husked paddy or rice, mdi-chhaldm.

Three kinds of country spirits are manufactured from rice in the

plains of Hill Tipperah. They are known as dodstd, go/dpi, and

'brandy.' 'Dodstd,' writes the Political Agent, 'is distilled from

rice mixed with leaves, bark, and the roots of certain jungle trees.

Goldpi is merely dodstd redistilled ; and " brandy " again is goldpi

distilled a third time. These spirits are sold by the manufacturers

to the retail vendors at the following rates per quart bottle :—dodstd,

2 dnnds b pies{$\&.)\ goldpi, 5 dnnds (7^d.) ; and "brandy," ro

dnnds (is. 3d.). The vendors retail them at the following prices

per bottle :—dodstd, 4 dnnds (6d.) ; goldpi, 8 dnnds (is.) ; and

"brandy," 1 rupee (2s.) One ser of rice yields one bottle of dodstd;

and, in the process of redistilling, two bottles of dodstd are estimated

to produce one bottle of goldpi; and two bottles of goldpi, one

bottle of "brandy." The "brandy" is sometimes coloured with

burnt sugar, but this sells at the same price as the colourless liquor.'

Mode of Cultivation.—Plough cultivation, as has already been

stated, is limited to a narrow strip of land lying along the boundary

which divides the State from the adjoining British Districts, and to

patches of land in the interior. The people who practise this form

of cultivation are, with few exceptions, Bengalis and Manipurfs,

the majority of the Bengalis being Muhammadans.

All the hill tribes cultivate the soil in the same way, by the

method known as jum cultivation. Each family selects a piece of

bamboo jungle ; the men cut it down and clear it in the month of

December, and set fire to it in March. After the first fall of rain
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the whole family turns out, and all join in sowing the j6m, as the

clearance is called. Seeds of cotton, paddy, and chillies are mixed

together, and dropped into holes made with the point of a ddo or

hill knife. Pumpkins and other vegetables are also grown in the

jum. The paddy is reaped first, generally in September ; then the

cotton is picked in November and December; and, finally, the

chillies are gathered. Kjum is never worked two years in succes

sion ; when no fresh jungle land lies at a convenient distance, the

village is generally deserted, and a new one built close to the new

jums. This generally happens about once every third or fourth

year, and as the houses are constructed entirely of bamboos raised

on a bamboo platform, the labour of moving is inconsiderable. The

hill tribes object to cultivation by the plough, as being contrary to

their traditions ; and so strong is their prejudice against any change

from their own system, that the Political Agent regarded it as

deserving of report that a hill-man in easy circumstances had taken

up some waste land in the plains near his village, and was culti

vating it through Bengali Musalmans whom he employed as

servants.

AREA OUT-TURN OF CROPS.—The total area of Hill Tipperah,

according to the Boundary Commissioner's Return, dated March

1875, is approximately 3867 square miles, or 2,474,880 acres. There

has been no Revenue Survey of the State, by which the cultivated,

cultivable but uncultivated, and uncultivable and waste lands are

shown separately ; but there is no doubt that the portion under cul

tivation forms a very small proportion of the total area. With the

exception of a few patches of land in the interior, it is only that

portion which adjoins British territory that is permanently under

cultivation. The land cultivated by the hill tribes varies from year

to year, a fresh tract of jungle being selected as soon as the soil in

one spot has been exhausted by one year's juming. About three-

fourths of the total out-turn of rice, according to the estimate of the

diwdn,.K consumed by the people, the remainder being exported.

Of the total rice crop, three-fourths are said to be dmcm rice and

one-fourth dus. A fair yield of paddy (unhusked rice) is estimated

at 12 mounds per bighd, or 26 cwts. per acre.

POSITION OF THE CULTIVATORS.—In the plains, where the culti

vation is carried on in the same manner as in Bengal, a peasant's

holding would be considered a large one if above 15 bighds or five

acres in extent ; and a very small one, if containing only 6 bighds or

two acres. A farm of about 12 bighds, or four acres, in extent would
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be regarded as a fair-sized and comfortable holding. The oxen in

the plains of Hill Tipperah are small and ill fed, and a pair can with

difficulty cultivate 15 bighds, or five acres of land. A husband

man cultivating a farm of this size, would not be in such good cir

cumstances as a respectable shopkeeper; but he would probably

be as well off as a man earning Rs.8 or 16s. a month in money

wages. The classes cultivating by the plough are not generally in

debt, although they do not hesitate to borrow money, especially

for any domestic ceremony, such as a marriage.

The RajA is the only zaminddr or superior landlord in the whole

State ; 'but of the land under plough-cultivation he retains very little

in his 'own management. In many cases he has made grants of

lands in perpetuity and at a fixed rental ; and where no grants have

been made, it is frequently the custom to farm out the collections.

Small tdluks or perpetual tenures are often granted with only a

nominal rent reserved ; and, in these cases, where the grantee is the

actual cultivator, he virtually enjoys the position of a peasant pro

prietor. Such cases are, however, the Political Agent reports,

extremely rare, as a tdlukddr in possession of even 3 bighds or one

acre of land, generally employs labourers to cultivate for him.

Spare Land.—For the hill population there is ample land fit for

juming within the limits of the State. But, nevertheless, the want of

fresh jum land, caused by special circumstances, is severely felt in

some parts of Hill Tipperah. This want was, the Political Agent

reported in 1874, brought prominently to his notice during a journey

across country from Udaipur to Agartala. ' I passed,' he writes,

' through Riang, Jamaitya, and Rajbansi villages, the hills round which

had been jumed over and over again. Juming is a most exhaustive

method of agriculture ; three or four crops are grown at the same

time on the same soil, consequently a second crop will not be a full

one. If possible, the land is allowed to lie fallow for ten years,

when the jungle which has grown up in the meantime is felled and

burnt, the ashes serving as manure. But the fear of the Lushais pre

vents the jumids from moving eastwards, the only direction where

fresh virgin jum land is available. The hills near these villages

have, therefore, to he. jumed every three years or so, the consequences

of which are short crops, and recourse to the mahdjan or money

lender.'

Domestic Animals.—The domestic animals used for agriculture

in the plains of Hill Tipperah are oxen and buffaloes ; and those

reared for food, or as articles of trade, are sheep, goats, pigs, fowls,
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and ducks. The price of an ordinary cow in the State is about

Rs.ia (£i, 45.); a pair of oxen, about Rs.2S (£2, ios.); a pair

of buffaloes, Rs.75 (.£7, ios.); a score of sheep, Rs.20 (£2)', a

score of kids six months old, Rs.3o (^£3) ; and a score of full-

grown pigs, about Rs.8o (.£8). No large cattle are kept by the

hill tribes, as their mode of cultivation renders ploughing unneces

sary. A few gaydls or wild cattle are owned by the Kuk{ chiefs ;

but with this exception the live-stock of the hill people consists

only of pigs, goats, fowls, and pigeons.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—The following agricultural imple

ments are used in the plains :—ndngal, or plough ; j'oydl, or yoke ;

changa, a sort of clod-breaker ; koddli, a spade.

WAGES AND PRICES.—Within recent years the rate of wages has

much increased. Agricultural labourers a few years ago earned z

dnnds (3d.) per day; they now receive 3 dnnds (4^d.). Smiths, who

in former times received 3 dnnds (4^d.), now get 5 dnnds 4 pies

(8d.) a day. Carpenters' wages have increased from 4 dnnds (6d.)

to 5 dnnds (7|d.) a day ; but bricklayers' wages have remained

stationary at 4 dnnds (6d.) per day.

The price of the best cleaned rice was, in 1872, Rs.2 per maund,

or 55. 6d. a cwt.; of common rice, Rs.i-4 a maund, or 33. sd. a

cwt. ; and of sugar-cane, Rs.4-8 a maund, or 1 2s. 3d. a cwt. The

average price of common rice during the ten years ending 1873 was

Rs. 1-10-5 per maund, or 45. 6d. per cwt. The maximum price

of the best cleaned rice during the year of the Orissa famine (1866)

was Rs.4-8 per maund, or 125. 3d. per cwt. ; of common rice, the

maximum price was Rs.3 per maund, or 8s. 2d. per cwt. ; and of

sugar-cane, Rs.6 per maund, or i6s. 4d. per cwt. The prices of the

three kinds of country spirit made from rice in the plains, dodstd,

goldpi, and ' brandy,' have already been given (p. 501).

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.—The Bengdlf measures of time, used

in the plains, are as follow :—r pal= 24 seconds ; 60 pal= I danda,

or 24 minutes ; 7 J danda= i prahar, or 3 hours ; 8 prahar= i dibas,

or day and night of twenty-four hours ; 7 dibas= i saptdha, or week ;

2 saptdha=\ paksha, or 15 days ; 2 paksha=i mds, or month ; 2

mds=i ritu ; 6 ritu=i batsar, or year; 12 batsar=\ yug or 12

years.

Bengali measures of weight are also used ; they are: i kdchchd=

8 drdms ; 4 kdchchd=i chhatdk ; 4 chhatdk=\ poyd ; $poyd=.\ ser;

5 ser= i pasuri; 8 pasuri= i man or maund of 82 pounds.

LANDLESS DAY-LABOURERS.—The Political Agent reports that
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there is no tendency towards the growth of a distinct body of day-

labourers, who neither possess nor rent land. On the contrary, this

class threatens to become extinct, and the difficulty of procuring

coolies or agricultural labourers is very great. The people seem to

have an utter aversion for work of any kind, and particularly to

working for others. The scarcity of coolies, and the impossibility of

retaining them when procured, was one of the greatest difficulties

experienced by the Topographical Survey party in the year 1872-73.

4 Money,' writes the Assistant Surveyor, ' was no inducement ; and

no amount of vigilance was sufficient to retain men, who brought

nothing with them but the clothes on their backs.' So long, however,

as the coolies did not desert, they were extremely useful. ' They

can,' says Captain Badgley, ' sleep on a hill-side on the coldest

nights, with a few leaves under them and a single sheet, which again

is their only clothing by day. And they are wonderful hands at

cutting bamboo jungle, which falls beneath their little d&os like wheat

before the reaper. They work well with bamboos in many ways ; a

dozen of them will build a roomy hut, raised from the ground,

floored, and thatched, in a day ; and on one occasion two of them,

with half a dozen of my men to help, built a make-shift bridge

across a stream four feet deep and sixty wide in forty minutes.'

Among the Bengalfs, women are never employed in field labour,

but children occasionally take part in the work of cultivation.

Among the Manipuris, Tipperahs, and Kukis, women and children

are largely employed in agriculture.

LAND TENURES.—By far the larger portion of Hill Tipperah

is uncultivated jungle, but capable of supporting a large hill

population by jum cultivation. Till within the last thirty or thirty-

five years ' there was,' the Political Agent reports, ' little or no

plough-cultivation in the State. By degrees, however, the land

was taken up under what are now called jangal-dbddi leases, the

usual conditions of which are as follow :—The land to be rent-free

for a period of from four to ten years, according to the nature of

the jungle ; then to be subject to rent at the rate of 2 or 3 dnnds per

bighd (gd. to is. i£d. an acre), gradually increasing till it reaches a

moderate amount, which does not yet equal the rate paid for

adjoining lands in Government territory. The reason assigned for

this low rental is that the lands are inferior in quality and fertility.

It must also be recollected that cattle are by ancient custom suffered

to graze at large, and unattended, during the time the paddy is off

the ground till next planting season ; and this may have something
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to do with the low rate of rents. The other tenures in the plains of

Hill Tipperah are of the same nature as those in the neighbouring

British District of Tipperah. In the hills there are no tenures at all,

the system of agriculture adopted by the hill tribes preventing them

from cultivating the same plot of land for two years in succession.

The Rajd of Hill Tipperah, although the owner of the whole State,

holds comparatively little of the land in his own hands, the greater

portion being in the hands of tdlukddrs and farmers.'

RATES OF RENT.—The following tabular statement, prepared by

the Political Agent in 1872, shows the rent paid for rice lands in

various parts of the plains of Hill Tipperah :—

LOCALITY.

Rate per Standard Bighd. Rate per Acre.

Max. Mill. Max. Min.

Western portion of the State,

adjoining the District of

R. a. p.

I 7 4

R. a. p.

I 4 o

s. d.

8 9

j. d.

7 6

Western portion of the State,

further in the interior, 0 12 6 080 4 8 3 o

Northern portion along the

Sylhet boundary, . . . O IO 0 068 3 9 2 6

Southern portions bordering

on NoakhaH and Chitta-

084 05° 3 'i i 10$

Further inland than the

084 °34 3 iJ i 3

No rent is paid for land used for juming: but in lieu of rent a tax

is levied from each family, the hill people being assessed according

to their tribes. The element of compulsory or customary service

enters largely into the conditions which determine the amount of

this tax, and no parallel can be drawn between it and rent. Thus,

the Kukfs are sometimes excused from all money payments, on the

understanding that they must render military service when required ;

and the pure Tipperahs pay a lower rate than some of the other classes,

as they have to render personal service at the palace, and also to

carry out any orders they may receive from the Raja by letter.

MANURE.—In jum cultivation, the burnt bamboos and jungle

supply the place of manure ; and as the hill people do not keep

cattle, no other kind of manure is available to them. In the plains,
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manure is employed in the same way as in the neighbouring British

Districts.

Natural Calamities.—In the plains, a blight caused by insects

frequently results in serious damage to the crops. The land being

high, is not subject to floods, and there is no record of any drought

having taken place. During the year of the Orissa famine (1866-67)

the maximum rate for the best description of unhusked rice was

Rs.2 per maund, or 5s. 6d. per cwt., and for husked rice Rs.4-8

per maund, or 1 2s. 3d. per cwt. Among the hill people, the scarcity

of 1866 was not much felt, as they are scarcely ever under the

necessity of purchasing food, a small rainfall being sufficient to

produce the amount of rice necessary to support them during the

year.

Roads and other means of Communication.—There are no

roads worthy of the name in Hill Tipperah ; the capital itself is

almost cut off from the rest of the world for want of land com

munication, the route by water being only open in the rains. Even

in the town of Agartala there is only one road, and that a bad one.

In order to visit the subdivisional headquarters of Kailashar, in the

north-east of the State, it is necessary to make a long detour by

river through the British Districts of Tipperah and Sylhet, the

journey taking about fifteen days ; whereas, if there were a road or

even a pathway over the hills from Agartala, the journey could be

easily accomplished in four or five days at the most. The paths

used by the Kukfs and the hill-men, in the less frequented parts of

Hill Tipperah, are almost invariably along the summits of mountain

ridges.

Manufactures.—There are no manufactures in the State beyond

the commonest articles required for domestic purposes. Many

years ago one of the Tipperah Rajas married a daughter of the

king of Assam, and with her there came a small colony of tasar silk

weavers. This industry is now confined to one small village, and is

said to be fast dying out.

In the hills, a kind of rice beer is prepared in almost every house,

and a great deal of it is used both for private consumption and in

religious ceremonies. In the plains, there were in the year 1874-75

84 licensed manufacturers and vendors of spirits, exactly double the

number in the previous year. ' There are,' the Political Agent reports,

' two classes of shops, viz., (1) Shops held by those who are licensed to

manufacture and retail country spirits on the monthly tax system; duty

on each shop per mensem, 12 dnnds, or is. 6d. ; number of shops, 73.
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(2) Shops held by those who are licensed to manufacture country

spirits, and sell country spirits and imported liquors wholesale and

retail. The tax on these shops is not regulated by any fixed scale ;

but after fixing the localities where they may, without objection, be

established, they are put up to auction, the highest bid for each

shop becoming the annual tax, the payments being made in quar

terly instalments. The number of such shops is six ; the maximum

paid during the year 1874-75 for a single shop was Rs. 100-8

(^10, is.), and the minumum Rs.6 (125.). Besides licences for

shops, five licences were granted in 1874-75 to private families to

manufacture country spirits for home consumption, the duty paid

by each family being 8 dnnds (is.) per mensem.'

COMMERCE AND TRADE.—The principal exports of the State are

cotton, timber, til (Sesamum), bamboo, canes, thatching grass, and

firewood. The food crops are scarcely more than sufficient for the

population, and the export is very small. The right to levy a fixed

amount of duty on cotton and on forest produce is leased out annu

ally. From the amount realised in 1872, the Political Agent

estimated that 54,000 mounds, or 1985 tons, of cotton were ex

ported ; and that the value of timber exported was ,£7500, and of

other forest produce ^11,000. The statements submitted by the

farmers of the cotton duties in 1873-74 show that in that year

40,511 ntaunds, or 1489 tons, of cotton, and 12,541 mounds, or

461 tons, of /// were exported, exclusive of the quantity -despatched

from the Subdivision of Kailashar. In 1874-75 the cotton mahdl

was farmed to two persons, one of whom paid the State ^4635

and the other ^83. The farmer of the principal portion of the

mahdl states that the quantity exported through his toll stations

during the year was 35,043 mounds, or 1 288 tons ; and that the duty

collected by him, varying from Rs.i-2 to Rs.i-i4 per maund

according to the quality of the cotton, amounted to ^£4544, 25.

The total export of cotton for the year may, therefore, be put down

at about 36,000 mounds, or 1324 tons. In addition to cotton

duties, farmers of cotton have also the right to collect duty on the

export of til, which is levied at rates varying from 8 dnnds to 14 dnnds

per maund. The principal cotton farmer states that the exports of til

at his ghdts in the year 1874-75 were 11,395 maunds, or 419 tons;

the duty paid on which amounted to ,£769, 6s. The ///exports

may, therefore, be roughly estimated at 12,000 maunds, or 441 tons.

The local manufactures do not suffice to meet the local wants of

the people. Only cloth of the coarsest quality is made within the
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State, all other kinds being imported, as is also every necessary

except rice, and every luxury except country liquor. Although there

is, in normal years, a slight export of rice from Hill Tipperah, still

there is occasional need of small imports from the neighbouring

British Districts of Tipperah, Sylhet, and Chittagong.

There are no important seats of commerce in the State ; but there

are twenty-one markets, five of which are held at places in the hills,

while all are frequented by the hill tribes. The chief fairs are the

Baruni, held at Agartala on the 2d day of the month of Baisakh

(April and May) ; a fair held at Kamala Sagar, also in Baisakh;

and one at Brahmakund in Chaitra (March and April).

Capital, etc.—Accumulations of capital, when acquired, are

usually hoarded, or put out at interest, and are never invested in

the purchase of estates. The rate of interest charged in the hills

for loans is as follows :—Nothing for the first year, thirty-six per cent

for the second, and seventy-two per cent, for the third ; no further

sum is charged, however long the debt remains unpaid. In the

plains, the rate of interest is the same as in the District of Tipperah.

Most of the persons who lend money to hill-men are either officers

of the Raja, or retired officials who have acquired a competence.

Revenue Administration.—The most important sources of

State Revenue are :—(1) The rent of lands in the plains of Hill

Tipperah ; (2) a family tax in the hills ; (3) duties on forest

products, cotton and til; and (4) the sale of elephants captured in

the Raja's territory.

The land revenue, which is derived entirely from lands situated in

the plains, amounted in the year 1874-75 to ^3878, 18s. i^d.,

showing an increase on the preceding year of ^13, 18s. \\A.

No rent or land revenue is demanded from the hill tribes who

cultivate by juming, but each family is liable to a tax called ghar

chakti, which varies in amount according to the tribe to which the

family belongs. The Kukfs are sometimes excused from all money

payments, on the understanding that they must render military

service when required. The pure Tipperahs pay a lower rate than

some of the other clans, as they have to render personal service at

the palace, and also to carry out any orders they may receive from

the Raja by letter. It is, however, doubtful whether they gain

anything by the exemption, as considerable sums of money are

extorted from them by the bearers of these royal messages. The

assessment for the family tax is made by tribes, the headmen

settling with the Raja during the Durgd Pujd festival. Each tribe
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is assessed at so much per family, and each family pays the same,

no matter what number of members it may contain. The collection

of the tax gives every opportunity for exactions even to the lowest

official concerned. Not only does the actual collector exact his

douceur, and have himself and his followers conveyed free of expense

from village to village ; but the whole party require to be fed, and a

percentage is levied by the peons (binindids). The fees paid under

various pretences are said to amount frequently to 50 per cent, on

the tax as originally settled ; nor does the Raja profit by these extra

cesses, except in so far that he can thereby afford to underpay his

subordinates. Notwithstanding these and other irregularities, the

Political Agent states his belief that the hill-men prefer the family

tax, as at present enforced, to a light but unbending system of

taxation. Sometimes several seasons pass without any call being

made for money payments. Thus, during the years 1871 and 1872

hardly any taxes were levied,—first, on account of the Lushai raids ;

and, secondly, on the ground that the men serving as coolies during

the Lushai expedition and with the Survey party could not cultivate

their jums, and had therefore no means of paying taxes. Large

numbers of families are every year exempted from payment of the

family tax, on the ground of poverty, or for other reasons. In 1874-

1875, excluding the population of the Kailashar Subdivision, 1914

families were thus exempted ; while 5388 families in the same area

were assessed. The total amount realised by the family tax in the

hills, in 1874-75, was £2421, 145., or ^45 less than the revenue

from this source in the previous year. The following table, showing

the rates of assessment of the different tribes in the year 1874-75, 's

taken from the annual Report of the Political Agent. Only twenty-

six Kuld families were assessed, all the rest being exempted.

TABLE SHOWING THE RATES OF ASSESSMENT OF THE FAMILY TAX

IN THE HILLS OF THE STATE OF TlPPERAH.

TRIBE. RATE PER FAMILY.

Tipperahs,

Jamaityas,

Nowattias, .....

Rs.3 8 o

380

£070

070

IO O O

10 O O

Rates varying from

Rs.2 to as. 10, or.

even less.

540

\ 4s. to is. 3d.

o 10 6

I O O

I O 0

Kukis
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Forest produce is one of the principal sources of the State

revenue ; and, if properly worked, it would yield a far larger revenue

than it does at present. ' Up to the present time,' wrote the Politi

cal Agent in April 1875, 'the measures taken to enforce the pay

ment of the tolls on forest produce have been so weak, that in many

places the British rayats try to assert a prescriptive right to collect

what they want in the hills free of tolls or impost of any kind, and

resist to their utmost all the endeavours made by the Raja's ser

vants to collect his dues.' With one exception, the forest tolls

were all farmed out in the year 1874-75, an^ for want of knowledge

as to what the farms were capable of yielding, the rents were in

almost all cases absurdly low. There were, in 1874-75, 2^ farmers

of forest produce, the maximum revenue paid to the State by one

farmer being ^575, 14s., and the minimum jQi, is. 3d. The

farmers' rights are limited to the collection of the forest dues, which

are levied according to a scale fixed by the Raja, The only forest

tnahdl not farmed out in the year 1874-75 was trie Phenf Toll Sta

tion, where tolls are levied on all produce conveyed or floated down

the river. This river, from its source to Amlighata, where these

transit-duties are levied, forms the boundary between Hill Tipperah

and the Chittagong Hill Tracts. The British Government, there

fore, claim a share (three-eighths) of the toll, the collection of which

is managed by an officer jointly appointed by each party. Until

June 1874 the right to levy tolls had been farmed out, and the

income which the Tipperah State then derived was only about

^200 per annum. From that date, however, the tolls were taken

under khds or direct management by both parties, and the income

accruing to the Raja in 1874-75, during the ten months of the new

system, was ^1200.

More than one-fourth of the whole revenue of the State of Hill

Tipperah in 1874-75 was derived from the dues levied on the export

of cotton and til (Sesamum). The cotton is grown entirely on the

hill jtims, and is sold by the hill-men to the exporters either in the

hills or in the markets in the plains. The exporter has to pay the

farmer of the cotton tnahdl a. duty varying from R.1-2 to Ri-14 per

maund, according to the quality of the cotton. The farmers of

cotton mahdls have also the right to collect a duty on the export of

til, at rates varying from 8 dnnds to 14 dnnds per maund. The

total revenue realised from farming the cotton and //'/ duties

amounted in 1874-75 to ^4718, is. ad., being an increase of

^148, 12s. on the revenue of the preceding year.
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The revenue derived from elephants captured in Hill Tipperah

was ,£2400 in the year 1874-75, being ^598 in excess of the sum

realised in the year 1873-74. Licences for elephant-capturing were

given in 1874-75 to four persons, who agreed to pay the State a

share varying in different cases from \ to -j^ of the value of the

animals captured.

Besides the above sources of revenue, duties are levied on the

export of parrots and garjan oil, and on the grazing of buffaloes, all

of which are farmed out. The Political Agent reports that ' duties

are also levied through farmers on the export of rice, paddy, and

mustard-seed ; and on an article vended in the markets under the

name of chona sikar, a small cake manufactured principally from

earth, and eaten by women during the period of pregnancy. Revenue

is also realised by a tax on spinning-wheels (charki mahdl) ; and by

licences to Muhammadan kdz'is (kdzid mahdl), for the registration

by them of marriages within a certain village or group of villages.

But the revenues derived from all these sources are in each case

very small, and are only worth mentioning by way of illustrating

the extraordinary fertility of resource which the financier of a native

State is possessed of in matters of taxation.'

The Excise revenue has largely increased during the last three

years. ' Until a short time ago,' writes the Political Agent in his

annual Report for 1873-74, 'this source of revenue seems to have

been almost totally neglected. One man was allowed the monopoly

of manufacture and sale of native liquor, for which he paid ^32, 43.

yearly to the State. There were no rules restricting private manu

facture, or, if there were, they were practically useless. Almost all

the residents in and near Agartala prepared liquor for their own

consumption ; and the licensed manufacturer used to find a sale for

his stores only among the hill-men coming to Agartala, and others who

were unable to distil for themselves." The Raja's excise law operates

only in the plains, as in the hills spirits are not sold, but manufac

tured only for home consumption. There were, in 1874-75, 84

licensed manufacturers and vendors of spirits in the plains, and the

excise revenue amounted to £<)T, is.

The following table, compiled from materials furnished to

the Political Agent by the Raja's diwdn, gives full details of the

revenue of the State for the two years 1873-74 and 1874-75. It

appears that the net increase of revenue in the latter year was

^2358, 93. 7d.
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Table showing the Revenue of the State of Hill Tipperah

for the Two Years 1873-74 and 1874-75.

Sources of Revenue.

Amount Realised.

1873-74. 1874-75-

£ s. d. £ s. d.

3.878 18 1

2,421 14 0

4,039 11 6

4,718 i 9

2,400 0 0

269

I. Land Revenue in the plains, . . . 3,865 0 0

2,466 14 O

3. Tax on forest produce exported, . . 2.732 IS 9

4. Duties on cotton and til exported, . 4.569 9 9

5. Royalty on elephants captured, . . 1,801 12 0

6. Duty on parrots exported, .... 269

7. Duty on garjan oil exported, . . . 3 1 7 3 1 7

12 4 58. Tax on grazing of buffaloes, . . . 18 14 5

9. Duty on rice and paddy exported, 15 10 x 19 4 7

69810. Duty on mustard seed exported, . . 6 9 8

11. Duty on chora sikar or earthen cakes

6 14 0 6 14 0

12. Tax on spinning-wheels 2 15 3 2 15 3

12 10 0

104 12 n

204 8 6

239 7 3

35 16 6

no 12 3

104 2 2

13. Licences to Muhammadan kdzls, . . 12 10 0

104 12 n

15. Law and Justice (fines, etc. ), . . . 221 8 6

345 '6 9

36 3 3

62 13 9

60 6 0

97 1 0

273 12 0

Total, . . . 16.334 14 6 18,693 4 1

Besides the revenue derived from Hill Tipperah, the collections

from the Raja's estates in the Districts of Tipperah and Sylhet yield

about ,£50,000 and .£1406, 16s. respectively. His total annual

income therefore is approximately £70,000.

Protection of Person and Property.—Courts of Justice.

—Until the year 1873 the administration of justice in Hill Tipperah

was extremely defective. The people had little confidence in either

the civil or criminal courts, which they seldom resorted to. The law

administered was described by the Political Agent as 'mainly a

system of equity and good conscience, qualified by a few enact

ments, the only value of which was to limit penalties in criminal

cases. There was no regular procedure, and no supervision by the

higher courts over the lower.' In the year 1873 the Raja appointed

Babu Nilmani Das as his diwdn or Chief Magistrate. This officer

had been previously a Deputy-Magistrate at Comillah, and since his
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appointment, the administration of justice has much improved. Re

gisters have been opened, a methodical system introduced, and cases

that used to take months to decide are now disposed of in as many

days. In the year 1873-74 the Raja passed a number ofsimple enact

ments ; and although they are reported by the Political Agent to be

not very brilliant specimens of legislation, still they have the advan

tage of simplicity, and can be easily understood by those concerned.

There were, in 1874, two magisterial and one civil court of original

jurisdiction at Agartala ; besides these there is an appellate court,

and a court for special appeals. Of the two criminal courts of

original jurisdiction, one has jurisdiction over the hill-tribes ; and

the other over Bengalis and Manipurfs. The special appeals are

heard by the Raja, after the cases have been prepared for submission

to him by three officers, two of whom are relatives of the Raja, and

the third is the dlwdn. The subdivisional officers at Kailashar and

Udaipur have magisterial and judicial powers within their respective

jurisdictions.

The following tabular statements, showing the amount of work

disposed of by the criminal and civil courts of Hill Tipperah during

the years 1872, 1873-74, and 1874-75, are compiled from the returns

given in the annual Reports of the Political Agent :— •

STATISTICS OF THE CASES IN THE CRIMINAL COURTS OF HILL

TIPPERAH FOR THE YEARS 1872 TO 1874-75.

ORIGINAL CASES. APPEALS.
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Statistics of Cases in the Civil Courts of Hill Tipperah

for the years 1872 to 1874-75.
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From the above statements it appears that there has, since 1872,

been a marked diminution in the number of cases pending at the

close of the year ; and that while the number of criminal cases insti

tuted each year has largely increased, the number of civil suits has

diminished to a still greater extent. The increase in the number of

criminal cases is attributed to the growing confidence of the people

in the administration of justice. The Political Agent accounts for

the decrease in the number of civil suits, by the fact that judgment-

debtors can easily avoid processes of execution against the person by

escaping into British territory. Suitors have now found out that it

entails a waste of both time and money to sue a man, unless he is

possessed of some immovable property within the State, and this

few possess.

The judgments of the courts of the Raja of Hill Tipperah are not

subject to revision by any officer of the British Government, and his

decisions are final. His power extends even to the infliction of

capital punishment. Native British subjects charged with offences

in Hill Tipperah are tried by the ordinary courts of the country.

Military.—In 1872, the total strength of the Raja's military force

was reported to be about 250 men. The mode in which this force

VOL. VI. 2 K
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was organised is thus described by the Political Agent in his annual

Report for 1872. 'Four court favourites were appointed to com

mands, two with the title of captain, and two with that of subahddr.

Each was allowed to recruit whomsoever he liked, and as many men

as he liked, till the Raja chose to interfere. It was the custom with

three of these officers to take from each sepoy under him a month's

pay in the year as a douceur. The pay of a sepoy being only Rs.4 a

month, it was under such circumstances impossible for a man to live

on what was left. His superior, however, did not care in the least what

became of him so long as the douceur was paid ; and the consequence

was, that after a short course of slovenly drill, the recruit returned to

his fields, appearing whenever he was required for an escort or to

mount guard. A cultivator or labourer near Agartala is only too glad

to take service on these terms. He draws pay in return for very

slight services, which scarcely interfere in any way with his ordinary

occupations ; while the fact of being a sepoy exempts him and his

family from forced coolie labour, and gives him some social status.

New uniforms have not been served out for two years, owing to the

lack of money, so that altogether these three officers' companies, or

braduris, as they are called, present a most ludicrous appearance

whenever they turn out Though, like the other officers, the fourth

commandant knows little or nothing of drill, and nothing whatever

of active service, he is wise enough to leave all that to his subordi

nates to do. In his braduri are all the Gurkhas and other foreigners

who could be of use if called into action. Their pay is Rs.6 (123.) a

month, subject to no douceur, and with an extra allowance when on

active service.'

In 1874-75 the Raja's army was thus organised (the details have

been furnished separately, in great detail, for each company, but it

has not been thought necessary to preserve in this place such an

elaborate muster-roll) :—There are 6 companies or braduris, with a

total of 43 officers, 4 buglers, and 230 sepoys; grand total, 277

men. The officers are composed of i major, on a pay of RS.SO

per month; 2 captains, on Rs. 15 each; i kamedan, on Rs.zo; and

4 subahddrs on the same pay ; 9 jamaddrs, on a pay varying from

Rs.8 to Rs. 18; 13 havilddrs, on Rs.8 or Rs. 10; and 13 amalddrs,

on Rs.6 or Rs.?. The buglers receive pay varying from Rs.5 to

Rs.8; and the privates, as mentioned above, are paid either Rs.4

or Rs.6 per month. The total force is thus classified, according

to race:—Bengali Hindus, 15; Muhammadans, 96; Gurkhas, 66;

DeswaHs or Up-countiy men, 82 ; Assamis, 10 ; Tipperahs and
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Manipurfs, 8. Company No. 2 is by far the strongest of the six ; it

contains considerably more than half of the total, including all the

Gurkhas.

There are eight military outposts held by four commissioned

officers, 11 non-commissioned officers, and m sepoys. At head

quarters there were, in July 1875, 18 file attending parade, but half

of these were recruits. 'The remainder of the force,' writes the

Political Agent, 'are a body of men who, though included in the

effective list, are only called out when required for service. In fact,

there is no one belonging to the State who takes the smallest interest

in them ; and the consequence is that those men who take to soldier

ing for the pride and love of the thing, such as the Gurkhas, refuse

to stay in the Raja's service, and the few good men who remain are

disgusted, and unlikely to stay much longer unless there is soon a

change for the better.' The sepoys are armed with the old smooth

bore musket of the Tower pattern of 1871.

Police.—There were, in 1874-75, five police-stations (thdnds) and

eight outposts held by the Raja's civil police ; the police-stations are

situated at Agartala, Bishalghar, Rishyamukh, Madhabnagar, and

Sabrang Magrang. The force was composed of 3 ddrogds or sub-

inspectors, each on Rs.20 per month ; 2 ndib ddrogds or deputy sub-

inspectors, on Rs. 1552 clerks, one on Rs. 1 o and the other on Rs. 8 ;

1 officer called hdzdri on Rs. 10 ; ^jamaddrs or head constables on

salaries varying from Rs.6 to Rs.8 per month each ; 3 dafaddrs on

Rs.5 each, and 86 constables receiving a monthly pay of from Rs.4

to Rs.6 each. In 1874-75 the total strength of the police force

was 102 officers and men; in 1872 there were 41 officers and 173

constables. The Political Agent reported in 1873 that he had never

heard of the police being charged with torturing persons in order to

extort confessions. ' The chief inducement thereto is,' he reports,

' lacking. There is no pressing for convictions, and no blame is

attached to an investigating officer for failing to obtain sufficient

evidence, when such is not ready to hand.'

Jails.—The State contains one jail situated at Agartala, and two

lock-ups in the Subdivisions of Kailashar and Udaipur. In 1874-75

the total number of prisoners in the jail at Agartala was 66 ; the

average daily number, 5^; the number released, 53. One prisoner

died in jail during the year, and the number of admissions to the

hospital was 18.

The discipline of the jail errs on the side of leniency.

Prisoners are, it is said, occasionally allowed to go home for a few
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days, giving merely a promise to return, and on great occasions they

are sometimes set free in a body.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS.—There are two schools in the State,—

one at the capital, Agartala, the other at the subdivisional town of

Kailashar. The school at Agartala is conducted on the same

principles as the Government District schools in Bengal. There are

two teachers of English, one of Bengali, and one of Sanskrit The

number of pupils in 1872 was 78; in 1874-75 it was 72, of whom 33

were related to the Raja, being sons of thdkurs. The remaining

pupils consisted of 8 Manipuris, 20 Bengali Hindus, 3 Musalmans,

and 8 up-country boys. The average daily attendance was 41. The

grant from the State in 1872 was ^36; but the Political Agent

remarks in his Report for 1874-75 that the Raja has now increased

the grant to ^135 per annum. No fees are paid by the pupils.

The Kailashar school was opened in November 1872; in 1875,

the Political Agent reported that it had 31 boys on the rolls, of

whom ii were Hindus, 7 Musalmans, 10 Manipurfs, and 3 Gurkhas.

This school is supported by a contribution from the State of £18

per annum, which only serves for the payment of the schoolmaster's

salary. The other expenses are met by the sum obtained from

schooling fees. With an estimated population of more than 74,000

souls, there are only 103 boys undergoing instruction in the Raja's

territory. No steps have ever been taken to introduce any system

of education among the hill people, and they appear to have no

desire for such innovations.

POST-OFFICE.—On the ist October 1875 a post-office was opened

at Agartala. The office is under the management of the Indian

postal authorities, but its cost is defrayed by the Raja.

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.—The general administration of the

whole State is conducted at Agartala, the capital and residence of

the Raja; but for the administration of justice and other purposes,

the north-eastern and south-western portions of Hill Tipperah are

placed in charge of [two officers, who have jurisdiction within the

Subdivisions assigned to them.

The north-eastern Subdivision of Kailashar was opened at the

close of the year 1872. Its headquarters are at the village of

Kailashar, on the border of Sylhet ; and it contains a population, as

returned in the year 1874-75, °f 5^94 souls.

The south-western Subdivision of Udaipur, with its headquarters

at the village of the same name, was opened in the year 1874-75.

This Subdivision was, the Political Agent reports, much needed ;
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almost all the disputes between the Raja's subjects and the British

rayats come from the south-western part of the State, and it was

very inconvenient for complainants and their witnesses to be obliged

to go to Agartala in order to obtain justice. The fiscal administra

tion of the State also rendered it desirable that a responsible officer

should be posted within the limits of the new Subdivision.

Fiscal Divisions.—There are, according to a report from the

diwdn, ten fiscal divisions or pargan&s in the State of Hill Tipperah.

Their names are as follows :—(1.) Agartala, (2.) Bfsalgar Hill,

(3.) Isan Chandranagar, (4.) Indranagar, (5.) Bamtia, (6.) Kamal-

pur, (7.) Kailashar, (8.) Phaora Dharmanagar, (9.) Baksanagar, (10.)

Udaipur.

Climate.—Captain Badgley, in his Report to the Surveyor-General,

states that during the cold weather, and until the rains commence

in March, the climate is very pleasant, the temperature being lowest

about the middle of January. During the dry weather, there is a

marked difference between the temperature of the hills and valleys,

the latter being colder at night and warmer during the day than the

hills. The cold in the valleys is due to heavy fogs, which last from

ten o'clock at night till ten o'clock in the morning. After the first

rains set in, about the 15th March, the valleys become clear at

night, and it is then hotter in the shade of the valleys than on the

hills. The greatest cold experienced by the Survey party was in

the valleys, 41° F. ; and on the hills, 480 F.

The following table, compiled from returns published by the

Meteorological Reporter to the Government of Bengal, shows the

monthly rainfall, and the number of days on which rain fell in each

month, for the years 1873 and 1874.

Rainfall in Hill Tipperah for the Years 1873 and 1874.
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Diseases.—The endemic diseases are bowel-complaints, remittent

and intermittent fevers, and rheumatism. The principal epidemic
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is cholera. Dr. Stork, who was the Raja's medical officer in

l873-74> reports that Hill Tipperah was unhealthy during the

greater part of that year. ' Epidemic cholera broke out in the town

and adjacent villages, and raged with much fury during the months

of April and May 1873, causing a panic among the people, many of

whom deserted their homes to escape from the disease.' Vaccina

tion as a preventive measure against small-pox has been introduced

in the State, the Raja setting an example by having himself and all

his family vaccinated.

INDIGENOUS MEDICAL DRUGS.—The following indigenous medi

cal drugs are all said to be found in Hill Tipperah :—(i.) Amaltdl

or Amaltds (Cassia fistula). (2.) Anantdmul (Hemidesmus In-

dicus). (3.) Apdng (Achyranthes aspera). (4.) Apdrajitd (Clitorea

tematea). (5.) Amlaki (Emblica officinalis). (6.) Bishmitd or

aconite (Aconitum napellus). (7.) Aniseed (Anethum sowa).

(8.) Andr (Punica granatum). (9.) Amrul (Oxalis corniculata).

(10.) Adrakh or ginger (Zingiber officinale). (n.) Bel (JEgle

marmelos). (12.) Banlialdi (Curcuma zedoaria). (13.) Bdkas or

bdkur (Adhatoda vasica). (14.) Baliard (Terminalia belerica).

(15.) Bhuikumrd (Trichosanthes tuberosa). (16.) Bdld (Pavonia

odorata). (17.) Bhikapurni (Hydrocotyle Asiatica). (18.) Blie-

rendd or castor-oil plant (Ricinus communis). (19.) Bichiddnd

(Cydonia vulgaris). (20.) Bdbni tuhi (Ocimum basilicum). (21.)

Birangd (Embelia ribes). (22.) Bistdrak (Tiaridium Indicum).

(23.) Chhdttain (Alstonia scholaris). (24.) Chdulmugrd (Gynocardia

odorata). (25.) Chidlang (Vernonia anthelmintica). (26.) Jdkhal-

gotd or jaipdl, croton-oil plant (Croton tiglium). (27.) Chitd or

Idlchitra (Plumbago rosea). (28.) Champak or chdmpd (Michelia

champaca). (29.) Dhuturd sddd (Datura alba). (30.) Dhaniyd

(Coriandrum sativum). (31.) Debddru (Pinus deodara). (32.)

Ildchi ( Eletaria cardamomum). (3 3. ) Gdb (Diospyros embryopteris).

(34.) Gdnjd (Cannabis sativa). (35.) Ghrita kumdri (Aloe per-

foliata). (36.) Gandha bhdddli (Paaderia fcetida). (37.) Hinchd

(Enhydra hingcha). (38.) Haritaki (Terminalia chebula). (39.)

Horse-radish (Cochlearia armoracia). (40.) Hdlim (Lepidium

sativum). (41.) Haldi or turmeric (Curcuma longa). (42.) Isabgul

(Plantago ispaghula). (43.)/aya«//(;£schynomene Sesban). (44.)

Jabd (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis). (45.) Jaistiia madhu (Glycyrrhiza

glabra). (46.) Jhampi (Abutilon Indicum). (47.) Jodn (Ptychotis

ajowan). (48.) Kaldpndth (Andrographis paniculata). (49.) Kdt

karingd (Caesalpinia bonducella). (50.) Kuckild (Strychnos nux
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vomica). (51.) Kdld dhuturd (Datura fastuosa). (52.) Kdld jdm

(Eugenia jambolana). (53.) Kath bel (Feronia elephantum). (54.)

Kdld kdlkdsandd (Cassia sophera). (55.) Kadamba (Nauclea

cadamba). (56.) Khetpdprd (Oldenlandia biflora). (57.) Kdlajird

(Nigella sativa). (58.) Kurchi (Wrightia antidysenterica). (59.)

Lankd or gdchhmarich, chilli (Capsicum annuum). (60.) Mdddr

(Calotropis gigantea). (61.) Muthd (Cyperus rotundus). (62.)

Mahdbali bach (Zingiber zerumbet). (63.) Mendhi or Indian

myrtle (Lawsonia alba). (64.) Methi (Trigonella fcenum-graecum).

(65.) Nim (Azadirachta Indica). (66.) Nageswar (Mesua ferrea).

(67.) Nishinda (Vitex negundo). (68.) Ndgphani (Opuntia Dil-

lenii). (69.) Nagarmuthd (Cyperus pertenuis). (70.) Palds

(Butea frondosa). (71.) Pdti-nebu (Citrus limonum). (72.)

Bdgh-bherenda (Jatropha curcas). (73.) Punar-nabd (Boerhaavia

procumbens). (74.) Pin (Piper betle). (75.) Pipul (Piper

longum). (76.) Pudind (Mentha sativa). (77.) Pdniphal (Trapa

bispinosa). (78.) Patal (Trichosanthes dioica). (79.) Rakta chandan

(Adenanthera pavonina). (80.) Raktakamal (Nymphaea rubra).

(81.) Sidlkdntd (Argemone Mexicana). (82.) Sujina (Moringa

pterygosperma). (83.) Sij (Euphorbia nereifolia). (84.) Squill

(Urginea Indica). (85.) Sydmlatd (Ichnocarpus frutescens). (86.)

Simul (Bombax Malabaricum). (87.) Sephdlikd (Nyctanthes arbor-

tristis). (88.) Sundhi (Nymphaea stellata). (89.) Supdri (Areca

catechu). (90.) Somrdj (Vernonia anthelmintica). (91.) Swet

Karabi (Nerium odorum). (92.) Sarishd sddd (Sinapis alba).

(93.) Sarishd kdld (Sinapis niger). (94.) Sasd or Khird (Cucumis

sativus). (95.) Tlialkurd (Hydrocotyle Asiatica). (96.) Tetul

(Tamarindus Indica). (97.) Tulsi (Ocimum sanctum). (98.) Tezpdt

(Cinnamomum [various species]). (99.) Tobacco (Nicotiana taba-

cum). (100.) Teori (Ipomcea turpethum). (101.) Til or sesamum

(Sesamum orientale). (102.) Tisi (Linum usitatissimum). (103.)

Tagar (Valeriana Wallichii). (104.) Pdlitdmdnddr (Erythrina

Indica).

Medical Charities.—A hospital was opened at Agartala in May

1873, which appears to have become very popular. The total num

ber of out-door patients treated in the year 1873-74 was 3034. In

1874-75 the number was 3322 ; of whom 3293 were cured, 12 died,

and 1 7 remained under treatment at the close of the year. There

were 13 in-door patients, against 5 in the preceding year; 10 of the

patients were cured, and 3 died.

At Kailashar, the headquarters of the Subdivision of the same
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name, there is a dispensary, towards which the Raja contributes

Rs. 15 per month, and subscriptions are also obtained locally. There

is a native doctor in charge, on a monthly salary of Rs.20. The

number of out-door patients treated during the year 1874-75 was

300, of whom 219 were cured, 76 absented themselves before being

cured, and 5 remained at the end of the year.
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STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF NOAKHALI.

The Cyclone of 1876.—On the night of Tuesday, the 31st

October 1876, a cyclone, more disastrous in its effects than any

other of which accurate record remains, swept over the Delta of

the Meghna river, spreading death and disease throughout the Dis

tricts of Nolkhalf, Bakarganj, and Chittagong. The following

account of the storm and its effects on the District of Noakhalf

is compiled from the official correspondence on the subject, princi

pally from two Minutes by the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal (Sir

Richard Temple), dated the 21st November and the 15th December

1876. Unless otherwise stated, it is from these Minutes that all

quotations are derived.

' In the evening the weather was a little windy and hazy, and

had been somewhat hot ; but the people retired to rest apprehend

ing nothing. Before eleven o'clock the wind suddenly freshened,

and about midnight there arose a cry of " The water is on us ! " and

a great wave burst over the country several feet high. This was fol

lowed by another wave, and again by a third, all three rushing

rapidly southwards, the air and wind being chilly cold. The people

were thus caught up before they had time even to climb on to

their roofs, and were lifted to the surface of the water, together with

the beams and thatches of their cottages. But the homesteads

are surrounded by palms, bamboos, and a large thorny species

called mdnddr ; and the people were borne by the water on to the

tops and branches of these trees. Those who were thus stopped
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were saved, those who were not must have been swept away and

drowned. There is an extraordinary sameness in the general

manner in which people were saved or lost In most cases they

would show us the particular tree on which they stuck, and gener

ally the survivors pointed to the severe scratches they received

from the prickly branches of the mdnddr trees ; in reality these

thorns and prickles held them tight, as if with natural grappling-

hooks, and prevented them from being borne away.

' The mode of habitation on the mainland is in this wise : Each

hamlet consists of four to six houses (to each house a family) ; these

are built (thatch and matting) on a slightly raised platform, com

posed of earth thrown up from the surrounding ditch ; they are

enclosed by a wall of trees, high and dense. It was this forma

tion, unvarying in kind, though varying in degree, that prevented

the loss of life from being universal. Indeed, the trees, in their long

stretching arms, held up the drowning people. In those hamlets

where the trees grew thickly, many lives were saved ; in those

hamlets where there happened to be gaps or breaks in the environ

ment of trees, most of the inhabitants were lost.

' The bodies of the drowned were carried to considerable dis

tances, where they could not be identified. Most homesteads have

dead strangers lying about, washed in from remote villages. The

corpses began to putrefy before the water cleared off, so they are

left unburied in numbers all over the country, as among a Muham-

madan population there is no cremation. Mixed with human

bodies are the carcases of cattle, all heaped together. The smell

in many places was distressing to us as we walked through the

fields from village to village. Weather-tossed seamen in the Bay

of Bengal saw many bodies floating out from land with the waves.

Corpses from Sandwi'p Island were flung on to the shore at Chitta-

gong ; and living persons were borne thither across an arm of the

sea, at least ten miles broad, clinging to the roofs or beams of their

own houses, as if upon rafts. . . .

'The force of the inundation appears to have lasted in most

places from about midnight to 2 A.M., that is, for two hours ; by

daybreak there was a subsidence of the flood, and by noon next

day the survivors had come down from the trees and regained terra

firma. . . .

' Many of the local native officials were drowned. Of those who

escaped, some stood by their posts and did their duty well. Some
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few deserted and fled for their own safety, forgetting their charges.

There were few resident landlords and few land agents on the spot

The villagers mostly consisted of cultivators and sub-proprietors—

a substantial yeomanry in fact—and they were the richest peasantry

in all Bengal.'

Sir Richard Temple, assisted by Mr. Reynolds, Secretary to

the Government of Bengal, and Mr. H. Beverley, Inspector-General

of Jails, ascertained the precise mortality in several small areas,

and, from the information thus obtained, prepared the following

estimate of the number of lives lost on the night of the cyclone on

the mainland of Noakhalf :—

ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OF PERSONS DROWNED IN NoAKnAi-f

DURING THE CYCLONE OF THE 3 1ST OCTOBER 1876.

TuANA.

Population

according to the

Census of 1872.

Probable Number

Drowned.

Sudharam, 96,465 5,000

5,00037.070

133,343 10,000

Total of the four mainland thdnds princi

pally affected by the cyclone,

120,980 10,000

384,767 30,000

In the island of Hatia the deaths were estimated at 30,000 out of

a population of 54,147, and in Sandwfp at 40,000 out of 87,016.

Mr. F. H. Pellew, who was deputed on the igth November to visit

the Sandwfp group of islands, reported that the deaths from

drowning in Sandwfp were not more than 25,000 ; but that disease,

and the other effects of the catastrophe, would probably raise the

mortality to the higher estimate of 40,000.

On the whole, for the four mainland thdnds principally affected,

and the islands of Sandwfp and Hatia, the estimates give a total of

100,000 deaths out of a population of 525,930, or a mortality of 19

per cent.
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' The boats, great and small, which constitute the only carriage

in these tracts, and which fill the place of carts, were all lost on the

night of the storm, having been jammed and wrecked, or carried

inland and left high and dry. The Noakhalf authorities were thus

bereft of all resources for moving across the floods. In the case

of Hatia Island this was very hard. By reason of the loss of all

boats there were no means of crossing the Meghna to reach the

survivors, who for three days at least were succourless.

' Most of the trees will recover, except the areca or betel-nut

palms. These exist in great numbers, of which very many are

broken, snapped off, as it were ; and much of the betel crop just

being gathered was destroyed, though some part was saved. The

country here is well wooded, but at present it has lost all verdure

and silvan appearance ; it seems to have been stricken by a wither

ing winter, and wears a drab colour, with bare branches or dead

leaves, or trunks contorted as if torn by some superhuman destruc

tive agency. Many trees torn up by the roots were carried away

with the flood into the great river, and there remain as sunken trees,

known to sailors as " snags," so dangerous to navigation. These

" snags," extending over an expanse of water, look as if they had

been set up by an enemy.'

The island of Sandwfp is of old formation, and the ground towards

the centre is higher than near the shore. There the houses, ' instead

of being scattered in little hamlets, are, towards the centre, collected

into large villages, well protected by trees, and having large tanks,

with high banks round them. Consequently, although towards the

shores of the island the people were swept off exactly in the

manner previously described, yet towards the middle they for the

most part escaped, as the wave was not relatively quite so high, and

the trees afforded more protection, apparently checking the rapidity

of the wave, and allowing the people a few minutes, during which

they crowded on to the banks of the tanks, and so kept their heads

above water. On the other hand, the storm-waves here came from

the south, that is from seawards, and receding, left the tanks and

other drinking water brackish (instead of being fresh, as was the case

in Hatia and also in Bakarganj), and thus caused the stagnant water

remaining after the wave had passed to become fetid. Cholera set

in soon after the first disaster. On the 2jd November there came

a storm of wind and rain (the ghost, as it is called, of the cyclone),

suddenly lowering the temperature of the atmosphere, and sorely
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chilling the houseless people. This fresh misfortune aggravated the

choleraic plague.'

Mr. Pellew gives the following account of the cyclone in Sandwip :

—'The people in the villages on the south-western coast stated

that the inundation commenced with a wave at least six feet high,

which burst over the land from the south-east. Very shortly after

wards another wave, six feet higher, came from the south-west

These waves came suddenly, just like the bore, mounting up and

curling over. The second wave is described as lifting the roofs of

the houses, and whirling the contents—human beings, with furniture,

etc.—violently outside. The mat walls, with their wooden posts,

were swept away, the latter being either broken off short or wrested

out of the ground. All this was done suddenly ; people described

it as occurring in one second of time. Behind each wave the water

did not fall again, but remained, so that after the second wave there

was twelve feet of water over the land.

' In the centre of the island the water came up less suddenly.

The Government Pleader at Harishpur was taking refuge from the

storm in his new office. Suddenly an alarm was raised that the

water was coming. He got on the wooden dais, but the water im

mediately covered this. He then went up to his neck in water,

along a raised path, to the bank of his tank, which is about twelve feet

high. He told me that the rising of the water did not take longer

than two minutes from first to last, and that he was only just in

time. The bank of the tank was not more than ten yards from his

office.'

In many villages whole families were swept away, and in some of

the chars the entire population was destroyed. ' In the village of

Neyamasti,' writes Mr. Pellew, ' one man was the sole survivor of

thirteen ; four men were the survivors of a household of twenty-five.

The women have perished in immense numbers. Most of the men

who remain are wifeless. In Kangali Char the Sub-Inspector of

Police found nothing but two wild buffaloes alive, and the corpses

of men, cows, and buffaloes. In Char Maulavi, out of 177 people,

137 died.'

For the first few days after the cyclone there were several

attempts at plundering, and great demoralisation prevailed among

the low Muhammadan population. Men, in gangs and singly,

armed with cudgels, bills, and hatchets, were, the Magistrate re

ported, wandering about the inundated tracts, and breaking open
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and looting all they could lay their hands upon, whether under the

care of owners or not. This lawlessness was, however, rapidly sup

pressed ; and the people soon returned to the sites of their former

houses, and busied themselves in drying their grain and ii\ saving

what they could of their property. Throughout the devastated tracts

' the demeanour of those who really bore the brunt of the storm

was,' Sir Richard Temple states, 'marked by that enduring fortitude

under suffering which distinguishes the native character.'

Immediately after the storm had passed away, relief-centres were

opened ; and the Lieutenant-Governor records in his Minute that

after the first few hours of inevitable destruction, not a life, so far

as he could learn, was lost from any preventible cause. ' Those

who perished in that fatal instant of time passed suddenly beyond

aid ; but those who then escaped are still sustained, or are sustaining

themselves sufficiently well. The disaster, great though it be, has

yet happened in the midst of plenty and of rural wealth. All around

the fated and wasted area there are excellent crops and abundant

stores. Those who have lost their agricultural wealth have still

some left, and doubtless possess considerable credit.' The relief-

centres were therefore as much for guard as for relief—'for the

purpose of restoring order, of preventing confusion, of keeping

rustic society together, of making every responsible person keep to

his work, and of insuring that public confidence without which

trade cannot quickly recover.'

As has already been stated, cholera set in soon after the cyclone

had passed away. Although a large medical staff was immediately

despatched to the District, the epidemic continued to rage to such

an extent, that when Mr. Pellew visited the Sandwip islands, the

mortality from the plague threatened in some places to exceed that

from the storm itself. The returns for thirty-three police-beats in

South Sandwip, with a population of 10,855 souls, gave the deaths by

drowning as 1063, whereas those from cholera in the same tract had

by December 1876 amounted to 764. The pollution of the tanks

and water-courses, both by the salt-water inundation and by the

corpses of men and the carcases of cattle, added to the other evils

resulting from the cyclone ; while the stench from the dead tainting

the air throughout the inundated tract aggravated the plague of

cholera. Nearly all the scavenger animals—jackals, dogs, and

even vultures—perished by the storm and the wave ; and for

weeks after the inundation the land was covered with the dead
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bodies of men and cattle, preserved by the salt-water from rapid

decomposition.

In his Minute dated the 21st November 1876, the Lieutenant-

Governor states that he is unable to suggest any protective measure

against the recurrence of so great a calamity :—' The area to be

, protected is too great to be encompassed with protective works. If

embankments became breached in such a storm, they would after

wards do more harm than good, for they would prevent or retard

the running off and subsidence of the waters. Perhaps the people

might build perches for themselves on platforms, on stilts, and the

like ; but the trees which invariably surround the homesteads serve

this purpose admirably, and it is to them that the survivors mainly

owe their escape.'

The Cyclone in the Town of NoAkhAiX—The following

description is quoted from a report by the officiating Magistrate,

Mr. R. Porch :—

' Monday the 30th October broke cloudy and overcast, and

drizzling rain kept falling from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m. ; from that time it

continued overcast, with clouds constantly flying inland, and more

clouds constantly gathering. The appearance of the sky seemed

to indicate the probability of a cyclone or gale, or else bad weather.

It looked threatening all day on the 31st ; and in the afternoon

there were frequent showers, which settled into heavy rain as the

evening set in. The wind was then blowing from the east, but later

in the evening, at about 10 p.m., it blew hard from the north and

north-east. This fearful hurricane lasted all night till 4 a.m.,

when there was a lull for half-an-hour, and it blew again from the

west Scores of the finest trees were uprooted and stretched their

length, lying from north to south in a westerly direction. Every

mud or mat building in the place fell similarly. Only one Deputy

Collector's cutcherry remained standing. All the jail wards, line

buildings, and other public edifices, not built of brick, were blown

down. All the trees were denuded of leaves, and their branches

broken and scattered. The town and neighbourhood looked as

though it had been bombarded.

' But this was not all. About half-past 4 a.m. loud cries were

heard that the sea was rushing in ; the " bore-roar " was heard, and

the great inundation came sweeping over the whole country from

the direction of the south-west. The women and children and

respectable families on the north-east side took refuge in the cutcherry

building. Those on the south-west fled to the tank-house and

VOL. VI. 2 L
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to the other brick buildings in the neighbourhood; those on the

north-west took shelter in the highest shops in the bdzdr ; those

on the south-east were sheltered in the circuit house. Hundreds,

mostly women, flocked into the town from the neighbouring villages.'

Even at 7 o'clock on the morning of the 1st November the water

in the town bdzdr was 3J feet in depth, and the streets had the

appearance of canals, with strong currents running north, carrying

along the broken fragments of houses and shops.
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CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS, CHITTAGONG,

NOAKHALf, TIPPERAH, AND HILL TIPPERAH.

Abddkdri hdwdlas (idolds) and tdluks in

NoakhAlf, 301, 302.

AbduMapnrpargand in NoAkhAU, 343.

Aboriginal population, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 37, 39-66, 68 ; Chittagong, 142,

143 ; NoAkhalf, 273, 274 ; Tipperah, 374,

375 ; Hill Tipperah, 482-491.

Absentee landlords, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

83 ; Chittagong, 185 ; Noakhall, 319 ;

Tipperah, 416, 417.

Abwibs, or customary cesses, Chittagong,

180-182 ; NoAkhalf, 315, 316 ; Tipperah,

411, 412.

Ac/idrjyas, or astrologers, Chittagong, 145 ;

Tipperah, 380.

Act xxii. of i860, separating the Hill Tracts

from the Regulation District of Chitta

gong, 22, 124.

Administration of the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

101, 102 ; of Tipperah, 461, 462 ; of Hill

Tipperah, 509-513.

Administrative Divisions, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 101, 102 ; Chittagong, 225 ; Noa

khall, 342, 343 ; Tipperah, 441, 442 ; Hill

Tipperah, 518, 519.

Administrative Headquarters, Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 22 ; Chittagong, 109 ; Tip

perah, 356.

Administrative History of the Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 88-95 ; Noakhalf, 329-331 ;

Tipperah, 427, 428.

Advances to Cultivators, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 76, 78, 79, 87 ; Chittagong, 207.

AgartalA, capital of the State of Hill Tip

perah, 495-497, 517 ; school at, 518 ;

hospital, 521.

Agartala pargand in Hill Tipperah, 519.

Age, Population according to, Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 36, 37 ; Chittagong, 137, 138,

151 ; Noakhalf, 269, 270 ; Tipperah, 372,

373 ; Hill Tipperah, 480.

Agent, Political, appointed to resrde at the

capital of Hill Tipperah, 470.

Agricultural implements, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 75; Chittagong, 162, 163; Noa

khalf, 299 ; Tipperah, 396 ; Hill Tipperah,

5°4-

Agricultural labourers, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 76; Chittagong, 154; Hill Tip

perah, 504.

Agriculture, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 71 ;

Chittagong, 159 ; Noakhalf, 291-300 ;

Tipperah, 390-396 ; Hill Tipperah, 500-

5°4-

Akyab, Emigration of boatmen from Noa

khalf to, 257.

Alamgfrnagar fort stormed by Husain Beg,

112.

Alantaras'hat in Chittagong, 198.

Albert English School in Chittagong town,

220.

Alexandra char, NoAkhAlf, 252.

AKnagar pargand in NoAkhAlf, 343.

Allahabad, or Noakhalf pargand, 343.

Alluvion and Diluvion, Chittagong, 1 17, 132 ;

Noakhalf, 251, 252, 330 ; Tipperah, 362.

Aman rice crop, Chittagong, 159, 160, 185 ;

Noakhalf, 292, 295, 296; Tipperah, 391,

416 ; Hill Tipperah, 502.

Amirabad fargand in Noakhalf, 298 343 ;

in Tipperah, 442.

Amirabad, township in Noakhalf, 286.

Amfrgaon thtind in NoAkhalf, 239, 269, 273,

285, 324. 33°. 333. 342. 343-

KmrtihktX pargand in NoakhAlf, 298.

AmrApur pargand in Tipperah, 442.
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Amusements of Hill Tribes in Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 70, 71.

Angling in Hill Tipperah, 476, 480.

Animals, Domestic,—See Domestic.

Animals, Wild.—See Ferae Naturae ; Deaths

by.—See Deaths.

AnwAra, police-outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Apokrishta, or disgraced, Brahmans in Tip

perah, 379.

Arakan, formerly a province of Chittagong,

in, 212 ; Emigration of Maghs to Chitta

gong from, 118, 119; Capture of, by the

English in 1824, 135 ; Emigration from

Chittagong to, 143, 144 : Portuguese

Expedition against, in 1615, 241, 242.

Area of the Chittagong Hill Tracts, 17, 74 ;

of Chittagong, 109, 136, 161 ; of NoA-

khalf, 268 ; Tipperah, 356 ; Hill Tipperah,

459. 502-

Area under Cultivation in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 74, 75 ; in Chittagong, 161, 162 ;

in Noakhalf, 295, 296 ; Tipperah, 393,

394 ; Hill Tipperah, 502.

Aspects, General, of Chittagong Hill Tracts,

22 ; of Chittagong, 124 ; of NoAkhAlf,

249, 250 ; of Tipperah, 361 ; of Hill Tip

perah, 472, 473.

Aspects, Medical.—See Medical.

Association, The Chittagong, 211, 212.

Aswadia chakld, 343.

Atar-mura peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Athara-murA range and peaks in Hill Tip

perah, 474.

Atiabari canal in NoAkhAlf, 254.

Aus rice crop in Chittagong, 159, 160, 185

in NoAkhAlf, 292, 296 ; in Tipperah, 391,

416 ; in Hill Tipperah, 502.

Azimpur, township in Noakhalf, 286.

B

liininf river in Noakhalf, 250.

Klamiii pargand in Hill Tipperah, 519.

BAnchhanagar in Noakhalf, pargand, 343 ;

township, 286.

BandArban village, residence of Bohmong

RAjA, in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 22, 27,

84, 203 ; Buddhist temple at, 41 ; School,

99, too.

Bangfs, a tribe of Toungthas, 49.

Banini in NoakhAlf, Cause of low land-rent

in, 315.

Banjogi (Banjugi) tribe in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 57-59 ; in NoakhAlf, 273.

Banking Establishments in Chittagong, 207.

Banks of Rivers, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 25 ;

Chittagong, 126, 127; Noakhalf, 251, 253;

Tipperah, 362, 363 ; Hill Tipperah, 475,

476.

BAnskhAli, mart and police outpost in Chit

tagong, 198, 216 ; Embankment, 131 ;

canal, 187.

Baoria township in Noakhalf, 286.

BarAganj, or Pino, Hill in Chittagong, 125.

Baraiar DA1A Hill in Noakhalf, 250.

BarAkAmtA thdnd in Tipperah, 432, 441.

Bara Kheri, township in Noakhalf, 285.

BarA Phenf river in NoakhAlf, 250.

Bara ThAkur, The, in Hill Tipperah, 461.

BardakhAt pargand in Tipperah, 392, 402,

^11

BArendra BrAhmans in Tipperah, 379.

BarikAndi pargand in Tipperah, 442.

Barkal Tang peak in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

as-

Barkal rapids in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 25,

93-

Barley.—See Cereal Crops.

Baruas in Chittagong, 143.

Barunf fair in Hill Tipperah, 509.

BAsgAri in Tipperah, 384.

Basitang peak in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 24.

Bdstu.—See Bhiii.

BatchiA range and peak in Hill Tipperah,

474-

BAthAnias, or cattle-herds, in NoakhaU,

258, 274, 302, 303.

BAti Tang peak in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

24.

BABUPUR pargand in Noakhalf, 343.

Badshd/il Idkhirdj tenure in Noakhalf, 306.

Badu Dona, river in Noakhalf, 251.

BaghkhAlf, river in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

27, 28.

BAghkhAlf, mart in Chittagong, 198.

Bdgichd, or garden-land, Rent of, in Noa

khalf, 313. 314.

BAghmarA in Tipperah, 420.

Baidik Brahmans in Tipperah, 379.

Baidya caste in Chittagong, 145 ; in NoA-

khAlf, 275 ; in Tipperah, 380.

Baikunthpur pargand in Noakhalf, 343.

Baikumhpmpargand in Tipperah, 442.

Baksnagar pargand in Hill Tipperah, 519.

BalAmmara, police outpost in Noakhalf, 333.

Balance Sheets, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 96,

97 ; Chittagong, 213 ; Noakhalf, 331 ;

Tipperah, 428, 429.

Bamboos, Varieties of, in Hill Tracts, 32 ;

Export of, from Tipperah, 423 ; from Hill

Tipperah, 508.

Bamnf thdnd in Noakhalf, 239, 269, 273,

274, 277, 286, 294, 315, 324, 330, 333, 342.

Bati-main Tang peak in Hill Tracts, 24, 25.

BaxihAt, mart in Chittagong, 198, 199.

Bediyas, a wandering tribe, 274, 378, 379.

Begamganj thdnd in Noakhall, 239, 269,

273. 274. 277. 286, 294, 315, 324, 330, 333,

342-

Bengal, Cession of, to the British in 1765,

427.

Belling Sib, the highest peak in Hill Tip

perah, 474.

BhawAniganj in NoakhAlf, kkdl, 250 ; mart,

283.

BhAdughar in Tipperah, 384.

BhAnga-murA peak in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 24.

Bhdts, or heralds, in Chittagong, 145.

BhetiAri thdnd in Chittagong, 176.
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Bhiti, or bdstu, homestead land, Rent of, in

NoakhAK, 313, 314.

BholAchang in Tipperah, 420.

BholAkut in Tipperah, 384.

BhuluA estate in NoakhAK, 307, 308.

BhuluA pargand in NoAkhAK, 248, 298, 322,

_ 343-

Bhulua, military outpost of the Mughuls, in

NoAkhAK, 287 ; Battle at, in 1610 A.D.,

287, 288.

Bidi&bad pargand in NoakhaK, 298.

Bidyakut in Tipperah, 383.

Big Fenny river.—See Bara Pheni.

Bijaigang river in Tipperah, 363.

Bikrampur pargand in Tipperah, 442.

Bilaisari Tang peak in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 24.

Bits or Swamps.—See Marshes.

Bir Chandra, present Raja of Hill Tipperah,

469, 470, 471.

Birds of the Hill Tracts, 34 ; of NoakhaK,

259-265 ; of Hill Tipperah, 479.

Birth, Ceremonies connected with, among

the Hill Tribes, 46 ; in NoakhaK, 279.

Bishalghar thdnd in Hill Tipperah, 517.

BishAlghar Hill pargand in Hill Tipperah,

5'9-

Bishu festival in Hill Tracts, 45.

Blight in Chittagong, 184 ; in NoakhaK, 316,

317 ; in Tipperah, 415, 416 ; in Hill Tip

perah, 507.

Blind, number of, in Chittagong, 138 ;

NoakhaK, 270; Tipperah, 373.

Boalkhali Canal in Chittagong, 187.

Boatmen, Chittagong, 130, 146, 147 , Noa

khaK, 256, 257.

Boats in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 30, 31, 83,

84, 256, 323.

Bohmong RAjA, The, in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 35, 36, 37, 39, 54, 56, 88, 102.

Bombay, Export of rice from Chittagong to,

189.

Boradom mart in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 203.

Bore, or tidal wave, The, in Noakhali, 253.

Borigang river in Tipperah, 363.

Bor-murA peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Boro rice in Chittagong, 159, 160.

Bosher HAt in NoakhAK, 283.

Boundaries of Chittagong Hill Tracts, 17 ;

of Chittagong, no; of NoAkhAK, 238; of

Tipperah, 356 ; of Hill Tipperah, 459,

460.

BrAhmanbariA Subdivision in Tipperah, 386,

441. 443-

BrAhmanbariA town in Tipperah, 363, 366,

382, 386, 387, 420, 432, 442 ; lock-up, 435 ;

dispensary, 453, 454.

Brahmans in Chittagong, 145 ; in NoAkhAK,

275 ; in Tipperah, 379 ; in Hill Tipperah,

494. 495-

BrAhma SamAj, The, in Chittagong, 147,

149, 150 ; in NoAkhAK, 283 ; in Tipperah,

381, 382 ; in Hill Tipperah, 495.

Brdhmollar land tenures in NoakhAli, 313.

BrumcharA embankment in Chittagong, 131.

Buddhists in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 40, 45,

68, 102 ; in Chittagong, 137, 138, 139,

143, 147, 151 ; in NoAkhAK, 270, 277.

Burmah, Export of kingfishers' skins from

Chittagong to, 133, 190, 370, 419.

Burmese War, Cause of First, 1 18-120 ; Con

duct of, 120, 121.

Cachar, Raids into, by Haulongs, 20.

Calcutta, Exports to, from NoakhAK, 322 ;

from Tipperah, 390, 392, 419.

Calcutta, Imports from Tipperah into, 420.

Campbell's, Sir George, Educational Re

forms, NoAkhAK, 340.

Canals in Chittagong, 127, 187 ; in NoakhaK,

254 ; in Tipperah, 365.

Caoutchouc.—See India-rubber.

Capital and Interest, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

86, 87 ; Chittagong, 207, 208 ; NoAkhAK,

328, 329 ; Tipperah, 424, 425 ; HiU Tip

perah, 509.

Caste among Hill Tribes, 488.

Castes, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 37, 38, 68 ;

Chittagong, 139-141, 145-147 ; NoakhAK,

375-277 ; Tipperah, 379-381 ; Hill Tip

perah, 494, 495.

Cattle, Chittagong, 132 ; NoAkhAK, 258, 299,

302, 303 ; Tipperah, 368, 369, 390 ; Hill

Tipperah, 478, 504, 505.

Cattle disease in NoakhAK, 347, 348 ; in

Tipperah, 450, 451.

Census, Attempts to take, in Hill Tipperah,

480, 481.

Census, Experimental, in Chittagong in 1869,

Results of, 151.

Census of 1872, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 35-

38 ; Chittagong, 133, 151, 152, 153, 183 ;

NoakhAK, 267, 283 ; Tipperah, 371, 372.

Cereal Crops, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 71 ;

Chittagong, 159, 160, 161 ; NoakhaK, 291,

292 ; Tipperah, 390.

Ceremonies of Hill Tribes, 40, 41-43, 46-48,

S». S3. 55. 56. 59. i°5-

Cesses, Illegal.—See Abwdbs.

Cession of Bengal to the British in 1765,

437-

Ceylon, Export of rice from Chittagong to,

189.

ChAimA river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

ChaitakAndi in Tipperah, 383.

Chak-bazAr-Dighl in Kumilld, 385.

ChakiriA village and thdnd in Chittagong,

136, 144, 153, 176, 216, 226.

ChakmAs, a hill-tribe, 35, 36, 37, 43-49, 88,

90, 91, 102, 142 ; immigration of, into Hill

Tipperah, 492, 493.

Chdkrdn, or service tenures in Chittagong,

179 ; in NoakhAK, 313.

ChAktl mart in Chittagong, 199.

ChampA-mura peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

ChandAls in Tipperah, 381.

Chandanpur mart in Chittagong, 109.

Chanddagion parotid in Tipperah, 443.
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ChandiA thiind in NoakhAH, 239, 331.

Ckdndind rayatt land tenures in NoakhAH,

312.

ChandinAth peak.—See SitAkund.

Chandkhalf river in Chittagong, 129 ; canal,

187.

ChAndpur/6&f/in Tipperah, 365.

ChAndpur, town in Tipperah, 366, 420.

ChandragunA village, formerly administra

tive headquarters of the Cliittagong Hill

Tracts, 22, 27, 84, 203.

Chandranath Hill.—See SitAkund.

ChandranAth, village in Chittagong, 153.

ChanduriA, in Tipperah, 420.

Changes in Jurisdiction in Tipperah, 356.

Changes in river-courses, Tipperah, 362 ;

Hill Tipperah. 475.

ChAnta, in Tipperah, 420.

ChantAr ill in Tipperah, 369.

ChaprAsi khdl in NoAkhAH, 250.

Char Baradhali, township in NoAkhAH, 285.

Char BuhetA,

Char ChAndiye,

Char Darvesh,

Char GAji,

Char HAzAri,

Char KAnkrA,

Char I-akshmi,

Char MausA,

Char Parbati,

Char PhakirA,

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

<lo.

do.

do.

da

do.

do.

do.

do.

286.

285.

«8S-

285.

285.

•as-

a8S.
286.
285.
285.

Char RajrAjeswar, in Tipperah, 383.

Character of the people, Chittagong, 155,

15°-

CharpAtA in NoAkhAH, Factory at, 247, 288.

CharpAtA pargand in Tipperah, 443.

ChattagrAm, name of Chiltagong, 109.

Chaudharls, or village head-men in Chitta

gong, 116.

Chaukiddrs, or village police, Chittagong,

133, 183, 216-218 ; NoAkhAH, 289, 332,

334 ; Tipperah, 433, 434, 442.

Chaumahanl mart in NoAkhAH, 283.

Chaumuni mart in Chittagong, 198.

Chauphu peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

ChhagalnAiyA thdnd in NoAkhAH, 238, 342,

413, 414, 432, 434, 441.

ChhArat KAndi, township in NoAkhAU, 285.

Children under Twelve.—See Age.

Chillies, Export of, from Tipperah to Cal

cutta, 390.

China, Export of kingfishers' skins to, from

Chittagong, 190.

Chingrl river in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

25. 29.

Chitosf, town in Tipperah, 366, 420.

CHITTAGONG DISTRICT—

Geographical Situation, Area, and

Boundaries, 109, no; Early History, 110-

114; History under British rule, 114-121;

Mutiny of 1857, 121-124 ; Jurisdiction and

Physical Aspects, 124; Hills, 124, 125; River

System, 125-127 ; Canals, etc., 127 ; Deaths

by drowning, 127, 128 ; Ferries, 128, 129 ;

River traffic, 129 ; Fisheries and Fishes,

CHITTAGONG DISTRICT—continued.

129-131 ; Embankments, 131, 132 : Drain

age lines, Marsh reclamation, etc., 132 ;

Minerals, 132. 133; Ferae Naturse, 133;

Population Census of 1872, its agencies and

results, 133-136 ; Classification according

to sex, religion, and age, 137, 138 ; Ethnical

Division of the people, 138-141 ; HiU Tribes

and Races, 142, 143 ; Emigration and Im

migration, 143, 144 ; List of Castes, 145-

147 ; Religious division of the people,

147-150 : Chittagong town, 150, 151 ;

Cox's BAzAr, 152, 153 ; Minor towns and

villages, 153, 154 ; Places of historical in

terest, 154 ; Material condition of the

people, 154, 155 ; Their character, 155, 156 ;

Dress and ornaments, 157 ; Dwellings,

furniture, and food, 158, 159 ; Agriculture—

Principal crops, 159; Rice cultivation, 160,

161 ; Cultivated area, and out-turn of

crops, 161, 162; Condition of the peasant

ry, 162 ; Domestic animals and agricultural

implements, 162, 163 ; Wages and prices,

163 ; Weights and Measures, 163, 164;

Landless day-labourers, and spare land,

164; Landtenures—Earlysettlements, 164;

Tara/s, 166-169 '• NoAbAdTAluks, 169-174;

the Jaynagar Estate, 174, 175 ; Ldkhirdj

Estates, 175, 176 ; Freehold Estates, 176,

177; Intermediate tenures, 178, 179 >

Rates of rent, 179, 180; Illegal cesses,

180-182 ; Kdnvngos, 182, 183 ; Matdbars,

or village headmen, 183 ; Manure, irriga

tion, etc., 183, 184; Natural calamities,

Famines, etc., 184, 185; Roads and

means of Communication, 185-187;

Manufactures and Manufacturing classes,

187, 188 ; Commerce and Trade, 188-190 ;

Port Statistics, 191-193 ; River traffic, 193-

199 ; Cotton cultivation in Hill Tracts,

199-203 ; Exports of cotton from the Hill

Tracts, 203 ; Tobacco cultivation in the

Hill Tracts, 204-207 ; Capital and Interest,

207, 208 ; Tea industry in Chittagong,

208-211 ; Local Institutions, 211, 212 ; In

comes and Income-tax, 212 ; Revenue and

Expenditure, 212 ; Balance-sheet for 1870-

71,213; Land-tax, 214 ; Customs Depart

ment, 215 ; Magisterial, Civil, and Revenue

Courts, 215 : Rent law, 216 ; Police Stat

istics, 216-218 ; Criminal classes and Jail

Statistics, 218, 219 ; Educational Statistics,

219-222 ; Postal and Telegraph Statistics,

223. 224 ; Administrative divisions, 225,

226 ; Climate and Meteorological Statis

tics, 226, 227 ; Earthquake in 1762, 227,

228 ; Vital Statistics, 228, 229 ; Endemic

and Epidemic diseases, 229-231 ; Indigen

ous Medicines, 231, 232 ; Fairs and Religi

ous gatherings, 232, 233 ; Charitable Dis

pensary, 233.

CHITTAGONG HILL TRACTS—

Geographical Situation, Area, and

Boundaries, 17, 18 ; History : Raids by

Hill Tribes, 18-20; LushAi Expedition,
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Chittagong Hill Tracts—continued.

20, 21 ; Jurisdiction and Separation of

the Hill Tracts from the Regulation Dis

trict, ai, 22 ; General Aspects of the

Country, 22-24 1 Mountains, 24, 25 ;

Rivers, 25, 26 ; Lake, 26, 27 ; River

Traffic, 27, 28 ; Fisheries and Marsh

cultivation, 28 ; Lines of Drainage, 28, 29 ;

Minerals, 29 ; Forest produce, 29-33 1

Ferae Naturae, 33, 34 ; Population, esti

mated, in 1862, 34, 35 ; Census of 1872,

35, 36 ; Distribution of population, 36 ;

Classification according to sex, religion,

and age, 36, 37 ; Ethnical division, 37, 38 ;

Hill tribes, their ceremonies and customs :

the Khyoungthas, 39-43 ; the Chakmas, 43-

49 ; the Toungthas, 49-51 ; the Tipperahs,

51-53 ; the Kumfs, 53-56 ; the Mros, 56,

57 ; the Khyengs, Banjogis (Banjugis),

and Pankhos, 57-59 ; the Lushais or

Kukfs, 59-65 ; the Shendus, 65, 66 ;

Immigration and Emigration, 66-68 ; Re

ligious divisions of the people, 68 ; Places

of interest, 68, 69 ; Material condition of

the people—dress, dwellings, food, etc.,

69-71 ; Agriculture : Cereals, 71 ; Green

crops, fibres, etc., 71, 72 ; Jim method of

cultivation, 72-74 ; Cultivated area, out

turn and value of crops, 74, 75 ; Condition

of the cultivators, 75 ; Domestic animals

and agricultural implements, 75 ; Wages

and prices, 75, 76 ; Weights and Measures,

77 ; Landless day-labourers and spare

land, 77 ; the Plough-cultivation move

ment, 78, 79 ; Plough-cultivation Settle

ments, 79, 80 ; Forest-land settlements,

80, 81 ; Nodbdd and other tenures, 81,

82 ; Rates of Rent, Manure, etc. , 82 ;

Natural calamities, etc., 82, 83; Roads,

etc. , 83 ; Manufactures, 83 ; Trade and

commerce, 84-86 ; Capital and Interest,

86, 87 ; Tea industry, 87, 88 ; Adminis

trative history, 88-95 ; Revenue and Ex

penditure, 95, 96 ; Balance Sheet for

1866-67, 96 ; for 1870-71, 97 ; Land-tax

and Courts, 98 ; Police Statistics, 98, 99 ;

Educational Statistics, 99, 100 ; Postal

and Telegraph Statistics, 100, 101 ; Ad

ministrative divisions, ioi, 102 ; Climate,

temperature, and rainfall, 102-104 ; Vital

Statistics, 104 ; Diseases and indigenous

medicines, 104 ; Fairs and religious gather

ings, 104-106 ; Cotton and Tobacco culti

vation, etc., 199-207.

Chittagong Port, 191-193.

Chittagong Town, or Isldmabad, chief town

and administrative head-quarters of Chit

tagong District, 109, 113, 114, 115, 125,

129, 150, 151, 193, 198, 199, 202, 216, 223,

224, 225, 246, 247.

Cholera in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 50, 65,

103, 104; in Chittagong, 230, 231; in

NoAkhaU, 347; in Tipperah, 388, 393,

450 ; Hill Tippcrah, 520.

Christian Population of Hill Tracts, 36, 68,

102 ; of Chittagong, 137, 138, 139, 147,

148, 151 ; of NoakhaU, 269, 270, 279 ; of

Tipperah, 373, 381, 386, 438 ; of Hill

Tipperah, 482, 495.

Churamain peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Chunta in Tipperah, 384.

Climate of Chittagong Hill Tracts, 102, 103 ;

of Chittagong, 226, 227 ; of Noakhall,

345 ; of Tipperah, 386, 447, 448 ; of Hill

Tipperah, 519.

Cloth, Manufacture of, in Chittagong, 187 ;

in NoakhaU, 247, 288, 321 ; in Tipperah,

419.

Coal in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 29 ; in Hill

Tipperah, 477.

Cochin, Export of Rice from Chittagong to,

189.

Cocoa-nuts, NoAkhAU, cultivation of, 294;

export of, 322, 327, 328 ; Tipperah, ex

port of, 423.

Comillah.—See Kumilla.

Commerce and Trade, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 84 ; Chittagong, 188-190 ; Noa

khalf, 321-324 ; Tipperah, 419-424 ; Hill

Tipperah, 508, 509.

Communication, Means of, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 83 ; Chittagong, 185-187 ; Noa

khaU, 319, 320 ; Tipperah, 417, 418 ; HiU

Tipperah, 507.

Companyganj, town in Noakhali, 366, 420 ;

Ferry, 363, 364.

Condition of the People, Material, Chitta

gong Hill Tracts, 69 ; Chittagong, 154,

155 ; NoakhaK, 289, 290 ; Tipperah, 387,

388 ; HiU Tipperah, 499, 500.

Constitution of HiU Tipperah, Political,

460-463.

Cotton, Chittagong HiU Tracts, export of,

28, 84, 85, 203; cultivation of, 28, 71, 73,

74> 75. 83, 199-202 ; prices of, 76, 202,

203 ; tax on, 21 : Chittagong, export of,

203 ; prices of, 163, 202 : NoakhaU, im

port of, 256, 322 : Tipperah, cultivation of,

361 ; import of, 420 : Hill Tipperah, ex

port of, 508, 511, 513.

Cotton, European, import of, into NoakhaU,

327, 328.

Court of Wards Estates in NoAkhAlf, 319.

Courts in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 98 ; in

Chittagong, 215 ; in NoAkhAU, 332 ; in

Tipperah, 430, 432 ; in Hill Tipperah,

51,3. 514. 515-

Cox's BAzAr Subdivision, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 101, 134, 136 ; Chittagong, 225,

226.

Cox's BAzAr, town in Chittagong, 136, 143,

■52i *53. I9°. 216, 226 ; ruins of old fort

at, 154.

Creation, Account of the, given by the Pank

hos, 58.

Crime among the HiU Tribes, 48, 62 ; in

Tipperah, 434, 435.

Criminal Cases, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 99 ;

Chittagong, 218 ; NoAkhaU, 334, 335 ;

Tipperah, 434 ; HiU Tippcrah, 514, 515.
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Criminal classes, Chittagong, 218 ; Noa

khaH, 335.

Crops.—See Tillage.

Cultivation.—See Tillage.

Cultivators, Condition of, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 75 ; Chittagong, 162 ; NoakhaH,

278, 279, 296, 297 ; Tipperah, 395, 396,

398 ; Hill Tipperah, 502, 503.

Customs.—See Ceremonies.

Cyclones in Chittagong, 184 ; in NoakhaH,

2S3' 3X7—The Cyclone ot 1876 in Noa-

' li—Appendix, pp. 523-532.

D

Dacca, Import of dried fish from Chittagong

into, 130.

Ddkdill in NoakhaH, 248, 330, 335 ; in Tip

perah, 379, 434.

Dakatia river in NoakhaH, 250.

Dakalia river in Tipperah, 362, 363.

Dakshin Shahbazpur island, 239, 331.

Dakshin Shahbazpur pargand in NoakhaH,

343-

Dakshin Shahpur pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Dalang, name of the Lushai tribe, q.v.

Danagodha in Tipperah, 420.

Dandra pargand in NoakhaH, 343.

Ddo, Uses of, to the hill-men, 75.

Dar-ihtimdm land tenures in Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 82.

Dar-ijdrd land tenures in Tipperah, 409.

Dar-itmdm land tenures in Chittagong, 178.

Dar-patnl land tenures in Chittagong, 178 ;

in NoakhaH, 308.

Dar-shikml tdluks in NoakhaH, 309.

Dar-ldluk land tenures in Chittagong, 178.

Dar-tappd land tenure in Chittagong, 178.

Darbaktf mart in Chittagong, 198.

Darjibazu tappd in Tipperah, 356.

Daiidkandi thdnd in Tipperah, 432, 434,

441 ; dispensary at, 453, 454.

Duiidpur pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Daulatpur (Tape) pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Day-labourers in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

76, 77 ; in Chittagong, .163 ; in NoakhaH,

275 ; in Tipperah, 396 ; in Hill Tipperah,

505-

Deaf and Dumb, Number of, in Chittagong,

138 ; in NoakhaH, 270 ; in Tipperah, ^j^.

Deaths from Drowning in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 26 ; in Chittagong, 127, 128 ; in

NoakhaH, 256 ; in Tipperah, 3615.

Deaths from wild beasts and snake-bite,

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 34: Chittagong,

133 ; NoakhaH, 259, 265 ; Tipperah, 370.

Debottar land tenure in NoakhaH, 313 ; in

Tipperah, 410.

Decennial Settlement, Chittagong, 166;

NoAkhaH, 304, 306.

Demagiri bazar in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

84.

Dcmagirf falls, 25.

Density of population, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 35 ; Chittagong, 133, 134, 136 ;

NoakhaH, 268 ; Tipperah, 372.

Deo river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Devatar-mura range and peak in Hill Tip

perah, 474.

Dhamti in Tipperah, 383.

Dhangars in Chittagong, 143, 209.

Dhania-mania, police outpost in NoakhaH,

239. 33i-

Dharmandal in Tipperah, 384.

Dharmapur, township in Noakhali, 284, 285.

Dharma Sagar tank in Kumilla, 385.

Dharm Baksh Khan, Raja, head of the

Chakmas, 92.

Digaldi pargand in NoakhaH, 344.

Dilal Raja of Sandwfp, a noted pirate, 240.

Diluvion.—See Alluvion.

Diseases in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 49, 50,

65, 103, 104 ; in Chittagong, 229-231 ; in

NoakhaH, 346, 347 ; in Tipperah, 449,

450 ; in Hill Tipperah, 519, 520.

Dispensaries in Chittagong, 193, 233 ; in

Noakhali, 350 ; in Tipperah, 453, 454 ; in

Hill Tipperah, 521, 522.

Distribution of population in Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 36-38.

Diwdns, or heads of tribes in the Hill Tracts,

45. 89.

Dolajari peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Dolu river in Chittagong, 126, 127.

Domestic Animals, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

75 ; Chittagong, 162 ; NoakhaH, 299 ;

Tipperah, 396 ; Hill Tipperah, 503, 504.

Drainage, Lines of, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

28, 29 ; Chittagong, 132 ; NoakhaH, 258 ;

Tipperah, 368 ; Hill Tipperah, 377, 477.

Dress of Hill Tribes, 41, 49, 50, 51, 55, 57,

62, 65, 69 ; in Tipperah, 387, 388 ; in Hill

Tipperah, 489, 491, 499.

Dress of the people in Chittagong, 157, 187 ;

in NoakhaH, 290.

Drought in Chittagong, 184 ; in NoakhaH,

318 ; in Tipperah, 415,

Drowning, Deaths from.—See Deaths.

Drugs, Indigenous, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

104 ; Chittagong, 231, 232 ; NoakhaH,

348, 349 ; Tipperah, 451, 452 ; Hill Tip

perah, 520, 521.

Drung river in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 27.

Dulahazara, police outpost in Chittagong,

216.

Dulai dispensary, 453, 454.

Dulai pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Dulai river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Dumb, Number of.—See Deaf.

Dumra Falls on the Gumtl, 475.

Durgapur Daudkandi, pargand in Tipperah,

443.

Durgapur (Tappe), pargand in Tipperah,

443.

Dwellings, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 54, 55,

63, 69, 70 ; Chittagong, 158 ; NoakhaH,

290, 291 ; Tipperah, 387, 388 ; HiU Tip

perah, 500.

Dyes in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 33.
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E

EajbAlia, township in Noakhalf, 285.

Earthquake in Noakhall, a.d. 1702, 227,

228, 250.

Educational Statistics, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 09, 100 ; Chittagong, 219-222 ;

Noakhalf, 337-341 ; Tipperah, 435, 437-

439 ; Hill Tipperah, 518.

Eklaspur, township in Noaklialf, 286.

Elephants in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 25, 26,

33, 63 ; in Chittagong, 133 ; in Tipperah,

359 ; in Hill Tipperah, 466, 473, 474, 478,

479. S°9. 5". 5'3-

Elliotganj in Tipperah, 420.

Embankments, Chittagong, 131, 132 ; Noa

khall, 254, 255 ; Tipperah, 364, 365.

Emigration and Immigration, Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 51, 66-68; Chittagong, 118,

119, 135, 143, 144 ; Noakhalf, 256, 257.

274, 275 ; Tipperah, 379 : Hill Tipperah,

492. 493. 494-

Endemics, Chittagong, 229, 230 : Noakhalf,

34*>> 347 ; Tipperah, 449, 450.—See also

Diseases.

Enhancement of rent, Chittagong, 162 ;

Noakhalf, 297, 298, 309, 315 ; Tipperah,

395. 414-

Epidemics, Chittagong, 230, 231 ; Noakhalf,

347 ; Tipperah, 450.—See also Diseases

and Cholera.

Era of the Hill Tipperah State, 470.

Estates, Number of, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

98 ; Chittagong, 214 ; Noakhall, 332 ; Tip

perah, 429, 430.

Ethnical Division of the people, Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 37, 38 ; Chittagong, 138-141 ;

Noakhalf, 271-273 ; Tipperah, 374-376 ;

Hill Tipperah, 482.

Et kadpur Kasimpur Machhul\kh&\,pargand

in Tipperah, 443.

Expedition against the Raja of Arakan in

1664-65 a.d., m-114.

Expeditions against the Lushais, 20, 21, 64,

470, 471.

Expenditure, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 95-97 ;

Chittagong, 212, 213 ; Noakhalf, 331, 332 ;

Tipperah, 428-430.

Exports, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 28, 84-86 ;

Chittagong, 130, 133, 154, 155, 188-190,

194, 196-199, 207, 210, 215 ; Noakhalf, 256,

292, 294, 322, 325-327 ; Tipperah, 419, 421,

423, 424 ; Hill Tipperah, 508, 512, 513.

Factories in Noakhalf, 247, 288.

Fairs, etc., Chittagong Hill Tracts, 104, 105 ;

Chittagong, 232, 233 ; Noakhalf, 323, Tip

perah, 420, 452 ; Hill Tipperah, 509.

Fallow lands, Chittagong, 184 ; Tipperah,

415 ; Hill Tipperah, 503.

Family tax in Hill Tipperah, 509, 510.

Famine of 1866, in Chittagong, 163, 184 ; in

Noakhalf, 318 ; in Hill Tipperah, 507.

Famine Warnings, Noakhall, 318, 319 ; Tip

perah, 416.

Faradnagar, headquarters of Phenl Sub

division, 342, 343.

Faraizfs in Noakhall, 277, 278 ; in Tipperah,

383-

Farakhabad pargani in Tipperah, 443.

Farasganj police outpost in Noakhalf, 333.

Females, Number of.—See Sex.

Ferae Naturae, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 33,

34 ; Chittagong, 133 ; Noakhall, 258-266 ;

Tipperah, 370 ; Hill Tipperah, 478-480.

Ferries, Chittagong, 128, 129 ; Noakhalf,

253, 254, 320 ; Tipperah, 363, 364.

Festivals of Hill Tribes, 41, 45, 59, 62, 491,

492.

Fibres, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 71 ; Chitta

gong, 159; Tipperah, 39a—S«Jute.

Firinghf Bazar in Chittagong, 113.

Firinghfs in Chittagong, 139, 147, 148, 149 ;

in Hill Tipperah, 495.

Fiscal Divisions, Noakhalf, 343-345 ; Tip

perah, 442-447 ; Hill Tipperah, 519.

Fisheries in Chittagong, 129, 130 ; in Noa

khall, 257 ; in Hill Tipperah, 476.

Fishes, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 27, 28, 34 ;

Chittagong, 130, 131 ; Noakhalf, 265, 266 ;

Tipperah, 367 , Hill Tipperah, 480.

Fishing Castes and Communities, Chitta

gong, 130, 143, 146, 147 ; Noakhali, 276,

297; Tipperah, 366, 381 ; Hill Tipperah,

494-

Fishing, Modes of, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

33 ; Noakhalf, 257 ; Tipperah, 367 ; Hill

Tipperah, 476, 480.

Floods, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 83 ; Chitta

gong, 184 ; Noakhali, 317, 318, 319 ; Tip

perah, 364, 365, 415.

Food of the people, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

70; Chittagong, 158, 159, 162 ; Noakhalf,

279, 291 ; Tipperah, 377, 387, 388, 389 ;

Hill Tipperah, 479, 499, 500.

Foreign landlords, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

83 ; Chittagong. 185 ; Noakhalf, 319 ;

Tipperah, 416, 417.

Forest-land Settlements in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 80.

Forest Produce in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

27, 29-33 ' m ^m Tipperah, 511.

Forests, Chittagong, 132 ; Tipperah, 368,

369-

Fort, Old, in Tipperah, 359, 360.

Freehold Estates in Chittagong, 176, 177.

Frontier Line of India, Tipperah, 356.

Frontier Police Force in the Hill Tracts, 101,

102.

Fruits of Tipperah, 389.

Funeral Ceremonies of Hill Tribes, 42, 43,

48. 52. S3. 55. 57. 59. 61, 62, 66, 377, 383,

487, 488 ; in Noakhalf, 279.

Furniture, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 70 ;

Chittagong, 158 ; Noakhali, 291 ; Tip

perah, 388.
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\ I

Gachhua, township in NoakhaH, 286.

Gahira embankment in Chittagong, 131.

Games of the Hill Tribes, 70, 71.

I jandamari dikes, The, in Chitlagong, 131.

Gandamara village in Chittagong, 131, 144.

Gangamandal pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Garamchori hill in Maskhal island, 125.

Garjaa-oi\, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 28, 32,

82, 84, 85, 86 ; Hill Tipperah, 512, 513.

Garjania, police outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Gataiachar Uria, township in NoakhaH, 285.

Gauripura town and thdnd in Tipperah, 366,

420, 432, 442.

Gautama, Worship of, by Hill Tribes, 40,

41, 45, 106.

Geological formation, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 24 ; Chittagong, 124, 125, 132 ;

Tipperali, 361 ; Hill Tipperah, 473.

Ghatwil caste in Chittagong, 145.

GWexported to Calcutta from NoakhaH, 322.

Ghosa Bagh chakld in NoakhaH, 344.

Girls' Schools in Chittagong, 221, 222 ; in

NoakhaH, 338. 339, 341 ; in Tipperah, 438.

Gobindpur pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Gokarna canal in Tipperah, 365.

Gomatl.—See Gumti.

Gopalnagar, pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Gopalnagar (Tappa), pargand, in Tipperah,

443-

Gopalpur Mlrzanagar pargand, Noakhalf,

344'

Gorkdtt, or pasture-leases, in NoakhaH, 313.

Goung, or head-boy of the village, 43.

Grass-land Settlements in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 80, 81, 82.

Green Crops, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 71 ;

Chittagong, 159 ; NoakhaH, 292, 293, 294 ;

Tipperah, 390.

GumdMds in Chittagong, 182.

Gumtl river in Tipperah, 362, 363, 385, 475.

Gunanandi pargand in Tipperah, 443.

Gurkhas in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 37, 67,

68, 102 ; Hill Tipperah, 516.

H

Habits of the People.—See Ceremonies and

Condition.

Hajfganj town and thdnd in Tipperah, 366,

392, 420, 432, 441.

Hajlpur, township in NoakhaH, 286.

Halda river in Chittagong, 126, 129.

Halingamara in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

Teak-plantations at, 30.

HaUams, a hill-tribe. 482.

Haora river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Haramia, township in NoakhA.ll, 286.

Harani, township in NoakhaH, 285.

Harbang, police outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Haripur Bejura/a7ya»if in Tipperah, 443.

Harish Chandra, Raja, Chief of the Chat-

mas. IO2, 142.

Harispur, township in NoakhaH, 286.

HarlA hill in Chitlagong, 125.

Hathaziri village and thdnd in Chittagong,

136, 153, 176, 216, 225.

Halia Island, NoakhaH, 238, 239, 252, 253,

330.

Hatia river in NoakhaH, 250, 251, 257.

Hatia thdnd in NoakhaH, 269, 273, 285,

288, 324, 333, 342.

Hdts in NoakhaH, 324.

Haulongs, clan of Lushais, Raid by, 19, 20 ;

number of, 60.

Hdwdla (hdold) land tenures in NoakhaH,

309-311 ; in Tipperah, 405.

Hdzdri, military tenure in Noakhali, 247.

Headquarters.—See Administrative,

Hemp in Tipperah, 390.

HILL TIPPERAH STATE—

Geographical Situation, Area, and

Boundaries, 459, 460 ; Political Constitu

tion, 460-463; History, 463-470 ; The pre

sent Raja, 470-472 ; General Aspect of the

Country, 472, 473 ; Hill System, 473, 474 ;

River System, 474-476 ; Fisheries and

Marshes, 476 ; Lines of Drainage and

Minerals, 477 ; Jungle Produce, 477, 478 ;

Ferae Naturae, 478-480 ; Population—Fail

ure of Census operations, 480, 481; Esti

mate of population, 481 ; Ethnical Division

of the people, 482 ; Hill Tribes—Tipperahs,

482-488 ; Hallams, 488, 489 : Kukis, 489 ;

Vocabulary of the Tipperah and Lushai

languages, 489, 490 ; Manipuris, 491; Re

ligious Festivals, 491, 492 ; Immigration

and Emigration, 492-494 ; Castes, 494,

495 ; Religious division of the people of

the Plains, 495 ; Agartala, the capital of

the State, 495-497 ; Kailashar and Udai-

pur villages, 497 ; Places of Historical in

terest—Old Agartala, 497, 498 ; Old Uddi-

pur, 498, 499 ; Material condition of the

People—Dress, Food, and Dwellings, 499,

500 : Agriculture—Crops. 500 ; Rice culti

vation, 500, 501 ; Jiim mode of cultivation,

501, 502 ; Area and Out-turn of Crops,

502 ; Condition of the peasantry, 502, 503 ;

Spare land, 503 ; Domestic Animals, 503,

504 ; Agricultural Implements, Wages,

and Prices, Weights and Measures, 504 ;

Landless Day-labourers, 504, 505 ; Land

Tenures, 505, 506 : Rates of Rent, 506 ;

Manure 506, 507 ; Natural Calamities,

507 ; Roads, 507 ; Commerce and Trade,

508, 509 ; Capital and Interest, 509 ;

Revenue Administration, 509-513 ; Courts

of Justice, 513-515 ; the Raja's military

force, 515-517 ; Police and Jail Statistics,

517, 518 ; Educational Statistics, 518 ;

Administrative and Fiscal Divisions, 518,

519 ; Climate, Temperature, and Rainfall,

519; Diseases, 519, 520; Indigenous Drugs,

520, 521 ; Medical Charities, 521, 522.

Hill Tribes, Account of the principal, in
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Chittagong Hill Tracts, 39-66 ; in Chitta

gong, 142, 143 ; in Noakhalf, 273, 274 ;

in Tipperah, 376-379 ; in Hill Tipperah,

482-492.

Hills, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 24, 25 ; Chit

tagong, 124, 125 ; Noakhalf, 250 ; Tip

perah, 361, 362 ; Hill Tipperah, 473, 474.

Hindu population : Chittagong Hill Tracts,

36, 37, 68, 102 ; Chittagong, 130, 137, 138,

'39. M7. 149. I5«. 152. 218, 219-221 ;

Noakhalf, 269, 270, 277, 280-282, 337, 338 ;

Tipperah, 373, 381, 386, 435, 438 ; Hill

Tipperah, 482, 495, 518.

History of Chittagong Hill Tracts, 18 ; of

Chittagong, 110-124 ; of Noakhalf, 239-

248 ; of Tipperah, 357-360 ; of Hill Tip

perah, 463-470.

Hoia festival in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

46.

Holdings.—Set Cultivators.

Homnabad pargand in Tipperah, 443, 444.

Hospital at Chittagong, 193.

Houses, Number of: Chittagong Hill Tracts,

35, 102 ; Chittagong, 133, 136 ; Noakhalf,

268, 269 ; Tipperah, 372 ; Hill Tipperah,

481.

Houses of the people.—See Dwellings.

Husbandmen.—See Cultivators.

I

Ibrahimpur, pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Ibrahimpur, town in Tipperah, 383.

Ibrahimpur (Tappa), pargand in Tipperah,

444-

Ichhamatf river in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

27-

Idiots, Number of, Chittagong, 137 ; Noa

khalf, 270 ; Tipperah, 373.

Ihtimdm land tenures in the Hill Tracts,

82 ; in Chittagong, 178.

Ijdrds in Chittagong, 179 ; Noakhdlf, 312,

313 ; Tipperah, 401, 409, 410.

Illegal Cesses : Chittagong, 180-182 ; Noa

khalf, 315, 316 ; Tipperah, 411, 412.

Immigration.—See Emigration.

Implements, Agricultural. —See Agricultural.

Imports : Chittagong Hill Tracts, 28, 84-

86 ; Chittagong, 130, 188-190, 195-199,

207, 208, 215 ; Noakhalf, 256, 322, 323,

326, 327 ; Tipperah, 420, 422-424 ; Hill

Tipperah, 508, 509.

Incomes and Income-tax : Chittagong, 212 ;

Noakhdlf, 329 ; Tipperah, 426.

India-rubber in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 28,

3?. 84. 85.

Indian corn, Cultivation and varieties of,

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 71, 73, 74 ; Tip

perah, 390.

Indigenous Drugs.—See Drugs.

Indigo Cultivation in Tipperah, 425, 426.

\ndrnragar pargand in Hill Tipperah, 519.

Intirnis, Number of, Chittagong. 137 ; Noa

khalf, 270, 271 ; Tipperah, 373.
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Insanes, Number of, Chittagong, 137 : Noa

khalf, 270, 271 : Tipperah, 373.

Institutions, Local, in Chittagong, 211, 212 ;

in Noakhalf, 329 ; in Tipperah, 426.

Interest.—See Capital.

Inundations.—See Floods.

Invasion of Tipperah by Lushais in i860, 19,

64.

Invasions of Hill Tipperah by Musalmans,

466.

Iron in Tipperah, 368, 418.

Irrigation, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 28 ;

Chittagong, 184 ; Tipperah, 366, 415.

Islamabad, ' Residence of the Faithful,'

name given to Chittagong town by Umed

Khan, 113.

Islands, Pargand in Noakhilf consisting of,

344-

JAfar Ujial pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Jafarabad, or Lohaghar, pargand in Tip

perah, 444.

Jafarganj, town in Tipperah, 363, 366, 420.

Jagadananda, township in Noakhalf, 285.

Jagannathdighi thdnd in Tipperah, 378, 413,

432, 434, 441.

Jail Manufactures, Chittagong, 219 ; Noa

khalf, 337 ; Tipperah, 435.

Jail Statistics, Chittagong, 218, 219 ; Noa

khalf, 335-337 ; Tipperah, 435, 436 ; Hill

Tipperah, 517, 518.

Jajnagar, ' City of Worship,' in Tipperah,

358.

Jalda, mart in Chittagong, 198.

Jaldi, police outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Jalkadar canal in Chittagong, 187.

Jamd land tenure in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

82.

Jamaityas, a hill tribe, 482, 483.

Jampuf Kang range in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Jampuf peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

yanqaldbddi leases in Hill Tipperah, 505.

JangalbuH dbddkdri tdluts in Noakhalf,

3°9-

Jangalia Hill in Chittagong, 125.

Jdnt, an irrigating machine used in Tip

perah, 366, 415.

Jari-mura peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Jdrul wood in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 31.

Jayanshahf pargand in Tipperah, 356, 446.

Jaynagar Estate in Chittagong, 174, 175,

214.

Jaynagar tappd in Noakhalf, 344.

jfimbd land tenure in Noakhalf, 304, 311.

Joar Bhatcra pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Joar Ramdebpur pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Jotddri land tenure in Chittagong Hill

Tracts. 82.

'oh, Noakhalf, 312 ; Tipperah, 409.

ubaraj, The, in Hill Tipperah, 461.

Jugdia in Noakhali, Cloth factory at, 247,

288.

I
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Jugdia pargand, 298, 344.

ugls, caste of weavers, in Noakhall, 321 ; in

Tipperah, 379, 380.

Jtim Book in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,

„94. 95-

Jim Cultivation, 30, 33, 65, 72-74, 82, 142,

273, 377, 501, 502.

Jumia Maghs.— See Khyoungtha.

ungle Products, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

28, 32, 33 ; Chittagong, 132 ; Noakhall,

258 ; Tipperah, 368, 369 ; Hill Tipperah,

477. 478.

Jurisdiction, Hill Tracts, 21, 22 ; Chittagong,

124 ; Noakhall, 238, 239 ; Tipperah, 356,

357-

Jute, Noakhall, cultivation, 292 ; import,

256 ; price, 300 : Tipperah, cultivation,

390, 392, 394, 413 ; export, 392, 419, 423,

424 ; price, 392.

K

Kadba in Noakhall, Factory at, 247, 288.

Kadbapargand in Tipperah, 356.

Kadba Bedrabad, pargand in Noakhali, 344.

Kaibartta caste in Noakhall, 276 ; in Tip

perah, 380.

Kaigram mart in Chittagong, 198.

Kailashar in Hill Tipperah, pargand, 519 ;

Subdivision, 480, 495, 517, 518.

Kailashar village in Hill Tipperah, 495, 497 ;

school, 518 ; dispensary, 521, 522.

Kdimi hdwdld Land tenures in Noakhali, 298.

Kaitala town in Tipperah, 384.

Kakulabaz mart in Chittagong, 199.

Kalapania, township in Noakhall, 286.

Kali Daha, name of a part of the Bay of

Bengal, 129.

Kaliarchar town in Tipperah, 383.

Kaligachha town in Tipperah, 382.

Kalikachha town in Tipperah, 384.

Kalindl Rani, head of the Chakma tribe, 35,

36. 90-

Kalyandi in Noakhall, Factory at, 288.

Kamalpur pargand in Hill Tipperah, 519.

Kamarall Chaudhari's hat in Chittagong, 198.

Kamrapur (Tappa) pargand in Tipperah,

444-

Kanchanpur/a>ya»d in Noakhall, 322, 344.

Kdniingos in Chittagong, 182, 183.

Kupds nulla! settlements in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 95.

Kaptai river in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 25.

Kar Puja in Hill Tipperah, 492.

Karddi pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Karnaphull river, 22, 23, 25, 27, 125, 126,

129.

Kartikpur Rajnagar Jalkar Mahal, pargand

in Tipperah, 444.

Kasalang river in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

25-

Kasalang village in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

27, 64, 84, 202, 203 ; fair at, 105.

Kasbd thdnd in Tipperah, 378, 432, 442.

Kasiganj river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Kasipur pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Katghar, township in Noakhall, 286.

Kayaslh caste in Chittagong, 145 ; in Noa

khali, 275 ; in Tipperah, 380.

Keoja Sen Chaudbarl.—See Mong Raja.

Kerwa Kismat, township in Noakhali, 286.

Khagoria, Gurkha Settlement at, 67.

Khalilabad tappd in Tipperah, 357.

Kharchuni ferry in Tipperah, 363, 364.

Khdrija, or independent, tdluis in Noakhall,

3°5-

Khds Mahdl, Government, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 36, 93, 102 ; Chittagong, 214 ;

Noakhalf, 303, 304, Tipperah, 399.

Khatri.—See Kshattriya.

Khayrdti land tenures in Noakhall, 313.

Khej&s, subordinate tax-collectors in the

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 89, 90.

Khiongs, or houses of religion, etc., in the

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 40, 41, 70, 99,

100 ; in Chittagong, 158, 220.

K.hiz\rpur pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Khudkdslit rayats in Noakhali, 298, 311,

312 ; in Tipperah, 395.

Khushidsh Idkhirdj land tenures in Noa

khali, 306.

Khweymis.—See Kumfs.

Khyengs, a tribe of Toungthas, 49, 57.

Khyoungtha tribes (' Children of the River ')

19. 37. 39-43. 88. I42. 143. '52. 2l8-

King-fishers' skins, Trade in, in Chittagong,

133, 190 ; in Tipperah, 370, 419.

Kochs, an aboriginal tribe, in Tipperah, 378.

Kolapira in Tipperah, 383.

Krishikirak, or cultivating jotddrs in Noa

khall, 312.

Krishnadeopur/<2>yaa<< in Noakhall, 344.

Kshattriya caste, Chittagong, 145 ; Noa

khalf, 275 ; Tipperah, 380 ; Hill Tipperah,

495-

Kukls.—See Lushais.

Kulin Brahmans in Tipperah, 380.

Kumilla (Comillah), chief town of Tip

perah, 356, 363, 364, 365, 378, 381, 382,

385. 386. 396, 413. 4i7. 420. 432. 433. 435.

441. 453. 454-

Kumiria village and thdnd in Chittagong,

J36. XS3. 2l6. 22S-

Kumls, a tribe of Toungthas, 49, S3-S^. 88.

Kurikhai tappd in Tipperah, 356.

Kutabdia island, 144 ; embankment, 131 ;

outpost, 176, 216.

Kutir-bAzar trading town in Tipperah, 420.

Kwahi river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Kynsa Khyoung, name given by the hillmen

to the Karnaphull river, ij.v.

Labanakhya salt spring in Chittagong, 132,

133-

Labourers.—See Cultivators and Day-.

Lake in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 26.
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Ldkhirdj land tenures, Chittagong, 175-177,

314 ; Noakhali, 303, 304, 306 ; Tipperah,

399, 400, 403, 404, 41a

Lakimara peak in Chittagong, 125.

Laksham thdnd in Tipperah, 378, 432, 441.

Laksh;uipur/,;>y,/«</ in Tipperah, 444.

Lakshmi, township in Noakhali, 286.

Lakshmi Dona river in Noakhali, 251.

Lakshmidia char in Noakhali, 251.

Lakshmlganj mart in Chittagong, 198.

Lakshmipur canal, Noakhali, 254.

Lakshmipur, Factory at, 247, 288.

Lakshmipur mauzd in Noakhali, 344.

Lakshmipur thdnd in Noakhali, 239, 269,

273, 286, 315, 324, 330, 333, 342.

Lakshmipur, township in Noakhali, 286, 294.

Lalmai range of hills in Tipperah, 361, 362,

368, 404.

Lalpur, pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Lalpur, town in Tipperah, 366, 420.

Ldls, Lushai chiefs, 60.

Landless labouring classes, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 77 ; Chittagong, 164 ; Noakhali,

301 ; Tipperah, 399 ; Hill Tipperah, 504,

SOS-

Land Measures, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 77 ;

Chittagong, 164, 200 ; Noakhali, 300.

Land Revenue, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 98 ;

Chittagong, 155, 156, 214 ; Noakhali, 332 ;

Tipperah, 428-430, 431 ; Hill Tipperah,

509, 510.

Land, Spare, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 77 ;

Chittagong, 164, 210, 211 ; Noakhali, 301,

302 ; Tipperah, 404.

Land Tenures, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

77-82 ; Chittagong, 116, 117, 156, 164-179 ;

Noakhali, 247, 3or, 302-313 ; Tipperah,

399-411 ; Hill Tipperah, 503, 505, 506.

Langtharai range in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Languages of the Hill Tribes, 43, 45, 53, 53,

57, 93, 100, 142, 143, 274, 376, 488, 489,

490, 491.

Lawrence char, Noakhali, 251.

Lepers, Number of, in Chittagong, 138 ; in

Noakhali, 270 ; Tipperah, 373.

Library, District School, Noakhali, 329.

Lignite, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 29.

Lime, Import of, into Noakhali, from Sylhet,

323-

Litigation in Chittagong, 155, 156, 171, 172 ;

in Noakhali, 328 ; in Hill Tipperah, 471.

Liverpool, Salt imported into Chittagong

from, 189.

Lohaghar, or]oiaiib&Apargand in Tipperah,

. 444-

Long-stemmed rice, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

28 ; Chittagong, 132 ; Noakhali, 258 ;

Tipperah, 368.

Loss of life by Drowning, etc.—See Deaths.

Lurain Tang peak in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

24-

Lushais, a tribe of Toungthas, Customs, etc. ,

of, 49, 59-65 ; expedition against, 20, 21,

470 ; language of, 489, 490 ; number of,

35, 482 ; raids by, 19, 360, 468, 469.

M

Madhabnagar thdnd in Hill Tipperah,

5'7-

Madhupur, township in Noakhali, 285.

Maghs.^S« Khyoungtha.

Magiri festival in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

45. 4°-

Mahahb&tpur pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Mahajan's-hat in Chittagong, 190, 198.

Mahalldddrs.—See Mdtabars.

Mahamunl temple in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

45. 106.

Mahamurl river.—See Matamurf.

Mahdttrdn land tenures in Noakhali, 313.

Mahddipur Zila Paendabeg Joar Khajuria,

pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Mahendra ihdl in Noakhali, 250.

Maheshkhali canal in Chittagong, 192.

Mahichail pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Mahmud Takl's hit in Chittagong, 198.

Afdhsir fishing in Hill Tipperah, 480.

Maijchar Matua, township in Noakhali,

285.

Mailakcherral river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Mait Bhania, township in Noakhali, 286.

Maizarddi pargand in Tipperah, 444.

Mattats, Munammadan schools, Chitta

gong, 220 ; Noakhali, 340.

Males, Proportion of, in population.—See

Sex.

Mammalia, Noakhali, 258, 259.—Sec also

Ferae Naturae.

Manikchari mart in the Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 84, 203 ; school, 99, 100.

Manipurls, a hill tribe, 491.

Manu river in Hill Tipperah, 475.

Manufactures, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 83 ;

Chittagong, 187, 188 ; Noakhali, 320, 321 ;

Tipperah, 418, 419.

Manufacturing Classes, Chittagong, 188.

Manures, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 82 ; Chit

tagong, 183, 184 ; Noakhali, 291, 294, 297,

316 ; Tipperah, 414, 415 ; Hill Tipperah,

506, 507.

Mara Tang peak in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

35-

Marichakandi police outpost in Tipperah,

432-

Markets in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 27, 84 ;

in Chittagong, 190 ; in Noakhali, 324 ; in

Tipperah, 420.

Marriage Ceremonies and Customs among

the Hill Tribes, 41, 42, 46, 47, 52, 55, 56,

57, 61, 66 ; in Chittagong, 148, 149 ; in

Noakhali, 279, 280-282 ; in Hill Tipperah,

484-486.

Marshes, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 28 ; Noa

khali, 255, 256 ; Tipperah, 365, 366 ; Hill

Tipperah, 476.

Marsh Products, Tipperah, 368.

Marsh Reclamation, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

28 ; Chittagong, 132 ; Tipperah, 368.
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MAskhal island, 125 ; ferry, 128, 129.

MaskhAl village and thdni in Chittagong,

136, 144, 153, 176, 216, 226.

Mdtabars, or village headmen, in Chittagong,

133, 134, 156, 183 ; in NoAkhAlf, 288, 289 ;

in Tipperah, 385.

MAtAmurf river, 22, 33, 26, 27, 28, 29.

MatchiA peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Material condition of the people.—See Con

dition.

Matlab in Tipperah, 420.

Mauritius, Export of rice to, from Chitta

gong, 1 89.

MaynAmatf hill in Tipperah, 361, 404.

Measures.—See Weights and Measures.

Medical Statistics.—See Diseases, Drugs,

Vital Statistics.

Medicines, Indigenous.—See Drugs.

MeghnA river, 250, 253, 257, 362.

Mehar pargand in Tipperah, 444.

MekhAlfs, a hill tribe in Tipperah, 378.

Melds.—See Fairs.

Meteorological Statistics.—See Temperature

and Rainfall.

MikAtAl festival in Hill Tipperah, 492.

Military force of the Raja of Hill Tipperah,

. 5«5-5i7-

Minerals, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 29 ; Chit

tagong, 132, 133 ; Tipperah, 368, 418 ;

Hill Tipperah, 477.

Mirkasarai village and thdnd, 136, 153, 176,

216, 225, 238, 342, 343.

Missionary efforts in Chittagong, 148.

Mong Raja, The, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

35-38. 39. 88, 102.

Mori Khyoung.—See Matamurf.

Mortality.—See Vital Statistics.

AfusA&asi rayati land tenures in NoAkhAlf,

3"-

Mosques, Old, in Sandwip, 240, 287.

Mountains.—See Hills.

MrAngA Pang peak in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 24.

Mros, a tribe of ToungthAs, 49, 56, 57.

Mrungs, a tribe of ToungthAs, 49.

Mudafarganj in Tipperah, 420.

Muhummadans in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

36, 37, 68, 83, 102 ; in Chittagong, 137,

138, 143, 147-149, 151, 152, 218, 219-221 ;

in NoAkhAlf, 269, 270, 277-282, 319, 337,

338, 340 ; in Tipperah, 373, 374, 379, 381,

382, 383, 386, 417, 435, 438 ; in HiU Tip

perah, 480, 482, 495, 518.

Mubammadan Settlements, Earliest, in NoA

khAlf, 239.

Muhammad Taghral, Invasion of South-

Eastern Bengal by, in 1279, 239.

Muhammadpur pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Muhuri river in Tipperah, 363.

Municipalities, Chittagong, 150, 151 ; Tip

perah, 385-387 ; Hill Tipperah, 496.

Municipal Police, Chittagong, 216-218 ;

Noakhalf. 333, 334 ; Tipperah, 433.

Musalmans.—See Muhammadans.

MusApur, township in Noakhalf, 286.

Musical Instruments of Hill Tribes, 71 ; in

Chittagong, 188.

Muslin manufactured in Tipperah, 418, 419.

Mustard, Chittagong Hill Tracts, export of,

28, 84, 85 : Noakhalf, cultivation of, 292,

393, 294 ; price of, 300 : Tipperah, 390.

Mutiny of 1857 in Chittagong, 121-124, 468.

N

Nabinagar in Tipperah, 42a

NAdompur mart in Chittagong, 199.

Nagar-khana hill in Chittagong, 125.

Ndiis in Chittagong, 182.

Ndl, or arable land, Rent of, in Noakhalf,

3H-

NAlchirA, police outpost, Noakhalf, 333.

NAlchirA, township in Noakhalf, 285.

Nalua, township in Noakhalf, 285.

Nambarian land tenures in Noakhalf, 308.

Nanner Dighf in Kumilla, 385.

Nanuar-Hat in Tipperah, 420.

Narayanganj, Export of rice from Tipperah

to, 419.

H&tkympar pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Narsinhpur pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Nasirnagar in Tipperah, 384, 432.

Nasirpur in Tipperah, 420.

Native Christians, Noakhalf, 277, 282, 283 ;

Tipperah, 381 ; Hill Tipperah, 495.

Native Physicians, Noakhalf, 349, 350.

Nats, an aboriginal tribe, Chittagong, 143 ;

Noakhalf, 273.

Natural Calamities, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

82, 83 ; Chittagong, 184, 185 ; Noakhalf,

316-319 ; Tipperah, 415-417 ; Hill Tip

perah, 507.

Nawattias, a clan of Tipperahs, 51.

Nayanpur ferry, Tipperah, 363, 364.

Nayanpur town, 420.

'Skzxtpnr pargand in Noakhalf, 344.

NAzir's-hAt in Chittagong, 196.

Neyamasti. township in NoAkhAlf, 286.

NihlA, police outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Nilakshmi, township in NoAkhAlf, 285.

Nilmani Das, Babu, Diwan under the RAjA

of Hill Tipperah, 462, 513, 514.

Nim ns.it rayati land tenures in NoAkhAlf,

312.

NizAmpur mart in Chittagong, 199.

Noi\b&d pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Nodbdd tdluks, etc., Chittagong Hill Tracts,

81, 82 ; Chittagong, 162, 169-174, 176, 177,

210, 214 ; NoAkhAlf, 310.

NoXkhXlI District—

Geographical Situation, Areaand Bound

aries, 237, 238 ; Jurisdiction, 238, 239 ;

History, 239-248 ; History of Sandwfp,

248, 249 ; Physical Aspect of the District,

249, 250 ; River System, 250, 251 ; Allu

vion and Diluvion, 251, 252; Tides, 252,

253 ; Ferries and Toll, 253, 254 ; Canals

and Embankments, 254, 255 ; Marshes,

255, 256 ; Deaths by Drowning, 256 ;
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NoXkhXlI District—continued.

River Traffic, 256, 257 ; Fisheries, 257,

258 ; Marsh Cultivation, 258 ; Lines of

Drainage, 258 ; Jungle produce, 258 ;

Ferae Naturae—Mammals, 258, 259 ; Birds,

259-265 ; Reptiles, 265 ; Deaths from

Snake-bite, 265 ; Fishes, 265, 266 ;

Population—Early estimates, 266, 267;

Census of 1872, its agencies and results,

267-269 ; Classification according to Sex,

Religion and Age, 269-271 ; Ethnical

Classification, 271-273 ; Hill Tribes, etc. ,

273, 274 ; Immigration and Emigra

tion, 274, 275 ; Castes, 275-277 ; Re

ligious Division of the people, 277 ;

The Muhammadan Community, 277-

280 ; Marriage Customs among Hindus

and Muhammadans, 280-282 ; Native

Christians, 282, 283 ; The Brahma Samaj,

283 ; Town population, 283 ; Sudharam

(Ivfoakhall) Town, 283, 284; Villages,

284-287 ; Places of Historical Interest—

i Sandwfp Island, 287, 288 ; E. I. Com

pany's Factories, 288 ; Village Officials,

288, 289 ; Material Condition of the

People, their dress, dwellings, food, etc.,

289-291 ; Agriculture—List of Crops, 291,

292 ; Rice Cultivation, etc. , 292, 293 ;

Green Crops, 293, 294 ; Miscellaneous

Crops, 294, 295 ; Cultivated Area and Out

turn of Crops, 295, 296 ; Condition of the

Peasantry, 296, 297 ; Occupancy Rights,

and Enhancement of Rents, 297-299 ;

Domestic Animals and Agricultural Imple

ments, 299 ; Wages and Prices, 299, 300 ;

Weights and Measures, 300, 301 ; Land

less Labouring Classes, 301 ; Waste land,

301, 302 ; Land Tenures, 302-313 ; Rates

of Rent, 313-315 ; Enhancement of Rents,

315 ; Customary Cesses, 315, 316 ;

Manure, 316 ; Natural Calamities—Blights,

Floods and Drought, 316-318 ; Famine

Warnings, 318, 319 ; Court of Wards

Estates, 319 ; Foreign and Absentee

Proprietors, 319; Roads, etc., 319, 320;

Manufactures, 320, 321 ; Trade and Com

merce, Exports and Imports, 321-324 ;

River Traffic, 325-328 ; Capital and In

terest, 328, 329 ; Local Institutions, 329 ;

Income Tax, 329 ; Administrative history

of the District, 329-331 ; Revenue and Ex

penditure—Balance-Sheets, 331 ; Land

Tax, 332 ; Magisterial, Civil, and Revenue

Courts, 332 ; Rent Law, 332 ; Police Sta

tistics, 332-334 ; Criminal Statistics, 334,

335 I jau Statistics, 335-337 ; Educational

Statistics, 337-341 ; Postal Statistics, 341,

342 ; Administrative Divisions, 342, 343 ;

Fiscal Divisions, 343-345 ; Climate, Rain

fall and Temperature, 345, 346 ; Vital

Statistics, 346 ; Endemics and Epidemics,

346, 347 ; Cattle Disease, 347, 348 ; Indi

genous Drugs, 348, 349 ; Native Doctors,

349' 35° • Medical Charities, 350.

Noakhall, Name of, 238, 248.

Noakhall, Military thana of, 245.

Noakhall town.—See Sudharam.

Nowarno festival in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

46.

Nowattias, a hill tribe, 482.

Nurpur ferry, Tipperah, 363, 364.

Nurul\&.p\iTfargand in Tipperah, 445.

Nyting hill in Chittagong, 125.

o

Occupancy rights, Chittagong, 162, 178 ;

Noakhall, 297, 298, 302, 312 ; Tipperah,

395.

Occupation of Rangoon by the British, isi.

Ojhds or exorcists, 52, 488.

Old Agartala in Hill Tipperah, 497, 498.

Old Udaipur in Hill Tipperah, 498, 499.

Omrabad pargand in Noakhall, 344.

Operation of Rent Law.—See Rent Law.

Opium, Chittagong, 159 ; Hill Tipperah,

500.

Ordeal, Trial by, among Hill Tribes, 48,

49.

Ornaments worn in Chittagong, 157 ; manu

facture of, 187, 188.

Osat, military tenure in Noakhall, 247.

Osat chdndind rayati land tenures in Noa

khall, 312.

Osat rayati land tenures in Noakhall, 312.

Osuie, a clan of Tipperahs, 51.

Out-turn of Crops, Chittagong, 161, 162 ;

Noakhall, 295, 296 ; Tipperah, 394, 395 ;

Hill Tipperah, 502.

Pahariyas in Tipperah, 378.

Paik-dogi, township in Noakhall, 286.

PaitkarA fargand, 357, 445.

Pdn cultivation, etc., Chittagong, 159, 179,

183, 184; NoakhAK, 291, 292, 294, 295,

315, 316 ; Tipperah, 390, 392, 393, 413.

Panchpukhuria, town in Tipperah, 363, 366 ;

fair at, 420.

Panisal in Tipperah, 420.

Pankhos, a tribe of Toungthas, 49, 57-59.

Pargands.—See Fiscal Divisions.

Parki, police outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Parkfhat, mart in Chittagong, 198.

Parrots, Export of, from Hill Tipperah,

Si3. 5M-

Pashuram ferry in Tipperah, 363, 364.

Pasturage, Tipperah, 368, 369 ; Hill Tip

perah, 478.

Pdthsdlds, or village schools, Chittagong,

220 ; Noakhall, 340, 341 ; Tipperah, 439.

Patia, village and thdnd in Chittagong, 136,

153, 176, 216, 225.

PatirA, mart in Chittagong, 199.

Paint land tenures, Chittagong, 178 ; Noa

khall, 298, 307 ; Tipperah, 405.
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Patwdrt kharack, an illegal cess, Tipperah,

Patwdrts, NodkhdU, 289; Tipperah, 384,

Peasantry.—See Condition and Cultivators

Permanent Settlement, The, NodkhdU -VM.

305-

Phdndduk in Tipperah, 384, 420.

Phatikchari village and thdnd in Chittagone

Dk!3 *5?' I?6' 2l6' 22S-

Phdurd dharmanagar, pargand in Hill Tip

perah, 519.

Pheng Pui peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Fheni police outpost in Chitlagong, 2x6

Phenf nver, 22, 26, 37, 29, !25, 127 2«

475-

Phenl Subdivision in Noakhdlf va. 112

343-

Phenf. thdnd in NodkhdU, 343

Ph&ngyis, or priests, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

Pino Hill in Chittagong, lac

Piracy in Noakhdlf, 240, 241, 242, 243

Pirbaksh Dond river in NodkhdU as if

Pithraganj river in Hill Tipperah', 475.

Plough-cultivation, Result of attempts to

introduce, in the Chittagong Hill Tracts

78-81, 82, 91-93 ; in Hill fipperah, 501

Poang Raja.—See Bohmong.

Poanghdt in Chittagong, 203

Police Circles, Chittagong, 216 ; Nodkhdlf

333. 342, 343 ; Tipperah, 432 ; Hill Tipl

Police, Frontier, 101, 102.

Police, Municipal—See Municipal

Police Statistics, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 98

99 J Chittagong, 216-218 ; NoakhdU m

33S ! Tipperah, 432-435 ; Hill Tipperah,

Police, Village.—See Chaukiddrs.

Political Constitution of Hill Tipperah State

460-463.

Population—Chittagong Hill Tracts Early

estimates of, 34, 35 ; Census of 1872 and

its results, 35 ; comparative density of ac •

distribution of, 35, 36 ; classification of

according to sex, religion, and age, a6 37 •

ethnical division of, 37, 38 ; religions divV

sion of, 68 : Chittagong, Early estimates

of, 133; results of Census of 1872 i,,

134 ; .comparative density of, 134 • dit

tnbmionof, I35, 136 ; classification accord-

l to sex, religion, and age, 137 1,3 •

ethnical division, i38-l4i ; religious divi
sion, 147, I48 : Nodkhdlf, EarlySestimates,

266, 267 ; results of Census of 1872, 267

.68 ; comparative density, 268 ; classifica

tion according to sex, religion, and age,

269-271 ; ethnical division, 27I-273 • relil

division, 277: Tipperah, 'Early

-stimates, 370, 37l ; results of Census of

1873, 371, 372 ; comparative density 372 •

classification according to sex, age etc '

372. 373 ; ethnical division, 374-376'- Hill

Tipperah, Estimate in 1872, 480 ; in 1874-

75, 481 ; ethnical division, 482 ; religious

division of the population of the plains,

495-

Port of Chittagong, Statistics of, 191-193.

Portuguese, Chittagong burned by the, in

1538, no.

Portuguese, The, in Noakhal/. 240.

Portuguese Expedition against Arakan in

1615 A.D., 241, 242.

Postal Statistics, Chittagong Hill Tracts, ico.

Chittagong, 223 ; NoakhaH, 341, 342 ;

Tipperah, 438, 440 ; Hill Tipperah, 518.

Potatoes in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 71.

PrddHdns, or head-men, Tipperah, 385.

Prices, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 75, 76;

Chittagong, 155, 163, 209 ; Nodkhalf, 299,

300 ; Tipperah, 396-398 ; Hill Tipperah,

5°4-

Primary Education, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

100 ; Noakhdlf. 340, 341.

Protection to Person and Property.—See

Courts.

Pulses, Noakhdlf, 292, 293, 294, 315 ; Tip

perah, 390.—-See also Green Crops.

Purans, a clan of Tipperahs, 51.

Purbachandrapur, township in NoakhdU,

286.

nd in Tipperah, 445.

Quarantine among Hill Tribes, 49, 50, 51.

Rahamatpur, township in Noakhdlf, 286.

Kaids by Hill Tribes, 18-21, 51, 64, 6<. m.

273, 360, 468.

Kaima river in Hill Tipperah 475

Rainfall, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 83. 103

104 ; Chittagong, 208, 227 ; NoakhaU

45 : Tipperah. 365, 448 ; Hill Tipperah.

Rdipur, mart in Nodkhdlf, 236, 283.

Rdipur, pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Raipur, police outpost in Tipperah, -iv,.

RAipur, town in Tipperah, 366.

Rdjbansfs in Chittagong, 143 ; in NoakhaJf,

274 ; m Tipperah, 378.

Rdjmdld, The, or ' Chronicle of the Kinirs

of Tipperah,' 463, 465, 483.

Kajnagar/a/y,7«<* in Tipperah, 443.

Rdjputs in Chittagong, 145 ; in NoakhaH

275-

Rdmchandrapur, tappd in Noakhdlf, 344.

Ramchandrapur, in Tipperah, 420.

Rdmganj tkdnd in Nodkhdlf, 239, 269, 273,

294. 315, 324, 330, 333, 342.

*dmjan All's hdt in Chittagong, 198.

*Ampur, pargand in Tipperah, 445.

<ampur, township in Noakhdlf, 285.

RAmpur Nodbddjfoz>ya»d in Tipperah, 445.
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Ramu, village and thdnd in Chittagong,

136, 142, 153, 176, 199, 216, 226 ; tele

graph office, 223, 224.

Ranbhawal (Tappa) pargand in Tipperah,

445*

Rangamatl, administrative head-quarters of

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 22, 27, 64, 67, 84,

202, 203 ; school, 99, 100 ; telegraph

office, 101.

Rangoon, Export of sharks' fins from Chitta

gong to, 130 ; export of timber from

Chittagong to, 189.

Rangoon, Occupation of, by the British, 121.

Rang-rang-dang peak in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 24.

Rangunia police out-post in Chittagong,

216.

Ranir Dighl in Kumilla, 385.

Rankhiong river in the Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 25.

Raojan village and thdnd in Chittagong, 136,

153, 176, 216, 225.

Rarhl Brahmans in Tipperah, 379.

Rasulpur pargand in Tipperah, 445.

Ratandihi Kabkapur pargand in Noakhali,

344-

Rats in Hill Tracts, Damage done by, 82,

83, 200.

Rattan Puiya, Lushai chief, Submission of,

19-

Rayati land tenures, Noakhali, 311, 312 ;

Tipperah, 409.

Rayats.—See Cultivators.

Religion of the Hill Tribes, 50, 55, 56, 58,

59, 66, 143, 376, 482, 483.

Religious division of the people,—Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 36, 68 ; Chittagong, 137, 138,

147-150 ; Noakhali, 269, 270, 277—283 ;

Tipperah, 372, 373, 381-383 ; Hill Tip

perah, 495.

Rent-free land tenures, Chittagong, 175, 176,

214 ; Noakhali, 302, 313.

Rent Law, Operation of, Chittagong, 162,

179, 216 ; Noakhali, 315, 332 ; Tipperah,

395, 414, 432.

Rent of Land,—Chittagong Hill Tracts, 82 ;

Chittagong, 179, 180 ; Noakhali, 313-315 ;

Tipperah, 412-414 ; Hill Tipperah, 506.

Reptiles in Noakhali, 265.—£<r also Deaths.

Rest-houses in Chittagong, 152, 158.

Revenue and Expenditure,—Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 95-97 ; Chittagong, 212, 213 ;

Noakhali, 331, 332; Tipperah, 428-430;

Hill Tipperah, 509-513.

Rhinoceroses in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 33 ;

in Chittagong, 133.

Riangs, a hill tribe, 51, 481, 482, 493, 494.

Rice,—Chittagong Hill Tracts, cultivation,

28, 71, 73, 74 ; import, 28, 84 ; prices, 76:

Chittagong, cultivation, 154, 160, 161; ex

port, 188, 189, 215 ; out-turn, t6i ; prices,

160, 161, 163 : Noakhali, cultivation, 292,

293 ; export, 256, 322, 327 ; prices, 300 :

Tipperah, cultivation, 361, 391, 392, 412,

413 ; exports, 366, 4:9, 420, 423, 424 ;
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prices, 391, 397, 398 : Hill Tipperah, cul

tivation, 500-502 ; prices, 504, 507.

Rice plant, Names of, at different stages,—

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 74 ; Chittagong,

160 ; Noakhali, 293 ; Hill Tipperah, 501.

Rice, Preparations of, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 74 ; Chittagong, 160, 161; Noa

khali. 293 ; Tipperah, 391, 392 ; Hill Tip

perah, 501, 507.

Rice trade, Internal, of Chittagong, 198, 199.

Rice, Varieties of, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

71; Chittagong, 160; Noakhali, 292, 293;

Tipperah, 368, 391; Hill Tipperah, 501.

Rights of Occupancy.—See Occupancy.

Rigray Khyoung.—See Sangu.

Rishyamukh, thdnd in Hill Tipperah, 517.

Rites.—See Ceremonies.

Rivers, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 25, 26 ;

Chittagong, 125-127; Noakhali, 250, 251;

Tipperah, 362, 363 ; Hill Tipperah, 474-

476.

River Traffic, Chittagong Hill Tracts. 27,

28 ; Chittagong, 129, 193-199 ; Noakhali,

256, 325-328 ; Tipperah, 366, 420-424 ;

Hill Tipperah, 476.

Roads, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 83 ; Chit

tagong, 185-187; Noakhali, 319, 320;

Tipperah, 417.

Roaja-hat, in Chittagong, 190, 203.

Rodjds, or village headmen in Hill Tipperah,

39. 9°-

Rokanpur, pargand in Tipperah, 357.

Roshnabad, chakld, 400, 445, 460.

Roshnabad, old name of Hill Tipperah, 466.

Rotation of Crops in Chittagong, 184.

Rami village in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

101 ; fair at, 105.

Sabrang Magrang, thdnd in Hill Tipperah,

5i7.

Sabuk Khyoung.—See Sangu.

Sachar in Tipperah, 420.

Sachchel Tang peak in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 24.

Sadhang, or three months' fast, in Chitta

gong Hill Tracts, 45.

Sadr, or headquarters, subdivision in Chit

tagong, 134, 136, 225 ; in Noakhali, 331,

342 ; in Tipperah, 441.

Sadr thdnd in Tipperah, 378.

Sadrghat, mart in Chittagong, 199.

Sagaldig/.i/y./nJ in Noakhali, 344.

Sagardi, township in Noakhali, 285.

Sahele-mura peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Saisun-mura peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

SajdhApur in Tipperah, 384.

Sakdi pnrgand in Tipperah, 445.

Sakkan peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Sakkanklang range in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Salla, township in Noakhali, 285.

Salt, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 29, 65 ; im

port of, 28, 84, 85 ; price of, 76 ; springs,

29 : Chittagong, import of, 188, 189, 215 ;

2 M
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springs, 132, 133 : Noakhalf, 247, 248 ;

import, 256, 323 ; factories, 288 ; price,

300 : Hill Tipperah, spring, 477.

Sand-banks, Noakhalf, 252, 253.

Sandwlp ferry, 128, 129.

Sandwlp island, Noakhall, 112, 117, 124,

238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243. 244, 248, 249,

250, 251, 287, 288, 294, 295, 322, 330.

Sandwfp pargand, Noakhalf, 298, 344.

Sandwfp river, 250, 257.

Sandwfp thdnd in Noakhalf, 269, 286, 315,

324. 333' 342-

Sangu river, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 126, 127,129.

Sangu Subdivision, Chitlagong Hill Tracts,

101, 204.

Sarail pargand in Tipperah, 358, 368, 418,

446.

Saral village and embankment in Chitta

gong, 131.

Sardaing range and peak, in Hill Tipperah,

474-

Sarddrs or head-men of the fishing-caste,

in NoikhaU, 257, 258.

Sari Kait, township in NoakhaU, 286.

Satara Khandal pargand in Tipperah, 446.

Satkania village and thdnd in Chittagong,

136, 144, 153, 176, 216, 225.

Schools.—See Educational Statistics.

Sebastian Gonzalcs, Portuguese pirate chie

(1609-1615 A.D), 241, 242.

Separation of the Hill Tracts from the Regu

lation District of Chittagong, 18, 22.

Service tenures of land.—See Chdkrdn.

Sex, Population according to,—Chittagong

Hill Tracts, 36, 37 ; Chittagong, 137, 138,

147, 148. 151 ; Noakhdl/, 269-271 ; Tip

perah, 372, 373 ; Hill Tipperah, 480.

Shahbazjpur in Tipperah, 384.

Shahbazpur, river in Noakhall, 250.

Shahedabad in Tipperah, 383.

Shahpuri island, Chittagong, 120.

Shaista Khan, Nawab, Governor of Bengal

(1664 A. D.), in, 112, 243-245.

Shaistanagar;>a/y,j»4 in Noakhall, 344.

Shnmagram in Tipperah, 384.

Shamsherabad mausd in Noakhalf, 344.

Shams-ud-din, Governor of Bengal, 239.

Shatara Dakshin in Tipperah, 383.

Shiangpruhpo ceremony, 40, 41.

Shikddri land tenure in Chittagong, 179.

SMkmi tdlvk, land tenure in Chittagong,

178 ; in Noakhall, 308, 309 ; in Tipperah,

4°S-

Ship-building in Chittagong, 192 ; in Noa

khall, 240.

Shomaspur in Tipperah, 383, 384.

Shubhapur ferry, in Tipperah, 363, 364.

Sibnath char in Noakhalt, 251.

Sibpur, township in Noakhali, 285.

Siddhi island, Noakhall, 239.

Siddhi, police outpost in Noakhalf, 333.

Siege of Chittagong in 1664-65 A.D., 113.

Silania, mart and township in Noakhalf,

283, 285.

Silghatf village in Chittagong, 126.

Sim Basia peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Sindha tappd in Tipperah, 356.

S'mg&JT pargand in Tipperah, 446.

Sinhergaon/s<zr«;i7<* in Tipperah, 446.

Sitakund, holy nill in Chittagong, 124, 125,

232. 233. 379. 452; hot spring, 132;

range, 125.

Sitakund police outpost in Chittagong, 216.

Sfta-pahar, Teak plantations at, 30.

Sfta-pahar Tang peak in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 25.

Siva chaturdasi festival at Sitakund, 232,

233-

Size of holdings.—See Cultivators.

Slavery among the Hill Tribes, 55, 57, 60,

86 ; among Firinghis, 149 ; in Sandwfp,

Small-pox.—See Vaccination.

Snake-bite, Deaths from.—See Deaths.

Snakes.—See Reptiles.

Snakes eaten by Lushais, 479.

Soil, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 24, 87, 88;

Noakhalf, 250; Tipperah. 361, 384; Hill

Tipperah, 463, 472.

Sonadia island, Chittagong, 129, 130.

Sonadiii village in Noakhalf, Disturbances

at, connected with Census operations, 267,

268.

Sorphuel, old name of Belling Sib peak, f.v.

Spare land, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 77 ; Hill

Tipperah, 503.

Spring, Hot, at Sitakund in Chittagong, 132.

Springs, Salt, in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 29 ;

in Chittagong, 132, 133.

Srichail pargand in Tipperah, 446.

Sriramdi township in Tipperah, 383.

Storms in Chittagong, 184.

Subdivisional administration.—See Adminis

trate Divisions.

Sub-tenures in Tipperah, 404-41 j. —See also

Land Tenures.

Sudharam, chief town of Noakhalf and

thdnd, 238, 239, 248, 269, 273, 277, 282,

283, 284, 285, 288, 315, 324, 330, 333, 334,

342 ; dispensary and hospital, 350.

Sudharamnagar, township in Noakhalf, 284.

Sudrd castes in Chittagong, 145, 146 ; in

Hill Tipperah, 494, 495.

Sugar, Chittagong, 109; NodkhAH (import

°0" 323 i Tipperah (import), 420.

Sugar-cane, Chittagong, price of, 163, 199 :

Noakhalf, cultivation of, 292, 295, 316 ;

price of, 300 : Tipperah, 390, 391 : Hill

Tipperah, price of, 504.

Sukchar, township in Noakhali, 285.

Sulak river in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 27.

Sundeep island.—See Sandwlp.

Suni sect of Muhammadans, Chittagong,

148 ; Noakhalf, 277.

Sunrf caste in Noakhalf, 275.

Sunya Char, township in Noakhalf, 286.

Superintendent of Hill Tribes, Appointment

of, 18, 19, 22, 88 ; title changed to

Deputy Commissioner of Hill Tracts, 22.

Swamps.—See Marshes.
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SyAmpur pargand in Tipperah, 357, 446.

Sylhet, Exports from, to Chittagong, 130 ;

to NoakhAlf, 323.

Tahut land tenure in Chittagong, 179.

TAlsar in Tipperah, 384.

TAltali mart in Noakhali, 283.

Tdluisin Chittagong, no, 178 ; in Tipperah,

399, 401, 405, 410 ; in Hill Tipperah, 503.

Tang, or toung (hill), 24 (note).

Tanjib, name of fine muslin made in Tip

perah, 418, 419.

Tupd land tenures in NoAkhAU, 308.

Tarafs, land tenures in Chittagong, 166-169,

214.

TArashganj thdnd in NoAkhAU, 324.

Tasar silk in Hill Tippe p h, 507.

TaungangA hill in Chittagong, 125.

Taxes in Hill Tracts, 21, 54, 88, 89, 98 ; in

Cox's BAzAr, 152, 153.—SeeaXso Incomes,

etc.

Tea Cultivation in Chittagong Hill Tracts,

87, 88 ; in Chittagong, 159, 208-211.

Teak trees in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 30.

TeknAf thdnd in Chittagong, 176, 216.

Telegraph Statistics, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

101 ; Chittagong, 223, 224 ; Tipperah,

440, 441.

Temperature, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 103 ;

Chittagong, 226 ; NoAkhAU, 345, 346 ;

Tipperah, 448 ; Hill Tipperah, 519.

Tenures of land. —See Land Tenures.

Thdnds.—See Police circles.

Theks.—See Chakmas.

ThollA thdnd in Tipperah, 432, 435, 441.

Tides, NoAkhAU, 252, 253.

Tigers in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 33 ; in

Chittagong, 133 ; in NoAkhAU, 259 ; in

Hill Tipperah, 479.

Tillage, Chittagong Hill Tracts, cereals, 71 ;

green crops, fibres and miscellaneous

crops, 71, 72 ; jtim method of cultivation,

72-74 ; area and out-turn of crops, 74, 75 ;

implements, 75 ; manure and irrigation,

82 : Chittagong, list of crops, 159 ; rice

cultivation, 160, 161 ; implements, 162,

163; manure, irrigation, etc., 183, 184:

NoAkhAU, list of crops, 291, 292 ; rice, 292,

293 ; green crops, 293, 294 ; miscellaneous

crops, 294, 295 ; area and out-turn of

crops, etc., 295, 296; implements, 209;

manure, etc., 316 : Tipperah, list of crops,

390, 391 ; rice, 391, 392 ; jute and betel-

nut, 392, 393 ; area and out-turn of crops,

393-395 : implements, 396 ; manure and

irrigation, 414, 415 : Hill Tipperah, list of

crops, 500 ; rice, 500-502 ; area and out

turn of crops, 502 ; implements, 504 ;

manure, 506, 507.

Timber, Import of, into Chittagong from

Rangoon, 189.—See also Forest Produce.

Tipperah District—

Geographical position, area and bound

aries, 355, 356 ; Jurisdiction, 356, 357 ;

History, 357-360 ; Physical aspect, 361 ;

Hills, 361, 362 ; River System, 362, 363 ;

Ferries, 363, 364 ; Embankments, 364, 365;

Canals and Marshes, 365, 366 ; River

Traffic and Irrigation, 366 ; Fisheries and

Fishes, 366, 367 ; Marsh products, Drain

age line, Minerals, 368 ; Forests and

Jungle Produce, 368, 369 ; Pasturage, 369 ;

Ferae Naturce, 370 : Population—Early

estimates, 370, 371 ; Census of 1872, its

agency and results, 371, 372 ; Classifica

tion according to sex, age, etc. , 372, 373 ;

Ethnical division of the people, 374-376 ;

Hill Tribes, 376-379 ; Immigration and

Emigration, 379 ; List of Castes, 379-381 ;

Religious division of the people, 381 ; The

Brahma SamAj, 381,382 ; Musalman Com

munity, 382, 383 ; Division into town

and country, 383, 384 ; Village officials,

384, 385 ; Kumifia (Comillah), 385, 386 ;

BrAhmanbAriA, 386, 387 ; Material condi

tion of the people—Dress, Dwellings,

Food, etc. , 387-389 ; Fruits and Vegeta

bles, 389, 390 ; Agriculture—list of crops,

390, 391 ; Rice cultivation, 391, 392 ; Jute

and Betel nut cultivation, 392, 393 ; culti

vated area, 393, 394 ; Comparative acreage

and out-turn of crops, 394, 395 ; Condition

of the Peasantry, 395, 396 ; Domestic

Animals and Agricultural Implements,

396 ; Wages and Prices, 396-398 ; Weights

and Measures, 398, 399 ; Landless day-

labourers, 399 ; Land Tenures, 399-405 ;

Sub-tenures, 405-411 ; Illegal cesses, 411,

412 ; Rates of Rent, 412-414 ; Manures,

414, 415 ; Irrigation, 415 ; Natural Cala

mities, 415, 416 ; Famine Warnings, 416 ;

Foreign and Absentee landholders, 416,

417 ; Roads, etc, 417, 418 ; Local Manu

factures, 418, 419 ; Commerce and Trade,

419, 420 ; River Traffic, 420-424 ; Capital

and Interest, 424, 425 ; Indigo Cultivation,

425, 429 ; Local Institutions and Societies,

426 ; Income and Income-Tax, 426 ; Ad

ministrative History, 427, 428 ; Revenue

and Expenditure, 428 ; Balance-Sheets for

1850-51, and 1870-71, 428, 429 ; Land

Revenue, 429-431 ; Magisterial, Civil, and

Revenue Courts, 430, 432 ; Rent-Suits,

432 ; Police Statistics, 432-435 ; Jail Statis

tics, 435 ; Educational Statistics, 435-439 ;

Postal Statistics, 438, 440 ; Telegraph

Statistics, 440, 441 ; Administrative Divi

sions, 441, 442; List of Fiscal Divisions,

442-447 ; Climate, rainfall and tempera-

lure, 447, 448 ; Vital Statistics, 448-450 ;

Diseases, 450 ; Cattle Disease, 450, 451 ;

Indigenous drugs, 451, 452; Fairs and

Religious Gatherings, 452 ; Medical Chari

ties, 4S3, 454.

Tipperahs, a tritie of ToungthAs, 49, 51-53,

88, 143 ; in NoAkhAU, 273, 274 ; in Tip
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perah, 376-378 ; in Hill Tipperah, 482-

488.

Titas river in Tipperah, 362, 363.

Tobacco, Chittagong Hill Tracts, cultiva

tion, 71, 74, 204-207 ; export, 207 ; import,

28, 84, 85 ; prices, 76, 204, 205 : Chitta

gong, 159, 179 : NoakhaH, import of,

323 : Tipperah, 390 ; import, 420 : Hill

Tipperah, 500.

Tora pargand in Tipperah, 446.

Toungjynyas, a division of the Chakma

tribe, q.v. '

Toungtha tribes, ' Children of the Hills.' 49-

66.

Town, thdtid in Chittagong, 176.

Towns in Tipperah, 383-387.

Townships in NoakhaH, 284-287.

Trade.—See Commerce.

Tripura, Origin of name, 357, 358. —See

also Tipperah.

Tsakmas or Tsaks.—Su ChakmAs.

Csan Chandranagar, fargund in Hill Tip

perah, 519.

Tubkibagara thdnd in Tipperah, 378, 392,

432. 434. 441-

Tula-mura peak in Hill Tipperah, 474.

Turn char, NoakhaH, 251.

Turn Char, township in NoakhaH, 286.

Tummungtong festival in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 45.

Twine Khyoung river in Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 23, 24.

u

Udaipur, pargand in Hill Tipperah, 519.

Udaipur, Subdivision in Hill Tipperah, 495,

517. 5'8, 519-

Udaipur, village in Hill Tipperah, 469, 495,

,497; temple at, 357.379-

Ujiinishahr ferry in Tipperah, 363, 364.

Ukhia t/idiid in Chittagong, 136, 142, 216,

226.

Uttar Shahbazpur/arfizaif in NoakhaH, 344.

Uttarshahpur pargand in Tipperah, 446.

V

Vaccination in Noakhall, 347 ; in Tipperah,

450 ; in Hill Tipperah, 520.

Vaishnavs in Chittagong, 146.

Varieties of Rice,—See Rice.

Vegetables in Tipperah, 389, 390 ;

Vessels frequenting Chittagong port, 191,

192.

Village Officials, Chittagong Hill Tracts, 39,

60, 89-91 ; NoakhaH. 288, 289 ; Tipperah,

384, 385 ; Hill Tipperah, 483.

Villages, Number of, Chittagong Hill Tracts,

I Chittagong, 133, 136, 153, 154 ; Noa-

" Tipperah, 372, 384.

Rural Police.—See

35 ;

khalf, 268, 209r284"; Tipperah,

Village Watch, or

Ckavkiddrs,

Vital Statistics. Chittagong Hill Tracts, 104 ;

Chittagong, 228, 229 ; Noakhall, 337,

346 ; Tipperah, 448, 449.

W

Wages and Prices, Chittagong Hill Tracts.

75, 76 ; Chittagong, 155, 163, 209 ; Noa

khaH, 299, 300 ; Tipperah, 396-398 ; Hill

Tipperah, 504.

Wahabis in Tipperah, 383.

Waste Land. —See Spare Land.

Water-courses, Chittagong, 127, 184 ; Noa

khaH, 250, 251, 253, 318 ; Tipperah, 365.

Wazir's Tank, The, at Comillah, 385.

Weights and Measures, Chittagong Hill

Tracts, 77 ; Chittagong, 163, 164 ; Noa

khaH, 300, 301 ; Tipperah, 398, 399 ; Hill

Tipperah, 504.

Wheat. —Sec Cereal Crops.

Wild Animals.—See Feras Naturas.

Wild Beasts, Deaths caused by.—See

Deaths.

Women, Position of, amongst the Lushais,

Yams in Chittagong Hill Tracts, 33.

z

Zamtnddn, Chittagong, 116; Tipperah, 414.

Zaminddrls, NoakhaH, 304, 305 ; Tipperah,

399-

•

T. AND A. CONSTABLE, PRINTFKS TO HER MAJESTY.
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